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WELCOME TO BOISE STATE
Welcome from the faculty, administration and staff
at Boise State University. Our catalog is designed
not only to assist you in finding course information,
but also to give you a sense of the university; its
people and its potential effect on you r life.
Boise State is a university with a proud tradition of
academic excellence. It's a university with a warm
Western attitude where the individual student
receives attention. And it's a university in an urban
setting with a wealth of resources and facilities.
We hope your questions about Boise State can be
answered by the information contained within the
catalog; if not, we're always available to answer your
questions personally.
Cover photograph by Glenn Oakley
POLICY STATEMENT CONCERNING CATALOG CONTENTS
The purpose of the Boise State Catalog is to provide current, articulate
and accurate information about Boise State University for guidance of
prospective students, for faculty and administrative officers, for students
currently enrolled, and for other education or allied agencies.
Catalogs, bulletins, course and fee schedules, etc., are not to be con-
sidered as binding contracts between Boise State University and students.
The university and its divisions reserve the right at any time, without ad-
vance notice, to: (a) withdraw or cancel classes, courses, and programs;
(b) change fee schedules; (c) change the academic calendar; (d) change
admission and registration requirements; (e) change the regulations and
requirements governing instruction in, and graduation from, the univer-
sity and its various divisions; and (f)change any other regulations affect.
ing students.Changes shall go into force whenever the proper authorities
so determine, and shall apply not only to prospective students but also
to those who are matriculated at the time in the university. When
economic and other conditions permit, the university tries to provide
advance notice of such changes. In particular, when an instructional pro-
gram is to be withdrawn, the university will make every reasonable ef-
fort to ensure that students who are within two years of completing the
graduation requirements, and who are making normal progress toward
the completion of those requirements, will have the opportunity to com-
plete the program which is to be withdrawn.
- -- -- ------ - ------
It is the policy of Boise State University to provide equal educational and
employment opportunities, services, and benefits to students and
employees without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, creed, age
or handicap in accordance with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Title IXof the Educational Amendments of 1972. Sections 799A and 845
of the Public Health Act, and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, where applicable, as enforced by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. .
NOTE
The courses contained in this catalog do not preclude or limit the Univer.
sity in its offerings for any semester or session nor do they restrict the
University to the time block (semester) represented by the approved
academic calendar.
Boise State University attempts to respond to the educational needs and
wants of any and all students when expressed. Requests for courses to
be offered whenever they are desired will be favorably received providing
that a minimum of 12 qualified students enroll in the class and a compe-
tent faculty member is available to teach the course.
- ...::..- ~- .-. ---,
-------------------------------~
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CONTACTS
General Information: (208) 385-1011
Admissions: Administration Building, Room 101, 1910 Univer-
sity Drive; Telephone (208) 385-1156. '
Advising Center: Math-Geology Building, Room 102,2000 Univer-
sity Drive; Telephone (208) 385.3664.
College of Business Student Services Center: Business Building,
B-203; Telephone (208) 385-3859.
BSU Bookstore: Student Union Building; Telephone (208)
385-1559.
Career Planning and Placement: 2065 University Drive; Telephone
(208) 385-1747.
Cashier/BusinessOffice: Administration Building, Room 211, 1910
University Drive; Housing Telephone (208) 385-1612. .
Continuing Education and Summer Sessions: library, Room 247;
Telephone. (208) 385-3706
Counseling and Testing Center: Education Building, Sixth Floor;
Telephone (208) 385-1601.
Financial Aid: Administration Building, Room 117, 1910 Univer-
sity Drive; Telephone (208) 385-1664.
Graduate Admissions: Math-Geology Building, Room 218, 2000
University Drive; Telephone (208) 385-3903.
New Student Information Center: Northeast Entrance to the Stu-
dent Union Building (1700 University Drive); Telephone (208)
385-1401, 1-800-632-6586 within Idaho, or 1-800-824-7017 from
outside Idaho.
Registrar: Administration Building, Roqm102-110, 1910 Univer-
sity Drive; Telephone (208) 385-3486.
Student Health Services: University Drive; Telephone (208)
385-1459.
Student Residential Life: Administration Building, Room 214, 1910
University Drive; Telephone (208) 385-3986.
Dean of Student Special Services Office: Administration Building,
Room 114, 1910 University Drive; Telephone (208) 385-1583.
Vocational Student Services: Technical Building, Room 114, 1405
University Drive; Telephone (208) 385-1144.
--_. - ~ ...••. '"'=..
Administration
Board of Trustees
Gary G. Fay, President Twin Falls
Colleen Mahoney, Vice-President Lewiston
Keith S. Hinckley, Secretary .' Blackfoot
Diane Bilyeu, Member Pocatello
Roberta Fields, Member New Meadows
Roy E. Mosman, Member ...............•........................ Moscow
M. Karl Shurtliff, Member , Boise
jerry L. Evans, State Superintendent of Public Instruction .
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University Administration
Executive Officers
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jacquelyn Cassell : Administrative Assistant.
james Paluzzi, Ph.D .....................• :~ Director, KBSU Radio
LARRYG. SELLAND, Ph.D •.......... : Executive Vice President
Linda Stailey, M.A.Ed Associate Executive Vice-President
Ben Hambelton, M.S Assistant Executive Vice-President!
Director, Simplot!Micron Technology Center
Timothy A. Brown, M.S University Librarian
William Mech, Ph.D Director, Honors Program
Cynthia Smith, M.A Coordinator of University Advising
Margene Muller, B.B.A. Administrative Assistant
james Baker, M.A. Director, Research,Center
ASA M. RUYLE, Ed.D Vice President for Finance
and Administration
Alvin G. Hooten, M.S Assoc. Vice-President for Finance
Stephen Maloney, M.s Assoc. Vice-President for
Data' Processing and Information Services
Steve Schmidt, M.P.A. Assoc. Vice-President for Administration,
Director of Institutional Research
Gail Maloney, B.B.A. Assist. Vice-President and
\ Director of Administrative Services
Frank Heise, M.A Executive Director, Morrison Center
Dexter King, B.B.A ...................•...... Executive Director, Pavilion
Larry Burke, B.A .'Director, University Relations
jane K. Buser, B.A Director, Human Resources
Robert Fritsch, M.B.A ' Director, Development
Dyke Nally, B.A Director, Alumni Association
Elizabeth Hecker, Ph.D Director, 'Affirmative Action
Ron Turner, B.C.S Budget Director
Darrell VanKleek, B.S , , . Controller
DAVID S. TAYLOR, Ph.D •........... Vice-President for Student Affairs
Richard P. Rapp, M.S Assoc. Vice-President, Student Affairsl
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judy L. Walker Administrative Assistant
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Gregory L. Blaesing, M.A. Director, Student Union and
Student Activities
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Lester P. Nyborg, M.D Director, Student Health Services
Stephen Spafford, M.A ' Dean of Admissions
Edwin E. Wilkinson, M.S Dean, Student Special Services
Susanna Yunker, M.S Registrar
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Kenneth M. Hollenbaugh, Ph.D •................ Dean, Graduate College
William L. jensen, M.A Dean, Continuing Education
• ,Daryl E. jones, Ph.D Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
Phillip Eastman, Ph.D Assoc. Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
Robert C. Sims, Ph.D Dean, College of Social Sciences
& Public Affairs
Thomas E. Stitzel, Ph.D Dean, College of Business
Bong Shin, Ph.D Associate Dean, College of Business
Richard L. Hart, Ed.D Dean, College of Education
Kenneth L. Hill, Ed.D Associate Dean, College of Education
Eldon Edmundson, Ph.D Dean, College of Health Science
Anne Payne, Ed.D Associate Dean for Nursing
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For Registration Information, See Summer Class Schedule
May 1, Wednesday Last day to file 1990-91 CSS Financial Aid Form to be considered for summer need-based financial aid.
June 5, Wednesday Fee payment deadline for summer session. •
June 10, Monday Classes begin for 8-week, 10-week, and first 5-week sessions. (For refund information, see surnm~r class
• - schedule.) ;-
June 14, Friday .'Last day to file with department for admission to candidacy for Master's Degree-departmental office.
June 14, Friday Last day to file application for graduation for Master's, Bacclilaureate, a'l~ two-year or less degrees,
diplomas, and certificates-Registrar's Office. .
July 4, Thursday Independence Day Holiday (school closed).
July 12, Friday .........•............ First 5-week session ends.
July 15, Monday ....•......•.....•... Classes begin for second 5-week session.
July 26, Friday Last day for final oral and project/thesis defense.
August 2, Friday End.of 8-week session. , "
August 2, Friday Last day to submit final signed copies of Master's project/thesis to Library.
August 16, Friday End of 10-week session and second 5-week session.
Fall Semester 1991
For Registration Information, See Fall Class Schedule
February 1, Friday Last day to file CSS Financial Aid Form to be considered for -1991-92 need-based scholarships.
March 1, Friday ....•................ Last day to file BSU scholarship application to be considered for 1991-92 merit scholarships and need-
_ based scholarships.
March 1, Friday Recommended date to file CSS Financial Aid Form and supporting documents for best chance of receiving
1991-92 grants, work-study, loans (other than Stafford Guaranteed Student Loans), and waivers of non-
. resident tuition. (Students applying after this date may not have financial aid available in time to assist with
fall semester fees.)
May 31, Friday ..............•....... Last day to complete federal verification process for campus based financial aid for 1991~92school year.
July 22, Monday ...............•..... Bills will be mailed to students registered for fall semester.
July 31, Wednesday Last day for degree-seeking students to submit all required admissions materials to be assured of a registra- _,.
-tion appointment time prior to fall semester classes beginning.
August 9, Friday ....•. ; ............• Last day to register or drop/add for fall semester 1991 prior to fee payment deadline.
August 12-19, Monday-Monday No registration or drop/add services during this period.
August 15, Thursday Fee payment deadline for registered 'students. '
August 19-20, Monday-Tuesday Faculty orientation/meetings.
August 20, Tuesday Drop/add for registered and paid students (7:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m.)
August 21, Wednesday ..........•... Registration for fall semester 1991 reopens, drop/add continues.
August 21-23, Wednesday-Friday Academic advising available.
August 22, Thursday Residence Halls open (11:00 a.m.).
August 22-25, Thursday-Sunday New Student Orientation Program.
August 26, Monday ..............•... Classes begin.
August 30, Friday ..............•.... Last day to register except by petition. Last day to add except with consent of instructor and depart-
. ment head. Last day to drop except with consent of instructor.
Septemher 2, Monday Labor Day Holiday (school closed). <.
September 3, Tuesday Registration by petition only. • ,
September 9, Monday Last day for refund for dropping a class or withdrawing from the University. Last day for student health
insurance refund.
September 27, Friday Last day to file with department for admission to candidacy for Master's Degree-departmental office.
September 27, Friday Last day to file application for graduation for Master's, Baccalaureate and two-year or less degrees,
diplomas, and certificates-Registrar's Office.
September 27, Friday Last day to make class changes or register by petition for first 8-week block courses.
September 27, Friday College of Business: last day to petition for upper,divisionadmission for spring semester, 1992..
October 11, Friday Notification of incompletes from previous semester.
October 11, Friday Mid-semester grades submitted to Registrar's Office by Noon.
October 11, Friday ...•.............. Last day to file application with department for final Master's written exam.
October 14, Monday Second 8-week block begins.
October 18, Friday Last day to submit names for faculty initiated withdrawal notifications.
November 1, Friday Last day to make class changes or register by petition.
November 2, Saturday Final day for written exam for Master's Degree. •
November 4-27 Advising/Registration for continuing students for spring semester, 1992.
November n,.Wednesday Last day for final oral and project/thesis defense.
November 15, Friday Last day to make class changes or register by petition for second 8-week block courses.
November 25, Monday Last day for degree-seeking students to submit all required admissions materials to be assured of a registra-
tion appointment time prior to spring classes beginning.
November 28-December 1, .........•. Thanksgiving Holiday (school closed).
December 2, Monday Classes resume.
December 2-10 Advising/Registration for new and returning students for spring semester 1992.
December 6, Friday Last day to submit final signed copy of Master's project/thesis with department.
/
December 10, Tuesday Classroom instruction ends. last day for complete withdrawal.
December 11, Wednesday Reading/Preparation Day.
December 12-13 and 16-17 Final Semester Examinations.
Thursday-Friday and Monday-Tuesday
December 18, Wednesday Residence Halls close. ,
December 20, Friday Grade reports due,:o ~!gistrar (Noon). , ',i ,',..'
Spring Semester 1992
For Registration Information, See Spring Class Schedule~ n- , . <
For Registration Information; See Summer <;:IassSchedule
May 1, Friday , . last day to file 1991-92CSS Financial Aid Form to be considered for summer need-based financial aid.
June 8, Monday Classes begin for 8-week, 1o-week, and first 5-week sessions. (For refund information, see summer class I
schedule.) . I
July 3, Thursday. :' Independence Day Holiday (school closed).
July 10, Friday _. _ First 5-week:session ends. ,; 0 ' ••
July 13, Monday _ Classes begin for second 5-week session.
July 31, Friday : : End of 8-week session.
August 14, Friday: End of 1o-week session and second 5-week ses~ion.
November 25, Monday last day for degree-seeking students to submit all required admissions materials to be assured of a registra-
," . , tion appointment time prior to spring semester classes beginning. '
December 13, Friday Bills will be mailed to students registered for spring semester. . '
December 18, Wednesday last day to register or drop/add for spring semester 1992 prior to fee payment deadline.
December 19-January 3 No registration or drop/add servicesdui'ing this period.
January 2, Thursday Fee payment deadline for registered students. 1.
January 6, Monday Faculty meetings. r': I, • j.
January 6, Monday Drop/add for registered and paid students (7:00 a.m,-7:00 p.m.):
January 7, Tuesday Registration for spring semester 1992 reopens, drop/add continues;
January 7-10, Tuesday-Friday Academic advising available:
January 9, Thursday Residence Halls open (11:00 a.m.). " "
January 13, Monday Classes begin.
January 17, Friday last day to register except by petition. last day to add except with consent of instructor and depart-
ment head. last day to drop except witti'the consent of instructor.
January 20, Monday Dr. Martin luther King, Jr.lldaho Human Rights Day Holiday (school closed).
January 21, Tuesday Registration by petition only. ".., " J '.
January 24, Friday last day to file with department for admission to candidacy for Master's Degree-departmental office.
January 24, Friday :. last day to file application for graduation for Master's, Baccalaureate, and two-year or less degrees,
, ' diplomas,' and' certificates-Registrar's Office. -, .
January 28, Tuesday last day for refund for dropping a class or withdrawing from the University. last day for student health
. , " ';'insurance refund. ,I' •
January 31, Friday '.' : . last day to 'file CSS Financial Aid Form to be considered for 1992-93 need-based scholarships.
February 14, Friday '.. , last day to make class changes or register by petition for first 8-week block courses.
February 17, Monday President's Day Holiday (school closed). "
February 28, Friday. , :,' last day to file BSU scholarship application to be considered for 1992-93 merit scholarships and need-
based scholarships. " , . ' , '
February 28, Friday ', ,; Recommended date to file CSS Financial Aid Form and supporting documents for best chance of receiving
, 1992-93 grants, work-study, loans (other than Stafford Guaranteed Student loans), and waivers of non-
I' resident tuition. (Students applying after this date may not have financial aid available in time to assist with
fall semester fees.) , • .0 ..
February 28, Friday College of Business: last day to petition for upper division admission for summer session and fall semester, 1992.
March 6, Friday Notification of incompletes from previous semester: . \ .'
March 6, Friday Mid-semestergrades subniittedto Registrar by Noon.
March 6, Friday last day to file application with department for final Master's written exam.
March 6, Friday last day to submit names for faculty initiated withdrawal notifications.
March 9, Monday Second 8-week block begins. ' (',
March 20, Friday Last day to make class changes or register by 'petition. ~'J
March 23-29, Monday-Sunday Spring Vacation.
March 30, Monday Classes resume. ,.' . ,-
April 1-24 Advising for continuing students for summer/fall, 1992. ,
April 2-24 _ Registration for continuing students for summer and fall 1992. v' "'.
April 4, Saturday Fi~al day for written exam for Master's degree. • I', I. r~,"
April 10, Friday '.-.: Last day for final oral and project/thesis defense. ~:
April 17, Friday _ last day to make class changes or register by petition for second 8-week block courses.
April 24, Friday : last day to submit final signed copy of Master's project/thesis with department.
May 1, Friday Classroom instruction ends. last day. for complete withdrawal.
May 4, Monday Reading/Preparation Day. .-
May 5-8, Tuesday-Friday ...•...... .' .. 'Final Semester Examinations. - '~
May 9, Saturday :Residence Halls close. '
May 10, Sunday Commencement...:. Pavilion (2:00 p.m.).
May 12, Tuesday Grade reports due to Registrar (Noon) .
• < • .rrl'





















General Information - 5
General Informatio'n
The University
The university exists to edU<;f1te individuals, to ensure their develop-
ment and to enlarge their opportunities. Boise State creates theintellec-
tual atmosphere to produce educated persons 'who are literate,
knowledgeable of public affairs, motivated to become life-long learners
and capable of solving problems through the discipline in which they
majored. Students receive a broad education to equip them for'mobility
in employment, social relevance and informed, active citizenry.
, '.' ".~' ."
Boise State is an urban university, taking its character from the dynamic
center of business and government in which it is located. '\' .
The university's mission reflects its urban setting. The State Board of
Education has mandated that Boise State put its primary emphasis on
business and economics, the social ,sciences, public affairs"the p~r-
forming arts and in.terdisciplinary 'studies. The university gives conti~
nuing emphasis in the areas of health profeSSions, the related physical
and biological sciences and education. And, it maintains basic strengths
in the liberal arts and sciences that provide the core cu'rriculum and
will enhance its role as a regional center for technology based on emerg-
ing needs.
At Boise State, students may choose to study in anyone of six colleges-
Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Health Science, Technology,
Graduate - or three Schools-Social Sciences and Public Affairs, Voca-
tional Technical Education, or Applied Technology.BSU offers 155 major
fields of interest, 63 baccalaureate degree' programs, .23 vocational
technical degrees, 10 graduate and six associate degree programs. All
are accredited by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges.
Specific colleges and programs are ilccredited by national agencies (see
accreditation section on the next'page).
Because BStJ is located in the commercial, financial, health care and
governmental center of Idaho, students can reach beyond the classroom
for experiences 'not available anywhere else in the state. Internships
or work experience at places ranging from the State Legislature to the
state's largest daily newspaper enhance classroom learning.
The university also provides a variety of informal experiences on cam-
pus, such as participation in student government or on university com-
mittees, distinguished speaker programs, cultural and civic events. In
all of its programs, Boise State University takes pride in providing a
personal environment for students.
Since its beginning, the university's mission has been to respond to
the wide-r:mging academic needs of the community. It has sought to
provide a breadth of programs both at the graduate and undergraduate
levels and to provide academic leadership to the area through research
and public service. Diversity, flexibility and quality are trademarks of
Boise State programs.
History: Boise State University was founded in 1932 by the Episcopal
Church as a junior college. It was the first institution of higher educa-
tion to be located in the state's capital city.
Boise Junior College, which had an enrollment of about 600 students
by the end of the 1930s, was located at St. Margaret's Hall, near the
present site of St. Luke's Hospital. The school was moved to its pre-
sent location on the Boise River in 1940.
The Episcopal Church discontinued its sponsorship of the school in
1934, when BJCbecame a non-profit private corporation sponsored by
the Boise Chamber of Commerce and the community. A bill creating
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ajunior college taxing district was passed in 1939, and the college was
su pported by local property taxes after that.
The junior college was granted four year status and named Boise Col-
lege in 1965.The school was brought into the state system of higher
education in 1969 and re-named Boise State University in 1974.
During its 50-year history, BSU has had four presidents: its founder,
Bishop Middleton Barnwell (1932-34), Eugene Chaffee (1934-67), John
Barnes (1967-77) and John Keiser (1978-present).
Accreditation and Affiliation: The university is a fully accredited
member of the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges. Per-
manent membership also is held in the College Entrance Examination
Board and the College Scholarship Service Assembly.
A number of academic programs have additional accreditation or
approval from the following organizations: American Assembly of Col-
legiate Schools of Business (AACSB), the National Council for Accredita-
tion of Teacher Education (NCATE), the International Association of
Counseling Services (lACS), the American Council for Construction
Education (AACE), the National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA),
the National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and
Certification, the Council on Social Work Education (CSWE), the Na-
tional Association of Schools of Music (NASM), the National league
for Nursing, the Idaho State Board of Nursing, the Committee on Allied
Health Education and Accreditation (CAHEA) of the American Medical
Association (AMA)in collaboration with the Joint Review Committees
on Education in Radiologic Technology, Respiratory Therapy,
Respiratory Therapy Technician and the American Medical Records
Association, Surgical Technology accredited by AMA Joint Review Com-
mittee on Surgical Technology, and the National Council for Accredita-
tion for Environmental Health Curricula.
The program in Dental Assisting is accredited by the American Dental
Association Commission on Dental Accreditation, a specialized ac-
crediting body recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accredita-
tion and the United States Department of Education.
Students
Students at Boise State are challenged to reach their highest levels of
performance. The opportunities are here to test your limits in
academics, sports, cultural or social activities.
The university's urban character invites a diverse student body that
includes young adults, senior citizens, and working professionals along
with the more "traditional" students straight from high school.
Students come from every Idaho county, almost every state and more
than 30 foreign countries. Each semester, BSU enrolls over 12,000
students in its academic and vocational technical programs.
Faculty
Boise State's strength lies in its faculty of more than 430. The univer-
sity attracts motivated faculty dedicated to excellence in teaching,
creative in providing new knowledge and generous in using their ex-
pertise to solve society's problems. They recognize that quality teaching
is their primary goal.
Most classes are taught by full-time professors, not by graduate
assistants. And you'll find your teachers caring, accessible people who
are here to help you learn.
Some of the most respected scientists, artists, researchers and educators
in the West are on the BSU faculty. They include a political, scientist
researching the causes of war and nuclear proliferation, ge~logists
studying the geothermal potential'of Idaho, business professors ana-
lyzing Idaho's tax structure, biologists discovering new ways to increase
productivity of Idaho rangeland, English professors editing publications
that preserve and study t~e works of Western writers and professional
educators in every field working to make our future better.
Faculty members act as student advisors and are always willing to listen
to student concerns.
Facilities
One of the most acoustically sophisticated performance halls in the
nation, a top-notch arena and recreation complex, and a campus nestled
along the scenic Boise River are some of the things that attract students
to Boise State, University.
The 110-acre campus consists of 49 buildings bordered by Broadway
Avenue on the east, University Drive on the south, Capitol Boulevard
on the west and the river on the north.
The STUDENT UNION' AND ACTIVITIES provides for the campus
community's social, recreational and cultural needs. Services include
Union Street Cafe, an ice cream/coffee bar, and the new Table Rock
Cafe, our on-campus resident dining area which operates in the popular
food court style with all-you-can-eatservings. Visitors are always
welcome. Other Union amenities include: the indoor Recreation Center,






studying and relaxation; second floor art gallery; Outdoor Rental Center;
Bookstore; and Information DesklTicket Sales. With over 6,000 visitors
per day and 7,000 programs and events per year, the Union is home
to recognized student organizations, the Associated Students of Boise
State University (ASBSU), Student Activities Offices, University meetings,
and conferences.
The BSU BOOKSTORE is also located on the first floor ofthe SUB. There,
all textbooks and supplies required for classes can be purchased. The
Bookstore also carries a large selection of sale books on a continual
basis and sells some clothing and souvenir items.
In the ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, the oldest on campus, students
can find information on admission, fees, financial aid, career place.
ment and planning and housing.
The MORRISON CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS houses a
2,000-seat performing hall used by both university and community
groups. It also contains the Music and Theatre Arts departments, a
180-seat recital hall and a 200.seat theater.
The BSU PAVILION is a multi,purpose facility that attracts big name
entertainers ranging from Willie Nelson and Alabama to Lionel Richie
and Van Halen. Students also can use five racquetball courts, weight
rooms and a large recreational gymnasium. A child care center for
students'. children also is locafed in the Pavilion.
The SIMPLOT/MICRON TECHNOLOGY CENTER is a new state-of.the.
art advanced instructional technology and telecommunication center.
It houses modern television production studios, interactive instructional
classrooms, teleconferencing rooms, media production facilities and
a media resource library. Also housed in the center are many instruc-
tional computer.based technologies. A satellite earthstation and an inter.
campus microwave system are used to transmit instruction throughout
the state. Through the facilities and services of the Center the Univer.
sity is pioneering the use of technology to improve the effectiveness
of instruction and to extend information and instruction to off-campus
locations.
DOWNTOWN BOISE is just a few minute's walk from campus, where.
students can find shopping, fine restaurants and exciting nightlife. Just'
across the footbridge over the Boise River is Julia Davis Park-with the
Idaho Historical Museum, the Boise Gallery of Art, the city zoo, a band-
shell where spring and fall concerts take place and lots of open, green
space.
General Information - 7
The library
Located at the heart of the campus is the University Library. On the
Library's four floors of shelves are 328,000 monograph volumes and
55,200 bound periodicals that support curricular and research needs,
4,500 current periodicals, newspapers and other serials, 117,000 maps,
149,000 government publications, and 911,600 microform pieces.
Access to the collections is primarily through catalyst, a new computeriz.
edcatalog which provides online searching of the Library's data base.
The Reference Department provides basic and advanced bibliographic
service and assistance in use of the Library.
The Curriculum Resource Center on the Library's second floor houses
print and non.print materials for elementary and secondary education,
records, juvenile and young adult books and college.level non-print
materials.
The Maps and Special Collections Department contains the Library's
map collection, the University Archives and various manuscript col.
lections and rare books. A recent addition to the Library is the collec.
tion of the papers of the lateSenator Frank Church. A special room
on the Library's third floor houses some of his memorabilia for public
viewing. The Church Papers are available for scholarly research.
The Library's Government Documents department is a selective
depository for United States and Canadian government publications
and Idaho State publications. Publications of Ada County and Boise
City are also found in this department.
Computer Capabilities
A Boise State University graduate must be able to make use of the com-
puter for tasks appropriate to his/her discipline.
Because we live in an age of high technology and of "information ex.
plosion," Boise Stat~ has adopted this computer literacy requirement
for all graduates. • .
BSU's computers are located in several buildings on campus in order
to give students easy access to them. The university is continually in-
creasing student.access to computers in an effort to ensure that every
student can meet the computer literacy requirement.
In addition to a university.wide computer center, with two IBM 4381's,
and a Hewlett-Packard 3000, microcomputer centers have been estab-
lished for open access by students or use within a college.
Two IBM computers serve both administrative and instructional pur.
poses with over 400 terminals in offices and computer laboratories
across campus. The HP 3000 is strictly an educational system, used by
faculty, staff and students on 30 terminals in Room 206 of the Business
Building. Student accounts on both machines are available through
instructors or through the Data Center in Room 116 of the Business
Building.
There are IBM personal computers and a variety of Apple and Com.
modore computers in Room 417 of the Education Building, with more
than 1,200 programs on subjects ranging from English to Economics.
The College of Health Science has personal computers for tutoril}g,
clinical test simulation and teaching X.ray position techniques and a
complete computer classroom with AT&T 6300 personal computers.
In the Math/Geology building there is a lab available with terminals
attached to an AT&T 3B2 minicomputer. These are used mostly by
Mathematics students. The Geology department has a computer lab
equipped with AT&T microcomputers and a large AT&T mini<;omputer.
The Vocational Technical School has five labs with IBM-PC's in each
lab. A lab for office automation has a Wang office system that is used
by Vocational Technical classes.
The College of Business has IBM personal computers in Room 208 of
the Business Building for student use. Access to the HP-3000 system
is available from Hewlett.Packard 150 personal computers in Room 208
of the Business Building as well as the University lab in Business 206.
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Official transcript from high school showing date of gradua-
tion or acceptable GED test scores.
5. Official transcripts from all previously attended colleges.
To Be Considered for Regular Status
New freshmen who graduated from high school prior to 1989 will
be admitted with Regular admission status.
New freshmen who graduated from an accredited high school in
1989 or later will be evaluated for admission on the basis of the
College Admission Core (see outline of core requirements in
this section). Students meeting the core requirements will be
admitted with Regular admission status. If the core requirements
are not met, the applicant will be considered for Provisional ad-
mission status.
Applicants who graduated from an unaccredited high school in
1989 or later will be considered for Provisional admission status=~ '
Transfer applicants with fewer than 14 transferable credits who
graduated from high school prior to 1989 will be considered for
admission based upon evaluation of prior college academic
records.
Transfer applicants with fewer than 14 transferable credits who
graduated from high school in 1989 or later will be considered
Questions about admissions requirements should be directed to:












A. Freshmen"or Transfer students with fewer than 14 transferable
credits must submit prior to the application deadline date the
following:application requirements: ,.
1. A completed undergraduate application for admission.
2. A $15.00 application processing fee (non-refundable, one-time
fee only).
3. American College Test (ACn or Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAn
scores. (Does not apply to students graduating from high
school or receiving a GED prior to 1989 or students 21 and
older at the time of application.)
Admission as an Academic
Undergraduate Student
Beginning with the Fall Semester 1989, new admission standards went
into effect at Boise State University. These standards require that ap-
plicants be considered for admission under specific admission classifica-
tions. When all required admission materials have been received and




for admission based upon both high school and college academic
records.
GED holders will be considered for Provisional admission status
only.
To Be Considered for Provisional Status
. New freshmen or transfer students with fewer than 14
, transferable credits who do not meet the College Admission Core
but satisfy one of the criteria below, may be granted Provisional
admission status. Provisional status is not a probationary status
and will be considered if the applicant:
1. Is a high school graduate with a high school grade point
average of 2.0 (C) or higher AND has an ACT composite of
17 or higher" or a SAT combined score of 690 or higher.
2. Has the GED (General Educational Development Test) Cer-
tificate, is at least 19 years of age, and has an ACT composite
of 17 or higher" or a SAT combined score of 690 or higher.
If the above criteria cannot be met but the applicant believes
he/she deserves special consideration due to unusual or extraor-
dinary circumstances, the applicant may petition to the Dean
of Admissions.
'Equivalent to a score 0(14 on ACT exams taken prior to October, 1989.
--,,:, '
"., COLLEGE ADMISSION CORE
For regular admission to Boise State University, the following
high school courses must be completed with at least a 2.0 (C)
grade point average by all students graduating from accredited
high schools in 1989 or later',Note: 1 credit = 1 semester/term.
ENGLISH ' , . • 8 credits minimum
Composition, Literature. .
"MATHEMATICS 6 credits minimum
Algebra I and Geometry or Algebra I and Algebra II. Other
courses may be selected from Analytic Geometry, Calculus,
Statistics, and Trigonometry. 'f' 1•.
SPEECH 1 credit minimum
Out-of-state students should contact the Admissions Office re-
garding this requirement; <-il
FINE ARTS/
FOREIGN LANGUAGE/HUMANITIES 4 credits minimum
Art, Dance, Drama, Foreign Language, Interdisciplinary, Studies,
Literature, Philosophy, Logic, Music. At least two credits must
be completed in areas other than Studio/Performing Arts. History
courses, beyond those used to meet the Social Sciences core,
may be counted toward this requirement. Practical arts (voca-
tional/technical, home economics, etc.) will not apply toward this
req u i rement.
SOCIAL SCIENCE 5 credits minimum
American Government (state and 10cal),'Geography, U.S. History,
World History. Other courses may be selected from Economics,
Psychology and Sociology.
"NATURAL SCIENCE 6 credits minimum
Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science, Geology,
Physiology, Physics, Physical Science, Zoology. At least two
credits must befor courses which include a laboratory science
" experience.
'Students graduated from an accredited high school in 1989 or 1990 must complete
4 cr"edits minimum in mathematics and 4 credits minimum in Natural Science.
B. Transfer students with 14 or more transferable credits must sub-
mit prior to the application deadline date the following:
1. A completed undergraduate application for admis,sion.
2. A $15.00 application processing fee (non-refundable, one-time
fee only). ' '.
3. Official transcripts from all previously attended colleges or
universities. .
Applicants with 14 or more semester hours of transferable credits
from another college or university, with a cumulative grade point
average of 2.0 (C) or higher, will be admitted with Regular ad-
mission status. Applicants not meeting the grade point average
minimum requirement may be considered for admission under
Probationary status.
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C. Former (returning) Boise State University students must submit
prior to the application deadline date the following:
1. A completed undergraduate application for admission.
2. A $15.00 non-refundable application processing fee unless
this fee was previously paid.
3. Official transcripts from all colleges or universities attended
that have not, been previously submitted .
4. ACT or SAT scores if student graduated from high school or
received a GED in 19890r later and did not previously sub-
mit these scores to BSU.
The applicant's prior academic record at Boise State and, if ap-
plicable, academic records from any other institutions attended, will
be evaluated to determine admission status.
Official Transcript
An official transcript is one that is sent by the issuing institution
(high school or college) directly to the BSU Office of Admissions.
Hand carried copies of transcripts are not considered official. The
transcript becomes the property of the university and cannot be
forwarded to a third party. Copies of transcripts will be made for
BSU academic advising purposes only.
Evaluation of Transfer Credits
Students entering from other colleges or universities must request
that official transcripts be mailed directly from the issuing institu-
tions to the BSU Admissions Office. Students entering from other
institutions must h~ve a cumulative transfer grade point average
of a 2.0 (C) or higher in order to be given Regular admission status,
Students not meeting this requirement may be admitted on proba-
tion upon approval of the Dean of Ad missions or Dean of the school
or college of their proposed major. Students admitted on proba-
tion must earn at least a 2.00 in their first semester ofattendance
or be subject to academic dismissal. After the first semester, transfer
students are subject to the provisions of the Academic Probation
and Disqualification policy. All decisions relating to the admission
of foreign students will, however, be made by the Dean of
Admissions.
Each transcript is evaluated on a course-by-course basis. After evalua-
tion of transcripts, students are classified with freshman, sophomore,
junior or senior standing. The State Board of Education has deter-
mined for both certification and transfer purposes that no more
than 70 credit hours can be transferred from a community or junior
college.'- -
Academic college level credit will be accepted from institutions ac-
credited by the regional accrediting associations as reported in Ac-
credited Institutions of Post Secondary Education published by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation. Credit earned from institu-
tions not accredited by these regional accrediting organizations may
be granted on a course-.by-course basis with the approval of the
appropriate Boise State University department. Students may peti-
tion for acceptance of this credit once they have completed 15
semester credits at Boise State University l(Vith a 'minimum
cumulative grade point average of 2.0.
II. NON-DEGREE SEEKING APP~ICANTS 1
Students wishing to enroll as non-degree seeking students must
have a high school diploma or GED (or permission to enroll from
the Dean of Admissions). Non-degree seeking students must sub-
mit prior to the application deadline date a completed
undergraduate application for admission or a complete'd Intent to
Enroll form.
"Non-degree seeking students will be limited to part-time ~nrollment
, (7 or fewer credits per semester), will not be eligible for federal finane
cial aid, veterans' benefits, etc. and must apply for admission as
a degree-seeking student when they wish to change their status.
Applicants who have attended other colleges or universities may
apply to BSU as' non-degree seeking students in order to take
courses of interest. However, transcripts, if submitted, will not be
evaluated until such time as the student applies as a degree-seeking
student.
,("
Admission Deadline Dates ...
Fall Semester Deadline: July 31
Spring Semester Deadline: November 25
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Applicants must submit all admission requirements prior to the deadline
set for each semester to be assured of a registration appointment time
prior to the start of classes. Students whose application files become
complete after the deadline date may register after those students who
met the deadline, but in some cases, this may be after classes have
already started.
Students whose application files are not complete before the start of
classes may enroll as non-degree, part-time students.
Because the Admissions Office assigns registration appointment times
according to the date the application file becomes complete, it is to
the applicant's advantage to submit required credentials as early as
possible.'
Admission Notification Procedures
After all admissions requirements have been received and evaluated
by the Admissions Office, the student will be notified by mail of the
admission decision. Possible admission classifications are as follows:
REGULAR ADMISSION STATUS -Regular admission status will be
granted to those applicants meeting all admission requirements. This
is an unrestricted admission status.
PROVISIONAL ADMISSION STATUS - Applicants who cannot meet
the requirements for Regular admission status will be considered for
Provisional admission status. Note: This is not a probationary status.
Students admitted with Provisional status must apply for regular status
within three (3) semesters, during which time at least fourteen (14)
credits must be satisfactorily completed. Twelve (12) of those credits
must be represented by one English class plus one class from each of
the three areas of the General Education Core requirements at BSU.
Provisionally admitted students not satisfying this requirement will be
dismissed, subject to admissions committee appeal procedures.
CON DITIONAL ADMISSION STATUS - Applicants cu rrently completi ng
their final year of high school or applicants currently attending another
college or university may be given Conditional (tentative/temporary)
status upon receipt and evaluation of an incomplete transcript, e.g.
a 7th semester transcript for high school seniors or an "in-progress"
transcript for college students. A final admissions classification will be
determined upon receipt and evaluation of a student's official final
transcript. Such students will be issued a Certificate of Admission with
a registration appointment tinie, but must furnish an official final
transcript before registration for future semesters will be allowed.
PROBATIONARY ADMISSION STATUS - A transfer student, whether
resident or non-resident, must have a minimum G.P.A. of 2.00 (C) or
above on all prior collegiate work. Students not meeting this require-
ment may be admitted on probation upon approval of the Dean of Ad-
missions or the Dean of the school or college of their proposed major.
Students admitted on probation must earn at least a 2.00 (C) in their
first semester of attendance or be subject to academic dismissal. After
the first semester, transfer students are subject to the provisions of
the Academic Probation and Disqualification policy (see Part 3).
DENIED ADMISSION STATUS - Applicants who do not meet the ad-
missions standards for Provisional status will be denied admission to
Boise State University as degree-seeking students. Students denied ad-
mission may appeal this decision or they niay enroll as part-time, non-
degree seeking students. When admission standards have been met,
students wishing to change to degree-seeking status must reapply for
admission.
NON-DEGREE SEEKING ADMISSION STATUS - Non-degree seeking
students are limited to part-time enrollment (7 or fewer credits per
semester) and are not eligible for federal financial aid, veterans' educa-
tional benefits, etc. Applicants who have previouslyattended other col-
leges may apply as non-degree seeking students. However, transcripts,
if submitted, will not be evaluated until such time as the student applies
as a degree-seeking student. " .
Transfer of Vocational Technical/Academic Credits
Block transfer of vocational technical credit from accredited or State
approved vocational technical schools in the State of Idaho into specific
departmental programs, or general elective credit at Boise State Univer-
sity may be awarded as determined by the appropriate academic depart-
ment and approval of the dean. . .
Similarly, block transfer of academic program credit from an accredited
institution of ~igher education into a specific vocational technical pro-
gram at Boise State University may be awarded as determined by the
appropriate division, department, or committee.
No grade shall be assigned, and such transfer applies only to the agreed-
upon-transfer program.
Credit for specific vocational technical school courses may be awarded
when equivalency has been validated by the appropriate academic
department and approved by the school offering the equivalent course
work. Vocational technical. school credit may be awarded for specific
academic course credit when the equivalency has been determined
by the appropriate vocational technical division or department.
Reciprocal exchange of non-equivalent prior learning such as course
work training or work experience between vocational technical and
academic institutions shall be at the discretion of the appropriate divi-
sion or department.
If a student transfers from one program in vocational technical educa-
tion or an academic program to another, the receiving department or
division will re-evaluate the appropriateness of such vocational technical
training, experience, and/or academic course work.
Veterans: Students wishing to enter and receive G.1. Bill benefits must
be degree-seeking, and must meet all admissions requirements listed
previously for freshmen or transfer students.
Veterans attending under the G.1. Bill (Chapter 34); new G.1. Bill (Chapter
30); VEAP Program (Chapter 32); Selected Reserve Educational Assistance
Program (Chapter 106) or under the Dependence Educational Assistance
(Chapter 35-widows, orphans and children of 100% disabled veterans)
can apply for their benefits through the Office of Veterans Affairs on
the Boise State University Campus. Chapter 31 (rehabilitation program)
Veterans must be counseled by a Vocational Rehabilitation counselor
at the V.A. '
Chapter 30, 32, 34 veterans and Chapter 106 and 35 eligible persons
are required to pay all tuition and fees at the time of registration.
Chapter 31 veterans must present an Authorization of Entrance.
Summer School Students: Students wishing to attend Boise State
University during the summer session(s) must complete an application
for admission. Such students will not be allowed to enroll as degree-
seeking students for fall semester until all admission re~uirements have
been met. - •
Admission As A
Special Undergraduate Student
Persons who are unable to meet requirements as degree-seeking or
non-degree seeking students may be cC!nsidered for admission as non-
degree seeking, part-time students upon presentation of satisfactory
evidence that they are qualified to do college-level work. Normally,
this status will not be granted to anyone less than 18 years of age unless,
following a personal interview with the Dean of Admissions, it is
deemed in the best interests of the student. Students admitted under
this provision are required to complete admission requirements within
the fi rst semester of attendance.
High School Students: Currently enrolled high school students may
enroll as non-degree seeking part-time students if they have met the
appropriate prerequisite and their application for admission has been
approved by the Dean of Admissions. Registration at BSU must be deter-
mined to be in the best interests of the student and must not interfere
with progress toward high school graduation. A letter froll) the high
school must be provided to satisfy this requirement.
Admission As A
Vocational Technical Student
Students who plan to enter a program in the School of Vocational
Technical Education, Boise State University, must complete the follow-
ing through the College of Technology Student Services at least one
month prior to the start of classes:
1. Arrange a personal interview with a College of Technology Student
Services counselor.
2. Submit a BSU application and pay the required $15.00 application
processing fee.
3; Submit an official high school transcript showing date of gradua-








showing scores earned. , . , "
4. Complete an educational assessment. May be either acceptable
ASSET Assessment scores, acceptable ACTor SAT scores, or com-
pletion of an Associates or Bachelor degree program as proven by
official transcripts. (The ASSET is given at any Idaho Post Secondary
Vocational Technical School without a' fee.) *NOTE: Health and
Technical programs have additional admission requirements.
5. Pay a $75 security deposit to hold your place in the program ~n,ce
you receive your Letter of Acceptance. This is applied to fees upon
registration and is refundable only with justifiable cause. The
deadline for the refund is thirty calen<;lar days oefore classes begin.
A limited number of students can be accepted in each program so all
admission requirements should be completed as soon as possible.
You are not admitted into a program until steps 1 through 5, and any ad-
ditional applicable requirements; have been completed.
Admission As A Graduate Student
The Graduate Admissions Office of the Graduate College provides ad-
missions counseling, evaluates all transcripts for admission to graduate
programs and verifies the completion of admission requirements.
Students holding a bachelor's or higher degree can be admitted as
graduate, senior, sophomore or special for purposes of financial aid
application and fee payment. .
Admission requirements for students pursuing masters' degrees vary
according to the graduate program. Please see the graduate program
requirements listed in the Graduate College section of the catalog.
1. All students holding a bachelor's or higher degree must submit a
graduate application for admissio'n to the Graduate Admissions Of-
fice and pay a non-refundable $15.00 application processing fee;
2. All graduate students, except the categories exempted below, must
submit official transcripts from each post-high school institution
attended directly to the. Graduate Admissions Office. An official
transcript is one certified by the issuing institution and mailed by
that.institution directly to the BSU Graduate AdmissionsOffice.
Exempt categories: Students pursuing general graduate study or
undergraduate courses of interest.
Admission As An International St~derie'
Boise State University is happy to admit qualified students from around
the world. The following are admission requirements for international
students:
Applicants without prior college or university credit will be considered
on the basis of their secondary school transcript and the results of the
TOEFL (Test of English as a Foreign Language). A minimum TOEFL score
of 500 is required for undergraduate study. Student.s must have strong
academic, qualifications, and they must have completed the pre-
university require"ments of their own country. '. , ". '
Applicants who have completed some college or university-level course
work may apply as transfer students. The award of transfer credits will
be determined on the basis of course descriptions and examination
results. Students must request that official transcripts be sent directly
from the colleges or universities previously attended to the Boise State
University Foreign Student Admissions Office. English translations of
transcripts and a secondary school transcript must alsobe submitted.
Transfer students must, have a grade point average of 2.0, or its
e,quivalent. A minimum TOEFL score of '500 is required for ..under-
graduate study. Studentswho hav~completed English composition at
a U.S. college or university may, in some cases,' waive the TOEFL
requirement. •
Applicants for admission to our Graduate College must have earned at
least a bachelor's degree,or its equivalent from an accredited institu-
tion. Students must request that transcripts be sent directly from the
colleges or universities previ,ously attended to the Boise State Univer-
sity Foreign Student Admissions Office. Transcripts must indicate strong
academic achievement. A minimum TOEFL score of 550 is required
unless evidence of English proficiency is otherwise provided. Applicants
for admission to the MasterofBusiness Administration degree pro-
gram muSt provide results ofthe GMAT (Graduate Management Ad~
mission Test). Those applying for the Master's program In Public Affairs;
Raptor Biology, English, Geophysics or Geology musfprovideGRE
(Graduate Record Examination) results. '
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In addition to the academic records and official TOEFL scores"all ap:
plicants' must submit the following:
1. A Foreign Student Application for Admission.
2. A non-refundable application processing fee of $15.00.
3. yerification of financial resources to cover one full year of
, expenses.
When an applicant meets all admission requirements, the Foreign Stu-
dent Coordinator will issue the 1-20 form needed to obtain an F-1 stu-
dent visa. For more specific information, please contact the office of
Foreign Stude~t Admission~. ,. ,
~
Questions concerning tuition and fees should be directed'to:,
Administrative Services
Boise State University
1910 University Drive, Boise, 1083725
(208) 385-1212/3699
All of the fees, tuition, and other charges are due and payable for
registered students by the deadlines establ.ished prior to the beginning
of each semester. Please refer to the academic calendar for exact dates.
These fees and charges for students registering after th'e fee payment
deadline registration are due and payable on the day the registration
occurs. Special fees are due at the time registration fees are paid.,
Special fees are not refundable after the first day of class.
Questions concerning Student Loans should be directed to:
Student Loan Office
(208) 385-3951
Questions concerning Financial Aid should be directed to: .
Financial Aid Office, ' .. "
, (208) 385-1664
Tuition and Fee Schedule:' Eight or more hours made up of any
combination of credit, audit, equivalent and/or repeat hours will be
considered a full schedule for purposes of calculating charges.
All fees, tuition, and other charges are SU~JECT TO CHANGE at any
time by the 'State Board of Education acting as the Board ~f Trustees
for Boise State University. •
Tuition and Fees
Tuition or Fees Idaho Resident, Non~Resident




" Total(Graduate) , ::. 827.00 1827.00
Payment of full-fees does not necessarily constitute full-time enroll-
ment. Please see the section on Academic Information for credit hour
requirements. '
:~ , ~ .
Deferred ,Payment of Fees: Full~dme students who receive no
financial aid and who have no delinquent accounts with the Univer-
sity are eligible to defer payment of part of the fees and tuitiOn in
acco'rdance with the following regulations: ,,.
1. At least 40 percent of fees and tuition must be paid at the time. of
registration. ,,,.. ~.
2.. Any special fees must be paid in fUll at the time' of registration in-
eluding deposits; special course fees, insurance, fines, penalties,
f special workshop fees, and other special charges or fees. l
3. Service charges for the deferred payment plan are based upon the
amount deferred as follows: iii




$800 and over'. $25
This charge is nonrefundable and one-half of it must be paid with
each deferred payment. ,Students who completely withdraw from
" the University will be charged a $15.00 'administrative fee.'
4. The deferred balance is payablei" two equal installments, which
c•• are due on or about October 1 and November 1 for the fall semester
and on or about February 1 and March 1 for the spring semester.
Refund Policy ,
When a regularly enrolled student withd~aws from Boise State Univer- \
sity, a refund of registration charges including non-resident fees will
be on the following basis: . ,
, During first 10 days of classes •.......................... 100% j
less $15.00 processing fee .., \
Aft" 1~hd'Ym_d~•............................ N.~eW: J
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5. Any delinquent installments are assessed an additional $8.00 late
charge, and the registration ofthe student concerned is,subject to
cancellation. If the terms of deferral are not fulfilled, the student
loses the right to defer in the futu reo .'
6. Students who wish to defer their registration fees must go to the
Deferred Fee Office, Room 204-AlB on the second floor of the Ad-
ministration Building to complete the necessary forms during the
registratio'n process. '
7. In the event that a student who owes deferred payments withdraws
from school, any amount owed the University as a result of defer-
ring these payments will be imm,ediately due and payable and will
be deducted from any refund amount that would normally have been
available had the student paid full fees in cash at time of registration.
8. In the event that any financial assistance arrives prior to the repay-
ment of the loan, those funds must be used immediately to repay
all or a portion of the outstanding deferred loan. This will take




The legal residence of a student for fee purposes is determined at the
time of initial application for admission and will be reconsidered,
thereafter, upon appeal by the student. Appeal affidavits can beob-
tained in the Finance and Administration Offices, Administration
Building 208. Section 33-3717, Idaho Code, specifies that a resident stu-
dent shall be:
1. Any student who has one (1) or more parent or court appointed guar-
dians who are domiciled in th'e State of Idaho. Domicile, in the case
of a parent or guardian, means that individual's true, fixed and per-
manent home and place of habitation. It is the place where that in-
dividual intends to remain, and to which that individual expects to
return when that individual leaves without intending to establish
a new domicile elsewhere. To qualify under this section, the parent,
parents or guardian must be residing in the state on the opening
day of the term for which the student matriculates.
2. Any student who receives less than fifty percent (50%) of his sup-
port from parents or legal guardians who are not residents of this
'state for voting purposes, and whohas continuously resided in the
State 'of Idaho for twelve (12) months next preceding the opening
day of the period of instruction during which he proposes to attend
the college or university.
3. Any ,'student who is a g~aduate of an accredited secondary school
in the State of Idaho, and who matriculates at a college or univer-
'. sity in the State of Idaho during the term immediately following such
'graduation regardless of the residence of his parent or guardian.
4. The spouse of a person who is classified, or who is eligible for
classification, as a resident of the State of Idaho for the purposes
of attending a college or univer,sity. -'"
5. A member of the armed ,forces of the United States, stationed in
the State ,of, Idaho on military orders.
6. A student whose parent or guardian is a member of the armed forces
and. stationed in the,State of Idaho on military.orders and who
" receives fifty percent (50%) or more of support from parents or legal
guardians. The student, while in continuous attendance, shall not
lose his residence when his,parent or guardian is transferred on
military orders.
7. A person separated, under honorable conditions, from the United
States armed forces after at least two (2) years of service, who at the
time of separation designates the State of Idaho as his intended
domicile or who lists Idaho as the home of record in service and
enters a college or university in the State of Idaho within one (1)
year ,of the date of. separation.
8. Any individual who has been domiciled in the State of Idaho, has
qualified and would otherwise be qualified under the provisions of
this statute and who is away from the state for a period of less than
one (1) calendar year and has not established legalreside,nce
elsewhere provided a twelve (12) month period of continuous resi-
dence has been established immediately prior to departure.
Senior Citizens Rate,
Residents of the State of Idaho sixty (60) years and older may attend
classes at BSU paying a twenty dollar ($20.00) registration fee and five
dollars ($5.00) per credit hour plus any special fees. Proof of age is re-
quired when paying fees. The senior citizen's waiver is available in the
cashier's office (A-211).
Other Fees
Part-fees (Undergraduate) : ; .. $65.00 per Sem Hr
(7 or fewer credit hours)
Part-fees (Graduate) '. $83.00 per Sem Hr
-(7 or fewer credit hours)
Summer (Undergraduate) $66.00 per Sem Hr
." Summer (Graduate>' $84.00 per Sem Hr
Application Processing Fee (Non-refundable) $15.00
Overload Fee (non-refundable) Variable
(Per credit hour cost over 19 credits)
Duplicate Activity Card : $5.00
Music Fees: Music Performan~e Fee f~'r all priv~te music lesso~s:
2 credits 80.00 per semester
4 credits 150.00 per semester
Waivers of Music Performance Fees will be granted to music majors
enrolled for 8 credit hours or more for all required private performance
study leading to a BA or B.M. degree. Students receiving this fee waiver
must be concurrently enrolled for credit in a major ensemble and in
concert class. Students must receive grade of 'C' or better in the en-
semble and a grade of 'P' in concert class.
All students receiving this fee waiver must be making satisfactory pro-
gress (C grade or better) in private performance study to be eligible
for a fee waiver the following semester.
Students receiving this fee waiver on an instrument leading to aprofi-
ciency examination must attempt the examination at the end of the
first year of study and each semester thereafter until successful com-
pletion.No more than four semesters of fees for this purpose will be
waived. '
Special Workshop Fees: Special workshops are conducted
throughout the year that are'not part of the regularly scheduled courses
funded through the university general fund budget. All students,
regardless of full-fees or part-time status, will be required to pay the
special workshop fees that are set in relation to the expenses required
to conduct the course. Registration for these workshops will not change
the statu s of a student for fee pu rposes. '
Insurance Coverage (subject to change): All full-fees students
(8 or more credit hours) are automatically covered by the health insur-
ance program when the full registration fee is paid ..Students are in-
sured at home or school, while traveling and during all vacation periods
24 hours a day during the policy period. Coverage for the fall semester
begins on the first day of class and ends on the first day of the spring
semester. Spring semester benefits continue through August of that
year. Student health insurance benefits are available to dependents
and to part-time students who pay less than full-time fees but are enroll-
ed in at least three credit hours of class each semester.
Students not wishing to keep this insurance coverage can apply for
a refund of the insurance fee by filing a petition with the ASBSU student
health insurance representative within 10 days from the beginning of
the semester. (See posted dates). The student insurance representative's
office is located in the Student Union Building (Room 218, telephone
385-3863) for consultation on the program and claims procedures.
The Boise State University Student Health Center is a separate program
that IS NOT CONNECTED with the health"insurance. All full-time
students are eligible for medical assistance or service from the Student

























available on request from the Financial Aid Office. Need-based
scholarship applicants must submit the FAF by February 1.
4. Other Documents
Other documents may be required to process a financial aid applica-
tion and will be requested by the Financial Aid Office .. These
documents can include, but are not limited to: tax returns, proof
of citizenship, proof of veterans benefits, permission to release
private records and so on, NOTE: Information about your financial
aid applica~io.n will not ~e released (~ven to your par~!nts) without
your permission.
To increase the chance of receiving aid, all ~ppropriate forms l11ustbe
filedby March 1. If all required documents have not been submitted
by the March 1 priority deadline, the applicant will be considered for
various types of aid on a first<ome, first-served basis if there are re-
maining funds. Applications or Student Aid Reports (SAR) received after
April 1may not be considered in time to receive notification until after
registration for Fall Semester. Students'registered for Fall Semester must
meet the March 1deadline to have aid available for mid-summer billing.
Summer Session: The u'niversity has financial aid available on a
restricted bOisiscJuring the summer. Students in need of financial aid
who plan to attend summer session should.consult with the Financial
Aid office as soon as the summer class schedule for the appropriate
year is available. T,he FAF and BSU Application fo'r Financial Aid must
be on file by May 1 prior to the appropriate Summer session. '
. , ", '/
Financial Aid .Programs . ,
1. Pell Grants are available to undergraduate students with documented
-financial"need. This is intended to be a foundation to which other
need-based aid may be added. Approximately 6 weeks after the FAF
is filed, a Student Aid Report (SAR) will be mailed tp the student.
.All copies must be submitted to the Financial Aid Office before award
processing can begin. New Pell Grant recipients may be eligible for
up to the full-time equivalent of five academic years. If P~II Grants
alone are not sufficient to meet educational expensesrother types
of aid are described below.
2. Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) and State Stu-
dent Incentive,Grants (SSIG) are awarded to undergraduate students
who show exceptional financial need.
3. Perkins National Direct Student loan (Perkins/ND~l) is a long-term,
low)nterest (5%) loan that l1)ust be repaid to the university accor-
ding to specific Federal guidelines. Repayment begins 6 or 9 months
after graduation or after the student's enrollment drops below 6
credits: Perkins/NDSL is awarded to both undergraduate and
graduate students who show exceptional need.
ESTIMATED REPAYMENT SCHEDULE FOR PERKINS LOAN
(Based on 5% interest rate)
Loan Number of Amount of
Amount Payments Payments




8/000 120 " . • 84.85
10,000' 120 t! 106.06
("Final payment will be slightly less.)
4. College Wo~k Study Program (CWSP) provides an opportunity for
students to work and pay for a portion of their educational expenses.
Checks are payable directly to the student who is then responsible
for paying outstanding debts. CWSP is awarded to selected under.
gradu~te a[1d graduate students who show need.
5, Idaho Work Study Program provides funds through student employ-
ment .•Funds are limited to. residents of Idaho.
6. Waivers of Non-Resident Tuition are available to a limited number
of undergraduate and graduate students who are considered to be
out-of-state residents for tuition purposes, have good academic
records, and ,show need.. ,
7. BSU Student Employment Program has limited funds available for
undergraduate and graduate students who are unable to qualifyfor
CWSP, but who desire to work to pay a portion of their educational
expenses. " '"
Short courses, workshops and continuing education classes refund
policies may vary. Please check with the appropriate office for infor-
mation concerning refund policy.
This policy also pertains to part-time students, including special even-
ing classes. No special consideration is given to late registrants in
extending the refund policy. T~e university reserves the right to deduct
from the refund any outstanding bills. An itemized statement of deduc-
tions will be forwarded ,with the refund check. Upon completion of
the withdrawal process, a refund check will be prepared and issued
in approximately three to four weeks from date of withdrawal..
Refunds are based upon the date of application for refund after com-
pletion of withdrawal and not from the date of last attendance of class.
Students who withdraw duri'ng the refund period and have used stu-
dent aid funds to pay all or part of registration fees, tuition, or room
and board costs will be refunded only the amount proportionate to
the amount paid with personal funds. The rest of the refund will be
returned to the appropriate student aid fund.

















Financial Aid I. . ','
Questions about financial aid should be directed to:
Financial Aid Office ,-'
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
",.,. Boise, ID 83725
(208)385-1664
The primary purpose of financial aid is to provideJinancial assistance
and counseling to students who would be unable to attend Boise State
University without such help. Financial aid is available to fill the gap
between the student's potential resources and yearly educational ex-,
penses. The primary responsibility for meeting educational costs rests
with the individual student and/or parents.
Boise State University has a comprehensive financial assista,:!ce pro-
gram that includes a variety of scholarships, loans, grants and part-time
employment. . " "
To be eligible to apply for financial aid, a student must be a U.S. citizen
or permanent resident/enroll for credit for at least 6 semester hours
and show financial need. Financial aid is determined by careful analysis
of financial resources from information furnished on the Financial Aid
Form (FAF) submitted to the College Scholarship Service (CSS). A
uniform method approved by the U.S. Congress and President is used
to determine a student's financial need. Every attempt is made to en-
(~ sure fair distribution of the resources available to the univ.ersity~ Ii
f \ Application Procedures.
\.i ,r Y:!J be eligible for financial aid during the norm~1 acade,'!1ic year of Fall
( arId Spring semesters, the student must be admitted to the university
into an academic or vocational technical program for the purpose of
obta:~ning a degree or certificate and submit the' following forms:
1; Fi~,ancial Aid Form (FAF) , ,
The' fAF must becompleted by students applying for need-based
aid, iMciuding need-based scholarships. The.FAF must be sent directly
to th~ College Scholarship Service (CSS) with a check or money
order. ~hree to four weeks are required forprocessing. These forms
are avarlable in January. " ,
2. Financial'Aid Transcript
Students ~110 have attended other post-secondary 'institutions must
submit a financial aid transcript in addition to a grade transcript from
all institution.s attended. The financial aid transcript must be sub-
. mitted whether or not financial aid was received. Failure to submit
the Financial AicHranscript will delay processing of your application.
3. BSU Application 'for Scholarship (Optional)
This form must be submitted to apply for most scholarships available
(through the university. It should be sent directly to the Financial
Aid Office. The "Boise State University Scholarships" brochure lists
all scholarships available through Boise State University and is
'~'-.--~"-~""-="----------------------------
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8. Scholarships may be based on academic achievements, special skills,
talent, or a combination of financial need and academic achieve-
ment. General scholarship applications should be returned to the
Financial Aid Office by March 1. The Scholarship brochure contains
a more complete listing of the various scholarship programs.
a. President's Scholarships and Dean's Scholarships are available
to a limited number of freshman enrolling directly from high
school who are Idaho residents. These scholarships are one-year
awards and are given in recognition of outstanding academic
achievement. For more information, contact the Office of Univer-
sity Admissions Counseling, 1910 University Drive, Boise, Idaho
83725.
b. State of Idaho Scholarship Awards are available to incoming
freshmen who are Idaho residents. Applications can be obtained
from the high school cou nselor or the Office of the State Board
of Education, 650 West State Street, Boise, ID 83720.
c. Paul Douglas Teachers Scholarship Awards are availableto Idaho
residents who plan to pursue a teaching career and who meet
the academic/residency requirements. Recipients who do not
teach a"re required to repay the scholarship. Applications are
available from the Office of the State Board of Education, 650
West State Street, Boise, Idaho 83720. •
9. Stafford loan (GSl) is a long-term n:Joderate interest (7%, 8%, or 9%)
loan available to undergraduate and graduate students, negotiated
through the student's personal bank, credit union, savings and loan
or other participating lender. A special application form is required
on which the university must provide information for the lender.
This form is available at the Financial Aid Office. Applications for
Stafford loans are accepted and processed throughout the year.
Repayment begins 6 months after graduation or 6 months after the
student has dropped below 6 credit hours (not earlier than 9 months
if loan was borrowed at 7% interest rate-check with your lender).
Non-residents should use loan forms appropriate for their states.
Stafford loans are awarded to both undergraduate and graduate
students who show need. Students borrowing through this program
must attend a "Debt Management" session before any checks are
released to them.
ESTIMATED REPAYMENT SCHEDULE FOR STAFFORD LOANS
(Based on 8% interest rate)
Loan Number of Amount of Total Total
Amount Payments Payments Interest Amount
$ 2;500 '60 J $ 50.70*' $ 541.46 '$ 3,041.46
5,000 60 101.39* 1,082.92 6,082.92
10,000 120 121.33* 4,559.31 14,559.31
12,500 120 151.67* 5,699.14 18,199.14
25,000 120 303.33* 11,398.28 36,398.28
(*Final payment will be slightly less; figures provided by the Student
loan Fund of Idaho.)
10. Short Term loans are available to students with a minimum GPA
of 2.00 who experience an emergency during an academic term.
A special application form is required. Repayment of the loan must
be made within 90 days. ,
Financial Aid Notification Process: Notification of Financial Aid
awardswill be mailed beginning in May for scholarship recipients and
as processed for need-based aid recipients. The "award letter" must
be signed and returned to the Financial Aid Office within 30 days or
as indicated. Students must reapply by the deadline each year to be
considered for a financial !lid award. . ' ,
Disbursement of Funds:
Fall Term: Students who meet the priority filing'deadline may have finan-
cial aid available to pay part or all of fall registration fees.if the award
letter is signed and returned by the date specified (usually three weeks
prior to the mailing of bills).
Checks for remaining funds are available approximately one week prior
to the start of classes if registration fees are paid. . '. .
Checks are available for other students approximately three weeks after
the signed award letter is returned to the Financial Aid Office.
Spring Term: Previously awarded aid can be used to pay spring registra-
tion fees. Balance checks are available approximately one week prior
to the start of classes if registration fees are paid. Subsequent awards
will be disbursed approximately two weeks after the signed award letter
is returned to the Financial Aid Office.
Checks may be picked up until two weeks after the close of classes.
Stafford Loans: Stafford loan checks will not be disbursed until the
first day of classes in either term and must be picked up by the last
day of classes (unless special arrangements are mad~ with your lender).
Effect of G.P.A. and Academic Progress on Financial Aid
Eligibility (Reasonable Academic Progress): To receive finan,
cial aid at Boise State University, an eligible student must:
1. Enroll for the purpose of obtaining a degree, diploma or certificate.
2. Be in good academic standing. (Cannot be "on probation".)
3. Progress towards a degree/certificate at the minimum rate defined
below. '
4. Complete degree requirements within the maximum timeframe pro-
vided by this policy.
Enrollment Status
Full4ime Undergraduate = 12+ credits per semester
Part-time Undergraduate = 6*-11 credits per semester
Full-time Graduate = 9 + credits per semester
Part-time Graduate = 5*-8 credits per semester
'Students w,ho drop below these levels are not eligible for financial aid.
Change in Enrollment Status: When a student receives financial
aid, he or she is expected to complete a designated number of credits.
If withdrawal from BSU occurs, the student is liable for pro-rated repay-
ment calculated on the week withdrawal is made in the semester. No
repayment is required after the tenth week of school. During week
one, 100% repayment is required; weeks two through four require 75%
repayment, weeks five through seven require 50% repayment; weeks
eight through ten require 25% repayment (weeks are counted on Satur-
day after school begins). The change may also affect his or her ability
to maintain satisfactory progress. '
, ,
Good Academic Standing: Students on any type of academic pro-
bation at the end of Spring semester are not eligible for financial aid.
This includes transfer students who are admitted on "probation" and
continuing students who are "readmitted" by their deans.
EXCEPTION: Financial Aid will not be withheld for students who earned
at least 12 credit hours (excluding remedial credits) with a 2.5 GPA dur-
ing the most recent semester at Boise State University, and who have
not exceeded the maximum time frame. allowed for completion of
degree/certificate can file an appeal for exception with the Financial
Aid Office and receive one additional semester of aid eligibility while
making up the deficit. -
Minimum Progression Rate Required: Minimum credits required
for continued financial aid eligibility:,.
Bachelor's Associate Master's
Full 'Part Full Part Full ~art I
SEM time time time time time timEt.,
1 9 6 9 6 9 5/
2 18 12 18 12 18 . 1p
3 30 18 30 18 27 ,'15
4 42 24 42 24 30 120
5 54 30 54 30 ? 25
6 66 36 66 36 ! 30
7 78' "42 42
8 90 48 48 1
9 102 54 54 -






















Maximum Time Allowed for Completion of
Degree/Certificate Objectives
Student Housing
All inquiries requesting housing information and
application/contracts should be sent directly to:





Completed application/contracts .should be returned to:
Housing Cashiers Office
Boise State University
1910 University Drive, A 211
Boise, ID 83725
Master's 2 years 3 years
Bachelor's 6 years 9 years
Associate 3 years • 5.5 years
Vo Tech & Certificate Programs Within normal program length:
(E.g., 11 months for an 11-month program)
To qualify f~r the part-time completion time frame, the student must
have enrolled part-time at least 50% of the time. Satisfactory Progress
Review will be conducted annually after Spring semester grades are
available. A student who does not complete the minimum number of
credit hours required has the following options:
1. Enroll WITHOUT FINANCIAL AID and reapply for aid consideration
once the minimum credit hour requirements have been made up.
All fall and spring semesters of 6 or more credits are counted as
semesters attended and minimum requirements must be met.
Additional credits earned over the minimum can be used to make
up deficiencies. A summer term won't be counted as a semester
attended if the student pays for the term with his or her own money.'
However, all credits completed can be used to make up shortages.
2. Appeal in writing for exemption from this policy. Extenuating cir-
cumstances must be clearly documented. Appeal process includes:
letter of recommendation, copy of grade transcript and completed
appeal form. l
The following will notbe counted as credits completed. F, Audit,
withdrawal, or incomplete. Remedial courses (E-010, etc.) will be
counted as equivalent hours completed unless the student fails the
course. Repeat courses have already been counted toward satisfac-
tory progress; therefore they should be taken in addition to the
minimum credits required each term.
Complete Withdrawals: Complete withdrawals will be cou~ted as
semesters attended.
Advancement Between Degree Programs: Normal advance-
ment must be shown between degree programs (i.e. Certificate to B.A.,
Associate to B.A., B.A. to M.A., but not M.A. to Certificate).
Reinstatement: Students must no longer be on academic probation
or deficient in the minimum number of credits'completed to reinstate
their eligibility for financial aid.
Appeals: The Financial Aid Office will consider written appeals for
exemption of the Reasonable Academic Progress Policy if the poor
academic record occurred at least three years prior to application for
financial aid. Other documented extenuating circumstances will also
be <;onsidered and the Financial Aid Office may grant an exemption
for a limited period of time. Qbtain appeal form from the Financial Aid
Office. Appeals may be submitted up to one week after midterm. Ap-
peals will not be considered for previous terms.
Financial Aid for Foreign Students: In order to be granted stu-
dent visas, foreign students must demonstrate they have resou rces for
the entire period of university attendance. If financial difficulties arise,





Maximum time allowed for
. completion of degree
Full-time Part-time
_ .. - - - ,
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Acceptance and processing of the housing contract by the Office of
Student Residential Life does not constitute approval of academic ad.
mission to the university, and application for admission is not an ap-
plication for housing .
University Residence Halls
Boise State University maintains five residence halls with accommoda-
tions for approximately 785 students. The hall experience contributes
to and encourages participation in the total university community. The
Towers is a coed hall that will accommodate 300 students (150 men
and 150 women); Chaffee Hall houses approi<-imately 300 students and
is divided into two separate three story units with Chaffee East hous-
ing 147 men and Chaffee West having 148 women; Driscoll and Mor-
rison Halls accommodate 82 students each, with Driscoll serving as a
women's facility and Morrison as an upper-<:Iass coed hall; Lincoln Hall
is a newly acquired facility' that accommodates 28 men in four suites.
The Towers, located at the west end of campus, has six residential floors
and accommodates 300 students with the bottom three floors for men
and the top two floors for women. The center floor is coed. It is carpeted
and air conditioned with study lounges and laundry facilities. Four
students occupy each room with individual bathroom facilities.
Driscoll and Morrison Halls, located on the Boise River, are virtually
identical with 52 single and 15 double rooms arranged in 9 suites,
acco,mmodating eight to twelve students per suite.
Morrison Hall is coed with men and women living in opposite wings
separated by lounges and laundry facilities. Priority is given in this hall
to upper-class students or students over 21 years of age.
Chaffee Hall is divided into two separate three-story units with approx-
imately 50 students to a floor, living in 24 double rooms and 2 single
rooms per floor. Chaffee West is a women's hall and Chaffee East is
a men's hall. Both units are connected by. enclosed corridors to a cen-
tral lounge, office and recreational area. Each floor has a small,.infor-
mal lounge, study room, and laundry facilities.
All residents are required as part of the housing contract to take their meals
in the Student Union dining room.
Applications for room reservations should be made as early as pos-
sible. The contract for residence hall accommodations is for room and
board for the entire academic year. Applications must be made on the
official contract form and be accompanied by an application and secur-
ity deposit fee of $60.00.
Board and Room Charges
All room and board charges, rental rates and other fees are subjeet
to change at any time by action of the State Board of Education, Trustees
for Boise State University.
Hall and Room Assignments: Halls and rooms are assigned on
a priority system, based on date of application and receipt of deposit.
Returning residence hall students have housing priority over new
applicants. If a specific person is desired as a roommate, the two per~
sons concerned sho'uld be certain that their applications are received
about the same date. If no specific request is made for a roommate,
it will be assumed that the applicant will accept the person assigned.
The preferences indicated by the student on the application/contract
regarding the desired hall, room size, etc. are not binding but will be
honored whenever possible.
University and Residence Hall Regulations: All students are
held responsible for all regulations and information set forth in the
Student Handbook, Boise State University Catalog, and Residence Hall
Contract. All university rules and regulations are specifically made a
part of this contract by reference.
,
Personal Property and Liability: Students in residence halls are
responsible for providing insurance against loss or damage to their own
personal property. The university does not assume responsibility for
or carry insurance against the loss or damage of individually owned
personal property.
1i:... ".
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Meal Options and 1990~91'Prices
Room Choices
Double Single
Option 1 (19 meals per week, 3 each weekday $2768 $3147
and 2 on Saturday and Sunday)
Option 2 (any 15 meals of the 19 available) $2680 $3059
Option 3 (any10'meals ohhe 19 available) " $2545 $2924
Included in the above'room and board costs is anon-refundable $17.00
program fee. This Jee is used for programs, activities, and various types
ofinterest group projects de~ired by the s!udents.
Above prices include telephone.service and state sales tax. There is
no refund or "carry-over" of meals not eaten in the dining room.
The residence halls normally are closed during semester break and
spririg vacation:Meal service is suspended and all food service options
are closed. Students staying in the rooms at the residence halls during
these holidays must obtain permissionfrom,.their Resident Director
and will be charged on a per day basis,
University Apartments
There are 170 units available for full.fee paying (8 credit hours or more)
married students or ~ingle parents, ~II withifl,walking distance of the
campus. A single student may rent a one bedroom apartment when
there are no applications from,student families. University Courts apart~
ments have small and large one bedroom units and two' and three
bedroom units; Apartments are carpeted and furnished with stoves and
refrigerators. Coin operated laundry facilities are located on site: All
utilitiesexcept electricity are furnished. University Heights andUniver-
sity Manor, consist of one and two bedroom apartments. Theseare fully,
carpeted, draped, and furnished with stoves' and refrigerators. All
utilities are furnished. : ' "',. '.Application Procedure for University Apartments: Applica-
tions ,for University Apartments may be obtained in the Office of
Student Residential life, Room 214, Administration Building.
To be eligible a student must be a married student, prospective married
student, or a single parent and enrolled as a full-fee and/or fully
matriculated student at Boise State University, Single students are elig-
ible when space is available (see contract). " ,
To be considered for a~signment into University Apartments a cOm-
pleted application/cOntract must be sent to the Office of Studl7nt
Residential life with a $50.00 application fee. Checks or money orders
should be made ,out to Boise ~tate,University. This deposit Js not to
be construed as partial payment for rent. The deposit will be held (after
assignment) as a damage deposit and is refundable when the student
permanently moves from the apartment.
When an apartment is ready for occupancy, the student must sign a
lease, pay the balance of the secu rity deposit of one months rent 91ess
the $50.00 application fee) and rent to the end of the month prior to
moving into the apartment. A $25.00 processing fee is taken from'the'
security deposit upon termination of the lease.
" .
Rental Rates Per Month (1990-91 prices)
University Courts .
Small One Bedroom, .. , ,:,.,' .. : .. , , , .. $179:00
large One Bearoom: ,., .. : .. ,., .. :, .. .' , '.$226.00
Two Bedroom ... ,:., .. , : ,.,.,."., , . , $265.00
Three Bedroom., .. , , ' , .. ,., .' $295.00
University Heights ", • J '" ' ' .•
, One Bedroom ,., , ,: , ,' .. , . " $252.00
. Two Bed room. , .. , . , " ' . , .. , .. , .. ; ....••. , ;,... ': . .'ji .$t88.OO
University Manor '. ',: ' -.l , "
One Bedroom ....•.. ',.. '.' '., , $252.00
Two Bed room. , . , •... , . , '" , .. , , , •.. , . , .~$278.00
The above prices are subject to change at anytime by'a2tionof the
State Board of Education. , .,'
The university is an equal opportunity institution and offers its living
accommodations without regard to race, color, national origin, or handi-
cap (as provided for in Title VI and Title IX and Sections 503 andi504
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). '.
Off'Campu~ Student Ho~sing
lists of available housing are on file in the Office of Stu'derit Residim-
tial life, Administration Building Room 214. The university does 'not
inspect any of the listings. Parents and students must accept filII respon-
sibility for the selection. The university recommends that students and
parents make written agreements with landlords concerning theobliga-
tions and expectatiol1s..~f each party. ," • ,',' ',' \
As a matter of. policy, assignments to university housing facilities are
made without reference to race, color, national origin, or handicap:
BSU expects privately owned accommodatio~s off~~ed through its,
listing se!Vice to be op~rated in the same manner~ listi':lgs are accepted,
with this understanding. ' . .
1
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Academic Information
.1 '
Questions about academic regulations should be directed to:
Registrar's Office'
Administration Building, Room 108
Boise State University
" 1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
(208) 385-3486
When a student enters the university and submits the requested per-
sonal data, there is an assumed and justifiable trust placed upon the
university to maintain the security of that information for the protec-
tion'of the rights of the student. To protect students against potential
threats to their individual rights inherent in the maintenance of records
and the many disclosures regarding them, and in compliance with the
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, the university has
adopted BSU Policy 4205-D (Student Records). The policy statement
in its entirety is contained in the Administrative Handboak af Baise
State University. Anyone with questions abaut the palicy may cansult
with the Vice-President for Student Affairs.
The following is considered ,to be public or directory information unless
specifically stated otherwise: name, lacaladdress, lacal telephane
number, majar field af study, dates af attendance, Boise State Univer-
sity degree, date degree conferred.
All academic records are maintained b~the R~gistrar's Office. Stu~ents
may obtain copies of their transcripts by making a request in writing
ar in person.
Classification of Students
After. registration, students are classified as follo~s:"
Special ..... 'No'degree intent; courses of interest only.





Sophomore. 26. semester credits through 57 or enrolled:in As-
" sociate, Diploma, or Certificate program; j
Junior ;' 58 semester.'credits through 89.
Seniar 90 semester .credits and over, or enrolled .in second .
, baccalaureate degree program.
Graduate ... Has received a baccalaureate degree and enrolled in.a
graduate level degree program..
Enrollment Verification: Students enrolled for8'semester credit
hours or mare are required to. pay full fees but may not be considered
as full-time students. .
For the purpases of student enrallment verification to Veteran's Ad-
ministration, Pell Grant, Federal and State Grants-in-Aid, banks or other
student loan agencies, insurance companies; other universities, etc.
the following schedule will be used.
Undergraduate:
'Full-time: 12 or more undergraduate semester hours
3f4-time: 9-11 undergraduate semester hours ,
1f2-time: '6-8 undergraduate' semester hours'
Less t~an 1f2-time: 5 or fewer undergraduate semester hours
G~u~~ ',. ,
Full-time: ,9 or more graduate semester hours
.3f4-time: 6-8 graduate semester hou'rs'
1f2-time:, 4-S graduate semester hours'
Less than 1/2-time: 3 or fewer graduate semester hours
calculations, credit hours for grades of "P" are not used. A grade of
"F" earned in a Pass/Fail course will be used in GPA calculation.
>; • \
Audit vs. Credit Registration: Students enrolled in courses for
credit are required to attend class regularly, complete all assignments,
and take the necessary examinations. If space is available a student
may enroll in a course without credit or grade as an audit. Audit in-
dicates that a student was allowed a place in the class but mayormay
not have participated in the class activities. Students failing to meet
the audit requirements established by the instructor may be assigned
a grade of "w" (equivalent to withdrawal). ' '
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Students receiving veteran's benefits under the G.!. Bill enrolled for
less than half-time will receive payment for registration fees only.
Veterans pursuing a second baccalaureate degree must have an official
evaluation of their transcripts; official copies are forwarded to the VA
Regional Office, the veteran, and the certifying official at Boise State
University. Only the courses listed in the evaluation will be considered
in determining VA educational payment. Graduate students taking
a combination of undergraduate and graduate credits will be certified
based on a formula to determine the credit hour load.
Veterans enrolled in courses that meet less than a standard semester
(i.e. 12-week Mountain. Home program, summer session, short
workshops, etc.) will be certified based on a formula provided by the
Veteran's Administration. More information can be obtained from the
Veteran's Clerk in the Registrar's office.
Advising and Registration
During registration each student works with an advisor who helps the
student identify academic requirements for graduation and complete
the proposed course schedule form. Students registering forB credits
or more must confer with an advisor prior to registration or any change
in registration. Students who have not chosen a specific department
of interest are advised at the Academic Advising Center, Math/Geology
building, room 102. Students who are interested in General Business
are advised at the Student Services Center, Business building, room
203. Students who have chosen a specific program of study are advised
at their chosen academic departments.
Dates of registration are listed in the university calendar at the front
of this catalog. Instructions for registration, changing class schedules
and deadline dates, for which every student is fully responsible, are
published in the class schedule, available in April for the fall semester
anq in November for the spring semester.
Final Examinations
The Final Examination Schedule is published each semester in the
Course Schedule Bulletin. Any final exam given will be scheduled dur-
ing the officially scheduled time slots. Exceptions will be allowed only
on an individual basis, to be arranged between the faculty and the
student.
No examination will be given by faculty of the university during the
week prior to the week when finals are formally scheduled, except in
those lab, performance and evening division courses where it is
necessary.
Right of Petition
Each student has the right to petition for an exception to an academic
policy or requirement if its strict application would result in undue hard-
ship. The intent of "undue hardship" is to address a situation or con-
dition which is considerably more serious in its implications than an
"inconvenience." Petitions should be addressed to the academic dean
of the appropriate college/school utilizing the form(s) prescribed by
that unit.
Grading System
A- Distinguished Work-4 quality points per hour
B- Superior Work-3 quality points per hour
C- Average Work-2 quality points per hour
D- ,Pass blitUnsatisfactory Work-1 quality point per hour '
F- Failure-O quality points per hour ,
P- Pass-Credit earned but no quality points-indicates satisfac-
tory work-C or higher
1- Incomplete-No credit or quality points earned until grade
is assigned '
W- Withdrawal-No credit earned or quality points
AUD- Audit-No credit earned or quality points,
NR- No Record-No credit earned or quality'points until a grade
is assigned
A student's academic status is determined by the grade point average.
Grade point average is computed by adding the total quality points
earned and dividing by the number of credit hours attempted. In GPA
Computation of the Grade Point Average:
1. In computing the overall cumulative GPA, all courses appearing on
the BSU transcript with a grade of A, B, C, D, or F are used unless
a course is repeated to improve the grade, in which case, the first
attempt at the course is ignored and only the grade and credits from
the last attempt are used. This includes all courses taken at BSU as
well as all those taken at other institutions and entered on the BSU
transcript. The sum of the credits from these courses is known as
the number of GPA credits attempted. The BSU cumulative GPA in-
cludes only those courses taken at BSU.
2. The computation: The GPA is computed only from courses that con-
tribute to the number of GPA credits attempted. For each such
course, the number of credit hours is multiplied by a factor that
depends on the grade received-4 for an A, 3 for a B, 2 for a C, 1
for a D, and 0 for an F. The sum of these products constitutes the
number of quality points. The GPA is defined to be the quotient
obtained by dividing the number of quality points by the number
of GPA credits attempted.
. -"Dean's List: To receive Dean's List recognition a student must have
completed 12 or more hours of gradeable credit (excludingP) in a given
semester and achieved a G.P.A. of 3.50 or higher for that semester. An
. individual with a grade point average of 3.50 to 3.74 receives an
"Honors" designation; a person with a 3.75 to 3.99 grade point aver-
age receives a "High Honors" designation; and a person who achieves £
a 4.0 grade point average receives a "Highest Honors" designation.
Incomplete Grades: A grade of incomplete can be given when the
student's work has been satisfactory up to the last three weeks of the
semester. Returning students must contact the instructor and consider
the following options:
1. Make up the work within the first half of the current semester.
2. Request an extension of time of both instructor and department
chairman.
3. Re7enroll in the course.
4. Request that the incomplete be changed to a "W."
If the student fails to contact the instructor by mid-semester, the in-
structor can change the incomplete to a letter grade or withdrawal or
extend the incomplete into the next semester.
Repeat of a Course: A student may repeat a course once to improve
a grade. Independent studies, internships, and student teaching may
be taken only once; they may not be repeated. Degree credit for courses
so repeated will be granted only once, but both grades shall be per-
manently recorded. In computing the GPA of a student with repeat
courses, only the last grade and quality points shall be used.
Attendance and Absence from Class: Students are responsible
for attendance in courses for which they are enrolled. No absences,
whether approved by the university or necessitated by illness or other
personal. emergency, are "excused" in the ,sense of relieving the stu.-
dent of responsibility to arrange with the instructor to make up work
missed.
Regardless of the cause of the' absence, a student who has missed a
class meeting has lost some of the course content. If any student ac-
cumulates absences to the extent that further participation in the class
seems to be of little value to them and detrimental to the best interests





",Questions about registrationshouldbe directed to:
Registrar's Office' ,)",'





Changes in Registration" ,"
Students may make the following registration and program changes'
by securing a "Change in Record and Registration" form and signature
from their advisor and each professor involved in the change, The com-
pleted form must be filed with the Registrar's Office, No registration
program change is effective until dated and signed in the Registrar's
Office, "\ ':~ ' "
Adding a Course: Studen~s may add a cour~e(s) duri'ng open re~ist~a"
tion without the written consent of the professor. A "Change in Record
and Registration" form mustbe secured, signed by the advisor for
students enrolling in, 8 credit hours or more. Detailed procedural in.
formation and instructions are primed each semester in the class
schedule. t.' ", "
From the end'of the open registration period Until the end of the tenth
week of classes students who' wish to'add courses rhu'st obtain a
"Change in Record and Registration form ,from the Registrar's Office
(Adm. Bldg.- Room 110) and obtainthe permission ,and signature of
the advisor (if enrolled in 8 credit hours or. more), the instructor and
the department chairpersorl (of the student's major).
.: • ".', L •• " • • ~. i. '. J, ..,.,
Dropping a Course: Students may drop a coursers) during the open
registration period without the consent of the professor. A "Change
in R~cord and Registration" form must be se,cured and,signed by the
advisor for-students enrolled, in 8 credit hours or more. Courses
dropp~d,,~ithinthis period will,not b,e recorded on the stude~t's
transcript.
From the end of the open registration period until the end of the tenth.
week of classes, stude'nts must secure the consent and signature' of
the professor, and advisor (if enrolled for 8 credit hours or more).
Courses dropped within this period will be recorded with a grade of
"W." ~
t .' 4 ~ f ,
All appeals or petitions for an emergency or medical withdrawaHrom
coursers) will be made through the Dean of Student Special Services.
Audit/Credit ,Changes: Students may change their status from audit
to credit or credit to audit until the end of the tenth week of classes.
Late Registratioh: Indi~id~als who iile an application for admission
after the cut-off dates for registration may reg'ister for courses that are'
still available during the open registration period, (See academic calen-
dar for specific date.)' " ' ,
Individuals ~ho \yish to r~ii~ter after the open regi~tration period ends
must obtain an ;'Appeal for Registration" form from the Registrar's
Office,'Room 110,~dministration Buil~ing, This ~orm must be signed
by the advisor (if, enrolling for 8 or more credit hours), the instructor
of each course, the department chairperson and dean of 'school/college
of the student's major. The approved appeal form must be filed with
the Registrar's Office and With the Cashier's Office for fee payment.
Registration is notcomplete'until all fees are paid. No registration by
petition will be accepted after the last day to make registration or pro-
gram changes. . , " ',', ',', ,'Jr' .,." ,',
Student 'Address or Name Changes: The student'is held respon-
sib[e for keeping address or name change)nformation up-to-date with
the Registrar's Office. Change of Address or N~me Change forms may
be obtained in Room 110 of the Administration 'Building. 'Mailing of
notices to the last address on record 'constitutes official notification.
Withdrawal, Probation and DismissalP~licies
Complete Withdraw'al from the University: Students whowish'
to withdraw from all courses and leave the university in'good standing
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must initiate an official request with the Dean of Student Special Ser-
vices. Vocational Technical students must clear with the vocational
counselor prior, to reporting to the Student Special Services Office.
Students who are physically unable to come in to the University should
telephone or write to the Dean of Student Special Services and request
a PETITION FOR A COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL. The petition must be
completed, signed and returned by the student requesting the
withdrawal before the student's academic records can be legally closed
for the semester. '
Student initiated petitions for a complete withdrawal are allowed from
the first day to the last day of classes. The process must be started on
or before the last day of classes for all grades to be recorded as a "W"
(\oYithdrawal-no credit or quality' points earned). The grade of "W"
will not be used in the,calculatioh of CPA (gra<;le point average).
No request for a complete withdrawal will be accepted during the final
examination period of any semester. After a student initiated complete
withdrawal, no student may petition for re-registration for that semester
except for extreme situ,!-tions verified by the Dean of Student Special
Services.
, ~ .J' ••.
Students who leave the university during a semester without officially
withdrawing will receive final grades of ~'F" in all courses, It is not neces-
sary to withdraw from the university after a semester has been suc-
cessfully completed or between semesters.
Right of Appeal: Each student has the right of appeal to,the Dean
of Student Special Services for an exception to the requirements or
an academic regulation because of extenuating circumstances that can
be verified.
Extenuating circumStances are defined as those beyond the student's
Control and' physically' prevent the student from completing course
requirements; HI "
The Dean of Student Special Services Office will investigate and con-
firm the verified reason prior to approving any student record change.
All other appeals for an exception to an academic policy or regulatio'n
should be addressed to the Dean of the College or School of the
student's major. '
Faculty Initiated~Withdrawal: Although the primary responsibility
for withdrawing from individual courses rests with the student, the pro-
fessor may have a student dropped from the course for one or more
of the following reasons: ,C". , ',.. .'. ( .
1.,Failureto attend class.
a. The student registers for the course on either a credit or an audit
basis, but attends only briefly, if at all.
b: The student is registered for another' class with conflicting meeting
times. <,,<;' •
" PROCEDURE: The instructor must send a list indicating names and
student numbers of all students in question, the course and sec-
tion numbers and the nature of each students' problem to the Vice-
President for Student Affairs at least two weeks prior to the last day
to, ,!"a~eclass changes (see Academic Cal~ndar for exact day).
The Vice-President will notify each student of the impending action
•. requesting that the student meet with the instructor. When the two
2 '. week period is over, the instructor will send an amended version
of the original list to the Vice-President indicating which student
should be withdrawn. The list must be signed by the appropriate
department chairperson.
APPEALS: The Vice-President for Student Affairs strives for accom-
modation between the student and instructor.
Students who disagree with the decision of the instructor and depart-
ment chairperson may appeal to the Academic Grievance Board.
~; Failure to meet course entrance requirements.
~. The stud~nt has' n~tpassed a prerequisite for the course.
b. The student has ,not passed and is not enrolled in a course
)::. corequisite.
," c. The student has not attained the required class standing for the
course. '
PROCEDURE: The professor must send a list signed by the depart-
ment chairperson to the Registrar's Office no later than two weeks
prior to the last date to make class changes for that semester (refer







Course Numbering: Courses are numbered on the basis of the
following:
000-099
b. Normally, a student is reinstated on probationary status. If,
however, the student's GPA meets the minimum requiremimt,the
dean may elect to admit the student in good standing.
5. Restrictions ,,> " ,
A student on probation is ineligible to participate in university-
sponsored extracurricular activities. (See Eligibility for Extracurricular
,Activities section of the BSU Student Hal1dbook.)
j ~t- i It ,! ~ t
•Terminal credit and non-credit cours~s". (i~c1uding
remedial, evening vocational, and adult education
courses). These courses do not apply towards degree
programs. ')"
100-199 Freshman 'level courses
200-299' Sophomore level courses <, '.,.
300-499 Upper division .Ievel courses
500-above ,<;iraduate, level courses ., ;'.I~
Courses numbered at the 300 or 400 levels may be given:"G" designa-
tion to carry graduate credit. The department or school concerned will
have the right to limit the number of "G" credits whid'-'can count
toward 'any masters degree for which it has responsibility, and in no
case can more than one-third of the credits in a degree program be
in courses at the 300 and';400 level. No course numbered below 500
carries graduate credit unless the letter "G" is affixed.
Graduate students enrolled in ,"G" courses will be required to do ex-
tra work in order to receive graduate 'credit for the courses. •
Throughout the dltalog, "ahyphen appearing between co~rse numbe~s
indicates that the first numbered'course is a prerequisite (PREREQ:)
to a second numbered course; a comma between course numbers in~
dicates that either 'course may be taken independently of the other.
immediatelyif?lIowing the course title, the weekly hours of lecture,
non-lecture or other information (i.e;, laboratory, studiO, etc.), and the
credits earned are'"shown in parenth'eses. The semesters the co'urse
is normally offered may also be shown. For example:
(3-0-3) Indicates a typical three hour,lec;:ture class for three
credits. ":, '
Indicates th'ree hour lecture, 4 hours laboratory and 5
credits. ' . I ,~
Indicates a laboratory without credit.
• Indicates a two-hour studio art or FA activity class for one
credit. ' " ' \
If the course appears (i.e. 3-0-3)without any of the indiCators listed below
the course is offered every semester (i.e •.FaH, Spring and Summer),
although there may be occasional exceptions. If there are deviations
from the abbreviations they will be explained in the'narrative'descrip-
tion of the course. . ',', ~ . 'J
\ ,,-~ ~ # ' .)" ".,'" '.$ .
(i:) Indicates the course is offered Fall only. ,..•• ,
(S) Indic!ltes the course is offen:;d Spring only.
(F;S) Indicates the course is offered Fall and Spring.
(F/S) Indicates the course is offered Fall and/or Spring.
(F,SU) Indicates the course is offered Fall and :Su'mmer only.
(S,SU) , Indicates the course is offered Spring and Summer only.
Other authorized abbreviations are PREREQ: for prerequi~ite, COREQ:
forcorequisite, PE~M/INST for permission of the instructor and
PERM/CHAIR for permission of the department,c!:lair'person or their
rep!esentative. ,,'., " • " .,.. • .
Course Prerequisite Waivers: As a general rule, students must
.completeprerequisites listed in,the course description prior to enrolling
in the cours~. However, specific course prerequisites may be'.waived
upon written approval of the Dean of the .College in whose area, the
course is offered. A student seeking to have prerequisites waived must
justify the request on the basis of background, education, and
experience. . . .
Admission to Upper' O'ivision Courses: Uppe~~ivision c6ursel
are open to students who have completed the stated course prere-
q'uisitesimd 58 semester credits of college work. '. . .
• ~ ,'" ", \, I ..
to academic calendar for exact date). The list must include student
name, .student number and corresponding course and section
number. It is the responsibility of the faculty member and depart-
ment to notify the student of this action.
APPEALS: Students who disagree with the decision of the faculty
member and department chairperson may appeal to the Academic
Grievance Board.
Administrative Ho'id and Withdrawals: A student may be
prevented from registering for c1~sses, restricted from enrolling aS,a
"full fees" student or administratively withdrawn for delinquent finan-
cial accounts (bad checks, library fines; overdue loans, bookstore; or
housing accounts, etc.); incomplete admissions file (failure to submit
transcripts or test scores); falsification of admissions application' or other
University records; registration without reinstatement from academic
dean if academically disqualified; failure to respond to an official sum:
mons or exhibiting behavior which constitutes a clear and present
danger to one's self and others (BSU Policy 4102-D). "
The Vice~President for Student Affairs, Dean of Admissions; Director
of Administrative Services or Registrar will notify delinquent students
of the administrative withdrawal by certified mail. If no effort is made
to correct the situation within two weeks after notification the request
for an administrative withdrawal is sent to the Dean of Student Special
Services for final action. •
Academic Probation and Dismissal PolicY:;A student whose
academic work falls below the level indicated in the table below is
placed on academic probation. A student who continues on academic
probation at the end of the next semester of attendance is subject to
dismissal from the university.
Transfer students admitted on probation must earn at least a 2.00 GPA
in their first semester or be subject to academic dismissal.
Total Cumulative Minimum BSU
Credits Earned' Cumulative GPA
0- 6 ,," 1.00
7-32 ,. "1.60
33-64 1.80 );
65 or more l' '2.00 .c' !L
1. Academic Probation ',' "I,
r' -,' ". ~ _ k, I.
a. At the end of a semester (fall, spring or summer) anunslergrad,uate
student who does not attain the BSU cumulative grade point
average required for'the total number of hours earned (including
'l transfer or non-traditional credits) is placed on probation for the
next semester of enrollment. Notification of probationary status
is by letter (to most recent mailing address) sent withi,n two weeks
of the close of a semester. '
b.A student on academic probation whose cumulative GPA improves
to the acceptable "level will be automatically. removed from
probation .•
2. Dismissal
The student who continues 0'" academic probation at the ~nd of
the next semester of attendanceiNill be dismissed from the univer-
sity unless the student's GPA for the most recent semester of enroll-
ment was 2.00 or higher in which case the student is in "continued
probation" status until the BSU.cumulative G.P.A. is 2.0? or higher.
3. Notification ~, . ;'.
Students are notified by letter (sent t9 mailing address) of proba-
tionary, dismissal or continued probationary status at the end of each
semester and summer session. . "; "
4. Reinstatement
a.A student dismissed from the university may be reinstated.by
receiving favorabl,e action on a petition to the academic dean of
their major. This is the 'only route to rein'statement and applies
even to the student who has attended'anotherinstitutionsince
being dismissed from BSU. Readmission to a college may be ac-
companied by academic performance requirements which are
more stringent than those of the university. Failure to meet con-
ditions specified for continuation as a major in a particular col-
lege may prohibit a student from future enrollment in that college
even though the university minimum academic requirements are
satisfied.' ., '
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,"
the Graduate Council.,The supervising professor or committee.will
determine which credits may apply to an individual's program.
580-589 SELECTED TOPICS Subjects normally'offered and studied in
one department can be divided into no more than 10 areas. Each area
will be assigned one number of the 580-589 group. Although the topics
considered in the courses in anyone area may vary from semester to
semester, repeated use on anyone number implies that the topics con-







593 THESIS i ~I , .>."
594 EXTENDED CONFERENCE OR WORKSHOP (Graded A through F
OR Pass/Fail). ., • • •
595, READINGS AND CO~FER,ENCEi' '
596 DIRECTED RESEARCH Masters'programs may include directed
research'credits at the d'iscretion of the graduate student's supervis-
ing-professor or committee. ,A student may earn a maximum' of 9
semester hours with no more than 6 in a given semester or session.
597 SP.ECIAl TOPICS
v'
598 SEMINAR ',.,. I
599 SHORT TERM CONFERENCE OR WORKSHOP (Graded Pass/Fail).
Generally the 599 number is used for.courses meeting 3 weeks or less
arid the 594 for courses meeting more than 3 weeks. The decision,
however, is made by the department or school offering the course.
• "'_" ,_ .j_ ',-, , •• ,_~ I'.' 1
:.: ~.. t. '1: .~~! .,. " '
Graduation "Requlrements .
Questio,ns ab~ut graduation requirements shou~d be directed to:
Registrar's Office
Administration Building, Room 102




General University ,Requirements (Core)
To' receive 'a Baccalaureate degree from Boise State University, all
students must meet certain' core requirements. Approximately one third
each of their undergraduate program will be taken in core courses,
major concentration, and electives. The university core is aimed at
developing specific learning and communication skills of literacy and
critical thought. The university core requires 3 to 6 credits of English
Composition, dependent upon the student's score on a national.test,
12 credit hours in each of 3.areas--'Area I, Arts and Humanities; Area
II, Social Sciences; and Area III, Natural Science and Mathematics.
Specific coursework will be required in at least three disciplines in Areas
I and II. B.A. candidates must include a literature (Area I) and a history
(Area II) cours~/and either 1) a year's sequence in one science and
a semester in another or 2) three courses in science concepts to fulfill
Area III.
In addition, B.A. students must have an additional 9 hours in Area I
and/or 11/ and B.S. students must have an additional 9 hours in Areas
II and/or III. Degrees otherthan the B.A. or B.S, may differ in their core
content quantitatively from the core, but must contain English Com-
position and a minimum of 26 credits to be chosen from .Areas I, II,
and IU, with no less than 6 credits taken from anyone of those areas.
Courses offered to fulfill core requirements will be identified by area
in the catalog; e.g., P 101 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(AREA II). A
grade of "C" is required in any course used to fulfill a core requirement
including E 101/ 102. All entering full-time students whose national test
scores (ACT or SAn show a composite percentile at the 20th percen-
tile ',in English or Math will be'referred to a special advisor who will
help the student enroll in appropriate courses to build basic skills. Such
students should noteriroll in more than an equivalent of 12 credit hours
per semester until the deficiency is removed.
Students transferring from College Q'fSouthern Idaho, North Idaho Col~
lege, Ricks College or Treasure Valley Community CollegE7 who have
earned an Associate of Arts or Associate of ,Scie~ce degree after Fall
\
297 SPECIAL TOPI<;:S (l-4cr~?its).. _'. • • ','
299 TELECOURSE (1-3 credits). Telecourses provide an opportunity for
home study through the medium of television augmented with ap-
propriate textbooks and written assignments. Each course carries
regular college credit which fulfill general elective requirements ONLY.
No more than 12 Telecourse credits may be applied toward university
graduation requirements. Graded Pass/Fail.., '
496. INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-4 credits). Individual study of either a
reading or project nature. Offered on demand. Student must make ap-
plication well in advance' of this special study experience. May be
repeated for a maximum of9 credits; 6 credits in ary one academic
year. PREREQ: Consent of instructor and department chairman, upper
division standing.' .'".' "."
497 SPECIALTOPICS (2-4 credits). PREREQ::Ad~~nced stand'(ng and ~on:
sent of instructor and department chairperson., "
498 SEMINAR (1-4 credits). .. ~
499 SEMINAR (1-4 credits).
Graduate
,"\ ,; "",,1:-
The following numbers may be used by any department to offer credits
for the type of activity indicated in the title.-These cour,ses may be
offered for variable credit. Limits on the number of credits of anyone
number category to be applied towards a given degree will be set by
.)' j(..'
Lower-<livision students who have a CPA of 2.0 or better may take upper-
division courses if the course.is required during the sophomore year
in a specific curriculum in which the student is majoring, or the stu-
dent has the written permission of the chairperson of the department
in which the course is offered and the concurrence of the advisor.
Undergraduate Enrollment in 50o-Level Courses: Und~rgradu-
ate senior students may apply up to a total,of two SOO-Ievel courses
toward the credit requirements for an undergraduate degree. SOo-level.
courses may be applied to the required 40 hours of upper-division
credit. To be eligible for this a student mustcomplete a "Senior P~rmi~"
form, available in the Registrar's Office, Room 102.
University-Wide 'Course N'~~bers .
f -'I .•
" Undergraduate ,. . ~l
HJ 01 /'
The following college-wide standardi,zed course numbers and titles are
available to each department offering a major. .;,
188 and 496 INDEPENDENT STUDY must be arranged between stuaent
and professor on an individual basis. The course description does not
appear in other sections of the catalog.h " , H' .
188 HONORS INDEPENDENT STUDY (1-3 credits). An independent
study experience to provide an Honor Student reading or project
studies. Credits may not exceed three (3) per semester nor six (6) max-
imum in an academic year. PREREQ:Approval of the dean and depart-
ment chairperson upon recommendation of the facultY advisor. ,
239-439 FOREIGN STUDY (Variable Cr~dits). ~heforeign ~tudy number
is available to academic departments who participate in stlJdies abroad
consortia of which Boise State is a member or who cond~cttheir ,own
approved international studies programs. Each foreign study course
must receive approval from the academic department whose course
prefix is being used, Foreign stu~y co.urses will b~ de~cribed i,n ~~e
class schedule published each semester';ji," n. ,\, •
293-493 INTERNSHIP (Variable, Credits). The internship .number is
available to academic departments to provide an opportunity for super'
vised field-work specifically related to the student's major field of study.
To enroll in 293493, a student must also have a cumulative GPA of2.00,
Nomore than 12 credits earned in internship (293 and/or 493) can be
used to meet department and/or university graduation requirements.
Each internship must receive approval from the academic department
whose course prefix is being used. ,~ 'P'" ' .
294-494 CONFERENCE OR WORKSHOP (Q-4:~redits). Conducted by ~~t-
standing leaders or qualified faculty in"a particular field under the
auspices of Boise State University. Conference or workshop (294, 494)
and special topic courses (297, 497hvill be described in the class
schedule published each semester., ,. ': ,
NOTE:297 or 497 Honors or InterdisciplinarY'Humanities (ourses may be allowed to apply
toward core requisites; however, other departmental SpeCial Topics courses may apply towar'!
graduation. ~\ '-~•. : j .
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B 100 Concepts of Biology
BT 130 General Botany
C 100 Concepts of Chemistry .
C 107 Essentials of Chemistry "
C 108 Laboratory for Essentials of Chemistry
NOTE: Concurrent enrollment in tfle appropriate lecture is 'required.
C109 Essentials of Chemistry , q. ~ •••
NOTE: Students CANNOT receive credit for C 109 if they received credit for C 100.
e: 110 Lilboratory for Essentials. of Chemistry
NOTE: Concurrent enrol/ment in the appropriate lecture is required.
C131 CollegE; Chemistry , "
C 132 Laboratory for College Chemistry 'i' ••
NOTE:,Concurre,!t enro.llment in the app~op!;ate lecture;s required. • ."~. ",,,.,.
C'133 college Chemistry , ;' "j •• ,. "." •.
NOTE: Students CANNOT receive credit for C 133 if they rec~ived midit.for C 100.• \
C 134 Laboratory for College Chemistry ., ,". t ..1.. ,>',
NOTE: Concurrent enrol/ment in the appropriate lecture is required.
EN 100 Energy for Society ;,~., .'
GO 100 Fundamentals of Geology. ,
NOTE:Open to aI/ students except those with previous credits in Geology, or Earth Science
majors, or non.science majors wl10 plan an eight hour sequence in Geology. ..
GO 101 Physical Geology " ' .. '
GO 103 Historical Geology -I I' • ..•• i'
M 100 Mathematics for Liberal Arts Students l' ....
M 105, 106 Mathematics for Business Decisions
Area II~Social Sciences - .,' .
AN 101 :Physical Anthropology ~:~/' '
AN 102 Cultural Anthropology () .
AN 103 Introduction to Archaeology
CM 111 Flmdamentals of Speech Communication
CM '112 .Reasoned Discourse'
EC i05 Principles of Microeconomics ",
EC 206 Principles of Macroeconomics .. ,' h' ["
NOTE: St~dents who take 'EC205 or 206 may NOT receive credit for 'EC210.
GG 101 Introduction to Geography .,
GG 102 Cultural Geography
HY 101, 102 History of Western Civilization
HY'105 Eastern Civilization'"
HY 151, 152 United States History
HY 201,'202 Problems in Western Civilization
HY 251, '252 Problems in U.S. History
NOTE: HY 201and 202 are NOT open to st"dents who have taken HY 101or 102for credit.
HY151and 152 are NOT open tostlidents who have taken HY 251 or 252:for'credit. .
PO 101 American National Government , .' . ""
~O 141 Contempc;>rary P.oliticalldeologies •
pC) 231 International Relations .
P ,101 General Psycholo'gy ,..(.
SO 101. Introduction to Sociology
SO 102 Social Probfems '
SO 230 Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies .i'
SW.101 Intro to Social Work ,
TE 201 Foundations of Education
E215 Far Eastern Literature in Translation
E 230 Western World Literature
E235 Western World Literature .,
E 240 SLirvey of British Literature to 1790
E 260 Survey of'British Literature: 1790 to Present
E 271 Survey of A~erican Lit.erature: Begin to Civil.'fJar,
E 272 Survey of American Literature: Civil War to Present
F 201, 202 Intermediate French • j:~,.
6'201, 202 Intermediate Germ'im,
HU .207, 208 Introduction of Humanities •
IH 101 Humanities: A View of Human Nature,'!
IH 102 Humanities: A View of Human' Nature, II
IH 111 Humanities: A View of Humiln Nllture, III
IH 112 Humanities: A View Of Human Nature, IV
MU 133 Introduction to Music " -
MU'143 Surveyof Western Art Music: '1'-
PY 101 Introduction to Philosophy .• n'
PY 121 Introduction to Logic i'
S 201, 202 Intermediate Spanish .,'"
TA 107 Introduction to Theatre
NOTE:Only 6 credits of IH courses may be take.n to satisfy core !,equirements, .• ',! ••;
.: ~.~
Area Requir'ements'
• J', ~' ,~ ~ f'l ,
AREA REQUIREMENTS are general education requirements required
of all students seeking a Baccalaureate degree. CO\lrses in the fql!ow.
ing lists have been approved to satisfy the core requirements.
Area I-Arts and Humanities
AR 101, 102 Survey of Western Art
AR 103 Introduction to Art "
AR 105, 106 Basic Design . ~.'
1988 or who have been certified as having completed their institution's
general education core requirements under the provisions of the Idaho
Statewide Articulation Policy will not be required to complete any ad-
ditionallower division general educaticm core requirements at Boise
State University. ,;,
All students must pass a minimal competency exam in written English
as a graduation requirement separate from course requirements. BSU
is committed to demonstrated literacy in each of its graduates because
the ability to write effectively has long been the mark of an educated
person, a means of both informing and reflecting our world. Since
language often creates the ideas which are the bases of academic work,
BSU requires demonstrated proficiency whether students took writing
classes here or at other universities, and regardless of how recently
stud~nts have completed the course." 'I
Students who have not had the exam as part of their writing courses
at BSU must pass it to be eligible for graduation and should plan to
take it before their senior year. This examination, which includes both
parts of the exam given to.E 101 and E 102 students, since Spring
Semester, 1981, is a requirement adopted by the university and approv-
ed by the State Board of Educationeven though it is administered .by
the Department of English. Students who completed English Composi-
tion prior to Spring Semester, 1981 at Boise State University, and transf~r
students who have completed their English Composition at another
institution will need to contact the Writing Center for test dates. '
Testing dates are annou'nced the prior semest'er and coin'cide with the
make-up administrations for stude~ts enrolled in E.101and E102. There
is an administration fee of $10.00 per testing, payable at the BSU cashie.r
(second floor of the Administration Building) at least 24 hours prior
to the exam. This fee pays for part of the expense of scoring and record
keeping involved. The Writing Genter (LA 220) offers help to students
who wish to prepare for the exam. . '." -
The ENGLISH COMPOSITION requirement may be met in 'one<of die
following ways:
1. Completion of E 101 and E 102, English Corriposition.
2. Completion of E 111 and E 112, Honors Composition. Admittance
is dependent on ACT score. '
3. Successful Challenge of E101 or E102 by taking the departmentally
specified competency test. .
4. Students who score in the 80th percentile or above on the ACT, or
. who are permitted to take and pass the departmentally specified
competency test are exempt from E 101. E ~02,is required:,
5. The TSWE (Test of Standard Written English) is a 3D-minute place-
ment exam given to students who wish to enroll in freshman English.
Students with ACT or SAT scores do not need to take this e~am,
nor do students who wish to enroll in E010 (Developmental Writing).
The exam fee is $5.00.
The exam assesses students' ability to use standard written English.
Exam results are used to determine a student's placement in one
of the following:' .
Test Score % Class Indicated
D-19 E 010 Developmental Writing
20-89 'E 101 English' Composition
9D-100 E 111 Honors English
or '..!
E 101-099 English Challenge
For testing times and locations, contact Sherry Gropp, English Com-
position Department, 385-1423, LA 206B.
ESL (English as a Second Lang'uage)"students should not take the
TSWt They should take the Michigan Exam given by Testing and
Counseling. Contact Brenda Ross, 385-1757, A-107; for testing times
and location. .' •
M 111 Algebra and Trigonometry
M 204, 205, 206 Calculus and Analytic Geometry
M 211, 212 Accelerated Calculus
PS 100 Foundations of Physical Science
PH 101, 102 General Physics
PH 105 Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
PH 211 Mechanics, Wave & Heat .
PH 212 Mechanics, Wave & Heat Lab
PH 213 Electricity, Magnetism and Optics.
PH 214 Electricity, Magnetism and Optics Lab
Z 130 General Zoology
Z 111, 1~2 Human Anatomy & Physiology
Application for Graduation
A student must make formal application for graduation by filing an
application form in the Registrar's Office. To be guaranteed a gradua-
tion evaluation prepared prior to the last semester of attendance, a
student should apply at least four semesters in advance of contemplated
graduation or upon completion of 70 credit hours.
Requirements for graduation are checked in accordance with the re-
quirements in one university catalog. Students are not permitted to
combine programs from different catalogs, but may choose to graduate
on the basis of the catalog of any year they have been registered pro-
viding the said catalog was in effect not more than six (6) academic
years prior to graduation.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Minimum Graduation Requirements (Credits)
All Baccalaureate Degrees
General College Requirements (minimum)
1. Total credits for graduation must equal 128. These must include:
English Composition E 101, 102 3006
Upper Division credit hours 40
2. Grade Point Average for all courses taken must equal 2.0 or greater.
Other College Requirements:
3. Meet minimum requirements for one of the degrees offered.
4. Meet specific requirements for a departmental major.
a. Students must have a minimum cumulative 2.00 GPA in all courses
required by their major.
b. Students will not be allowed credit toward their major department
requirements for any grade of "D" in upper division courses in
their major department.
Co Understanding and application of computers constitute an impor-
tant component in the preparation of graduates from Boise State
University. To accomplish this mission, Boise State University
graduates must be able to make use of the computer for tasks
appropriate to their discipline. Each department identifies com-
petency standards for its majors.
5. A minimum of 15 credit hours of electives outside of the major,field.
6. Minimum credit hours in residence: The last 30 credit hours prior
to graduation must be taken at the university during the regular or
summer sessions.
7. Telecourse: Each passlfail course carries regular college credit which
fulfill general elective requirements ONLY. No more than 12 tele-
course credits may be applied toward university graduation
requirements.
Extension, Correspondence, and Religion Courses: A candi-
date for a degree may earn up to 32 semester hours in any combina-
tion of extension and/or correspondence courses toward the required
credit hours for graduation. These hours must have departmental ap-
proval for acceptance towards major department requirements.
Such correspondence courses must be completed, and the transcript
f.iled with the Registrar prior to mid-term of the semester in which the
last 30 hours of residence credit are started.
Up to eight (8) credits of non-sectarian religion courses from accredited
colleges and universities. may be accepted as general electives.
Physical Education Courses: A candidate for a degree may have
up to 8 semester hours of Fitness Activity courses counted towards
graduation.
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Requirements for Additional Baccalaureate Degree:
1. A minimum of 30 additional semester hours of resident work, beyond
the hours required for their first degree, for each subsequent degree;
2. Satisfaction of upper-division requirements in the major field selected
as recommended by the department and approved by the dean of
the college/school granting the additional degree. .
3. Satisfactory completion of other requirements of the University as
required by the department and approved by the dean granting the
additional degree.
Requirements for Double Major: Students may be granted a
single baccalaureate degree with more than one major, providing that
they satisfy all requirements for each major field as recommended by
the department and approved by the dean of the college/school
granting the additional degree as well as satisfying all requirements
for the degree sought.
Graduation Honors are awarded to recipients of a first baccalaureate
degree, associate degree, diploma or certificate of completion with
cumulative G.P.A.'s of 3.5 or higher. An individual with a grade point
average of 3.50 to 3.74 receives "Cum Laude" designation; a person
with a 3.75 to 3.94 grade point average receives a "Magna Cum Laude"
designation and a person who achieves a 3.95 to 4.0 grade point av-
erage receives a "Summa Cum Laude" designation. Students receiv-
ing second degrees are ineligible for these honors.
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Minimum Credit Requirements
1. General University Requirements
English Composition E 101, 102 ; 3 or 6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
2. Area I Requirements
Arts & Humanities .. 'l' .. '.' ..........................•...... 12
a. Three credits in Literature --,
b. Three credits in a second' fietd .--/'
Co Three credits in a third field.Y'"
d. Three credits in any Area I\field. ,
3. Area II Requirements
Social Sciences 12
a. Three credits in History
b. Three credits in a second field
c. Three credits in a third field
d. Three credits in any Area II field,
4. Area III Requirements
Natural Science-Mathematics 12




NOTE: The Physical Sciences include courses in Chemistry. Geology, Physical Science,
and Physics.
With additional credits from a field other than that chosen to satisfy
the sequence requirement
OR
b.Any three of the following courses except no more than two from
a single department:
1) Biology~Concepts of Biology.
2) Chemistry-Concepts of Chemistry
3) Geology-Fundamentals of Geology
4) Mathematics-Mathematics for Liberal Arts Students
5) Physics, Engineering, and Physical Science .
a) Energy for Society .
b) Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
c) Either Foundations of Physical Science or A Cultural
Approach to Physics, but not both
5. Students seeking the BA degree must have an additional 9 credits
chosen from courses in any of the following disciplines:
• Anthropology • Literature
• Art • Music
• Communication • Philosophy
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Bachelor of BusinessAdministration Degree
Minimum Credit Requirements
1. GeneralUniveristY Requifements •
English Composition E 101;102 : :.: 3-6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details:
2. Areal Core Requirements, .
Arts & Humanities ; 6
3. Area II Core Requirements ,'. I ., •
Social Sciences 12
Economics .-: .- ;'. ~ : : 6











4. Area III Core Requirements
Total Area III Requirements .. i •••••••• i'- •••• .-••• ; ••••.•••• :'. 12
Natural Sciences & Mathematics '
Two-semester sequence in math ; .•. ; 1•••• 8
One-semester physical or biological science : . .4
Suggested science courses: " , . ,q
Concepts of Biology, B 100 Fo'undations of Physical
Concepts of Chemistry, C 100 Science, PS 100
Energy for SocietyEN'100 . Introduction to Descrip-
Fundamentals of Geology, GO 100' tive Astronomy, PH 105
5. An additional 16 hours (19 hours for Accounting major~) are required
in lower or upper divisioh courses outside the College of Business.
These additional credits, which are not restricted to the university
Core courses, must include courses from at leasftwo of the'three
areas listed below (but shall not include more than three credits in
fitness activity courses). Telecourses cannot be used to fulfill this
requirement.










• Mathematics J" .'.
• Physical Sciences ,
6. A major in Accounting, Computer Informa:tion~Systems, Economics,
Finance, General Business Management, Management, Marketing,
or Production and Operations Management meeting all specific re-
quirements for the major.
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree'
Minimum Credit Requirements,
1. General University Requirements ,
English Composition E 101, 102 3 or 6
NOTE: Numbe; of required credits is determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
2. Areal Requirements
• Arts & Humanities .....................•...........•.•...... 9
literature : .. ' .' : .. 6
Other courses 3




Introductio"n to Philosophy or~Ethic's ~
. Foreign language (201 or higher of one language)
3. Area II Requirements
Social Sciences .- :.- .. .-......•.. 9
lower Division History :'; : 3
Other courses ...........•.............................. 3
No fewer than, 3 credits selected from:
, • Anthropology • Geography •. Social Work
• Communication • Political Science • Sociology
• Economics • Psychology • Teacher,Education
,Additional courses ... '.: •..............•.•.......... ,"•... 3
, No fewer than 3 additional c'redits selected from areas listed above.
4.,Area IlI,Requirements .'
Natural Science-Mathematics .............•......... ' 8
a. A.year~s sequence chosen from the following:
• Biologi~al Sc.ience
• Mathematics
• Physical Science •
NOTE:Physical Science includes courses in Chemistry, Geology, Physical Scienceand
Physics. " ,
"j OR
b.Any two, of the following:
, • Concepts of Biology'
• Concepts of Chemistry
'-, ""















Bachelor of Science Degree
Minimum Credit Requirements .' .',
1; General University Requirements
Ehglish Composition E 101, 102 : 3 or 6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on' ACT exa;". 'See
General University Requirements (Core) for details. .
2. Area I Requirements
: Arts & Humanities ; .....•................... : . 12
.Three fields must be represented.
3. Area II Requirements (
Social Sciences ' .-. . . .. ..: 12
Three fields must be represented
- ." ~ ,.. , . . . ft'-_
4. Area III Requirements... , '.,
Natural Sciences-MathematiCs .': '," '.. : .. ' ..•......... 12
Two fields must be represented
a. A year's sequence chosen from: ~
1) Biological Sciences' "
2) Mathematics "
3) Physical Sciences i'"
NOTE:ThePhysicalSciencesinclude courses in Chemistry, Geology, PhysjcalScience
and Physics. . ,
With additional crectits from a field other than that chosen to satisfy
the sequence requirement
OR
b. Any three of the following courses except no m~re than two from
a single department: ,"', .
1) Biology-Concepts of Biology
2) Chemistry-Concepts of Chemistry! " '
3) Geology-Fundamentals of Geology "
4) Mathematics-Mathematics for liberal Arts Students
5) Physics, Engineering, and Physical Science ; "
a) Energy for Society
b) Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
c) Either Foundations of ~hysicalScience or'A Cultural
Approach to Physics, but' not both • '
5. Students seeking the B.S. degree must have an additional 9 credits
chosen from courses in any of the followingdisciplin'es:
• Anthropology • Mathematics '.
• Biology • Physical Science
• Chemistry • Physics
• Communication • Political Science
• Economics • Psychology
• Engineering • Social Work
'",,,• Geography • So"ciol~gy .. :'~


















• Fundamentals of Geology
• Foundation of Physical Science
• Intro to Descriptive Astronomy ,
• Mathematics for Liberal Arts Students
5. Individual departmental major listings in other parts of the catalog
may specify how Area I, II, and III requirements are to be fulfilled.
6. Acahdidate for the BFA degree must have Art Department approval
during his/her junior year.
Bachelor of Music Degree
Minimum Credit Requirements
1. General University Requirements
English Composition : 3-6
NOTE: Nu;"bei of required credits is determin'ed by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
2. Area I Requirements
Arts & Humanities ; ~ ',' 9
Literatu re 3
Three credits in a second field 3
Three credits in any of the following fields ".; : 3
• Art • Music
• Humanities • Philosophy
• Literatu re • Theatre Arts
3. Area II Requirements
Social Sciences ; ; 9
History ' '•.................... 3
Three credits in a second field 3
Three credits in any of the following fields 3
• Anthropology • Political Science
• Communication • Psychology
. • Economics • Social Work
• Geography • Sociology
• History • Teacher Education
4. Area III Requirements
Foreign language and Area III Requirements : 8
'a. Performance and Theory-Composition Majors:
A year's sequence of a foreign language 8
b. Music Education Majors:
A year's ,sequence of'a foreign language ' 8
OR









Foundations of Physical Science
Mathematics for Liberal Arts Students
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
5. A major in music with emphasis in Performance, Theory and Com-
position, or Music Education, meeting all specific requirements of




1. Completion of fewer than 64 semester hours (a student may,
however, be admitted to the program during the junior year with
the approval of the student's advisory committee and the Inter-
disciplinary Studies Committee).
2. Approval by the advisory committee and the Interdisciplinary Studies
Committee of the student's proposed pia!,! of study.
Minimum Credit Requirements
1. General University Requirements
English Composition E 101, 102 .....• ' 3 or 6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on ACT/SAT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
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2. Area I Requirements
Arts & Humanities 12
Three fields must be represented
3. Area II Requirements ,
Social Sciences 12
Three fields must be represented
4. Area III Requirements .
. Natural Sciences-Mathematics 12
Two fields must be represented
5. Project. 3
(Will require the student to draw critically upon the two or more
disciplines studied and to integrate disciplinary insights.)
6. Major (including project) minimum of 48
of which no more than 30 credit hours may be earned in the Col-
lege of Business or from anyone department. '
7. Completion of the above requirements and the approved plan of
study (with a minimum grade of C) plus electives to total a minimum
of 128 semester hours (including at least 40 hours of upper-division
work). The student must have a minimum cumulative grade-point
average of 2.00.
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree
The College of Technology offers a Bachelor of Applied Science degree
in a Vocational Technical field. The Bachelor of Applied Science degree
is designed to build upon the Associate of Applied Science degree
(AAS.) or selected Associate of Science (A.S.) degrees.
Graduates of technical programs that meet the Idaho standards for the
AA.S. degree and are accredited by a regional accrediting body that
is recognized by the Council of Postsecondary Accreditation are eli-
gible for admission. The minimum requirements for the A.A.S. degree
include:
Vocational or Technical education courses 42 credits
Vocational or Technical support courses 10 credits
General education courses > 12 credits
TOTAL 64 CREDITS
Exceptions to the above must be reviewed by the Dean, College of
Technology for a determination regarding eligibility for admission.
Credit for prior learning will be determined in accordance with prevail-
ing institutional policy.
Recommendations for admissio~ to the Bachelor of Applied Science
degree must be obtained from the Dean, College of Technology. The
interested student must be formally admitted into the Bachelor of Ap-
plied Science degree program by the Dean, College of Technology.
1. Vocational Technical




NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
3. Area I Requirements
Arts & Humanities 12
Three fields must be represented
4. Area II Requirements
Social Sciences 12
Three fields must be represented
5. Area III Requirements
Natural Sciences and Mathematics 12
Two fields must be represented
NOTE: Students seeking a BAS. with an A.S. degree in Marketing: Mid-Management must
complete M 105 and M 106 in addition to the requirements listed above.
NOTE: University Core courses used to meet vocational technical education requirements
cannot be used to meet ,the above listed Area requirements.
6. Students seeking the B.A.S. degree must have an additional 9 credits
chosen from upper division courses in any of the following


























NOTE:Students seeking the B.A.S. degree must earn a minimum of 22 upper division credits.
I .' ., ~"
Minors are available in selected fields and as minor teaching emphasis
in secondary education option programs. The following is ~ list of
approved minors. Requirements are listed with the appro~riate sch?ol
or college. See page 30 for requirements for the Canadian Studies,








Boise State University does not prescribe a pre-law curriculum; students'
plans should be based on their own interests and their own personal
objectives in studying law. In general, the pre-law student should place
emphasis not only on the acquiring of knowledge of the fundamental
elements which define the nature and character of society but also on
the development of methods of study, thought and communication.
Present-day law students have undergraduate degrees in Political
Science, English, Business, Natural Science, History, linguistics, Com-
munications, and a host of other disciplines. -
For additional information, see the current PRE-LAW HANDBOOK,
published annually in October and prepared by the law Scho?1
Admission Council and the Association of American law Schools. ThiS
book includes material on the law and lawyers, pre-law preparation,
application to law schools, and the study of law, together with in-
dividualized information on most American law schools. It may be
ordered from Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.. '
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Some programs in.the School of Applied Technology and the School
of Vocational Technical Education lead to an Associate of Applied
Science degree. The standard requirements for this degree are as
follows:
1. Technical Education Requirements-56 credit hours or equivalent
clock hours.
a. Technical Coursework: 42-46 credit hours or equivalent clock
hours. : •
Program elements which contain. instruction directly related to
a specific technical area (Le., skills and knowledge that a'person
must possess to function as a technician). Course content is deter-
mined through a task analysis of the occupation for which train-
ing is provi~ed. local advisory committees may provide a~ditional
information.
Example: Technical MathematicsfTechnical Science/Etc.
b. Technical Support Coursework: 10-14 credit hours or eq~ivalent
clock hou rs. _'/
Coursework which supports and relates to the te;chnical content
of the program. Content provides the basic tasks needed fo~ the
individual to function at an acceptable level within the tech':lical
field.
Example: Mathematics/Physical Science/Etc.
2. General Education Requirements: 12 credit hours or equivalent clock
hours.
Six credits in the area of Communication Skills; the remaining credits
/ are in economics, industrial relations, or human relations.
Associate of Arts Degree Program
Participation in this program is limited to students at Off-Campus loca-
tions. The curriculum is focused around normal freshman and
sophomore general education courses with a broad exposure to the
social sciences. A student completing this program will have completed
all University general education requirements except possibly one lab
science course. The program includes:
English Composition E 101, 102 .. , 3 or 6 Cr
Area I including literature 12 Cr
Area II including History ' 12 Cr
Area III ; - 8 Cr
Major Requirements ' 12 Cr
Electives i ••••••••••..••••••• 14 or 17 Cr
- - TOTAL 64 Cr
Entrance into this program by an Off-Campus student will be through
a signed agreement by the student, Department Chairperson of major,
and the Continuing Education Director, Boise State University. The
agreement will be made available to only those students who have
graduated from high school or who have successfully passed the G.E.D.
examinations.
Once admitted to the program, the student is responsible to see that
his program moves forward to completion. Program advising will be
available at the time of registration each semester, but it is the respon-
sibility of the student to seek out advice when needed.
"'","
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• Nursing (AS, BS)
• Philosorhy (BA)




• Physics, Secondary Education (BS)
• Political Science (BA, BS)
American' Government Systems &
Process
International Relations
Political Philosophy and Public law
Public Administration
• Political Science, Social Science,
Secondary Education (BA, BS)
• Practical Nursing (CC)
• Pre-Architectural Program (-'-)
• Pre-Dental Hygiene (-)
• Pre-Dietetics (-)
• Pre-Engineering (-'-) '.
• Pre-Forestry & Wildlife Management (-)
• Pre-Medical & Pre-Dental (BS)
Biology
Chemistry




• Pre-Technical Sequence (-)
• Pre-Veterinary Medicine Studies (BS) .
• Production & Operations Management
(BBA, BA, BS)
• Psychology (BA,BS)
• Public Affairs (MPA)
• ~adiologic Technology (AS, BS)
• Raptor Biology (MS) .'
• Refrigeration, Heating & Air Conditioning (CC)
• Respiratory Therapy (AS; BS)
• Respiratory Therapy Technician (CC)
• Small Engine Repair (CC)
• Social Science (M *, BA; BS)
• Social Work (BA)
.'Sociology (BA, BS)'
• Sociology, Social Science, Secondary
Education (BA)
• Surgical Technology iCC)
• Theatre Arts (BA) .
• Theatre Arts, Secondary Education (BA)
• WaterlWastewater Technology (CC)
• Welding & Metals Fabrication (CC)












• English ' I
• Gerontology







, • Political SCienceJ'
. • 'Theatre Arts
• Economics (BBA, BA, BS)
Social Science Option
Quantitative Option
• Economics, Social Science, Secondary
Education (BA, BS)
• Electrical Lineworker (CC)
• Electronics-Semi-Conductor Technology
(MS)
• Electronics Service Technician (MS)
• Electronics Technology (MS)
• Elementary Education (BA)
Areas of Specialization:
















• English, Secondary Education (BA)
• English (MA)
• Environmental Health (BS)
• Exercise and Sport Studies (MS)
• Finance (BBA, BA, BS)
• Fire Service Technology (MS)
• General Business Management (BBA, BA,
BS)
• Geology (BS, MS)
• Geophysics (BS, MS)
• Health Sciences (BS) ~ .. ". .
• Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel (CC).
• History (BA, MA)
• History, Secondary Education (BA)
• History, Social Science, Secondary
Education (BA)
.~. Horticulture Service Technician (MS)
.,•. Industrial Environmental Technician (MS)
0 •• Industrial Meclianics/Automation (CC)
',~.Interdisciplinary Studies (BIS, MA, MS)
• Machine Shop (MS, Diploma)
' .• Management (BBA, BA, BS)
Entrepreneurial Option
Human Resource Management Option
• Manufacturing Technology (MS, BS)
• Marketing (BBA, BA, BS) t, . '
• Marketing: Mid-Management (AS)
• Master of Business Administration (MBA)'
• ' Mathematics (BA, BS)
• Mathematics, Secondary Education (BA" '
"BS, MS) ,
.' Medical Record Science (AS)
.• Medical. Technology (BS)
, , •. Multi-Ethnic Studies (BA)
;.• ,'Music (BA,'BM)
., MusiC/Business
, . Performance '
""'Theory-Composition !)
• Music Education (BM, MM) •
• Pedagogy (MM)
.. • Masters in Education (MA, MS)










Associate of Applied Science
Associate of Science
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Applied Science
Bachelor of Business Administration
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science




Master of Business Administration
Master of Music






















• Accounting (BBA, BA, BS)
• Advertising Design (BA, BFA) .
• Agricultural Equipment Technology (CC)
• Anthropology (BA)
• Anthropology, Social Science, Secondary
Education (BA)
• Art, Education (BA, BFA)
• Art, General (BA, BFA)
• Athletic Training (BS)
• Auto Body (CC)
• Automated Industrial Technician (MS)
• Automotive Mechanics (CC) .
• Bachelor of Applied Science, Vocational
Technical (BAS)-
• Biology (BS)
• Biology, Secondary, Education (BS)"
• Business and Office Education (CC)
Bookkeeping Option (MS)
Word Processing Option (MS) .,
• Business Systems &.Computer .Repair (MS)
• Chemistry (BS) ..' '" '.
• Chemistry, Secondary Education (BS)
• Child, Care Stud ie,s: Day" Care. Assistant
(CC) . ., ,
• Child Care Studies: Teacher-Supervisor '
(~S) • , ,'. .' ',_' .. _
• Cominunication/English Combination (BA)
Humanities/Rhetoric! ~ ,t, '
Journalism . ,. . ; ,





• Communication (MA) ,-, . ','
• Computer Information Systerns (BBA, BA,
BS) ,,'., '" .... ," , :- ',;, ,
• ConstructIon Management (BS) .' ,





• Culinary Arts (CC, MS)
• Dental Assisting (CC) III ,'"
• Drafting Technology (MS)
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Academic Enrichment; and" SpeciatJ~~rog'rams~,.:~





Questions about the Honors Program should be directed to:
, Honors Program Director'





• • '.' J x,_ ': -
Statement of Purpose: Admission to the Boise State University
Honors Program is an opportunity for continued growth and ex-
cellence, not a reward for pasfaccomplishrrients. The fundamen-
tal purpose of the program is to encourage and support efforts on .'"
the part of students to assume greater responsibility for their own
education. The program is designed for promising, motivated
students who are interested not only in learning the material of-
fered in courses, but in learning how to learn.
.' .
Eligibility: The Honors Program welcomes applications from
students in all university departments. A student may be admitted
to the program based upon evaluation of the individual's academic
record and an interview. Automatic admission is granted to incoming
freshman with a 3.5 high school G,P.A. and a score at or above the
88th percentile on the composite part of the ACT or SAT. Automatic
admission is granted to transfer students'from other colleges and
universities who have a coliege'G.P.A. of 3.3 and a recommenda-
tion from a faculty member at Boise State or their former school.
It should be emphasized that these criteria are for automatic admis-
sion to the program. All interested students are strongly encour-
aged to apply, for evaluations 'are made on an individual basis.
Students who are not able 'to meet these standards may be granted
a provisional admittance, or simply asked to reapply after completing
one semester at Boise State. ,,' ,'" ,,',"
'.. ";;'J"' 1"." c"); .••.
Honors Courses: Honors cour~es are designed to be rn'or~
thorough, rigorous, and in 'some cases mo~re accelerated versions
of regular departmental listings. A basic difference between an \
Honors course and the typical university course is that a se'minar , .•
format is generally used in Honors offeringsto encourage critical;
<:reative.thin~ing in a more per~onalized atmosphere., ).
, '~ Each Hono~s'student takes sp~cial !'ionors,courses, some of whic,h,
are expected'of all students in the program. Honors courses are
':' dfsignatedby an "H" on a student's transcript, so gra(juatesch~qls
and employers can easily determine the extent. of each student's
.,' , • academic involvement in the program. In every case/'the student
pursues workin the major department to prepare'forprofessional
,or graduate,wprk. _" ," " '
Honors coursesfall into these basi~ groups:aepartmental Honors
courses, Honors colloquia, Senior Honors Project, H-option courses,.
and Honors seminars. For a listing of current Honors courses, con7,_
suit the latest BSU class schedule or Honors newsletter, which is
published several times a y,ear. ."," ~, ;"
The following honors courses are offered. With approval of th~
University Curriculum Committee, these courses (exciuding,Sum;
mer Readings, Prospectus, and Senior Honors Project) may be ap~
plicable to Core. ' .', .
'\ ;..,; ,~ .
, HP'198'H, 29U-H, 398-H, 498-H HONORS SEMINAR (1 credit)(F/S). A seminar':, ~
involving interdisciplinary lectures and discussion for.'Honors students. ' ~







HP 100'H(200'H, 300'H, 400'H SUMMERREADING(1-3credits)(F).An opportunity
and incentive for students to continue their studies during the summer when
they are away from campus and faculty. Students must select their,area of in-
terest, contact a faculty supervisor, and coordinate through the Honors Program
Director concerning testing and credit for the work prior to the end of the spring
semester. Students'will register during fall registration and ~i11complete writ-
ten and oral testing as required no later than October 15 in order to receive a
grade of pass.
HP 492-H HONORS COLLOQUIUM (3 credits)(F/S).Upper;division Hbnors
students bring the background of their own major to a multi-disciplinary forum.
Letter grade given.
tiP 391-H PROSPECTUSPREPARATIONFOR SENIOR HONORS PROJECT(1
credit)(F/S).The student shall prepare a prospectus for the Senior Honors Pro-
ject, consisting of three parts:a,description of the proposed project, a preliminary
bibliography, and a topical or procedural outline. '
HP491-HSENIORHONORSPROJECT(3 credits)(F/S).A senior honors project shall
be required of all students wishing to graduate with honors or distinguished
honors. Such a project shall be the result of significant individual effort I>ythe
student, with appropriate faculty supervision. T~e proje,c;tmay involve library,
laboratory, or field work or may be creative i,fappropriate to the discipline as
determined by the departmenrinvqlved and tlit; dire,ctor of the honors pr~gram.
Honors Graduation: Students may earn the distinction of Gradua-
tion with Honors or Graduation with Distinguished Honors. Two re-
quirements apply: 1) the students cumulative GPAmust be a minimum
of 3.30, and 2) the student must accumulate 30 credits of-honors work.
If a student meets both requirements, Graduation with Honors is
automatically approved by the Honors Program Committee of the Facul-
ty Senate. If a student.meets one but not both requirements, the stu?
dent may request th,e awarding of the distinction by the committee;
which also decides on ,the ;~\Varding of any Graduation w.ith Distin?
guIshedHonors., " " ' " : ,. ,.1'
Additional Academjc, Qpportunities: The Honors Program is
both directly and indirectly involved in several other programs that
benefit its students. They include:' Independent Study, Advanced Place-
ment, Internship, Credit by Examination(Challenge), College tevelEx-
amination Program (ClEP), and Honors Studies Abroad. ' " ,.
j- . .. .".r ...,f:.' \-, ", ,'L:'. .. " ..'
The.Summer Reading Program allows Honors students to earn from
one totbre~creqits while away from the 'camp~s during the~um'ni'er
months. The studen! meets with a faculty super;visor sometime in thfi!
spring, and together they work,out a reading project which the stu-
dent completes during the summer. The Summer Reading course is
included in fall registration, because'the brief written report,and oral
examination are completed after the fall semester has resumed.'Enter-
ing freshmen who have ehrolled at BSU and who have been accepted
into the Honors Program may participate. _,__
While the Honors Program aims at enrichment more than acceleratioh;
through Advanced Placement, Summer. Reading, and extra courses, the
Honors student may gradu~te in less than the usual four years.
Scholarships: The Honors\itaff 'assists 'studeht; in' .i"pplying' for,
prestigious and lucrative graduate and undergraduate scholarships like
the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Rotaryahd Fulbright. The Rhodes and
Marshall Scholarships pay fees and living allowance-for study at 'an
English university. The Truman Scholarship is awarded to qualified
individuals interested in a career in public service. The Rotary:Scholar-
ship pays for one year of undergraduate or graduate study in any
country with a Rotary Club. The Fulbright Scholarship is designed for
graduate study and research abroad with ,the aim of 'iricreasing
understanding between people in the u.s. and other countries. '
i: " ! .\. 1
~achelor. of Interdisciplinary
Studies Degree'\. ;i"
The Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies Degree is offered by,Boise
State University and administered by the College of Arts and Sciences.
The purpose of this degree program' is to pen,'!it students tdassu'me
responSibility for developing a plan of study with a theine that suits
their individual interests and'particularneed. The B.LS. Degree'per"
mits students to formulate, their own plans of study by utilizing both
intercollege and interdepartmental combinations of cou rses that will
provide either a specialize~ or broa~ pattern, of educational experience;
Plans of study which follow a single departm~nt or an established in-
terdisciplinary major are excluded fro(T1 the Interdisciplinary'Studies
~egree. Though the B.I.S. Degre~ is not designed as a vpcat!o,na! or
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preprofessional program, students may desire to develop plans of study
that will prepare themfor graduate study in a specific subject or for
teaching on the secondary level by meeting teacher certification
requirements. ,- ., ., ,
The Director of.the Interdisciplinary Studies Program is the Associate
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. A university-wide ,Inter-
disciplinary Studies Committee COhsistingofone member from each
academic School or College appointed by the respective deans oversees
the program. The Director of Interdisciplinary Studies serves as the
chairperson ofthat committee. Each student in the prbgnim will have
an advisory committee composed of three faculty members froin the
disciplines making up the interdisciplinary program: The student's ad-
visorycommittee has the responsibility of helping the student select
his or her particular course of study and recommends to the Iriter-
disciplinary StudiesCom(T1!ttee thatit b~acceptedas the student's
formal plan of study. Theln'terdisciplinary Studies Committee is respon"
sible for approving the memb'ers of the student's advisory comn1ittee"
approvingthestudent's' piaI') ~f study, and approving the student's pro"
spedus fortne final project.: ! " ,.. 'C,
. , 'Ii . .' , . . '"
Students ..may withdraw. from~ the. pr?gram ..by prli!senti ng a letter .of
notification and by taking appropriate actionto enter a program leading
to another degree, .' .
Additional information may be obtained from ,the Associate Dean of
the College of Arts and Sci!=!nces. ' . .
Inte~disciplinaryHumanities .. '
A more complex viewofhumanniltureand the process of living in
society is what students take ,away from the Interdisciplinary Studies
i!:1,the Humanitiesprogram~,'
Faculty from varying disciplines and colleges offer team-taught courses
focusing on the humanistic element of thesubjecCmatter. More than
30 faculty members from the Colleges of Arts and Sciences, Business,
Education and the College. of.'SociaIScientes:and. Public Affairs
participate. • '\'
At the center'of the pro'gramisacore hU/llar-{ities Course, Humanities:
A View of Human Natur!=!; with instructors from English, History and
Philosophy. It is a two semester, 12-credit hour course in which stlJdents
can ,fulfill, six Area Irequirements.,
Each semester; additional courses are offered with a special topics
designation, chosen because of their relationship to hu'manistic issues
raised in the core class. The courses provide,[a<;:ulty the opportunity
to develop innovativetourses that cross traditional disciplinary boun"
daries and offer stude'hts the'chance to explore humanistic issues from
at least two perspectives.' ','. •. -' ' -. \,- .
Interdisciplinary Courses: The following interdisciplinary courses
are identified with more than one school Or department and fulfill Area
I core requirements.
IH 101 HUMANITIES:A VIEWOF HUMANNATURE I (3-o-3)(F).Especiallydtsigned
for non-humanities majors, this team-taught class int",grates'information to prO-
vide considerations of different human experience. Among the topics explored
are different theories of human nature, different ways of knowing, the'nature
of humanistic understanding, and the implication of \'ither accepting or rejecting
different c1aims"about human nature. PREREQ:Completion,of or concurrent
enrollment in E 101. ' . . .' •
IH 102 HUMANITIES: A VIEW OF HUMAN NATUREII (3-0'3)(F).As a cb~tinua-
tion of IH 101,this lecture/discussion course focuses on humanistic perceptions
and assumptions concerning how people understand and, respond to society
and the processof either accepting or rejecting the pressure'to conform to society
and social norms. The course provides insight into the so'metimes confliCting
values of social conformity and individual freedom)' and the various ways people
respond to the dilemmas of resolving the claims of, freedom and authority on
human beings. PREREQ:IH 101., ,,' .,
IH 111 HUMANITIES: A VIEW OF HUMAN NATURE, Ill, "Consciousnessand
Human Imagination" (3-0-3)(5).This,course will e'xaminethe'human imagination
asa necessaryconstituent of each person's consciousnessof his lived experience,
i.e., it will analyze the role thathuman imagination playsfor.each of us in making
our everyday lives, private and social, livable, understandable, and worthwhile.
Through the human ability and need to create frameworks of values that allows
people to evaluate and place ,in a coherent context the experiences and ideas
that we.encounter in the processof living as individuals and as members of social
gr8~ps:_PREREQ:Conipl~tionof ~r ~oncurrent enrollment in E 101. .~. '
IH 112 HUMANITIES:A VIEW Of-HUMAN NATURE,IV, "Human Choicesand the
Future~'(3-0-3)(S).This course assum~~that the Juture will be shaped through
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human choice and will explore the role of the humanities in understanding and
defining the conditions necessary to making human choices;. self-knowledge,
understanding language, and understanding ways of knowing. Since the
humanities are involved with a constant examination of human values, it will
also consider plans and strategies for maintaining conditions for genuine human
choice. This course focuses on methods of conceptualization, the way in which
the human imagination frames its understanding of the world about it. Since
human choice results from the way in which the chooser understands the prob-
lem, the clearer the perception, the better the choice. In practical terms/the
course investigates potential changes in response to future problems from the
perspectiveof how those changesmight impact on human values.PREREQ:Com-
pletion of or concurrent enrollment in E 101. ' "
Special Topics cou';ses in IH (Interdisciplinary st~dies in the Humanitie~)' may
be ap'proved by the University Curriculum Committee to meet Area I core
requirements." '" "
Student Government Courses
Students who are currently serving in major student government offices
may avail themselves of independent study in Student Government.
This study will be coordinated by the Vice President for Student Affairs
and may be taken in any department of the college provided an in-
structor is willing to direct the study. Students who are eligible' for this
study are; (1) the Major Elected Officers (President, Vice-President)', (2)
Major Appointed Officers (Treasurer, Administrative Assistant to the
President and Personnel Selection Chair), and (3) Senators. Credits may
hot exceed three in anyone semester or six in one academic year. A
maximum of nine credits will be accepted towards graduation.




aspects of the aging process. Additionally, required course work pro-
vides students an excellent understanding about health and aging as
well as thesocial:utilities and personal services necessary for the older
person. " , •
'c' Requirements for Minor in Gerontology' •
,-' ..', .. .
lOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS; ._
"Intro to Sociology SO 101 , .•.. /,3
. "General, Psychology p. 101 ........•............... , ....•... ,3
*Concepts of Biology : .........................•.. .4
or
• ./.Concepts Human Anatomy ,& Physiology Z 107 "~
or~'~} ,;j '_~, J' ~~b
'"Human Anatomy&'Physiology,Z 111, 112 , ' 8
TOTAL • 10-14
UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS: r.,' '-"'~';,1 ,,~ •... , >j
" Sociology of Agi ng SO 325 / .. ~: . :': 3
Psychology ,?f.Aging P 313 . ',' ... '. ' : ; ........•.. :,:,' . '..3
Biology of AgingB 3!)0 ., :':' .. '.: : " •. ;' 3
, . *:Health and Aging H ,410 ....•... , .. ':" ,~: :.: ,,:: 3
"Soc Util & Pers Serv for Elderly SW 433. , ...•... ",' 3
'Semina'r and/or Practicum in MajOr Fld.Study . .- : 6
. TOTAL ,,#.'t .' ' """ i . 21
.lower Division 'required courses'meet core requirements;',.l
•• Prerequisites are SO 32S. P 313~ B 300 or PERM/INST, •
Legal Assistant' Program. ,'.
The Legal Assistant Program is an optional minor program within the
framework of a baccalaureate degree preparation, irrespective of the
major program designation. The legal Assistant Program, comprising
12 credits of prescribed preparatory courses and 24 credits of law-
specialty courses, is designed to meet ~h~ requisi,te needs of the legal
community. Applicants to the legal Assistant Program will be careful-
Iyscreened and evaluated for suitability'~nd acceptability for paralegal
employment. A personal interview is required and will be arranged at
a mutually convenient time through the office of the Coordinator;'of
the Program. A student who is accepted for the legal AssistantProc
gram as a minor field of study is expeeteCf to make a selection of courses
in ihj! substantive categories indicated below. Upon successful com"
pretion of the prescribed courses oftlie Program;' the student will
receive a Certificate in Paralegal Studies/which will be entered on the
student's transcript "'.. ' :" ,
.. " r _" ",'" " ',i
GeneratUiliversity Requirem~nts (asstipulated ,in the University"catalog)
Specific Requirements in the ,Major Field of Study (as specified by the
Academic Department offering the major program)
General Electives (Selection is advisedly to be,made from the'courses
in'the substantive areas shown below which are considered appropriate-
ly preparatory for the legal Assistant Program. Those courses shown
with an asterisk (*) may be taken to satisfyUniversity CoreCoursere~
quirements. The law-spedalty courses defined for the legal Assistant
rrogram~~e entered i.n a .separa,te listing.) " .,' ,••. ;.-
Law-related courses (at least 9 credits to be selected from the following
courses);l
Constitutional law PO 351 ........•.•.•.........••............. 3
"International law PO 4211 ...•.............. , .-..........•. 3
Comparative legal Systems PO 451 .: .................•.... ".3
Administrative law PO 467 , , 3
law of Criminal EvidenceCR275 , .. , 3
law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276 3
Judicial Administration & Court Mitnagement CR 381 :?3
Criminal Justice Research & Evaluation CR 426 ...............•. 3
legal Environment of Business GB 202 .. ' :, . .- ::~ .'.. : ~,i.3
Commercial law GB .302 '. ;' " ; : .. :3
.,Transportation law GB 371. ,. , ......•.. :' .. ; i ....•.......•... :3
" Government & Business GB 44~, .. , ." ,' 3
Sociology of law SO 37~ ',,' '.' .,.•. ' . '.' , .3
Computer.literacy (at least 3 credits or evidence of computer literacy)
:.ComputerApplicationsIS 101 .- : , ;.3
Intro to Computers CS 109.,/ ...•.......•... , : '...•. 3
Communication Skills (recommended b'ut not required) '1.. '
*Fund'of'Speech Communication CM 111. :' , '.: 3
"Reasoned DiScourse CMJ12 :';: : ~': : .' ..3
*Ilitro to logic PY 121 .' .' : :.~ .- :.:1
: '
I,
The Canadian Studies Minor, consisting of 18 credit hour~, of which
six are required, is designed to compliment any university major. The
program is interdisciplinary in its approach and at the same time per,
mits students to pursue their ,interest areas in Canadian Studies.
Students in business, health, education and the liberal arts are en-
couraged to pursue the program. Upon successful completion of the
18 credit hours, the student will receive a certificate of completion,
which will be noted on the transcript .• , " "',
Canadian Studies Courses "
CN 101CANADA: lAND AND PEOPLE(3-G-3)(F-Alternateunevenyears.)Introduc-
tory, . interdisciplinary survey, presenting the themes of geography, physical
, resources, history, political system and Indian Eskimo culture. Faculty from par-
ticipating departments will span two centuries of c:anadiangrowth, development
and attainment of national identity. Open to all students. Required of CN Minors.
CN 102CONTEMPORARYCANADA (3.G-3)(S-Alte~~ateEvenYe~rs).F~c~lty,from
participating departments present areas of current Canadian,national/interna-
tional interest. Detailed study of modern Canadian life and culture, literature,
economic development, foreign affairs,conservation, and provincial/national rela,
tionships are.focused. Open to all students. Required of CN Minors.
Courses that will meet the 12 hours of electives to be chosen from two
or more disciplines; I. ,'~
AN 307 Indians of North America
AN 312 'Archaeology of North America
AN 409' 'AnthrOpology of Education
CM 300 COmm Issues, Industries & Inquiry in Canada'
EC 317 International EcoilOnliCs'; .,
F 201-02 Intermediate French
F 303-04 Advanced Composition and Conversation .-.;
F 328 French literature: Enligh_tenmert, Romanticis~, ';1 ."
Realism
F 359 Twentieth-C;:entury French literature
F 376 French Civilization & Culture to 1789
F 377 Modern Francophone Civilization & Culture
HY 335 Diplomatic History of the United States
HY 380480 United States. Canadian Accords ,
PO 311 , Comparative Foreign Policy
SO 230lntro Multi-Ethnic Studies
Special Topics are offered each semester on Can~da.
Interdisciplinary Studies in Aging
Students have the opportunity to earn a Minor in Gerontology through
a structured, upper division, interdi'sciplinary studies program. Courses
provide' students from any major' an 'opportunity to become









Technical Writing E,202 ....•....•............................ 3
Adv Technical Writing E 402 3
Management Techniques & Procedures (recommended but not required)
.Math Business Decisions M 105 ..........•.•.. ': 4
.Math Business Decisions M 106 .4
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 3
Intro Business GB 101 3
Business Ethics & Social Respon GB 360 3
Elements of Management MM 105 3
Management & Organ Theory MG 301 3
Organ Tht;ory & Bureau StructPO or SO 487 3
Governmental Institutions, Processes, & Historical Background (recom'
mended but not required)
•American National Government PO 101 ...........•.•........ 3
State & Local Government PO 102 .. ' 3
Intro Public Administration PO 303 , 3
Legislative Behavior PO 312 : 3
American Policy Process PO 320 .•............ r •••.••••.••••.• 3
.History Western Civ HY 101 '" ;3
.History Western Civ HY 102 : 3
.U.S. History HY 151 .....• ~.•.•......•.................... : .3
• U.S. History HY 152 : 3
U.S. Constitutional History HY 336 3
laW-Specialty Courses (at least 24 credits of course work in speci~r'areas
of law, procedure, or process, including 6 credits of required lawe
specialty courses and 18 credits of course work selected from the alter-
native law-specialty courses, must be completed within the Legal Assis~
tant Program. Since these courses provide the practical skills which
are utilized by the legal assistant, the tasks and responsibilities of the
legal assistant will be emphasized. Also, in accordance with the ABA
Guidelines, the law-specialty courses are to be taught by practicing
lawyers who are to be specifically selected as adjunct faculty members.
To the extent possible, in keeping within the ABA Guidelines, qualified
legal assistants may assist practicing lawyers selected to offer law-
specialty courses in a team-teaching arrangement relative to paralegal
responsibilities.)
Admission to law-specialty courses shall be restricted to those students
who may be placed iri anyone of the following categories:'l) those
students who have been accepted for enrollment in the Legal Assis-
tant Program and who have completed the general university re-
quirements, including at least 9 credits of law-related courses and
evidence of computer literacy; 2) those students who have attained a
baccalaureate degree in any area, but including at least 9 credits of
law-related courses and evidence of computer literacy, and have been
accepted for enrollment in the Legal Assistant Program; 3) those per-
sons who have completed 30 semester credits of college course work
and have at least three years of experience in a law-related job; 4) those
persons who have completed at least sixty semester credits of college
coursework and have a letter of sponsorship from an employer with
guaranteed employment as a legal assistant. Consideration will also
be given to those persons who are currently employed as legal assistants
in the legal community and do not fall in any of the aforementioned
categories for enrollment in individual courses in paralegal studies,
based on availability of space. .
Required Law-Specialty Courses (6 credits)
Intro Law Practiee & Role of Legal Assistant PL 301 2
Legal Ethics & Law Office Procedures Pl 302 :1
, legal Research & Writing Pl 304 : : . ' :2
Westlaw Advanced Research PL 305 .. : ' ':' 1
Alternative Law-Specialty Courses (18 credits; selections to be made from
the courses listed below) , '.,' .
Estates, Wills, & Trusts Pl401 .. : :' 3
Corporate law PL 403 •...... ' : :' : .. :' .. '.: 3
Real Estate' & Property law Pl 405 ~ 3
Bankruptcy Pl 407 '. : .. : ;<.••.••. '•• 3
Civil Litigation & Procedures PL 411 3
Criminal Law Practice PL 413 3
Family Law Practice PL 421 .' ":. : 3
Natural Resource Law PL 4~1 ~ : 3
Tort Law Pl 471 ' , ...•............ '........•.. '.3
Workshops in Paralegal Studies Pl 494 : : 1-2
:,. "'•. , J •.'
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Special Topics on Emergent Issues in Law Practice &
Paralegal Responsibilities PL 497 : 2-3
Paralegal Internship PL 493 3
Law-Specialty Course Offerings
Statement o(prer,equisites:Students must complete 9 credits in law-
related courses and provide evidence of computer literacy before enroll-
ment in any of the law-specialty courses; students must complete PL
301, PL 302,PL304, and Pl 305 before enrollment in any of the law-
specialty courses in the 400 series. (Exceptions may be made only for
good and substantial reasons).
PL301 INTRODUCTION TO LAW PRACTICE& ROLEOF THE LEGALASSISTANT
(2-0-2)(F/S).Familiarization of students with specific operations of law firms and
legal departments and the role of the legal assistant. Essential skills of asser-
tiveness, interviewing, investigation, and formal/informal advocacyare introduc-
ed. Training in presenting a thorough, well-reasoned written legal analysis.
PREREQ:9 credits in law-related courses and evidence of computer literacy or
PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL302 LEGALETHICSAND LAW OFFICEPROCEDURES(1-D-1)(F/S).Introduction
to the Code of Professional Responsibility and the Code of Judicial Ethics. tx-
plores the boundaries of authorized practice, delegation of authority, and con-
fidentiality. Review of office procedures, including billing, timekeeping;
docketing, calendaring, and filing systems. PREREQ:PL 301 or PERM/PROG
COORD.
PL 304 LEGALRESEARCHAND WRITING (2-0-2)(F/S).Use of law references to
develop research skills for the legal assistant in the formulation of briefs,
memoranda, and other documents relative to legal practice. Emphasis is given
to accurate, analytical writing of legal terms and forms. PREREQ:PL 301 or
PERM/PROGCOORD. .
PL305 WESTLAWADVANCERESEARCH(1-D-1)(F/S).Development of computeriz-
ed skills in the use of "Westlaw." PREREQ:PL 304 or PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL 401 ESTATES,WILLS, AND TRUSTS(3-0-3)(F/S):Principles, provisions, and
documents relative to wills and trusts. Includes jurisdictions of probate courts,
estateand inheritance taxation, and estate planning. The role and responsibilities
of the legal assistantwill be emphasized. PREREQ:P~305or PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL403 CORPORATELAW (3-D-3)(F/S).The law regarding contracts, agency, part-
nerships, corporations, negotiable instruments, and sale of personal property.
The role and responsibilities of the legal assistant will be emphasized. PREREQ:
PL 305 or PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL405 REALESTATEAND PROPERTYLA\\/(3.0-3)(F/S).Personal and real proper-
ty documents and law relating to mineral and energy 'resources,mortgages,zon-
ing and covenants, titles, legal descriptions, appraisals,' common problems of
property ownership, government regulation of subdivisions, condemnation,
boundary disputes, adverse possession, leases,jOint ventures, liens and encum-
brances, foreclosure, inter alia. The role and respons'ibilities of the legal assis-
tant will be emphasized. PREREQ:PL 305 or PERM/PROGCOORD. 1 I
PL407 BANKRUPTCY(3-D-3)(F/S).Examinesbasicconcepts in the debtor-creditor
relationship, including the rights and interests of both parties in a transaction.
Principles of bankruptcy, creditor rights, and consumer protections are stressed.
The role and responsibilities of the legal assistant"will be emphasized. PREREQ:
PL 305 or PERM/PROGCOORD. I,
l. 1 , .
PL411 CIVIL LITIGATION AND PROCEDURES(3-D-3)(F/S).In depth coverage of
civil litigation in Stateand Federal courts from client interview through trial and
appeal. Idaho court practice emphasized but with sufficient understanding' to
be adapted to other states. Federal cou rt practice based on federal and local
rules. The role and responsibilites of the legal assistant will be emphasized.
PREREQ:PL 305 or PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL413 CRIMINAL LAW PRACTICE(3-0-3)(F/S).Substantive criminal law, defini-
tion of a crime, defenses to criminal accusation, joinder of parties and criminal
allegations, instituting criminal action, ,formal pleadings, the court process,
negotiated pleas, probation ,and sentencing practice and procedure, constitu-
tional safeguards and requirements. The role and responsibilities of the legal
assistant will be emphasized. PREREQ:PL 305 or PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL 421 FAMILY LAw" PRACTICE(3-D-3)(F/S).Legal pr~visions and document~
relative to marriage, separation,divorce, communal property, child custody, child
support, adoption and other concerns. The role and responsibilities of the legal
assistant will be emphasized. PREREQ:PL 305 orPERM/PROG COORD.
PL431 NATURALRESOURCELAW (3.D-3)(F/S).Federalpublic lands and resou'rces;
historical development of federal policy; federal-state relations; relations among
the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of the federal government; in-
dividual treatment of water, mineral, range, timber, wildlife, recreation, and
preservation of natural resources. The role and responsibilities of the legal assis-
tant will be emphasized. PREREQ:PL305 or PERM/PROGCOORD.
PL471 TORTLAW (3-o-3)(F/S).Principles ot'the law of torts, including considera-
tion of concepts of liability based on fault and without fault, negligence and com-
pensation for industrial injuries, defenses thereto and damages. Functions of
Workers' Compe.nsation. The role and responsibilities of the legal assistantwill
be emphasiied.'PREREQ: PL 305 or PERM/PROGCOORD.







lSOCIAL SCIENCES &HISTORY (score of 453 to 506) 3 hrs, Area II Core
(score of 507 or above) 6 hrs, Area II Core
CLEP Subject Exams by the CEEB: The CLEP Subject Exams are
designed to test achievement in specific college subjects in a variety
of areas. A currently enrolled Boise State University student may earn
a minimum of two hours of lower.division elective credit for any CLEP
Subject Exam passed with a score at or above the. 50th percentile
(national norms) providing that the credit earned does not duplicate
college credit earned previously for the same subject material.
Some BSU academic departments will award specific departmental
credit in lieu of lower division elective credits for acceptable CLEP Sub-
ject Exam scores. These are listed below. Credits awarded for CLEP
Subject Exams not listed below will be lower Division Elective credits.
Lower Division Elective credit will count toward graduation require-
ments, but will not count toward CORE Course or MAJOR requirements.
CLEP Subject Examinations will be recorded on a Boise State transcript
with a grade of PASS after the student has successfully completed 15
credit hours with Boise State University, and the student must be en-
rolled at the time the credits are recorded.
Advanced Placement and Credit
Questions about Advanced Placement and Credit by Examination
and/or Competency should be directed to:
, Registrar's Office
Boise State University




Many colleges and universities, including Boise State University, accept
satisfactory performance on national standardized examinations "or
locally written examinations and/or evaluation of other training and
experiences as an alternative by which a student may satisfy certain
general education, specific course, or pre-major requirements. Students
generally prepare for such examinations by independent studies, com-
pleting advanced high school courses, auditing college courses,
completing non-collegiate training sessions, on-the-job training and/or
other experiences.
BSU Policy 2305B, July 1, 1984, lists in detail all current non-class atten-
dance avenues available at Boise State University for earning college
credit for competency. Summarized below are the most frequently used
of those avenues. '
Examinations may be repeated to raise scores six months after last taken.
Scores received for tests repeated earlier than this will not be evaluated
for credit.
AP credits can be awarded for specific department credit or lower divi-
sion elective credit. Students must notify. Registrar's Office early in,the
semester of their choice.
College Level Equivalency Program (CLEP)
Two types of examinations are offered through CLEP. These are the
General Examinations and the Subject Examinations. The General
Examinations are measures of college-level achievement in five general
areas and the material covered is comparable to that taught in general
education courses at the college freshman level. Currently enrolled
Boise State University students can use the CLEP General Examinations
to challenge, in effect, all or part of their freshman year and can satisfy
a significant portion of their Core Course graduation requirements.
CLEPGeneral Examinations will be recorded on a Boise State Transcript
with a grade of PASS after the student has successfully completed 15
credit hours with Boise State University, and the student must be en-
rolled at the time the credits are recorded. ,(See Core entry in Index
for course requirements for graduation.)
CLEP General Exams by the CEEB: Minimum acceptable CLEP
General Examination scores and .BSU hour 'equivalencies are:
ENGLISH COMPOSITION (score of 498 or above) "3 hrs, LD elective
NATURAL SCIENCES (score of 447 to 529) .4 hrs, Area III Core
(score of 530 or above). , . 8hrs, Area 111 Core
MATHEMATICS (score of 446 or above) ... 4hrs, Area III Core
HUMANITIES (score of 452 to 513). " .. " .. 3 hrs, Area I Core




The Islamic Middle East
Early Christianity
living Religions
Colloquium in American History: Religion in
American life




PY 231 Philosophy of Religion
PY 245 Metaphysics
PY 247 Epistemology
PY 249 Ancient Philosophy










The Independent Study experience provides individual study oppor-
tunities of reading or project nature.
Any department that contains a baccalaureate or graduate degree pro-
gram is authorized to offer Independent Study. The course numbers
identifying Independent Study are not listed in the class schedule. This
does not preclude their availability based on mutual agreement be-
tween student and professor and approval by the appropriate depart-
'!lent chairperson.
Upper division students are eligible for one to four credits of Indepen-
dent Study per semester. A total of nine credits counted toward gradua-
tion can be taken, with no more than six credits taken in any given
academic year.
Lower division honors program students are eligible for 1 to 3 credits
of Honors Independent Study per semester. No more than three credits
per semester or more than six in an academic year can be taken.
Independent Study may not be substituted for any departmental course
requirements without prior approval of the department chairperson
and dean of the college offering the Independent Study.
Religious Interest Courses
Since religious thought permeates nearly all disciplines of study, the
University does not have a single department of religion. However,
numerous departments within the University are examining the im-
pact of religion as part of their academi~ quest for knowledge and
understanding of the human condition.
Courses offered at Boise State UniversitY that emphasize the place and
impact of religion in the' study of civilization are listed below. The
courses are open to all students on campus.
In addition, various departments offer special topic courses which em-
phasize the religious aspects of civilization. Students are advised to
read carefully the Class schedule each semester to check on the
availability of such courses.
Literature
E211 The Bible as literature
. E 215 Far Eastern literature
E 217 Mythology
Socia-Psychological Aspects of Religion
so 407 Sociology of Religion
Primary Sources ,.
GR 101 Greek Language & literature
GR 102 Greek Language & literature
LA 211 Elementary Classical Latin Language & literature
LA 212 Advanced Classical Latin Language & literature
LA 323 Early Church Latin literature .
LA 324 Medieval Latin literature
LA 498 Advanced latin Tutorial
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*To receive credit for G 202, the student must meet with Dr. George Jocums (LAw213) for a.converw
sation in German and receive a letter of auth?rization. This letter must be taken to the Registrar's
Office, Administration Building Room 102, and processed with the request for credit. ":'"
''t' ", ... "
PEP Exams by ACT: PEP (Proficiency E~amination Program) exams,
are very similar to the CLEP Subject Exams in that they are designed
to test achievement in .specific college subjects. They are developed
and distributed by the American College,Testing Company, a com-
petitor to the College Board (CEEB):
A currently enrolled Boise State University student may earn a minimum
of three hours of lower division elective credit for each PEP.exam passed
with a score of 50 or above, or a grade of A, B, C or PASS. Some BSU
departments will award specific departmental credit for acceptable PEP
Exam scores. These are listed below. Credit award for PEPexams not
listed below will be Lower Division Elective credits. For a complete
listing of available PEP and/or CLEP Subject Exams, contact the BSU
Registrar's Office. PEPSubject Examinations will be recorded on a'Boise
State transcript with a grade of PASS after the, student has successfully
completed 15 credit hours with Boise State University, and the student
must be enrolled at the"time the credits are recorded. ..
PEP Exams BSU Equivalent Coursers) &. Number of Credits
Microbiology (50) B 205, Microbiology (4)
Abnormal Psychology (50) P 301, Abnormal Psychology (3)
Statistics (50) P 295, Statistical Methods' (3)
Other Standardized Tests: USAFI - For'many years the U~ited
States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) operated as an educational agency
providing support to the voluntary education programs of al,l military
services. A large number of college-level, courSes and end-of-cpurse
examinations were developed and standardized. These courses and
examinations have been periodically reviewed' and evaluated oy the
American Council on Education and credit recommendations
formulated.'" .
BSU will award general elect'i~e'lo~er 'division credit for each USAFI
exam passed at the 50th, percentile or higher. To receive credit for a
USAFI course; it must be listed in the ACE recommendation guid~. The
amount of credit awarded w'ill be the amount of credit recommended
bY,theACE. These'credits willbe recorded on a Boise State transcript
with a gr:ade of PASS after the stl!dent has successfully, completed 15
credit hours with Boise State University, and the student must be.enrolle
ed,at the time the credits. are recorded. .
DANTES - DANTES was created in May 1974, after the USAFI program
terminated. The examinations offered through the DANTES Examina-
tion Program are available to'personnel currently on active duty in the
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, or the cadets'
and midshipmen of their respective academies, and other appropriate
persons •.•, ".; L '...., ',". ,;
DANTES offers four different series of examinations. They are: CLEP
General Exam, CLEP'Subject Exam, DANTES Subject Standardized Tests,
and the GED Exams. BSU's policy on CUP can be found just above
this section.,.BSU will ,riot grant credit'for GED proficiency:'
The DANTES Subject Standardized Tests (DSST's) are an extensive series
of subject-matter examinations in college and technical subjects and
are essentially course achievement tests. The American Council on
Education (ACE) has reviewed and evaluated each DSST and has for-
mulated credit recommendations. BSU will follow the ACE recommen-
dations and will grant as lower division elective credit the number of
hours credit recommended by the ACE for each DANTES course listed
in the guide directory of DANTES SUBJECT STANDARDIZED TESTS
(DSST's), June 1983, or subsequent issues, if the.student scores at.or
above theminimum acceptable score on that examination. These credits
will be recorded on a Boise State transcript with a grade of PASS after
the student has successfully completed 15 credit.hours with Boise State
University, and the ,student must be enrolled at the time the c'i"edits
are recorded. "
'*.i 1'" ~~
Other Training Programs Recommended for Credit by the
ACE: C:urrently enrolled BSU students who successfully complete a
training program listed in THE NATIONAL GUIDE TO EDUCATION
CREDIT FOR TRAINING PROGRAMS 1984-85 Edition (or subsequent
editions) published by the American Council on Education, or who suc-
cessfully complete a training program listed in A.GUIDE TO EDUCA-
TIONAL PROGRAMS IN NONCOLLEGIATE ORGANIZATIONS 1982 Edi-
tion (or subsequent editions) published by The University of the State
"
Advanced Placement (AP) Exams by the CEEB:Advanced
Placement Exams are administered nationally only once a year, in MaYi
primarily at participating high schools. They are the culminating exer-
cise for high school students who, while in high school, enroll in honors
or adva'nced courses that parallel standard college-level courses, It is
not necessary, however, for a student to be formally enrolled in an AP
course before taking the AP Exam. Preparation for the exam can be
by'independent studYi,home environment influences, and/or,travel.
A student may earnaminimumcif two hours of college credit for each
AP examination passed with a score of 3,4 ot 5. Specific departmental
credit will be awarded for most AP exams passed. These are listed below.
Credit.for AP exams not listed below will be Lower Division Elective
credits. AP credits will be recorded with a grade of PASS. The student.
must be enrolled at the time credits are recorded. .-"
CLEP,Exam Title BSU Equivalent Course & Number of Credits
Analysis and Int of Lit (51)* , E 102, English. Coni position (3)
Biology (49)** B 100, Concepts of Biology (4)
General Chemistry (50) - , .:C 107, 108, Essentials of Chem (4)
/'h."or C 131, 132, College Chemistry (4)'
College Algebra (48) .....••.•.. ; M ,108, Intermediate Algebra (4)
College Algebra & Trig ,(50) ... ; ;.; .'. M111, Algebra and Trig (5)
Calculus with Elem Functions (49) M 204, Calculus and
, \ 'J'" ....;.. ,Anal Geom (5)'
Introduction to Accounting (50) ... AC 205, Intro to Finan Acctng ,;I- '.
., " . ' AC 206, Intro toManag Acctng (6)"
Intro to Management (49) MG,301, Mgmt & Organ Theory (3)
If!tr9duction Marketing:(SO) '.' '.. MK 301, Principles'o,f.Mar/<eting (3)
American Government (50) .... ,PO 101, American. National Govt (3),
Introductory Sociology (50) ..•... so 101,lntroduction'to Sodol (3)
General Psychology (50) ..... : .. ~.... '1'101, 'General Psychology (3)
Educational Psychology wj)~:* .. ,T(225, Educationai. Psychology (3)
Western Civilization 1(49) .. : .. ":HY 101, History of Western:'Civ (3)
Western Civilizati'on II (49) .... :".'HY 102, History of Western Civ (3)
American History.LWI) ,..• ,' :," HY 151, :U.S. History (3)1
American History" (49) ',' c ••••••• HY 152, U.S. History.(3)
College French Level 1 (44) :': .. :' .. .'. : :., . F 101, 102, Elem 'French (8)
College French Level 2 (56) : '~..~ 201, 202, Inter French '(8)'
College German Level 1 (43).: •. : :1. :'. G '101, 102,~Elem' German (8)
College'German Level 2 (55) G 201, 202; Inter German (8)
College Spanish'Level1 (45)' .. ; :S 101, 102; Elem Spanish~(8)
College Spanish Lever 2 (55). :' :' .. :'.S 201, 202, Inter SIJanish (8)
'To receive'credit for E'102,the'stu'de'ntmust ~~~t with the English'Department Chair
( and receive a letter of authorization: This letter must be taken to the Registrar's Office,'
, Administration Building Room '1_02,and propessed with the request for credit.,. ~"_
"Credits obtained by successfulcompletion of this subject exammaybe applied towards
Area III 'requirements. It 'does not fulfill rE;quirementsfor the Biology Maior.. , . .. •
••• To receive credit for TE 225, the student must meet with' Dr. Ram Singh (E 305) and receiVe:
iletter of authorization. This lellermust be taken to the Registrar'sOffice/Administra.
tion Building Room 102,and processedwith the request for credit. ,""0>
AP Exam Title" " BSU Equivalent Cou'rse(s) & Number of Credits
Hist6ryof Art' ~.:. :' ... :' .. AR 101;'102; Survey of Western Art'(6)
Studio f\rt. AR 111, 112;. Drawing (4) or AR 113, 114, Painting (4)
Biology ... "' BT 130/Z ,130, General Botany & General'Zoology (9)
Chemistry ':: : : : .. C 131-134, College Ctlemistry'(9)
Computer Science '. ' CS'125, Int'ro Co'mputerScie'nce I (3)'
English (score'of 3 or 4) : :' .. :.': . E101; English Composition (3)'
English (score of 3) E101, 102, English Composition (6)'
,., '. . (or,4 and favorable evaluation of essay)
English (score of 5)~~'. :'. ' ':': ~: E 101, 102, English Composition (6)
Economics (score of 5) ; EC 205-206/ Prin of Economics (6)
French Level 3,'Language F 101/102, Elementary French (8)
French'Level 3, Literature ,F. 201/202, Intermediate French (8)
German Level 3, Language G101/102, Elementary German (8).
German Level 3, Literature* G 201/202, Intermediate German (8)
European History ; .. !HY 102, Western Civilization (3)'
American History;. : :' '. HY.151; 152, U.S. History (6)
Math., Calculus AB M 204, Calculus & Analytic Ge~metry (5)
Math., Calculus Be M 204/205"Calculus&Analytic Geometry (9)
Listen/Literature of Music MU 133, Introduction to Music (3)
Theory of Music , , :.MU 201, Music Fundamentals (2)
General Physics B: : ::' PH, 101, General Physics (4)
Govmt & Politics PO 10J, American National Government (3)
Spanish Level3, Language .. : .. ;.' S '101/102, Ele!T1entary Spanisti(8),
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of New York can request consideration for credit for that experience.
BSU will follow the ACE and/or USNY recommendations and will grant
as elective credit the number of hours recommended unles's the stu-
dent requests specific departmental course credit. In that event, depart-
ment chair will decide the amount of academic credit to be granted
in their specific area. These credits will be recorded on a Boise State
transcriptwith a grade of PASS after the student has successfully com-
pleted 15 credit hours with Boise State University, and the student must
be enrolled at the time the credits are recorded. •
A complete list of all current ACE non-collegiate approved educational
program organizations is available in the Administration Building, Room
102. Information about these programs can be requested by calling (208)
385-3486. A partial listing of agencies that offer approved programs
follows: "
American Institute'of Banking.
American Medical Record Association
American National Red Cross .
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Boy Scouts of America '.
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
General Electric Company
Life Management Institute (LOMA)




United States Postal Service- Training & Development Institute
YMCNYWCA ' ,
Evaluationof Military Experience. .
Completion of Technical Schools: Currently enrolled Boise State Univer-
sity students who have successfully completed certain military programs
and/or technical schools are eligible to petition to receive academic
credit. Students must furnish a copyoftheir DD214, or similar official
documents to the BSU Registrar's Office (Evaluator's Office) and re-
quest receipt of credit. The Evaluator (Registrar's Office) will identify
those military experiences that meetthe ACE specifications (courses
listed in the 1982 or earlier, 'or subseque~t Guide to the Evaluation of
Educational Experiences in the Armed' Services published by the
American Council on Education). BSU will follow the ACE recommen-
dations and will grant.as elective credit the number of hours recom-
mended unless the student requests specific departmental course
credit, In that event, the department chair. will decide the amount of
academic credit to be granted in his/her specific area.
MOS: Persons who have completed a military technical school and who
have also earned an.Army MOS,can request the recommended credit
for completion of the technical school or the credit recommended for
the MOS, but not both. Persons requesting credit for the MOS after
August, 1983 must show that they also have aSQT of 60 or higher for
that MOS,
Military 5~ience: Currently enrolled Boise State University studentswho
have successfully completed two or more years active military service
(any branch) are eligible to request evaluation by the Military Science
Department. In general, prior enlistment personnel are eligible to ree
quest 6 semester hours credit in Military Sciences and former com-
missioned officers are eligibleto request 18 semester bours credit in.
Military Science. All requests for evaluation should be made to the
Department Chair, Military Science Department, Boise State University.
NCO School: Currently enrolled Boise State University students who
successfully complete the USAF Certified Command NCO Leadership
School, Phase III, at MHAFB or elsewhere, or a comparable NCO Leader-
ship School for the other branches of military service, can' request lower
division elective credit for that experience. To receive consideration,
students must provide a copy of their DD214, DD295, DA1059, or similar
documentation that shows successful completion of the program to
the BSU Registrar's Office (Evaluator's Office) and requestrE!ceipt of
credit. . ,
Basic or Recruit Training: Currently enrolled students who.have com-
pleted basic or recruit military training are eligible to receive 4 semester
hours credit in Fitness Activities (FA). No more than eight semester hours
total of Fitness Activity credit can be counted toward graduation requirec
merits. It is the student's responsibility to furnish the BSU Registrar's
Office (Evaluator's Office) a copy of the official DD295, (H DD214 and
to request receipt .of credits.
Credits for Military Experience will be recorded on a Boise State
transcript with a grade of PASS after the student has successfully com-
pleted 15 credit hours with Boise State University, and the student must
be enrolled at the time the credits are recorded. ;" .
Credit for Competency (Other)'
Course Challenge: It is pos~t6le for students to challenge a University
course when theyfeel that because.of their past background, educa-.
tion, and experience they can pass an examination covering the sub-
ject matter of the course~ Reques!s for consic;lerationa~~made through
the chair of the department in which the course isoffered ..Each depart-
ment shall have the option to allow or not to allow credit by challenge
for each course in the department. The department may establish and
implement its own advanced screening procedures to decide which
students are eligible to take the challenge exam: In particular, 'the
challenge procedu re is not intended to be used ~or the purpose of im-,
proving a grade in the course, and should not be used in that manner~
The dep~rtment also has the option to charge a reasonable fee for the
administration of the challenge exam. ,. " . .. ' .,
In those courses where challenge is allowed; the department shall haye,
the option' of using a standardized examination or an exami~ation
prepared within the department. If a student challenges a course by,
one of the standardized examinations listed previously (CLEP subject"
Advanced Placement, and PEP), th~ student does not need to enroll
in the Boise State University course; before challenging. If a student
challenges a course by departmental examination; the student must
complete and submit a Course Challen'ge - Credit by Examination'form
(available from department chairs, or academic deans) and then must
register for a specially designated challenge section of the course be-
ing challenged. " .t.; ..
The grading system for challenge exams shall be as follows: First, for
each course for which a challenge exam is allowed, the department
shall specify whether or not a failing grade on the exam shall be're-
corded on the student's transcript. Second, the department shall specify
whether a passing grade will be recorded as a letter grade, PASS, or
the student's choice between the two. These conditions shall be made
known to the student prior to the administration of the challenge ex-
am. A student may not withdraw from a challenge section once the
exam has been administered unless the department chair specifically
authorizes such a withdrawal.
Credit for .Prerequisites not taken: Students who have sufficiently high
GPA or ACT scores, who pass a departmental placement examination,'
or who have the approval of department chairperson, may take
designated courses without having completed the listed prerequisite.
Students who receive a grade of "e" or better for a course in which
they have not taken the prerequisite c?urse(s) may b.egiven credit for
the prerequisite course(s) with a grade.of "P". To qualify, stud~nts must
initiate thE! application in consultation with their advisor only after the
fin'al grade for the advanced course is 'officially recorded. Department
chairs and deans will determine which course(s) can qualify for this
credit. An"examination covering the content of the prerequisite course~
may be required. , ':. . O' ,.' ,
Prior learning Portfolio Program
In addition to the above listed areas of non-traditional credit (AP, PEP,.
CLEP, course challenge, ACE guide assessment, and evaluation of.
military experience), credit for prior learning (sometimes referred to
as "experiential learning") is available through the development of a
formal,. professional quality, Written portfolio. Portfolios are completed
with the assistance of the Prior. Learning Advisor beginning with a
6-week, one credit Prior Learning Portfolio Workshop.
The portfolio will outline, in depth, the learning gained outside the
college classroom, and show the relationship to college level learning.
Assessment'of portfolios and credit recommendations is determined
by the appropriate academ ic department. Each department shall have
the option to allow or not allow credit for prior learning through the
portfolio process.'For additional information regarding the portfolio)













Regular university courses, non-credit seminar, short courses or work-
shops on many practical topics are available through the Continuing
Education Program. Continuing Education serves a wide geographic
range as well-10 Southwest Idaho counties, from New Meadows on
the north, Glenns Ferry on the east, the Nevada border on the south
and the Oregon border on the west. Courses will be taught in any of
these locations.
Courses can be designed to meet the needs of school districts, organiza-
tions, industries and businesses.
Summer Session Program: A fLiIi complement of programs, courses
and services are offered during the summer through Continuing Educa-
tion. Graduate, undergraduate and noncredit programs and courses
are presented in several time block sessions on campus. There are two'
five-week, an eight.week session and a 10-week session. For more in-
formation, contact the Office of Continuing Education/Summer
Sessions/Evening Programs.
Mountain Home Air Force Base Program: The university now
offers bachelor and associate degrees as well as undergraduate and
graduate, credit and non-credit programs in most academic areas to
residents of the Mountain Home area. This resident and credit pro.
gram is available to military personnel, their dependents and members
of the community.
Gowen Field Program: The University offers a variety of ac~demi'c
programs at Gowen Field for military personneland the general public.
Courses and programs follow the regular university schedule. Students
should contact the BSU Coordinator at Gowen Field or their advisor
to make certain the courses offered atGowen Field fit into their degree
programs.
Canyon County Center: BSU'now has an educational center in Can-
yon County at 2407 Caldwell Blvd., Nampa, Idaho 83651. The center
is fully staffed and offers'a wide range of academic courses. Students
can contact the Canyon County Center, BSU Continuing Education,
or their advisor for information on specific programs and courses of-
fered each semester.
McCall Program: Academic courses are currently being offered in'
McCall at the McCall-Donnelly High School. These courses meet for
12 weeks and fulfill basic degree requirements. For more information
on current semester schedules call the McCall BSU Office, or the BSU.
Division of Continuing Education Office. .
Televised Courses: BSU offers a series of academic courses through
television each semester. These courses are for regular academic,
passlfail credit. These credits fulfill general elective requirements ONLY.
No more than 12 telecourse credits may be applied toward university
graduation requirements. Students can register by mail and do not need
to come to campus at any time during the semester,
Independently Sponsored Programs
Correspondence Study in Idaho: The program is coordinated and
administered by the Correspondence Study Office located on the
University of Idaho campus. Courses are developed and graded byap-
proved faculties of the University of Idaho, Boise State University, Lewis-
Clark State College, and Idaho State University. Contact the Office of
Continuing Education on the BSU campus for further information.
International Programs/Studies Abroad: Boise State University
International Programs/Studies Abroad offers academic travel oppor-
tunities to many countries. Semester or year-long programs are offered
to London and Bath, England; Avignon and Pau, France; Cologne, Ger-
many; Sienna andTurin, Italy; and San Sebastian, Spain. Summer cam-
puses are located at Bayonne, France; San Sebastian, Spain; and Morelia,
Mexico. Local homestays and balanced curriculum oy frequent field
excursions create a rich cultural and academic experience. Students
receive Boise State credit for studies in these programs. Scholarships
are available. For more information, contact the International/Studies
Abroad Program located in the Division of Continuing Education, Boise
State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise, 10 83725, Boise State
Library Building, Room 247. Phone 385-3652 or 1-800-632-6586 ext. 3652.
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National Student Exchange Program: The National Student Ex-
change (NSE) Program is a consortium of over 80 state-supported col-
leges and universities that allows students to exchange for a maximum
of one academic year to another institution in the United States, Puer-
to Rico, the Virgin Islands, and Guam. The Exchange encourages
students to broaden their academic, social, and cultural awareness and
provides them with options for educational travel and study at in-state
tuition rates. Exchange students are assured that credits and grades
received at the host institution are recorded at the home campus as
part of their regular transcript.
To qualify, a participant must (1) be a full-time Boise State University
student; (2) have sophomore or junior standing during the exchange;
and (3) have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.50., ,
Additional information and application materials may be obtained from
the National Student Exchange Coordinator in the Student Activities
Office, Student Union Building or call 385-1280,
Western Undergraduate Exchange (WUE): Boise State Univer-
sity is a participant in the Western Undergraduate Exchange program
(WUE) of the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
(WICHE). WUE is a program through which students in 13 participating
states may enroll in designated institutions and programs in other par-
ticipating states at a special, reduced tuition/fee rate that is considerably
less than standard non-resident tuition. States participating in this pro-
gram include: Alaska, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Minnesota, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah and
Wyoming.
Interested undergraduate students planning to attend BSU may apply
to the program by writing the initials ""VUE" on the undergraduate
application for admission form. When all admission requirements and
verification of residency have been received and evaluated by t~e BSU
Admissions Office, the applicant will be notified regarding acceptance
to the WUE program.
Students from participating states who are interested in attending Boise
State University as Western Undergraduate Exchange students may ob-
tain information about the program by contacting the WUE Coordinator,
BSU Admissions Office; Students may call 1-208-385-1757, toll-free in
Idaho 1-800-632-6586 or toll-free nationwide 1-800-824-7017.
Reserve Officers' Training Corps-Army: Since 1977 military
training has been offered at Boise State University by the Department
of Military Science. Participation by men and women students in the
program of instruction leading to a.commission as a second lieutenant
is voluntary and comprises four years and one summer camp or two
years and two summer camps. The department strives to develop in
students who have the essential qualities and attributes a capacity for
leadership and to provide. them with the basic working knowledge re-
quired of a young officer.
Selected, qualified students receive scholarships for two, three, or four
years that pay for tuition, fees, books and laboratory costs each year
and also receive $100 a month retainer pay for 10 months each year.
During the final two years all students receive $100 subsistence pay
a month for up to twenty months. Texts and equipment are provided.
Travel to and from summer camp plus food, quarters, and basic pay
are paid by the government. For detailed information, see the Depart-
ment of Military Science listing in the College of Social Sciences and
Public Affairs section of this Catalog.
Adult Basic Education: Basic literacy training for adults in the com-
munity is offered through Adult Basic Education in the Vocational
Technical School for those who want to qualify for occupational entry
and/or pursue high school instruction. Preparation for United States
Citizenship, beginning reading for adults, and English as .asecond lan-
guage are offered through the Adult Basic Education Program.
General Educational Development (G.E.D.) Training: As a
part of the Adult Basic Education Program, the university offers instruc-
tion and prepares adults who wish to take the General Educational
Development Test to qualify for the Idaho high school equivalency
certificate.
Special Interest. Group Courses and Programs: Offerings of
continued utility to various special interest groups, such as the
engineers' workshop preparing participants for the state licensing ex-
aminations, are offered as a regular, periodic feature of the university's
instructional program.
, '
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Educational Talent Search: EducationalTalent Search is located
in Room 217 of the Education Building. ETS is a TRIO program, federally
funded, which encourages low-income youth between the ages of 14
and 27 to attend college by providing admissions and financial aid coun-
seling. ETS also through another grant provides an intensive stay in
school program for 7th and 8th graders. This program is sponsored
by the Department of :eacher Education.
Upward Bound Program: Upward Bound, second of the TRIO pro-
grams, is a federally funded program designed to assist potential high
school dropout youth. It provides them with academic and counsel-
ing assistance to help them remain in high school and become better
prepared for college. The program operates in the high schools in
Nampa, Parma, and Wilder and is sponsored by the Department of
Teacher Education. '
Student Support Program: The third TRIO program, SSP, is a
federally funded program which offers extensive tutoring assistance,
small-group study sessions, reading and writing skills development,
English as a second language, as well as career, academic and personal
counseling. Students eligible for this program sponsored by the Depart-
ment ofTeacher Education include the physically handicapped, those
from low-income families or who are first generation college students.
High School Equivalency Program: The High School School
Equivalency Program (HEP) offers a program of counseling, financial
aid, and assistance in obtaining a GED to migrant and seasonal farm-
worker students who have dropped out of high school, as well as place-
ment in post-GED training. Sponsored by the Department of Teacher
Education, HEPoffers an on-campus program and also operates off cam-
pus sites based on community need.
College Assistance Migrant Program: CAMP, sister program to
HEP; assists migrant and seasonal farmworkers, or their dependents,
to complete their first year as University students. Tutorial assistance;
skill building classes, personal and career counseling are provided.
CAMP provides eligible students with room, board, transportation, tui-
tion, books, supplies, and a small stipend as needed. The program is
sponsored by the Department of Teacher Education.
Elementary Bilingual Teacher Training Program: This program
assists potential teachers in learning to teach bilingually, to teach English
as a second language, and in obtaining teacher certification for a non-
bilingual classroom as well. Scholarships are offered which include
room, .board, transportation, tuition, books, supplies, and stipends
based on individual need. The program is administered by the Office
for Educational Opportunities and sponsored by the Department of
Teacher Education.
Graduate Studies in Bilingual Education Scholarships:
Administered by the Office for Educational Opportunities and spon-
sored by the Department of Teacher Education, these scholarships are
available to teachers working with limited English proficient children.
They must be Master of Arts in Education candidates in Curriculum
and Instruction, Bilingual Education and English as a second language
option.
Foreign language Student Services: Services provided foreign'
language students by the Office for Educational Opportunities within
the Department of Teacher Education include the following:
Foreign Language Laboratory: The laboratory is open from 8:30
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays during Fall and Spring Semesters, and on
a limited basis during the First Five Week Summer Session.
Placement Examinations: To ensure that students with language
abilities in French, German and Spanish enroll in the appropriate level
of coursework commensurate with their ability, placement examina-
tions are given at the beginning of Fall, Spring,andSummer Sessions.
Specific time and place are listed in the academic calendar in the class
schedule.
Petitions for Foreign Language Credit: Once a student enrolls
in and successfully completes a language course beyond the 101 level
with a grade of 'C' or higher, he or she may petition to receive credit
for all courses prerequisite to the level successfully completed.
Conference, Workshop, Seminar, Institute Planning'
Assistance: The university offers assistance to groups and agencies
in planning educational programs or in upgrading personnel in new
techniques, knowledge, and skills.
Faculty and Staff Consultation Services: The faculty and staff
stand ready to assist business, industry, educational institutions, govern-
mental agencies, professional groups, and others in the solving of their
education and training problems or in their research and development
efforts.
Use of Facilities: BSU will make available meeting rooms and
classroom facilities to various community groups and agencies.
Educational Media: A large collection of educational media
materials is housed at the SimplotlMicron Technology Center. These
teaching aids are available for the university faculty, the school teachers
of the state, and the students in teacher education. Community
organizations may use these media when available. Projectors, TV, and
other audio-visual equipment are available for group use on the campus.
Center for Data Processing: The Center for Data Processing, on
the first floor of the Business Building, is a university-wide unit. Its
primary mission is to provide computing and data processing service
in support of the educational and administrative objectives of the
university, and to encourage the use of data processing procedures
throughout the university.
The Center for Data Processing is a service agency. All students, fac-
ulty, and staff are encouraged to make full use of the facilities. Ap-
propriate charges are .made to faculty and staff for funded projects.
Rates are available from the Center for proposal purposes. Charges
for data processing services are not made for university use.
Tours of facilities, equipment demonstrations, and inservice lectures
about data processing are available on r~quest.
The Visiting Scientist Program: The College of Arts and Sciences
has a number of faculty members who are willing to make prepared
presentations of about 40 minutes to high school science and
mathematics classes on appropriate topics. This is available without
cost to the school. In addition, we also offer video taped lectures. Con-
tact Dr. R. J. Reimann, Coordinator, 385-3691 or 385-3775 for more
information.
Speakers Bureau: The Boise State University Speakers Bureau is a
service offered by the university to share its resources with the citizens
of Idaho. The Speakers Bureau booklet lists faculty and staff members
willing to speak to organizations on a variety of topics. The booklet
is available at the Office of University Relations, 385-1577.
Public Affairs and Enrichment Programs: Boise State Univer-
sity offers great variety in its program pf public affairs and cultural
enrichment, with many events presented at no charge. Some of the
events that provide opportunities of participation, and observation
include:
University Band Traveling Art Exhibits
Theatre Productions Concerts and Recitals
Opera Workshop Faculty Lecture Series
Choirs Forums of Particular Arts
BSU Community Symphony Orchestra
Demonstrations in various fields of study
Programs of outstanding artists and lecturers
Telecommunications: With the assistance of modern technology,
BSU is able to increase its academic and vocational off-campus offer-
ings via the Instructional Television For Students (ITFS) system. On-
campus clasSes held in the SimplotlMicron Technology Center are
broadcast to selected receiver sites. These broadcasts are live and in-
teractive. These classes include regular catalog listings, special topics,
and noncredit offerings. ITFS receiver sites have been established
throughout the Treasure Valley at locations convenient to students.
Contact BSU Continuing Education for further information.
Continuing Education Units (CEU):A CEU is a nationally stan-
dardized'unit of participation in non-credit programs, courses, or
workshops. The content of programs approved for CEUs may be for
professional development, self-enrichment, or general education. CEUs
are widely accepted as evidence of completion of units of professional
or personal training. Transcripts indicating the nature of the CEU work














quest. These transcripts may be submitted to employers and .others
as evidence of completion. There is no relationship between CEUs and
university credit. The two are NOT interchangeable.
National Board of Certified Counselors Unit: BSU is an
authorized provider of NBCC units for workshops, conferences,
seminars, etc. designed for counselors. These units allow counselors
to maintain their NBCC certification. Prior approval for these units may
be obtained.
Asia University America Program (AUAP): Boise State Univer-
sity has established an exchange program with Asia University located
in Tokyo, japan. Each year one-hundred (100) japanese college students
live in the BSU residence halls, attend English classes, and learn about
the American culture. Each grou'p of fifty (50) stays five and one-half
months on the BSU campus. Within the next two years several BSU
students and faculty will spend six months on the Asia University cam-
pus in Tokyo, japan.
Public Television: KAID-TV is a non<ommercial, public broadcasting
station on the BSU campus. It provides to Treasure Valley residents
instructional programs for public education, higher education and the
community. BSU courses also are offered over Channel 4. An affiliate
of the Public Broadcast Service, the station also produces and airs public
television programs of wide cultural and public interest to the citizens
of Idaho.
Instructional Television for Students: ITFS is a special multi-
channel television service that allows the university to transmit courses
and other activities on campus to specific sites, primarily to businesses,
industries, corporations, hospitals and schools within a 6o-mile radius.
The broadcasts are live and "interactive" - instructors and participants
communicate by telephone.
Cable Public Access Channel: BSU operates United Cable Televi-
sion's Connection 27 through its Communication Department as a
public access station. Connection 27 is a cooperative venture between
BSU and United Cable. The station serves as a training facility for
students while providing alternative programming for the Treasure
Valley area. .
BSU Radio Network: Boise State operates an FM radio network
that is affiliated with the National and American public radio networks.
At 90.3 fm in Boise and 91.7 fm in McCall and Twin Falls, the network
features news, information and a variety of musical programming.
Idaho Business & Economic Development Center: A variety
of assistance programs available to businesses throughout the State
of Idaho is offered through BSU's Idaho Business and Economic
Development Center. Through the resources ofthe faculty, staff, and
students at Idaho's universities and colleges; the private sector; and
local, state and federal government agencies, the Center provides small
management assistance, skills development, and technical assistance.
The Center has compiled several directories of resource information
and has developed a data base resource called the Idaho Business Con-
sultant Registry, which lists consultants with particular areas of exper-
tise who are available to business owners and managers. The Center
publishes and offers for sale several planning and development guide
books.
Marching Band: Boise State students may join the marching band
sponsored by the Department of Music. Scholarships are available to
members of the marching band. If interested, contact the Department
of Music.
Internships/Cooperative Education
Most departments at Boise State University provide internships or
cooperative education programs that give students practical, on-the-
job experience which contributes to their academic development.
Because the university is surrounded by several businesses, govern-
ment agencies, and health care facilities, internships and cooperative
education opportunities are available in nearly every major field.
For more specific information, students should consult the academic
department that offers the program.
The following are some of the common internship and cooperative
education experiences available:
1. College of Arts and Sciences
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a. Art: design graphics for advertising agencies and corporations;
L assist in architecture and interior design firms, television studios,
newspapers, art galleries and print shops.
b. Biology: assist in research concerning rangeland, plant ecology,
; wildlife, endangered plant and animal species, raptor biology, or
I microbial pathogenesis; educate public on Birds of Prey Center
or on environmental issues; work in microbiology lab.
c. Chemistry: research drug metabolism; analyze water quality; do
\ forensics research: collect evidence, match blood, identify drugs,
'. and analyze breath alcohol. •
d. English: revise manuals; write histories; work on student
I newspaper or other campus publications or work for off campus
'i, publications; write press releases and promotional materials; assist
, in classes; staff the Writing Center.
e. Geology and geophysics: evaluate waste disposal sites; analyze
chemistry of rocks for mining industry; work with Boise Water
Corporation.
f: Mathematics: analyze mathematical data.g. Music: intern at elementary level if student teaching at secondaryi level; assist in management of community orchestra; do audio
:, recording and sound reinforcement for audio portion of videos.
jh. Physics: assist faculty research.
Ii. Theatre Arts: operate cameras; work on public relations for plays;
ii' per.form and direct; explore mechanical engineering of theatre;
,f assist stage crew.
2. College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
a, Anthropology: perform research or lab work for or assist Forest
Service, Bureau of Land Management, Idaho Refugee Service Pro-
gram, Idaho Commission on the Arts, or private industry; work
! with archival materials or conduct oral histories of Idaho Historical
':' Society Museum or the State Archaeological Lab.
b. Communication: assist in public relations, training and research
\ for corporations, nonprofit organizations, governmental offices
and businesses; assist in the production, management and broad-
casting for media enterprises; assist in research, writing, and
\.editing for print media.
c.'. Criminal justice Administration: assist or do research for Fish and
\ ,Game, Department of Law Enforcement, Boise Police Department,
'\ Ada County Sheriff's Office, the court system, corrections, pro-
bation, and juvenile detention.
d: History: perform research for public and private agencies; work
\
'.',with archival materials, develop historical tours; assist with cen-
, sus work; edit public documents; assist in historical preservation
" work; assist in preparing museum exhibits; conduct oral histories;
, assist with Idaho History Day; help manage cultural resources with
.' 'the U.S. Bu reau of Land Management.
~. Master of Public Affairs: work in the public sector for agencies
\ at all levels of government (local, state, and national); analyze and
,\ formulate policy and evaluate programs; prepare research reports
: \ for agencies.
f. Military Science: assist in research and preparation for schedul-
I ed classes, labs and field training exercises; enhance Leadership
.\ Management potential through practical application of profes-
sional skills and techniques.
g. Political Science: work with the Idaho Legislature, Governor's Of-
': fice, Attorney General's Office, political parties, campaigns and
/. public agencies.
h. Social Work: perform poverty oriented or social services research,
I do agency work for Health and Welfare, Group Homes, PlannedParenthood, YMCA, Parents United, Mental Health, CounselingCenter, Office on Aging, Community Action Agency.
'i. Sociology: raise funds; do employment and agency work; assist
in group work with children, youth or adults; assist in criminal
justice and corrections, mental and physical health or rehabilita-
tion work; research social problems or issues.
3. Cbllege of Business
.i.' Accounting: assist in general corporate accounting or corporate
. tax/financial accounting; perform cost/managerial accounting-
computer support, banking, Internal Revenue Service, govern-
'I mental agencies, public accounting.
b: Computer Information Systems and Production Management:
.\ assist in different phases of processing information and manag-
" ing production; work in government, manufacturing, retail, finan-
cial and service agencies .•
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c. Economics: assist local business, state legislature, local consulting
firms, Department of Health and Welfare, and Idaho Public
Utilities Commission.
d. Management: assist in the operation andmanagemen't of local
businesses, governmental and service agencies. ','
e. Marketing/Mid-Management/Fi nance: ,,-perform marketing
research; manage sales, write marketing plans; write and help ex-
ecute promotional strategies; do public relations. Finance: assist
in banks, brokerages, governmental and other financial agencies.
4. College ofEducation, ,"
a. Health, Physical Education andRecreation: train athletes, coach;
assist ,in classes and labs; test human performan'ce. ,
b. Psychology: assist YMCA, Nortnwest Passage and BSU Counsel-
ing Center.
c. Teacher Education: assist in elementary/secondary E!ducation and
bilingual education, special education, reading, and early
childhood education if! both private and public ~chool settings;
tutor in Reading and Study Skills class. . "
S. College of Health Sciences
a. Community and Environmental Health: assist Department of
Health and Welfare, Division of Environmental Quality-help
research regulations and plan hazardous waste management, as
well as air and water quality. '
b. Medical Records Science: perform supervised clinical practice in
the Medical Records Department of health care facilities located
within the region or out-of-state. "
c. Nursing: work in local health care facilities under supervision of
the department of nursing.
d. Pre-Professional Studies: assist individual health care practitioners
in. pre-medicine,' pre-dentistry, pre-veterinary medicine, pre-
physical and precoccupational therapy; other internships are
available.
e. Radiologic Sciences: work in local medical centers within the
following specialty areas: magnetic resonance imaging, com-
, puterized tomography, diagnostic medical sonography, special
vascular imaging, radiation therapy.
f. Respiratory Therapy: perform supervised clinical practice in the
critical, care units, rehabilitation center or other designated areas
of medical centers within the region or out-of-state.
6. College of Technology
a. School of Applied Technology
1) Construction Management: estimate, document construction
changes, preP<ire ','as-built" drawings or concrete examples.
2) Pre-engineering: s'urvey, test water quality, draft.
b. SchooL of Vocational Technical Education
1) Practical Nursing/Surgical Technology/Respiratory Therapy
Technician/Dental Assisting: Perform faculty supervised clinical
practice in' various health care facilities.
2) Culinary Arts: work in restaurants and various types of food
establishments throughout the state.
3) Horticulture Service Technology: work in commercial green-
houses, landscape companies, parks and other horticulture
related industries.
4) Child Services/Management: assist in the teaching, supervision
and activites of childcare centers, kindergartens and other
childcare facilities.
5) Au'to Body/Auto Mechanics/Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel/
Small Engine Repair/lndustrial Mechanics-AutomationlWelding
and Metals Fabrication/Machine Shop: work in program related
industries.
6) Business Machine Technology/Electronic Service Technology/
Drafting Technology/Refrigeration, Heating and Air Condition-
ing/Electrical Lineworker: Work in program related industries.
7) Business and Office Education: work ,in business and offices
in areas of secretary, word processing and bookkeeping.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONSULT THE ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
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Boise State provides a variety of services, programs and activities to
help students achieve the maximum benefit from their. university ex-
perience. These services are under the direction of the Vice President
f~r Student Affairs (Roo,!! 210, Administration Building) and include
new student orientatiC!n, admissions coun~eling, registration, financial
aid, career planning, speCial serviCes, residential programs and facilities,
health services, and student union activities. . .
New Stude~t OrientatiOll: The New Student Information C;nter,
locatea, in the Student Union Building, coordinates campus activities
for prospective students through campus visitations, correspondence,
campus tours and on-campus orientation programs. Other special pro-
grams include the "Discover ~SU" program an9 ','BsU Preview"
programs.
Student Rights and Responsibilities: Students enrolled in the
university assume anobligationto,conduct the,!!selves ina manner
compatible with its function as ,an educational institution. The Studellt
Bill of Rights, Code of Conduct, and policies pertaining to organization's,
use of facilities, judicial boards, activities; and related matters are con-
tained in the Boise State University Student Handbook. Each student;
as a'member oftheuriiversity commu~ity;is responsible for being
familiar with these policies and'rE!gulations.
Academic AdvislngCenter: C~rrently enrotled unde~gra~'uate
students who hav,e ~ot chosen a specific academic department onn-
terest should come to the Academic Advising Center for assistanc~ with
course selection, information about academic requirements, develop-
ment of decision-making skills and academic exploration.'
The AcademicAdvising Centeris located in the Math/Geology building,
Room 102and'is open Moriday-Friday, 8:00a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Evening
appointments on selected days are available upon request, Call 385-3664.
l' .... . , .' '..," ')' ',: .. ': . ~,~ ..'
Tut~rial Assistance: The Stude~t Speci'al Str'vices Office (RO~m114,
Administration Building, 385-3794) provides academic assistance that
compleme':lts classroom instruction. Currently enrolled full or part-time
students are eligible to receive tutorial assistance through campus drop-
in centers or small group tutoring. Drop-in centers provide limited in-
dividual-assistance. Private tutors can be hired formore intel)sive help.
Tutors are second year or advanced students recommended by their
academic department. They have earned an overall 3.0 GPA and at least
a "B" in the courses they tutor. Professional staff from the Student
Special ,Services Office provide supervision and training of tutors.
Strategies For,Academic Success (TE-l00): The u niversity of~
fersan o,rientation course that helps new freshmen students develop
the necessary skills and attitudes to achieve their educational goals.
Students will acquire knowledge of the values, policies and procedures
of the University; information about the University's resou'rces'and ser-
vices; stress and anxiety. management; effective life and study skills;
effective u'se of the Library and career exploration. .,"
. I •
Reading and Study Skills(TE-l08): F~r students who need special
help in reading-or improving their study skills the University offers a
Reading and Study Skills course (TE-108) each semester. The course is
designed to assist students at their own pace in notetaking, speed~
reading, textbook study methods, vocabulary development, and test
taking. ,The course teaches a student how to survive. in the college
, cliissroomand in many cases is the difference between success and
struggle in'the university environment, I
Writing Center: All students, as well as faculty and staff, are en-
couraged to ma~e use of the BSU Writing Center (Liberal Arts Building,
Room 220; phone 385-1298)whenever they would like help with a writing
task,. ~he centerspecializes in assisting writers with work-in-progress
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at any stage of development, whether planning, drafting, revising, or
editing. Even very strong writers often use the center for feedback on
their drafts before preparing finished copies to hand in.
The service is free and available to students writing papers for any
course in the University. The Writing Center is very busy from about
the fourth week of each semester to the end; it is best to make an ap-
pointment at least two or three days ahead of time. A limited amount,
of drop-in help is available on a first-come-first-served basis.
Counseling and Testing Center: The Counseling and Testing
Center offers 'a wide range of services at no charge to students cu r-
rently enrolled for a minimum of 6 credit hours. Professional staff
psychologists, coun"selors, supervised counseling interns and
paraprofessionals offer a variety of services ranging from individual
counseling and crisis intervention to promoting programs (workshops,
seminars and classes) aimed at enhancing the overall learning environ-
ment at Boise State University.
The primary purpose is to help students become more effective in deal-
ing with concerns that influence their pursuit of personal and academic
goals. This includes helping students solve specific educational prob-
lems as well as developing the social and personal skills necessary to
gain the most from their experience at BSU.
Typical concerns that the center frequently assists students in resolving
include: interpersonal conflicts, test anxiety, stress related problems,
depression, marital and pre-marital difficulties, social skill deficits, value
clarification, loneliness, academic and career decision making, life style
planning, and personal social-emotional adjustment problems.
There are a variety of standardized tests available to complement the
counseling process. The Center is also responsible for the administra-
tion of such nationwide testing programs as the CLEP, NTE, LSAT, GRE,
GMAT, MAT, and others.
Appointments can be made by calling 385-1601 between 8 a;m. and 5
p.m., Monday through Friday, or by coming to the Center on the sixth
floor of the Education Building. Interviews are generally scheduled for
30 to 60 minutes. Referrals from faculty, residence advisors and others
are welcomed by the staff.
Student Support Program: The Student Support Program (located
in the Education Annex next to the liberal Arts West Building) provides
comprehensive individualized counseling and tutoring services'to
University students. The counseling component assists students with
their academic, career, financial and personal needs. Qualified tutors
provide one-to-one tutoring in various academic areas. Study skills
dev~lopment is provided to assist students in achieving effective'study
habits. The goal of the program is to help students identify and imple-
ment ways to increase their success in the University. Students must
be: (1) A U.S. Citizen or registered permanent resident; (2) Accepted
f?r enrollme~t or curre~tly enrolled at BSU; (3) Either financially limited,
fl~st generation college student, physically handicapped, or learning
disabled; and (4) Must demonstrate an academic need for the program's
services. The program primarily serves full-time students with freshman
or sophomore standing and with a GPA between 1.5 to 2.5. Call 385-3583.
Disabled Student Program: A special emphasis is placed on the
e~pansion of university services an~ facilities to enco"urage physically
disabled students to pursuetheir educational objectives in the most
equitable and independent manner possible. . ,;---
The Student Special Services Office (Room 114; Administration Building)
pr~vides i~formation and orientation to the university, rE!gistratiqn
aSSistance, Interpreter and notetaker services, tutorial assistance, liaison
with the Boise area office of the Idaho Divison of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion and authorizes handicapped parking for eligible students and staff.
limited equipment is ava~lable for temporary use by disabled students
such as a nY, tape recorders and modified computer terminals. The
library has a Visualtek Reader, Braille typewriter, Braille dictionary and
a Talking Books player. •
The campus itself is flat, and each campus building can be entered
via gro~nd level approaches or ramps .. The upper floors of most
academiC and vocational technical buildings are accessible by elevator.
For further information, telephone the Coordinator of Special Services
at (208) 385-1583 (TIY 385-1454). . .-
Multicultural Board: The Multicultural Board offers various
academic, cultural, social, and recreational activities and events to all
students. The Board promotes interaction, awareness, and coopera-
tion between students, faculty, and people from the local community
of all ethnic and cultural backgrounds. The Multicultural Board can
be contacted through the Student Special Services Office (385-1583).
The board's organizational membership varies each year but general-
ly consists of the Black Student Union, Organizacion de Estudiantes
Lation-Americanos, Barrier Busters, and Dama Soghop.
Child Care Service: The University Child Care Center, (located in
the northeast corner of the Pavilion) provides child care for two and
one-half (2%) until kindergarten age children of full-time or part-time
students and children of faculty or staff. Half.day or drop-in service
is provided on a space available basis. The center provides an educa-
tional development program for the total child with a staff of Profes-
sional Early Childhood Educators and serves asa laboratory experience
for Child Care Studies majors, Health Sciences and Social Work pro-
grams. The service is a self-supporting project financed through parent-
paid fees, donations, some USDA Child Care Food Program Assistance,
and institutional support. '
Veterans Services: The Qffice of Veterans Affairs (Room 114,
Administration Building, 385-1679) provides counseling assistance to
all of Idaho's Armed Forces veterans, reservists, national guard
members, and their dependents. Peer counselors assist student-veterans
with admission requirem'ents, application for Veterans Administration
Educational benefits, Reserve Educational programs, individual educa-
tional goals, family and personal difficulties. Veteran tutorial and work-
study programs are also coordinated through the OVA.
Student Health Service: The Student Health Service is located at
2103 University Drive, directly across from Campus Elementary School.
Clinic hours range from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday
each day classes are in session. Outpatient medical care is rendered
to full-t.i~e registered students within the capability of the facility at
<,' no additional ,cost after the general registration fee is paid. Minimal
- fees are charged for tests and procedures not within the capability of
the Student Health Service. Patient referrals are made as necessary.
The Student Health SerVice is equipped to care for more than 90 per-
cent of student health care needs.
, .Me~ical Expense Insurance: All full-fee paying students are
aut~matically included in the health insurance program. Benefits be-
~,!. '<fe-0me effective on t~e first day of fall semester and continue until the
first day of the spring semester. Spring semester benefits continue
through August of that year, and coverage is effective during all vaca-
tion periods. Each full-fee paying student is covered 24 hours a day
during the policy periods at home, school, or traveling. There is a $50
deductible per cause for accident and/or sickness. • ,
Students not wanting to participate in the plan may obtain a refund
through application to the insurance company for Boise State Univer-
sity, during the first 10 days of ea~h semester; "_
International Students: The Assistant Dean of Admissions (Ad-
ministration Building, Room 107) is the international student advisor
and is responsible for i.mmigration requirements concerning the visa
st~t.us of. students as ~ell as initial academic advising, orientati~n', and
registration of all foreign students on the campus. New international
students must reportto the'Assistant Dean of Admissions as soon after
arrival as possible. This office provides assistance and a central con!
tact and information source to registered foreign students.
<;:.a~eerPlanning and Placement: The Career Planning and Place-
ment Office (Career Center; 2065 University Drive) offers careerinfor:
mation, advising, planning, and placement opportunities to students
and alumni. Services provided'include: . "
1. Assistance in identifying and making a career choice. Two autom~ted
career guidance systems, the Idaho Career Information System and
SIGI PLUS are available to students in addition to personal career
guidance; ,.- '. '
2. 'A'resource library of information, recruiting liter~ture, and other
career references;', . .0,
3. A placement file where students may assemble a permanent file of
vocationally significant data at a time when professors and ad-
':linistrators easHy remember them. Copies are then sent to prospec-
tive employers upon student request. Files should be established














4. On-campus interviews with representatives from business and in-
dustry, government agencies, school districts, and graduate schools
for graduating students and alumni. Many other employment notices
are listed through this office, and numerous directories of possible
employers are available;
5. The office also assists students and alumni in the development of
job hunting skills such as interviewing and resume writing.
Student Government: The Associated Students of Boise State
University (ASBSU) strives to represent the interests of all full-fee pay-
ing BSU students and encourages active student participation in univer-
sity life. The ASBSU sponsors and promotes a well-rounded program
of educational, cultural, social and recreational activities. The ASBSU
Executive Branch includes the President, 'A/ho acts as the voice and
representative of the students at university functions; the Vice-President,
who is the chief offiCer of the Senate; and the Treasurer, who ad-
ministers the budget. The Senate, as the legislative branch, consists
of senators elected in campus-wide balloting. This body develops and
coordinates activities, passes legislation for the general welfare of all
students, and grants funding to student groups.
The judiciary approves recognition of student organizations, determines
the constitutionality of questions brought before it and serves as the
hearing board for violations of the Student Code of Conduct.
Advisory and governing boards including those for the Student Union
and Pavilion serve as vehicles for student input on vital policy and ad-
ministrative decisions that affect the ASBSU and the university.
Student Organizations and Activities: Over 100 ASBSU-
recognized student organizations on campus respresent a variety of
interests and concerns. These include special interest groups that vary
from chess and ethnic interests to judo and women's studies, profes-
sional honoraries representing every major field from social work to
business, service and campus honoraries, religious organizations, frater-
nities and sororities, as well as student fee supported services such
as The University News, the student newspaper, and BSU Radio Net-
work, a non-profit radio station. The Student Programs Board presents
a variety of films, fine arts performances, lectures and concerts. The
National Student Exchange program provides opportunity for resident
education at over 100 participating colleges and universities in the U.S.
Sororities and Fraternities: Three national sororities - Alpha Chi
Omega, Gamma Phi Beta, and lambda Delta Sigma - and two national
fraternities - Kappa Sigma and Sigma Gamma Chi - are actively in-
volved at Boise State University. Membership' is open to all full-fee
students.
Fundamentally, each group is guided by the principles of friendship,
scholarship, leadership, mutual respect, helpfulness, and service to the
university community. Members take charge of their own financial
management, governing, and organization of special events or pro-
grams. Extra costs include initial affiliation expenses, social fees, and,
in some instances, building fund charges.
For additional information please contact the Student Activities Office,
BSU, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725 (208) 385-1223.
Cultural Opportunities: The Art, Music, a~d Theatre Arts Depart-
ments stage a number of shows throughout the year, most often with
students as participants. The Art Department sponsors shows of both
regionally and nationally known artists, and offers workshops in con-
junction with the artists. Each spring, the department holds a student
show, displaying outstanding work done during the year.
In the MUsic Department, the Symphonic Band and University Singers
are open to all students without audition. Meistersingers, the BSU
Orchestra Music Theatre, the jazz Band and other ensembles are open
to students by audition; with credit available for most. Faculty members
perform in the Faculty Artist Series each month ..
The Theatre Arts Department schedules four to eight productions each
year, all open to students. ThedepartlT)ent also hosts a secondary school
festival each February and a childrlj!n's theatre tour each spring.
Most performances on campus are held in either the Morrison Center
or the Special Events Center. - ..
Recreation: The university has three main indoor recreational facilities
- the Pavilion Auxiliary Gym, the Main Gym, and the PEAnnex. Housed
in these buildings are two gymnasiums, a swimming pool, two weight
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rooms, five racquetball courts, an indoor jogging track, mat room and
equipment room. Outdoor recreation facilities include playing fields
and tennis courts. All recreation facilities on campus are available for
use by students during designated hours. Check with the Physical
Education or Intramurals office for times.
The Intramural Program offers league and tournament play in a variety
of lifetime sports and recreational activities, such as softball, tennis,
touch football, basketball, volleyball, racquet ball, aerobic dance, soc-
cer and water aerobics.
The Intramural/Recreation Office also checks out many types of sports
equipment to students free of charge. For more information about In-
tramural/Recreation programs, contact the office at 385-1131.
Athletics: The intercollegiate athletic program at Boise State Univer-
sity provides the opportunity for qualified students to engage in an
outstanding program of competition with other universities and col-
leges of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), Division
1M, Big Sky Conference for men and women, Gymnastics-Western
Athletic Conference, and Wrestling-PAC-10 Athletic Conference.
It is the philosophy of the Athletic Department to offer student athletes
the best possible coaching, equipment, facilities, and competition
available to allow them to reach their full potential. The university fields
men's teams in football, basketball, track, wrestling, tennis, cross-
country, and golf while the women's intercollegiate sports include
basketball, gymnastics, track, tennis, cross-country and volleyball.
Alumni Association: The Boise State University Alumni Association
was founded in 1967. Its membership includes over 42,000 alumni
worldwide. The association is governed by a board of directors who
are annually elected by nominations from the membership. Former
students earning a minimum of 16 credit hours are eligible for member-
ship in the Alumni Association. The annual dues are $25 per household
and benefits include: Use of the BSU library, use of the university's
recreational facilities with payment of a user's fee to the Physical Educa-
tion Department, subscription to FOCUS, use of the Student Union
Recreation Center, little Broncos Club, Career Network, discounted
life insurance, discounted car rental and travel programs, discounted
tickets to area movie theatres and to events sponsored by the music
and theatre arts departments and Morrison Center, and eligibility for
credit union membership.
The Alumni Association seeks to promote interest in Boise State Univer-
sity, maintain contact with graduates and former students, and provide
" benefits to its alumni. Alumni dues are used to support BSU through
a number of programs including: The Top Ten Scholars Banquet, Stu-
dent Ambassadors program, Homecoming, legislative relations,
Outreach programs, academic scholarships, commencement party for
graduating seniors, alumni golf tournaments, World's largest Tailgate
Party, pre-game receptions, and many other activities. For further in-
formation on the Alumni Association, please contact (208) 385-1959.




College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Daryl E. Jones, Ph. D.
Associate Dean: Phillip M. Eastman, Ph. D.
College of Arts & Sciences Emeriti:
Allison, Best, Bratt, Chatterton, deNeufville, Emerson,
Fritchman, Hahn, Hibbs, Jones, Kelley, Marshall, Meyer,
Mitchell, Obee, Peek, Power, Smartt, Wallace, Warner, Winans
Philosophy
The University's largest and,most comprehensive academic unit, the
College of Arts and Sciences enjoys a broad mission in teaching,
research and creative activity and service.
In teaching, the College of Arts and Sciences offers a core curriculum
which prepares undergraduate students for future lives and careers
by developing their communication, numerical, and analytical skills,
enhancing their creative abilities, fostering in them a greater a\yareness
of hUman values and needs, and encouraging in them a lifelong ap-
preciation of learning for its own sake. ,
Additionally, the College offers strong undergraduate and graduate pro-
grams for students specializing in the Arts, Humanities and Sciences,
and offers a full array of elective and service courses for students
majoring in other schools and colleges.
In research, the College generates and disseminates knowledge through
basic and applied research, scholarship, and creative activity, enhanc-
ing the scientific, technological, humanistic, and cultural environment
of the state, the region, and the larger so~iety. '
In service, the College meets the educational, economic, and cultural
needs of the state through research, publications, credit and non-<:redit
workshops and special programs, and by a rich diversity of cultural
and entertainment events. .
Objectives
1. To offer programs of study leading to a baccalaureate degree in the:
,
• Arts - Advertising Design, Art, Music, and Theatre Arts;
" • Humanities - English and Philosophy; am;!
• Sciences - Biology, Chemistry" Computer Science, Earth Science,
Geology, Geophysics, Mathematics, anq Physics.:
Degrees available in the above areas, including the Secondary Educa-
tion Options offered by all departments, include the Bachelor of Arts,
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Fine Arts (in Art, Art Education, and
Advertising Design), and the Bachelor of Music (in Music Performance,
Music Educati.on, and Music Theory and C~mposition). .
2. To offer programs of study leading to the Masters degree in:
a.' Raptor Biology (Master of Science); .
b. English (Master of Arts); '. ,. "' '.'"
c. Geology (Master of Science), in cooperation with Idaho State
University;," .,
d. Geophysics (Master of Science), in cooperation with the Univer-
sity of Idaho and Idaho State University;"
e. Performance/Pedagogy (Master of Music);
f. Secondary Education (Master of Art!; or Science), with majors
in various departments. See Graduate College, College of Educa-
tion listed elsewhere in this catalog. ' •
3. To offer undergraduate"preparation in pre-Forestry and Wildlife
Management, and pre-Architecture. 0.,








Departments within the College of Arts and Sciences sponsor a variety
of activities that are additions to the traditional curriculum. The English
Department is the home of several publishing ventures including the
cold-drill, BSU's national award-winning student literary magazine;
Ahsahta Press, which publishes poetry by western poets; the Western
Writers Series, booklets about the lives and works of western authors;
and Poetry in Public Places, posters distributed to several schools and
other locations throughout the Northwest.
The Biology Department is affiliated with the World Center for Birds
of Prey, a research and breeding center for raptors located near Boise.
Boise State University is the host institution for the Raptor Research
and Technical Assistance Center.
The Theatre Arts Department is affiliated with the Idaho Shakespeare
Festival.
Students can participate in many activities sponsored by the depart-
ments in the College, including art exhibits (Art), production of plays
both during the academic year and in the summer (Theatre Arts), stu-
dent recitals and ensemble concerts (Music), and a variety of scien-
tific field tri ps.
Minors
ART MINOR
Survey Western Art AR 101, 102 6
Basic Design AR 105 3
Drawing AR 111 2
Painting AR 113 ...........................•........... - 2
Sculpture, Metals, or Ceramics 2
Additional credits may be selected from any 100 to 400 level




General Botany BT 130 4
, One of the following: 4
Concepts Anatomy & Physiology Z 107
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111, 112
General Zoology Z 130
Biology electives at the 200 level or higher with at least one
upper division course : 10-14
CHEMISTRY MINOR
College Chemistry C 131", 132, 133, 134 - 9
Organic Chemistry C 317, 318, 319 ; 8
One of the following pairs of courses: .4-5
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212
Physical Chemistry C 321*, 323
Intro to Biochemistry C 431, 432
"Math and/or Physics prerequisite
TOTAL .21-22
ENGLISH MINOR
~ne ~ri.ting course numbered 200 or higher 3
LingUiStiCS 3
Survey of British literature E 240, 260 ; 3
Survey of American literature E 271, 272 . ' 3
English & linguistics electives (6 upper division) 9
TOTAL 21
MATHEMATICS MINOR
Calculus & Analytical Geom M 204, 205, 206 13
or
Accelerated Calculus M 211, 212 10
At; least 9 credits in upper division mathematics (M prefix
except for M 493 and 496) to include at least one of the
following: 9
Intro Abstract Algebra M 302
Number Theory M 306
Foundations of Geometry M 311
Foundations of Analysis M 314
Advanced Algebra M 401
Abstract Algebra M 441
TOTAL 19-22
.Department of Art - 43
MUSIC MINOR
Concert Class MA 010 (two semesters) 0
Materials of Music I-II MU 119,120 6
Ear Training I-II MU 121,122 2
Intro to Music MU 133 (Area I) 3
Ensemble ME 1- 2
Choice of 2 semesters of Piano Class (MA 150), Voice Class (MA 180),
or Begin Guitar and/or Interm Guitar Class (MA 127, 128), or
Private Le,ssons (MC courses") in any Instrument or Voice .. 2-4
Music Elective-Upper Division 5
TOTAL 20-22
-Me courses are extra fee courses.
PHILOSOPHY,MINOR
Intro to Philosophy PY 101 3
Intro to logic PY 121 3
Ethics PY 211 3
Electives from Philosophy courses except PY 489 9
TOTAL 18
PHYSICS MINOR
Mechanics, Waves & Heat PH 211" .4
. Mechanics, Waves & Heat lab PH 212 1
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213 .4
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics lab PH 214 1
Modern Physics PH 311", 312 6
One of the following: 3-4
Analog Electronics Lab PH 301
laboratory Microprocessor Applications PH 307
Optics PH 331"
Mechanics PH 341"
Electricity & Magnetism PH 381"
Advanced Topics PH 422"
-Math and/or Engineering prerequisite
, TOTAL 19-20
THEATRE ARTS MINOR
Technical Theatre TA 117 : .4
Acting ITA 215 ....................•......................... 3
Technical Theatre TA 118 .4
or
Acting II TA 216 ; 3
Major Production Participation TA 231,331 3-4
World Drama TA 341 or 342 ( 3
Directing TA 401 .' - ; 3
TOTAL 20
Department of Art
liberal Arts Building, Room 252 Telephone (208) 385-1230
Chairperson and Professor: Mary Witte; Professors: Blankenship, Heap,
Huff, Killmaster, Kober, Roberts, Russell, Skov, Takehara, Taye;Associate
Professors: Benson, Douglass, Hoopes, Miller, Oravez, Shurtleff, Smith,
Taylor; Assistant Professor: Bauer-Simon; Visiting Professors: Eastman,
Galindo, Machacek.
Degrees Offered t.
• BA and BFA in Art Advertising Design
• BA and BFA in Art Education




Bachelor of Arts Program
General Art-Bachelor of Arts Program
General University & Basic Core Requirement Credits 51
Art Major Requirements
Painting and/or Watercolor AR 113, 114, 217, 218 6
Drawing AR 111, 112 6
Art History : 9
Design AR 105, 106 : ; .' 6
Ceramics AR 225 2
Sculpture AR 231 2
"
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Printmaking AR 209 2
Art Metals AR 221 2
"Senior Show AR 410 '" 1
Senior Seminar AR 498 ".3
,39
Major Emphasis
A total of 14 credit hours from any Fine Arts area will constitute the
major emphasis, which include: Painting, Watercolor, Drawing,
Ceramics, Sculpture, Printmaking, Art Metals, Photography, Art History.
"'Senior show .is not. required of Art History majors.
Elective Credits ' 38
TOTAL 128
""l .. ,.t.. •
NOTE: A minimum of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be Upper Division.
Art Education-Bachelor of Arts Program
General University & Basic Core Requirement Credits 51
Art Major Requirements "
~~~~ir~~I~r' :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ::: >:<:-: : :-:.:.: ~
Drawing : '.......•. 6
Basic Design AR 105, 106 '. 6
~~tr~~~~~r: ' >,'. ~'.'.: ':~.' ~~
Sculpture , 2
Printmaking AR 209 ,' 2
Crafts AR 123 .' 2
Lettering AR 107 ' '-.' 2
Senior Show AR 410 ; 1
Senior Seminar AR 498 3
. 42
Education Requirements for Qualification Toward State Certifica-
tion. Refer to the Department of Teacher Education listing in the
College of Education for complete information.; t •
Intra Secondary Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Educational Technology TE 356 ' 2
Educating Exceptional Secondary Student TE 333 1
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ; ; : : . 3
Educational Psychology TE 225 r••• ' •••• ,•••• 3
Art Methods in Secondary Schools AR 351 : 3
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 3
Secondary Student Teaching 10-16
• ' ,32-38
Elective Credits : .. : ~ 0-3
. TOTAL ", • 128
NOTE:,Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondaryeducation op'
tion may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing
for more information.' , -,
Art-Advertising Design-Bachelor ~f Arts Program
General University & Basic Core Requirement Credits 51
Art Major Requirements
Advertising Design AR 203, 204, 303 : 10
Watercolor and/or Painting ' ; .. 8
Drawing , •....... ; 6
Advertising Illustration AR 361 ,' 6
Basic Design AR 105, 106 ' ,'.. 6
Lettering-Lettering & Layout AR 107, 108 4
Art History : :~ :,•........... 6
Intra to Printmaking AR 209 .. , 2
Intro to Creative Photography AR 251 2
Senior Show AR 410 .' 1




NOTE: A minimum of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be Upper" Division.'. ,
ART MAJOR
Bachelor of Fine Arts Program "
General Art-Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree
General University & Core Requirement Credits ......•...... 32
Art Major Requirements
Painting : 8
D rawi ng , : '.. " ; 8
Art History ' ';' .. 12
Watercolor .' : ., '...................•. 4
Basic Design AR-105, 106 6
Intra to Printmaking AR 209 '2
Sculpture .. : : 2
Ceramics " .' ; : 2
Art Metals 2
. "Senior Show AR 410 1
" Senior Seminar AR 498 3
" Art Electives : ...........•......... 16
, . 66
Major Emphasis "f'
A total of 20'" credit hours in any Art Field constitute the major
requirements and a total of 14 credit hours in asecond Art area
will constitute the minor emphasis.
'Senior show is not required of Art History majors.
Elective Credits ....•................ "; .: .............•..... 30
TOTAL 128"
UA total of 6 credits, 2 of each in Drawing, Painting, and Design may be applied to the
20 hour major requirement in the Area of Watercolor, Ceramics, Sculpture,. Print-
making, Art Metals, Photography, and Art History. •
NOTE: A minimum of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be Upper Division.
Art Education-Bachelor of Fine Arts




Basic Design AR 105, 106 ' 6
Intra to Printmaking AR 209 ;' .' .. ~2
Sculpture ' 2
Ceramics 2
Crafts AR 123 ~.: : :' .' 2
Lettering AR 107 ' 2
Senior Show AR 410 1
Senior Seminar AR 498 3. ~
Major Emphasis
A total of 14 credit hours fram any Art Field will constitute the Major
Emphasis .
Education Requirements for Qualifications Toward State
Certification
Intra Second Teach: Clsm Obs TE 172 : 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 " . 3
Educating Exceptional Secondary Student TE 333 1
Educational Technology TE 356 2
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .........•................ 3
Educational Psychology TE 225 ',' 3
Secondary School Art Methods AR 351 ", 3
Elementary School Art Methods AR.321 .......•........... , .. 3




NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education op-
tion may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department ofTeacher Education listing
for more information. I
Art-Advertising Design-Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree Advertising Design
Emphasis
General University & Core Requirement ,Credits 32
Art Major Requirements
Advertising Design AR 203, 204, 303 .' ": : 10
Painting ' : '" 8
Drawing ;. ; : \ .. 8
Watercolor 4
Basic Design AR 105, 106 ........................•.......... 6
l
1
Basic Design AR 105, 106 '. ': •...........
English Composition E 101, 102. '.•...............
Area II-Area III ;" ; .
Sculpture, Ceramics, Art Metals : 4
Lettering-Lettering & Layout AR 107, 108 4
Art History 12
Intro Creative Photography AR 251 " 2
Intro Printmaking AR 209 2
Advertising Illustration AR 361 6
Senior Show AR 410 ' 1




NOTE: A minimum of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be Upper Division.
,. """"ARTMINOR
Survey of Western Art AR 101,,102 .. ;., ; 6
Basic Design AR 105 :.~ 3
Drawing AR 111 2
Painti ng AR 113 : : : 2
Sculpture, Metals or Ceramics 2
Upper Division Art Elective ~ 3
Art Electives ; . 4
TOTAL" '22






. Painting AR 215 ..... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 2
Intro to Printmaking AR 209,210 2
) Anatomy AR 211 ,. .. .. . 2
Ceramics AR 225 .. , .
Sculpture AR 231 :. . 2
, Art Metals AR 221 .
Area I 3
Area III-Area I . 4
'. Electives J.......... 4
15
J.UNIO~ YEAR ,
, Art History AR 301. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
"Studio in Printmaking AR 309 3
Area I-Area II 3
Upper Division Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4


















"14 credits constitutes a major. If your major is drawing or art history,
substitute those classes for the asterisked classes.
,,'

































































Senior Seminar AR 498 ' .
Senior Show AR 410 : : .
"Studio in Printmaking AR 409 :: : .
Upper Division Electives : .
Area II , .
SOPHOMORE YEAR ,
Anatomy-Life Drawing AR 211, 212 .
Painting AR 21,5 .
Watercolor AR 217, 218 ,
Intro to ,Printmaking AR 209 .
.sculpture AR 231 .. , , .
Art Metals AR 221 .
Ceramics AR 225 , _ .
Area I Literature-Area II .
Area III-Area I .
FRESHMAN YEAR
Survey of Western Art AR 101, 102 .
Drawing AR 111, 112 ' .
Painting AR 113, 114 "
Basic Design AR 105, 106 _•....
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Area I-Area III , " .
"14 credits constitutes a major. If your major is sculpture, ceramics,
art metals, photography, or watercolor, substitute those classes for
the asterisked classes.
TOTAL: 128 Credits, including 40 Upper Division Credits.
JUNIOR YEAR
"Advanced Drawing AR 311 .
Art History AR 301, 302 .
f Area I Literature-Area II .
Electives .
SENIOR YEAR
Senior Seminar AR 498 .
Senior Show AR 410 .
"Studio Drawing AR 411 .
• Upper Division Electives .
"20 credits constitutes a major: If your major is painting or art history,
substitute those classes for the asterisked classes. .












































BA Printmaking Major I "







Anatomy AR 211 "" .
Ceramics AR 225 .
"Painting AR 215 .
Sculpture AR 231 .
Art Metals AR 221 .
Area I .' ,.
Area III-Area II : .. ~ ,'. ;•..........
Electives : : .
JUNIOR YEAR , "
Art History AR 301 : .
• ,Intro to Printmaking AR 209 .
"Studio in Painting AR 315 .
Area I-Area II .
Area III-Area I .
Upper Division Electives ' .
Recommended Programs
ART MAJOR
BA General-Painting, Drawing or Art History" "
1st
FRESHMAN YEAR . SEM
Survey Western Art AR 101, 102 :..... 3
Drawing AR 111, 112 ~ . . . . . . I 2
Painting AR 113,114 '," 2
Basic Design AR 105, 106. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
t English Composition E 101, 102.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
Area II-Area III ' ',' 3
16
SENIOR YEAR
Senior Seminar AR 498 ; ...•..........
Senior Show AR 410 .
Area II .
Upper Division Electives .
FRESHMAN YEAR
Survey Western Art AR 101, 102 '"
Drawing AR 111, 112 , .






•• 20 credits constitutes a major. If your major is printmaking, art metals,
photography, ceramics, or watercolor, substitute those classes for
the asterisked classes.




English Composition E 101, 102 .
Basic Design AR 105, 106 Area 1-1st-Any Fld .
lettering AR 107 ............•..................
Survey Western Art AR 101, 102 .
Drawing AR 111, 112 .' .
Painting AR 113, 114 '
Area II-2nd Field .
Elective .
JUNIOR YEAR
Sculpture AR 231 .
Painting AR 715 .
Area 1-3rd Field .
Area III-Any Field .
Educ Except Second Student TE 333 .
Educational Psychology TE 225 .
Elem School Art Methods AR 321 .
Secondary School Art Methods AR 351 ; ..
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 .
Found of Education TE 201 Area 11-3rd Fld .
Drawing AR 211 .
Watercolor AR 217, 218 .
Ceramics AR 225 .
Intro to Printmaking AR 209 .
Area II History-1st Field .
Area I literature-1st Field .
Area 111-1st & 2nd Field .



















































Painting AR 219 .
Art History AR 301 .
Sculpture AR 231 .
Senior Show AR 410 .
Senior Seminar AR 498 .
Educational Technology TE 356 .
Secondary Student Teaching , .
Electives . 5-10
18-24






Survey Western Art AR 101, 102 3
Basic Design AR 105, 106. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
lettering AR 107. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
lettering & layout AR 108 .
Drawing AR 111, 112........................... 2
English Composition E 101, 102.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 3
Area II ............................•.......... 3
16
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .
Read in Content Subject TE 407 ...........•.... 3
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
17
SOPHOMORE YEAR
• Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172. . . . . . . . . . 1
Found of Education TE 201 Area II-2nd Field. . . . . 3
Drawing AR 211, 212 : . . . . . . . . 2
Watercolor AR 217, 218 , 2
Ceramics AR 225 .
Intro to Printmaking AR 209 .
, Area I literatu re .




Painting AR 215 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. .. 2
Area I literature ............................•..
Area I 3
Area II-Any Field .
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 .
Secondary School Art Methods AR 351 . . . . . . . . . . 3
Educ Except Second Student TE 333 .
Educational Psychology TE 225 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 .




Art History AR 101, 102 Area I . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . 3
Basic Design AR 105, 106 Area I 3
lettering AR 107. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 2
English Composition E 101, 102... 3
Drawing AR 111, 112. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . 2
Painting AR 113, 114 . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2




TOTAL: 128 credits, including 40 Upper Division Credits.
ART EDUCATION MAJOR
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
SENIOR YEAR
Senior Seminar AR 498 .
Senior Show AR 410 .
Crafts AR 123 .' .






































•• Studio Sculpture AR 331 .
Intro to Printmaking AR 209 .
Art History AR 301, 302 .
Area I literature-Area II. .
Electives : .
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ART MAJOR
BFA Sculpture Major











Anatomy-Life Drawing AR 211, 212 .
Painting AR 215 .
Watercolor AR 217, 218 .
Sculpture AR 231, 232 .
Area I literature-Area II. .
Art Metals AR 221 .
Ceramics AR 225 .
Area III-Area I .
SENIOR YEAR
•• Studio Sculpture AR431 .
Senior Show AR 410 .
Senior Seminar AR 498 .
Upper Division Electives .
FRESHMAN YEAR
Survey of Western Art AR 101, 102 .
Drawing AR 111, 112 .
Painting AR 113, 114 .
Basic Design AR 105, 106 .
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Area II-Area III .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Painting AR 113, 114 .
Advertising Design AR 203, 204 .
Anatomy AR 211 , .
Intro Creative Photo AR 251 .
Intro to Printmaking AR 209 :: .
Area I : .





Senior Show AR 410 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Upper Division Art History. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 3 3
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Upper Division Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 10
16 16
TOTAl:.128 credits, including 40 Upper Division Credits.
PRE-ARCHITECTURAL PROGRAM
Boise State University offers cour'ses that can be used for a 2 to 2V,
year Pre-Architectural program. This program is preparatory and should
be transferable to most architectural schools. Some universities offer
a degree in Architectural Engineering. l{interested in this type of degree
JUNIOR YEAR
Watercolor AR 217, 218 .. " :: .
Studio in Advertising Design 'AR 303 ' :..
Studio in Advertising Illustration AR 361 ..:: .
Area I .
Area III ' : .' , .
Upper Division Electives ' .
1st 2nd
FRESHMAN YEAR SEM SEM
English Composition E 101, 102 ................. 3 3
AlgfTrig - Cal/Anal Geom M 111-204 ............. 5 5
Basic Design AR 105, 106 ........................ 3 3
Drawing AR 111, 112 ......... : ................. 2 2
Intro Art/Surv West Art AR 103/AR 101, AR 102 ... 3
Architecture Graphic Communication AR 156 .... 3
16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
General Physics PH 101,102 .................... 4 4
Advanced Architecture Graphics AR 255 ......... 3 I
Basic Architecture Design AR 25~ ............... 3
History of American An:hitecture AR 270 ........ 3
History Modern American Architecture AR 271 .. ' 3
Materials & Methods of Architecture AR 290 ..... 3
Interior Design AR 131 (Optional) ............... 2
Computer Graphics for Artists AR 333
or ..................................... 2
Digital Computer Programming EN 104
Engineering Measurement EN 216 .............. 3
Art Elective ................................... 2
18 14
Department of Art - 47
the student should follow the Civil Option under the Engineering
curriculum.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
AR ART
The Art Department reserves the right to withhold selected student
work for the Permanent Collections. Certain Art courses are subject
to a lab fee. Several courses may be "repeated" for credit. This should
be interpreted, !'taken again" for credit, not to raise a D or F grade.
Lower Division
AR 100 BASICDRAWING AND PAINTING FOR.NON.ART MAJORS(0.4-2)(F/S).
One semester course with emphasis on media, techniques, and philosophy de-
signed to acquaint the general college student with the basic fundamentals of
drawing and painting. .
AR 101SURVEYOFWESTERNART(3.D-3)(f)(AREAI). A historical survey of paint.
ing, sculpture, and architecture from Prehistoric Art through the Middle Ages.
AR 102SURVEYOFWESTERNARTII (3.D-3XSXAREAI).A historical surveyof paint-
ing, sculpture, and architecture from the Renaissanceto the present.
AR 103 INTRODUCTION TO ART (3.0.3)(F/S)(AREAI). A one-semester course
designed to acquaint the general college student with the aesthetics of paint-
ing, sculpture, architecture, and related art forms.
AR 105BASICDESIGN(2.2.3)(AREAI). A two dimensional theoretical and applied'
study of the basic design elements underlying all art areas.
AR 106BASICDESIGN(2'2.3)(AREAI).An exploration of three dimensional design
elements. Emphasis on the theoretical and applied study of the structural
organization underlying three dimensional art forms. PREREQ:AR 105 or
PERM/INST.
AR 107 LETTERING(D-4-2)(F/S).A study of lettering techniques and various
alphabetical forms; emphasis upon modern styles, spacing and layout.
AR 108 LETTERINGAND LAYOUT (D-4-2)(F/S).A study of layout typography and
lettering techniques used in advertising design, for advertising design majors.
Advisable to take AR 107 prior to AR 108.
AR 111 DRAWING (0.4-2)(F/S).A study of line, chiaroscuro, space, volume, and
perspective, utilizing a variety of media; still life, landscape, plant, animals and
other subject matter may be used. Limited enrollment spring semester.
AR 112DRAWING (D-4.2)(F/S).Continuation of AR111with an emphasis on more
advanced drawing problems. Compositional imaginative, or semi-abstract work
may be done, utilizing a variety of subject 'matter including some figure draw-
ing. PREREQ:AR 111.
AR 113 PAINTING (0.4.2). Study of basic techniques of painting in oil, acrylic
or other media asdetermined by instructor. Students will learn to represent form
and space through study of value relationships and through use of mono-
chromatic color. Still life and other subject matter will be used.Advisable to take
AR 111Drawing concurrently with AR 113.Limited enrollment spring semester.
AR 114PAINTING (0-4-2)(F/S).A continuation of AR 113problems with increased
emphasis on color, composition, and contemporary concepts in painting. A
variety of subject matter will be painted in oil, acrylic or other media. Advisable



















































Senior Show AR 410 :: .
Senior Seminar AR 498.: , .
Area I ~ .
Area III .





TOTAL: 128 credits, including 40 Upper Division Credits.
ADVERTISING DESIGN
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
FRESHMAN YEAR
Survey Western Art AR 101, 102 .
Basic Design AR 105, 106 .
lettering AR 107 .
lettering & layout AR 108, .
Drawing AR 111, 112 : .
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Area II .
SOPHOMORE YEAR,
Painting AR 113, 114.' : :.
Advertising Design AR 203, 204 .
Drawing AR 211, 212 .
Intro Creative Photo AR 251 .
Intro Printmaking AR 209 '.





Painting AR 215, 315 '"
Watercolor AR 217, 218 .
Ceramic, Sculpture, Metals .
Studio Advertising Design AR 303 .
Studio Advertising Illustration AR 361 .
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AR 115 LANDSCAPE PAINTING (0-6-3)(SU). Various styles and techniques in land-
scape painting in oil, watercolor and related media. Field trips. First summer
session.
AR 116 LANDSCAPE PAINTING (0-6-3)(SU). (Description same as AR 115 above.)
Second summer session.
AR 123 CRAFTS (0-4.2)(F/S). Lectures will be in the nature of crafts, the design
principles, craftsmanship and creativity. Several areas of crafts applicable to the
public school classroom will be introduced. Simple crafts, leather work, mosaic,
ceramic tile construction, batik, tie and dye, creative stitchery, enameling,
macrame, simple ceramic' work, sheet plastic and others may be assigned. The
proper use of hand tools and their safety will be stressed. This course is open
to non-Art majors.
AR 131 INTERIOR pESIGN (2-1-2)(F/S). Aid in understanding and app;eciating in-
terior design. The most basic components of home decorating will be studied.
These include color, wallpaper, fabrics, carpet, and furniture.
AR 156 ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION (1-4-3)(S). Introduction
to the process of Architectural Graphic Communication; to explore graphics
through projects and lectures.
AR 203 ADVERTISING DESIGN (0-4-2)(F). Special assignments in various tech-
niques employed in advertising and commercial art, pro,blems in layout,
typography, and reproduction processes will be emphasized; Advisable to take
AR 105, 106, 107 and 108 prior to AR 203.
AR 204 ADVERTISING DESIGN (0-4-2)(5). Advanced work in various techniques
employed in advertising and commercial art. PREREQ: AR 108, AR 203 or
PERM/l NST.
AR 208 WEAVING (0-4-2)(F/S). Develop skills and techniques in four-harness loom
weaving, off-loom weaving and tapestry weaving will be emphasized through
construction and study of traditional and contemporary fiber arts. Taught
Intermittent.
AR 209 INTRODUCTION TO PRINTMAKING (0-4-2)(F/S). A course designed to
acquaint the student with creative work in woodcut, lithography, and intaglio.
Advisable to have some experience in drawing and design.
AR 210 PRINTMAKING (0-4-2)(F/S). This course is designed to be a transitional
class between the introduction to printmaking AR 209 and the advanced class
AR 309. Emphasis will be placed on the use of the techniques to accommodate
ones own personal statement while utilizi~g sound design practices.
AR 211 ANATOMY (0-4-2)(F/S). A structural and aesthetic approach to drawing
the nude, emphasizing bone, muscle, and surface anatomy of the figure. Model
fee. PREREQ: AR 111-112.' .
AR 212 LIFE DRAWING (0-4-2)(F/S); Further study from the model~ith increased
emphasis on anatomy, expressive drawing, and composition. Model fee. PREREQ:
AR 211. •
AR 215 PAINTING (0-4-2)(F/S). More advanced painting problems in realism and
abstraction, with some independent work. Oil, acrylic or other media may be
used. May be repeated bnce for credit. PREREQ: AR 113 and AR 114.
AR 217 PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (0-4-2)(F). Major emphasis will be in the use
of transparent watercolor. Work can be outdoors from nature as well as studio
work.
AR 218 PAINTING AND WATERCOLOR (0-4-2)(5). Introduction to experimental
techniques in the use of opaque waterbase media. Work will be outdoors from
nature as well as studio work. Advisable to take AR' 217 prior to AR.218.
AR 219 PORTRAIT AND FIGURE PAINTING (0-4-2)(F/S). Painting from models with
an emphasis on a representational approach; study of form, color and composi-
tion as they relate to the human figure. Model fee. Advisable to take AR 114 and
112 prior to AR 219. May be repeated once for credit.
AR 221 ART METALS (0-4-2)(F). A creative exploration in design and construction
problems. Various materials will be utilized with primary emphasis on jewelry
design and metals. Craftsmanship and the care and usage of tools will be stressed.
AR 222 ART METALS (0-4-2)(S). Continued exploration in design and construc-
tion work in metal and other media. Fabrication, forming and casting techniques
will be emphasized. PREREQ: AR 221.
AR 225 CERAMICS (0-4-2)(F). An introduction to ceramics technique and materials.
Wheelthrowing, hand building, decoration, glazing and firing will be given.
Enrollment is limited. Advisable to take AR 105 and 106 prior to AR 225.
AR 226 CERAMICS (0-4-2)(5). Continued use of the potter's wheel, molding, and
hand building. Advisable to take AR 105 and 106 prior to AR 226.
AR 231 SCULPTURE (0-4-2)(F). Work in avariety of three dimensional material
with emphasis on the techniques of carving, modeling.
AR 232 SCULPTURE (0-4-2)(5). Continued work in a variety of three dimensional
materials with emphasis on the techniques of carving, modeling and mold
building. .
AR 251 INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE 'PHOTOGRAPHY (2-2-2)(F/S). An aesthetic
approach to the basic photographic skills of camera operation, film development
and enlargement of negatives. All work in black and white. Adjustable camera
required.
AR 252 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY (3-0-3)(F). This course is desig'ned to provide
a basic understanding of both the technical and visual history of photography.
Through slide presentations, important photographers of the 19th and 20th cen-
turies will be discussed in terms of their role in the development of photography
as an art form. (Offered even numbered years.)
AR 255 ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS (1-4-3)(F). Three-dimensional
drawing applying various delineation techniques; preliminary presentation
techniques and use of color in graphics.
AR 256 BASIC ARCHITECTURAl DESIGN (1-4-3)(5). Introduction to the process
of architectural design. Combines basic architectural projects with presentation
techniques learnl!d in AR 1,56Architectural Graphic Communication or AR 255
Advanced Architectural Graphics. Advisable to take AR 156 or AR 255 before
enrolling in AR 256 Basic Architectural Design.
AR 270 HISTORY OF AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE I (3-0-3)(F). History of early
American architecture from developments after Plymouth Rock landing in early
17th century through mid 19th century.'
AR 271 HISTORY OF MODERN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE II (3-0-3)(5). History
of modern American architecture from the late 19th Century through mid 20th
Century. Includes introductory review of American architecture from early 17th
Century through late 19th century. "
AR 290 MATERIALS AND METHODS OF ARCHITECTURE (3-0-3)(5). This course
is developed to enable students to identify construction materials, elements, and
systems; to locate theoretical and proprietary information about them and to
sketch sections of various construction systems and combinations thereof. At
completion, they should be able to select materials based on physical and
psychological criteria and design with sensitivity to the appropriate use of various
materials.
Upper Division
AR 301 NINETEENTH CENTURY ART HISTORY.(3-0-3)(F). A study of important
artists and movements from Neocla,ssicism through Post-Impres'sionism. Critical
writing will be assigned. •. .,
AR 302 HISTORY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY MOVEMENT IN ART (3-0-3)(S). An
analysis of important European artistic movements up to World War II, including
Fauvism, German Expressionism, Cubism, Futurism, Constructivism, Dada and
Surrealism. Critical writings will be assigned.
AR 303 STUDIO IN ADVERTISING DESIGN (0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study ot'the
design and preparation of art for reproduction, techniques and studio practices.
PREREQ: AR 204 or PERM/INST. May be repeated once for credit.
AR 305 STUDIO IN VISUAL DESIGN (0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced exploration of tWo-
dimensional or three-dimensional design, continuing with problems in line, form,
color, texture, and space. Advisable to take AR 105 and 106 prior to AR 305.
AR 307 STUDIO IN METALSMITHING (0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study in meth;'ds
of jewelry making and metalsmithing with special emphasis on raising, die-
forming, sheet forming, and mechanical techniques to further develop personal
skills in design and craftsmanship. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 221,
222.
AR 308 ADVANCED WEAVING (0-6-3)(F/S). Continuing development of skills and
techniques in weaving will be emphasized through specialized areas of study
such as drafting and designing complex weave structures, block theory, multi-
layered and three dimensional fiber construction, ikat and warp painting, dye-
ing with natural and chemical dyes. Taught Intermittent. PREREQ: AR 208 or
PERM/INST. (Repeatable for credit.)
AR 309 STUDIO IN PRINTMAKING (0-6-3)(F/S). Introduction to color printing and
advanced printmaking in any of the following specialized areas, each of which
may be repeated once for credit: intaglio, lithography, serigraphy, and relief
printing. PREREQ: AR 209.
AR 311 ADVANCED DRAWING (0-6-3)(F/S). Structural; interpretive,or composi-
tional study from the model or other subject matter, based on individual interests.
Model fee. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: AR 212.
AR 315 STUDIO IN PAINTING (0-6-3)(F/S). Creative work in representational areas
in any media, May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: AR 215.
AR 317 PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (0-6-3)(F)., Advanced work in opaq'ue a'nd
transparent media with emphasis on experimental techniques. Advisable to take
AR 217 and 218 prior to AR 317.
AR 318 PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (0-6-3)(5). Adva'nced work in opaque a~d
transparent media with emphasis on experimental techniques. Advisable to take
AR 317 prior to AR 318. " r
A'R 319 PORTRAIT AND FIGURE PAINTING (0-6-3)(F/S). Painting from models in
realistic or semi-abstract styles based on individual interests. Model f~e. May
be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 219 and Upper Division status.
AR 321 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ART METHODS (2-2-3)(F/S). For students expecting
to teach in the elementary schools. This course is especially designed to help
prospective teachers construct outlines cif courses for creative art activitie's in
the elementary grades. Progressive methods and materials conduCive to free and






AR 325 STUDIO IN CERAMICS (0-6-3)(F). Advanced study in the materials of
ceramics with emphasis on exploration of clays, glazes, and firing in earthen.
ware, stoneware, and porcelain. Individual instruction will be, given. PREREQ:
AR 225 or 226 or PERM/INST.
AR 326 STUDIO IN CERAMICS (D-6-3)(S). Emphasis is on structural studies in hand-
building and wheel.thrown works. Various firing methods using earthenware,
stoneware, and porcelain will be explored. PREREQ: AR 225 or 226 or PERM/INST.
AR 331 STUDIO IN SCULPTURE (D-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study in the materials and
methods of the sculptor with emphasis upon welded steel and metal' casting.
Advisable to take AR 231 and 232 prior to AR 331. May be repeated once for. credit.
AR 333 COMPUTER GRAPHICS FOR ARTISTS (0-4-2)(F,S). This course teaches the
student to create art, graphics, or architectural drawings on a' personal computer.
Computers available are the Apple IIGS, Macintosh Plus, and Tandy 2000. Pro-
grams available include Paintworks Plus, Pagemaker, Aldus Freehand, Supe'rPaint,
Lumena, and AutoCad. PREREQ: PERM/INST. (Repeatable'for credit.)
AR 341 CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY (2-4-3)(F/S). Advanced'study of photographic
techniques: emphasis on the creative approach to picture taking and printing.
Adjustable camera required. Advisable to take AR 251 prior to AR 341.
AR 344 CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY,COLOR PRINT'lNG(2:4-3)(F/S). Adva~ced
study of photographic techniques; emphasis on, the creative approach to pic.
ture taking and printing in color. Adjustable camerarequired. May be repeated
for credit. PREREQ: AR 251 or PERM/INST. . , 0'
AR 345 STUDIO IN CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY (2-4-3)(F/S). Advanced study em-
phasizing techniques of color slides. Color theory and composition will be
covered in the course as well as the processing of slides and various methods
of projections. Various approaches to lighting and laboratory work will be taught.
Adjustable camera required. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 251 or
PERM/INST.
AR 346 PHOTOGRAPHY: ZONE SYSTEM (2-4-3)(f). This course deals with the im.
portant relationship that exists between the negative and the print in
photography. This course will provide systematic accounting of the numerous
variables of personal equipment, procedures, films, developers, enlarging papers,
and style. Technique as the clarifier of idea will be stressed. PREREQ: ~R 251
or PERM/INST. (Offered odd numbered years.)
AR 351 SECONDARY SCHOOL ART METHODS (2-2-3)(f). Art education on'the
junior high school and senior high school levels. Includes current literature in
art education, budgeting, curriculum, planning.
AR 361 STUDIO IN ADVERTISING ILLUSTRATION (D-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study
emphasizing techniques and methodology of illustrating finished art for ads.
Fundamental approaches to story, product, fashion and decorative illustration
with emphasis on building a portfolio. Advisable to take AR 203 and 204 prior
to AR 361. May be repeated once for credit.
AR 371 HISTORY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN ART (3-D-3)(f). Beginning
with a short survey of American Art from the Ashcan School through the ;Thirties
with concentration on Abstract Expressionism, Pop, Op, and Minimal. Critical
writings will be assigned. Advisable to take AR 302 pri~r to AR 371.. '
AR 409 STUDIO IN PRINTMAKING (0-6-3)(F/S). I ndividual problems in any of the
following areas; woodcut, lithography, intaglio, and serigraphy. May be repeated
for credit. PREREQ: AR 309.
AR 410SENIOR SHOW (D-1-1)(F/S). An exhibition of art work by graduating
seniors. The course will give students experience in the process of selecting,
hanging, and publicizing their art work. Students will be required to supply slide
records of their art work, resumes, and if required,art work for the department's
permanent collection. PREREQ: Senior Standing. (Pass/Fail)
AR 411 DRAWING STUDIO (0-6-3)(F/S). Individual problems in drawing: Model
fee. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 311.'
All 415 STUDIO IN PAINTING (D-6-3)(F/S). Individualprobl~ms'in painting in any
media. Students will participate in one-person senior show projects. May,be
repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 315.
AR 417 STUDIO IN PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (0-6-3)(F/S); Advanced study' in
selected watercolor media. Advisable to take AR 317 and 318 prior to AR 417.
May be repeated for credit. '.,'
AR 419 STUDIO IN METALS (D-G-3)(F/S).Continued study in materials and methods
(advanced) of jewelry making and metalsmithing as they apply to the creative
artist and teacher. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 221, 222, 307.
AR 425 STUDIO IN CERAMICS (0-6-3)(F/Si. Co'ntinued study in the materials of
ceramics with emphasis on the exploration of clays, glazes, and firing as it applies
to the creative artist or teacher. Advisable to take AR 325 and 326 prior to AR
425. Individual instruction will be given. May be repeated for credit.
AR 431 STUDIO IN SCULPTURE (D-6-3)(F/S). Continued study in the material and
methods of the sculptor with emphasis on weldedsieel and casting, carving,
mixed media, and experimental. Advisable to take two semesters of AR 331 prior
to AR 431. May be repeated for credit.
AR 441 CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY (2-4-3)(F/S). Individual problems in black and
white photography. Advisable to take AR 251 and AR 341. May be repeated for
credit.
.' Department of Biology - 49
AR 444 CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY, COLOR PRINTING (2-4-3)(F/S). Individual
problems in color photography. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 344
or PERM/INST. '
AR 461 STUDIO IN ADVERTISING ILLUSTRATION (D-6-3)(F/S). A continuing study
of illustration with emphasis on development of specialized areas such as air.
brush, decorative and special effects, scientific, book, editorial and reportage
illustration and media and image expression. The student will work toward com.
pleting a professional portfolio. 'PREREQ:' Two semesters of Art 361. May be
repeated for credit.
AR 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-D-3)(F/S). Required reading and written and oral
reports relative to the senior art major's area of interestwithin the visual arts.
PREREQ: Senior status.,
'Department of Biology
Science/Nursing Bldg., Rm. 223 Telephone (208)385-3262
Chairpetson and Professor: Marcia C. Wic'klow-Howard; Professors:
Baker, Bechard, Centanni, Douglas, Fuller, McCloskey, Papenfuss,
Rychert; Associate Professors: Long, Wyllie; Assistant Professors: Dufty,
Munger, Ott. .,'"
Degrees Offered
• MS in Raptor Biology (see Graduate College for program details)
• BS in Biology
• BS in Biology, Secondary Education
• Biology Minor




Bachelor of Science Option
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirement
Credits ,; ' 30
2. Major Requirements ,
Biology .- : .45
Biology Core ; ;' :' 20
General Botany BT 130 ;' ~4
General Zoology Z 130 ' ; '.. ,5
Cell Biology B 301 .' .. '3 '
Genetics B 343 ::' '; '. , 3
Ecology B 423 .. : .. ': '.4
Biology Seminar B 498 or 499 :.1
Physiology-one course .4
Plant Physiology BT 401 .4
Human Physiology Z 401 .4
General & Comparative Physiology Z 409 .4
Morphology-one course .4
Plant Anatomy BT 302 : . .4
Plant Morphology BT 311 .4
Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy Z 301 4
Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 ~.4
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 ::4
'Biology Electives to total 45 credits - 17
3. Chemistry 14
College Chemistry C 131-134 .' 9
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 5
4. Mathematics : 9
Algebra and Trigonometry, M 111 ".o ••• 5
Four or more credits chosen from the following:
Applied Statistics with the Computer M 120 :4
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
Digital Computer Program CS 124 or EN 104 .'- .' .. 2
Introduction to Computer Science I CS 125 3
Calculus and Analytic Geometry M 204 5
5. Recommended Electives ; ; ; ,' 30
Area I & II Electives
Biochemistry C 431
Earth Science Electives
50 - College of Arts and -Sciences
BIOLOGY MINOR ' ,
General Botany BT 130 A
One of the following: A
, Concepts of Anatomy & Physiology Z 107
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111, 112
General Zoology Z 130 '
200 level or higher Biology Electives 10-14
With at least one upper divison course
TOTAL 22
Secondary Education Option-Major Endorsement
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirement
Credits 30
2. Major Requirement Credits .' .-
Biology ......................•....................... 30-45**
Biology Core : 20 '
General Botany BT 130 ...•.................... .4 \
General Zoology Z 130 5
Cell Biology B 301 3
Genetics B 343 ........................•....•.. 3
Ecology B 423 A
Biology Seminar B 498 or 499 ..•............. , .. 1 .
Physiology-one course A
Plant Physiology BT 401 •......•............... A
Human Physiology Z 401 ..................•... A
Gen & Comp Physiology Z 409 A
Morphology-one course A
Plant Anatomy BT 302 .. ',' .................•... A
Plant Morphology BT 311 A
Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy Z 301 •....... A
Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 : . .': .•....•..•.... .4
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 .4
• Biology Electives to total 30-45 credit~ : •...........•.... 2.17
3. Chemistry ..................................•............. 14
College Chemistry C 131.134 •.......•.............. 9 •
• Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 5
4. Mathematics ............................•.....•............ 9
, Algebra & Trigonometry M 111 5
Four or more credits chosen from the following:
Applied Statistics with the Computer M 120 ....•... .4
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
Digital Computer Program CS 124 or EN 104 2
Introduction to Computer Science I CS 125 3
Calculus and Ana'lytic Geometry M 204 ..........•.. 5
5. Education Requirement Credits " .29-35
The following are required for Secondary Teaching :
Certification in Idaho: _
Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 ..•.••••........•.. 3
Educational Technology TE 356 ............•........ 2
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE 333 .......•..•.. 1
Educational Psychology TE 225 ........•............ 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ...............•. 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 3
Secondary School Student Teaching .•.......... 10-16
6. Elective Credits ....................•...................... 0.1
'A maximum of 4 credits of independent study may be counted towards fulfillment of the
Biology Electives.
•• A Biology, Secondary Education Option major without a minor requires 45 Biology c,redits.
A -Biology, Secondary Education Option major with a minor. in anothe~ area re~ulr:es30
Biology credits. A Minor in Biology requires a minimum of 24B,ology cred,ts, In all ,"stances
a minimum of 6 credits must be in Botany and 6 credits in Zoology.
NOTE:Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary educat!o~ option may
require more than 128credit hours. See Department of Teacher Educat,on listing for more
information.
Secondary Education Option---:Minor Endorsement
1. Ceneral University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirement
Credits ' .-: 30
2. Major Requirement Credits 30
3. Minor Endorsement in Biology Credits 24*.
General Botany BT 130 A
General Zoology Z 130 5
Cell Biology B 301 3
Genetics B 34'3,344 .4
Elective course in Botany .................•.....•.... 4
Elective course in Zoology A
4. Education Requirement Credits '..•........ 29.35
The following are required for Secondary Teaching
Certification in Idaho:
Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 1
Found of Education TE 201 ....................•. .' 3
Read in Content Subject TE 407 .- 3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE 333 1
Educational Technology TE356 : 2
, Educational Psychology TE 225 ............•.......... 3
Secondary ,School Methods TE 381 ••.......•......... 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE384 3




Bachelor of Science' Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
General Botany BT ,130 '.' .
General Zoology Z 130 , .
College Chemistry C 131-134 .
Mathematics .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 .
Cell Biology B 301 : .. ; . : .
Electives (Area I) ........•......................
Electives (Area II) ' .
'Other Electives ' : •....
JUNIOR YEAR
Genetics B 343 .
Electives (Area I, II) .
Biology Electives .-.......•.....
Other Electives ..........................•....
i - " f"
SENIOR YEAR
Ecology B 423 ..........•......................







English Composition E 101, 102 ...........•.......
General Botany BT 130 ............•............
General Zoology Z 130 .....•...................
College Chemistry C 131-134 .•.........•.......
Mathematics .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
"Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 •..... .' ....•.... :.'
Biology Electives .
Cell Biology B 301 , .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
General Psychology P 101 : •.............. : .
Electives (Area I) .
Electives (Area II) .........•.....................
Other Electives .
Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 '
JUNIOR YEAR
Educational Psychology TE 225 : .
- Secondary School Methods TE 381 .
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 .
l Electives (Area I, II) ' .
Genetics B 343 .
Biology Electives '...•... :•. : .
6 " 33
4 ." .. , 8
16 "-"'1 17





Biology Seminar ...•.......... 1 ~~ '.. ~.'. "'"
Biology Electives .
Education Courses : .







This program is designed to satisfy the lower division coursework
typically completed during sophomore year in a SchOol of Forestry.
Students wishing to earn a bachelor's degree in this area of study usually




English Composition E 101, 102 .
General Botany BT 130 : ',' ' .
General Zoology Z 130 : : .
Essentials ?f Chemistry C 107-110. 'j' •••••••••••••
Mathematics ..•...........•...................
SOPHOMORE YEAR .it;_
General Physics PH 101, 102 : .. :.::.
General Forestry FS 101 .
Systematic Botany BT 305 , .
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111 ; .
Basic Surveying EN 215 ......•..................
Digital Computer Programming EN 104 .
Principles of Economics EC 204, 205 : ..
Physical Education ',' .
TOTALS
Course, Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
8 BIOLOGY
Lower Division
B 100 CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY (3-2-4)(F/S)(AREA III). Basic course for nonma-
jors. General biological principles and how they relate to man. Brief survey of
plant and animal diversity. Emphasis areas include populations, pollution,
ecology, genetics, and evolution.
B 200 MAN AND THE ENVIRONMENT (3.0-3)(F/S). The impact of biological,
economic, and social factors on man's environment are discussed. Participants
become aware of important issues and factors involved in environmental deci-
sion making. •
B 205 MICROBIOLOGY (3.2-4XF/S). A survey of microbial diversity,~structLire, func-
tion, and metabolism; principles of microbial control; host-parasite relationships;
immunology; and medically important microorganisms. PREREQ: C 107 andZ
111, 112 (or equivalent) or PERM/INST.
Upper Division
B 300 BIOLOGY OF AGING (3-0-3)(5). Focuses on biological aspect~ of aging ,;,nCt
the major types of anatomical and physiological processes which may impair
normal functioning during the aging process. This course is not appropriate for
Biology majors and may not be counted toward major requirements. Offered
even-numbered years. PREREQ: Upper Division standing and B 100 orZ 107 or
Z 111-112. ' ,
B 301 CELL BIOLOGY (3-o-3)(F/S). Structure and function of prok,;,ryotic and
eukaryotic cells, cellular energetics and metabolism, mitochondria and
chloroplasts, cell and organelle genetics, chromosomal aberrations, and medical
applications of Cell Biology. One year of college Biology and prior or concur-
rent enrollment in Organic Chemistry are required.
B 303 GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY (3.6-5)(F). A general survey of the field of
Bacteriology; techniques, cytology, taxonomy, growth, physiology, ecology,
genetics, evolution, control, medical aspetts and immunology.PREREQ: C 317,
B 301, PERM/INST.
B 310 PATHOGENIC BACTERIOLOGY (2-6-4)($). Medically important bacteria,
rickettsia, and chlamydia are surveyed with emphasis on their pathogenicity, host-
parasite relationships, and the clinical and diagnostic aspects of the diseases they
produce in humans and animals. PREREQ: B 303, PERM!lNST.
B 343 GENETICS-LECTURE (3.Q-3)(f). A study of the principles of genetics as they
relate to living organisms. PREREQ: B 301 or PERM/INST. ,
Lower Division
FS 101 GENERAL FORESTRY (2-o-2)(S). A survey of forestry, timber management
and economics, and the propagation of important trees of the United States.
Z ZOOLOGY'
Lower Division
Z 107 CONCEPTS OF HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (3-2-4)(F/S). A survey
of human structure and function with emphasis on regulatory mechanisms of
the body. This is a terminal course and does not satisfy allied health program
requirements.
Z 111, 112 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (3.3-4)(AREA III CORE). A two-
semester sequence for students whose career objectives require a thorough study
of human anatomy and physiology. Z 107 cannot be substituted for either
semester of this sequence. One semester of this sequence cannot be substituted
for Z 107. Prior or concurrent enrollment in C 107 is recommended.
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Z 130GENERALZOOLOGY (3-6-5)(F/5)(AREAIII). Introductory study of animals.
Fundamentals of structure, function, development, life cycles, diversity, hered.
ity, evolution, and ecology.
Upper Division
Z 301 COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATEANATOMY (2-6-4)(F).The evolutionary
development of vertebrate anatomy, fishes through mammals. Dissection of the
shark, salamander and cat plus demonstrations of other vertebrate types.
PREREQ:Z 130, PERM/INST.
Z 305-305GENTOMOLOGY(2-6-4)(F).Biology of insects with emphasis on iden-
tification and life cycles for students who have completed one year of college
level biology. Laboratory includes field trips to collect and identify local species.
Insect cOllection required. Students should meet with instructor the spring or
summer before en'rolling. PREREQ:PERMlINST.
Z 307 INVERiEBRATEZOOLOGY (2-6-4)(5).Morphology, taxonomy, and n~tural
history of the marine invertebrate animals and terrestrial arthropods exclusive
of the insects. Offered in alternate years. PREREQ:Z 130, PERM/INST.
Z 341-341GORNITHOLOGY(2-3-3)(5).Birds asexamples of biological principles:
classification, identification, ecology, behavior, life histories, distribution, and
adaptations of birds. Two weekend field trips. Offered odd-numbered years.
PREREQ:Z 130, PERM/INST.
Z 351VERTEBRATEMBRYOLOGY(2-6-4)(5).Germ cell development, comparative
patterns of cleavage and gastrulation, neurulation and induction, and develop-
ment of human organ systems.Laboratory studies of.frog, chick, and pig develop-
ment. PREREQ:Z 130 or PERM/INST.
Z355 VERTEBRATENATURALHI5TORY (2-6-4)(F);Classification, identification,
evolution, ecological relationships, behavior, and life histories of fish, amphi-
bians, reptiles, birds and mammals. Two weekend field trips. PREREQ:Z 130,
PERM/INST. -- r "
Z 361 MICROTECHNIQUE (1-6-3)(5).Theory and practical application of pro-
cedures involving fixation, staining, preparation of paraffin sections and whole
mounts, and histochemical techniques. Offered alternate years. PREREQ:Z 130,
PERM/INST. . ,
Z 400 VERTEBRATEHISTOLOGY(3-3-4)(F).Microscopic anatomy of cells, tissues,
and organ systemsof vertebrates.Major em'phasiswill be on m"ammaliansystems.
Z 301 or Z 351 are recommended prior to enrollment. PREREQ:Z 130 or
PERM/INST.
Z 401 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY(3-3-4)(5).Functional aspects of human tissue and
organ systems with emphasis on regulatory and homeostatic mechanisms.
PREREQ:B 301, C 317, PERM/INST.
Z 409-409GGENERALAND COMPARATIVEPHY510LOGY(3-3-4)(5).Physiological
principles common to all forms of animal life are discussed. Physiological adap-
tations required to live in a variety of environments are presented. PREREQ:Z
130, C 317, PERM/INST.
Z 421-421GMAMMALOGY (2-3-3)(5).Mammals as examples of biological prin.
ciples: classification, identification, distribution, ecology, life histOries,and adap-
tations of mammals. Two weekend field trips. Offered even.numbered years.
PREREQ:Z 355, PERM/INST.
Department ofC.hemistry . .
Science-Nursing Bldg., Rm. 315 Telephone (208) 385-3963
Chairperson and Professor: Richard Banks; Professors: Carter, Dalton,
Ellis, Matjeka, Mercer, Stark; Assistant Professors: Bammel, LeMaster,
Schimpf. 1
Degrees Offered
• BS in Chemistry
• BS in Chemistry, Secondary Education
Department Statement
The Chemistry Department's goal is to provide degree candidates with
a thorough understanding of .the fundamentals of chemistry, inter-
woven with training in up-to-date procedures and state-of-the-art
instrumentation.
A BSU graduate with a major in chemistry can by choosing from a variety
of courses, be prepared to enter graduate school, medical or other pro-
fessional schools, teach in high school, or work as a chemist in a variety
of careers.
The Chemistry curriculum of Boise State University offers an educa-
tion based upon employment requirements of industry, educational
institutions, and government agencies, while emphasizing the individual
needs and capabilities of each student. The faculty of the Chemistry
Department recognizes that students are most successful if their train-
ing has prepared them for a specific career field, but also recognizes





This degree prepares the student for employment as a chemist or for
admission tc? graduate school or medical school.
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirements
(128 credits total)
".,General Requirements .49-57
English Composition E 101, 102 .,' 6
Area I Core .. ' 12
Area II Core 12
Electives, Lower and Upper Division 24-32 .
Chemistry .46
College ChemistryC 131, 132, 133,134 9
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 5
Chemical Literature C 280 1
Organic Chemistry C 317, 318, 319, 320 10
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323, 324 8
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry C 401-402 6
Instrumental Analysis C 411 .4
SpectrOmetric Identification C 440 3
Advanced Chemical Preparations Lab C 443 2
Independent Study C 496 ' 2
Chemistry Seminar C 498 1
Mathematics Requirements 10-18
(Completion of Mathematics through Calculus M 206) "
Physics Requirements 10
(PH 211, 212, 213, 214)
2. Recommended Electives:
Foreign Language Upper Division Mathematics
Upper Division Chemistry Upper Division Physics .
Advanced Topics in Chemistry Life Science,Courses
CHEMISTRY MINOR
College Chemistry C 131*, 132, 133, 134 9
Organic Chemistry C 317, 318, 319 8
One of the following pairs of courses 4-5
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212
Physical Chemistry C 321*, 323
Intro.to Biochemistry C 431, 432
TOTAL. 21.22
'Math andlor Physics prerequisite.
CHEMISTRY MAJOR, SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
Bachelor of Science Degree
This degree program prepares the student to teach Chemistry in secon-
dary schools.
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirements
(128 credits total)
General Requirements 27-35
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Area I Core 12
Area II Core 9
Electives, Lower and Upper Division '.' . ',' 0-8
Major 'Endorsement Requirements
Chemistry. '.' 37-38
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 9
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 5
Organic Chemistry C 317,318, 319, 320 '.' .10
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323; 324 8
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 ; .. 2
Additional Upper Division Chemistry Courses .. 3-4
Mathematics Requirements .......•................... 10-18
(Completion of Mathematics throughM 206)
Physics Requirements 10
(PH 211, 212, 213, 214)
Biology Requirements ; . '.....•................ 9




, Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323, 324 .. . . . . . . . 4 4
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . 5
Educational Psychology TE 225 , ,., '. , . 3
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 :. . . . . . 3
Degree Requirements or Electives. .. . . .. .. .. . . . 3 9
" TOTALS 15 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317, 318, 319, 320 '.. .'. . . . . . ' 5 5
Mathematics M 205, 206 4 4
Physics I PH 211, 212 ; . . . . '5
Physics II PH 213, 214 .'::.... 5
General Psychology P 101 '. : .. '~ . . . ,3
Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 ~. . . 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 , 3
TOTALS 18 17
2. Idaho Certification Requirements ; , 29
Intro Second Teach: Clsrm Obs TE 172 .. ' 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Educational Technology TE 356 2
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 3
Education of Exceptional Secondary Stu TE 333 .. : .. 1
Educational Psychology TE 225 ." 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 3
Senior High School Student Teaching TE 483 10 f
NOTE:Completionof all requirementsforgraduationwith asecondaryeducationoptionmay
requiremorethan128credithours.SeeDepartmentof TeacherEducationlisting for more
information.
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SENIOR YEAR "
Upper Division Chemistry Course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ~~
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Educational Technology TE 356 :................ 2
Secondary School Methods TE.381 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Secondary School SCience Methods TE 384 . . . . . . 3
Educating Except Second Students TE 333 .
Senior High School Student Teaching TE 483 . . . . 10
Degree Requirements and Electives .. , . . . . . . . . . . 4
TOTALS 14 14
Students who do not have a Chemistry degree may be certified to teach
Chemistry in secondary schools. Refer to the Department of Teacher
Education section where minor certification endorsements for teaching
areas. are listed. '
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
C CHEMISTRY
CHEMISTRYLABORATORYFEE:A ten dollar ($10.00)laboratory fee per course
is charged to all students enrolling in a chemistry laboratory. Eight dollars ($8.00)
will be refunded subject to return of the laboratory locker key and minus the
cost of any amount of breakage or loss.
Lower Division
C 100 CONCEPTS OF CHEMISTRY (3-3-4)(S)(AREAIII), A descriptive non.
mathematical course designed to acquaint students with the scie!1ceof Chemistry
and the relationship of Chemistry to other fields of study and to modern life.
This course cannot serve as a prerequisiteto any other Chemistry course, nor
will it serve aspart of a Chemistry sequence. Students who have received credit
for C 109 or C133 may not receive credit for C 100.
C 107 ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY(3-0.3)(AREAIII). The first semester of a se-
quence course for non-science majors who require only one year of Chemistry:
Basicconcepts of inorganic and organic Chemistry. PREREQ:Satisfactory score
on,Mathematics Placement Exam"BA" and/or satisfactory completion of Math
020 is required. COREQ: Concurrent enrollment in C 108 is required.
C 108 LABORATORYFOR ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRy,(o-3-1)(AREAIII). The
laboratory to accompany C 107. COREQ: Concurrent enrollment in C 107 is
required.
C 109 ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY(3-Q-3)(S/SU)(AREAIII). A continuation of C
107to include basicconc,¥pts of Biochemistry. PREREQ:C 107and 108.COREQ:
Concurrent enrollment in C 110 is required.
C 110 LABORATORYFORESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY(1-3-2)(S/SU)(AREAIII). The
laboratory to accompa(lY C 109. One three.hour laboratory and one one-hour
recitatiOn. The recitation will include discussion of both lecture and laboratory
material.COREQ: C 109.
C 131 COLLEGECHEMISTRY(3-Q-3)(F/SU)(AREAIII). The first semester of a one.
year sequence course. A thorough study of the fundamentals of Chemistry in-
cluding atomic and molecular structure, stoichiometry, physical states,and solu.
tions.PREREQ: M 111 or M 108. COREQ: Concurrent enrollment in C 132 is
required.
C 132 LABORATORYFORCOLLEGECHEMISTRY(o-3.1XF/SUXAREAIII). LaboratorY
work to accompany C 131.COREQ:Concurrent enrollment in C 131is required.
C 133 COLLEGECHEMISTRY(3.o-3)(S/SU)(AREAIII). A continuation of C 131to
include equilibrium, redox and complex ions. PREREQ:C 131, 132.
C 134 LABORATORYFORCOLLEGECHEM'rSTRY(1.3-2)(S/SU)(AREAIII). Laboratory
work to accompanyC 133.To include qualitative analysis. One hour of recita.
tion and one three.hour laboratory per week. PREREQ:C 131, 132.
C 211 QUANTITATIVEANALYSIS(3-o-3)(f).Study of the equilibrium relationships
and methods used in gravimetric, volumetric, and some instrumental analysis.
PREREQ:C 131, 132, 13}, 134.
C 212 QUANTITATIVELABORATORYTECHNIQUE(o-6-2)(F).Practical applicatio[l
of quantitative analytical techniques through the analysis of unknown samples
using gravimetric, volumetric, and some instrumental methods. PREREQ:C 211
or concurrent enrollmerit;><
C 280 CHEMICALLITERATURE(1-6-1)(S).An introCluction to the chemical literature
including the useof Chemical Abstracts, computer searching and writing reports
in accepted format. PREREQ:C 133 or PERM/INST.-.
Upper Division
jt',." -\", ".
C 317 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LECTURE(3.0.3)(f). An overview of Organic
Chemistry covering the fundamental principles of nomenclature, reactions, syn-
thesis, mechanisms, sterochemistry, proteins and carbohydrates. Will fulfill the
requirements for an elementary organic course and partially fulfill the reo
quinfments fora more rigorous course. PREREQ:C 131, 132,133, 134.COREQ:




















































English Composition E 101, 102 .
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 .
Mathematics M 11, 204 .
Degree Requirements or Electives .. , .
TOTALS
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319, 318, 320 .
Chemical Literature C 280 ....................•..
Mathematics M 205, 206 ; .
Physics I & II PH 211-212, 213-214 .
Degree Requirements or Electives ............•.
TOTALS
JUNIOR YEAR
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323, 324 .
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 : .
Spectrometric Identification C 440 .
Degree Requirements or Electives .•...•.• : •...•
TOTALS
SENIOR YEAR
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry C 401, 402 ': .. . . . . 3
Instrumental Analysis C 411 .. : " .
Advanced Chemical Preparations C 433 .
Independent Study C 496 .
Chemistry Seminar C 498 .
Degree Requirements or Electives. .. . . . .. . . . . '12
TOTALS 16
CHEMISTRY MAJOR, SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
, Bachelor of Science Degree
1st
FRESHMAN YEAR SEM
English Composition E 101, 102. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 3
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134. . . . . . . . . . 4
Mathematics M 204 .
General Zoology Z 130 : . ;.' 5
General Botany BT 130 : .........•..
Degree Requirements or Electives .• : :... 5
TOTALS ,'. 17
54 - College of Arts and, Sciences
Liberal Arts Building, Raam ~28 Telephane (208) 385-1246
Chairpersanand Professor: ,Carol A. Martin; Director of Graduate
Studies and Professor: Dale K. Bayer; Director of Undergraduate Studies
and Assistant Professor: Glenn Selander; Professors: Davis; leahy, lo!
jek, Maguire, Markel, Milrtin, Sahni, Trusky, Widmayer, Willis, Zirin-
sky; Associate Professors: Dayley, Fax, Guilfard, lvkken, Sanderson;
Assistant Professors: Ackley, Andersan, Burmaster, Evett,"Hadden, King,
McGuire, Nickersan, Rabbins, Ryder, Uehling, Warner, Zaerr.
C 318 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LECTURE (3-o-3)(S). An in-depth study of organic
reaction mechanisms, reaction theory, and advanced organic synthesis. PREREQ:
C 317, 319.,
C 319 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (1-3-2)(F). Basic organic laboratory
techniques and simple organic syntheses. One three-hour laboratory and one
hour of recitation per week. COREQ: Concurrent enrollment in C 317 is required.
C 320 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (1-3-2)(S). More advanced organic
laboratory techniques, syntheses, classical organic qualitative analysis and an
introduction to spectroscopic methods .•Three hours of laboratory and one hour
of recitation per week. PREREQ: C 319. COREQ: Concurrent enrollment in C 318
is required. ,
C 321, 322 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LECTURE (3.0.3)(F/S). The fall semester will
cover gases, phase equilibria, electrochemistry, adsorption spectroscopy, ,and
the first, second and third laws of thermodynamics. The spring semester 'cove'rs
reaction kinetics, point symmetry, molecular structure and quantum theory
(briefly). PREREQ/COREQ: PH 102 or PH 213 and 214, M 206 or equivalent, prior
or concurrent enrollment in C 317 or PERM/INST.
C 323, 324 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (003-1)(F/S). Laboratory ex-
periments paralleling the material covered by the lectures. PREREQ/COREQ: C
321, 322 or concurrent enrollment. A year's sequence (fall and spring).
C 341, 342 GLASSBLOWING (0.3.1). C 341 acquaints students with the basics
of scientific glassblowing. C342 gives students practice in tec,hniques and in
construction of more complex apparatus. PREREQ: Junior standing. Offered pn
demand.
C 401.402, 401G-402G ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (300-3)(S). Atomic
structure, molecular structure using vaience bond and molecular orbital theories,
elementary group theory, transition metal coordination chemistry, acids and
bases, descriptive transition and non-transition metal chemistry. PREREQ: C 322
or PERM/INST.'
C 411-411G INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS (2-6-4)(S). Theory and practice ofthe more
common instrumental methods of analysis, laboratory experience with commer-
cial instruments. PREREQ: C 211 and C 322. '
C 422-422G ADVANCED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY (3-0-3). Selected advanced topics
from Chemistry such as mass spectrometry, nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy,radiochemistry, environmental chemistry and polymer chemistry.
PREREQ: C 322 or PERM/INST. Offered on demand~
C431-431G INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY (300.3)(F). A study of the
chemistry of biologically important compounds and an introduction to
metabolism. PREREQ: C 317. '
C 432~432G BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (0.3-1)(5): Identification; is6iation and
reactions of biologically important compounds. PREREQ: C 431.
C 433-433G BIOCHEMISTRY (300.3)(S). The function of biological compounds,
including intermediary metabolism and synthesis 'of proteins. Cellular control
mechanisms of these processes are integrated into the material. PREREQ: C 431.
C 440-440G SPECTROMETRIC IDENTIFICATION (2-3-3)(S). Identification of com-
pounds using modern spectrometric techniques. Two lectures and one three-
hour laboratory per week. PREREQ: C 318 and C 320. .
C 443-443G ADVANCED CHEMICAL PREPARATION LABORATORY (1.3-2)(S). Ad-
vanced techniques'in the preparation, isolation and characterization of chemical
compounds with emphasis on inorganic compounds. One three-hour laboratory
and one hour of recitation per week. PREREQ: C 401 or PERM/INST.
C 496 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN CHEMISTRY (Variable crediO.An individual
laboratory research project in chemistry selected by the student in conjunction
with a supervising member of the chemistry faculty. An appropriate amount of
library research, and written reports are also required. PREREQ: C 208 and C 317.
, "'., '
C 498 SEMINAR (l-00l)(S). Group discussions of individual reports an selected
topics in the various fields of Chemistry. PREREQ: C 280, Chemistry major and
seniar standing. '! '., "•
Graduate
The department offers certain graduate cpurses. See ttle GraduateCaliege par-
tion af this Catalog for caurse descriptions. d:'
Department of English ,. +.,!-"j
Degrees Offered
• BA, English, Liberal Arts
• BA, English, Secandary Educatian
• BA, English, General Literature emphasis
• BA, English; American Literature emphasis'
• BA, English, British Literature emphasis
• BA, English, Linguistics emphaSis'
• BA, English, Warld Literature empliasis
• BA, English, Writing emphasis '" '
• MA in English (see Graduate Callege far details)
Department Statement
The major in English has traditianally served to. develap skills af im-
agining, reasaning, and cammunicating. English majars came to."ap-
proach matters fram a variety af paints af view, to. recagnize patterns
af informatian ar ideas fromincamplete reparts, and to. understand
ather peaple as well as abstract principles. Far these reasans the ma-
jar in English has provided ane af the mast successful preparatians
far professianal degrees in law, medicine', and cammerce. The depart-
ment also. participates in the university's Studies Abroad Pragram
?escribed an page 33.. I ,
Because the majar s'erves students seeking persanal develapment as
well as prafessianal training, the department has designed a series af
majar aptians to. fit student needs. The Secandary Optian fulfills Idaho.
certificatian requirements and prepares students to. teach in schaal
districts around the cauntry. The General Optian affords the student
the greatest flexibility thraugh limiting department;;!1 requirements. The
Liberal Arts emphasis, by requiring preparatian in a number af areas,
affers the broadest, mast camplete backgrou.nd in the disciplines.
Degree Requirements J'
All majors must fulfill general university requirements far the Bachelar
af Arts degree.
1. BA, English, Liberal Arts emphasis ",
• Specific Caurses: I( .'
Survey af British Lit E 240 and E 260 6
Shakespeare E 345, 346 : :: 3
Intraductian to. language Studies 1I 305' : :,.. 3
Histary af the English language 1I 309 ~ 3
Histary af Literary Criticism E 393 : 3
Seniar Seminar E 498 : :.3
• Area Requirements: .
American Lit E 271; 272, 378, 384 3
Prec1800 British lit E 340, 341, 348, 349,
350,351,356,358,359 ' : '. ,'",,: 6
Post-1800 British-American lit E 360,,365; 366, 369,
377, 378, 384, 385, 389, 390, 487 6
• Upper Divisian Electives " ; , . ;.15
• Campetence in a Fareign language equivalent to. twa years af
University instructian
2. BA, English, Secandary Educatian
• Specific Caurses: • )
Survey af British literature E 240, E 260 6
Shakespeare E 345, 346 3
Introductian to. language Studies U 305 3
Histary af literary Criticism E 393 3
Seniar Seminar E 498 3
• Area Requirements: ,:"
American literature E 271, 272, 378, 384 '" 3
Pre-1800 British lit E 340, 341, 348, 349, , .
350, 351, 356, 358, 359 6
Past-1800 British-American lit E 360, 365,366, 369,
377,378, 384, 385, 389, 390, 487 6
Writing numbered 200 ar higher ~. :: 6
language 1I 306, 307, 309, 406 6
Methads' E 301 and 381 '.' 6
lit far use in Juniar and Senior High Schl E481 ., 3
Upper Divisian English Electives 3
Western Warld literature E 230 ar 235 3
To. be approved far student teaching, students must'have:,
a. Passed Writing Praficiency Review (partfalia af writing s~b-








b. Completed all courses required for the departmental core
and the secondary option; In some cases the department may
approve enrollment in no more than two of the following
courses (L1 307; E 301, E481, or E 498) concurrent with stu-
dent teaching. j
c. Completed a speech communication class. The department
recommends CM 111 or CM 112 which will also give partial
fulfillment of the AREA II core.
d. Maintained a 2.50 cumulative grade point average and a 2.50
grade point average in the major.
e. Completed Idaho Certification requirements. ,- ,
• Idaho Certification Requirements" ' .. : ,:31-37
Found of Education TE 201 : :; 3
Educational Psychology TE 225 .• : ' •. 1: ., :' ;, .'.3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE333 '~ : .' . 1
Educational Technology TE 356 ',; .: .. : 2
Reading in Content Subjects TE407 .....•............• / .. 3
Methods Courses' 6
Secondary School Methods TE 381 , : .. '.'.3
Secondary School Student Teaching 1~-16
"Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option may re-
quire more than 128 credit hours. See Dept. of Teacher Educ. listing for more information.
3. BA, English, General literature emphasis
• Completion of 54 credits in English or linguistics excluding E101,
E 102, ,E 111-H, and E 112.H. .' ,
a. ,Of these credits, 39 must be upper division, including E498,
Senior Seminar.
b. Of the upper division credits, 15 must be in British litera-
ture, exchJding E 385, E 389, and E 487.
• No more than 9 credits may be in special topics courses in
English or linguistics.
4. BA, English, American literature emphasis
• Specific courses:
Survey of American lit, E 271, 272 .......................•. 6
Shakespeare, E 345 or E 346 ' 3
American Renaissance, E 377 3
American Realism, E 378 : .' : .- 3
lit of American West E 384 : ': .. : : : 3
, Folklore, E 390 .' ' ' :- 3
Senior Seminar,E 498 .........................•........... 3
• Area requirements: "
Modern British & Americah'lit E 385, 389, 487 :.3
Lower Division lit courses E 211, 213;217, 219, 240 or 260 9
Upper Division electives in literature or linguistics '.18
American Political Theory PO 331 _.: 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 (AREA 11) 3
U.S. History HY 151, 354, 355, 356, 358, or 359 3
5. BA, English, British literature emphasis 1
• Specific courses:
Survey of British literature E 240, 260 ' 6
Shakespeare E 345 or 346 .........•......................• 3
Senior Seminar E 498 , 3
• Area Requirements: ,_ ,;
Pre-1800 British lit courses numbered E 340-359 .• ; ,' .12
Post-1800 British lit courses numbered E,360.369 .........•.. 6
Electives in British or American lit '
(15 Upper Division) : .' 24
British History HY 311, 312, 338 or 432 , 3
6. BA,English, linguis~icS emphasis • • '
• Specific courses: .
Intro to Language Studies LI 305 , 3
Modern English Grammar LI 306 ................•... '.. ' 3
Applied English linguistics LI 307 3
History of English Language LI 309 ' 3
Applied linguistics in TeachingESL L1407 ....•..• ; ......•.. 3
ESL Internship E 493 : : ' 3
Senior Seminar E 498 7 ••••• 3
• Area Requirements:
Old or Middle English Lang or lit (Le., E 340)
or foreign lit read in original language ,' ~ .•... 3
Electives in lit lower or upper division , .. : .......•..... 15
Upper division elect in lit (12 British lit) ~.' 15
One year of a Foreign Language, 6-8
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A 2nd year of foreign language or
one year of a 2nd foreign language . ,'.. , .....•......... 6-8
Cultural Anthropology, AN 102 (AREA II core) 3
7. SA, English, World literature emphasis
• Specific courses: . '.
Far Eastern literature E 215 3
Western World lit E 230, 235 ; ; 6
19th & 20th Cent Continental lit E 336, 338 : .. 7. .~ .6
Medieval Epics & Romance, E 341 :'......•...... 3
Shakespeare E 345 or 346 3
Folklore E 390 3
History of literary Criticism E 393 ; 3
Senior Seminar E 498 3
• Area'Requirements:
Lower Division lit-E 211, 213, 217, 240, 260, 271 or 272 6
English Lit courses from E 340-369 9
Upper Division electives in lit or linguistics ..........•.... 9
World Drama TA 341, 342, or 445 , 3
History, other than US or British 6'
8. BA, English, Writing emphasis
• Specific courses:
Advanced Expository Comp E 201 3
Technical Writing E 202 3
Advanced Writing E 401 ; 3
Writiriglnternship E 493 : .............•.... ~..•:.:'; 6
Senior Seminar E 498 ; 3
• Area Requirem,ents: .
-0 Creative Writing E 205, 206, 305, or 306 6
Additional upper division writing course 3
linguistics LI 305,306, 307, or 309>: " 6
Lower Division lit electives ............•....•............. 6
Upper Division lifelectlves .: 12
-Additional upper division lit or ling electives 6
Interdisciplinary electives, CM' 473, 474, 6
HY 210 or HY 480-499, GO 471, lS 311,PY 335, 408 (or as
approved by English Chair)
'ENGLISH MINOR
,?ne ~ri.ti~g cou;~e numbered 200 or higher .' 3
LingUiStiCS 3
Survey British literature E 240 or 260 3
Survey American literature E 271 or 272, , 3
English and linguistics electives (6 upper division) 9
TOTAL 21
MINOR TEACHING ENDORSEMENT IN, ENGLISH
Advanced Composition .. , ,00 •• 3
linguistics .... ; ...•..............•.......................•.... 3
Methods E 301, 381 ....................................•... , 3
Survey of American literature E 271, 272 ...................•. ' 3
Lower Division literature
(To be selected from E 215,230, 235, 240, 260) .....•........... 6
Upper Division Literature .. ' .........•......................... 6
Successful completion of Writing Proficiency Review (portfolio
of writing submitted to English Department Writing Committee).
THEATRE ARTS MINOR FOR ENGLISH MAJOR
Technical Theatre (basic set draw & const) TA 117 .4
Technical Theatre (basic set design, paint, light) TA 118 .4
Acting TA 215 :., :' 3
Major Production Participation TA 331 1
One of the following: . ' - ,
Stage Voh:e TA 233 ~ , 2
World Drama, 500 B.C to 1660 TA 341 3
World Drama, 1660 to 1960 TA 342 ...•............... 00 ••••••• 3
Contemporary Theatre TA 445 ~' " 3
Directing TA 401 ..........................•.............. " 3
One of the following: ' _
Shakespeare: Tragedies and Histories E 345 3
Shakespeare: Comedies and Romances E 346 : 3
. TOTAL' 20 or 21
COMBINED MAJOR, COMMUNICATION AND ENGLISH
The combined major is designed for students interested in jobs in
business and industry or mass communication. It offers an opportun.
, J
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ity to combine courses in complementary subject areas. Students select
an emphasis in Journalism or in Communication under the combined
major. .
Refer to the Department of Communication listing in this catalog for
the specific requirements.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
E ENGLISH F •.
Students who transfer from other schools with qualifying scores on objective
tests equivalent to those administered to Boise State Uriiversity freshmen will
be required to take only the essay section of the placement tests. See re-
quirements below for remedial and advanced placement in English Composition.
Nine credits of Creative Writing may be counted toward fulfillment of the major
requirements.
Lower Division ,,'
E 010 DEVELOPMENTAL WRITING (1-2-0). T;aining in writing ~nd editing pro-
cesses with emphasis on correctness and sentence structure. Attention to fluency,
organization, development, revision. Required if writing sample demonstrates
need or if ACT, SAT, or TSWE score is below 20th percentile. Also for basic review.
Successful completion of competency test required.
E 101 ENGLISH COMPOSITION (l-o-l)(Core). Basic skills in writing, including use
of supportive materials, source references,. basic patterns of organization, and
standard usage. Successful completion of competency test required. PREREQ:
ACT or SAT percentile score of 20 or above, or S in Developmental Writing.
E 102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION (l-O-l)(Core). Advanced practice in expository
writing, which may include literary material as a means of teaching critical reading
and writing and communication of complex ideas. Successful completion of com-
petency test required. PREREQ: El0l or PERM/CHAI~. .
E 111, 112 HONORS COMPOSITION (l-O-l)(Core) • .provides superior student
challenge emphasizing individual study and original writing. Introduction to
critica/writing and study of ideas through literature. Honors 111 concentrates
on lyric poetry, essays, and short fiction. Honors 112 concentrates on epic poetry,
drama and the novel. Normal prerequisite: SAT or ACT of 60th percentile or above
for E 111! Successful completion of competency test required. PREREQ: E 111
or PERM/CHAIR for E 112. r
E 121 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (5-0-l)(F/S). Special emphasis on
vocabulary development, reading and development of skills in written English.
For foreign students with TOEFL scores (or equivalent) of 500-550. Graded
Pass/Fail. PREREQ: Admission to BSU, recommendation ofForeign Student Ad'
visor and PERM/INST.
E 122 COMPOSITION AND READING FOR FOREIGN StUDENTS (5-o-l)(F/S). Prac-
tice in reading and composition, development of special vocabulary skills related
to individual needs, advanced English sentence structure. For Foreign students
with TOEFL scores of 551,575. Graded Pass/Fail. PREREQ: Admission to BSU,
recommendation of Foreign Student Advisor and PERM/INST.
E 12l ADVANCED ENGLISH COMPOSITION FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS (5-6-l)(f/S).
Study of and practice in the principles of formal and informal written English;
principles of the essay and research paper, continuation of vocabulary develop:
ment and mastery of the more complex types of English structure. Successful
completion of the competency exam required. Graded Pass/Fail. Successful com.
pletion of E 123 qualifies the student for entrance into E 101. PREREQ: Admis-
sion to BSU, recommendation of Foreign 5tudent,Advisor and PERM/INST.
E 131 INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE (l-o-lXF/S). A study of popular and classic
novels, short stories, plays, and poems by 'il0table American, British, and other
authors. Students will see film or television versions and hear recorded editions
of some of the works read. PREREQ: Completion of or concurrent enrollment
in E 101 or PERM/CHAIR.
E 201 ADVANCED EXPOSITORY COMPOSITION (l-0-3)(F/S). An advanced writing
course for students who wish to develop skills beyond those acquired in English
Composition. Students examine specimens of professional writing.as well as
criticizing the work of other students. Extensive writing practice stressing
organization, c1arity.and effectiveness. PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHAIR.
E 202 TECHNICAL WRITING (l-O-l)(F/S). Practice in writing the kinds of reports
used in the sciences, social sciences, health services and industry. Students will
improve the logic, organization and persuasiveness of their writing. Wil.1 not fulfill
Area I requirements. PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHAIR. .,:'.. \
E 205 POETRY WRITING (l-o-l)(f). Based on evaluation of student's origin~1 w'ork:
May be repeated for a total of nine credit hours. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
E 20& FICTION WRITING (l-O-l)(S). Introduction to fiction writing with a,con-
centration on descriptive technique. Readings in the short story. May be repeated
for a total of nine credit hours. .
E 211 TH'E BIBlE AS LITERATURE (j.()'3)(S).' Examines '..selecf~d "historical,
biographical, poetic, dramatic teaching and letter-writing portions of Hebrew-
Christian testaments. Emphasis in literary aspects with discussions of notable
concepts in major writings. PREREQ: E 102.
E 213 AFRO-AMERICAN lInRATURE (l-o-l)(S).The Black experierice as reflected
in .the development of Black American literature. This course relates Afro.
American writing to its salient social and cultural'conditions. It explores recur-
rent and characteristic themes, techniques, and genres from Slavery to present.
Emphasis is on Black writing from the 1930's to the present day. PREREQ: E 102.
E 215 FAR EASTERN LITERATURE, IN TRANSLATION (l-o-l)(S)(AREA I). Survey of
literature of Far Eastern Countries .with major emphasis on China, India, and
Japan. An introduction to the cultural and religious environment of each coun-
try is covered. PREREQ: E 102.
E 217 MYTHOLOGY (3-0-3)(f). Mythologies and mythological concepts having
most influence on Western civilization. Emphasis on Greek, Norse and Judeo-
Christian mythologies and their relation ,to religion, literature, art, and modern
psychology. PRERE~: E 102.
E 219 NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN FOLKLORE AND LITERATURE (l-6-l)(f). A com-
parative study of traditional Native American, beliefs and practices as reflected
in authentic oral narratives and creative written literature. The content, form and
style of oral" narratives and the. functions which these narratives serve in
preliterate societies receive particular emphasis. PREREQ: E 102.
E 210 WESTERN WORLD LITERATURE (l-O-l)(f)(AREA I). Introduction to writings
of the great minds' in the Western tradition which have shaped our cultural and
Iitera'ry past and present. Reading includes selections from ancient Greece, Im-
perial Rome, and medieval and renaissance Europe. PREREQ: E 102.
E 215 WESTERN WORLD LITERATURE (l-o-l)(S)(AREA I). An introduction to the
Western literary tradition as it has developed during the last four centuries. At-
teni/on will be paid to the way in which the older values and 'attitudes are
challenged by the new spirit of skepticism and rebellion. PREREQ: E 102.
E240 SURVEY OF BRITISH LITERATURE TO 1790 (l-6-l)(F)(AREA I). Examines the
dominant cultural movements and literary forms in England from the middle
ages through the 16th century. PREREQ: E 102.
E 2&0 SURVEY OF BRITISH LITERATURE: 1790 TO PRESENT (l-O-l)(S)(AREA I). The
reflection of social 'arid cultural changes in the poetry and prose of Romantic,
Victorian, and modern England. PREREQ: E 102. '
E 271 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE: Beginnings to. Civil War (l-6-l)
(F/S)(AREA I). This course traces the artistic, philosophic, social, scientific, and
intellectual influences on American writers and the emergence of an indepen-
dent American outlook, as seen in the literarY works of such authors as Thoreau,
Hawthorne, Melville, Emerson, and Whitman. PREREQ: E 102.
E 272 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE: Civil War to Present (l-o-l)(F/S)(AREA
I). This course traces'the continued development of American Literary thought
as revealed in the works of 'such authors as Twain, James, Hemingway, Eliot, and
Faulkner. PREREQ: E 102: .
Upper Division"
E lOl TEACHING ENGLISH COMPOSITION (l-o-l)(F/S). Methods and techniques
for teaching. English composition in secondaryschools, with emph,asis on in-
dividualization of instruction, student-centered activity, creativity, and integra-
lion of composition irito all the other aspects of the to~al Eriglish program. Limited
to teachers, students with a secondary option and a major or minor in English,
or consent of the department chair. PREREQ: Upper Division standing, and LI
305, Introduction to Language'Studies, or inservice teaching. •
E lOS ADVANCED POETRY WRITING (l-6-l)(S).PREREQ: E 205 or PERM/INST bas-
ed on evaluation of student's work. May be repeated for. nine c;redit hours.
E lO& ADVANCED FICTION WRITING (l-o-l)(f). Exploration of narrative techni-
que, dialogue form, and the short story. Recommended: E 206. May be repeated
for nine credit hours. I,'
E ll& NINETEENTH-CENTURY CONTINENTAL LITERATURE (l.o-lXS). Major Euro-
pean writers in the 19th century in translation. Reading maintains a chronological
approach stressing the relationship of the literature to the socio-economic and
political conditions of the times. Works of Goethe, Stendahl, Flaubert, Nietzsche,
Schopenhauer, Dostoevsky and Tolstoy are included. PREREQ: E 102 or
PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years .. Offered 1991/1992. •
E ll8 TWENTIETH-CENTURY CONTINENTAL LITERATURE (l-o-l)(S). Twentieth.
century philosophical trends and cultural themes are emphasized in the reading.
Includes works by Mann, Mauriac, Kafka, Hesse, Grass and Solzhenitzyn, which
examine mythological, existential, religious, and political themes in relation to
contemporary human values. PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years.
Offered 1992/1993.
E l40 CHAUCER (3-o-l)(f). Emphasis on The Canterbury Tales and Troilus and
Criseyde. Also representative minor works. PREREQ: Three credits of literature
or PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years. Offered 1992/1993.
E l41 MEDIEVAL EPICS AND ROMANCES (3-6-l)(FIS). Representative English and
continental epics and romances, including Beowulf, Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight, Chretien de. Troyes,. Ar;thurian Romances, The Song of Roland, the
Nibelungenlied, The Cid. PREREQ: Three credits?f literature or PERM/CHAIR.
Alternate years. Offered 1~9~/1993.
E 345 SHAKESPEARE: TRAGEDIES AND HiStORIES (3-0-l)(F/S). A selection of the
tragic plays including Romeo & Juliet,Hamlet ,and King Lear, and the best plays










E 346 SHAKESPEARE: COMEDIES AND ROMANCES (3-0-3)(F/S).Representative
plays such as The Taming of the Shrew, A Midsummer's Night's Dream, As You
like,lt, Twelfth Night, and the Tempest. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHAIR.
E 348 BRITISH RENAISSANCE POETRY AND PROSE (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of the
poetry and prose of the English Renaissance, including works by More, Marlowe,
Spenser, Shakespeare, and Bacon. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years. Offered 1993/1994. '
E 349 ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN DRAMA (3-iJ,.3)(F/S).Tragi~ and comic plays
by Shakespeare's contempories s.uch as Kyd, Marlowe; Jon'son; Tourneur, Chap-
man, Middleton, Marston, Webster arid Ford. PREREQ: Three credits of literature
or PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years. Offered 1992/1993. ' '
E 350 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY POETRY AND PROSE (3.0.3)(S). The works of
English authors such asFrancis Bacon, Ben jonson, johnDonne, George Herbert,
Andrew Marvell, Robert Burton, and Tho'mas Browne, who flourished in the first
60 years of the 17th century. The social, philosophical, and scientific background
of this period. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHAIR. Alternate
years. Offered 1993/1994. 'f . ,. <!
E 351 MILTON (3-o-3)(S). A study of john Milton's major poetry and prose,with
special emphasis on Pariidise lost, Paradise Regained and Samson Agonistes.
PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years. Offered
1992/1993.
E 356 BRITISH DRAMA: THE RESTORATION TO THE DEC.\DENT MOVEMENT
(3-0-3)(F/S). A study of Restoration tragedy, the comedy of manners, sentimental
comedy, and comic opera. Playwrights read include Wycherley, Dryden,
Etherege, Congreve, Gay, Sheridan, Goldsmith, Gilbertand Sullivan, and Wilde.
PREREQ: Three credits of literature PERM/CHAIR.' Alternate years. Offered
1992/1993. .' !' :
E 358 RESTORATION AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY POETRY AND PROSE (3.0-3)
(F/S). A study of literary currents in the British Enlightenment-from satiric to
sentimental, reasonable to fanciful. Emphasis: Dryden, Pope, Swift;, and johnson,
plus works by Addison and Steele, Thomson, Boswell, 'Gray, Gibbon, Burke, and
others. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years.
Offered 1993/1994.
• , . . - I
E 359 BRITISH NOVEL: BEGINNINGS THROUGH AUSTEN (3-o-3)(F). An investiga-
tion of the novel tracing its roots and exploring the,work of Defoe, Ric~ardson,
Fielding, Smo!lett, Sterne, Austen and other~. The emergence6fthe most popular
genre of literature helps us to understand how fiction reflects our assumption
about the world around us. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHAIR:
E 360 BRITISH ROMANTIC POETRY,AND PROSE (3-0-3)(F). Readings in' Blake,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, and others. These Romantics pro-
vide freshly imagined patterns of emotional and intellectual response to nature
and our place in it. PREREQ: Three credits literature or PERM/CHAIR. '
E 365 VICTORIAN POETRY (3-0-3)(S). Readings in Tenny~on, Browning, Arnold,
and others. Their poems are the sometimes sane, sometimesshocki'ng 'results
of trying to find and keep artistic and moral hope amidst vital but' unhealthy
times.PREREQ: Three credits literature or PERM/CHAIR. ,.. . .:
E 366 VICTORIAN PROSE (3-0-3)(S). Great'prose stylists, including Carlyle; Ar-
nold, Newman, Ruskin, and Pater; bring insights to controversy over issues still
with us. Their subjects range from industrialism to mysticism, their purposes
from amusement to reformation. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHAIR. Alternate years. Offered ~992/1993. ,
E 369 BRITISH NOVEL: SCOTT THROUGH HARDY (3-0-3)(S)',An investigation of
the development of the English !l0vel during the nineteenth century with par-
ticular attention to the impact of Victorian thought on the genre and to the
emergence of the modern novel. Includes Scott, Dickens, Gaskell, Thackeray,
the Brontes, Trollope, Eliot, and Hardy. PREREQ: .Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHAIR. '.
E 377 AMERICAN RENAISSANCE (3-0-3)(F/S). A study in the second generation
of the American literary experience when such leading writers as Hawth.orne;
Melville, Emerson, Thoreau, Poe, and Whitman, acting under the varied impulses
of Puritanism, Romanticism and idealism, created the first universal vision of
human experience to appear in American literature. PREREQ: Three credits of
literature or PERM/CHAIR. j
E 378 AMERICAN REALISM (3-0-3)(F/S). Am~r'ican"literaturefrorr(the Civil War
to World War I. Mark Twain, Stephen Crane, Henry james, W. D. Howells, Kate
Chopin, and fellow Realists wrote about the average person in the light of com-
mon aay. Their works show how American writers were increasingly influenced
by science, business, and art. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHAIR.
E 381 TEACHING SECONDARY WRITING, READING, AND LANGUAGE (3-0-3)(F).
Study of traditional and modern theories and methods of teaching composition,
language, and Iiteratureatthe secondary level. PREREQ: Introduction to Language
Stud ies LI 305.
E 384 LITERATURE OF THE AMERICAN WEST (3-0-3)(F/S). The literary meritsof
works by representative Western writers such as Wallace Stegner, Owen Wister,
H.1.. Davis, john Steinbeck, and Willa Cather. Also discussed,are regional values
and Western types such as the mountain man, the cowboy, and the pioneer.
PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHAIR. -,
E 385MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN FICTION (3.0-3)(F/S). Designed to ac-
quaint both non majors and majors with typical themes, subject matter, ana
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stylistic innovations in British and American fiction since 1900. Reading includes
selected novels and short stories by, such authors as Cary, Ellison, Faulkner, Gard-
ner, Golding, Hemingway, joyce, Lawrence, O"Connor, Steinbeck, Welty, and
others. PREREQ: Three credits of literature, or PERM/CHAIR. ,
E 389 MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN DRAMA (J-0-3)(F/S). An analysis of the
various dynamicconfrontations between 20thcentury audienceS and actors ar-
ranged by dramatists as far apart in their times/themes, and techniques as Shaw
and'-Stoppard, O'Neill and Osborne. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHAIR.
E 390 FOLKLORE (3-0-3)(F/S). Study of what folklore is, its written and oral tradi.
tions, its different genres. PREREQ: E 102.
E393 HISTORY OF LITERARY CRITICISM (3-0-3)(f). A survey of critical approaches
to literature from Plato to the twentieth century. PREREQ: A literature survey
or PERM/CHAIR. .
E 401 ADVANCED NONFiCTION WRITING (3-o-3XF/S). Advanced practice in non-
fiction genres and study of how w~iters read and learn from other writers. Ex-
perimentation with subjects, voice, organization, and style.'Students may take
the course twice, fur a total of 6 'credits. PREREQ: E 201. ' , ,
E 402 ADVANCED TECHNICAL WRIlING (3-0-3)(F/S).Advanced work in\he reo
searching, writing, editing, and designin"g of technical documents. Major pro-
jects are related to each student's field of interest. Topics of study include editing
technical documents; audience analysis, graphic desig'n, and ;the rhetoric of
technical writing, PREREQ: E 202 or PERM/CHAIR.
E412.412G WOMEN WRITERS (3-0-3)(F/S). literature by English sp~aking ~omen,
with special attention to cultural contexts, the themes and methods used by
women\vriters, and how women writers have created their own tradition.'The
course may focus on writings of a particular period. Alternate years. PREREQ:
3 credits of literature or PERM/INST.
E481 LITERATURE FOR USE IN JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS (3'0-3)(F).
A literary content course designed for prospective'or experienced teachers of
secondary school English. Primary emphasis is on, critical reading of literature
ordinarily used with adolescents in secondary schools. Secondary emphasis is
on methods of critical analysis appropriate to secondary students. All genres will
be discussed. Both classical and po'pular authors will oe included., PREREQ: E
102, completion of two literature courses. ' • ' • d
E 487-487G MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN POETRY (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of
the radical changes Eliot, Pound, Yeats, and others made in poetry's traditional
aesthetic and thematic concerns early in this century. The course traces poetry's
continuing metamorphosis into the present day. PREREQ: Three credi,ts literature
or PERM/CH:"IR. ,.
E488-488G METHODS AND THEORIES OF LITERARY CRITICISM AND RHETORIC
(3.0-3)(S). Analysis of major literary and rhetorical theories, their methods and
their implitations. PREREQ: 3 credits of upper division literature or PERM/CHAIR.
E 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-0~3)(S). Required of all senior English majors. PREREQ:
Senior standing 'or PERM/CHAIR. ' ,
HU HUMANITIES
HU 207, 208 INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITIES (3-0-3)(F/S)(AREA I). The human
intellectual and creative heritage as reflected in art, literature, philosophy, and
architecture.PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHAIR.
LI LINGUISTICS.
LI 305 INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE STUDIES (3-0-3)(F). A general survey of
contemporary language study as it is carried on in the fields of linguistics; an-
thropology and psychology, with emphasis on meaning, sounds, words, and
sentence formation in English. PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHAIR.
LI 306 MODERN ENGLISH GRAMMAR (3-O:3)(F/S).An' approach to modern English
grammar based on linguistic principles; will cover word formation and sentence
structure, including transformational"s!~uctural, and newlydeveloping theories
of grammar.
LI 307 APPLIED ENGLISH LINGUISTICS (3-0~3)(F/S).A survey afapplied Iingui;tics
with emphasis on theories, concepts, ana methods relevant to the teaching of
English. Topics include word meaning, lang wage variation, language and con-
text, oral and written discourse, writing systems, literature analysis, dictionaries
and grammars, bilingualism and language planning, and problems in teaching
English as a first and second language. Alternate years.PREREQ: LI 305,
LI 309.HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of the periods
in the development of English; Indo-European and Germanic backgrounds;
development of writing; internal and social forces of change; dialects of English.
Concentrated work with written documents in English language history. PREREQ:
LI 305 or PERM/CHAIR. ' " "
LI 406 PSYCHOLINGUISTICS (3-0-3)(f/S). Th~ study of language in relation to mind
and cognition. Topics include the relationship between' language, thought, and
memory; language acquisition; language disorders; and the psychological pro-
cesses involved in speaking, listening, reading,'writing, and spelling, PREREQ:
LI 305.
LI 407-407G APPLIED LINGUISTICS 'IN TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND
LANGUAGE (3~0-3)(F/S). Designed to help teachers inthe bilingual classroom or
teachers of students of limited proficiency in speaking English to understand
how to deal with the process of learning English. It will focus on identifying,
defining, and remedying the specific problems that confront, learners of a se.
cond language. PREREQ: LI 305. Alternate years. Offered 1993/1994.
"
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• BS, Earth Science Education, Secondary Education
• MS, Geology: cooperative program with Idaho State University
(See Graduate College for details)
• MS, Geophysics (See Graduate College for details)
• MS, Education, Earth Science emphasis
(See Graduate College for details)
Special Information for Students
The curriculum leading to the BS degree in Geology is designed for
those students who plan a career in Geology or who plan to attend
graduate school. The curriculum leading to the BS degree in Earth
Science Education is designed to prepare the student to teach Earth
Science in secondary schools and to meet the teacher certification re-
quirements of the State of Idaho. The curriculum has full nationalac-
creditation. The curriculum leading to the BS degree in Geophysics
is designed for students who would like a career in Geophysics or who
plan to attend graduate school. The curriculum offers a broad
background of courses in Geology, Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics
to support the Geophysics courses. . ,
The curriculum leading to the MS in Education, Earth Science emphasis,
is designed to provide advanced academic training in the topics of Earth
Science to those students pursuing a teaching career. The curriculum
has full national accreditation. Refer to Graduate College section. For
details regarding the Master of Science in Geology and the Master of
Science in Geophysics refer to the Graduate College section.
In addition to the courses formally offered in all degree programs, a
student may acquire credit for independent study, internship,
undergraduate or graduate thesis, or for participation in departmental
research projects.
Nondegree course offerings in Geography meet the 15 credit require-
ment under the 30-15-15 Social Science, Secondary Education Degree
Program offered in the Departments of Economics, History, Political
Science, and Sociology, Anthropology and Psychology.
Degree Requirements
GEOLOGY MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
1. General University and BS Degree Requirements 30
NOTE: Area III is fulfilled by the major requirements below.
Recommended Core Courses:. .
Area I, Foreign Language (201 or higher)
Area II, Economics, Geography
2. Major Requirements:
Geology and Geophysics 54
Physical Geology GO 101 ,.4
Historical Geology GO 103 4
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 3
Field Geology GO 280 , 3
Igneous & Metamorphic Petrology GO 323 ..•.... : 3
Igneous & Metamorphic Petrography GO 324 1
Sedimentation & Stratigraphy GO 310 .4
Geomorphology GO 313 ..3
Structural Geology GO 314 .4
Invertebrate Paleontology GO 351 3
Geophysics GP 300 or GP 301 3
Summer Field Camp GO 482 .4
Summer Field Camp ~eport GO 483 :2
Senior Seminar GO 498 or 499 1
Geology Electives 12
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 .. : 9
Physics
Option I: (Recommended for students planning graduate studies)
Mechanics, Waves & Heat + Lab PH 211,212 5
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics + Lab PH 213, 214* 5
'Physical Chemistry & lab C 321, 323 can be substituted for PH 213. 214
Option II:
General Physics PH 101, 102 8
Mathematics M 204, 205* or M 211, 212 : 9-10
(Mathematics through M 206 is recommended for students plan-
ning graduate studies.)
'CS 124 and M 225 or an acceptable STATISTICS course may be substituted for M 205.
Basic Surveying EN 215 or Cartography GG 220 2-3
Free Electives .. ' '•................. '.' .14-19
EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
1. General University and BS Degree Requirements: 30-33
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Area I Core 12
Area II Core (to include P 101, TE 201, GG 101) 12
Upper Division Electives. , 0-3
2. Major Earth Science Requirements: 35
Physical Geology GO 101 .4
Historical Geology GO 103 .4
Intro to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 .4
Intro to Oceanography GO 201 3,
Intro to Meteorology GO 213 ...•....•.................... 3
Mineralogy CO 221 3
Geomorphology GO 313 3
Petrology GO 323 3
Petrography GO 324' ' 1
Senior Seminar GO 498 or 499 -.1
Upper Division Geology courses or GG 331 or GP 300 6
3: Supporting Sciences & Mathematics: ,' 31
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 9
General Physics PH 101, 102 8
General Botany BT 130 & General Zoology Z 130 9
Algebra'& Trigonometry M 111 : 5,
4. Education Requirements for Secondary Education: 27-33
Intro Second Teach: C1srm Obs TE 172 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 , 3
Educational Psychology TE 225 : 3
Educ the Except Secondary Student TE 333 1
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 3
Secondary Student Teaching 10-16
NOTE: Completion of all requirements.for graduation with a secondary education option may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more
information. ~
GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
1., General University and BS Degree Requirements 30
NOTE: Area III is fulfilled by the major requirements below.
2. Major Requirements:
Geophysics ...•......•.....•.... : ....•........... ; ....•... 21
Gravimetric-Magnetic Methods GP 310 3
i Electrical Methods GP 320 3'
Seismic Methods GP 330 3
Geophysics Field Camp GP 340 .........•...........• 6
Exploration Well Logging GP 410 3
Geophysical App of Dig Sig Proc GP 420 3-
Geology '.' .'.27
Physical'Geology GO 101.' :: 4
Historical Geology GO 103' 4 l~'
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 .. .- .4 "
Field Geology GO 280 :3
Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology GO 323 3
Igneous and Metamorphic Petrography GO 324 1
Sedimentation and Stratigraphy GO 310 .4
Structural Geology GO 314 4




College Chemistry I C 131 ' 3
College Chemistry I lab'C' 132 .. : 1
College Chemistry II C 133 : . : .........•...... 3
(C 134 not required)
Physics ' 13
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 ' 4
Mechanics, Waves and Heat lab PH 212 .' 1
. Electricity, Magnetism and Optics PH 213 .4
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics lab PH 214 ~ 1
Electricity and Magnetism PH 381 : 3
Mathematics 24
Digital Computer Programming CS 124 or EN 104 2
Calculus & Analytic Geometry I M 204 5
Calculus & Analytic Geometry II M 205 : 4
Calculus & Analytic Geometry III M 206 .4
Vecto'r Calculus M 320 2
Differential Equations M 331 : 3
lin Sys and Sig Proc CS 426 .4
Electives •.......................................... , 6
*Recommended electives usually include courses tailored to an individual ~tudent/s nee~s.




English Composition E 101, 102 .' .
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 .
Physical Geology GO 101 .
Historical Geology GO 103 .
Algebra and Trigonometry M 111, ;
Calculus and Analytic Geometry M 204 .' '.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Cartography GG 220 or alternate .
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221, '.. ','
Petrology GO 323 .
Petrography GO 324 .
Field Geology GO 280 ; .
Mechanics, Waves and Heat + lab PH 211, 212 .
Calculus & Analytic Geometry M 205 or alternate
(see required program)
Area I & II Electives .
JUNIOR YEAR
Structu ral Geology GO 314 .
Sedimentation & Stratigraphy GO 310 .t •••••
Geomorphology GO 313 .
Geophysics GP 300 or GP 301 ; : ..
Electives Area I & II ;.; .
. Upper Div Geology & Geophysics Elective~ .
SUMMER OF JUNIOR YEAR
Summer Field Camp GO 48i, 483 .
SENIOR YEAR
Senior Seminar GO 498 or 499 .
Area I & II Electives .
Free Electives at least 3 cr of upper division.' .
Invertebrate Paleontology GO 351 .
Upper Div Geology & Geophysics Electives .
•EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION MAJOR
>r,
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 ............•.....
General Botany BT130 : .
General Zoology Z 130 , .
Physical Geology GO 101 .
Historical Geology GO 103 . ; ...................•
Mathematics M 111 , .
General Psychology P 101 ' .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
College Chemistry C 131-132, 133-134 .
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 .
Petrology & Petrography GO 323, 324 .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
Intro to Secondary Education TE 172 .. '..•.......
Intro to Meteorology GO 213 .
Area I Core Classes ...................•.......
JUNIOR YEAR
General Physics PH 101,102 .
Geo~orphology GO 313 ...............•. , .
Intro to Oceanography GO 201 .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 .
.Upper Division Earth Science Elective .
Educational Psychology TE 225 .
Reading in Content Subject TE 401 .
SENIOR YEAR
. Area II Core Classes; : .
',Secondary Student Teaching .
Intro Descriptive Astronomy PH,105 .
Geology 'Seminar GO 498, 499 ........•........ ;




English Composition E 101, 102 .
Physical Geology GO 101 .
Historical qeology GO 103 , .
College Chemistry I C 131 .
College Chemistry I lab C 132 .
College Chemistry II C 133 : .
Calculus & Anal Geometry, M 204 .
,Digital.Computer Prog EN 104 or CS 124 .
Area I , ;' .
Elective ' .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 '
Field Geology GO 280 .
Calculus & Anal Geometry II M 205 .
Petrology GO 323 ; .- .
Petrography GO 324 '. ' .
Calculus & Anal Geometry III M 206 : .
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 .
Mechanics, Waves and Heat lab PH 212 .
Area I or II .
"
JUNIOR YEAR
Differential Equations M 331 .
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics PH 213 .
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics lab PH 214 .
Grav-Mag Methods GP 310 .
Sed & Strat GO 310 '" .
Structural Geology GO 314 .
Vector Calculus M 320 , .
Electrical Methods GP 320 ' .
Seismic Methods GP 330 .
Area II ' ; .
Elective ' : .
SUMMER OF JUNIOR YEAR ' . '; •
Geophysics Field Camp GP 340 .
SENIOR YEAR
linear Systems & Signal Proc CS 426 ~ .
Elec & Mag (advanced) PH 381 .
Exploration Well logging GP 410 .
Geophys Appof Dig Sig Proces GP 420 .
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Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
GG GEOGRAPHY
Lower Division
GG 101 INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHY (l-O.l)(F/S)(AREA II). A survey of earth
environments, basic concepts and techniques used in geography and the utiliza-
tion of natural resources are introduced.
GG 102 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY (l-D-l)(F/S)(AREA II). A study of the distribu-
tion and character of cultural activities throughout the world with emphasis on
man-land relationships.
GG 201 THE USE AND INTERPRHATIONOF MAPS (l-O-l)(F/S). An intl!nsiveuse
and interpretation of a wide spectrum of map types, their advantages and limita-
tions for students of various fields, such as Archaeology, History, Geology and
Teaching.
GG 220 CARTOGRAPHY (1-6-l)(F/S). A study of the methods, concepts, techni-
ques and instrumentation of map construction. Involves compilation and graphic
presentation of data through the use of coordinate systems, map projections
and scale. Lettering tools, graphic design, dimensional problems, computer map-
ping, and aerial photographs are discussed.
GG 221 GEOGRAPHY OF IDAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (l.D-l)(F/S).
Physical and cultural geography of the Pacific Northwest with emphasis on Idaho.
Study includes the continuing physical, biological, social, political, and economic
changes' and the role of the region in relationship to the United States. Current
problems and problem solving in accordance with the known resource base.
Upper Division
GG lOl HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED STATES (l-D-l)(F/S). The
course explores the changing physical and ,cultural landscapes oflhe United
States through time and space and analysis of the various regions. Included is
the study of the distribution and relationships between peoples, land and
resources. PREREQ: GG 102, PERM/INST. .
GG ll1 WORLD ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (l-O-l)(F/S). Economi2Geography is
the study of the real distribution and variation of resources and human activity
related to producing, exchanging and consuming' commodities. Economic ac-
tivities are studied in the context of where they occur, their regional
characteristics and their relationship to national or international phenomena.
PREREQ: GG 101 or PERM/INST.
GG l21 CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES(l.o-lXF/S). Informative study
of resources, their use and relative values. Discus'sions will include perception,
attitudes, character of resources, demand factors, social implications and popula-
tion characteristics. Local and regional examples are emphasized. Local experts
on conservation issues will serve as guest speakers. PREREQ: GG 101 or
PERM/INST.
GG III CLIMATOLOGY (l-D-l)(F/S). Atmospheric processes, global heat and
moisture balance, radiation budget and world climate zones. Applied climato-
logical concepts, evaporation, soil water conditions, regional and global climatic
trends, climate change, and climate modification. PREREQ: GO 101 or GG 101.
GG l40 GEOGRAPHY OF THE SOVIET UNION (l.O-l)(F/S). A study of physical
and cultural phenomena that have shaped the urban and rural landscapes of
the fifteen republics of the USSR. PREREQ: GG 101 or GG 102, PERM/INST.
GG l50 REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE (l-D-l)(F/S). Identification and study
of physical and cultural regions of Europe. Climate, landforms, and soils along




GO 100 FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOLOGY (l-2-4)(AREA 1II)(Field trip required). An
introduction to the principles of Physical and Historical Geology. Topics include
weathering, erosion, glaciation, volcanism, earthquakes, rocks, minerals, maps,
the origin of the earth and its physical and biological development. Open to
all students except those with previous credit in Geology, or Earth Science ma-
jors, and those non-science majors who plan an eight .hour sequence in Geology.
GO 101 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (l-2-4)(AREA 1II)(Field trip required). A study of the
origin and development of the earth, its materials and processes. Topics include
weathering, erosion, volcanism, earthquakes, landscapes and plate tectonics.
Rocks, minerals and topographic and geologic maps are studied in the laboratory.
GO 103 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY (l-l-4)(AREA 1II)(Field trip required). A study of
the origin and progressive development of the earth and evolution of plants and
animals. The geologic history of the earth is treated in considerable detail.
Prehistoric.life and fossil study as well as field trips to fossil beds are included
in the laboratory work. PREREQ: GO 101.' .
GO 105 ROCKS AND MINERALS (2-l-l)(F/S). A syste~atic study 'of rocks and
minerals, with emphasis on physical characteristics and methods of identifica-
tion. Field trips and laboratory sessions. are part of the course for those taking
the class for credit. PREREQ: High school chemistry or PERM/INST.
GO 111 GEOLOGY OF IDAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (l-o-l)(Field trip
required). A study of the geologic setting and history of Idaho and its immediate
surroundings. Includes major topographic and scenic features, structural and
stratigraphic features, mineral deposits, fossil and gem areas and current prob-
lems in natural resource products. PREREQ: GO 103 or PERM/INST.
GO 201 INTRODUCTION TO OCEANOGRAPHY (l.D-l)(F/S). A general study of
the physiography and biological oceanography and ocean geology, including
the physiography, circulation patterns, waves, tides, and the sedimentation and
biologic processes that occur in the various ocean environments. PREREQ:GO 10l.
GO 213 INTRODUCTION TO METEOROLOGY (l.o-l)(f). A study of the weather
phenomena in terms of origin, distribution and classification. Instruments and
research methods are also investigated. PREREQ: GO 101.
GO 221 MINERALOGY (2-l.l)(f). A study of minerals, including crystal forms,
atomic structure, chemical properties, and environments of origin. The laboratory
meets twice each week. Lab exercises emphasize identification of minerals by
recognizing their physical properties in hand specimens and utilizing their op-
tical properties in oil mounts and thin sections. Several exercises involve use
of the x-ray diffractometer. PRERtQ: GO 101, COREQ: C 131.
GO 212 OPTICAL MINERALOGY (1-l-2)(F). The theory and application of the
polarizing microscope to the examination of minerals in immersion media and
primarily in thin sections. The study of crystal optics and the use of the
petrographic microscope for the identification and quantitative examination of
minerals. COREQ: GO 221.
GO 280 FIELD GEOLOGY (1-6-l)(f)(Field trip required). Techniques of field'map-
ping to solve geologic problems. Field exercises will use topographic maps,
stereopair air photos, Brunton compass, and plane-table alidade for mapping.
A detailed geologic map and written geologic report will be made, interpreting
one area of moderate complexity and regional significance. ""0 weekend field
trips required. Required field work on Friday afternoons. PREREQ: GO 101, 10l,
E 102. COREQ: M 111.
Upper Division .
GO l05 SOIL MECHANICS LAB (O.l-l)(S). Laboratory and field exercises on stan-
dard testing methods of engineering properties of soils: Atterberg limits, sieve
and hydrometer analysis, engineering classification of soil and rock, compac-
tion tests, field test for density, percolation rate, and soil strength. PREREQ: M
111 or equivalent. (Field Trip Required.) , .
GO l10 SEDIMENTATION AND STRATIGRAPHY (l-1.4)(S). The study of the
transportation and deposition of sediments and their depositional environments.
Emphasis is placed on the identification and correlation of sedimentary facies
and on basin analysis. PREREQ: GO 103, GO 323.
GO l13 GEOMORPHOLOGY (2-l-lXFXField trips required). A study of the features
of the earth's surface such as mountains, valleys, beaches, and rivers and the
process by which they are formed and changed. Laboratory work consists of
map studies and field investigations. PREREQ: GO 103, E 102.
GO 314 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (3.l-4)(S)(Field trips required). Fundamentals of
descriptive, kinematic and dynamic analysis of structures within the Earth's crust,
and a theoretical treatment of stress and strain. Laboratory problems in ortho-
graphic and stereographic methods, and solution of structural problems using
geologic maps and cross-sections. PREREQ: M 111, GO 101,221, 280.
GO 323 PETROLOGY (2-3.3)(S). A study of igneous, sedimentary, and metamor-
phic rocks with emphasis on methods of their classification, physical and
chemical constraints on their origin, and their tectonic associations. PREREQ:
GO 221, COREQ: GO 324. '
GO 324 PETROGRAPHY (0.3.1)(S). A systematic study of igneous, sedimentary,
and metamorphic rocks in hand specimen and thin section. The polarizing
microscope'is used extensively. The origins and histories of representative
specimens are interpreted through examination of their mineral assemblages,
textures, fabrics and alteration. PREREQ: GO 221, COREQ: GO 323.
GO 351 INVERTE8RATE PALEONTOLOGY (2-3-3)(FXField trips required). The study
of the invertebrate phyla represented in the fossil record. Special emphasis is
placed on hard part morphology, ontogeny, phylogeny and taxonomy of
geologically important groups. Laboratory work based on standard collections.
Special project. PREREQ: GO 103.
GO 403-403G ENGINEERING GEOLOGY (2.3-3)(S)(Field trip required). Introduc-
tion to soil and rock mechanics. Slope stability analysis. Surface and subsurface
exploration of sites. Geological and geophysical considerations for construction
projects. Current applications of geology to engineering projects. Alternate years.
PREREQ: GO 280, PH 102 or PH 211, GO 323 or PERM/INST.
~ t•.".
GO 412.412G HYDROGEOLOGY (3.0-3)(S)(Field trip required). The study of sub-
surface water and its relationship to surface water, the hydrologic cycle and the
physical properties of aquifer systems. Flow nets and flow through porous and
fractured media. Methods of determination of aquifer characteristics and per-
formance, and groundwater modeling. PREREQ: GO 310, 314.
GO 414 ADVANCED STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (2-3-lXf)(Alternate years)(Field trip
required). A study of the geometric properties of deformed rocks, their measure-
ment and analysis. Course will emphasize structural analysis of folded and faulted
terrains and metamorphic tectonites, mapping procedures, map interpretation,
and data analysis. Study will include review and comparison of tectonic styles














GO 421 ORE DEPOSITS (2-3-3)(F)(Field trips required). Genesis, structure, associa-
tions and classification of mineral deposits. Discussion of modern theories of
ore deposition, origin, and migration of ore-bearing fluids, and the processes
of alteration, and secondary enrichment, controls of ore occurrence and the
economics of exploration, development, and use of ores. laboratory work con-
sists of detailed studies of ore and alteration suites. Transmitted and reflected-
light microscopy will be used to supplement hand-specimen study.
GO 422 EXPLORATION AND MINING GEOLOGY (3-()-3)(S). The course em-
phasizes geologic, engineering and economic factors as they relate to exploring
for and developing mineral deposits. The philosophy and methodology of
systematically gathering, evaluating, and presenting data pertinent to explora-
tion and development discussions are also studied. Field trips required .
GO 431-431G PETROLEUM GEOLOGY (2-3.3)(F)(Field trips)(Alternate years). A study
of the nature and origin of petroleum, the geologic conditions that determine
its migration, accumulation and distribution, and methods and techniques for
prospecting and developing petroleum fields. PREREQ: GO 311, 314.
GO 456-450G GEOLOGY OF NATIONAL PARKS (3-0-3)(S). A systematic study of
geologic materials, structures, processes, and landforms in the National Parks.
The course is structured by geological regions and emphasizes geological
knowledge as a key to greater appreciation and understanding of these scenic
areas. PREREQ: GO 103. (Offered odd years.)
GO 466-4&OG VOLCANOLOGY (2-0-2)(F)(Field trip)(Alternate years). A study of
volcanic processes and the deposits of volcanic eruptions. An in-depth review
of the generation, rise and eruption of magmas and of the types of vent struc-
tures produced. Field and petrographic characteristics of various types of volcanic
deposits as well as their volcano-tectonic relationships will be emphasized. An
independent proj'i!ct pertaining to volcanoes or volcanic rocks will be required
of all students taking the course for graduate credit. PREREQ: GO 3.23.
GO 471.471G REGIONAL FIELD STUDY (1,2, or 3 CR)(F/S/SU). Field trips andfield
exercises to study geology of classic localities in North America. Review of per-
tinent literature and maps, recordingof geologic observations and the prepara-
tion of a comprehensive report on the geology of the areas visited. PREREQ: GO
103 or PERM/INST.
GO 482 GEOlO"y SUMMER FiElD CAMP (0-0.4)(SU). The study of geology in
its natural environment, the field. Emphasis is upon geologic mapping, the col-
lection, plotting and analysis of data to solve geologic field problems; mapping
on aerial photograph and topographic base. Student should expect to be in the
field 8-10 hours per day, 6 days per week for 4'weeks. Students working toward
a professional degree in geology (Bachelor of Science) at BSU must take COREQ:
GO 483.
GO 483 GEOLOGY SUMMER FIELD CAMP REPORT (0-0.2)(SU); A comprehensive
geologic report, map and cross-section based upon mapping'experiences at sum-
mer field camp. Map, report and cross'section must be of professional quality.
COREQ: GO 482.
GO 493 INTERNSHIP (4-& credits).
GO 495 SENIOR THESIS (4-& credits). Field study involving an original investiga-
tion in geology or geophysics, carried out independently, but supervised by one
or more faculty members. Problem must be well-stated and method of study
designed to give a conclusive result. Project may be substituted for GO 480 upon
approval of a written proposal by a committee of three department faculty
members. PREREQ: Senior Standing.
GO 498, 499 GEOLOGY SEMINAR (1-0-1). Research project based on field andlor
literature studies. Fundamentals of geologic report preparation and oral presen"
tations. PREREQ: Geology, Geophysics or Earth Science Education major.
GP GEOPHYSICS
Upper Division
GP 300 PHYSICS OF THE EARTH (3-0-3)(F). The course will include' a discussion
of the earth's gravity, magnetism, electricity, seismicity, heat and radioactivity
and the significance of these properties in understanding the complexities of
the earth. Alternate years. PREREQ: PH 102.
GP 301 INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED GEOPHYSICS (3~-3)(F). A survey of sur-
face based geophysics methods, including elementary theory, basic field prac-
tice, computation fundamentals, interpretation techniques and economic con-
siderations of seismic, gravimetric, magnetic, and electrical techniques. Ap-
plicability of various techniques to exploration geology (economic .and
petroleum), engineering geology and groundwater geology will be stressed. Alter-
nate years. PREREQ: PH 102, GO 101.
GP 316-310G GRAVIMETRIC AND MAGNETIC METHODS (3-0-3)(F). Basic poten-
tial field theory, instrumentation, reduction of observed data, methods of data
interpretation. Applications to petroleum and mineral exploration, geotechnical
and engineering investigations. PREREQ:,GO 101; must be concurrently taking
or have taken PH 213, PH 214. '
GP 320-320G ElECTRICAL METHODS (3-0-3)(S). Electrical properties of earth
materials. Fundamentals of instrumentation, data collection, reduction and in-
terpretation. Application to resource exploration and other geophysical prob-
lems. PREREQ: GO 101, PH 213, PH 214.
GP 330-330G SEISMIC METHODS (3-6-3)(S). Fundamentals of seismic wave pro-
pagation in an elastic medium, Reflection and refraction at plane boundaries;
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energy and attenuation considerations. Instrumentation, data collection,reduc-
tion and interpretation. Application to exploration and other in-site investiga-
tions. PREREQ: GO 101, PH 213, PH 214.
GP 346-340G GEOPHYSICS FIELD CAMP, (4 wks-6 CR)(SU). Fundamentals of
geologic mapping. Hands-on operation of seismic, magnetic, gravimetric and
electrical field instrumentation. Survey design. Reduction and interpretation of
acquired data. Preparation of appropriate reports. PREREQ: GP 310, 320, 330.
GP 410-410G EXPLORATION WEll lOGGING (2-3-3)(F). Fundamentals of
geophysical and geological well logging applied to petroleum, mineral, and
groundwater exploration, and engineering site evaluation. Conventional inter-
pretation of logs in sedimentary sections; special consideration for logs in ig-
neous, metamorphic, and fresh-water sections. Lithologic description, natural
gamma-ray, temperature, density, resistivity, and sonic logging. Integration of
well logging, seismic reflection data, and surface geologic maps. Field and
laboratory exercises. PREREQ or COREQ: GO 310.
GP 426-420G GEOPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
(3-0.3)(S). Review of digital linear system' theory. Digital representation of
geophysical data. Geophysical applications of coiwolution, fast-Fourier transform
(FFn, 'correlations, spectral analysis, least squares filters, deconvolution, multi-
channel and two~imensional operations. Emphasis in on processing of seismic
reflection data, potential field maps, and earthquake seismograms. Computer
laboratory exercises. PREREQ: CS 426.
GP 430-430G MATHEMATICAL MODELING IN GEOPHYSICS (3.6-3)(5). Examina-
tion of useful mathematical methods in geophysics including statistical analysis
of aeromagnetic anomalies, theDirichlet problem and continuation of poten-
tial fields, wave equation migration in reflection seismology, formulation 'of
geotomography in terms of the Radon transform. Emphasis is on problem solv-
ing and the development of skills in applied mathematics. PREREQ: M 331..
GS GENERAL SCIENCE
GS 305 TEACHINC SCIENCE IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOl (3-6-3)(S)(Alternate
years). A course designed to introduce the' prospective secondary school science
teacher to an understanding of the nature of science-both as subject matter
and as processes of scientific inquiry. Special emphasis is placed on problems
of communicating scientific ideas, effective modes of instruction and evalua-
tion, and curricular materials for secondary school science teaching.
Department of Mathematics
Math-Geology Bldg., Rm. 202 Telephone (208)385-1172
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Stephen Grantham; Professors:
R. Anderson, Eastman, Hausrath, Hughes, Juola, Kerr; Lamet, Maloof,
Mech, Sulanke, Takeda, Ward, Young; Associate Professors: Ayers,
Ferguson, Griffin, Kenny; Assistant Professors: M. Anderson, Bartoszyn-
ski, Feldman, Jarratt, Scheepers.
Degrees Offered
• BS in Computer Science
• BA or BS in Mathematics I
• BA or BS in Mathematics, Secondary Education option "
• MS in Education, Mathematics emphasis: see Graduate College for
further details. '
Department Statement
The Department of Mathematics offers three Bachelor's degree options:
Computer Science,
Mathematics,
Mathematics with Secondary Education option,
along with a Master's degree program for junior-and senior high school
teachers.
A student's course of study can be tailored to' suit a particular interest
in pure mathematics, applied mathematics, computer science, mathe~
matics teaching, software engineering, statistics or operations research.
Degree Requirements
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Bachelor of SCience Degree
1. General University Requirements for BS degree.
2. Required BSU Computer Science courses (35 credits):
a. Intro to Computer Science I CS 12S 3
b. Intro to Computer Science II CS 127 , .4
c. Low-Level Programming CS 223 3
d. Programming in 'e' in UNIX Environment CS 227 .4
-- ,
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e. Operating Systems CS 353 3
f. Programming Languages CS 354 .4
g. Data Structu res CS 358 .4
h. Systems Programming CS 451 .4
i. Theory of Computation CS 461 3
j. Software Design & Implementation CS 471 .: 3
3. Required University of Idaho Computer Engineering courses "
(7 credits):
"a. Digital Computer Fundamentals XE 340 3
b. Digital Computer Fundamentals Lab XE 344 1
c. Computer Organization XE 441 3
4. Required Mathematics courses (25-27 credits):
a. Calculus M 204, 205, 206 13
b. Discrete & Found Math M 156 ' .4
c. Linear Algebra M 301 .4
d. Intro to Statistics M 361 .4
or
Probability & Statistics, M 431, 432 6
5. A year's sequence from among the laboratory sciences (9-10 credit~):
College Chemistry & Lab C 131, 132 .4
College Chemistry & Lab C 133, 134 ' 5
or
Mechanics, Waves & Heat PH 211, 212 5
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213, 214 5
6. Two additional quantitative courses (6-10 credits):
College Chemistry & Lab C 131, 132 ; .4
College Chemistry & Lab C 133, 134 : 5
Quantitative Analysis & Lab C 211, 212 5
Econometrics EC 421 3
Econometrics EC 422 3
Geophysical Appl Digital Signal Process GP 420 3
Math Modeling in Geophysics GP 430 3
Differential Equations M 331 3
Numerical Analysis M 340 .4
Discrete Math Structures M 356 3
Linear Programming M 456 .4
Math Modeling M 464 3
Mechanics, Waves & Heat PH 211,212 5
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213, 214 5
~ny physics courses #300-480 except PH 307.
,MATHEMATICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Degree
1. University Requirements for BA or BS Degree.
2. Mathematics Requirements: Lower Division
a. M 204, M 205, M 206 or M 211; 212 Calculus. , , 13-10
b. CS 125 Intro to Computer Science I 3
3. Upper Division Mathematics-27 credits including:
a. M 301 Linear Algebra : .4
b. One or more selections in at least 4 of the 5 following groups
1) M 302 Introdu~tion to Abstra~t Algebra.; , "'j" 3
2) M 314 FoundatIons of Analysis 3
3) M 361 Fundamentals of Statistics
or , '.•........ 4-6
M 431, 432 Probability and Statistics
4) M 306 Number Theory ....................•.............. 3
M 356 Discrete Mathematical Structures , .. 3
M 441 Abstract Algebra 3
M 456 Linear Programming .4
5) M 406 Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable 3
M 340 Numerical Analysis , .4
M 331 D'ifferential Equations 3
M 401 Advanced Calculus 3
M 411 Intro to Topology 3
c. One of the following sequences:
1) CS 354 Programming Languages .4
CS 358 Data Structu res 4
CS 451 Systems Programming : .4
2) M 401, 402 Advanced Calculus 6
3) M 421 Fourier Series & Boundary Value Problems 3
M 456 Linear Programming , .4
4) M 431, 432 Probability and Statistics 6
5) M 441, 442 Abstract Algebra 6
d. And a 400-level course (numbered below M/CS 490) in addi-
tion to those in the sequence selected.
All upper division mathematics courses numbered below M/CS 490
count toward the requirement of 27 upper division mathematics credits.
No more than 4 credits of the combined total of credits earned for
courses numbered M/CS 490 through M/CS 499 can be used toward
the 27 credits of upper division mathematics requirements.
MATHEMATICS, SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. University Requirements for BS or BA Degree.
2. Mathematics Requirements: ' ,
a. Intro to Computer Science I CS 125 3
b. Calculus through M 206 or M 212 13-10
c. Linear Algebra M 301 .4
d. At least one of •
1) Intro to Abstract Algebra M 302 3
2) Number Theory' M 306 .' 3
e. Foundations of Geometry M 311 3
f. Foundations of Analysis M 314 : 3
g. Statistics M 361 or both M 431, 432 4-6
h. Mathematical Modeling M 464 3
i. Mathematics in Secondary Schools M 490 3
3. Either 45 semester ho'urs of Mathematics or 30 semester hours of
Mathematics and an approved minor-certification area outside of
Mathematics. (See page 127).
NOTE: For those students planning to teach junior high school mathematics, M 103 is strongly
recommended.
4. Education Requirements-26-32 credits. See "Certification Re-
quirements and Endorsements for Secondary Education". (Page 125.)
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education op-
tion may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing
for more information.
MATHEMATICS MINOR
Calculus & Analytic Geom M 204, 205, 206 13
or
Accelerated Calculus M 211, 212 , 10
At least 9 credits in upper division mathematics (M prefix except
for M 493 and 496) including at least one of the following 9
Intro Abstract Algebra M 302 3
Number Theory M 306 ......•................ ~: 3
Foundations of Geometry M 311 3
Foundations of Analysis M 314 3
Advanced Calculus M 401 3
Abstract Algebra M 441 ..•.............................. 3
TOTAL 19-22
j,' MATHEMATICS TEACHING MINOR
Computer Science CS 122 or CS 125 2-3
Calculus M 204 or M 211 ..•................................... 5
Calculus M 205 or M 212 ..........................• : .• :.' .' .4-5
At least 1 of the following .. ' , 3-4
Linear Algebra M 301 .4
Introduction to Abstract Algebra M 302 3
Foundations of Geometry M 311 3
Fundamentals of Statistics M 361 .4
Electives to complete 20 hours 3-6
TOTAL 20
Suggested Programs
NOTE: These are only suggested programs. Not all course.s are required.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
This option is aimed at preparing students to apply their computer and
mathematics training to problem analysis and to the design, testing,
debugging and documentation of software systems.
1st 2nd
FRESHMAN YEAR SEM SEM
English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 3 3
Intro Computer Science I CS 125. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 3
Intro Computer Science II CS 127 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 4




Abst Aig M 441, 442 or Adv Calculus M 401, 402... 3 3
Probability & Statistics M 431, 432 . . . . . . .. . . . .. 3' 3
Numerical Analysis M 340 4
Linear Programming M 456 4
Senior Seminar M 498 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Electives ..•....................... : . . . . . . ... .•. .. 6 ,6
TOTAL 17 16
MAtHEMATICS, SECONDARY EDUCATION
In order for students to complete the requirements for the Secondary
Education Degree, careful course scheduling and ordering are
necessary. The following suggested program reflects thes~
considerations.
JUNIOR YEAR
Foundations of Analysis M 314 : . . . . 3
Algebra M 302 or Number Theory M 306 .. ,' 0-3 0-3
Statistics M 361 or 431 and 432 ',' 3-4 3-4
Foundations of Geometry M 311 3
Educational Psychology TE 225 3
Educational Technology TE 356 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Secondary School Methods TE 381 :. 3
Electives 1-8 3-10
. tOTAL 16 16
SENIOR YEAR
Mathematical Modeling M 464 3
Mathematics in Secondary School M 490. . . . . . . . .. 3
Educating Exceptional Sec Stu TE 333 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1
Teaching Reading In Content Subjects TE 407 ..... 3
Secondary Student Teaching : . .. . . .. . 10-16
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
TOTAL 16 10-16
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1st 2nd
FRESHMAN YEAR SEM SEM
English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 . . .. .. 3 3
Calculus M 204, 205 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 4
Intro to Computer Science CS 125.... 3
Electives ; . . . . . . . . .. 8 6
TOTAL 16 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Calculus M 206 , , 4
Linear Algebra M 301 ; . . . . 4
General Psychology P 101 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Intro to Second Teach: Clsrm Obs lE 172 . . . . . . . .. 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Electives '.......... 8 9
TOTAL 16 16
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
Upper-division courses are frequently offered nights and summers-
students should consult the department the preceding August to re-
quest a spring-sem~ster night upper-clivison class, the preceding Oc-
tober to request a summer upper-division class, and the preceding
December to request a fall-semester night upper-division class.
Availability of courses depends on enrollment: courses may be offered,
but not taught if the enrollment is insufficient. Summer classes are
especially Uncertain in this regard.
CS COMPUTER SCIENCE
lower Division "'"
CS 109 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS (3-14)(5). The potential and limitations
of computers, and their impact on society. The course includes an introduction
to computer hardware and programming. Designed for non-science majors.
PREREQ: Satisfactory score on mathematics placement examination.
CS 122 A FIRST COURSE IN PROGRAMMING (2-0-2). Programming using a con-
versational language such as BASIC with a small computer. PREREQ: Satisfac-
tory score on' mathematics placement examination.
CS 124 DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (2-0-2). Beginning FORTRAN. See
EN 104. Credit cannot be obtained for both CS 124 and EN 104.
CS 125 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE I (3-o-3)(F,S). Basic concepts
of computer systems, problem solving and algorithm development, program
Structures, data types, data and procedure abstractions, and program develop-
ment. PREREQ: M 111 or M 106 or PERM/INST.
CS 127 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE II (4-0-4)(F,S). Programming
methodology (specification, design, coding, and corrections), the implementa-
tion of abstract data types, recursion, dynamic data structures, searching and
sorting. PREREQ: CS 125 or PERM/INST.
CS 223 LOW-LEVEL PROGRAMMING (3-o-3)(F). An introduction to low.level pro-
gramming. Data representation, machine instructions, addressing modes, link-
ing, macros, system calls, use and operation of assemblers and basic computer
architecture. PREREQ: CS 127 or PERM/INST.
CS 227 PROGRAMMING IN 'e' IN THE UNIX ENVIRONMENT (4-0-4)(5). Students
will learn the 'C' programming language on the University's UNIX-based com-
puters. They will learn how to use UNIX and some of the development tools


























































FRESHMAN YEAR , SEM
Calculus M 204, 205 ; . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. 5
English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 .•. , .. 3
Discrete & Found Mathematics M 156 4
Intro Computer Science I CS 125 .
College Chemistry & Lab C 131, 132 .. 4
Area I and Area II Core Requirements .
TOTAL 16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Calculus M 206 ;....... . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Linear Algebra M 301 .
Number Theory M 306 ;... 3
Intro to Abstract Algebra M 302 ,'
Mechanics, Wave and Heat + Lab PH 211, 212 5
Elec, Magnetism and Optics + Lab PH 213, 214 .
Area I and Area II Core Requirements. . . . . . . . . . .. 3
TOTAL 15
JUNIOR YEAR
Discrete Mathematical Structures M 356 3
Foundations of Analysis M 314 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Foundations of Geometry M 311 ; .
Differential Equations M 331 " 3
Fourier Series & Boundary Value Prob M 421 .
Area I or Area II ;.......................... 6
Electives ..... : '.......................•.... .' 3
TOTAL 18
Calculus M 204 .
College Chemistry & Labs C 131-132 .
Area I or Area II .
TOTAL
SENIOR YEAR
Theory of Computation CS 461 .
Fund of Statistics M 361 ;; .
Systems Programming CS 451 . ; .
Software Design & Implementation CS 471 .......•.
Database Theory CS 410 .





Calculus M 205, 206 ' :.
Low-Level Programming CS 223 .
Program in 'e' in UNIX Environ CS 227 , .. : .
Mechanics, Waves & Heat PH 211, 212 ': ..
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213, 214 .
Digital Computer Fund & Lab XE 340, 344 .
Area I or II ' " .
TOTAL
JUNIOR YEAR
Discrete Mathematical Structures M 356 ;
Linear Algebra M 301 , ............•
Operating Systems CS 353 .
Data Structures CS 358 .
Programming Languages CS 354 : .
Intro Computer Graphics CS 341 .
Computer Organization XE 441 .
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verses, exponential and logarithmic functions, graphing, sequences,
mathematical induction, binomial theorem, basic theory of equations,
trigonometry of triangles, circular functions, inverse trigonometric functions,
trigonometric identities, solution to trigonometric equations, and De Moivre's
theorem. PREREQ: Satisfactory score on mathematics placement examinati?n.
M 120 APPLIED STATISTICS WITH THE COMPUTER (4-o-4)(S). Pre,calculus treat-
ment of probability and statistics. Emphasis on concepts and applications rather
than on proofs. Use of available computer statistics packages to handle com-
putations. PREREQ: M 108 or M 111. •
M 156 DISCRETE AND FOUNDATIONAL MATHEMATICS (4-0-4)(F/S). Designed
to prepare the student for Doth computer science and upper division
mathematics. Discrete topics include elementary number theory and modular
arithmetic, fundamental principles of combinatorial enumeration, and basic con-
cepts of graph theory. Foundational topics include propositional and predicate
logic, the nature of proof, mathematical induction, functions and relations.
PREREQ: M 111 or PERM/INST. •
M 204 CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY (5-0-5)(AREA III). Plane analytic
geometry, functions, limits and continuity. The derivative and applications. The
integral and applications. Conic sections and translation of axeS. PREREQ: Satisfac-
tory score on mathematics placement examination.
M 205 CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY (4-0-4)(AREA III). Calculus Of ex-
ponential, logarithmic and trigonometric functions. Techniques of integration'.
Conic sections and rotation of axes. Indeterminate forms, Taylor's,Formula and
infinite series. PREREQ: M 204.
M206 CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY (4-0-4)(AREA III). Three,
dimensional analytic geometry and introduction to vector algebra and calculus
of vector valued functions. Partial differentiation and multiple integration.
PREREQ: M 205.
M 211 ACCELERATED CALCULUS (5-6-5)(F)(AREA III). Analytic geometry, functions,
limits. Differentiation and integration with applications, transcendental functions,
methods of integration. M 211, 212 is an accelerated version.of the three semester
sequence M 204, 205, 206. The stu,dent must have, a strong high school
background or have completed either M 106 or 111 WIth a grade of A.
M 212 ACCELERATED CALCULUS (5-6-5)(S)(AREA III). Solid analytic geometry, vec-
tors and vector functions, partial derivatives, multiple integration, series, in-
troduction to differential equations. PREREQ: M 211.
M 225 INTERMEDIATE APPLIED PROGRAMMING (2-6-2). Intermediate FORTRAN.
See PH 225. Credit cannot be obtained for both PH 225 arid M 225.
Upper Division
M 301 LINEAR ALGEBRA (4-0-4)(F,S). Matrix algebra, determinants, vector spaces
and linear transformations. PREREQ: M 206 or 212.
M 302 INTRODUalON TO ABSTRAa ALGEBRA (3-6-3)(S). Sets, groups, integral
domains, rings and fields. PREREQ: M 206 or 212.
M 306 NUMBER THEORY (3-6-3)(S). Primes, congruences, Diophantine equ'ations,
residues, quadratic reciprocity and continued fractions. PREREQ: M 205 or 212.
M 311 FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY (3-0-3)(F). Euclidean; non-euclidean, and
projective geometries from an axiomatic point of view. PREREQ: M 205 or212.
M 312 COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY (3-0-3). Study of curves and surfaces in Eucli-
dean spaces, maps, networks, topological equivalence of figures, topological
spaces and metric spaces. PREREQ: M 205 or M 212. Odd-numbered years.
M 314 FOUNDATIONS OF ANALYSIS (3-0-3)(F). Logic, axiomatics, sequences,
foundations of calculus, structure of the real numbers. PREREQ: M 206 or 212,
M 320 VECTOR CALCULUS (2-0-2)(F). Vector valued functions of one or sever~1
variables, line and surface integrals, Green's Theorem, Stokes's Theorem, and
the Divergence Theorem. PREREQ:'M 206 or 212.
M 331 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (3-0-3)(1'/5). Theory of ordinary differential
equations with applications to the physica,1 sciences and engineering. PREREQ:
M 205 or 212. "
M 340 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS (4-0-4)(S). The application of numerical methods
to the interpretation and analysis of data, solutio,n of equations, general iterative
methods, approximation of functions, error analysis. PREREQ: M 206 or M 212
and a working knowledge of BASIC, FORTRAN or PASCAL." •• •
M 356 DISCRETE MATHEMATICAL STRUaURES (3-0-3)(F). The study of fundamen-
tal logical and combinatorial concepts from mathematics useful in' abstracting
ideas in other disciplines. Special emphasis will be placed on applications to
computer science. Topics are: combinatorics with emphasis on enumeration,
logical deduction, sets, relations, graphs and directed graphs, trees, and net-
Works. PREREQ: M 206 or 212 or PERM/INST.
M 361 FUNDAMENTALS OF STATISTICS (4-0-4)(F,S). Discrete probability, random
variables, distributions, central limit theorem, descriptive statistics, regression
and correlation, tests of hypotheses, design of experiments and sampling surveys.
PREREQ:One of M 106, 205, 212.
M 401-402 ADVANCED CALCULUS (l'()'J)(F/S). The real number system, continu-
ity, functions of several 'variables, partial differentiation, multiple integrals, line
and surface integrals, theory of integration, and infinite series. PREREQ: M 314
Upper Division
CS 341 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3-0-3)(5). The mathematics
and programming techniques of computer graphics, including line drawing,
presentation graphics, two- and three-dimel)sional transformations, hidden line
and surface removal, clipping. PREREQ: M 206 or M 212 and CS 125.
CS 353 OPERATING SYSTEMS (3.0-3)(F). File systems and buffer caching
algorithms. Memory management. Process structure, control and scheduling
algorithms. Interprocess communication techniques. PREREQ: CS 223 or
PERM/INST.
CS 354 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (4-0-4)(F). A comparison of current
languages (such as FORTRAN, ICON, LISP, ADA), their programming and design.
Syntax and semantics. Information binding, strings, arithmetic, input/output.
Recursion, extensibility. PREREQ: CS 127 or PERM/INST.
CS 358 DATA STRUaURES (4-0-4)(5). The representation of data, lists, stacks,
queues, storage mapping, tree structures, hierarchic data structures, recursion,
searching and sorting, codes, data structures in programming languages. PREREQ:
CS 127 and M 156 or PERM/INST.
CS 410 DATABASE THEORY (4-0-4)(S). A study of the theoretical foundations of
database management systems. Design and implementation of alternatives for
various database models, including, but not limited to, hierarchical, network and
relational models. Comparison of the reliability, security and integrity of various
database systems. Implementation of a simple system.' PREREQ: CS 358 or
PERM/INST.
CS 426 LINEAR SYSTEMS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING (4-0-4)(F). Introduction to
linear systems and Fourier analysis of continuous and discrete signals. Examples
of applications will be drawn from the physical, biological, and social sciences.
PREREQ: M 331 and a knowledge of FORTRAN, BASIC, or Pascal or PERM/INST.
CS 451 SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING (4-0-4)(F). Machine, language programming,
Assembler language programming, concepts of compiler construction, an in-
troduction to compiler construction tools under UNIX. PREREQ: CS 227, 354 and
358.
CS 461 INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF COMPUTATION (3-0-3)(F), Gram-
mars, automata, Turing machines, decidability and c"omplexity, language hierar-
chies, normal forms, NP completeness, and reducibilities. Applications will be
drawn from various areas of Computer Science. PREREQ: CS 358 or PERM/INST.
CS 471 SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION (3-0-3)(S). A formal study
of software design specification and verification processes. Students will imple-
ment a project. PREREQ: CS 451 or PERM/INST.
M MATHEMATICS
Lower Division
M 012 ARITHMETIC REVIEW (2-0-0)(F,S). A review co~rse for those who have
forgotten how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide using whole numbers, frac-
tions, decimals, percents and'signed numbers. Applications include measures
of weight, area and volume.
M 020 ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA (3-0-0). A refresher course covering fundamental
operations, linear equations and inequalities, exponents, polynomials, factor-
ing, and the quadratic formula. Designed to bring the student to the level of
proficiency required for M 100, 103, 105, 108 or CS 122. PREREQ: Satisfac!ory score
on mathematics placement examination,
M 100 MATHEMATICS FOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS (4-0-4)(F,S)(AREA III). De-
signed for liberal arts students. Emphasis is on the natur~ of mathematical
knowledge, its meaning, methodology, and use. Generally tOPICSWill be selected
from the elementary materials in set theory"logic, number theory, algebra,
geometry, probability, statistics, graph theory. PREREQ: Satisfactory score on
mathematics placement examinatio,n., '
M 103 STRUCTURE OF ARITHMETIC FOR TEACHERS (3-2-4)(F,S). The study of
number systems froin the whole numbers through the reals: numeration, number
operations, algorithms, and properties. The course includes a two-hour laboratory
each week which makes use of physical models appropriate to the content of
the course. PREREQ: High school geometry and a satisfactory score on the
mathematics placement exam.
M 104 GEOMETRY AND PROBABILITY FOR TEACHERS (3-2-4)(F,S). Probability,
geometric concepts and principles, measurement, and topics selected from
graphing or computing. The course includes a two-hour laboratory each week.
PREREQ: M 103.
M 105 MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS (4-0-4)(AREA III). Matrices,
systems of linear equations, graphing, linear programming, discrete prObabil-
ity. PREREQ: Satisfactory score on mathematics placement examination.
M 106 MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS (4-0-4)(AREA III). Limits,
derivatives, curve sketching, partial derivatives, optimization problems, and in-
tegrals. PREREQ: M 105, 108, 111.
M 108 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA (4-0-4). Intermediate algebra with plane
trigonometry. PREREQ: Satisfactory score on mathematics placement
examination.
M 111 ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY (5-0-5)(AREA III). Equations and in-






for M 401; M 401 for M402. This is a two-semester sequence with M 401 offered
in the fall of odd-numbered years, followed by M iI02 in the spring of even-
numbered years. '
M 406-406G THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIABLE (3-o-3)(S). Com.
plex numbers, functions of a complex variable, analytic functions, infinite series,
integration, and conformal mapping. PRER~Q: M 206 or 212. '
M 411 INTRODUCTION TO TOPOLOGY (3-0-3)(S). Sets, metric spaces, topological
spaces, continuous mapping, connectedness, compactness. PREREQ: M 314.
M 421 FOURIER SERIESAND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS (3-Q-3XS). The wave
equation, the heat equation, and Laplace's equation. Orthogonal sets of func~
tions and Fourier series solutions. Boundary valueproblem~. PREREQ: M 331.
M 431-431G PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (3-0-3)(F). Discrete and continuous
random variables, conditional probability, expectation, moment gererating func-
tions, central limit theorem. PREREQ: M 206 or 212. ,
M 432-432G PROBABILITY AND,STATISTICS (3-0-3)(S). Point and interval estima-
tion, hypothesis testing, analysis of variance, nonparametric tests. PREREQ: M 431.
M 44:1-442 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA (3-0-3). Group theory, homomorphism theorems,
Sylow,theorems, ring theory, ideal theory, field theory, field extensions, and
Galois groups. PREREQ: M 301, 302 for M 441; M 441 for M 442. This is a two-
semester sequence with M 441 offered in the, fall of even-numbered years, fol-
lowed by M 442 in the spring of odd-numbered years.
M 456-456G LINEAR PROGRAMMING (4-O::4)(S).Simplex algorithm, two-phase
method, simplex algorithm for problems with bounded variables, duality theory;
postoptimality analysis, network simplex method, and the transportation and
assignment problems. PREREQ: M 301. 1, ' ". ,', .:'. . .'
M 464 MATHEMATICAL MODELING (3-0-3)(S). Introduction to mathematical
modeling through case studies. Deterministic and' probabilistic models. Op-
timization. Examples,will be drawn from the physical, biological, and social
sciences. PREREQ: M 361 and CS 122 or PERM/INST. ' ,
M 490 MATHEMATICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS (3-D-3)(F); Objec'tives, 'content
and methods of secondary"school mathematics programs. PREREQ: Six hours
of Mathematics completed at or above the 300 level:.' • . . ,
Department of Music'
Marris<,>n ,Center, Roam C~100 '" Telephane(208) 385-1771
,,' • ' >
Chairperson and 'Professor: Wilber D. Elliatt; Associate Chairperson
and Associate Professor: Danald Oakes; Professors: Baldwin, Hsu,
Parkinsan; Sheltan; Associate Professors: Baldassarre, Helty, Bratt, C.
Elliatt, Razmajzl, Samball, Schraeder; Assistant ,Professors: ,Berg,
Maynard, Purdy, Thamasan, Wells.
Degrees.Offered .
• BA and BM in Music
• BM in Music Educatian
• MM in Music Educatian and Perfarmance/Pedagagy: See Graduate
Callege far further details.
"Department Statement' ','" ,
, " • .'-'. J ~ '(,' i,ii;~ ,
Gifts and Memarials to. the Music Department: The ,Music Department
has been the recipient af many fine gifts af instruments, music, schalar- .
ship danatians; and recard callectians fram friends'andsupparters af
the Department. Several Steinway pianas, including a 7' and 9' grand,
are the generaus gifts af Mr. and Mrs. William K. Dunkley and Dunkley
Music Campany af Baise. In the Hemingway Center far Western Studies
is haused the j.W. Cunningham Memarial Pipe Organ, athree manual
Austin Organ af 45 ranks and 54 registers, given to. the' University by
Laura Maare Cunningham'. It is used farcancerts, teaching and prac-
tice purpases. The cansale far the Harry W. Marrisan ¥emarial Carillan
built by Maas-Rawe, is also. in the Hemingway Center far Western
Studies. Given as a memarial to. her hLi,sband by Mrs. Velma Marrisan,
the Grand Symphany Carillan System chimes the haurs and l1alf~haurs
and daily plays shart pragrams af carillan music.
Other gifts to. the Music Departm~nt inciude several grand pianas, elec-
tronic equipment, instruments, recard callectio'ns, schalarship en-
dawments and music. The Music Departmerit is'gratefulta these donars
who. have given so. generously:, ". ' ,';, .' ".' .'
Dr. & Mrs. Rabert deNeufville ' Alice Gould ,
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur C. jones ,~.Senatar Len jordan '.
Bryant S. Martineau, ',. Marjarie Palmquist
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Utley Mrs. Eli Westan"
William K. Dunkley FamilY"j
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Schalarship endawments have been given in the namesaf Elizabeth
Bawen, Ava Brinck, Margaret Drake, Lucille Lippincatt, Martha S. Reese,
and the Baise Charisters. I, , ' '
Music Major Programs: The Music Department offers twa Bac-
calaureate Degree programs which students may choase between, and
one Graduate Degree program.
".. 1.
1. The Bachelar af M~sic Degree is essentially a professianal music
degree with, emphasis in Perfarmance, Theary-Campasitian, ar
Music Educatian., .
a. Majar emphasis in Perfarmance ar Theary-Campasitian:
"designed, to. train ,perfarmers, perfarming artists, teachers, and
campasers, this program is basic to. preparing students far
graduate work in the perfarming, creative, and callege ar univer-
sity teaching fields. .
"b. Majar emphasis in Music Educatian: designed to. prepare stu-
dents far music teaching careers in the secandary and elemen-
tary educatianal systems and also. prepares students far graduate
wark in Music. .'
2. ' The Bachelor af Arts Degree with Music 'maja'r is designed far the
student whp w.ants a general Music major progral}'l,within a broader
'." ~a.~edliberal, arts degree. ",' . J'
Degree Requirements, ' r,
BACHELOR OF MUSIC PROGRAM
1. General Requirements" .
a. All full-time m.usic majors will be required to. attend Cancert
, Class during each semester af residency at Baise State Univer-
sity until the required number af semesters af Pass grade in Can-
cert Class has been achieved, as fallaws: Bachelar af Arts General
Music and Music/Business majarsand Bachelar af Music Per-
farmance and Theary & 'Campasitian emphasis majars - 8
semesters, Bachelar af Music Music Educatian emphasis - 7
semesters (seecaurse descriptian far MA 010 far camplete
details). All students will'perfarm an their majar instrument
',' .', befare a faculty jury ,at the end af each semester. Students
presenting MA 444, 445 ar ~ recitals are exempt from faculty
jury during the semester in which the recital is given..,.
b. All Bachelar af Music majars whase major instrument is ather
than keybaard arereqiJired to. pass,nalatetthan the end afthe
juniar year, the Piano. Praficiency Examinatian befare a faculty
committee. A grade af C ar better in MU 213 will satisfy this re-
quirement. Details are available from the Music Department .
c. All full-time Bachelor af Music majars will register in a major
ensemble (Symphanic Winds; University Orchestra, Meisters-
ingers, University Singers,ar far keybaard ar guitar majars the
appropriate Course as specified), each semester until the
minimum number af semesters far graduation have been met.
Only ane majar ensemble persemester will be caunted taward
graduatian 'requirements. . ,
Minimum ensemble requirements:
Perfarmance Majars:
Keybaard - 8 semesters,2,may be Accampanying,
2 may be Dua-Piana
Guitar - 8 semesters, 4 may be Guitar Ensemble
Vaice -8 semesters, 2 may be Opera Warkshap ,I"
All Others'::' 8 semesters " , '




Additianal details are available 'fram the Music Department.
"l. 'I'"
d. The fallowing care of Music courses will be included in all
Bachelar af Music curricula:
Cancert Class MA 010 ~ 0
(attendance required each semester af full-time student
status until minimum number af semesters is met.)
Majar Ensemble (see-1c abave) : ..•.......... ; .. 7-8
Materials af Music I-IV MU 119*, .120, 219, 220 r." ••••••••• 12
'Students intending to ~nr!," in Mu 119 must previously earn a C grade or better








General University and Basic Core Requirements for~the Bachelor of
Arts Degree to include the following: _. ,
1. Area II: l" I
CM 111 Fundamentals of Speech Communication :' ' 3
2. Area III: " ",
At least one course in Mathematics selected from the following:
M 100 Mathematics for Liberal Arts 'Students, or : .4
M 105, 106 Math for Business Decisions .. : .-..•. '-.04-8
3. 'Minimurh Music Requirements:
Total credits .. : ' AS
MA 010 Concert Class (8 semesters of Pass) 0
MC-'Performance Studies : ' 8
'ME-Ensemble : : A
Materials of Music I, Ii MU 119~ 120 ~ 6
Ear Training"I, II MU121, 122 ..............•........... 2
Survey of Western Music MU 143 .. '~' 3
Music History & Lit II and I, or' III
MU 352 and MU 351, or MU 353 : 6
Senior Project; " o' •••• ',' • '•.•••••• ' ••.••.••••• 3
Music Electives. (upper division) . , 13
4. B~siness Courses: '.. ".
(a maximum of 33 credits in Business courses allowed) .... 24-33
5.. Required Courses: , ..
Intro Financial Accounting AC205 3
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 , .' , .. : .. 3
Introduction to Business GB 101 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 3
Applof Computer Information Systems IS 101 ..•........ 3
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 : 3
Salesmanship MM 101 3.
Principles of Advertising MM 203 : 3
Teaching Music in the Elem Classrm MU 372 ......• 2
One.half Senior Recital MA 444 1
(5) Education College Requirements : 26-32
, • General Psychology P 101 (Area II) 3 .
Foundations of Education TE 201 (Area'lI) 3
Education Psychology TE 225 .- :' 3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE,333 ~ 1
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 : 3
Secondary Student Teaching 10-16
c. Elective Credits ; ...............•............... : 0-1
, Recommended Music Electives: • I., "
Functional Piano MU 213 ...............•.. ; 2
Teaching Music in the Elem Classroom MU 372 2
, (to qualify students for Idaho ,State Certification
Jor Elementary School Music Specialist)
The above requirements lead to state certification eligibility to teach
music in the public schools. Specific details are available from the
Music Department. • ,
TOTAL'. .
BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAM
, , .
General Music Major Option 'C
1. General University and B~sic Core Requirements for the Bachelor
of Arts Degree.
2. Minimum Music Requirements: .........•. :.. : : 046
Concert Class MA 010 (each semester) ', .. 0
Performance Studies MC - c •••••••••••••• '; •• ; ••••• ;.: ••• 8
Ensemble ME.- ...•.•......... ;'0. ;' •• ' ••••••••••••••••• A ,
Materials of Music I-IV MU 119, 120,'219,220 ; .. 12 •
Ear Training I-IV MU 121, 122,.221, 222 4
Survey of Western Music MU 143 3
Music History & literature II and lor III .
MU 352 & MU 351 or MU 353 ' , 6
Senior Recital" or Senior Project"" 1
Performance, Theory, Music Education,' Music History Elec-
tives (to support Senior Recital" or Senior Project"") ... 8
'See MA 444 course description for details of the Senior Recital.
•• An indepe~dent study terminal project under faculty supervision and with approval
of the Department Chairperson in the areas of Mus~c Theory, Music History/literature,
or Music Education. .• ' , '
to
*Not required of Piano, Voice or Guitar "majors.. ' '"
"Required only of Piano, Voice or Guitar majors.
d. Elective Credits 7-15
, TOTAL 128
3. Theory-Composition Emphasis Minimum Requirements
a. General University and Basic Core Requirements for Bachelor
of Music Degree '. .' .-..•............. : 32
b. Music Requirements ' -
(1) Music Core ; ............•...... ; 39
(2) Lower Division Performance Studies 16
Performance Major Studies ...• - 8
Performance Minor Studies
(Piano, unless major instrument'is Keyboard) ••... 8
(3) Additional Upper Division Courses 31
MC 300 Level Performance Major Studies ; A
Keyboard Harmony & Basic Improv MU 313, 314 .••... A
Band Arranging MU 455 '...........•.... 2
) Counterpoint MU 423, 424 .•..... '..........• : 6
Advanced Form & Analysis MU 410 3
Choral & Instrum Conducting MU 365, 366 : 2
Music Composition MA 410 .'; 8
Senior Composition RecitalMA 447
or
Music Seminar MU 498 2
c. Elective Cred its 12-14
TOTAL' 128
4. Music Education Emphasis Minimum Requirements
a. General University and Basic Core Requirements for Bachelor
of Music Degree ' .- " 32
b. Music Requirements . , '
(1) Music Core :':' 38
(2) Major Instrument Performance Studies .............•.. 14
MC 300 Level or above: 4 cr'minimum '
. (3) Additional Lower Division Courses ': ' 7
Orientation to Music Educ MU 271 ; .1
Instrumental Tech & Meth MU 257, 266 4
Vocal Tech & Meth MU 256 2
(4) Additional Upper Division Courses '" 15
Band Arranging MU 455 ..... : :: .•...... :.::.2
Band & Orchestra Meth & Mater MU 387 2
Choral Methods & Mater MU 385 2
Choral & Instr Conducting MU 365, 366 2
Instrumental Tech & Meth MU 368, 369 A
66 - College of Arts and'Sciences
Ear Training I-IV MU 121, 122, 221, 222 A
Survey of Western Art Music MU 143 3
Basic Form and Analysis MU 223 ; ';.2
Basic Conducting MU 261 ," 1
Mu.sic History & literature I-III MU 351,352, 353 9
TOTAL 38-39
e. All Music Education majors in the Bachelor of Music program
are required to pass a vocal proficiency exam before their ap-
plication for student teaching. Successful completion of MU 221
Ear Training III and of the folk/art song singing section of MU
256 Vocal Techniques and Methods will satisfy this requirement.
Further details are available from the Music Department.
:2: Performance Emphasis Minimum 'Requirements: '
a. General University and Basic Core Requirements for Bachelor
of Music Degree .. , ',' .32
b. Music Requirements, .
(1) Music Core ' 39
(2) Performance Studies ..........•..................... 30
All Performance majors will take 2 credits of Performance
Studies the first semester, freshman year, and perform a 4
credit jury prior to enrolling in 4 credit Performance Studies
second semester. MC 400 Level Studies: 8 credits minimum.
c. Additionalypper Division Courses , , •• _. '
Total credits '. ~ '." ' 16-'22
Keyboard Harmony &,Basic Improv Iy\U 313, 314 4
CounterpointMU 423, 424 6
Advanced Form & Analysis MU 410 .. ' :3
Choral or Instrum Conducting MU 365, 366., ; .1"
Major Instrument literature MU 457 ;.; 2""
Major Instrument Pedagogy I, II MU 463, 464 .. ' A""
Senior Recital MA 446 ..... '; .........•........ ; 2
Department of Music - 67
*Me courses are extra fee courses.
Recommended Programs
PERFORMANCE EMPHASIS' MAJORS
Graduate Work: Master'of Music, Mu~ic Education Emphasis or P~r-
formance/Pedagogy Emphasis. Details may be found ih the Graduate




















Senior Recital MA 446 ; , .
Electives ; .
SENIOR YEAR
Concert Class MA 010 ' .
Music Composition MA 410 .
Major Ensemble ME 3- ............•.........•..
Keybd Harm •• MU 313, 314 or Elect ' .
Choral Conductirig MU 365 .
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 .




Concert Class MA 010 : ...........•
Music Composition MA 410 .
Major Performance Studies MC 3-2 .
Major Ensemble ME 3- .....................•...
Basic Form & Analysis MU 223 .
Instruc Conducting MU 366 :
Keyboard Harm •• MU 313, 314 or Elect .
Music History II, III MU 352, 353 , "
Advanced Form & Analysis MU 410 .
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 .
Band Arranging MU 455 .
Area I Elective .
'THEORY COMPOSITION MAJORS •
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Concert Class, MA 010 ' , .
Performance Major Studies MC 1-2 ; :
Performance Minor Studies. MC 1-2 .
Major Ensemble ME 1~ .
Materials of Music I, II MU 119, 120 .
Ear Training I, II MU 121, 122 .
Survey West Art Music MU 143 (Area I).: .
Area II History ' .........•......... '!' :
'Keyboard majors (pian%rgan) must include 2 semesters of ME 180/380 Accompanying and
. may include up to 2 semesters of ME 18S/38S Due-Piano. Guitar majors must include 2
semesters of ME 167/367 Guitar Ensemble.
"MU 313. 314 Keyboard Harmony and MU 463. 464 Maior Instrument Pedagogy I & 1/ are
offered alternate years only. See catalog course description for details. .
tPiano, Voice or Guitar majors must include MU 4S7 Major Instrument literature,
#Not required of Piano, Voice or Guitar majors.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Concert Class MA 010 .
Performance Major Studies MC 2-2 .
Performance Minor Studies. MC 2-2 .
Major Ensemble ME 1- .
Materials of Music III, IV MU 219,220 ......• : .
Ear Training III, IV MU 221, 222 : .
Basic Conducting Mu 261 ~.•. ' .
Music History I MU 351 : :
Area I Literatu re : .
Area II Electives ..................•.....•.. : .
Area II Electives: ; .
TOTAL CREDITS
.Performance" minor instrument must be piano unless piano is the performance major.
"MU 313, 314 Keyboard Harmony is offered alternate years only. See catalog course descrip-
tion for details." ..•
MUSIC EDUCATION EMPHASIS MAJORS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Concert Class MA 010 ..•........................
Piano Class. MA 150 , .
Private Lessons MC 1-2 .......•..................



























6. Additional courses-electives ,
(up to 9 credits may be chosen from the following):
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205, ,.,., : 3,
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 3
Intro to Management Information Systems IS310 3
Principles of Marketing MK 301 , , 3
Consu mer Behavior MK' 307 : , ! 3
*An Independent 5tu"dy terminal project under faculty supervision with the approval of 'the
Music Department Chairperson. ~ .;
FRESHMAN YEAR
Englis~ Composition E 101, 102., .. ; ; :,' ~
Concert Class MA 010 , : .':: . , : .
'Performance Major MC 1-2, 14 : .
,Major Ensemble ME 1':- .
Materials of Music I, II MU 119, 120 .
Ear Training I, II MU 121, 122 " ,',
Survey West Art Music MU 143 (Area I) .
Area II History ' .
Area II Elective .
~. r ti' n.
SENIOR YEAR •
Concert Class MA 010 , .
Performance Major MC 4-4 .
Major Ensemble. ME 3- ' .
Keybd Harm •• 'or Major Inst Ped I, II •• or Elect + .
Music History II, III ,MU 352, 353 .
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 ' .
Advanced Form and Analysis MU 410. : : .
Choral or Inst Conducting MU 365# or 366#
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Concert Class MA 010 : .
Performance Major MC 2-4' : ;: .
Major Ensemble ME 1- ', :
Materials ,of Music III, IV MU 219, 220 .
Ear Training III, IV MU 221, 222 .
Basic Conducting MU 261 , .. , .
Area I Literatu re .
Area 1 Elective : .
Area II Electives , , .
JUNIOR YEAR
Concert Clas's MA 010 , ' .
Performance Major MC 3-4 .
Major Ensemble ME 3- , , ; .
Basic Form & Analysis MU 223 , , .
Keybd Harm. or Major Inst Ped I, 1I•• 'or Elect + ..
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 : , '0 ••••••
Music History I MU 353 ' : .
Area I Elective ' .
Foreign Lang'uage I &.11 ~ .
MUSIC MINOR
;.". h
Concert Class MA 010 (two semesters) 0
Materials of Music I & II MU,,119,,120 ',':' .' 6
Ear Training I & II MU 121, 122.: : 2
Intro to Music MU ,133 (Area I)' :' : : . :.' .'.3
Ensemble' ME 1~ ............................................•. 2
Choice of 2 semesters of Piano Class (MA 150), Voice Class (MA 180),
or Begin Guitar and/or Interm Guitar Class (MA 127, 128) or Private
Lessons (MC courses.) in any Instrument or Voice ; .. 2-4
Music Electives-Upper Division 5















, See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
MA MUSIC APPLIED-PERFORMANCE CLASSES, REciTALS
Lower Division
" ,
*MA 150 Class Piano not actually required but strongly recommended unless majorlnstru-
ment is keyboard OR student can demonstrate.adequate keyboard facility in MU ;213 Func.
tional Piano. , • ...•
"(TE 482 & TE 483 16 credits) OR (TE 4776 credits & TE 484 OR ,485 10 credits) OR'(TE 484
or TE 485 10 credits). ' ' '.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with' a secondary education option may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher ~ducation listing for more
information.
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Materials of Music I, II MU 119, 120 .. i: .
Ear Training I, II MU 121, 122 .
Survey West Art Music MU 143 (Area I) .
Area II History Elective ...............•.. ' .
General Psychology P 101 (Area II) ..••...... , .....•
Area" Electives .
MA 127 BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS (O-2-1)(F/S).Technical fundamentals ip play;
ing the acoustical guitar for beginners. Use of popular and folk songs. Course
is based on written notation and aural instruction, stressing chord playing, cor.
rect posture and holding positions. Students must provide their own instrument.
May be repeated once for credit.
MA 128 INTERMEDIATE GUITAR CLASS (0-2-1)(F/S). Continuation of MA 127. Em.
phasis on understanding fret-board theory; reading music notation for guitar,
solo playing. Concept of form levels as it relates to upper position work. Students
must provide their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ:
MA 127 or PERM/INST. ,
MA 150 PIANO CLASS (D-l-l)(Fis). Each semester. Maximum 2 credits allowed.
MA 180 VOICE CLASS (O-l-1)(F/S). Each semester. Maximum 2 credits allowed.
Upper Division
MA 307 RECORDER CLASS (l-D-l)(F/S). Th~c1assis designed to enha~ce the
technical ability of the classroom teacher or anyone interested in' playing the
recorder, and to "discover" the classroom value of the instrument. Baroque
ensembles will be emphasized. The classes will meet once a week. Students must
supply their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: MA 107
or PERM/INST. p.
MA 327 ADVANCED GUITAR CLASS (0-3-2)(FIS).' Stu'dy of music and technical
problems in solo guitar playing; chord construction and progression, analysis
of intervals, functional harmonic relationships, principals of guitar transcriptions,
introduction of improvisation. Students must provide their own instrument. May
be repeated once: for credit. PREREQ: MA-128 or PERM/INST;
MA 328 JAZZ GUITAR CLASS'(O-2-1)(F/S);A course in jazz improvisation for the
guitarist with at least 1 year of playing experience. The use of the guitar in jazi
is approached within a historical perspective beginning with the 1930's. Students
must provide their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ:
MA 128 or PERM/INST. "'"' .
MA 410 MUSIC COMPOSITION (2-D-2)(F/S). Instruction and supervised experience
in composing for various instruments and voices, individually and in combina-
tion, utilizing small and large musical forms. May be repeated for a total of 8
~redits. "PREREQ: PERM/INST. " .
MA 444 MUSIC EDUCA nON-BACHELOR OF ARTS SENIOR RECITAL (D-V-l). This
course is a one-half recitill'to be presented as the, culminating performance pro.
ject for music education majors and for bachelor of arts music majors emphasiz-
ing performance. PREREQ: 30D-level performance ability and PERM/INST. Graded
passlfail. "'
MA 445 RECITAL (D-V-2). Music Performance majors may elect to perform a sol~
recital for two credits prior to the required senior solo recital at any time subse-
quent to the freshman year. PERM/INST/CHAIR.
MA 446 SENIOR PERFORMANCE RECITAL (D-V-2). This course is a full recital to
be presented as the culminating project for performance emphasis majors within
the Bachelor of Music program. PREREQ: 4OD-level performance ability and
PERM/INST. Graded pass/fail. :;~ < "
MA 447 SENIOR COMPOSITION RECITAL (D-V-2). A recital for the performance
of original compositions by the Theory-Composition ~ajor. Students must make
their own arrangements with personnel required for the recital. Required of
Theory-Composition majors. PREREQ: Major in Theory.Composition and
PERM/INST. Graded pass/fail.
MC MUSIC-PRIVATE LESSON PERFORMANCE STUDIES
(These courses carry an extra fee. For details see schedule of fees' elsewhere in
this Catalog.) , '
Students enrolling in private lesson (MC) studies must secure the consent of
the instructor prior to registration.
Generally, all entering freshmen will enroll in 10D-level studies; non.music mao
jors will enroll initially in 1OD-level studies. Before permission is granted to any
student to enroll in the next higher level, the student must perform before a
faculty jury toward the determination of appropriate level placement. Juries are
held at the end of each semester. Music majors are required to perform on their
major instrument before a faculty jury each semester. Details in performance
level requirements for each instrument and voice are available from the Music
Department office. All MC undergraduate courses may be repeated for credit
(no limit). Students transferring into the Music Department as Music majors from
another,institution or from another department within BSU must complete a
performance examination for placement in the appropriate performance level.
Private tesson Performance Studies Course Numbering System:
The three-digit course number c~rries the following information: fir~t digh
(1-,2-, etc.) = performance level; second digit = instrumental family (-D-wood-
winds, .1. brass, .2- percussion, -3. voice, -4- keyboard, -5. fretted string in.
struments,.f>.. bowed string instruments); third digit (-'-1, -2, -4) = credit value.
Four.credit studies are reserved for bachelor of music program performance em.
phasis majors. Suffix letters identify the particular instrument in each instrumen-
tal family: woodwinds: A.flute, B oboe, C clarinet, D bassoon, E saxophone, F
recorder; Brasses: A ho"rn, B trumpet"Ctrombone, D tuba; Keyboard: A pi,ino,
B organ; Fretted stringed instruments; A guitar; Bowed string instruments: A
violin, B viola, C cello, D string bass. The class schedule printed prior to each





































Concert Class MA 010 ' .
Private Lessons MC 3-2 : ...............•.....
Major Ensemble ME 3- ............•............
Basic Form & Analysis MU 223 , . - ; .
Inst Tech MU 257 or 266 .....•.............. ; .
Inst Tech & Meth MU 368 or 369 : .
Music History II, III MU 352,353 .
Choral Conducting MU :365 :.
Instrumental Conducting MU 366 : ,
Band and Orch Meth MU 387 '.
Choral Methods MU 385 ......................•.. '
Educational Psychology TE 225 .
Foreign Language or .Area III : '.'
MA 010 CONCERT CLASS (D-l-o)(F/S). Student, guest and/or faculty performances.
Additional attendance at 10 concerts/recitals, excluding concert class, is required
as part of this course: credit toward the concert/recital attendance requirement
is allowed for up to 5 concerts in which one is a perf~rmer. (Pass/Fail).
MA 107 RECORDER CLASS (l-o-1)(S). The class is designed to improve the
technical ability of the classroom teacher or anyone in.ter<;sted in playing the
recorder, and to discover the classroom value of.,theinstrument. Baroque
ensembles will be emphasized. The class will meet once a week. Students must
supply their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit.
SENIOR YEAR •
Concert Class MA 010 : .. ; .
Senior Recital MA444 •..•....... : '.' ............•
Private Lessons MC 3-2 .
Major Ensemble ME 3- .
Elementary Music Meth MU 372 : .....•. ,.,;: "
Band Arranging MU 455 .
Educating Exceptional Students TE 333 ,' .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ..•.•...........
Reading in the Content Subjects TE 407 ,'
Area I Elective : .
Secondary Student Teaching** .........•.........
SOPHOMORE YEAR ,
Concert Class MA 010 .
Piano Class* MA 150 : .
Functional Piano MU 213 •...... ; ........•.......
Private Lessons MC 2-2 ' '. :. : .
Major Ensemble ME 1- .
Materials of Music III, IV MU 219, 220 •...•.•......
Ear Training III, IV MU 221, 222 .
Inst Tech & Meth MU 257 or 266 .
Inst Tech & Meth MU 368 or 369 .....• ; ••• ; .....•
Vocal Techniques MU. 256 : ',' ..
Basic Conducting MU 261 .' '.' ',' .
Music History I MU 351 ...•...... ; •......... : :
Orientation to Music Educ MU 271 ,:
Foundations of Education TE 201 (Area II) .
Area I Literatu re .•.•..................•.........
r
\
Major area minimum practice requirements: For 4 hrs. credit-18 hrs. practice
per week. For 2 hrs. credit-12 hrs. practice per week.
Minor area practice requirements: For 2 hrs. credit-6 hrs; practice per week.
MC 102, 104, 202, 204, 302, 304, 402, 404 WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS Private
lessons.
MC 112, 114, 212, 214, 312, 314, 412, 414 BRASS INSTRUMENTS private lessons.
MC 122, 124, 222, 224, 322, 324, 422, 424,PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS private
lessons. ' ,
MC 132, 134, 232,234,332,334,432,434 VOICE'private lessons.
MC 142, 144, 242, 244, 342, 344, 442, 444 KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTS private
lessons.
MC 152, 154, 252, 254, 352, 354, 452, 454 FRETTED STRING INSTRUMENTS private
lessons. '
MC 162, 164, 262, 264, 362, 364, 462, 464 BOWED STRING INSTRUMENTS private
lessons.
Course numbers ending in 2: (0-.5-2}(F/S).
Course numbers ending in 4: (0-1-4)(F/S).
ME MUSIC, ENSEMBLE
All ME Course.s may be, repeated for credit.
. Lower Division and Upper Division
ME 101, 301 UNIVERSITY SINGERS (0-2-1)(F/S). A general chorus open to all univer-
sity students. No audition is necessary. Major choral works from all periods will
be sung. Public performance(s) will be expected each semester.
ME 105,305 MEISTERSINGERS (0-5-1-XF/S). Essentially a course in unaccompanied
singing, open to all university students. The Meistersingers is the concert-touring
choir of the University. PREREQ:Enroliment is by audition and Music Depart-
ment approval.
ME 110, 310 VOCAL ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). Designed to promote participation
in and repertoire knowledge of small vocal ensembles. Literature includes music
of all periods. Public performances given each semester.PREREQ:PERM/INST.
ME-lll, 311 VOCAL JAZZ CHOIR (0-2-1)(F/S). Designed to promote participation
in and repertoire knowledge of literature for vocal jazz choirs. Public perfor-
mance given each semester. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
ME 115, 315 OPERA THEATRE (0-5-1). A course in the study and production of
operas. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
ME 120,320 SYMPHONIC WINDS (0-5-1)(F/S). An elective open to all students
who can playa band instrument.
ME 121, 321-321G MARCHING BAND (O-V-l)(F). Designed to promote participa-
tion in and repertoire knowledge of literature for marching bands, the marching
band performs at all home and at least one away football game and occasionally
at other university or civic events. Open to all students with the approval of the
director. Graduate music students will be expected to assume leadership roles
or will be assigned extra duties within the band and/or its organization.
ME 125, 325 BRASS ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). A course designed to promote play-
ing in and increasing repertoire knowledge of small brass ensembles. A public
performance is required each semester. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
ME 126, 326 JAZZ ENSEMBLE (0-3-1)(F/S). A course designed to promote playing
repertoire of large jazz ensembles. Includes performance of dixieland, be-bop,
swing, rock and contemporary jazz. Class rehearsals include study of rhythm
problems, notation, improvisation, ear training and chord construction in jazz.
Public performance each semester. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
ME 130, 330 WOODWIND ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). A course designed to promote
playing in and increasing repertoire knowledge of small woodwind ensembles.
A public performance is required each semester. '~' !
ME 140, 340 PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). A course designed to promote
playing in and repertoire knowledge of percussion ensembles. A public perfor-
mance is required each semester.
ME 141, 341 KEYBOARD PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). In conjunction with
the preparation of music for public performance, students will acquire a first-
hand knowledge of phrasing, mallet selection an'd application, general ensem-
ble techniques, musical style and interpretation, and repertoire. Students will
also be encouraged to compose original music and/or arrange or adapt existing
music for the ensemble. PREREQ: j>ERM/INST. <
ME HO, 350-350G ORCHESTRA (0-5-1)(F/S). The Boise State University Symphony
is composed of students and experienced musicians and prepares several con-
certs each season from the standard repertoire. An elective for non-music ma-
jors. Graduate music students will be expected to assume leadership roles or
will be assigned extra duties within the orchestra and/or ,its organization. Audi-
tion is required for new students. .'
ME 160, 360 STRING ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S).'A course designed to promote play-
ingin and increasing repertoire knowledge of small string ensembles. A public
performance is required each semester. PREREQ: PERM/INST. .
ME 167, 367 GUITAR ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). A course designed to promote play- ~
ing in and repertoire knowledge of ensembles of or including guitar(s). PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
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ME 180, 380 ACCOMPANYING (0-2-1)(F/S). Practical experience in accompany-
ing vocal and instrumental students. Open to keyboard students with sufficient
technique.
ME 185, 385 DUO-PIANO ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). A basic survey of duo-piano
literature from the Baroque to the present. Students will learn how to cope with
ensemble problems in rehearsal and performance. Class sessions will consist




MU 103 ELEMENTS OF MUSIC (2-0-2)(F/S). Intended primarily for music majors,
this course is open to anyone interested in acquiring knowledge in or upgrading
their understanding of fundamental structures of music notation, scales, inter-
vals, rhythmic patterns, etc. The course is designed for students aspiring to be
music majors but lacking the necessary fundamentals background.
MU 119 MATERIALS OF MUSIC (3-Oo3)(F/S).Music fundamentals review; notation,
intervals, scales and modes, triads, key signatures, etc. Melody, cadences. Em-
phasis is on aural and visuai recognition, analysis and compositional skills in-
volving the above. PREREQ: piano profisiency to play simple Q1elodies and har-
m~nies, or concurrent enrollme~t in pian~ study, or PERM/INST.
MU 120 MATERIALS OF MUSIC II (3-D-3)(F/S). 4-voice textures (linear & vertical);
homophony; diatonic chords and harmonic relationships; cadences; inversions;
dominant sevenths; aural and visual analysis; compositional skills. PREREQ: MU
119 or equivalent and piano as per MU 119.
MU 121, 122 EAR TRAINING I-II (0-2-1)(F/S). Designed to correlate with Materials
I and II. Emphasizes aural training in scales, intervals and rhythms. Includes drill
in solfeggio and sight singing leading to aural recognition of 3 and 4. part har-
monic structures. PREREQ: Previous or concurrent enrollment in MU 119 and 120.
MU 133 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC (3-Oo3)(AREA I). Open to all students, with
no background assumed, this course will familiarize the listener with the varie-
ty of styles and genres of Western concert music through an historical approach.
A~t~ndance at at least tWo approved live concerts/recitals is required.
MU 143 SURVEY OF WESTERN ART MUSIC (3-Oo3)(F/S)(AREAI Core). A preliminary
course designed ,to acquaint the student with music history, (from the Middle
Ages to the present), literature, notation, milterials, library and listening skills,
and concert behaviors. Though open to all students with a serious interest in
music, the course presupposes the student has a basic background in music.
Attendance at at least four approved concerts/recitals is required.
MU 147 SURVEY OF OPERA AND MUSIC THEATRE (0-2-1)(F). An historical survey
of the development and growth of opera and music theatre through
chronological study of scores, recordings, sound filmstrips, and library resource
materials from the beginning of the Baroque period to contemporary Modern
Opera and Music Theatre compositions. Required of voice majors.
MU 201 MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS (2-0-2). Primarily for Elementary Education
students, but open to all non-music majors. Learning to read music through study
of music notation symbols. Study of all scales and keys, major and minor, and
elementary chord structures. Basiccpnducting patterns are learned and
practiced.
MU 213 FUNCTIONAL PIANO (2-0-2)(F/S). Building of basic keyboard skills need-
ed for music education majors in areas of .sight reading, transposition, harmoniza-
tion, improvisation, and repertoire materials; piano music and 2-4 line scores
will be used. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: MU 120 and one year
of piano study. , '.
MU 219 MATERIALS OF MUSIC III (3-Oo3)(F/S). Continuation of 4-part textures.
Diatonic sevenths; secondary dominants and introduction to altered chords,
augmented sixth and neapolitan chords; modulations; compositional skills in-
volving the above. PREREQ: MU. 120 or equivalent and piano 'per MU 119.
MU 220 MATERIALS OF MUSIC IV (3-0-3)(F/S). Continuati0rl0f 4-part textures.
Eleventh and thirteenth chords; twentieth century melody and harmony; atonality
and serial techniques. Compositional skills involving the above. PREREQ: MU
219 or equivalent and piano per MU 119. . .
MU 221, 222 EAR TRAINING ill-IV (0-2-1)(F/S). Continuation of Ear Training I-II:
solfeggio, dictation of more advanced rhythms, 2, 3 and 4-parts. Student expected
to play at keyboard simpler forms of basic chords in 4-part harmony. PREREQ:
MU 121, 122; MU 120; at least one year of piano study or concurrent enrollment
in piano study.
MU 223 BASIC FORM AND ANALYSIS (2-Oo2)(F/S).A study of the basi~ and elemen-
tary formal structuresof music from both design arid harmonic structure view-
points. Analysis cjf the motif, phrase, period, and simpler binary and ternary
forms. An overview of'larger common forms: sonata, variation, rondo, etc.
PREREQ: MU 219 'or equivalent or PERM/INST. '
MU 256 VOCAL TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(S). Designed for the music
education major, this course deals with teaching skills to help develop the vocal
potentials of young students, describing basic physical components of the voice
and their coordination, understanding the young and "changing" voice, and
learning phonetic components of Latin, Italian, and German.
MU 257 STRING INSTRUMENT TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(F). Primar-
ily fo'r music education majors, this course deals with methods ana materials
I
Department of Philosophy
Libra'ry, Room 206 .. Teleph~ne (208) 385-3304
Chairperson and Professor: Alan Brinton: Associate Professors: Har.
'bison, Schoedinger; ,special Lecturer: ,DiPietro. • '. il'.
Department Statement
Philosophy involves a reasoned attempt t; aris;er questio~s which arise
from reflection on basic concepts and assumptions about the world
and our experience of it. Some of these questions are of obvious prac-
tical importance, for example "How should moral decisions be made?"
Others are more abstract, for example "What is the nature of knowledge
(or reality, or goodness)?" Serious philosophical inquiry into such ques-
tions is typically grounded in careful study of the efforts of earlier
thinkers; thus, an important aspect of the major is the study of the
history of philosophy.' ' "
" II
The undergraduate major in philosophy does not in itself prepar~ tile
student for a specific vocation. For students who aspire to academic
careers in philosophy, the major provides the basis for graduatewor,k
in the field. For other students, it develop] intellectual skills useful in
life and in other fields of advanced study such as law, religion, and
public affairs.
dary school level: including' equipment purchasing, budgets, public relations,
planning, rehearsal techniques, scheduling, programming, and emergency
repairs of instruments.
MU 410, 410G ADVANCED FORM AND ANALYSIS (2.()'2)(F/S). Analysis of har-
monic and formal structures of the larger binary and ternary forms: the sonata,
the symphony, the concerto, Baroque forms. PREREQ: MU 223 or equivalent or
PERMIINST.
MU 423, 423G SIXTEENTH CENTURY COUNTERPOINT (3.0.3)(F). Study of 16th
century compositional techniques. Compositions will be written ,in 2 to 4 voices,
5 species, C clefs and Latin texts. Analysis/listening of music of the period. Addi.
tional compositions and/or research for graduate credit. PREREQ: MU 220 or
equivalent. Odd numbered years.
MU 424, 424G COUNTERPOINT SINCE 1600 (3.()'3)(F). Study and writing in
contrapuntal styles from Baroque Period to present day. Invertible counterpoint,
canon, fugue, invention, guitar literature, Sed ion 3 vocal literature. PREREQ: Up.
per Division standing in performance.
MU 455 BAND ARRANGING (2-o.2)(F). Required of majors in music education
and in theory and composition. A study of scoring and notation for brasswind,
woodwind and percussion instruments and their textures in various combina-
tions. PREREQ: MU 220. . . '
MU 457 MAJOR INSTRUMENT LITERATURE (PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR) (242)(F/S).
A survey course to acquaint the student with the important literature from all
periods'for piano, voice or guitar. Section 1 piano literature/Section 2 guitar
literature, Section 3 vocal literature. PREREQ: Upper Division standing in
performance.
MU 463 MAJOR INSTRUMENT PEDAGOGY (PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR) I (242)(F).
A survey and comparative study of pedagogical materials, principles and pro-
cedures. The course will consist of reading, lecture, listening 'and observation
in teaching studios. PREREQ: Upper Division standing in performance. Alternate
years with MU 457. ,
MU 464 MAJOR INSTRUMENT PEDAGOGY (PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR) II (2.0-2)(S).
Practical application of pedagogical methods and procedures through supervised
studio teaching. Further reading, lecture, listening and discussion involving peda-
gogical techniques. PREREQ: MU 463 Pedagogy I. Alternate years with MU 457.
MU 465-465G DICTION FOR SINGERS I (2.()'2)(F). A course designed for singers,
devoted to the understanding of the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) system
and the learning of the, rules of pronunciation in Italian, Latin and Spanish
languages. Graduate students will additionally transcribe an entire song cycle
or the songs of a proposed graduation recital. Strongly recommended for all
voice majors. Odd-numbered years. PREREQ: 1 ye~r of private studio voice.
MU 466-466G DICTION FOR SINGERS II (2-()'2)(S). A continuation of MU 465 Dic-
tion for Singers I, with emphasis on German, French and English languages.
Graduate students will additionally transcribe an entire song cycleor the songs
of a' proposed graduation recital. Strongly recommended for all voice majors.
Even-numbered years. PREREQ: MU 465 or PERM/INST. . , .. ,
MU 498 MUSIC SEMINAR (2.()'2)(F/S). A seminar project under faculty direction.
PREREQ: Senior sta~ding. • •
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of string-class teaching in the public schools, while providing the student with
a basic performing technique on two or more of the orchesiral string instruments:
violin, viola, cello and string bass.
MU 261 BASIC CONDUCTING «()'2.1)(F/S). Fundamental techniques of conduct-
ing: baton fundamentals, group rehearsal techniques, and simple score reading.
MU 266 WOODWIND TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1.2.2)(f). Primarily for
music education majors, this course deals with methods and materials of teaching
the various woodwind instruments in the public schools, while providing the
student with a basic pedagogical technique on two or more of the woodwind
instruments. .,'" .
MU 271 ORIENTATION TO MUSIC EDUCATION (1-1.1)(F/S). A look at school
music programs to include all levels: primary through secondary programs. Lab
period devoted to visitation in public schools.
Upper Division
MU 313, 314 KEYBOARD HARMONY AND BASIC IMPROVISATION (2.0.2)(F/S).
Keyboard application of basic harmonic principles: playing and harmonizing
figured'and unfigured basses and melodies, modulation, transposition, accom.
panying familiar tunes, beginning i[11provisation. Offered alternate years, begin-
ning fall semester, even numbered years. PREREQ: MU 120-122 and a grade of
C or better in MU 213 Functional Piano, OR Piano Proficiency passed, OR 20o-Ievel
private piano study. '
MU 331 AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE (3-().3)(f). An historical o~erview will be
presented along with a look at behind-the-scenes work necessary in the presen-
tation of musical theatre productions. Includes an in-depth look at all the respon.
sibilities of the entire production crew, from promotion and box office to stage
crews, and from make-up crews to cast.
MU 332 MUSICAL THEATRE PRODUCTIONS «()'10-4)(S). Specific apprenticeships
in the operations of actual musical theatre productions will be given to gain ex.
perience in the practical application of knowledge learned in MU 331. Graded
pass/fail. May be repeated two times for credit. PREREQ: MU 331, PERM/INST.
MU 351 MUSIC HISTORY ANO LITERATURE I (3.()'3)(S). The analysis of the
development of Western art music from early Christian times through the early
Baroque era. Consideration of music from these periods as artistic entities,their
relationships to their contemporary societies, and as foundations for subsequent
expressions. PREREQ: MU 120 and 143 or PERM/INST.
MU 352 MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE II (343)(f). Encompasses the periods
from the mid-Baroque through the early 19th century. Attention to the changes
in music forms and genres through listening, score-reading, analysis and discus-
sion. PREREQ: MU 351, MU 220 or PERM/INST. .
MU 353 M'USIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE III (3-o.3)(S). Encompasses the music
of the mid-19th century to the present. Attention to the changes in musical styles
and aesthetics through listening, score.reading, analysis and discussion. PREREQ:
MU 352 or PERM/INST. ' ,
MU 365 CHORAL CONDUCTING «()'2.1)(F). A course designed to deal with th~
problems and techniques of choral conducting. Students will work with en-
semble groups as laboratories for conducting experience. PREREQ: MU 261 or
PERMIINST. •
MU 366 INSTRUM,ENTAL CONDUCTING «().2'1)(S).A course designed to deal with
the problems of instrumental conducting. Includes baton technique and score
reading. Students will work with ensembles as laboratories for conducting ex-
perience. PREREQ: MU 261.
MU 368 PERCUSSION TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(S). Primarily for music
education majors, this course deals with methods and materials of teaching the
various percussion instruments in the public schools, while providing the stu-
dent with bask performing techniques. ' ,
MU 369 BRASS TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1.2.2)(F/sj:Primarily for music
education majors, this course deals with methods and materials Of teaching the
various brass instruments in the public schools, while providing the student with
a basic performing technique on two or more of the brass'instruments.
MU 370 GUITAR FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS (2.()'2)(F/S). Designed for teachers
or prospective teachers who wish to use the guitar in classroom situations. Em-
phasis is on accompaninient skills, elementary chord theory, melody playing,
proper hand position and notereading. Musical material is drawn from popular
and folk styles useful in elementary classes. May be repeated once for credit.
MU 371 MUSIC METHODS FOR niE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER (2.()'2).
Materials, methods and problems relating to classroom music in grades K through
six. PRE~EQ: Music Fundamentals MU 201 or equivalent. ,
MU 372 TEACHING MUSIC IN THE ELEMENTARY CLASSROOM (2.1.2)(F). For
music majors. Includes special methods, materials and teaching techniques for
the elementary classroom music program. PREREQ: MU271.
MU 385 CHORAL METHODS AND MATERIALS (1,2-2)(S). Designed for music
education majors who will be teaching vocal groups in junior and/or senior high
schools. A practical workshop in selection and conducting of choral materials,
rehearsal techniques, use of small ensembles, planning and organization of vocal
~OUPL '
MU 387 BAND AND ORCHESTRA METHODS AND MATERIALS (1.2.2)(f). The study
of the organization and administration of bands and orchestras at the secon-
Degrees Offered
• BA in Philosophy ','.
Department of, Physics _ 71
Departm~~tof Physics .'
Science.Nursing' Bldg.,' Rm. 318 .., .' Telephon~ (208),385-3775
Chairperson and Professor: Robert A. Luke; Professors: Allen, Luke,
Newby, Reimann, Smith; Associate Professor: Dykstra.
of
PY337 AESTHETICS(3-o-3)(S).A course in the philosophy ofthe fine arts cover-
ing such topiCsas the existence and nature of works of art, aesthetic experience,
artistic creativity, the species of aesthetic value, and the nature of beauty. Alter-
nate years.' ..,. .
.• - J'Y I
PY404 SYMBOLICLOGIC (3-o-3)(S).A study of techniques of validation in the
propositional calculus and the predicate calculus, with emphasis on the con-
struction of formal proofs. Some'attention will. be given' to metalogical notions
such as consistency of completeness. PREREQ:PY121.Alternate years.
;... , .'>",
PY406 PHILOSOPHYOFSCIENCE(3,o.3)(f).A study of philosophical issuesraised
by reflection on the nature of science and the results of scientific inquiry.
PREREQ:PY 101 or 121.Alternate years. '
j>y 408 PHILOSOPHYOF LANGUAGE(3-o-3)(F/S).A st~dy of basic concepts used
by recent philosophers in thinking about language and its connections with
thought and rE(ality.Some attention may be given to discussions of language
by traditional philosophers. PREREQ:PY101 or 121. :
PY410 PHI.LOSOPHYOFMIND (3-o-3)(F/S).An examination of various solutions
to the mind/body problem, the problem of other minds aswell as related men-
tal concepts. Problemsof action theory maybe explored. PREREQ:PY101.Offered
on demand. , -, ,;','1.
PY441 WESTERNPOLITICALTHEORYPARTI (3-0-3)(f).Development of politiCal
philosophy from Socrates to Machiavelli:Alternate years.
PY442WESTERNPOLITIC.\LTHEORYPART'II (3-0.3)(f).Development of politiCal
thought since Machiavelli.'PREREQ: PO 441.Alternate years. f.
PY489 SENIORrUTORIAL(3-0-3)(F).Directed researchculminating in'the writing
of a Senior Essayto be approved by the members of the Philosophy faculty.






Bachelor of Science Degree
The scope of the program is applied. However, flexibility is maintained
in order to direct the student toward his desired objectives. If the stu-
dent is interested in going on into graduate Physics,' more Math and
some independent study in Qu;mtum'Physics would be recommended.
Depending on the particular field of interest in Physics, the student
could select electives in Biology, Chemistry, Math or Geophysics.
Liberal Arts Option
1. General University and BS Degree Requirements ........•.... 30
2. Major Req ui rements ... '; .. ': ..•.. '•.. :: ...........•.......... 98
A. PhysiCS .....••..•.... , .•.•.......... ; ..'••.... : .••..•. 56
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 .....• i:.: ... .4,
Mechanics, Waves and:Heat Lab ,PH 212,; •.. , ...•• 1
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213- •.•.. , .4
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics Lab PH 214 1
Intermediate Applied Programming PH 225 .•.. , •.•• 2
Analog Electronics PH 301 .. '•...•................ .4
Transducers PH 304 . : ..•.. : .; .........•....•.... 3
(ntro Modern Physics PH 309 ....• : .-...•••.•. 3
(ntro Modern Physics Lab PH 310 '.. .' ; .. 1
Modern Physics PH 311, 312 ..•. i ••••.•••••• ; •• ;,;,; .•6
Optics PH 332, 333 ......•........... , .. , .......• 6
Optics' Lab PH 334 •• , •...•..•.•.•.••.....•••.... ,1
Mechanics PH 341 4
Electricity & Magnetism PH 381, 382 .......•....• ,6
Advanced Topics PH 422' : 3
Thermal PhysicS PH '432. : . .- 3
Senior Lab PH 481 . . .. .. • • .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ...• 3
Semina'r PH 499 ~ ~.:', .. 1 " •.
B. Math .. : " .' .......• :'~'~.:.: .. , ~ 20
1. Calculus Sequence M204, 205, 206 : •.. 13 .
2. Differential Equations M 331 3
Degrees Offered
• BS in Physics
• Bs in Physics, Secondary Edlfcation
PY101INTRODUCTIONTO PHILOSOPHY(3-0-3)(F/S)(AREAI).A general introduc-
tion to some basic philosophical problems and concepts, with attention to
selected major philosophers and with an emphasis on philos9phical method,
PY121 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC (3.0:'3)(F/S)<AREAI). A study of the concept~
and methods used in the analysisand'evaluation of arguments; with emphasis
on the structure of arguments. .r 1.\ ,I .
PY211ETHICS(3-o-3)(S).An investigation of the validity of moral claims, the use
of moral language, and the ~valuation of classical efforts, e.g., utilitarianism, to
provide .a,test of ,\"oral rightness: . ..,,' .
PY 231, PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION (3-0,3)(F). An, introduction to. basic
philosophical issuesconnected with religious belief, such as the nature and ex-
Istence of God, the problem of evil, miracles, and the significance of religious
experience. Alternate years. : ~ ' .
.! ef 'r
, Upper Division ..
PY 305 ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY (3.0:'3)(F).An Introduction to th'e 'origins of
Western philosophy in theandent world, with emphasis on Plato and Aristotle.
PREREQ:PY 101.Alternate years.'
PY307 MEDIEVALPHILOSOPHY(3-o.3)(S).Asurvey of major dev~lopm'e~ts i~
Western philosophy from St. Augustine' through William of Ockham, with em-
phasis on selected figures: PREREQ:'PY101.Alternate years. . ,
PY309MODERNPHILOS()PIiY (3-0-3)(f).A sur"eyofdevelopments in Western
philosophy from Descartes through Kant, with emphasis on selected 'figures.
PREREQ:PY101. Alternate years. ' .,',.
Py'313 TWENTIETHCENTURYANALYTIC'PHiLOSOPHY(3-0.3)(F):A criti~al ~x;
aminationof the development of 'the al1alyiic method in Anglo-Ame'rican
philosophy since 1900,with attention to selected figures such asRussell,Moore,
Wittgenstein, and Austin. PREREQ:PY101.Alternate years. ..•
~ . • 4 -, ~r'l.ff"L,; ,~~
PY315 PHENOMENOLOGYAND EXISTENTIALISM(3-o-3)(S).An exploration of
the nature of conscious experience and the place of dread and choice in human
existence, with emphasis on seleeted figures in the 'tradition of European
philosophy established by Kierkegaard and Husser!. PREREQ:PX>i01.Altern~te
years. ,:!'.', , .' v.t" ,fo,' ." "
PY333 METAPHYSICS(3.0:'3)(F).An investigation of basic problems about the
nature of reality. Possible topics include personal ideritity,.the nature of mind,
freedom and determinism, and the problem of universals. PREREQ:PY101.
PY335 EPISTEMOLOGY(3-o-3)(S),c'Aninvestigation of basic 'problems concern'
ingknowledge and the justification of belief. Possible topics include attempts
to define knowJedge and related concepts, the problem of skepticism, and the




Bachelor of Arts Degree ,>
The programreq'uirements for a major in Philosophy, in addition to
the necessary requirements to obtain a Bachelor of Arts degree from
Boise State, consist of 30 hours of Philosophy credit,'24 of which are
specifically required courses and 6 of which are electives from other
courses in Philosophy. Philosophy majors should bear in mind that
the university requires the completion of a total of 40 hours' of upper
division credit by all 'graduating seniors. The courses required for a
major in Philosophy are: .; '." • 0, ;
1. PY 101, Introduction to PhilosophY "
'., 2. PY 121, IntroduCtion to Logic, i ,."
3. PY 211, Ethics .
4. PY 305, Ancient Philosophy
5. PY 309, Modern Philosophy ,I t . "
6. PY 313, Twentieth Century Analytic Philosophy
7. PY 333, Metaphysics . 'or . I I Co' ' ;;
PY 335, Epistemology , "
8. PY 489, Senior Tutorial. "I >, 'I
PHILOSOPHY MINOR 'i"
Intro Philosophy PY 101 ...•........... ; .. ;,;',' •... ; ...•.• : .•... : .. 3
Intro Logic PY 121 ......•..•....... : ... : ...........•........... 3
Ethics PY 211 .......••................................... , •. '. :.3
Philosophy Electives (NOT PY 489) , .• " ..........•....... 9
TOTAL <!: 18
Course Offerings




72 - College of Arts and Sciences
PHYSICS MINOR
"Mechanics, Waves & Heat PH 211 .4
Mechanics, Waves & Heat lab PH 212 1
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213 :; . ' .4
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics lab PH 214 : 1
"Modern Physics PH 311, 312 .' : 6
One of the following ; 3-4
"Analog Electronics lab PH 301 :: >.. .4
"Intro Modern Physics PH 309, 310 :'.; , : .4
"Optics PH 332, 333, 334 ...............•... ; 7
"Mechanics PH 341 , .4
"Electricity & Magnetism PH, 381 .. .- ; -:; 3
'Advanced Topics PH 422 ...•....... '.':' '; 3
.Math or other prerequisite. f ~ .;11',;;,
JUNIOR YEAR
Modern Physics PH 311, 312 .
Electronics lab PH 301 .
Transducers PH 304 : ' : .............•.
Thermal Physics PH 432 - .
Optics PH 332-333 _ .
Optics lab PH 334 ...............•..............
Math cou rse ':' .' : .. '. :~ .': ~ .
Area I or " Requirements '
TOTAL
SENIOR YEAR
Electricity & Magnetism PH 381, 382 .
Mechanics PH 341 .
Senior lab PH 481 .
Advanced Topics PH 422 ' ~..
Electives ',' , .
Area' I or " Requirements' .. :.' : .
Physics Seminar PH 499 : ' .
Math course : .. - .
: T9TAl
PS 100 FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE (3-2-4)iAREA III). Selected con-
cepts of matter and energy that are widely applicable toward understanding our
physical environment. A one-semester course f()r non-Science majors_
Gradu'ilte
PS 501 BASIC PHYSICAL SCIENCE FOR SCIENCE TEACHERS'(3-0-3). An introduc-
tion to the basic ideas of Physical Science including matter, energy, motion, elec-
tricity, magnetism, wave motion, sound, light, heat, atomic and nuclear physics,
and astronomy. Concepts will be discussed and demonstrated with emphasis





Area I or II Requirements ..................•.....
•, TOTAL,
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 .
" Mechanics, Waves andHeat lab PH,212 .
" Electricity, Magnetism,and Optics PH 213 .. , .
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics lab PH 214 .
Electives ' - , .
Calculus & Analytic Geometry M 206 , .
Differential Equations.Math M 331 ...•............
Applied Programming PH 225 ' .
Area I or II Requirements .
Area I or II Requirement.- .. : : .
TOTAL
Course Offerings
Seepage':ZO ,for ~efinitiri~ of~ours'e nu~bering system'
PS PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Lower Division
PH 100 A CULTURAL APPROACH TO PHYSICS (3-3-4). Designed for liberal arts
students. Students should gain an appreciation for the basic ideas in physics
and how these ideas have contributed to the development of western culture
by their influence 'on philosophy, religion and technology.
PH 101-102 GENERAL PHYSICS (3-3.,4)(F!S)(AREAIII). Mechanics, sound, heat, light,
magnetism, and electricity. This c9urse satisfies the science requirement for the
bachelor of arts and bachelor of sCience curricula, and may be taken by forestry,
pre-dental and pre--med~cal students. 'PREREQ:' Algebra and Trigonometry:
PH 105 INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY (3-2-4)(F!S)(AREA III).
A study of galaxies, stars and planets-and their physical relationships, beginning
with our own solar system and moving outward. Several 'scheduled evening view-
ingsessions and planetarium visits are required. A one-semester course for non-
Science majors. ' ' , "
PH 106 RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS (2-2-3)(F). Fundamental concepts of radiation
pnysics involving structure of the atom, radioactivity, electricity, magnetism, and
electromagnetic radiation. Includes the physical principles of magnetic resonance
and diagnostic ultrasound. " '
PH 109(CS 109) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS (3-2-4). The potential and
limitations of computers, and their impact on society. The course includes an


















Bachelor of Science Degree
3. A choice of one or, more of the following
for at least 4 credit hours: ' ,
a. Linear Algebra M 301 .,.,., ,., , . .4
b. Vector Calculus M 320 , , .. , , .. ,2
c. Numerical Analysis M 340 .. , ,', . '.. ~, : , .4
d. Fund of Statistics M 361 : ,., .4
e. Four Ser &Bd Value Prob M 421 , , .. 3
f. Probability & Statistics M 431,., , .. ,., .. ,.3
g. Liriear'Syst &~ig Process CS'426 ,.; .. , .. ,.~
C. Chemistry, .. ,.,., ,., , , .. , "., .. 9
D. Recommended Electives .. ,., .. ,. , .. ,., .. , ' , .. , 13
Secondary Option
1. General University Requirements, .. :. , , , . , .. , .. 30
2. Major Requirements,.,. ,., .. , .......................•....... 78
A. Physics ,." 34
Mechanics, ,Waves and Heat PH 211 4
Mechanics, Waves and Heat lab PH 212 1
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213 , 4.-
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics lab PH 214 1
Intro to Descriptive AstronomyPH .105 .4
Intro Modern Physics PH 309 ..................•.. 3
Intro Modern Physics lab PH 310 ',' ........•. 1
Modern Physics PH 311, 312 6
Optics PH 332, 333 _...........•.. 6
Optics lab PH 334 1
Senior lab PH 481 3
B. Programming: : :' ; 2
Computer Prog course, such as ~N 104 or CS 122 .. 2 ,
C. Math .- / 16
Calculus Sequence M 204, 205, 206; .. :.' 13
Differential Equations M 331 .. ,.- .- 3
D. Chemistry C 131,132,133,134 9
E. General Zoology Z 130 .' ....•... ' 5
F. General Botany BT 130 ".4
G. Recommended Electives 6
H. Possible Earth Science Elective .. : ~ .4
3. Education Requirements .......•.. '.~.> ',' ...........•... 2~-32
Intro Sec Teach: Clsrm Obv TE 172 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE 333 .'; 1
Educational Technology TE 356 .; ',' .' 2
Educational Psychology.TE 225 ,.'''' 3
Read in Content Subjects TE 407 ',' 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 '.....•......... 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ; , ," 3
Secondary School Teaching - 10-16
NOTE:Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education optio~ may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Educationlisting for more
information.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 .
Calculus & Analytic Geometry M 204, 205 : ..
Electives ' .
Department of Theatre Arts _ 73
Department of .theatr'e Arts
Morrison Center, Room C-100; Telephone (208) 385-3957
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Stephen R. Buss; Professors:
Lauterbach, Shankweiler; Associate Professors: Atlakson, EricsoniAssis~
tant Professor: Hoste; Special Lecturer: Ceballos' ,
PH 481 SENIOR LAB (1.6.3)(f). A senior laboratory course designed to acquaint
the student with concepts of modern physics, laboratory techniques and
measurements. PREREQ: PH 312.
PH 482 SENIOR PROJECT (0-6-2)(S). lor 2 credits depending on the project. Elec-
tive. A sophisticated library or laboratory project in some area of physics. PREREQ:
PH 481. ' ,
PH 499 PHYSICS SEMINAR (1.0.1)(S). Individual reports on .selected topics.




• BA in Theatre Arts
• BA in Theatre Arts" Secondary Education
Degree Requirements
THEATRE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts Degree
General University Requirements except
1. Theatre Symposium TA 010, required each semester of every Theatre
Arts Major. ' •
2. Fitness Activity Courses (as recommended'by Advisor; fencing,
dance, gymnastics, etc.) 2
3. Area I Credits ::~. ': : ~ ..•...... :12
Intra to Theatre TA 107 : ..............•..•......... 3
Intra to Art,or Mu~ic AR 103, MU 133 .: .. ".; .;; 3
Dramatic Literatu re 3
Elective Literatu re Cou rse f "; 3
4. Area II Credits .........•.•.....•........•..•..•..... '," ... 12
.' History of Western Civilization .. ',' " ' 6
5. The Department recommends that Theatre Arts Majors take one year
of Foreign Language and Reading and Study Skills TE 108.
Major Subject Requirements "
Theatre Symposium TA 010 .' ~ O
Play Analysis TA 105 .....................•... :: ...•......... 3
t Introduction to Theatre TA 107 '," : 3
Technical Theatre TA 117, 118: ' 8
Acting (Lower Division) TA 215 ........................•••.... 3
Major Production Participation TA 231 , ...•.......... '.' 2
Stage Voice TA 233 , ....• , 2
World DramaTA 341,342 .' 6
Directing TA 401 ........................•....... :'.' 3
Theatre History TA 421; 422 :.:: 6
Contemporary Theatre TA 445 : 3
The above Theatre Arts bask courses will be required of all students.
In addition the student will select one of the following options no later
~han the end of the Sophomore year.
I. PERFORMANCE OPTION
Acting TA 216, TA 311 ; ~ .. ;6
Stage Voice TA 234, TA 335 ;:: .. .4
Movement & Dance Perform Artist TA 412 '.. ' "':: 3
Major Prod Participation TA 331 , ,' .•.... 2
TOTAL ' 15
II •. DESIGN OPTION
Elements of Scene Design TA 351 ,.3
Costume Design TA 352 ...............•........................ 3
Stage Lighting Design TA 362 : .': .. :: .....•........... 3
Drawing AR 111 or Stage Make-up TA 162 2 or 3
Major Prod Participation TA 331 : , ; 2
. TOTAL 13 or 14
III. PLA YWRITING/CRITICISM .. '
Playwriting TA 340 (two semesters) 6
Acting TA 216 3
PH 207 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICS (H-4)(S). A course relating physical
principles to biological applications. lectures stress concepts of atomic physics,
basic electricity, energetics, heat and optics. The variety of instrume,nts normal,
ly found in 'biological laboratories are used in lab to study biological systems.
PREREQ: M 111 or M 108.
PH 211 MECHANICS, WAVES, AND HEAT (4-1.4)(f)(AREA III). Kinematics,
dynamics of particles, statics, momentum, rotational motion, wave motion, heat
and thermodynamics. PREREQ: M 204. COREQ: PH 212. Must be"concurrently
taking or have taken M 205.
PH 212 MECHANICS, WAVES, AND HEAT LAB (0-3-1)(f)(AREA III). lab to be taken
with PH 211. Basic experiments in mechanics, wave motion, andheilt. COREQ:
PH 211.
PH 213 ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, AND OPTICS (4-1-4)(S)(AREA III). Coulombs
law, fields, potential, magnetism, induction, simple circuits, geometrical optics,
interference, polarization, diffraction, and basic modern physics.PREREQ: PH
211, M 205. COREQ: PH 214.
PH 214 ELECTRICITY, MAGNETISM, AND OPTICS lAB (0-3.1)(S)(AREA III). lab to
be taken concurrently with PH 213. Basic experiments in electricity, magnetism,
optics, and modern physics .. PREREQ: PH 211. (OREQ: PH 213.
PH 225 INTERMEDIATE APPLIED PROGRAMMING (2-0-2)(S). An intermediate
course stressing the algorithmic techniques of problem solving using the com-
puter. Stress will be on language and programming topics useful in the solution
of science and engineering problems. Concentration will be on FORTRAN, but
other programming languages will also be 'used. PREREQ: Knowledge of com-
puter programming. COREQ: M 205 or M 106. Credit cannot be obtained from
both PH 225 and M 225. . < '. '
Upper Di.vision '";
PH 301 ANALOG ELECTRONICS (2-6-4)(f). An introduction to basic ~Iectronic
test instrumentation and to some of the more 'common discrete semiConductor
devices and integrated circuits. Included are diodes, silicon controi rectifiers,
transistors, operational and instrumentation amplifiers; voltage regulators, timers,
and analog-ta-digital converters. The devices will be utilized in simple electronic
circuits for rectification, amplification, waveform creation and other applications.
PREREQ: PH 214. .,
PH 304 TRANSDUCERS (1-6-3)(5). An introduction to some common devices used
to convert energy forms into electrical signal's and their appropriate signal con-
ditioning. Included are photomultiplier tubes, photoconductive cells, photo-
diodes, phototransistors, linear variable differential transformers, thermcouples,
thermistors, Hall Effect devices, strain gauges, piezoresistive eleme,nts. The
IEEE-488 Bus and BUS Controller will be introduced and used throughout the
course for data acquisition from the transducers. PREREg: PH 225 8, P!,! 301.
PH 309 INTRODUCTORY MODERN PHYSICS (3-o-3)(S). An introduction including
wave motion with resonances, the Maxwell distribution, ,the special theory of
relativity, plus atomic, molecular, solid state, nuclear,'and elementary particle
physics. PREREQ: PH 213, M 206. COREQ: PH 310. . '"
PH 310 INTRODUCTORY MODERN PHYSICS LAB (0-3.1)(S). lab to be taken con.
currently with PH 309. Experiments with resonances and basic modern physics
including some computer simulations. PREREQ: PH 213, M 206. COREQ: PH 309.
PH 311, 312 MODERN PHYSICS (3-Q-3)(F.S).A brief' introduction t~ the special
relativity, basic ideas and methods of elementary quantum mechanics, with ap-
plications to atomic, molecular, nuclear, solid state physics and statistical
mechanics. PREREQ: PH 213,'M 331."
PH 332-333 OPTICS ,(3-0-3)(F,S). An upper division course in geometrical and
physical optics to include basics of electromagnetic theory, optical systems (in-
cluding stops and pupils, lens aberrations, thick lenses, and fiber optics), polariza-
tion, interference, diffraction. Fourier optics, lasers, and holography. PREREQ:
PH 213, M 311. COREQ: for PH 333 is PH 334.
PH 334 OPTICS LABORATORY (0-3-1)(S). Laboratory to be taken concurrently with
PH 333. Experiments in optics to include optical, systems, thick lenses, in.
terference, diffraction, polarization, Fourier optics, image processing, a'nd
holography. COREQ: PH 333: . "
PH 341 MECHANICS (4-0-4)(F/S). An upper division course which approaches
classical mechanics with the aid o'f vector, calculus and differential equations.
Numerical techniques and computer applications will be used. PREREQ: M 331
and PH 211. ' ' , • •• .'
PH 381, 382 ELEaRICITY AND MAGNETISM (3-O-3)(F-S).Electrostatic fieids, poten-
tials, Gauss' law, solutions of Laplace's equation, electrostatics of conductors
and dielectric materials, vector potentials, Maxwell's equations, and elec-
tromagnetic radiation. PREREQ: PH 213, M 331. • T'
PH 422 ADVANCED TOPICS (3-0-3)(F/S). Selected topics from the major fields
of physics such as astrophysics, nuclear, solid state, solar applications, biophysics
or medical physics. PREREQ: Upper Division standing and PERM/INST and pos-
sible specific courses depending on topic. Offered on demand.
PH 432 THERMAL PHYSICS (3-0-3)(S). Discussion of temperature, work; specific
heat and entropy. The laws of thermodynamics are discussed and applied to
physical problems. Ideal gases, statistics, Gibbs free energy, and cryogenics will
be studied. PREREQ: PH 213, M 331.'" , " . "
74 - C()lIegeof Arts and,Scien<,:es
Stage Voice TA 234 ; ".; '.,. .. ; .. ; .. 2
Major Prod Participation TA 331 ; .............•........ 2
TOTAL "13
IV. 'DIRECTING
Directing TA 40i .. : 3
Acting TA 216 3
Stage Voice TA 234 .. .' '.' .' ; 2
Elements of Scene Design TA 351 3
Major Prod Participation TA 3;31 , , 2
TOTAL 13
THEATER,ARTS, Sl:CONDARY EDUCATION I
Theatre Symposium TA 010; " .............•.............. 1
Play Analysis TA 105 . " : ',' .' 3
Intro to Theatre TA107 : : , :.;.3
Technical Theatre TA 117, 118 ; 8
Acting TA 215, 216 ........................•.. : " 6
Major Prod Participation TA 231-331 .4
Stage Voice TA 233, 234 .4
Movement & Dance for Perform Art TA 212 or 412 3
Meth Teach Second Schl Theatre TA 318 ....• ' 2
World Drama TA 341 ,.. : .. ; ;: ,.. 3
Elem of Scenic Design TA 351 , 3
Dir~cting TA 401, 402 " 6
Theatre History TA 421 or 422 3
Theatre Management TA 440 ; ' ' 3
Shakespeare E345 or 346 '.. ,..........•..•.................. 3
"Theatre Art Elective '.. 3
'Chosen from: TA 162, 3S2, or ,TA 362.
Recommended Program
THEATRE ARTS MAJOR






















SECONDARY EDUCATION EMPHASIS "
FRESHMAN YEAR
"Theatre Symposium TA 010 ' .
English Composition E 101, 102.: , .
"Fitness Activity .
.. laboratory Science ; .
"Introduction to Theatre TA 107 , .
"Technical Theatre TA 117, 118 .
, "Play Analysis .
Electives .
JUNIOR YEAR
"Th~atre Symposium TA 010 ..........•..........
Foreign language , .' .
'"Dramatic literature :; .•....... : : , .
"Shakespeare ' : .
,Speech for Teachers CM 311 , ,
Educational Psychology TE 225 , .. ' ',' ..•......
Foundations of Education TE 201 ,. .
Read in Content Subjects TE 407 .
Educ Except Secondary Student TE 333 .. , , '.' . ,
"World Drama TA 341, 342 .................•.....
• t.-
SOPHOMORE YEAR
"Theatre Symposium TA 010 , .
literatu re Elective .
, ."Stage Voice TA 233 , , .. ; .. , ; ..•......
"History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102 .
laboratory Science .
Social Science Elective .............•. " , ,.'
"Acting .. : ;.; ......................•...•.
Intro to Secondary Education TE 172 / .. ' : .
Electives . .' '.' : : '.' .
SENIOR YEAR
"Theatre Symposium TA 010 , .
"Directing TA 401,402 > : : .
"Theatre History TA 421, 422 ,'. , .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 '~ .. :.;;: .
SeCOndary Student Teaching. : , •.
Educational Technology TE 356 " .....•...
Electives ":,' ~ .
;-Dep;rtment~1 Requirements.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for gra<!uation with asecondary education option may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more
information. J, -'.
THEATRE ARTS MINOR
Technical Theatre TA 117 ......•....... ; •.. ' : ' , .4
Acting ITA 215 <' •••.••••.••••••••••••• 3
Technical Theatre TA 118 , ..•......................... .4
or
Acti ng " TA 216 ~ ' .•.............. : ',' 3
Major Production Participation TA 231,331 ' : 3-4
World Drama TA 341 or 342 :' 3
Directing TA 401 : '.•. :~ ...•.......... 3
TOTAL ' 20
ENGliSH MINOR FOR THEATRE ARTS
Secondary Education Option: See recommen'ded minor listed in this
Catalog under the English D,epartment heading: ,,'
liberal Arts Option:
lower Division literature .......• '; 9"
One of the following \ '; .....•........ : 3
Expository Composition E 201 \ , '
Creative Writing, Poetry E205
Creative Writing, Fiction E 206'
Upper Division Electives other than English ,,j
"Department Drama Courses .......•.... , :' 6
~ 18
































"Theatre Symposium TA 010 .
English Composition E 101, 102 ,: .
"Fitness Activity •.......•........................
laboratory Science ..•.. , .
"Introduction to Theatre TA 107 .
"Technical Theatre TA 117, 118 .
lntro Art or Music AR 103, MU 133 .
Reading and Study Skills TE 108 ...........•......
*Departmental requirements. .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
"Theatre Symposium TA 010 : .
literatu re Elective , .
"Stage Voice TA 233 ...............•........... .' .
"History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102 .
"Acting : ',' .. ,. . '.' .
"Play Analysis ,
Social Science Elective ':' .
laboratory SC,ience .' .
Electives .................................•.....
JUNIOR YEAR
"Theatre SymposiumTA 010 , .
Foreign language ' .
~Dramatic literatu re ' ; .
," "World Drama TA 341, 342 .. , .', .
Upper Division Electives : . : .
SENIOR YEAR
"Theatre Symposium TA 010 , .
"Directing '.' .
"Theatre History TA 421,422 .. ': : .
.Upper Division Electives : ' , . :
"Contemporary Theatre TA 445 .
Elective lD or UD : :. :': .,1: .
,..





Courses Applying to Both Disciplines
Shakespeare: Tragedies & Histories E 345 ;3
Shakespeare: Comedies & Romances E 346 3
6
Total in English Minor for Theatre Arts Major 24
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
TA THEATRE ARTS
Lower Division
TA 010 THEATRE SYMPOSIUM (no credit)(F/S). A forum for the presentation and
discussion of appropriate theatre-related topics and •.ctivities. Class meets weekly.
Required of all full-time Theatre Arts majors each semester, but open to any per-
son. Theatre Arts majors may miss no more than four sessi,ons in one semester.
TA 105 PLAY ANALYSIS (3.0-3)(F/S). Analysis of plays, both modern and historical
to provide tools for the student to read a text critically and creatively for use
in production. '
TA 107 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE (3-0-3)(AREA I). A survey course designed
to stimulate an appreciation of drama and allied art forms, through the study
of the history of theatre, dramatic literature and production .techniques. '
TA 117, 118 TECHNICAL THEATRE (3-4-4)(F/S). Provides the student with a prac-
tical knowledge and skill in the principles of the technical aspects of theatre;
the mechanical characteristics of the stage and the elements used in produc-
tions, development of drafting skills, problem solving in staging, and the
rudiments of lighting and design. Three hours of lecture plus four hours of lab
per week required.
TA 162 STAGE MAKEUP (3-0-3)(F). Investigation and production analysis of stage
makeup; the relationship of actor to play and audience, an integration of make-
up and other technical aspects that influence this particular art. Practical applica-
tion emphasized.
TA 212, 412 MOVEMENT AND DANCE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTIST (3-0-3).
For the theatre student and the experienced dancer. The first half of the semester
covers improvisation, simple choreography and ballet barre work. The second
half covers jazz warm-ups and choreography, culminating in a formal perfor-
mance. The second half requires much'out-of-c1ass work. The class may be
repeated once for' credit. Maximum.credits: 6.
TA 215, 216 ACTING (1-2-3). Entails study of and practice in the basic principles,
terminology, and disciplines of the acting art. Fundamentals of speech and move- ."
ment for the actor, appraisal and analysis of stage techniques, acting theories
and practices, and recent internationally representative roles are, investigated .. '.
Concommitant enrollment in TA 233 required for Theatre Arts majors enrolled
in TA 215, and in TA 234 for Theatre Arts majors enrolled in TA 216.
TA 220 CINEMA: HISTORY AND AESTHETICS (3-0-3). An examination of the begin-
nings and development of motion pict,ures with attention given to the qualities
peculiar to cinema which give it validity as a ~nique art f~rm.
TA 231, 331 MAJOR PRODUCTION PARTICIPATION (2-0-1). Significant participa;
tion in a major college production in some phases of technical theatre or acting
or management. One hour of credit allowed per semester, maximum 4 credit
hours. ,I ,
TA 233 STAGE VOICE (2-o-Z)(F/S). Techniques and practice in the use of the voice
inthe theatre with emphasis on diction, projection, and vocal flexibility, as ap-
plied in work with actual scenes. ': )
TA '234 STAGE VOICn2-O-2)(F/S). Basics of articulation with work on'the ar-
ticulatory mechanisms and individual American-English speech sounds. Line
analysis in realistic stage speech and work on basic stage dialects. PREREQ: TA
233 or PERM/INST.
TA 287 CHILDREN'S THEATRE (3-0-3)(f). An examination of the literature, theory
and history of theatre for children. Includes practical participation in an on-
campus production of a play for children. , ,
TA-288 TOURING CHILDREN'S THEATRE (3-0-3)(S). A concentrated study of the
history and techniques of producing theatre for children. Specific emphasis on
a single script selected for pr!Jduction and off-campus touring to local elemen-
tary schools, '. '. ' :'
•... ' Upper Division' "
TA 311 ADVANCED ACTING (3-0-3)(F/S). Intensiye'study in the problems ~f th~
actor in Classical Drama, Shakespearean Drama, Restoration Comedy and'the
modern realistic play. Skills and techniques are applied to the production 'of ac'-
tual scenes of the categorized type. PREREQ: TA 215, 216 or PERM/INST. Alter-
nate years.
TA 318 METHODS OF TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL THEATRE (2.0-2)(S).
Study of methods of teaching acting, play structure and theiltre production at
the secondary level. Twenty hours of directed observation required .. PREREQ:
TA 105, TA 216, TA 212 or TA 412.,
. TA 335 STAGE 'VOICE (2-0-2)(F/S). Ad~anced dialects al)d "character" voices. In-
terpretative work on vocal reaction in scene studies, verse drama, and
Shakespeare. Final overview and individual analysis. PREREQ: TA 234 or
PERM/INST.
TA 340 PLAYWRITING (3-0-3)(F). Experience in creating a play script for the
theatre, culminating in the construction and staged reading of an original one-
act. May be repeated for credit. .
TA 341 WORLD DRAMA 500 8C-1642 (3-0-3)(f). Study of outstanding selections
of dramatic literature. The plays are studied from a theatrical point of view, i.e.,
they are approached as scripts, intended for production as well as examples of
literary form.
TA 342 WORLD DRAMA 1642-1960 (3.0-3)(S). Study of outstanding selections
of dramatic literature. The plays are studied from a theatrical point of view, i.e.,
they are approached as scripts intended for production as well as examples of
literary form. .
TA 351 ELEMENTS OF SCENIC DESIGN (3-0-3)(f). Major skills of beginning design.
Included will be art techniques for the theatre, research in major periods of scenic
design, examination of major designers' works, and practical experience in
designing for all major types of stages. PREREQ: TA 117,118.
TA 352 COSTUME DESIGN (3-0-3)(S). Major skills of beginning costume design,
included will be art techniques for theatre, research in major periods of costume
design; examination of major costume designers, works and practical experience
in designing for all manner of productions. PREREQ: TA 117, 118. Alternate years.
TA 362 STAGE LIGHTING DESIGN (3-0-3). A study of the theories, principles and
practices of stage lighting including both aesthetic conception and practical ap-
plication. Script analysis and lighting theory applied to actual designs for various
stages and productions. PREREQ: TA 117, 118. Alternate years:
TA 401, 402 DIRECTING (3-0-3). Basic theory and techniques of stage directing.
Includes the direction of scenes and one-act plays. Special problems of direct-
ing are presented. PREREQ: Upper Division standing.
fA 415 ACTING STYLES (3-0-3)(F/S). This studio course is a concentrated study
in acting styles; scene work from Shakespeare, Restoration, Moliere and absur-
dists. PREREQ: TA 215, TA 216, and TA-311. May be repeated for credit.
TA 421-422, 421G.422G THEATRE HISTORY (3.0-3)(F/S). Investigation of the
periods of major importance in the development of theatre. The first semester
will include the period from 800 ac through approximately 1550 AD; the second
semester from the Elizabethan period through the end of the 19th century.
TA 440 THEATRE MANAGEMENT (3.0.3)(S). Operational procedures for high
school, university, community and professional theatre. Includes consideration
of organization, personnel, budgeting, purchasing, accounting, ticket sales,
ipublicity, audience development, house management and season development.
(Even nu'mbered years.)
TA 445 CONTEMPORARY THEATRE (3-0-3)(S). A study of world theatre and drama
,since 1960 with an emphasis on current research materials and techniques. Alter-
nate years.
TA 491 SENIOR PROJECTS (3-0-3)(F/S). A culminating work for the theatre major.
The student will completely research, plan, and execute a theatrical endeavor
relative to his emphasis in theatre. This endeavor will be accompanied by a for-
mal written, fully documented thesis describing his production and the concept
involved. ,PREREQ: PERM/CHAIR.
76 - Collegeof'SociaISciences"and Public Affairs
College of Social Sciences and Public Affa,irs
Dean: Robert C. Sims, Ph.D.
,Telephone (208) 385-3776






The State Board of Education has designated the social sciences and
public affairs as primary emphasis areas for Boise State University. In
1984 the College of Social Sciences and Public Affairswas established




• Criminal Justice Administration
• History
• Military Science
The college offers eighteen undergraduate a,~.dtl1r~egraduate degree
programs. The college coop~rates with other,units of the University
in planning and conducting public affairs programs for students and
the public. lricluded among .such activities is the annual Frank Church
Confer,ence on Public Affairs, Which brings distinguished national and
international figures to the campus. The college also serves!he peo-
ple of Idaho through providing consulting services and research
assista~ce on public issues. . . •....} ••.•....'
The college's location in the state's population, business; and govern-
mental center provides outstilndingopportunities for students, in-
cluding internships and other educationalexperiencesu~ique in Idaho.
Survey Research Center .' ..... .\'"
The.Survey.Research Center.was established to conduct high-quality
surveys for i~dividuals, government agencies, and public interest
groups and to fulfill the primary emphasis area in sOcial.sciences and
public affairs mandated by the State Board of Eclucatiqn for BSU. Its
goal is to pro,:ide rE!search that will. assist Idaho's •citizens and
policymakersin their efforts to solve state and locaLproblems. The
Center conducts the annual Idaho Policy Survey, an omnibus poll of
"""---- .- --- - --- - ---
Idahoans on major public policy is.sues.
Conflict Mclnagement Services
The center: provides conflict management information to the general
public and students; provides scholiHJy research service to students,
practitioners, and agencies; conducts social and public policy analyses;
provides referral services and technical assistance in the area of con-
flict resolution; conducts conferences and educational forums and pro-
vides support for conflict management programs and organizations;
conducts or facilitates training; and provides support se~ices for con-
flict management within the university.
Minors'
CANADIAN STUDIES ,+
The Canadian Studies Minor, consisting of 18 credit hours, of which
six are required, is designed to complement any university major .•The
program'isinterdisciplinary in its approach and atthe same time per-
mitsstudet;lts to pursue. their interest areas in Canadian Studies.
Students in business, health, education and the liberal arts'are en-
couraged to pursue the program. Upon successful completiori of the
18 credit hours, the student will receive a certificate of completion,
which will. be noted on the transcript. (See page 30' 'for course
descriptions.)
ANTHROPOLOGY
Physical Anthropology AN 101 3
• Cultural Anthropology AN 102 :, _ ' , 3
Intro to Archaeology AN 103 : 3
People & Cultures of the World AN .311 , 3
Upper Division Anthropology Electives .'~~.'. '.. , 9
, TOTAL '21




Students majoring in another department'may select a 25 'hour Com-
munication minor. At least 10 hours of the ininor must beupper divi-
sion credits. No more than 3 hours may be selected from CM 216 or
CM 316. No more thana total of 3 hours maybe selected from CM
114, 293, 314, 451 or 493.
MULTI-ETHNIC STUDIES
Intro Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 ; 3
Minorities in U.S. History HY 261 3
,Ethnic Literature Course' 3
• 'Ethnic Courses Electives :': •................. 12
" TOTAL 21
.List of approved c0l:lrses available from Progrei'm Supervisors.
POLITICAL SCIENCE, , .
For students who wish to major in another field, the Department of
Political Science offers an option of a minor in Political Science. The
student must complete 21 credits in Political Science in addition to the
requirements for their major. Students are required to take 9credits
of lower division Political Science courses, and 12 credits of upper divi-
sion Political Science courses, from the following course offerings. Each
student seeking this minor should be advised by the Department Chair
in the Political Science department who must approve the list' of
courses. ,..., "
NINE CREDITS FROM THEFOLLOWING COURSES:l•
American ,National Government PO 101 3
State 8: Local Government PO 102 : 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 ; :.3
International Relations PO 231 .........................•.... 3
InVo Political Inquiry PO 298 ' '.' ;.; 3
TWELVE CREDITS FROM THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
American Parties & Interest Groups PO 301 3
PublicOpinion& Voting Behavior PO 302 ...............•... 3
Intro to Public Administration PO 303 ." ;'~3
Urban Politics PO 308 : ' : :3
American Chief Executive PO 309 : 3
Public FinancePO 310 , : ~
: Comparative Foreign Policy PO 311 , 3
Legislative Behavior PO 312 ........................•........... 3
American Policy Process PO 320 .. , , 3
Intro to Comparative Politics PO 321 , 3
Comp Communist Party-State System PO 324 3
Politics of Industrialized Nations PO 329 3
American Political Theory PO 331 ' ...........• :.: 3
Comp Gov & Politics of Dev Nations PO 333 3
United States Foreign Policy PO 335 : .. : 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 : :3
American Political Economy PO 381 '.' 3
Advanced Political Science Methods PO 398 3
International Law & Organization PO 421 .- 3
,International Political Economy P0429 , , 3
Western Political Theory I PO 441 3
Western Political Theory II PO 442 : 3
Comparative Legal Systems PO 451 3
Comparative Public Administration PO 465 : 3
Administrative Law PO 467 ; : .. '.3
Intergovernmental Relations PO 469 ;.3
Organizational Theory & Bureau Structures PO 487 ,3
Internship PO 493 ;.3. ,
Department of Anthropology
Hemingway Western Studies Ctr., Rm. 55 Telephone (208) 385-3403
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Mark G. Plew; Professor: Pavesic;
Associate Professor: Cox..... r' ",' '
Oegrees Offered
• BA in Anthropology
, .' BAin Anthropology, Social Science, Secondary Education
Department Statement
The department is central to\he maridai~by the State Board 6f Educa-
tion that Boise State be the lead institution in Social Sciences arid Public
Affairs. Our central role in this mandate is reflected in the dedication
of the faculty to the creation of an intellectual environment crucia:l to
the development of skills for critical analysis, problem solving and full
participation in public affairs. The Department of Anthropology offers
two (2) bachelors degree programs, a minor for teaching certification,
a liberal arts minor, and participates in the Canadian Studies program.
Degree Requirements.
ANTHROPOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts Degree '
1. Liberal Arts Option
a. General University and Basic Cote Requirements
b. ANTHROPOLOGY Total Requirements ...•............. .43
1. LOWER DIVISION COURSES .....•.................... 9
Physical Anthropology AN 101 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Intro to Archaeology AN 103 .................•.... 3
2. UPPER DIVISION COURSES .7
History of Anthropology AN 401 3
Elem Social Statistics SO 310,or equiv .4
3. OTHER UPPER DIVISION COURSES 27
Select 9 credits from each of the following groups of courses: l
Group I Courses ' 9
Human Variation AN 325 3
Anthropology of Education AN 409 3
Applied Anthropology AN 430 3
Socio-Cu Itu ral Electives .' .-.. 3
Group II Cou rses 9
. Peoples of the Pacific Islands AN 305 ", 3
Indians of North America AN 307 .............•.. 3
Indians cifSouth America AN 308 3
Peoples & Cultures of the World AN 311 3
Indian Peoples of Idaho AN 315 3
Ethnography Electives 3
Group III Courses 9
African Prehistory AN 300 3
European Prehistory AN 302 3
Archaeology of North America AN 312 3
Archaeology of South America AN 313 3
Archaeology of Mesoamerica AN 319 3
Seminar i~ Archaeology, AN 421 3
c. Recommended Electives:
One year of a foreign ,language; a computer application course;
and LI 305 'Introduction to Linguistics.
2. Anthropology - Social Science, Secondary Education Option
The Social Science, Secondary Education Option degree programs
are cooperative, interdisciplinary programs involving the Depart-
ments of Economics; History; Political Science; Sociology; and An-
thropology. Each of these departments provides a major emphasis
, with the Social Science Secondary Option. The following re-
quirements apply for students choosing this option.
a' Must complete a minimum of 30 credits in the subject matter
of one of th-e above departments.
b. ,Must complete a,minimum of 15 credits in each of two of the
social sciences. '
c. Must complete six additional credits in U.S. History for cert-
ification requirements.
d. Must complete 3 creditsAmerica.n National GOvernment for
certification requirements.
See the department listings for each of these departments for addi-
tional information.
a. Anthropology Courses Total Credits 30
Required courses are the same as for the major less 3 credit hours
in each of Groups, I, II, and III, and SO 310 is not required.
b. Secondary Education Requirements Total Credits 29-35
Refer toTeacher Education Department
,Co State Department of Education Certification Requirements
Social Studies o' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9
U.S. ,History ; o' ••••••••••••••••••••• 6
American National Gove'rnment 3
78- College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
Department of
Communication '
Communication Building, Room 100 /, Telephone (208) 385-3320
Chairperson and Professor: Robert R. Boren; Professors: Cox, McLuskie,
Mills, Parker; Associate Professors: Craner, McCorkle, Pitman, Rayborn,
Rudd; Assistant Professors: lutze, Mor~is, Wollheim; 17structor: Most.
• BA, Communication "" ". ' '.
• ,BA, Mass Communication/Journalism emphasis '
• BA, Communication Training and Development emphasis
• BA, Communication, Secondary Education .
• BA, Communication/English, Journalism emphasis,'"
• BA, Communication/English, Humanities/Rhetoric emphasis
• MA in Communication, (See Graduate College for details) «-'
Department Statement
The Department of Comm'unicatiOn provides a broad-based program
which offers students an opportunity to develop an understanding of
the basic processes involved when humans attempt to communicate
with one another. We believe that all majors in communication should
understand the basic principles and theories about human communica-
tion before they specialize in any particular area of communication.
It is also our belief that after having gained the basic knowledge;
students should be allowed to create programs which are best suited
to meettheir particular career and life plans. Therefore, the number
of required courses' is as limited as possible, a~d'the student, working
'. \'l 'Degrees Offered
to the Peruvian high cultures. Emphasis is placed on regional chronologies, en'.
vironmental adaptations, originsof American agriculture, social complexity and
cultural change. PREREQ: AN 103, upper division standing or PERM/INST. Offered
even years." '. .
AN 315 INDIAN PEOPLES OF IDAHO (3-0,3)(F/S). A study of the prehistor{c and
recent cultures of the native peoples of Idaho. Topics will include the interpreta-
tion of ancient Idaho cultures, the distinctiveness of the recent tribal groupings
and the relationship between past and. present Idaho societies to those of the
Great Basin, Interior Plateau and Northern Plains. PREREQ: l,Jpper division status
or PERM/INST. .
AN 319 ARCHAEOLOGY OF MESOAMERICA (3-0-3)(FI.S). A survey of precolum-
bian cultures of Central America with an emphasis on Mexico. Special focus on
the transition from Pre-Classic to Classic civilization with consideration of the
Maya and Aztec. PREREQ: AN 103, upper division standing or PERM/INST. Offered
even years. ",d - ; I •~
AN 325 HUMAN VARIATION (3.0-3)(F/S). An examination of h~man evoluti~n
during the past 5 million years with emphasis on evolutionary theory and both
the human fossil record and present patterns of variability among humans:
PREREQ: AN 101 or 102, upper division status or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
AN 401 HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY (3.0-3)(F/S). An historical investigation
of scientific events leading to the'development of the basic concepts, theory
and methods of.contemporary Anthropology. Major anthropological contribu-
tions by A.L. Kroeber, Margaret Mead, Franz Boas, Julian Steward, B. Malinowski,
and others will. be us~d as reference points for presented materials and classroom
discussions. PREREQ: AN 102, upper division status or PERM/INST.
AN 409 EDUCATIONAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of the
cultural aspects of educational processes and in'stitutions.'The application of an-
thropological method and theory to the problems of formal and informal educa-
tion in traditional and modern cultures. PREREQ: AN 102, upper division status
or PERM/INST. •
AN 421 SEMINAR IN ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)(S): A survey of the philosophical
and theoretical foundations of archaeology. Includes developments in
methodology and technical advances as applied to archaeological research.
RREREQ: AN 103, upper ~ivision status or PERM/INST. Alternate yea~s.,
AN 430 APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (343)(F/S). Investigation of the ways in which
Anthropology and anthropologists have assisted in c41tural change processes.
Both the positive and negative impact of cultural change will be examined. Also
considered is the application of anthropologiC~1 concepts in contemporary
societies arid institutions. PREREQ: AN 102, upper d!vision status or'pERM/INST.
AN 490 ARCHAEOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL (1.26-6)(SU). Six weeks on-site field train-
ing in the archaeological techniques of site reconnaissance and excavation.,Focus
will be placed on the observation, recording and recovery of field data. Instruc-
tion includes preliminary laboratory processing and artifact analysis. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. Special fee required for room and board. "
3. Anthropology Minor Option.
a. Liberal Arts Minor • f •
Completion of the following courses 21
Physical Anthropology AN 101 '\~_'" 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 '-:-:-~~::: ' 3
Intro to Archaeology AN 103 ,: ,.3
Peoples & Cultures of the World AN 311 .: , 3
Upper Division Anthropology Electives ' 9
b. Anthropology Education Minor Option
Total credits -: . , 15
Required Courses:
Physical Anthropology AN 101 : .' . .' ... .' .. " .... 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 , .........• ,.. 3
Upper Division Anthropology Electives , 9
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
I ,
AN ANTHROPOLOGY /' .
Lower ~ivisicin
AN 101 PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (343)(AREA 11).An introduction to the fossil
evidence for human evolution, genetics, modern human variation, the study of
living primates, and the relationship between biology'and culture.
AN 102 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)(AREA II). An introduction to the
descriptions, analysis, and explanations of the different ways of life, or cultures,
through which human groups have adapted to their environments. An explana-
tion of the nature and characteristic of culture as an adaptive mechanism for
human survival. - " .'
AN 103 INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S)(AREA II). An introduc-
tion to the historic background and basic techniques or anthropological ar-
chaeology. The methods and theory used to reconstruct prehistoric cultures.
their environmental. settings, activities and 'histories.
Upper Division
AN 300 AFRICAN PREHISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of the archaeology of Africa
beginning with a discussion of Hominid origins and evolution. Emphasis upon
culture history with reference to Oldowan,Acheulian, and Mousterian culture,
the Later Prehistory and the Iron Age. Environmental adaptations, origins of food
production and social complexity will be discussed. Offered odd years.
AN 302 EUROPEAN PREHISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of prehistoric European
cultures and peoples from the earliest Stone Age evidence through the Iron Age.
Special emphasis will be given to ancient technology, economics, demography,
art and social organization. PREREQ: AN 103 or Upper division standing. Offered
even years.
AN 305 PEOPLES OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of the
ethnographic area Oceania. Will include a study of the ethnographic data from
the islands of Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia, from settlement to present time.
PREREQ: Upper division status or PERM/INST. Alternate years. •
AN 307 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA (3-6-3)(F/S). An ethnographic survey of
the native peoples of North America emphasizing cultural diversity and adapta-
tion. Ethnographic data will cover the time span from settling of North 'America
to present. PREREQ: Upper division status or PERM/INST.
AN 308 INDIANS OF SOUTH AMERICA (3-6-3)(F/S). A survey and analysis of native
South American cultures emphasizing cultural-environmental adaptations and
historical events affecting the acculturation of the region's native peoples.
PREREQ: AN 102, Upper division status or PERM/INST.
AN 311 PEOPLESAND CULTURES OF THE WORLD (3-0-3)(F/S). An ethnographic
survey of selected cultures with emphasis on cultural diversity, Cultural adapta-
tion, and historical development. PREREQ: Upper division status or PERM/INST.
AN 312 ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of prehistoric
cultures of North America north of MexiCo. The course includes a history of ideas
about native American origins and antiquities along with demonstrating regional
societal complexity on the continent. Special emphasis is given to the study of
early man and the cultures of the Eastern Woodlands, the American Southwest
and the Intermountain West. PREREQ: Upper division status or PERM/INST.
AN 313 ARCHAEOLOGY OF SOUTH AMERICA (3.0-3)(F/S). A comprehensive
survey of the cultural history of South America from the earliest Paleo-Indians
In addition to "C" above, the student must take at least 15 credits of
which 9 must be Upper Division credits offered by any 2 of the follow-




NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option may






with an advisor, selects sufficient additional Courses to complete the
requirements for a major. .
A BA in Communication includes a common core of courses required
of all Communication majors. Beyond the basic core, students may
choose a combined major in Communication-English, or a communica-
tion~m~hasis area. Communication 'study is enlivened through coni-
mUnicatlon laboratory, the campus newspaper, the campus radio sta-
tion, forensic activities, and on-the-job opportunities afforded through
internships and practica. ,-
Degree Requirements
COMMUNICATION ,MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
1. Completion of general University requirements for Bachelor of Arts
degree as listed in Part 3 of this'Catalog. ' ,
2. All majors in the Department of Communication, regardless of their
specific emphasis, shall complete the following courses:'
Introduction to Communication Study CM 115 ....•... 1
Perspectives of Inquiry CM201 3
Research Methods CM 302 .•......................... 3
Perspectives on Communication CM 421 : ~.~
Communication Seminar CM 498 3
Communication Lab CM 216, 316 ........•.•.......... 6 ''-
Courses for Area of Emphasis 26-36
TOTAL 'J" ,: 45-55
NOTE: Students are encouraged to participate in practical communication aPFlications such as in-
ternships and/or practica. Six internship credits may count toward departmenta major requirements,
and four practicuni credits may count toward departmental major requirements. Additional intern-
ship and practicum credits may count toward general education electives.
Communication Emphasis
1. General University Requirements : ~ ; .51
2. Departmental Core Requirements . .' ...........•....... " 19
3. Communication Electives : .. ':26-36
4. Other Electives : 22-32
TOTAL 128
" _ ~ ~I 1.
Mass Communication/Journalism 'Emphasis ' ~,
1. General University Requirements ; .. 51
2. Departmental Core Requirements .. " 19
3. Mass Communication Requirements 12
Mass Media and Society CM 171 ; 3
Mass Communication & Social Change CM 261 3
Mass Media and Cultural Form CM 262 ; .. 3
Mass Comm Concepts and Perspectives CM 4~5 3
4. At least 3 courses from the following .•.....•................ 9
Audio Production CM 263. ; ........•................. 3
Broadcast Writing eM 264 3
Video Production CM 267 .....................•..•... 3
Reporting & News Writing CM 273 . ., . ., ., .. ., . .,., ., .3
Copy Editi ng CM 275 ... ., .... ., ., .•... ., ., ., ., ., .3
Photo Communication CM 277 3
Broadcast Management & Programming CM 365 3
Media Research CM 366 3
Advanced Media Production CM 367 3 '.
Reporting Public Affairs CM 373 ., ., .. ., oo ••• ., ••• 3
Communication Graphics CM 379 3
Feature Writing CM 473.,: .,., .. ., 3
• Critical Writing CM 474 ., ., 3
Studies in Journalistic Communication CM 480 3
Studies in Mass Communication CM 482 3
5: Media Ethics CM 460 or Mass Comri1 law CM 462 ...•....... 3
6. Political Comm CM 463 or New Comm Tech-CM 464 3 '
TOTAL COMMUNICATION CREDITS 46
Communication, Secondary Education Emphasis
1. General UniversitY,Requirements .......•... , .............•. 51.
2. Education Requirements 29.35
See Department of Teacher Education listing in the College
of Education in this Catalog. •
3. Departmental Requirements ..............•............... .45
a. Departmental Core Requirements _ 19
b. Required Emphasis Area Courses:
Reasoned Discourse CM 112 3
Internship in Directing Forensics CM 493 1
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 3
.. ", Department of Communication _ 79
Methods of Teathing Communication CM 401 3
Communication Activities CM 114/314 14
c, Six credits chosen from the following presentation courses:
Public Speaking CM 231 . ., . .,., .. .,.,., .. .,., .. .,.,.3
Oral Interpretation CM 241 3
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 .
OR Speech Communication for TeachersCM 311 ; 3
Communication Practicum CM 451 14
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 3
TOTAL , , 17-20
d. Nine credits chosen from any of the following:
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 3
Voice and Diction CM 121 ', .. ; .3
Listening CM 131 oo •••••••••••••• ., ., 3
Mass Media and Society CM 171 ,3
Public Speaking CM 231 , , ; .. 3
Oral Interpretation CM 241 ................•.. / .....•. 3
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 .. '......•.. 3
Reporting and News Writing CM 273, , 3
Interviewing CM 307 " " 3
Speech Communication for Teachers CM 311 3
Rhetorical Theories CM 321 , ...........•. 3
Message Analysis and Criticism CM 331 3
Nonverbal Communication CM 341 3
Intercultural Communication CM 351 , ".3
Communication Graphics CM 379 ,' "~~ .. 3
Persuasion CM 412 ".: . "0 • " •••••••••••••• 3
Small Group Process CM 431 ' , 3
Communication Practicum CM451 14
Media Ethics CM 460 .. ., .,., .. ., ., ., 3
Mass Communication Law CM 462 . .':, , 3
TOTAL 4548
4. Suggested Extra-Departmental Elective Courses, as follows:
Introduction to Theatre TA 107 0 ••••• 3
Major Production Participation TA 231, 331 :'.14
Educational Technology TE 356 .. ., .,., ., .. 2
NOTE: A student with a single teaching field must complete at least 4S credits in that field.
See Certification Requirements and Endorsements for Secondary Education as listed in the
College of Education section of the 'Catalog.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more
information.
Communication Training and Development Emphasis
,,1. General University Requirements , 51
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Area I , , ;.12
1
\
literatu re , .......• 0 •••••••• , ••• , •••• 3
Humanities '. ., ., . oo • oo ., ••• ., • 0 •••••••• ," • 3
Philosophy , , 3
Area I - Any Field ..............•................ 3
Area II ' , 12
History , 3
Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 3
P 101 or SO 101 .... ., . ., oo , •••••••• oo •••••••• ., •• 3
Area II - Any Field 3
Area III " 12
Math for Business DeciSions M 105, 106 ; ,.8
Area III - Any Field .4
Additional 9 credits chosen from: 9
AN 102,P 295, P 441, SO 210, SO 310, TE 208, TE 356
2. Department Requirements. , ., , .. " 45
Departmental Core Requirements 19
Intro Comm Trng & Develop CM 255 3
Developing Communication Training CM 355 3
Methods of Teaching Communication C~ 401 3
Additional Department Requirements 17
At least one course chosen from each of the following:
1. CM 231, 241, 311, 312
2. CM 131, 221, 307, 341, 390
3. CM 251, 361, 431
4. CM 321, 351, 412
5. CM 273, 263, 267
6.CM 493 - Internship
Students choosing the Communication Training and Development Em-
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e.g., Art, Biology, Business, Economics, Multi~Ethnics Studies, Political





COMMUNICATION ...•...••........................ , ... : .... 26
Introduction to Communication Studies CM 115 ..•....•.. 1
Perspectives of Inquiry CM 201 ••.••..••................• 3
Communication Laboratory CM 216, 316 3
Reporting & Newswriting CM 273 .........•..•....•.•••.• 3
Research Methods CM 302 ; .••••....•..•.•..•..• , ...•. '•• 3
Perspectives on Communication CM 421 .•...•...•........ 3
Media Ethics/Mass Comm Law CM 460/462 ...••...•••• ; .. 3
Mass Comm Concepts & Perspectives CM 465 ..•.....•.•• 3
Upper Division Mass Comm or Journ Electives ..•....•... 4
ENGLISH ...•.•.. '..•.....••.....•••....•••.•.•••.....••••.••• 27
British or American Literature survey •..•••.... : .••....... 6
Composition above the basic sequence .........•........ 6
To bechosenfromAdvancedExpositoryComposition(E201).the Creative
Writing sequence or Technical Writing.
Introduction to Language Study LI 305 •.....•••........•. 3
Upper Division Lit. Elec. (3 hrs in courses before 1800) ... 12
SENIOR SEMINAR - (Either CM 498-3 hours or E 498-3 hours)
TOTAL HOURS: 56 (26 and 27 and 3) OR 56 (26 and 27 and 3)
Humanities/Rhetoric Emphasis
Department Requirements:. • '
COMMUNiCATION .........................................• 26
Introduction to Communication Studies CM 115 ••......•. 1
Perspectives of Inquiry CM 201 .••...••••.•.............. 3
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 ....•......•.....•• 3
Communication Laboratory CM 216/316 ...•.••••...•..... 3
Public Speaking/Oral Interp CM 231/241 ..•...••••••••.... 3
Research Methods CM 302 ....•.....•.•.•.•.•.•.....•... 3
Rhetorical Theories/Mess Analy & Criticism CM 321/331 •.. 3
Perspectives on Communication CM 421 ...•..•....••..•• 3
Upper Division Communication Electives ..............•. .4
ENGLISH .....•.........•.......•.•.••..... '.••••••........... 27
British or American Literature survey •..•....•.•.....•..•• 6
Humanities HU 207, 208 .•••..•. , .................••.•... 3
Advanced Writing and Linguistics .....•••..•...•••. : ....• 9
To bechosenfrom,AdvancedExpositoryComposition(E201),the Creative .
Writing sequenceor TechnicalWriting.
Upper Division Electives •..........•......•......•.••••• 9
SENIOR SEMINAR: (Either CM 498-3 hours or E 498-3 hours)
TOTAL HOURS: 56 (26 and 27 and 3) OR 56 (26 and 27 and 3)
In Reference to electives:
1. If students do not elect another Humanities course (either HU 207
or 208), then they should take nine additional upper division credits
in each Department. •
2. If students elect the extra three hours in Humanities (either HU
207 or 208), then they would take six upper division hours in Com-
munication or English and nine upper division hours in the other
Department.
COMMUNICATION MINOR
Students majoring in another department may select a 25 hour com-
munication minor. At least 10 hours of the minor must be upper divi-
sion credit. No more than 3 hours may be selected from CM216 or
CM 316. No more than a total of 3 hours may be selected from CM
114, 293, 314, 451, or 493.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system'
CM COMMUNICATION
Lower Division
CM 111 FUNDAMENTALSOF SPEECHCOMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(AREAII). Fun-
damental principles of effectively preparing, presenting and critically ,consum-
ing messages in one-to-one, small group, and public speaking contexts.
CM 112 REASONEDDISCOURSE(3-o-3)(AREAII)(F/S). Introduction to logical
reasoning ~nd the role of the advocatlOin a free society. Analysis of propositions,
issues, arguments, evidence, fallacies of arguments and various systems of
reasoning. Preparation for and participation in activities designed to apply the
principles of logical reasoning in the public forum.
CM 114COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES(l-o-1)(F/S).Preparation for and participa-
tion in communication activities: intercollegiate debate competition, individual
speaking, or community speaking activities. PREREQ:Permission of the instruc-
tor. CM 114and CM 314may be repeated for a total of eight credits, not more
than four of which may be applied toward the degree in communication.
CM 115 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION STUDIES(l.G-1)(F/S).Dimen-
sions of human communication, historical and contemporary concepts, com-
munication degree programs, and career opportunities. (PASS/FAIL).
CM 116 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY(l.1.2)(F/S).An experimental probe
into human communication through participation in practical applications of cone
cepts, communication requirements, and technologies.
CM 121VOICEAND DICTION (3-o-3)(F/S).Study of the vocal mechanism, voice
quality, pitch, rate, volume, and intensity in the production -of speech. An in- ,
vestigation of the student's individual speech problems.
CM 122 INTRODUCTION TO SIGN LANGUAGE(3-o-3)(F/S).An introduction to
Manual English sign systemwith emphasis placed on initial skills and on finger
spelling, sign vocabulary and total communication. History and rationale will
be covered.
CM 131 LISTENING(3-0-3)(F/S).Theory and practice of our most-usedcommunica-
tion skill. Analysisof variablesasthey promote or impede the process of listening.
CM 171 MASSMEDIA AND SOCIETY(3-0-3)(F/S).An examination of the roll of
massmedia in contemporary society. Emphasison the interrelationships between
media and other social and political institutions, and on critical analysis of cur.
rent media issues.
CM 201 PERSPECTIVESOF INQUIRY (3.G-3)(F/S).The nature, sources and tests
of knowledge; various views of theories, theory building, models, and the nature
of inquiry. PREREQ:E 102, CM 115 or PERM/INST.
CM 216 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY(3-o-3)(F/S).Participation in a com-
munity in which students form their own economy, government, and produce
and consume communication products and services. Development o( and par-
ticipation in workshops and short courses. PREREQ:CM 115.May not betaken
concurrently with CM 316. . ,
CM 221 INTERPERSONALCOMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(F/S).An examination of the
nature of human communication. Focuses, through experiential learning, on
awareness of self, communicative relationships and context~ •
CM 231 PUBLICSPEAKING(3-o-3)(F/S).Analysis of methods and techniques of
message composition. Practice in the presentation of public speeches.
CM 241 ORAL INTERPRETATION(3-0-3)(F/S).Practice in reading prose, poetry,
and drama to help the student determine a logical and emotional meaning for
a selection, and project that meaning to listeners. .-
CM 251COMMUNICATION IN THESMALLGROUP(3-0-3)(F/S).A study of human
interaction in small groups. Emphasison actual experience in working in small
groups. Includes concepts in planning, preparing,' and participating in group
discussion and decision making.
CM 255 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION TRAINING AND DEVELOP.
MENT(3-0-3)(F/S).Designed primarily for students interested in communication-
based training and development careers. A survey ohheories and techniques
of communication training and development in.human organizations.
CM 261 MASSCOMMUNICATION AND SOCI~LCHANGE(3-o-3)(F).The history
and evolution of communication and masscommunication technologies, focus-
ing on their role in the developmenfof masssociety. Tracessocial-cultural evolu-
tion from oral through written to electronic media. PREREQ:CM 171.
CM 262 MASSMEDIA AND CULTURALFORM(3-o-3)(S).An'~xami~~tion of the
form and cultural values of massmedia programs, the relationship between au-
diences and media products, and approaches to critical analysis of media pro-
ducts. PREREQ:CM 171.
CM 263 AUDIO PRODUCTION (3-o-3)(F/S).An introduction to the theory and
practice of audio production. Emphasison using audio production as an effec-
tive means of communication.
CM 264 BROADCASTWRITING (3-0-3)(F).The&ry and p'ractice in writing techni-
ques for radio and television. PREREQ:E 102.
CM 267VIDEO PRODUCTION (3.G-3)(F).Theory and practice of studio and elec:
tronic field production, including camera and control room operation, lighting,
staging, set design, producing and directing. Focus on the use of video
technology as an effective means of human communication and'self-expression.
PREREQ:CM 262.
CM 273 REPORTINGAND NEWSWRITING (3-G-3)(F/S).Fundamentals of report-
ing, from techniques of interviewing and fact-gathering through the construc-
tion of the news story. Emphasison accuracy, conciseness and clarity in writing.
Study of newspaper styles-usage, grammar, punctuation, capitalization-and





CM 277 PHOTO COMMUNICATION (2-2-J)(F). Photography as a means of com-
munication. Includes the planning and production of photography for publica-
tion and broadcasts. PREREQ: AR 251 or PERMIINST.
CM 278 COPY EDITING (J-o-J)(ALTERNATE YEARS). Theory and practice in editing
local and wire news, headline writing, picture editing, evaluating news, layout
and design, video display terminal operation. Examination of Associated Press
style, refinement of grammar. PREREQ: E 102 and ability to use typewriter or
PERMIINST.
Upper Division
CM JOO COMMUNICATION ISSUES, INDUSTRIES AND INQUIRY IN CANADA
(J-O-J)(S). Describes Canadian communication industries, issues and inquiry,
especially the question of cultural identity for Canada. Discusses governmental
communication policy as a tool for preserving national, regional and tribal iden-
tity. Examines Canadian scholars of communication. Cross listed as CN JOOfor
credit in the Canadian Studies Minor. '
CM J02 RESEARCH METHODS (J-o-J)(F/S). Historical, critical, descriptive, and ex-
perimental research methods and tools in communication. Students design, con-
duct, report, and evaluate research projects. PREREQ: CM 201 or PERMIINST.
CM J07 INTERVIEWING (J-o-J)(F/S). Communication behavior in two-person situa-
tions. Practical experience in various types of. interviews as confronted in
business, in education, and in the professions. '.,
CM Jl1 SPEECH.COMMUNICATION FOR TEACHERS (J-o-J)(F/S). Designed to im-
prove the prospective teacher's awareness of communicative processes related
to effective teaching; emphasis on various communication situations confronted
by teachers and strategies for maximizing student-teacher relationships.
CM J12 APPLIED COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(F/S). An application of basic prin-
ciples of communication to real-life situations involving current community
problems and issues. PREREQ: CM 111.
CM J14 COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES (1-o-1)(F/S). Preparation for and participa-
tion in communication activities: intercollegiate debate competition, individual
speaking or community speaking activities. PREREQ: PERM/INST. CM 114 and
CM 314 may be repeated for a total of eight credits, not more than four of which
may be applied toward the degree in communication. - , ,
eM J16 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY (J.O-J)(F/S). Participation in a com-
munity in which students fonTl their own economy, government, and produce
and consume communication products and services. Development of and par-
ticipation in workshops and short courses. PREREQ: CM 115. May not be taken
concurrently with CM 216.
CM J21 RHETORICAL THEORIES (J-o-J)(F/S). An examination of theories con-
cerning the complexity of interaction among ideas, messages, and people, in-
cluding analysis of various message strategies.
CM J22 INTERMEDIATE SIGN LANGUAGE (J.o-J)(S). A continuation in building
skills, vocabulary, and expressive signing techniques. A refining of abilities in
communication will be stressed. Techniques for using a total communication
with the deaf will be expanded to cover educational and social situations.
PREREQ: CM 122.
CM JJ1 MESSAGE ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM (J-o-J)(F/S). An evaluation of
methods of analyzing and criticizing messages and their application to making
critical appraisals of public communication.
CM JJ2 CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(F/S). The nature,
function, and influence of public communication in contemporary society. An
examination of major events and issues in an attempt to identify particular
characteristics of public dialog which reflect, reinforce, and alter public opinion.
CM J41 NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(F/S). An examination of the func-
tion of non-verbal behavior codes in communication.
CM J511NTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION (J-O-J). An analysis of societal and
cultural influences on interpersonal communication. A critical examination of
communication within and among subcultures as well as across cultural
bou ndaries. •
CM J55 DEVELOPING COMMUNICATION TRAINING (J-o-J)(F/S). Analysis of pro-
cesses of communication training. Developing skills in designing, preparing,
presenting and evaluating training activities. PREREQ: CM 255 and CM 302.
CM 361 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3.o-J)(F/S). The application of
communication theory and methodology to the study of communication within
the formal organization. Theories and problems of human communication within
and between organizations.
CM J65 BROADCAST MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAMMING (J-O-J)(F). Examines
the workings of both commercial and public radio and television stations, in-
cluding personnel, program formats, legal and public responsibilities.
CM J66 MEDIA RESEARCH (J-o-J)(S). Development, interpretation and use of au-
dience surveys, rating research, and program development and testing
techniques.
CM J67 ADVANCED MEDIA PRODUCTION (J-o-J)(F/S). Advanced work in theory
and practice of electronic media production. Development and production of
full-length video and audio programs. PREREQ: CM 267.
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CM J7J REPORTING PUBLIC AFFAIRS (3-o-J)(F/S). Theory and practice of cover-
ing governmental and community affairs. Examination of the beat system and
developing sources. PREREQ: CM 273 or PERM/INST.
CM J79 COMMUNICATION GRAPHICS (J-o-J) Alternate Years (F/S). Theory and
practice of graphic design and production of mass media products. An explora-
tion of the communication effects of typefaces, paper, design, layout, printed
and electronic images. PREREQ: AR 108, CM 275 or PERMIINST.
CM J90 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT (J.O-J)(S). Examination of the causes of con-
flict, conflict management theory and conflict management techniques applied
in interpersonal, intergroup, organizational and community settings. Discussion
and skill development through experiential learning will focus on such conflict
management techniques as interpersonal management, mediation, arbitration,
negotiation and reconciliation. Students may not receive credit for both SO 390
and CM 390. PREREQ: SO 290 or CM 111, Upper Division Standing.
CM 401 METHODS OF TEACHING COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(S). Analysis and
planning of curriculum for speech communication. A study of instructional
materials, classroom techniques and methods, development of behavioral ob-
jectives, and management of curricular programs.
CM 412 PERSUASION (3-0-J)(F/S). Emphasis on theories of persuasion. Examina-
tion of variables and message strategies relevant to the persuasive process. Prac-
tical application of theory in the analysis and construction of persuasive
messages.
CM 416 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY (2-0-2)(F/S). Involvement in a com-
munity to practice and refine communication skills, e.g., leadership, organiza-
tion, advisory, research, and evaluation.
CM 421 PERSPECTIVES ON COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(F). A survey of contem-
porary theories and theorists of communication. PREREQ: CM 201.
CM 43{SMALL GROUP PROCESS (J-o-J)(F). An advanced study of variables and
theories affecting the communicative interaction of small groups.
CM 451 COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM (Var 1 to 4)(F/S). Directed' study
emphasizing the practical application of skills and theory relevant to human com-
munication. An opportunity to focus on areas of special interest to the student.
May be repeated for a total of four credits.
CM 460 MEDIA ETHICS (3-o-J)(F). Examination of ethical issues in contemporary
mass media. Particular emphasis is placed on the ethical dilemmas of contem-
porary media norms anp practices in both entertainment and journalism.
CM 462 MASS COMMUNICATION LAW (3-o-J)(S). Theory and practice of press
law and media regulation, and discussion of contemporary legal issues.
CM 46J POLITICAL COMMUNICATION (3-o-J)(F). A study of the uses of com-
munication media in the political process, within and beyond the electoral con-
text. Communication theory and strategy underlying attempts to influence public
opinion, with attention to the role of sym~ols in political communication.
CM 464 NEW COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (J.o-J)(S). Examination of new
technologies, such as videotex, satellite, interactive computer networks, and
discussion of issues related to the impact of these technologies on the social,
political and cultural environment. '
CM 465 MASS COMMUNICATION CONCEPTS AND PERSPECTIVES (J-o-J)(S).
Critical evaluation of contemporary theoretical trends in the study of mass com-
munication and mass media. PREREQ: CM 201.
CM 47J FEATURE WRITING (J-o-J)(F/S). Non-fiction writing of features for
newspapers or magazines. Includes analysis of publication markets and pro-
cedures for submitting articles. Alternate years.
CM 474 CRITICAL WRITING (J-o-J)(F/S). Writing opinion for the mass media with
emphasis on editorials, personal columns, and reviews of the arts. Alternate years.
CM 478 PUBLIC RELATIONS (J.O-J)(S). Analysis of public relations media and
methods. Public relations as a management tool. Identifying and reaching the
various publics. Practice in writing publicity releases.
NOTE: The next five courses below cover a variety of technical and theoretical
subjects in human communication. They involve a variety of approaches and
activities. These courses are scheduled as necessary to meet student and com-
munity needs. Consult the current semester time schedule for specific courses
and content offerings. Each general course is repeatable, but the specific topic
of study within the course is not repeatable.
CM 480 STUDIES IN JOURNALISTIC COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(F/S). Advanced
instruction in theories about, history of, and preparation of nonfiction content
for the mass media. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may
include: Public Affairs Reporting, Journalism History, Documentary Script
Writing, etc. PREREQ: Upper division status and PERM/INST.
CM 481 STUDIES IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (J-O.J)(F/S). The ex-
amination of issues, contexts, and particulars of interpersonal communication.
Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may include: Conflict
Management, General Semantics, Male-Female Communication, etc. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
CM 482 STUDIES IN MASS COMMUNICATION (J-o-J)(F/S). Instruction in theories
about, history of, and preparation of content for mediated public communica-
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tion. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may include: History
of Mass Communication, International Communication, Small Format Video, etc.
PREREQ: PERM/INST.
CM 483 STUDIES IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3-0.3)(F/S). The
study of basic communication principles as applied to or affected by the organiza-
tional setting. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may include:
Communication Theories of Organizational Management, Negotiation, Human
Relations Training, etc. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
CM 484 STUDIES IN RHETORIC AND PUBLIC PRESENTATION (3.0-3)(F/Sh
Historical, theoretical, and practical study in various forms of communication
presentation. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may include:
Advanced Public Speaking, Group Interpretation, Theory of Debate, etc. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
CM 485 STUDIES IN TH~INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENDER AND COM-
MUNICATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Instruction in gender as a variable in communicative
behaviors. Content varies semester to semester. Subjects may include: Gender
Issues in Interpersonal and Organizational Communication; Power, Gender, and
Nonverbal Communication; Feminist Rhetoric. . 'I
CM 498 COMMUNICATION SEMINAR (3-0-3)(F/S). A multi.theoretical approach
to the analysis of communication problems and issues culminating in the presen-





library Building, Room 218 Telephone (208) 385-3406
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Robert Marsh; Professor: Walsh;
Associate Professors: Foraker-Thompson, Hopfe';1beck. '
Degrees Offered
• AS, BA, and BS in Criminal justice Administration
Department Statement
The department is central to the mandate by the State Board of Educa.
tion that Boise State be the lead institution in Social Sciences and Public
Affairs. Our central role in this mandate is reflected in the dedication
of the faculty to the creation" of an intellectual environment crucial to
the development of skills for critical analysis, problem solving and full
participation in public affairs. The department offers a bachelors and
an associate degree in Criminal justice Administration, participates in
the Canadian Studies program and offers an emphasis in Criminal
justice in the Master of Public Administration degree program.
Upper Division Admission'
Administrator: Dr. Robert Marsh
library Building, Room 220-0, Telephone (208) 385-~407
The Department of Criminal justice Administration requires admission
to upper division standing by petition of all Criminal justice Administra-
tion majors. These majors are therefore required to meet the follow-
ing criteria prior to enrolling in upper division Criminal justice Ad.
ministration courses. Criminal justice majors enrolling in upper divi-
sion Criminal justice courses without approved upper division stan-
ding will be withdrawn administratively from the courses. Upper divi-
sion non-majors will be permitted to enroll in specific courses with
a documented showing of special need and permission of the instructor.
Minimum Criteria for Upper
Division Admission
1. Admission to Boise State University
2. Successful completion of a minimum of 32 credits of the lower divi-
sion university core including English - E 101 and E 102, Sociology
- SO 101, Psychology - P 101, Political-5cience. PO 101, Communica-
tions. CM 111, three 'credits of History and eight credits of Area
III Science and/or Mathematics.
3. All required lower division Criminal justice courses must,be com.
pleted with no less than a 'e' average.
4. Cumulative GPA of 2.5 or higher at the time of application.
5. Completion of at least 58 credits - including coursework in pro-
gress at the time of application. •
6: Selection of a degree emphasis area.
7. Submission of a completed application and current transcript at least
two weeks prior to the preregistration period in which upper divi.
sion coursework will be requested.
8. Attainment of a passing score on the departmental qualifying ex-
amination covering material in CR 101 - Introduction to Law.and
justice, CR 201-Introduction to Criminal justice Administration and
CR 215 • Police in the Community. This examination will be ad-
ministered each semester prior to the preregistration period.
Transfer Students: Students transferring into the Boise State Univer-
sity Criminal justice program from other institutions will be evaluated
by the departmental chairperson on an individual basis. Failure to meet
the above minimum requirements will result in a delayed entrance in-
to upper division courseslJntil the defici,encies have been addressed.
D~gree R~quirements
'I' CRIMINAL JUSTICEADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Bachelor of Science Degree
The Bachelor of Arts/Science degree in Crimi'nai justice Administra-
tion offers a choice of four" professional <!reasof emphasis: Law En-
forcement, Courts-Law, Corrections-Counseling, and Research.
A student major is required to complete the core courses plus the
courses within a desired area of specialization.
UNIVERSITY CORE COURSES: Credits
English Composition E 101, 102, 6
Arts & Humanities (Area I) ' ' : .. 12
",(B.A. must complete three ,credi~s,of Area I Core Literature)
History (Area II) , , 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II) 3
General Psychology P 101 (Area II) 3
Intro Sociology SO 101 (Area II) : .' 3
Science or Mathematics (Area 111): 12
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CORE:
American National Government PO 101 3
Computer Applications in Social Science SO 210 : .. , :4
Intro Law & justice CR 101 3
Intro to Criminal justice Admin CR 201 3
Police in the Community CR 215 . .- , .. " 3
Victims of Crime CR 280 3
Administration of justice CR 301 3
Public Policy & Criminal Behavior CR 315 3
The juvenile justice System CR 317 3
Criminal Law CR 321 : : .' 3
Contemporary Correctional theory & Practice CR.362 3
Criminal justice Management CR 363 , 3
Methods Criminal 'justice Research CR 426 3
Senior Tutorial CR 489 : j
"Senior Seminar in Criminal justice CR 498 3
SPECIALTYAREA COURSES:
1. LAW ENFORCEMENT
Law of Criminal Evidence CR 275 :.:.: 3
Law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276., ' ' 3
Comparative Criminal justice Admin CR 451 .'.: 3
or
Comparative Canadian' justice CR 452 3
Contemporary Issues in American Policing CR 461 3
Field Practicum CR 490 6
Electives to total 128 .. :' .. : : ~ ,'.. ' 22*
(Includi.ng 3 credits of upper division)
2. COURTS/LAW
Law of Criminal Evidence CR 275 " 3
Law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276 : ........• 3
Methods of Legal Research CR 350 : ...•... '. ' 3
judicial Admin & Court Management CR 381 3
Comparative Criminal Justice Admin CR 451 3
or
Comparative Canadian justice CR 452 .' 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 3
Field Practicum CR 490 : 6
Electives to total 128 16*
_.- -,..- -.' ._.~----~--~-
C~ 101 INTRODUCTION TO LAW AND JUSTICE (3.0.3)(5). Study of basiC issues
of law as ameans of social control including,broader issues of social justice such
as poverty:racism, sexism:alienation, Prov,ides foundation for examining rele-
vant critical issues in American society."'" '~.'
r Ii)' _ " .;- . q (, ' . " ~ •
CR 201 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION (3.0-3)(F).
Philosophy, history, objectives and functions of the criminal justice system as
a social institution. The relationship of this system to society; general overview
of the ,administration of justice. , .,
CR 215 POLICE IN .THE COMMUNITY eJ.0'3)(F). A study of police, behavior in
urban and rural areas with an emphasis on'the police response to community
change, attitudes, special interest groups, and minority relations. PREREQ:CR 201,
CR 275 LAW OF CRIMINAL EVIDENCE (3.0.3)(F); Presentation of the laws'and
rules of evidence; burden of proof, exclusionary rule, presumption, opinion
evidence, arid leading cou'rt cases involving the presentation and acceptability
of evidence. Witness examination procedures and' related legal problems are
presented. PREREQ: CR 201. ',), . - c'
CR 276 LAW OF ARREST, SEARCH AND SEIZURE (3,0.3)(5). A highlY concentrated
study of the legalities 'and'decision making processes associated with arrest,
search, and seizure inaccordance.with statutes, case law and Supreme Court
decisions as they relate to con'stitutional protections. PREREQ: CR 201.
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CR 280 VICTIMS OF CRIME (3.()..3)(S). Study of the role of victims of crime in the
justice system and their treatment by different criminal justice agencies, national
and state data on victimization by types of crime, psychological trauma suffered
by victims of violent cr.imes and paths to recovery, programs available to vic-
tims, and victim-related legislation.
CR 290 (SO 290) SOCIAL CONFLICT ANO PEACEMAKING (3.0.3)(F). (Cross listed
SO 290.) An introductory survey course covering broadly the kinds of conflict
that occur between persons, groups, organizations and societies, with attention
to why these conflicts arise, a range of peaceful solutions to conflicts using non-
VIolent, nonadversanal methods. The course ranges from inner personal con-
flict and ends with the international nuclear arms race. This course may betaken
for either CR or SO credit but not both. ' ,
;i Upper Division
CR 301 ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (3.()"3)(F). The administration of criminal
justice from 'arrest,to sentencing. Federal and state rules of criminal procedure
and laws of evidence as they apply and affect constitutional due process. PREREQ:
CR 201.
CR 315 PUBLIC POLICY AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR (3.()"3)(F). Explores the
biological, psychological, and sociological theories of crime and criminality. Ex-
plores the policy options for the criminal justice system and society. PREREQ:
Upper Division Criminal Justice standing. ',f'
C~ 317THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM (3.0.3)(5). Study of the philosophy, and
function of the juvenile court, court procedures and law, theories of causation,
and intervention strategies for juveniles. Includes an evaluation and analysis of
law, institutions, policies, and practices of the court since inception. PREREQ:
Upper Division Criminal justice standing.
CR 321 CRIMINAL LAW (3.()"3)(S). Elements and application of federal and state
criminal statutes. The effect of differential enforcement on the tolerance limits
of society. PREREQ: CR 201.
CR 331 CORRECTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY (3,0,3)(5). Development, organiza-
tion, operation and results of post-conviction release programs. Traditional court
and institutional supervised probation and parole, work release, halfway houses,
diversiOn;furlough concept and various community/social agency rehabilitative
programs of both traditional and innovative natu reo PREREQ: CR 201 or SO 101,
CR 340 INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE (J.2-4)(F).
Theory and skills involved in effective communication, interviewing and counsel-
ing for criminal justice personnel. Basic communication skills and process of
problem solving with .criminal justice clients emphasized. PREREQ: Upper divi-
sion CJA standing.
CR 341 ADVANCED INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
(3.2.4)(5). Analysis of major theoretical counseling models. Development of ad-
vanced skills in interviewing and counseling strategies focusing on the un-
motivated, involuntary client. PREREQ: CR 340. • "
CR 350 METHODS OF LEGAL RESEARCH (3.()"3)(F). An introduction to methods
of legal research with emphasis on the utilization of law library resources, private
and government organizations as courses of legal information, and on the for-
mulation of briefs, memoranda and other documents appropriate to legal prac-
tice. PREREQ: Upper Division Criminal justic~i;t~~ding." .••
CR 362 (SO 362) CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE
(3.0.3)(F) (Cross listed SO 362). The historical development, processes; and
methods of operating the adult correctional system. Detailed study of the
philosophy and development of treatment strategies in local, state and federal
COrrectional institutions. This course may be taken as CR or SO credit but not
both. PREREQ: Upper division ClA.standing.
CR'363 CRIMINAL JUSTICE MANAGEMENT (3.0.3)(F), An overview oforganiza-
tional theory'and administrative behavior in criminal justice agencies. Effects of
leadership, technology, information systems, decision.making, court cases, per-
,sonnel policies, budgeting, and planning on the justice system are analyzed.
PREREQ: Upper Division Criminal justic~standing.
CR 381 JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION AND COURT MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(S)(Even
years). Study of practices and trends in court management and judicial administra.
tion; court personnel, selection, training and evaluation. Examination of modern
technology in the management of judicial administration. PREREQ:CR 301, upper
division CIA standing.' I t
CR 426 METHODS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH (3-0-3)(F). An introduction
to basic research methods in criminal justice. Exploration of the philosophy of
science, research designs and their implementation, and elementary statistical
techniques. Emphasis is placed on guiding students in interpreting criminal
justice statistics and research. PREREQ: Upper Division Criminal Justice standing.
CR 428 ADVANCED METHODS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH (3.()"3)(S). Ad-
vanced methods of research and analysis in criminal justice with emphasis on
designing and managing research projects. Students will design and conduct
!heir own research proje.ct. PREREQ: CR 426. '"
CR 451 COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION (3.0.3)(5). An
analysis and comparison of law enforcement systems at the federal; state and
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Corrections in the Community CR 331 .' ; .. 3
Interviewing & Counseling'in Crim justice CR{340 .4
Advanced Interview &,Counsel in Crim Just CR 341 .4
Upper Division Criminal justice Elective 3
Field Practicum CR 490 : " ......• : 6
Electives to total 128 20'
4: RESEARCH
Methods of legal Rese'arch CR 350 ... , ... : ......•.... ';, 3
Advanced Methods Crim Just Research CR 428 . ' 3
Comparative Criminal ju'stice Admin CR 451 : 3
or'! ,,-.\'
Comparative Canadian' justice CR 452 .. ::: .. :. ' '; . : .. 3-8,. Upper Divisiion Criminal justice Electives : ,' .. ;' ...•...... 3
Field Practicum-Planning & Admin CR 490 (;
Electives to total 128 :' ' :': -: '>:22'
"Three of these elective credits must be chosen f;om the disciplines. of:
Anthropology.. Geography** : Music Social.Work*.
Art Geology" Philosophy Sociology"
Biology** History" . Physical Science** The'atre Arts
Chemistry"* Humanitie's ~t • Physics" I
Communication*" Literature .Political Science*'" " .J:~;.~~\;
Econo~ics** Mathematics"'*, Psychology*'" ~t
NOTE:BACHELOROF ARTSDEGREEmay choos,e,the three credits from any of the
above disciplines except mathema-tics!natural science (Area III courses). BACHELOR
'OF SCIENCEDEGREEMAJORS may choose the three' credits only from'ihose
disciplines marked .with a double asterisk (**). ; J .• '
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 ' .
Science or Mathematics : ...•.......•.......
Intro law & justice CR 101 .
American National Government PO 101 .
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 .
Fundamentals of SpeechComm CM 111 .
State-local Government PO 102 , , .
Intro to Crimin~,1 j~stjce AdllJ.~iS~ •.3q1 •. .' .: ; .
, .
SOPHOMORE YEAR "
Computer Applications iri Social Science SO 210 •.
'Police in the Community,CR 215 .....•...... ;'; .... '
law of Criminal Evidence CR 275 .'.' .. ,.'. , .. ~
Humanities , , . , '..........•..
History.: :' .. ' ': .. ' ':: : .
General Psychology P 101': .' ; .
law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276 .
Electives to total 64 '.. >. ; .
Co'lnse Offe'rings" "
See page 20 for definition of cour'se numbering system J,
CR CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
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CR 452 COMPARATIVE CANADIAN JUSTICE (1-6-3)(S). An analysis and camparisan
af U.S.-Canadian criminal justice systems at all levels and af the U.S. Canstitu-
tian versus the Canadian Charter af Rights and Freedam. Requires c1assraam
attendance at the final six weeks af CR 451 and residence at the University af
British Calumbia during the twa weeks fallawing final examinatian week. Either
CR 451 ar CR 452 satisfy applicable graduatian requirements in Criminal Justice.
PREREQ: CR 301 and CR 362, ar PERM/INST. Even numbered years anly.
CR 461 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN AMERICAN POLICING (3-0-3)(S). Study and
discussian af the majar cantemparary issues facing the madern palice arganiza-
tian. Utilizatian af knawledge gained in CR 363 to. address specific areas af en-
farcement at the lacal, state, and federal levels af gavernment. Majar areas af
enfarcement cancerns invalving drugs, street gangs, and increased use af
firearms. PREREQ: Upper divisian Criminal Justice standing, CR 363.
CR 489 SENIOR TUTORIAL (3-6-3)(F/S). Directed research in relevant contem-
parary issues an Criminal Justice and Criminalagy. Research prapasal will be
submitted to., and approved by, Criminal Justice faculty priar to. the initiatian
af the project. The culminatian af the caurse will be the submissian and presen-
tatian af an apprapriate written project paper. PREREQ: Seniar standing in
Criminal Justice Administratian. • ,
CR 490 FIELD PRACTICUM (V-V-{,). Student placement in selected criminal justice
agencies with assigned duties af regular persannel. Relevant research praject
required. Weekly seminar meetings with instructor to. review research and agency
progress. Required af all BNBS students withaut ane year af full time criminal
justice experience. PREREQ: Upper Divisian CjA standing.
CR 498 SENIOR SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROBLEMS
(3-6-3)(S). Explaratian af current and anticipated critical issues and problems in
the criminal justice systems. PREREQ: CR 201, seniar CjA standing ar PERM/INST.
Department of History
Library Building, Raam 247 Telephane (208) 385-1255
ChairperSOn and Professor: Warren L. Vinz; Professors: Barrett, Buhler,
Fletcher, Janes, Keiser, lavin, Odahl, Ourada, Sims, Zirinsky; Associate
Professors: lundy, Shallat; Assistant Professors: Bernstein, Schackel.
Coordinator of Graduate Studies: Erro.l Janes.
Coordinator of Classical Languages: Charles Odahl.
Degrees Offered
• BA, Histary
• BA, Histary, Secandary Educatian
• BA, Histary, Sacial Science, Secandary Educatian
• MA, Histary: see Graduate Callege sectian far further details.
• Minar Certificatian Endarsement. in latin
Department Statement
The Department af Histary affers three bac~alaureate degree programs:
Histary-Liberal Arts (42 haurs af Histary); Histary-Secandary Educatian
Optian (42 hours of History, 26-32 hours State Teacher Certification
requirements); and Histary-Social Science, Secondary Education Option
(minimum 33 hours Histary, 20 haurs each in twa Sacial Sciences, 29.35
haurs State Teacher Certificatian requirements). The Histary-Liberal
Arts degree helps the student prepare far either graduate histary ar
careers in histary-related professians, and provides a broad Liberal Arts
training far the student. The ather twa degrees prepare the student
far a teaching career. Specific requirements far each degree are listed
belaw. "
The department also. affers caursework in Classical languages' &
Literatures, with students campleting 20 haurs af latin eligible far a
Minar Certificatian Endarsement far secandary schaal teaching in that
language from the State Department af Educatian.
Degree Requirements
HISTORY MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
History-Liberal Arts Option
1. General University Requirements to. incliJde:
"One year af co.liege level Fareign lahguage 6-8
"language equivalency required by the Histary Department
will be determined by the Department af Teacher Educatian.
American Natianal Gavernment PO 101 3
2. History Requirements:
Histary af Western Civilizatian HY 101, 102, ar 201, 202 6
U.S. Histary HY 151, 152, ar 251, 252 6
Intra to. the Study af Histary HY 210 3
Tatal lawer Divisian Caurses 15
Histary Seminar 3
Seminar ar Callaquium 3
Upper Divisian Histary (minimum) 12
Additianal Histary Upper Divisian ar nan-required lower
Division Electives 9
""Tatal Other Histary Caurses 27
"Majars must havecourse wark distributed between U.S.,Eurapeanand Third Warld Histary
with at least 12 haurs in ane area and at least 6 haurs in each af the ather twa.
3. Other Electives - , 28-36
History-Secondary Education Option
1. General University Requirements:
American Natianal Government PO 101 3
2. Histary Requirements:
Histary af Western Civilizatian HY 101, 102, ar 201, 202 6
U.S. Histary HY 151, 152, ar 251, 252 6
Introductian to. the Study af Histary HY 210 3
Tatal lawer Divisian Caurses 15
U.S. Histary Electives '(Upper Divisian) 3
Upper Divisian Histary (minimum) 12
Seminar Dr Callaquium 3
Additianal Histary Upper Divisian ar nan-required lawer
Divisian Electives 9
""Tatal Other Histary Caurses 27
"Majors must have course work distributed between U.S., European and Third World History
with at least 12 haurs in ane area and at least 6 haurs in each af the ather twa.
3. Educatian Requirements far State Certificatian far Secondary
Education to. include TE 385 29.35
4. Other Electives 18-13
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduatiOn with a secondary education option may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more
information.
History-Social Science-Secondary Education Option
1. lawer Divisian Courses:
U.S. Histary HY 151, 152 ar 251, 252 , 6
Western Civilizatian HY 101, 102 ar 201, 202 6
Intra tathe Study af Histary HY 210 3
2. Other Histary Caurses:
Minimum 15 Upper Divisian, 3 af thase American Histary ... 18
To. be chasen by student in consultatian with advisar from
twa aut af three af the Department's offerings (U.S.,
European, Third Warld)
NOTE:Campletian af all requirements far graduatian with a secandaryeducatian aptian may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more
information.
Social Science Curriculum Minor
Similar Sacial Science curriculum majars are available in the variaus
Sacial Science disciplines in which the caurses wauld canstitute the
3O-Credit care af the majar and Histary wauld serve as ane af the
assaciate 20-credit blacks. Far such a majar the Department af Histary
requires at least 9 af the 21 Histary credits be Upper Divisian, that 6
haurs af the 21 be in U.S. Histary to. meet state certificatian re-
quirements, and that the remaining caurses be selected to. camplement
their major.
History Minor Option
Minar certificatian endarsements far teaching areas are listed in this
Catalag under .the Department af Teacher Educatian, Callege af
Education.
Classical language Program
Requirements far Minar Certificatian Endarsement in latin:
latin language Caurses.
(The State Department af Educatian requires 20 credit haurs in the
language far a Minar Certificatian Endarsement)
Elementary Classical latin lang & lit LA 211 .4
Advanced Classical latin lang & lit LA 212 .4
Early Church latin literature lA 323 : 3
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
All History courses specifically required for the major are offered each
semester allowing for some flexibility in student scheduling. However,
the Department strongly encourages History majors to take HY 210 by
the second semester sophomore year before taking any Upper Divi-
sion History courses.
HY HISTORY
Medieval latin literature LA 324 , 3
Advanced latin Tutorial-Augustan Age lA 498 , 3
Advanced latin Tutorial-late Antiquity LA 498 3
Subtotal 20
History & Culture Courses
(The BSU Classical languages Program requires an additional 9 credit
hours in related history and culture courses for a Certification
Recommendation.) .
Required (3 credits)
Ancient Rome HY 320 ' 3
Electives 6
(chosen from the following list: Survey of Western Art AR 101;
Mythology E 217; Early Christianity HY 323; Medieval Europe
HY 324; European Seminar on Augustus and the Golden Age
, of Rome HY 481; European Seminar on Constantine and the
late Roman Empire HY 481; European Seminar on the High
Middle Ages HY 481; Ancient Philosophy PY 305; Medieval
Philosophy PH 307.)
lower Division
HY 101 HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION (3-6-3)(AREA 11), A political,
economic, and cultural survey of western civilization from the earliest settled
communities ofthe ancient Near East in the fourth millennium B.C. up through
the cultural renaissance and religious reformation of western Europe in the six-
teenth and seventeenth centuries of the Christian era.
HY 102 HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION (3-11-3)(AREA 11). A political,
economic, and cultural survey of western civilization from the end of the religious
wars of the seventeenth century up through the world-wide expansion of western
culture in the twentieth century of the modern era.
HY 104 HISTORY OF SCIENCE (3-6-3)(F/S). Alternate years. A survey on the
development of the western concept of science, and cultural and scientifkin-
teraction at selected critical points of change in. western history; the origins of
science under the Greeks; medieval assumptions about the physical world; the
scientific revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; biological
theories; and science in the modern world. .
HY 105 EASTERN CIVILIZATIONS (3.6-3)(AREA II)(F/S). An historical survey of the
Islamic civilization and the dominant civilizations of south and 'east Asia, with
an emphasis on cultural and religious development. ,•.'t \
HY 151, 152 UNITED STATESHISTORY (3-11-3)(AREA11).First semester; the history
of American civilization from Pre-Columbian days to 1877 with emphasis given
to the development of the union and expansion. Second semester: A survey of
the significant factors influencing American development from the Civil War to
the present, including the growth of American business, and the emergence of
the nation to a world power.
HY 201 PROBLEMS IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION (3-6-3)(F/S)(AREA II). A study of
selected historiographical problems the researcher encounters when interpreting
the history of western civilization from ancient Near Eastern to early modern
European times. Not open to students with credit in HY 101. PREREQ: High school
course in World History or related subject matter or PERM/INST.
HY 202 PROBLEMS IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION (3-6-3)(F/S)(AREA II). A study of
selected historiographical problems the researcher encounters when interpreting
the history of western civilization from early modern European times up through
the modern twentieth century era. Not open to students with credit in HY 102.
PREREQ: High school course in World History or related subject matter or
PERM/INST.
HY 205 LEWIS AND CLARK (2-6-2)(S). A survey of the "corps of discovery" from
Wood River, Illinois to the ocean and return, with study of the medical, scien-
tific, anthropological and other aspects of the expedition. Alternate years.
HY 210 INTRODUCTIO~ TO THE STUDY OF HISTORY (3-11-3).An introduction
to the study of history for liberal arts. students, exploring the nature of the
discipline, and dealing with practical problems of historical research and writing,
including the applications of various methodological approaches to the analysis
of data. Required of all history majors, liberal arts option, prior to taking apy
upper division history courses. . ,
HY 251 PROBLEMS IN U;S. HISTORY (3-11-3)(F)(AREA11).Selected problems from
colonial times through reconstruction following the Civil War. Not open to
TOTAL .29
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students who have completed HY 151. PREREQ: High school history course or
PERM/INST.
HY 252 PROBLEMS IN U.S. HISTORY (3-6-3)(S)(AREA II). Selected problems from
the rise of industrialism after the Civil War to the present. Not open to students
who have completed HY 152. PREREQ: High school history course or PERM/INST.
HY 261 HISTORY OF MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES (3-6-3)(F/S). Problems
encountered by ethnic minorities in their quest for equal opportunity and equal
rights. Alternate years.
Upper Division
HY 303 THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND TH~ FRENCH REVOLUTION (3-11-3)(F/S).A
study of European thought in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with
emphasis upon monarchical absolutism, the crisis of the Old Regime, and the
coming of the French Revolution. Recommended: HY 101. PREREQ: HY 102. Alter-
nate years.
HY 307 MODERN GERMANY (J-6-3)(F/S). The struggle for Gennan unity in modern
times, and the relation of this issue to the origins of the two World Wars. The
problem will be traced through the "opening to the east" inspired by Willy
Brandt. HY 102 recommended. Alternate years.
HY 308 FRANCE SINCE THE REVOLUTION (3.6-3)(F/S). The failure of Frenchmen
in the 19th and 20th centuries to achieve political and social equilibrium. The
problem will be traced through the establishment of the fifth Republic by Charles
deGualle. HY 102 recommended, Alternate years.
HY 309 THE RENAISSANCE (3-6-3)(S). A study of European society, economic
development, artistic expression, humanism, and political concepts from the 12th
through 16th centuries. PREREQ: HY 102 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 310 THE REFORMATION (3-0-3)(F). Survey of church-state relationships in-
cluding the Babylonian Captivity, the Great Schism, the impact of the national
state, the theological and political philosophies of reformers from Wycliff to the
Council of Trent, and the world wide impact of Protestantism, the Catholic Refor-
mation and dissident minority sects. PREREQ: HY 102 orPERM/lNST. Alternate
years.
HY 311, 312 HISTORY OF ENGLAND (3-6-3)(F/S). First semester: Survey of the
major cultural, political, economic and religious developments in England from
the beginning to 1688. Second semester: Great Britain from the seventeenth cen-
tu ry to the present. Alternate years.
HY 313, 314 HISTORY OF RUSSIA (3-6-3)(F/S). HY 313: Origin and development
of the Kievan and Muscovite states. HY 31.4:Growth and development of Tsarist
Russia. Alternate years.
HY 315, 316 HISTORY OF EAST ASIA (3-6-3)(F/S). First semester: Survey of the
history of China and Japan to ca. 1600, emphasizing their cultural development.
Korea and Viet Nam receive brief consideration. Second semester: A study of
the political, economic, and cultural transformation of East Asia as a result of
its interaction with the West. Alternate years.
HY 317 HISTORY OF SOVIET RUSSIA (3-11-3)(F/S).A survey of the history of Soviet
Russia from the last tsars through the present. Alternate years.
HY 319 ANCIENT GREECE (3-6-3)(F/S). A study of the ancient Greek world from
the Minoan sea empire of the second millennium to the empire of Alexander
the Great in the late fourth century B.C. Political, economic, and cultural history
are emphasized with special attention given to the outstanding achievements
of the Greeks in political and philosophical thought, epic and dramatic poetry,
historical writing and Visual Arts. PREREQ: HY 101, PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 320 ANCIENT ROME (3-11-3)(F/S).'A survey of Rome from its earliest begin-
nings under Etruscan tutelage through its late imperial phase in the 5th century
of the Christian era. Emphasis on political and military developments, social and
religious changes, outstanding personalities, and literary, legal and artistic
achievements. PREREQ: HY 101 or.PERM/lNST.
HY 323 EARLY CHRISTI.ANITY (3.6-3)(F/S). A study of the rise and development
of Christianity from its Jewish and Greek origins in the first century through its
establishment and elaboration as the state religion of the late Roman empire
in the fifth century. Doctrinal, ethical, organizational, liturgical and aesthetic
developments within the Christian movement, and the political, social and
cultural roles of the Church within the late empire are analyzed through the
media of early Christian and contemporary pagan writings and artistic remains.
Alternate years.
HY 324 MEDIEVAL EUROPE (3.6-3)(F/S). A survey of the political, religious,
economic, and cultural development of Western Europe from the fourth to the
fourteenth century. Special emphasis given to the Constantin ian revolution, the
rise and elaboration .of monasticism, the Carolingian empire, feudalism and
chivalry, the Gregorian papacy; and the outstanding cultural achievements of
the twelfth century renaissance. Alternate years.
HY 327 LIVING RELIGIONS: A Comparative Historical Study (3-0-3)(F). A com-
parative analysis of the major active religious traditions of the world, treating
their historical development, philosophical foundations and social and political
ramifications, especially in modern times, with emphasis on Islam, Hinduism,
Buddhism, Ta'oism, Shinto, Judaism, and Christianity. Recommended: HY 105.
Alternate years.
HY 329 HISTORY OF MODERN SOUTH ASIA: India, Pakistan and Burma from 1750
to the Present (J-O.3)(F/S). The Mughal Empire; its decline the rise of British Power;
LA lATIN
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its social, political, and economic impact; South Asian reaction to British rule;
the rise of nationalism and independence; and Indian and Pakistani history since
1947. Alternate years. "
HY 330 HISTORY OF MODERN AFRICA; 1750-Present (3-0.3)(F). History'of the
African Continent from 1750 to the present with emphasis on the sub-Saharan
regions, including the slave trade, its abolition, the. pre-colonial eras, in-
dependence movements and the emergence of the, modern African state.
Mediterranean, Black and White African states will be included. Alternate years.
HY 331 THE ISLAMIC MIDDLE EAST (3-o-3)(F). A history of the people, institu-
tions and culture of the Near and Middle East from Muhammad to the decline
of the Ottoman and safavid empires inthe eighteenth century. Alternate years.
HY 332 THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST (3-0-3)(5). A history of the near and Middle
East during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the decline of the Ottoman
Empire, the breakdown of cosmopolitan Islam and the rise of Turkish/Iranian,
Arab and Israeli nationalism. HY 102 rec;ommended. Alternate years: \"\';'
HY 333 HISTORY OF SPORTS AND THE AMERICAN IDEAL (3-0-3)(F/S). Traces the
historic development of sport in America and its impact ,on American society.
From Indian games to Big League this course has something for every interest.
The area of sport is placed within the context of American thought and the social
milieu of the nation. Alternate years.
HY 334-334g UNITED STATES SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY (3-0-3)(F/s).
Selected themes from colonial times to the present. The nature and meaning
of the national experience, customs, traditions and intellectual developments.
HY 151, 152 recommended. Alternate years. "
HY 335 DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES (3-o-3)(F/S). Development
of diplomacy from the foundation of the Republic to the present with emphasis
on the emergence and continuance of the United States as a world power, and
the impact of domestic developments upon the formulation of foreign policies.
HY 151, 152 relmmmended. Alternate years.
HY 336 UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY (3,o-3)(F). A study of the
origins, writing and development of the American constitution emphasis on the
role of the Supreme Court. PREREQ: HY 151, 152 or PERM/INsT. Alternate years.
HY 338 HISTORY OF IRELAND (3-0-3)(F/S). The development of the concept of
an Irish nationality, the effects of the long colonial relationship between Ireland
and Great Britain, the struggle for Irish independence, the contemporary Ulster
issue. Alternate years~ ' . • f ;
HY 351 COLONIAL AMERICA (3-0-3)(F). Col~riial rivalry'in North America'; an in-
vestigation of the political organizations, social institutions, economic develop'
ment, and the war for American independence. PREREQ: HY 151 or PERM/INsT.
Alternate years:
HY 353 THE NATIONAL ERA, 1815-1848 (3-0-3)(5). The developme~t of Arne'rican
nationalism; the Era of Good Feelings; the emergence of Jacksonian Democracy;
Manifest Destiny; the beginnings of sectional rivalry; and the Mexican War.
PREREQ: HY 151 or PERM/INsT. Alternate years. .
HY 354 CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION (3-0-3)(F/S). A study'of the origins
of the conflict between the states, the encounter and the problems of reunifica:
tion. PREREQ: HY 151 or PERM!I NsT. Alternate years. '
HY 355 WESTERN AMERICA (3-0-3)(F/s). The frontier as a region in transit from
the Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific coast, but largely the settlement and develop-
ment of the Trans-Mississippi West. HY 151 Recommended. Alternate years.
HY 356 THE INDIAN IN UNITED STATES HISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S). Em~hasis i~ on
Indian-white relations. The time period studied extends from early contacts, Euro-
pean rivalries, and the origins of the United States Indian policy, to the reserva-
tion system, Red Power, and the current Indian problems. Alternate years.
HY 3571DAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (3-0-3)(F/s). Pblitical, economic
and SOCialdevelopment of the, Pacific Northwest with emphasis upon the people,
customs and institutiol)s of Idaho. HY 151 recommended. Alternate years.
HY 358 THE GILDED AGE (3-0-3)(5). A study of United, States history from 1877
to 1917, with emphasis upon industrial and concomitant social developments,
emergence as a world power,' and national responses to these changes,
culminating with the Progressive Movement and Woodrow Wilson's' "New
Freedom." PREREQ: HY 152 or PERM/INsT.'Alternate years.
HY 359 RECENT UNITED STATES, 1917 to Present (3-0-3)(S). Versailles arid 'post-
war disillusionment; boom and bust of the 20's; the Great Depression and FDR's
New Deal; reappearance of the world scene; World War'lI and its aftermath;
HY 152 recommended. Alternate years. ' ,
HY 367 COl0N,IAL LATIN AMERICA (l-o-j)(F): A study of the develdpment of
distinctive Latin American societies through the fusion oflate medieval Iberian
with American and African cultures in Middle and South America, with emphasis
upon the creation of colonial institutions in the context cif Spain's and Portugal's
imperial rise and decline, and the early 19th century wars -of independence.
Recommended HY 102. Alternate years. '
HY 368 MODERN LATIN AMERICA (3-0-3)(S). An examination of Lati~ America
in the aftermath of the wars of independence, and the struggles for politiCal and
economic stability during the nineteenth century. P~rticular emphasis placed
upon twentieth century socio-economic change and the role of the United States
in that process. Recommended: HY 152. Alternate'years'.' ~
l~._
HY 380 COLLOQUIUM IN,AMERICAN.HISTORY <:l-a-3). Intensive studies of a
particular period, topic; or problem'in American history. Reading and discus-
sion format. Consult current class schedule for specific selections 'Offered each
term. Colloquium may be repeated. 'PREREQ: Upper Division Standing.
Hy'381 COLLOQUIUM IN EUROPEAN HISTORY (3-0-3). Intensive studies ofa
particular period, topic, 'Or problem in European.history. Reading and discus-
sion format. Consult curr,en,t class schedule for specific selections offered each
term. Colloquium may be repeated. PREREQ: Upper t?ivision Sta':ldi~g":l
HY 382 COllOQUIUM IN THIRD WORLD HISTORY (3-0-3). Intensive studies of
a particular period, topic, or problem in Third W'Orld History. Reading and discus-
sion format. Consult current class schedule for specific selections offered each
term. Colloquium may be repeated. PREREQ: Upper Division Standing.
HY 4'1O'ARCHIVEs AND MANUSCRIPTS (3-0-3)(5). Pra~tic;r'experie~ce in the ar-
rangement andde~cription of manuscript collections located in"theldaho State
Archives at325 West State Street, Boise, and the re'search, and writing of a paper
using original or primary sources, including newspaper collections located in
the Archives,. \ I ~ -,. f ' 1:~ l~.. .,i,,'
I _ ,~r l, ~'-,_ •
HY 417 UNITED STATES ECONOMIC HISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S); Major factors in the
economic growth and developme~t of !he United StateStrom colonial times to
the present. Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of economic factors
and other aspects of American society. PREREQ: EC 201 and~c 202 or PERM!lNsT.
May be taken for History or Economics credit, but notfqr' boih. ."," •
HY 422 HISTORY OF. SOCIALISM (3-0-3)(F/s). Survey of European egalitarian ideas
and movements. Emphasis given 'to 19th and 20th centuries. Alternate years.
HY 423-423g EUROPEAN DIPLOMA TIC HISTORY 1871-Present (3-0:3)(F/S)~Major
problems in ,European diplomacy since 1871; 'search for seclfiity after unifica-
tion of Germany, potential Cbllapse of Ottoman Empire,' imperialism in Africa
and Asia:alliance systems, origins of World Wars I and II; cold war and merging
of European diplomacy into world diplomacy. Alternate years.', '"
HY 432 TUDOR-STUART ENGLAND (3.0.3)(5). England during the reigns ofTudor
and Stuart monarchies; monarchy and parliamentary government; rise of middle
class; beginnings of empire; religious and social conflict; cultural developments.
Alternate years. ,,~..• ,~ " (J"'j ~-J t' (~\,.:' ~ .1. ., f
HY 468 HISTORY OF MEXICO (3-0:3)(F/S). An examination of cu'itural, social,
political, ~nd economic f"ctors affecting the historical development of Mexico
from pre-conquest times to the present, with' emphasis upon the conquest era,
the revolution and post-revolutionary periods. Recommended: HY 367. Alternate
years. '''1' " J f' -~, > , •• _ .I .,; :'
I-lY 480 SEMINAR IN AMERICAN":HlsTORY (3-0-3). Critical a'nalysis of source
materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in 'American
history. Preparation and presentation of research' papers. C6nsult current Class
schedule for specific,selections offered each term. Seminar may be repeated.
PREREQ: Upper Division standing. .' • . •
HY 481 SEMINAR IN EUROPEAN HISTORY (3-0-3). Critical analysis 01 sourcl!
materi,~ls and his\'Orical literature on a topic of restricted scope in European
history. Preparation and presentation of research papers. Consult current class
schedule for specific selections offered each term, Seminar may be repeated.
PREREQ: Upper Division standing. 'j' ", ," '
HY 482 SEMINAR IN THIRD WORLD HISTORY (3-0-3). Critical analysis of source
materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in Third World
History. Preparation and presentation of research papers",Consult current class
schedule for specific selections offered each term. Seminar m'ay be repeated.
PREREQ: Upper Division Standing. - ",." ,.
HY 498 HISTORY SEMINAR (3-0:3). ..,
ClASSICAL LANGUAGES
GR GREEK' "
Lower Division • ,..
GR 101, ,102 GREEK LANGUAGE & LITERATURE (3-0-3). An introductory cours~
providing the student with a basic knowledge' of forms and syntax of the
language, with reading exercises and passages excerpted fro'm ancient authors:
Translation and analysis of extended pagan and Christian texts is undertaken.
Etymological study illustrates the debt of modern languages to Greek. Alternate
years. J I J t ,i" ,t
LOWer Division' "1 •
LA 211 ELEMENTARY CLASSICAL LATIN LANGUAGE & LITERATURE (3-2-4)(F). An
intensive introducti~nto\he basic vocabulary, grammar, and syntax of classical
Latin with emphasis on comprehension of the nominal declension and verbal
conjugation forms of the language; and a survey of Roman republican literature
with illustrative reading passages excerpted from the ancient authors. Recom-
mended: HY 320 Ancient Rome. Alternate years,
LA212 ADVANCED ClASSICAL LATIN LANGUAGE &'lIHRATURE(3-2-4)(S). An
intensive completio'n to th,e study of classical Latin with emphasis on comprehen-
sion of the advanced grammatiCal forms and syntactical patterns of the language;
and a survey of Roman imperial literature with translations and a'nalysis of ex-
tended historical and literary texts from the ancient authors, PREREQ: LA'211;







Requirements for Army Commissions
Applicants for admission to the ad~anced course must:
Department'of'M iIitary
Science (Army ROTC)
Pavilion, Room 2025 Telephone (208) 385-3500
Cadre: Chairperson and Professor: Lieutenant Colonel larry W. Satter-
white; Assistant Professors: Bankhead, 'Carlson, Quirin; Instructors:
leach. ' •
The Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) was established at Boise
State University in 1977 under provisions ,recommended to the State
Board of Education and in accordance with national requirements.
Under the regulations of the university, participation by students in
the program is voluntary. ,',' , , " " . ,
The objective of the Senior Division, Army ROTC, is to provide univer-
sity students who have ability and desire the opportunityto become
commissioned officers in the United States Army Reserve. In addition,
the Senior Division provides a major source for officers in the Regular
Army and is accomplished through the selection of distinguished
military graduates. .
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1. have s~tisfied one of the following requirements: Completion of
the baSICcourse; successfully completed the six-week summer basic
camp; completed Basic Training and Advanced Individual Train-
, ing;and must have a minimt,lm of 50 semester hours;
2. be able to complete all requirements for commissioning prior to
their 30th birthda~, 32 if they have 2 years of Active Duty; I
3: successfully complete prescribed survey and general 'screening
tests;
4. be approved by the pr~;ident of Boise State University or any oth~;
institution towhich they may thereafter,be admitted;-, ,
5. execute an individual contract with the government in which they
agree to complete the advanced course at Boise State University
• • or any other institution at which they may thereafter be enrolled
, where such a course is given;' . .
6. devote ~ minimum of eight hou'rs a week to the military training'
prescribed by the Secretary of the 'Army;, ,
7."attend a six-week summer training camp between the junior and
senior year, or in exceptional cases, at the end of the senior year;
8. enlist in the ROTC Control group (this enlistment does not involve
additional training or duty but is to :insurecompliance with the
terms of the contract signed by the student which require active
enlisted duty if cont'ract is voided due to fraudulent enlistment or
willful evasion.)
9. agree to accept a commission if tendered;
10. serve as a commissioned officer for eight years to include an ini-
tial period of active duty of up to four years. If the Army does not
require service on active duty, agree to serve an initial period of
active duty training of three to six months and remain a member
of, and participate satisfaCtorily in, a Reserve component until the
eighth anniversary of such appointment unless sooner relieved
under other provisions. Guaranteed Reserve Forces (GRF) assign-
ments are available for those who do not want to compete for the
attive duty assignments. The GRF assignment allows officers to re-
main in Idaho and continue their civilian career plans as well as
serve in the reserves with an Army Commission.
11. COiTIplete,the requirements listed for Precommissioning Military
Qualification Standards (MQS) as listed below. '
MILITARY QUALIFICATION STANDARDS
-,' .,' PRECOMMISSIONING REQUIREMENTS
The United States Cadet Command has established several standard-
ization requireme'nts for all precommissioning ROTC programs across
the United States. . '
These standardizations include the requirements for a cadet to com"
plete the Military Science courses listed below, as well as one course
in each of the following areas.
1. Written Communication. The English Composition requirements of
BSU also satisfy the MQS requirement.
2.' Human Behavior. Recommended courses to meet this requirement
include General Psychology, Sociology or Anthropology (all of these
courses can also be used to meet the BSU Area II Social Science
requirements).
3., Military History. A Military History course will be offered every other
Spring semester. When,this course is not available, HY 152 or HY
359 with the written approval of the Professor of Military Science.
4. Courses in Management and National Security Studies are strong-
ly recommended but are not required. '
5. The following Physical Education classes are recommended. For
students going to an ROTC Summer Camp, these classes are highly
recommended:
a. FA 163-Jogging
b. PE 121-First Aid
c. FA 297-Special Topics: Courses in Physical Aerobic Conditioning
d, F!\ 297"":Special Topics: Orienteering/land Navigation
6. Computer Literacy. Recommended courses inciude Computer In-
formation Systems IS 310 and Computer Science CS 122.
7. Math Reasoning. Recommended,courses include Mathematics f'A
100, M 105, and M 106.
Scholarships: F'inancial assistan'ee for selected students is offered
through 2, 3, and 4-year scholarship programs paying for tuition and
'l
"Department Statement
Upper Division' . f ,I
LA 323 EARLYCHURCH LATIN LITERATURE(2-2-3)(F).Translation a~d analysis
of selections from the major writings of the Latin Fathers of the early Church,
such asTertullian, Cyprian, Lactantius,Ambrose, Jerome,and Augustine. Recom.
mended: A year of college Latin, and HY 323EarlyChristianity. Alternate years.
LA324MEDIEVALLATINLITERATURE(2-2-3)(5).Translation and ana'lysisof selec-
tIOns from significant medieval Latin writers, such as the papal biographers,
Egena,Gregory of Tours, the Venerable Bede,Einhard, PopeGregory VII, Fulcher
of Chartres,Abelard, and JacqueDe Vitry. Recommended:A year of college Latin,
and HY 324 Medieval Europe. Alternate years.
LA498ADVANCEDLATINTUTORIAL(0-6-3).T~anslationand ~nalysi~of';are and
difficult Latin works and documents of late antiquity with professorial guidance
and supervision; and discussions on materials and methodologies in'teaching
Latin. May be repeated once for 'a'total of 6 hours of credit: Recommended: HY
481 European Seminar on Constantine and the Late Roman Empire. PREREQ:
Upper Division Standing and PERM/INST.Offered as ne~ded. ..'
S'cope of Instruction
General: The complete course of instruction leading to a commission
as a Second Lieutenant comprises four years and one summer camp,
or two years and two summer camps. Training in leadership is empha-
sized. Instruction is given in subjects common to all branches of the
Army with stress placed on the following: organization of the Army
and ROTC; individual weapon.s and marksmanship; military history;
management; leadership; map reading, land navigation and orienteer-
ing; U.S. Army and national security; military teaching principles;
branches of the Army; tactics; communications; operations;'logistics;
administration; military law; and the role of the United States military
in world affai rs.' ,,' '
Basic Course: The basic course consists of the first two years of
Military Science, normally taken during the freshman and sophomore
years. Satisfactory completion of the basic course fulfills one of the
requirements for continuation in the four-year program and acceptance
into the advanced course. Those students desiring to take the advanced
course, but Jacking the credit for the basic 'course; may satisfy the re-
quirements by attending a six-week summer camp between their
sophomore and junior year, or by obtaining 90 military contract hours.
Veterans and some Reserve Component/National Guard personnel are
given credit for sorTie of the basic course.
Advanced Course: The advanced course include~ two ~dditional
years of Military Science and a six-week summer camp. The camp pro-
vides for practical application of instruction previously given. Admis-
sion to the advanced cour,se is by permission of the chairman of the
Department of Military Science.
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fees, a flat rate for books, and laboratory costs each year plus $100 a
month allowance for up to ten months each year. Each student selected
for this assistance may be selected to serve four years of active duty
after commissioning. There are a large number of Pre-Nursing Scholar-
ships available.
Financial Assistance: Each advanced course student receives an
allowance of $100 a month for up to ten months a year for two years.
Summer camp pay in addition to meals, quarters, and medical and den-
tal attention is paid as follows: Basic camp, $740 (approximately); ad-
vanced camp $840 (approximately); travel pay, 20 cents per mile each
way. A uniform allowance of $300 is paid to each commissioned stu-
dent upon entry into active duty.
Uniforms: Basic and advanced course students will be provided
uniforms, texts, and equipment for ROTC classes. All such items of
clothing and equipment are the property of the U.S. Government and
are provided solely for the purpose of furthering the military training
of the student concerned. Students are responsible for the safekeeping,
care, and return of the property issued to them.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
ML MILITARY SCIENCE
Lower Division
ML 101 INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY SCIENCE(1-1-1). Provides an overview
of ROTCto include the purpose and history of ROTC,introduction to land naviga-
tion, customs and courtesies of the military, rifle marksmanship, and first aid.
Laboratory consists of progressive participation in leadership exercises, adven-
ture training, and military branch orientation ..
ML 102 INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY SCIENCE(1-1-1).This course is a con-
tinuation of ML 101.The student will receive further instruction in such military
subjects as Cross-Country Skiing, Small-Unit Tactics, Individual Tactical Move-
ment, First Aid, and Introduction to Leadership. Laboratory consists of pro-
gressive participation in Leadership exercises, adventure training, and military
skills orientation. PREREQ:Ml 101 or PERM/INST.
ML 201 INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP(2-1-2).Preparesstudent for ROTCAd-
vanced Course. Area emphasis will include leadership, land Navigation, Oral
and Written Communications, and General Military Subjects as outlined by
Military Qualification Skills (MQS I) guidance. Laboratory consists of progressive
instruction in land Navigation, Individual Military Skills,Adventure Training, and
Military Professionalism.
ML 202 APPLIEDLEADERSHIP(2-1-2). Prepares the student for the ROTC Ad-
vanced Course. The Applied leadership course will concentrate on the instruc-
tion and practicarapplication of Small-Unit Tactics, First Aid, and Military Pro-
fessionalDevelopment. laboratory consists of progressive participation in leader-
ship exercises, adventure training, military skills orientation, and tactical
instruction.
Upper Division
ML 301 LEADERSHIPAND MANAGEMENT(3-1-3-)(F).Increasesthe student's poise
and confidence as a military instructor and leader. Provides information on the
branchesof the Army availablefor assignmentand prepareseach student to make
his/her selection during the senior year. Prepares the student for participation
in advanced camp. laboratory consists of progressive participation in advanced
leadership exercises, adventure training, and orienteering.
ML 302 BASICTACTICS(3-1-3)(S).Introduces student to the fundamentals of com-
bat operations. Preparesthe student for ROTCi!dvanced camp. Develops leader-
ship abilities, promotes confidence, and readies students for military service as
commissioned officers. Laboratory consists of progressive participation in ad-
vanced leadership exercises, adventure training, and tactical operations.
ML 390 MILITARY SCIENCEPRACTICUM(V-Y-6)(SU).Provides the student with
the opportunity to apply the skills they have learned. Is completed at the 6 week
ROTCAdventure leadership Camp at Fort lewis, Washington. NOTE:This is re-
quired by all contracted students and is usually required between MS /II and
MS IV years.
ML 401 ADYANCED TACTICS(3-1-3)(F).Prepares the prospective Army officer
for initial Army assignment. Covers military staff organization and responsibilities;
military intelligence; logistics, maintenance and supply, and an introduction to
military justice. Students apply principles of advanced leadership by planning
and conducting laboratory training.
ML 402 PROFESSIONALPREPARATION(3-1-3)(5).Includes a discussion of ethics
and human relations, counseling techniques, military service in today's society;
obligations and responsibilities of an officer on active duty; and coordination
and operation of the military team. Students receivethorough leadership assess-
ment and are responsible for planning and executing laboratory training.
ML 493 MILITARYSCIENCEINTERNSHIP(Y,Y.6).Provides the senior student with
the opportunity to apply the skills they have learned. Is completed by
simultaneous membership in ROTCand Army Reserve/NationalGuard (P/N).Per-
mission of department head required.
Department of Pol itical
Science
Administration Building, Room 218 Telephone (208) 385-1458
Chairperson and Professor: Dr. Gregory A. Raymond; Professors:
Donoghue, Kinney, Moncrief, Overgaard, Skillern; Associate Professors:
Freemuth, Sallie, Weatherby; Assistant Professors: Aim, Patton, Witt.
Degrees Offered
• BA and BS in Political Science (with emphasis areas in American
Governmental Systems' and Processes; International Relations;
Political Philosophy and Public Law; and Public Administration)
• BA and BS in Political Science, Social Science, Secondary Education
• Master of Public Administration: see Graduate College for further
details
Department Statement
The Department offers courses leading to a B.A. or B.S. degree in
Political Science, with a choice of specified areas of emphasis. The
Department also provides courses in support of the Social Science,
Secondary Education option for teachers. The Department also offers
a minor in political science.
Political Science majors at Boise State University have an opportunity
to enjoy a unique and challenging educational experience. The Univer-
sity's location in the capital city provides many resources not readily
available at other schools-such resources as the state law library, state
archives, and state and federal government offices.
Majors in political science become prepared for further study at the
graduate level, or for careers in government service, teaching, law, and
public affairs and research. Many of our students become teachers or
lawyers. Others work for large corporations as public affairs officers,
or for federal, state, or local governments in numerous capacities. Some
become reporters, lobbyists, or campaign managers; some have been
elected to public office.
Degree Requirements
POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Bachelor of Science Degree
1. General University and Core Requirements .45
2. All political science majors, regardless of chosen area of emphasis,
must complete the following courses:
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231 3
Introduction to Political Inquiry PO 298 3
Advanced Political Science Methods PO 398 3
SUBTOTAL 15
3. Upper-division political science elective requirements 15
4. Area of Emphasis Requirements. A minimum of 15 credits
must be completed in the student's chosen area of emphasis
(see specific courses below) 15
A. American Governmental Systems and Processes Emphasis: Students
. opting for this area of emphasis must complete a minimum of
15 credits from the following courses:
" State and Local Government PO 102 3
American Political Parties & Interest Groups PO 301 .. 3
Public Opinion & Voting Behavior PO 302 3
Urban Politics PO 308 3
American Chief Executive PO 309 3
Legislative Behavior PO 312 3
American Political Theory PO 331 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 ' 3






B. Internat~onal Relations Emphasis: Students opting for this area of
emphasIs must complete a minimum of 15 credits from the
following courses:
Comparative Foreign Policy PO 311 3
Introduction to Comparative Politics PO 321 3
Comp Communist Party-State Systems PO 324 3
Politics of Industrialized Nations PO 329 3
Comp Govt/Politics of Developing Nations PO 333 3
United States Foreign Policy PO 335 3
International Law and Organization PO 421 3
International Political Economy PO 429 3
C. P~litical Philosophy and Public law Emphasis: Students opting for
thIS area of emphasis must complete a minimum of 15 credits
from the following courses:
American Political Theory PO 331 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 3
International Law,& Organization PO 421 3
Western Political Theory I PO 441 3
Western Political Theory II PO 442 3
Comparative Legal Systems PO' 451 3
Administrative Law PO 467 ".3
D. Public Administration Emphasis: Students opting for this ;reaof
emphasis must complete a minimum of 15 credits from the
following courses:
State and Local Government PO 102 3
Intro to Public Administration PO 303 , 3
American Chief Executive PO 309 3
Public Finance PO 310 3
Public Policy PO 320 3
Comparative Public Administration PO 465 3
Administrative Law PO 467 3
Intergovernmental Relations PO 469 3
Organ Theory & Bureaucratic Structure PO 487 3
Political Science-Social Science, Secondary Education Option
The Social Science, Secondary Education Option Degree programs are
cooperative, interdisciplinary programs involving the Departments of
Economics, History, political Science, Sociology, and Anthropology.
Each of these departments provides a major emphasis with the Social
Science, Secondary Education Option. The following requirements
apply for students choosing this option.
30 Credit Hour Program:
1. LOWER DIVISION
American National Government PO 101 3
State and Local Government PO 102 : 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231 .',3
2. UPPER DIVISION
One course from each of the 4 areas of emphasis 12
Upper division electives 6
TOTAL 30
15 Credit Hour Program:
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231 3
Two upper division political science elective courses 6
TOTAL 15
NOTE:Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option may
require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more
information.
Political Science Internship Program
Participation in the internship program is strongly encouraged for
Political Science majors. Political Science internships are most ap-
propriate for junior and senior students. Students may serve as interns
in the Idaho State Legislature, Office of the Governor, the Lt. Gover-
nor, or the Attorney General. In addition to providing valuable work
experience, students may carry up to 12 academic credits for intern-
ing. These academic credits may be earned for every 150 hours of in-
terning. Interns are also placed with local governments and the public
affairs offices of major corporations.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
For. ~tuden~s who wish to major in another field, the Department of
Political SCience offers an option of a Minor in Political Science. The
student must complete 21 credits in Political Science in addition to the
requirements for their major. Students are required to take 9 lower
divisi?n credits, and 12 upper division credits, from the following course
offerings. Each student seeking this minor must get approval from the
Department Chair in the Political Science Department.
NINE CREDITS FROM THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
American National Government PO 101 3
State & Local Government PO 102 ..•........................ 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231 3
Intro to Political Inquiry PO 298 3
TWELVE CREDITS FROM THE FOLLOWING COURSES: '
American Parties & Interest Groups PO 301 3
Public Opinion & Voting Behavior PO 302 : 3
Intro to Public Administration PO 303 3
Urban Politics PO 308 3
American Chief Justice P0309 3
Public Finance PO 310 3
Comparative Foreign Policy P0311 3
Legislative Behavior PO 312 ...........•..................... 3
American Policy Process PO 320 3
Introduction to Comparative Politics PO 321 3
Comparative Communist Party-State System PO 324 3
Politics of Industrialized Nations PO 329 3
American Political Theory PO 331 ~ 3
Comp Govt & Pol of Develop Nations PO 333 ,.3
United States Foreign Policy PO 335 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 3
American Political Economy PO 381 3
Advanced Political Science Methods PO 398 3
International Law & Organization PO 421 ; 3
International Political Economy PO 429 ; 3
Western Political Theory I PO 441 ................•.......... 3
Western Political Theory II PO 442 3
Comparative Legal Systems PO 451 3
Comparative Public Administration PO 465 :3
Administrative Law PO 467 3
, Intergovernmental Relations PO 469 3
Organizational Theory & Bureau Structures PO 487 3
Internship PO 493 3
Course Offerings
,See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
PO POLITICAL SCIENCE
Lower Division
PO 101 AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (3-o-3)(F/S)(AREA II). Institutions
and processes of American political system, emphasizing social, ideological, and
constitutional background. •
PO 102 STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT (J-o-3)(F/S). Institutions and processes
of state and local government, with emphasis on state institutions and processes,
federalism, and subnatural political economies.
PO 141 CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES .(3-o-3)(F/S)(AREA II). Principal
ideas characterizing liberalism, communism, fascism, and Nazism.
PO 231 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (3.o-3)(F/S)(AREA II). Nature of relations
among nations with particular reference to contemporary international issues.
Analysis of motivating factors, including nationalism, imperialism, communism.
Study of national sovereignty and its relation to international cooperation.
PO 298 INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL INQUIRY (3-o-3)(f). Introduction to
techniques of political science inquiry, concentrating on behavioral and at-
titudinal data analysis. Includes an introduction to statistics and computer
applications.
Upper Division
PO 301 AMERICAN PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUPS (3-o-3)(f). Development of
understanding of nature, functions, organization, and activities of political par-
ties and interest groups within American political system. Emphasis on perfor-
mance of America's two major political parties, especially in nominations and
elections, and on organization and lobbying activities of major interest groups.
PREREQ: PO 101 or 102.
"
'"'---- ..
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PO 302 PUBLIC OPINION AND VOTING BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(S). Development of
public opinion and voting behavior. Empiricalresearch from.vari.ety of fieldsfor
understanding and analysis of factors that mold popular altitudes and political
behavior. PREREQ: PO 101 or 102.
PO 303 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Theory, ad-
ministrative organization, functi.ons and problems of governmental units'.
PREREQ: PO 101. .
PO 308 URBAN POLITICS (3-0-3)(S). An inquiry into 'different u';b~n politic;1
systems and issues. Included are investigations into different governing ar-
rangements in urban jurisdictions including variations in electoral structures,
types of governing bodies, and different government structures. Also included
is an analysis of the role of political parties and interest groups, as well as urban
issues such as transportation, waste disposal, service delivery and. financing.
PREREQ: PO 102 or PERM/INST. Alternat.';-years..'. .
PO 309 AMERICAN CHIEF EXECUTIVE (3-D-3)(F). Consideration of the importance
and involvement of the President in the political and policy-making processes
and powers of the Presidency. Presidential campaigns and elections. Role of the
President as policy-maker and administrator. Effect of personality of a President
on performance in office. PREREQ: PO 101.
PO 310 PUBLIC FINANCE (3-0-3)(S). Fiscal aspects of planning and 'control of
governmental units. Principles of taxation and other revenues, government in-
debtedness, and policy-making. (Interdepartmental course with department of
economics - students cannot receive credit for both PO 310 and EC 310).
PREREQ: EC 205, 206.
PO 311 COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY (3-0-3)(F). Political institutions, con-
cepts, values, and methods of international politics relevant to practice of nation-
states; examination of foreign policies and objectives of world's major powers;
analysis of contemporary international problems; consideration of theories of
international politics. PREREQ: PO 101 or 231 or PERM/INST.
PO 312 LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(S). Analysis of behavior of American state
and national legislatures. Special consideration given to impact of constituencies,
parties, interest groups, interpersonal relations, and other factors on legislators;
role of the legislature in American political system.
PO 320 AMERICAN POLICY PROCESS (3.0-3)(S). Process through which policy
is determined, implemented and adjusted, with emphasis on role of
administrators.
PO 321 INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATIVE'POLlTICS (3-0-3)(F). An introduc-
tion to the cross-national analysis of the structure and functioning of various
types of political systems, with special emphasis on the problems of political
change. PREREQ: PO 101 or PO 231 or PERM/INST.
PO 324 COMPARATIVE COMMUNIST PARTY-STATE SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(f):Pblitical
systems of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, People's Republic of China, and
other communist party-states. Selected topics and problems relating to political
institutions and political processes to define.patterns of political relationships.
Questions of political theory and political determinants in development of com-
munist party-states. PREREQ: PO 101. Alternate years.
PO 329 POLITICS OF INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS (3-o-3)(F/S). Political systems
of selected industrialized nation-states, including Great Britain', France, German
Federal Republic, Japan, and Scandinavian states. Analysis of patterns of political
culture, political interests, political power, and selected public policy issues.
PREREQ: PO 101 or PO 231 or PERM/INST. '" '
PO 331 AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3)(F). Genesis and development of
political thought in the United States from colonial period to present.
PO 333 COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS OF DEVELOPING NA-
TIONS (3-0-3)(F/S). Political systems of selected nations in developing areas of
the world, including nation-states in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Patterns and
problems of political development and modernization in the nations will be
analyzed. PREREQ: PO 101. Alternate years.
PO 335 UNITED STATESFOREIGN POLICY (3-D-3)(F/S). Development of diplomacy
from foundation of the republic to the present with emphasis on emergence
and continuance of United States as a world power; .impact of domestic
developments on formulation of foreign policies. Alternate years. '
PO 351 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (3-0-3)(F/S). Case study of constitutional system
and its concepts as revealed in judicial decisions. PREREQ: PO 101.
PO 381 AMERICAN POLITICAL ECONOMY (3-0-3(F/S).,Focuses on the interface
between American politics and economics. Topics include: theories of the
capitalist state and society, and different interpretations of American political
economy through competing theoretical approaches. PREREQ: PO 101 or 141
or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
PO 398 ADVANCED POLITICAL SCIENCE METHODS (3-0-3)(5). Examination of
discipline of political science, its central problems and unifying concerns; techni-
ques of 'scientific political investigation as they relate to improved research
methods. PREREQ: PO 298 or PERM/INST. • ~.
"c,. ,.
PO 421 INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANIZATION (3-0-3)(F). Law of peace"
international intercourse, war and threat of war, Pacific settlement, principles
and practices of international law. Historical background of international
organiza!ions, including the United Nations. PREREQ: PO 101, 231 or PERM/INST.
PO 429 INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ECONOMY (3-0-3)(F/S). Examines the rela-
tionship between international politics and international economics across dif-
ferent levels of analysis. Includes a discussion of the contending paradigms of
international relations, as well as an .analysis of the many relationships betweenl
among different nation-state groupings within the world system. PREREQ: PO
101, PO 231 o,r PERM/INST. Alt~rnate years.,
PO 441 WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY I (3-0-3)(F). Development of political
philosophy from Socrates to Machiavelli.- Alternate years.
PO 442 WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY II (3-0-3)(F). Development of political
thought since Machiavelli. Alternate years.,' ;:.,'
PO 451 COMPARATIVE LEGAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(S). Principal legal systems of the
world, with emphasis on ideational foundations, organization, procedures,
methods of growth, relationship to political and economic systems, and basic
juristic concepts. PREREQ: PO 101, 141. Alternate years.
PO 465 COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Systematic ex-
amination and 'comparison of varied models and theories of administrative
systems. International and intranational studies. PREREQ: PO 303.
PO 467 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (3-0-3)(F/S). Sources of power arid duties of ad-
ministrative agencies, rules and regulations made by agencies through investiga-
tion and hearings, judicial decisions and precedents relatingto administrative
activities.,PREREQ: PO 303 or PERM/INST.
PO 469 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS (3-0-3)(F/S).lnterunit cooperation and
conflict in the American federal system, including state-local relationships and
metropolitan dispersal and integration. PREREQ: PO 101, 102; 303.
PO 487 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BUREAUCRATIC STRUCTURES
(3-0-3)(F/S). Socia-political analysis of theories and concepts of complex social
organizations, their application to public administration and the inter-relationship
between political science and soeiologic~1 'organizational theory.
PO 493 INTERNSHIP (Variable credit). Upper division students may arrange
through the department for an internship program. The legislative internship
is a part of this program, and application for it should be made in early October.
Department of Psychology
Education Building, Room 629 Telephone (208) 385-1207'. '
Chairperson and Professor: linda j. Anooshian; Professors: Barsness;:
Chastain, Dodson, Snow; Associate Professors: Downs, Nelson;
Nicholson, Weber; Assistant Professors: Hoyt, Leon, Ross, Seibert.
Degrees Offered
• BA and BS in Psychology
Special Information for Students
1. The College of Social Sciences and Public Affairs, through its Depart2
ment of Psychology, confers a baccalaureate degree in psychology.
~" Because of the core requirements for all candidates, it is regarded
as a degree in general psychology; but some latitude is allowed
within the framework set by those requirements.
The student should be aware, however, that the total program is
designed to produce a graduate with a strong background in basic
psychology, and should not regard successful completion of that
program as a preparation to perform psychological services. Rather,
the student should think of it as (1) a demonstration of educational
attainment, like any other successful academic experience, and (2)
preparation for more specialized training in professional or academic
psychology or in some related field.
2. Psychology is classified as a social scie~ce by the university, but not
by the State Department of Education. You can apply psychology
toward a baccalaureate degree in Social Sciences. (In this catalog
see the sections on Economics, History, Political Science, An-
thropology and Sociology.) If you'do that, you may be certified to
teach the subjects that are classified by the State as "social studies,"
but you will not be certified to teach psychology unless you also
'meet the requirements of the Psychology Minor.
i ~ .",:". I
3. Any student who is planning a career of counseling in the schools












***Two courses fr6m P 405, P '421, P 499 :: .. '.. 'i' 3 3'
14", *SystemsSeminarP489 :. 3
" Department of Psychology - 91'
Second Area III Field .................•....... .4
Any Area III Field .4 .
;... Non-core Courses 4
Concepts of Human Anat & Phys Z 107 .4
Mathematics 8* ,r' •
"It the selected Mathematics courses' are Area III Core courses, they may also apply
towards the requirement of 12 credits in the Area III Core.
2. Upper Division
a. Psychology Total Credits 22
Experimental Design P 321 .. '.,..' : .4
learning P 441 ' 3
Systems Seminar P 489: : - 3
P 405, P 421, or P 499 : '. :'3
P 341, P 343, or P 345 .:: :-.. f •••••••••••••••••••• 3
01" Two courses from the following: '.J'
"rr. P301, P309, P 310,.P 351, P431 6
"b'. Upper Divisiol) Elective Credits .': 18
3. Free Elective Credits ' : ..........•........ 29-32
PSYCHOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
FOR CERTlfKATlONBY STATEt)EPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Minor Certification Endorsement by State Department of Education
P 1'01General Psychology .. ' ' 3
P 295 Statistical Methods : 3
P 301 Abnormal Psychology : .' ; : :.'. j
P 351 Personality : : : 4
Psychology Upper Division Electives 9
. , TOTAL . I 21
, ' Social Science, Secondary Education Option Major
P 101 General Psychology '.. .' 3
P 301 Abnormal Psychology : 3
P'351 Personality .'.' ,' 3






































JUNIOR YEAR '" , < ' ,
*Computer Applications in Soc Sci SO 210 .
*Experimental Design P 321 ' '. ' .
Psychology Seminar P 398 .
h *learning P,441 ,' ., '
*P 341, P 343, or P 345, .,...•
and
, *Two courses from the following:
P 301, P 309, P.310, P 351,P 431 ,' .
,r*Upper Division Electives (Psych. or other) .
_ 'Of
SOPHOMORE YEAR. q . I,',. .'
* * literatu re .
**Mathematics Elective .. -.; ;' .
*Physiological Psychology P 225 : ,
*Statistical Methods P295 .
**Area II Core Electives (e.g:, AN 102, SO 101) .
**Area I Core Electives 1•••••••••••• ' •••
****General Electives ! :: •
t •• ,'
Recommended Program
":" '(1'" ' P~~CHOlOGY MAJO~
FRESHMAN YEAR
*English Composition E 101, 102 .
",,,*-**Concepts of Biology B.100 ' : .
*Concepts of Human Anat & Physiol Z 107 .
" * Intro to the Practice of Psychology P 201 ......•
•. *-~.*History (e.g. HY101 or_102) ' .
*-**General' Psychology'P 101 : : .
**Area I Core Electives .
-**Mathematics' Electives .
Degree'Requirements
matter area that includes a Secondary Education Option. Psychology
courses often are explicitly prescribed parts of such programs; ad"
ditional courses' ~ay be taken as electives.
4. Every psychology course that is specifically required for the bac-
calaureate degree in psychology must be passed with a grade of 'e'
or better in order to qualify a student for that degree. .
1 ') . , ~ '1, 0 'I
,,'.; f -. PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR "!
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Degree
1. lower Di~isiol): I"
a. English Composition :< .' ' ,' : 3-6
b. Arts and Humanities Total Credits :l.' : 12
'Area I Core Courses: .. : ,''. )!:•.•..i/ 12
literature,': ' :.3
'Se~ond Ar~a I, Field .. ; .". " ~..•. ' '.:,' .3' .
'co ,,' Thl~d Area I Field , ..3
Any Area I Field 'C' •••••• 3
c. Social Sciences Total Credits , 25
• . Area II Core Courses : : ~ '.' 12
,:'t; G~n,eral ~sycho,logy P 1,01 .il. .. ' ; .. ~;, 3
History .. ",' 3
"bThird Area'il' Field , ,.: 3
Any Area II Field .. " .•........................... 3,~
Non-core,Courses ' ', .. 13
Intro Practice of Psychology P 201 3, .. ,r
Ie, " • Physiological Psychology', P 225 ;' : ,.. 3 . ;:,,',
Statistical Methods P295 3
Computer Appl in.Social Science SO 210 " .. 4
"d. Natural Science-Math Total Credits;: :.' ,' .. 16
". Area III Core'Cou'rses .: .. ' '.'S : .. ' : 12*
Concepts of Biology B 100 '.' : .. .4' "
Upper Division 'Admission' •• J ~r '.'() ,
Allpsychology,majors mu~t petition ,for upper diyision standing i,n th~'
major. The evaluation of" these ,petitions, "as completed .,by the
Psychology Major Selection Committee, serves to inform students of.
the likelihood of successful completion of upper division requirements
for the psychology major. ' , " '
Psychology majors who have not been'admittedto upper divisio'i1'st~n-
ding in the major will not be allowed to enroll in upp'erdivision
psychology courses; majorswithoyt upper division 'standing will be:
administratively withdrawn from upper division courses. Students with'
majors other than'p~ych.ology (e.g., Social 'N,ork"Social Science) car
enroll in upper d,i~ision courses as long as they,havefulfilled other
stated. prerequisites. However, students who have not been admitted
to upper division standing by the Psychology Major Selection Com-
mittee,will be denied .aBA/B.S. degree with ?,major in psychology.
To' petition for upper division standing, psychology majors must sub-
mit a completed petition form and a current transcript to the Psychology
Major Selection Committee. These materials must be received by the
Psychology Major Selection Committee prior to the preregistrat,ion
period for th'e semester for which the student is seeking upper divi-
sion stanain'g.Specific deadline dates Will be posted in E-629.Minimur,r'
requirements for upper div'ision standing in psychology include the
foll~wing: " . ,,' ,'. ,', c " ','.
1. Admission to.Boise State,University ..
2. Successful completion of the following courses with a'grade of 'C'
orh~he~ ",
a. E 101 and E 102 English Composition '. " I" '.,
." b. BI100 Concepts of Biology "
c. Z 107 Concepts of Human Anatomy & Physiology
d. One Core course in Mathematics (Area III) or 8 credits in
mathematics (if not' f''-rea III Cori/courses) •
e•••P 101 General Psychology .' I
f. P 201 Intro Practice of Psychology ,;'1'1
g. P 225 physiological Psychology f
h. P 295 Statistical Methods. , " "J
3. Completion of at least 58 credit hours (including courses in progress
at time of application). l .',t " . • ,
4. Cumulative GPA of at least 2.50. 'G
'; I
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'Upper Division Electives (Psych. or other) . . . . . 3 3
•••• General Electives. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 10 6
16 15
'Specifically required.
"'Courses approved for the Core.
.~•.•One course is specifically required. A minimum of two courses is highly recommended
for students planning for graduate school.
•••• It is advisable for students planning for graduate school to obtain additional credits iii
mathematics and the sciences.
P 295 STATISTICAL METHODS (3.0-3)(F,S). Statistical concepts and methods com-
monly'used in treatment of data in the social sciences. Topics covered will in-
clude: measures of central tendency and of variability, correlation measures, pro-
bability and ~nalysis of variance. PREREQ: P 101, High School Algebra.
Upper Division
NOTE: Upper Division Psychology courses are saved for Upper Division students.
P 301 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-o-3)(F,S). A descriptive approach to the study
of the etiology, development, and dynamics of behavioral disorders, together
with a review of current preventive and remedial practices. PREREQ: P 101.
P 309 LIFE-SPAN DEVELOPMENT I (3-o-3)(f). Designed for psychology majors, the
course emphasizes theories of human development including psychodynamic,
behavioral, social-learning, and cognitive. Contemporary views of heredity and
environmental contributions will be' examined. Research designs appropriate to
developmental issues will be explored. The emphasis will be on development
from the prenatal period to adolescence. Credit cannot be obtained for both
P 211 and P 309. PREREQ: P 101.
P 310 LIFE-SPAN DEVELOPMENT II (3-0-3)(S). A continuation of the study of human
development with the emphasis on development .from adolescence to death.
Credit cannot be obtained for both P 212 and P 310. PREREQ: P 309. ,
P 313 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of the functional
changes occurring during the aging process. Topics will include contemporary
methods in the study of aging, aging as a part of life-span development in percep-
tion, cognition, personality, achievement, and family relations. Attention will be
given to mental health problems of the aged, diagnosis, and therapy. PREREQ:
P 101.
P 321. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (2-4-4)(F,S). The application of scientific method-
ology to the study of behavior. Design of experiments, methods of analysis and
interpretation of data; reporting of behavioral research. PREREQ: P 295.
P 331 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF HEALTH (3-o-3)(f). Principles that have emerged
from the experimental analysis of behavior will be examined. The principles in-
clude, but are not limited to, operant and classical conditioning. The course will
deal with applications of these principles to the understanding and change of
phobias; obesity, smoking', alcoholism, aberrant sexual behavior and similar prob-
lems. PREREQ: P 101.
P 341 PERCEPTION (3-o-3)(S). A survey of the basic concepts in the psychology
of perception. Present day research and findings from the human information
processing approach are emphasized. Processes are stressed, although coverage
of receptor structure and neural pathways is included. PREREQ: P 101.
P 343 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THOUGHT (3-0-3)(f). Examines basic processes of
attention and information processing, memory and forgetting; concept forma-
tion and the representation of knowledge; reasoning; creativity; and computer
simulation of these processes. PREREQ: P 101.
P 345 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)(S). Examines language structure,
types of grammar, problems of meaning, competence versus performance,
whether all thinking is verbal, linguistic determinism, and cultural factors in
language. PREREQ: P 101.
P 351 PERSONALITY (3-o-3)(f). A study of the major contemporary theories and
concepts of personality, with special emphasis on psychoanalytic, humanistic
and behavioral approaches. PREREQ: P 101.
P 353 PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Human emotion and motiva-
tion from the points of view of Freudian theory and its derivatives. Suggested
companion course P 351. PREREQ: P 101. Fall of even numbered years.
P 357 PEERCOUNSELING: THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP (3-0-3)(F,S). This course
will explore relevant dimensions of the helping relationship, especially the role
of the helper. Emphasis will be on developing effective communications and
fundamental counseling skills through required student participation in role-
playing, audio and especially videotaping and group activities. limited enroll-
ment. PREREQ: P 101. (Pass/Fail). "
P 371 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF SEX ROLES (3-0-3)(S). This course will examine
sex roles in our own society. Attention will be given to the development of iden-
tity and roles, the social utility and rigidity of sex roles, the implications of sex
rol.es for institutional policy and the effect of such policy on cult4ral change.
ThiS course may be taken for psychology or sociology credit but not for both.
PREREQ: P 101 or SO 101.
P 398 PSYCHOLOGY SEMINAR (1-o-1)(S). Selected topics of special interest to
persons planning careers in psychology. Pass/Fail.
P 401 SENIOR REVIEW PRACTICUM (0-3-3)(F,S). A systematic coverage of the
general principles of psychology and an opportunity to teach them to others.
Practical experience in rendering academic assistance to beginning students and
managing large classes. Seminar discussion of difficulties encountered by those
students. PREREQ: Senior or 2nd-semester junior standing in psychology with
an upper division GPA above 3.0 and PERM/INST.
P 405-405G ADVANCED STATISTICAL METHODS (3-0-3)(S). Statistical concepts
and methods commonly used in the treatment of data in the social sciences will
be covered. ihese include advanced topics in univariate statistics (e.g., repeated
measures designs) as well as current multivariate techniques such as discrimi-
nant analysis, factor analysis and principal component analysis. PREREQ: P 295





P421-421GPSYCHOLOGICALMEASUREMENT(3-o.3)(F).An introduction to the
theory and nature of psychological measurement together with a survey of types
of psychological tests currently used. PREREQ:P 101 and P 295.
P431 SOCIALPSYCHOLOGY(3-o-3)(S).The primary focus is the individual; the
unit of analysis, the interpersonal behavior event. A study of individual motives,
emotions, attitudes, and cognitions with reference to interactions with other
human beings. SO 101 is strongly recommended. PREREQ:P 101.
P435 PSYCHOLOGYOFMOTIVATION (3-Q-3)(F/S).Survey of experimental and
theoretical studies of motivation in humans and animals.PREREQ:P101and P295.
P 441 LEARNING(3.Q-3)(F).Fundamental concepts of learning, with emphasis
on recent developments in the field. Topics to be covered include: condition-
ing, rote learning, problem solving, memory, discrimination, and motor skills.
PREREQ:P101and P295.P321may be taken before or concurrently with P441.
P 489 SYSTEMSSEMINAR(3-Q-3)(S).Theories and controversies in American
Psychology. After a four-week historical orientation by the. professor, the em-
phasis shifts to the present and more recent past, and, the format shifts from
lecture to seminar. PREREQ:Senior standing in Psychology.
P 493 INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY(Variable Credit). Some internship ex-
periences are available through the department. Credit may be granted for
psychological activities in applied settings. PREREQ:Upper Division standing,
Psychology major, cumulative CPA above 3.00 and PERMlINST.
P495 SENIORTHESIS(Q-3.3)(F,S).An individual research project in psychology
selected by student. Proposal must be approved by instructor before enrolling.
Recommended projects are those which will contribute to the body of
psychological knowledge or will apply psychological principles to practical prob-
lems. Recommended for psychology students planning on graduate school.
PREREQ:P 101 and P 321, PERM/INST.
P 496 INDEPENDENTSTUDY IN PSYCHOLOGY(Variable Credit). Independent
Study is an opportunity to earn academic credit outside of the established cur-
riculum. It assumesthe confluence of two streams of interest-that of a student
and that of a professor. Thus, enrollment is contingent on a voluntary commit-
ment to the project byboth parties.PREREQ:Upper Division standing, Psychology
major, cumulative CPA above 3.00 and PERM/INST.
P 499 EXPERIMENTALRESEARCH(1-4-3)(F).A research topic, along with its
theoretical background and relevant empirical findings, will be supplied by the
instructor to each student. The student will learn to operate the necessaryap-
paratus; to prepare instructions, explanation, and written materials; to run sub-
jects; to analyze results; and to write a research.report in American Psychological
Association style. PREREQ:P 321, PERM/INST.
Department of Social Work
Education Building, Room 716 Telephone (208) 385-1568
Chairperson and Professor: David Johnson; Professors: Huff, Pan itch;
Associate Professor: Yunker; Assistant Professor: Nelson.
Degrees Offered
• BA in Social Work
Department Statement
The Baccalaureate Degree program in Social Work is fully accredited
by the Council on Social Work Education. A major in Social Work
prepares students for beginning social work practice and licensing by
the State of Idaho.
Social Work offers an opportunity for a personally rewarding profes-
sional career to those who care deeply about the well-being of others.
Social workers give direct services to individuals, families, groups and
communities. Qualified licensed social workers are in demand in every
area of professional practice.
Social Work is usually practiced in social welfare agencies and in Social
Work departments at host settings. Social workers are needed to work
with mentally ill, emotionally disturbed, delinquent, mentally retarded,
physically ill, handicapped and economically and socially deprived
children and adults. Social workers are sought for service in schools,
courts, hospitals, and clinics that seek to detect and prevent delin-
quency and child neglect.
A 1990 telephone study of 45% of the 707 Social Workers (BA in Social
Work) licensed in Idaho found almost three-fourths practicing social
work with an average annual income of $24,000. Three out of every
ten social workers licensed in Idaho are graduates of Boise State
University. .
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Degree Requirements
SOCIAL WORK MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. TOTAL REQUIREMENTS
General University and Major Requirements 128
2. LOWER DIVISION COURSES 63
English Composition E 101, 102 .........................• 6
literature (Core) •....................................... 6
Humanities (Core) •................. , 6
History (3 cr. from Core) ' 6
Concepts of Biology B 100 4
Lab Science and/or Math (Core). . 8
Commu'nication ...............•.......................... 3
Economics " " .. 3
Intro to Sociology SO 101 3
Social Problems SO 102 3
General Psychology P 101 3
State and Local Government PO 102 3
Intro to Social Work SW 101 3
Elementary Social Work Processes SW 201 3
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 3
3. UPPER DIVISION COURSES .45
Social Welfare Policy SW 301 3
Human Behavior in Social Environment SW 321 3
Social Work Stat & Research Methods SW 380 3
Social Work Methods-Casework. SW 385 3
Social Work Methods-Community. Organization SW 430 3
Social Work Methods-Groupwork SW 435 3
Psychology Electives 6
Field Work SW 480, 481 10
Social Sciences & Public Affairs Electives" 9
Senior Seminar SW 498, 499 2
4. ELECTIVES,
General Electives-Lower-Upper Division 20
'Core from: ARo HUo IHo MU, PY, TA, Foreign language 201, 202. Humanities must represent
two fields .
•• Must be 'selected from: Social Work, Communication, Sociology, Anthropology, Criminal
. Justice Administration, Political Science, History. With approval of advisor.
Suggested Program
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 0 • 0 ••
Concepts of Biology B 100 .... 0 •••• 0 •••• 0 ••••••••
Science-Mathematics (Core) 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••• 0 •••
History (Core) 0 •• 0 ••• 0 •••••••••• 0 ••••••••••
State and Local Government PO 102 0 • 0 •
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 0 • 0 • 0 •
Introduction to Social Work SW 101 .
General ~syc.hology P 101 0 ••••••••• 0 •••••
Communication 0 ••••••
SOPHOMORE YEAR
literature (Core) 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Humanities (Core) .
Science-Math (Core) 0 •••••••••••••••••• 0 • 0 •••••• 0
Economics. 0 ••••••••••••• 0 •••••• 0 ••••• 0 • 0 •• 0 ••••
Social Problems SO 102 .
Elementary Social Work Processes SW 201 0
History 0 • " •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Introduction to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 .
JUNIOR YEAR
Social Work Stat &. Research Methods SW 380
Social Welfare Policy SW 301 ..... 0 ••••• 0 ••••••••
Human Behavior in Social Environment SW 321 .. 0
Social Work Methods~Casework SW 385 0 • 0 •• 0
Upper Division Psychology Elective 0 • 0 •••
Upper Division Soc Sci & Public Affairs Electives ..
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SENIOR YEAR .• , I
Field Work SW 480,481 .
Senior Seminar SW 498,.499 .
Social Work Methods:Groupwork SWA35 .
Social Work Methods-Community Organ SW 430 ..
Lower or Upper Division. Electi,!es .
Upper Division Psychology Elective .. : " .
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system,
SW SOCIAL WORK
lower .Division
SW 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIALWORK & WELFARE(3-0-3)(F/S)(AREAII).
Surveyof the historical development and contemporary practice of social work;
values, knowledge base,skills, the underlying philosophy and the need for social
services in, society. • .
sW 201 ELEMENTARYSOCIALWo'RK PROCESSES(3.0-3)(F/S).Communication
skills, interviewing techniques, and problem solving processesspecific to social
work practice are covered. Community social servicesare reviewed ami five clock
hours of service per week are required in agency to facilitate the integration
of values, knowledge and skills. Social work functions and career opportunities
are delineated. PREREQ:SW 101. '
Upper Division , '
sW 301SOCIALWELFAREPOLICY(3-D-3)(F/S).Reviewsinstitutional socialwelfare
and professional social work mechanisms to deal with the problems of social
change. The course reviews how society has addressed social problems and in-
dividual needs; delineates social welfare policy development and methodology
for analysis of policies. Ideological value basesare identified for understanding
welfare policies. PREREQ:SW 201 and all lower division requirements.
SW321 HUMAN BEHAVIORIN THESOCIALENVIRONMENT(3-D-3)(F/S).Reviews
the human systems framework, age.related stagesof development with special
attention to life crises related to each stage,and identifying developmental tasks
wi,th which social work interventions are especially concerned. Develops key
concepts in understanding feminist, racial, ethnic and 'alternate 'Iife 'styles.
PREREQ:SW 201, SO 101 and P 101. '
!;W 380 SOCIALWORK STATISTICSAND RESEARCHMETHODS(3.0.3)(S).Pro-
vides an introduction to the scientific method and the basiCelements of research
methodology and statistics. The focus will be on the use of research in Social
Work and the manner in which research, intertwines with 'other Social Work
methods. PREREQ:SW 301, SW 321. - . , ' ~ •
SW 385 SOCIAL WORK 'METHODS-CASEWORK(3.ij'3)(F/S). Examines skills
employed to serve individuals and families: communication skills, problem solv.
ing'process and case recording. PREREQ:SW 301, S~ 321.. :.
sw 430 SOCIALWORK METHODS-COMMUNITY ORGANIZATlON'(3-0.3)(F/S).
A study of community structure, organization and attitudes. <;overs techniques
for understanding communities and methods for'creating c~aligein com-
muhities. PREREQ:SW 301, SW 321. " .
SW433SOCIALUTILlTlES'ANDPERSONALSERViCESFORTHEELDERLY(3.0-3)(S).
This course includes policy issues and services that are or should be available
to all aged, and sflecial servicesthat must be available for the frail, im'paired and
Isolated aged. Content survey includes the Social Security Act, the Older
American Act and its amendments, the programs and benefits including cash
income support programs and non-cash income support programs, housing and
occupational programs. Agencies and organizations will also be covered, aswell
as social services-eligibility and utilization. PREREQ:SO 325, P,313,,8 300, or
PERM/INST,
SW435SOCIALWORKMETHODS-GROUPWORK(3-Q-3)(F/S).Dynamics of group
behavior, understanding group interaction and the processes of working with
groups are covered. PREREQ:SW 301, SW 321.
SW480 FIELDWORKI (S.D-S)(F).Requiresthe student t~ work sixteen clock hours
per week, asa practicing social worker under the teaching supervision of a pro-
fessionally trained and experienced social worker. Must apply for admission in-
to the field work program November preceding Fallregistration period. PREREQ:
SW 301, 321, 380, 385; Cum CPA: 2.5; Major CPA: 3.0. PERM/INST,f 0(
sW 481 FIELDWORK'II (0.16.S)(S).'Continuation of Field Work I. PREREQ:SW
480 and PERM/INST. ' .
;.c",' .• ';" I
sW 498 SENIORLEVELSEMINAR(1.0.1)(F).Facilitates and encourages the stu-
aent's development asan entry level practitioner through the synthesis of social
work theory, practice and values, Must ~e taken concurre~tly with S~ 480.
SW499SENIORLEVELSEMINAR(1-o-1)(S).Continuation of SW498.Must be taken
concurrently with SW 481.' ' .
-Department' of' Sociology
Library Building, Room 218 ,.\~. Telephone (208).385-3406
Chairperson and Professor: Martin Scheffer; Professors: Baker, Dorman;
Associate Professor: Blain;'Assistant Professor: Corbin.
Qegrees Offered I
• ,BA in Multi-Ethnic Studies . ' ' .'.,
• AA in Social Scie,:!ce (Off-Campus locations only)
,'. BA, BS in Social ,Science ,
'. BA and BS in Sociology'
,. ,BA in Sociology, Social Science, Secondary;Education .' {
Department Statement ','
Sociology's concerns are central to' the mandate by the State Board
of Education that Boise State' be the lead institutiOn in Social Sciences
and PublicAffairs. Our central role in this mandate is reflected in'the
dedication of the faculty to the creationofanintelledual.enviro'nment
crucial to the development of skills for critical analysis, problem solv-
ing and full participation in public affairs through investigation and
.understanding of social processes and formatio[ls. The Department of
Sociology, offers four (4) bachelors degree programs, a minor for
teaching certification,.participates in the Canadian Studies and Inter-
disciplinary Gerontology minors and contributes to the Master of Public
~dministration degree program. ,,'.'.J IV j'
Degree, Requirements
'SOCIAL SCIENCE: LIBERAL ARTS OPTION'
Bachelor, of Arts De'gree'~,' . 0', ~ •• •
Bachelor of Science Degr~e '
1. General University and Basic Core Requireme~ts: .,'
2. Social Science Requirements:
I a. LOWER DIVISION GLASSES". ,.
Total Lower Division Classes"
Anthropology AN 101, 102, 103 ::.'.' 3'
Economics EC 205, 206 , .. 3
History HY 101, 102, 105 3
Political Sci!!nce.P0101, 102, 141 , 3,
Sociology SO 101 ~............•.. " ' : ,3
Communication CM 111, 112 , 3
"TOTAL ' " ". "", 18
b.; UPPER DIVISION CLASSES- ',I .
Primary discipline :':< : . .' ~.. : . : '12
Secondary discipline ......................•.......... 9
TOTAL , '. • .• 21'
c. METHODS CLASSES . ,
Comp Appl in Social Science SO 210 '.. : '. ~.I:4
HY 210, PO 398, SO 311 or CM 302 3
TOTAL ,.'". ' -'i~),7,.
, TOTAL ,CRED ITS FOR ~AJOR If 46
Select from the following for primary and secondary field of study:
'., • Anthropology • Political Science ."History' •. ' i
• Communication • Psychology" k.'
" ., Economics • Sociology
.BA D~gr~e requires onl7 year of Foreign Language.. ~ I r ~
**Requir~d Social Science lowe,r Division courses in the liberal Arts Option cannot be used
to satisfy Area II of the University Core. . -
, .
SOCIAL SCIENCE: PUBLIC AFFAIRS OPTION
Bachelor of Arts Degree'
'..... Bachelor of Science Degree
1.. General U niversity ~~d' Basic :Core Requ i r~ments
2. Social Science Requirements:
a. LOWER DIVISION <ZLASSES ' .
"> Anthropology AN 102 ; 3
Social Justice CR 101 , , 3
Communication CM 112, 171 31
Economics EC 205, 206 3
History' HY 152 : :'.~ ' 3
Political Science PO 101,'102 :' , 3





*BA degree requires one year of a foreign language.
SOCIOLOGY
Social Science Minor
Required Course SO 101 , , . , , 3
Sociology, Electives (Six must be Upper Division)' : 12
Sociology SO 101, 102 3
~ j Semilrtar: SS 298 IIAmerican Citizen" 3
TOTAL 27
b. UPPER DIVISION CLASSES .' v
Primary discipline ' 12
Secondary discipline : 6
Seminar 55 498 "Social Science & Public Affairs" 3
Internship : .': : . .'.' .. !.3
TOTAL ' . 24
'TOTAL CREDITS FOR MAJOR 51
Select from the following for primary and secondary'field of study:
• Anthropology • Economics • Psychology
• Communication • History • Social Work
• Criminal justice Admin. • Political Science, • Sociology
.BA Degree requires one year. of Foreign language. ,~
SOCIOLOGY
Social Science, Secondary' Education Option
The Social Science, Secondary Education Option degree programs are
cooperative,'interdisciplinary programs involving the Departments of
Economics, History, Political Science, Sociology, and Anthropology.
Each discipline of these departments provides a major emphasis with
the Social Science Secondary Option. The following requirements apply
for ~tudentschoosing this option. '
1. Must complete a mi'nimum 0(30 credits in the subject matter ~f
one of the above departments. . ,. ", ' .'
2. Must complete a minimum of 15 credits in each of two of the social
sciences. '
3. Must complete six additional credits in U.S. History for certifica-
tion'requirements. ' ,
4. Must complete 3 credits in American National Government for cer-
tification 'requirements.
See the department listings for each of these departments for addi-
tional information.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Litl'!ratu re Elective (Core) .
Science-Mathematics Elective .
General Psychology P 101* .
Theories of Society SO 201 .
Computer Applications SO 210 .
Area I Electives (Core) .
Science Electives for B.S. OR
Foreign Lang Elect for B.A .
JUNIOR YEAR
Elem Social Statistics SO 310 .
Social Research SO 311 : .
Sociology Electives , , .
Electives '," .
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Minor certification endorsements for teaching areas are listed in the
Dept. of Teacher Education Section within the College of Education,
MULTI-ETHNIC STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts Degree
The Multi-Ethnic Studies program, which is open to all students, is an
interdisciplinary area of emphasis, providing a BA degree. The program
will help students provide themselves with an understanding of tradi-
tion, cultures, languages, problems, and perspectives.
The program is supervised by an interdisciplinary group of faculty and
students. Prospective majors may contact Dr. john jensen, Department
of Teacher Education;.Dr. P.K.Ourada, Department of History; A.R.
Corbin, DepartlT)ent of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal justice
Administration; or Chair, Department of Social Work, to develop pro-
gram of study. .
1. General University Requirements
Total Credits 51
2. Ethnic Studies Requirements: t
a. LOWER DIVISION CREDITS ,15
Introduction to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Ethnic Literature Courses 6
Minorities in U.S. History HY 261 3
b. UPPER DIVISION CREDITS 3
Racial and Cultural Minorities SO 305 ':'3
c.. ETHNIC COURSES
Total Ethnic Credits , 30
(List of approved course offerings is available from Program
Supervisors) "', ,
3: Total General Electives ':' 29
Total Credits for ' "
Graduation '1 28
Multi-Ethnic Studies Minor
A. Requirements '. : .; ; 9
Intra to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 3
Minorities in U.S. History HY 261 3
Ethnic literature Courses ';3
B. Ethnic Courses Electives 12




English Composition E 101, 102 : .
Concepts of Biology B 100* .
Math for Liberal Arts Students M 100* .
Introduction to Sociology 50101 .
Cultural.Anthropology AN 102* .
American National Government PO 101* .
Introduction to Philosophy PY 101* .
History of Western Civilization HY 101*. ',' .
Area II Elective '.. : .
Following is a suggested sequence of courses for the Bachelor of Arts
or Science degree. An asterisk (*) marks each course that is not required,




Bachelor of Science Degre~
1. Compl~tion of general university requirements for',the Bach~lor of
Arts or Science degree as given in the Academic Information Sec-
tion of this Catalog. Bachelor of Arts degree candidates are required
to complete one year of foreign language. Sociology courses MAY
NOT be used to satisfy Area II requirements.., .. ,.
2. Sociology Majors shall complete at least forty-one (41) credit hours
in Sociology courses; includin'g: '. '
a. A twenty-six (26) credit hour major core consisting of the follow-
ing cou rses: __.
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 ' , .. :.' ....•... : : 3
Theories of Society SO 201 , , ,.. 3
Computer Applications in Social Science SO 210 .4
Theories of Society SO 201 .-.. '. .- 3
Elementary Social Statistics SO 310 .4
Social Research SO 311 3
Sociological Theory SO 400 .. ' : 3
Sociology Seminar SO 498 . .' :' ' 3
Senior Practicum SO 490 . : '.. ':.3
b: Fifteen (15) credit hours of electives chosen from the Sociology
course offerings are required for the major. The department
maintains undergraduate specializations from'which students
may choose some of their elective cpurses: ",-
1. SOCIAL RESEARCH: Advanced sodal Statistics 50410, Ad-
vanced Research Methods SO 411, Internship(s) in social
research settings SO 493.
2. DISPUTE RESOLUTION: Social Conflict and Peacemaking SO
290, Conflict Management SO 390; The Sociology of Peace
and War SO 395, Internship(s) in dispute,rE!solution settings











so 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY (3-o-3)(AREA II). Groups, organizations
and societies. Their impact on human behavior. Emphasis is on sociological
perspectives, concepts, methods, and applications in areas such as organization,
socialization, inequality, institutions, intergroup relations, change, and others.
SO 102 SOCIAL PROBLEMS (3-o-3)(AREA 11). Problems that arise due to breakdown
of norms and value consensus in society, the causes and solutions to these prob-
lems. The student is challenged to continually reexamine his/her own values in
reference to the problems under consideration.
SO 121 DATING AND MARRIAGE (3-0-3XS). An informative study and discussion
of mate selection, marital relationships and adjustments, parenthood and related
subjects, each exploited at length in popular culture but usually ignored as a
serious subject of academic examination. The course will emphasize factual
knowledge, self understanding and a sociological p<:,rspective on marriage in
a changing society.
SO 201 THEORIES OF SOCIETY (3-o-3Xf). Introduction to the major analytical and
interpretive contributions of Sociology towards an understanding of the nature
a,nd causes of human behavior in society. PREREQ: SO 101.
SO 210 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE (3-2-4)(F/S). The objec-
tives of this course are (a) to develop an understanding of computer applica-
tions of social science data and (b) to provide students an experience in the col-
lection and analysis of social data with increased e~se via the computer.
SO 230 INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC STUDIES (3-o-3)(F/S)(AREA II). This
course views majority and minority relations and confronts, challenges and
motivates students to know themselves better and understand some societal
problems; viz, racism, prejudice, etc. The course deals with the degree to which
ethnic relations involve questions of economic and political power and the
distribution of the power. It looks at American society's institutional role in main-
taining and perpetuating systematic inequality. .
SO 290 (CR 290) SOCIAL CONFLICT AND PEACEMAKING (3.0-3)(F). (Cross listed
CR 290.) An introductory survey course covering broadly the kinds of conflict
that occur between persons, groups, organizations and societies, with attention
to why these conflicts arise, a range of peaceful solutions to conflicts using non-
violent, nonadversarial methods. The course ranges from inner personal con-
flict and ends with the international nuclear arms race. This course may be taken
for either CR or SO credit but not both.
Upper Division
SO 305 RACIAL AND CULTURAL MINORITIES (3-0-3)(5). Comparative study of
inter-ethnic relations. Problems and possibilities of genocide, oppression, integra-
tion, pluralism and equality. Alternate odd years. PREREQ: SO 101 or P 101 and
upper division standing.
SO 31li ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STATISTICS (3-2-4)(F/S). The application of
measurements to social research data. Basic statistical measures, techniques for
their application, meaning and use in research. 'Recommended for majors to be
taken in the junior year and followed by SO 311.PREREQ: SO 101, high school
algebra. Upper division status.
SO 311 SOCIAL RESEARCH (3-0-3)(5). An introduction to the empirical basis of
modern sociological methods of research design and the statistical analysis of
social data. PREREQ: SO 101, 310 and upper division status.
SO 320 RADICAL SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)(f). Analysis of contemporary radical power
theory and its application in the study of modern socio-economic problems. This
course will examine issues of social importance from the perspective of conflict
theory, new-Marxian and Elitist theory. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper division status.
Alternate years. .
SO 325 SOCIOLOGY OF AGING (3-0-3)(F/S). Analysis of aging as a social process
emphasizing the changing roles as a result of the process; the demands made
on and by society because of the way it defines and deals with age and the prob-
lems created for society and for the aged as a result of values, attitudes and
beliefs. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper division status.
SO 330 SOCIOLOGY OF VIOLENCE (3-o-3)(f). The incidence of deliberate injury
of one human by another is analyzed in terms of social and cultural patterns
that act to produce, alter or discourage acts of violence. The various forms
violence may take are examined from a sociological perspective. PREREQ: SO
101 and upper division status. Alternate years.
SO 331 DEVIANT BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(f). Analysis of behaviors which violate the
norms of society, the causes of and solutions for these forms of behavior. The
challenge for students is to decide where the problem lies-with those labeled
deviant or with those doing the labeling. Alternate odd years. PREREQ: SO 101,
upper division status.
SO 340 SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY (3-0-3)(F/S). An analysis of courtship, mar-
riage, kinship and family patterns in the United States and selected societies.
Theories and facts of the relationships of these patterns to the larger society.
PREREQ: SO 101, upper division status.
SO 351 SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS (3-0-3)(f). Comparative analysis of the ways
societies organize behavior around those values deemed necessary for survival
including family, religion, economy, government, etc. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper
division standing. Alternate years.
SO 361 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK (3-Q-3)(F/S). The social organization of work is
examined in historical and contemporary perspectives. Alternate even years.
PREREQ: SO 101, upper division standing.
SO 362 (CR 362) CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE
(3-0-3)(f). (Cross listed CR 362.) Historical development, processes and methods
of operating the adult correctional system. Philosophy and development of treat-
ment strategies to local, state, and federal correctional institutions. This course
may be taken for either CR or SO credit but not both.
SO 370 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW (3,0-3)(5). Law enactment, enforcement and ad-
judication are studies as social acts with social consequences. Theories and prac-
tices of legal action are reviewed as emerging from and impacting on the social
structure. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper division status. Alternate years.
SO 371 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF SEX ROLES (3.0-3)(5). This course examines
sex roles in our own society. Attention will be given to the development of iden-
tity and roles, the social utility and rigidity of sex roles, the implications of sex
roles for institutional policy and the effect of such policy on cultural change.
This course may be taken for psychology or sociology credit but not for both.
PREREQ: P 101, SO 101 and upper division status.
SO 380 POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)(f). A survey of research literature and
theory in Political Sociology, including attitudes, values, power structure, parties
and political participation in the U.S. This course will examine the pluralistic
nature of society from the sociological perspective. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper
division status. Alternate years.
SO 390 CONFLICT MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(f). Examination of the causes of con.
flict, conflict management theory and conflict management techniques applied
in interpersonal, intergroup, organizational and community settings. Discussion
and skill development through experiential learning will focus on such conflict
management techniques as interpersonal management, mediation, arbitration,
negotiation and reconciliation. Students may not receive credit for both SO 390
and CM 390. PREREQ: SO 290 or CM 111, upper division standing.
SO 395 THE SOCIOLOGY OF PEACE AND WAR (3-0-3)(5). This course will focus
on resolving violent conflicts between nations. It will survey the interpretations
of Sociologists and other in two basic areas: 1) the relationship between the enabl-
ing institutions of war and the nature and evolution of modern societies, and
2) emergent proscriptions, strategies and social movements which involve ac-
tions, attitudes and way of life directed towards creating a more peaceful future.
PREREQ: SO 290 and upper division standing.
SO 400 SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (3-o-3)(F/S). In depth examination of Social
Theory from the Enlightenment to the present which may have relevance for
contemporary thought, social research and social practice. PREREQ: SO 202, SO
201, and upper division standing.
SO 403 SOCIAL CHANGE (3-0-3)(F/S). Social factors which generate innovation,
influence its acceptance or rejection, and determine its effects on society. Plan-
ning, collective behavior, diffusion, conflict and other efforts to create change.
PREREQ: SO 101, upper division standing. Alternate years.
SO 407 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION (3-o-3)(F/S). Social science perspectives on
religion. Religion viewed as human activity influencing and being influenced by
social organization and social conditions. Alternate years.
SO 410-410G ADVANCED SOCIAL STATISTICS (3-2-4)(5). The methods of non-
parametric statistics in the analysis of sociological data are examined in depth
with application to research. PREREQ: SO 101, SO 310 and upper division status.
SO 411-411G ADVANCED RESEARCH METHODS (3-Q-3)(f). The application of
research methods for examination and explanation of social data, causal inference
and theory construction. The student will gain experience in designing and com.
pleting a research project. PREREQ: SO 101, SO 311, SO 410, and upper division
status.
SO 415 JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (3-0-3)(5). Social causes of juvenile delinquency.
Solutions that are discussed arise from theories which suggest changing society
more than the individual delinquent. Positive and negative activities of the
juvenile justice system are .also reviewed. PREREQ: SO 101, upper division
standing.
SO 417 CRIMINOLOGY (3-o-3)(F). Examines the social causes of criminal behavior,
relevant research, treatment programs, and the criminal justice systems. The stu-
dent is challenged to question who has wronged whom-the criminal or the
system. PREREQ: SO 101, upper division standing.
SO 421 SOCIAL INEQUALITY (3-0-3)(5). How inequalities of wealth, income and
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SENIOR YEAR
Sociological Theory SO 400 .
Sociology Seminar SO 498 .
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human interaction, theory, research and findings are covered. May be taken for
Sociology or Political Science credit (PO 487), but not for both. PREREQ: Senior
standing, PERM/INST.
50,490 SENIOR PRACTICUM (1.7.J)(F, 5). This course requires students to,com-
plete experiential learning at sites selected in consultation. "
SO 498 SOCIOLOGY SEMINAR (2.0-2)(5). Intensive study of selected problems
in Sociology. PREREQ: Senior standing in Sociology major.
55 298 SEMINAR: THE AMERICAN CITIZEN (J.Q-3XF/S). An examination of the way
in which Americans have conceived of the role of "citizen" with respect to public
affairs, the definition of the public domain and the range of public roles.
Upper Division
55 498 SEMINAR: SOCIAL SCIENCES & PUBLIC AFFAIRS (J-o-JXS). An intensive
seminar focusing on selected topiCS from theory and research which bear on
the contributions of the Social Sciences to Public Affaiis.
philosophy and life chances. Arguments for and against more equality will be ex-
amined in relation to issues such as: constraint and mobility; education and op-
portunity; consumerism and poverty; public policy and the politics of wealth and
welfare. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper division status. Alternate years.
SO 425 URBAN COMMUNITY AND PLANNING (J'O'J)(F). A policy oriented ap-
proach to evaluate public issues in a systematic and analytical fashion as they
affect the shape and future of the urban community. The role of planning, urban
renewal, public policy and their human corisequences will be examined. PREREQ:
SO 101 and upper division status. Alternate years.
SO 431 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (J.Q-J)(F/S). The influence of sodal and cultural
factors on individual behavior, perception and attitudes, including the effects
o/groups on their members. This course may be taken for either Psychology
or Sociology credit, but not for both. PREREQ: SO 101, P 101 and upper division
standing. '.
SO 4J5-4J5{; DRUGS IN SOCIETAL CONtEXT (J-o-J)(F/S). This class applies the
sociological perspective on social problems to drug use .. lt examines how dif-
ferent social groups use drugs, attempt to control and prohibit the use of drugs,
and the societal effects of using and controlling the use of drugs.
SO 487 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BUREAUCRATIC STRUCTURE
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College of Business
Dean: Thomas f. Stitzel, Ph.D.
Associate Dean: Bong Shin, Ph.D.
Director of Graduate Studies: DavidF. Groebner, Ph.D.
Director of Research & Planning: Ronald R. Slone, MBA
Director of College of Business Student Services Center: janet M. Centanni, MEd.
College of Business Emeriti: Albertson, Bushby, Carson, Doss, Edlefson, jameson, johnson,
Knowlton, Lamborn, Roe, Scudder, Tipton, Underkofler, White, Wilson.
The College of Business at Boise State University is comprised of the
five academic departments whose programs are described on the
following pages and three Centers:
• Center for Management Development: James A. Acee, Director
• Idaho Business & Economic Development Center: Ronald Hall,
Director
• Center for Economic Education: Gerald F. Draayer, Director
The mission of the College of Business is to provide leadership in
business and economics in fulfillment of its designation by the State
Board of Education for "primary emphasis." In teaching, the College
prepares undergraduate and graduate students for management and
leadership responsibilities. In research, the College utilizes the
resources of the region to extend knowledge of business and manage-
ment. In service, the College advances the state's economy through
research, publications, technical assistance, and non-credit professional
development programs directed at Idaho's work force. The mission
requires:
1. providing opportunities for individual growth and life-long
learning,
2. enhancing students' critical thought processes to prepare them
for management and leadership responsibilities (see additional
comments below),
3. increasing the quality of teaching and research,
4. contributing to the economic growth and well-being of Idaho and
the Northwest through applied research,
5. establishing educational partnerships between the College and
other public and private organizations, and
6. responding to new or special needs for research and education.
Students' critical thought processes and management proficiencies are
developed through a curriculum which provides significant exposure
to arts and sciences core and elective coursework (comprising a
minimum of 40 percent of the total degree requirements), a broad foun-
dation of required business core courses, and frequent opportunities
to practice computer and written-oral communication skills in advanced
courses in the major. The increasingly significant implications of a global
economy are stressed throughout the curriculum, and students have
extensive opportunities to apply their analytical and problem-solving
skills in actual business start-up and operational situations through
Small Business Institute projects, consulting opportunities with the Col-
lege's Idaho Business and Economic Development Center, the Intern-
ship Program (see additional descriptions of internships below), and
in a number of specific class assignments. As a further enriching dimen-
sion, students will encounter numerous. leaders in business and
management through the College's various speaker programs.
Accreditation
The College of Business' baccalaureate and MBA programs are ac-
credited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB), the nationally recognized accrediting agency for programs
in business administration and management. Approximately one in five












tion. Accordingly, AACSB accreditation signifies that Boise State Univer-
sity's business programs have met nationally established standards of
quality.
Student. Advising
Students are assisted in their selection of appropriate Courses and a
business major through the joint efforts of the College's Student Ser-
vices Center and faculty advisors. Freshman and sophomore students
should contact the College of Business Student Services Center Direc-
tor, Janet M. Centanni in the business building, room 203 (telephone
208-385-3859).
Student Scholarships
Scholarships are available to students demonstrating ability to achieve
excellence in business studies. Over $100,000 will be distributed each
year among College of Business majors. Students must submit the ap-
propriate applications by March 1. Interested students should contact
Student Financial Aid Services at 208-385-1664. '
Student Organizations
Beta Alpha Psi, national accounting; Alpha Kappa Psi, national business
fraternity; Data Processing Management Association, Association of
Data Processing Professionals; Omicron Delta Epsilon, economics;
Financial Management Association, finance; Human Resource Associa-
tion, management; Entrepreneur Club, management; Phi Sigma Epsilon,
national marketing fraternity; Delta Epsilon, national marketing frater-
nity; Delta Epsilon Chi, mid-management; and Ad Club, marketing; are
some of the campus organizations that offer students a chance .to ex-
pand their educational opportunities.: .
In addition, the College of Business has a chapter of Beta Gamma Sigma
(BGS), the national scholastic honor society for business 'students. BGS
chapters are chartered only at AACSB accredited business colleges.
Special Requirements and Options
The Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) degree is available by
completing all requirements for that degree as described in the Bac-
calaureate Degrees section of this Catalog and listed on.the following
pages under the appropriate major. Additionally, College of BUsiness
students may qualify, at their option, for the BA or BS degree by com-
pleting the additional Liberal Arts or Science course requirements for
those degrees. Faculty advisors should be consulted about these ad-
dit~onal requirements.
Transfer of Credits: In general, the College of Business limits
transfer of credits for business courses which apply to business degree
requirements only to such courses as it offers at the same level. In other
words, a lower division transfer course cannot be accepted to satisfy
an upper division requirement of the College of Business. Department
Heads may authorize validation of such lower division courses by cer-
tain techniques such as CLEP, departmental competency examinations,
and/or special permission to enroll in higher level classes for which
the course in question is a prerequisite. See the Department Head for
details.
Specialized Programs: A special curriculum leading to a two yea~
Associate Degree in Marketing-Mid-Management is available. Most
credits earned in this curriculum may later be applied toward the
Bachelor degree. However, students should understand that not all
courses taken in these special areas are applicable to all Bachelor
degrees. Therefore, graduation may require more than 128 credits.
Internships: Boise area companies and governmental institutions pro-
vide exceptional opportunities for students to develop business skills
in a "real world" environment. Students' internship assignments are
jointly supervised by company management and BSU College of
Business faculty members. Academic credit is awarded and financial
compensation is possible.
Upper Division Admission
Administrator: Janet M. Centanni
Business Building, Room 203, Telephone (208) 385-3859
The College of Business requires admission to upper division standing
by petition for all business majors. (This excludes the BA degree ma-
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jors in Economics: Quantitative Emphasis; Social Science Emphasis; and
Social Science, Secondary Education.) All business majors are therefore
required to meet the following "Minimum Criteria for Upper Division
Admission" prior to enrolling in upper division College of Business
courses. Business majors enrolling in upper division College of Business
courses without upper ,division standing will be administratively
withdrawn.
Minimum Criteria for Upper
Division Admission
1. Admission to Boise State University
2. Successful completion of these lower division core courses (or
equivalent courses): English E 101, 102; Mathematics M.105, 106;
. Economics EC 205, 206; Accounting AC 205, 206; Legal Environment
of Business GB 202; Statistics PR 207; with grades of C or better.
3. Cumulative GPA of at least 2.4.
4. Completion of at least 58 credit hours, including courses in progress
the application semester.
5. Selection of an authorized major.
6. Application with transcript by October 1 for Spring semester and
March 1 for Summer or Fall semesters. .
Bachelor Degree Progra~s
NOTE: The student will find under each major the particular course
of study to follow. Where the designation "Core Electives" appears,
refer to the allowed listing of courses in the General University Re-
quirements (Core) section of this Catalog. Whe.re the designation "Non-
Business Electives" appears, lower or upper division courses are to be
chosen in any discipline other than those administered in the College
of Business, but must include hours from at least two of the three defin-
ed areas: Area I, II, or III. The designation "Free Electives" refers to
those hours which may be earned in courses offered by the College
of Business or other academic units.
Graduation Requirements: See the Baccalaureate Degrees section
of die Catalog for complete listing of these requirements for the BBA,
BA, and BS.
All students are cautioned that Upper Division standing is a prerequisite
for enrollment in 300 and 400 level courses and that several of the Lower
Division courses listed above are specific prerequisites for certain Upper
Division Courses in the College of Business.
College of Business Baccalaureate candidates are required to complete
the following Upper Division courses prior to GB 450, Business Policies,
which is also a required core course:
Business Communication AS 328
Management & Organizational
Theory MG 301
Principles of Marketing MK 301
Principles of Finance .FI 303
The one exception to this requirement is in the BA in Economics pro-
gram as described in the Catalog.
Accounting Minor
A student pursuing a degree from the College of Business at Boise State
University may earn a minor in Accounting by satisfying the re-
quirem'ents listed below in addition to their major requirements.
REQUIRED COURSES:
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intra Managerial Accounting AC 206 ' : 3
Principles of Income Taxation AC 302 ..........•............. 3
Interm Accounting lAC 304 3
Interm Accounting" AC 306 3
Cost Accounting AC 351 ; : 3
ELECTIVE COURSES: Any one'of the following:
Anal, Design & Aud Acctg Inform Syst AC 350 ,......•... 3
Managerial Accounting AC 352 3
Advanced Income Taxation AC 402' 3
These courses must be completed with a grade of "C" or better.
Business Minor
Students pursuing a Business Minor are required to register with the
Student Services Center in the College of Business.
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A student pursuing a non-business major at Boise State University may
earn a Business Minor by satisfying the requirements listed below in
addition to their major requirements.
English Composition E 101, 102 :> 6
Math for Business Decisions M 105, 106 8
The student may substitute the two-semester mathematics
sequence which is required in their major field.
Statistical Techniques for Decision Making I PR 207 3
The student may substitute the statistical techniques class
required in their major field.
Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 3
Prin of Macroeconomics EC 206 3
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .' 3
Intro to Management Information Systems IS 310 3
The student may substitute the computer literacy course
required in their major field.
Upon completion of this set of classes, each with a grade of "C" or
better, the student must then earn a "C" or better in any three upper
division business classes for which the student has the specific prere-
quisites. At least two subject areas of business must be represented
by the three selected classes. •
Upper Division Business courses 9
Economics Minor
Any BSU baccalaureate student may earn a minor in economics by satis-
fying the requirements listed below in addition to their major
requirements:
REQUIRED COURSES:
Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 : 3
Prin of Macroeconomics EC 206 3
Interm Microeconomics EC 303 3
Interm Macroeconomics EC 305 3
ELECTIVE COURSES: Any three of the followin'g upper division
economics courses: '
Money & Banking EC 301 , , 3
Public Finance FI 310 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 : 3
Comparative Economic Systems EC 315 3
International Economics EC 317 3
Regional Economics EC 321 3
Urban Economics EC 322 " 3
Radical Economics EC 325 3
Labor Economics EC 327 3
Natural Resource Economics EC 333 ",.3
Bus Fluet & Econ Stabilization EC 405 3
U.S. Economic History EC 417 3
Econometrics EC 421 3
Econometrics EC 422 3
International Business Minor
The International Business Minor will be offered to Business majors
who seek more specialized courses in the international arena than are
offered currently by the College of Business programs. Non-Business
students must also complete requirements for a Business minor to obtain
the International Business Minor.
REQUIRED COURSES:
International Transportation MG 344 3
Intro International Business GB 445 : 3
International Finance FI 430 3
International Marketing MK 430 3
International Relations PO 231 ,3
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES:
Intro Comparative Politics PO 321 3
Politics of Industrialized Nations PO 329 3
Comp Govt & Politics of Develop Nations PO 333 3
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING HISTORY COURSES:
History of East' Asia HY 316 , 3
History of South Asia HY 329 3
Modern Latin America HY 368 3
European Diplomatic History HY 423 ; 3
TOTAL 24
Department of Accounting .
Business Building, Room 214 Telephone (208) 385-3461
Chairperson and Professor: William C. Lathen; Professor: Merz;
Associate Professors: Bain, T. English, Koeppen, Medlin, Nix, Pirrong;
Assistant Professor: D. English; Special Lecturers: Bates, Christensen,
Demaree.
Degrees Offered
• BBA, BA, and BS in Accounting
Department Statement
The Department of Accounting at Boise State University has nearly 600
undergraduate majors. There are >fnany professional opportunities
available for college graduates with an accounting background and the
demand for graduates is high. '
Members of the accounting faculty possess impressive credentials.
There are twelve full-time faculty. Eight have completed the doctorate;
all are Certified Public Accountants; and three are Certified Managerial
Accountants. Their research is recognized through publication in many
professional and academic journals. Most of the faculty have exten-
sive relevant experience in industrial, public, and governmental
accounting. " •
Perhaps the most interesting and unique feature of the department
is its close relationship to the business community. Guest lecturers fre:-
quently conduct classes and workshops. This "corporate laboratory"
experience at BSU provides the student with a unique perspective not
typically avai lable at other schoois. ' .•
The objectives of the accounting are:
1. To provide students with the technical and communication skills
that will permit them to secure successful career opportunities
in public accounting, industry, or in the public sector.
2. To provide students with a general education that will enable them
to function as responsible citizens within our socio-economic en-
vironment. This includes an understanding of their professional,
ethical, and social responsibilities.
The accounting program is intended to develop and enhance a stu-
dent's critical thinking, judgment, and communication skills. The cur-
riculum requires extensive application of oral and written skills,
analytical practice sets, and the exercise of professional judgment and
decision-making. The use of the microcomputer in the learning pro-
cess is paramount, particularly with the use of electronic spreadsheets
as a tool for analysis, problem-solving, and modeling.
The accounting degree requires a comprehensive 134-hour program
of studies. The program includes a minimum of 55 hours of broad-based
education, including communications, mathematics, humanities, social
sciences, and natural sciences; 42 hours of study in the common body
of knowledge in business and economics; 30 credit hours of account-
ing; and 7 hours of free electives.
Because of the rigor and intenSity of the upper division accounting
program, students are strongly urged to consult with their advisor before
entering upper division to develop an individual plan.
Recommended Program
'ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR
""English Composition E 101, 102 .
""Mathematics M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 ~
Fund of Speech Communication CM 111 .. ; .




""Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
""'ntro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 : .
""Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 .
""Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 .
""Statistical Techniques I PR 207 .
j
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
AC ACCOUNTING
Lower Division
AC 205 INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3-0-3). Introduction to
contemporary Financial Accounting in the business world. The emphasis is on
obtaining an understanding of how financial statements are prepared and used.
Includes the basic terminology, a theoretical framework and the double entry
accounting system. '
AC 206 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)(F/S). Introduces
the student to accounting for corporations, financial statement analysis, and cost
accounting concepts, PREREQ: AC 205.
5TH YEAR' " " , [
Commercial Law GB 302 ' 3
Accounting Electives ••• : 6
'TOTAL " • • ' "" 9
TOTAL CREDITS REQUIRED FOR MAJOR 134
, 'We urge that you do not try to ~'fit" your entire accounting degree program into a 4 year
sequence, unless you attend one or more summer sessions .
•• Core Courses: The following courses (or permission of the ins~ructor) are prerequisites
for all Upper Division Accounting courses: AC 20S, 206; E 101, 102; EC 20S, 206; PR 207;
GB 202; plus M 10S, 106 or M 111, 204. "
."Accounting electives are to be chosen from: AC 352, 406, 465.
Accounting majors should plan to take an appropriate professional ex-
amination during or immediately following their last semester. Accord-
ingly, students should anticipate 200-300 hours of intensive study for
that examination. (This is roughly equivalent of 6 credit hours.)
ACCOUNTING MINOR
A student pursuing a degree from the College of Business at Boise State
University may earn a minor in Accounting by satisfying the re-
quirements listed below in .addition to their major requirements.
REQUIRED COURSES:
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 ..•........... , ,;.; .. 3
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 3
Prin of Income Taxation AC 302 ............•... , ..•......... 3
Interm Accounting I AC 304 ',' •........................ 3
Interm Accounting II AC 306 : , 3
Cost Accounting AC 351 :': ........•....... ' 3
ELECTIVE COURSES: Anyone of the following courses:
Anal, Design & Aud Acctg Inform Syst AC 350 ..•............ 3
Managerial Accounting AC 352 .. ; 3
Advanced, Income Taxation AC 402 3
These courses must be completed with a grade of "C" or better.
"Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .




Intermediate Accounting I, II AC 304, 306 .
Cost Accounting AC 351 .
Anal, Design & Audit of Acctg Info Systems AC 350
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 .
Business Communication AS 328 '. ..
Intro Management Information Systems IS 310 .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 '




Prin of Income Taxation AC 302 .
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Business Policies GB 450 .
Advanced Income Taxation AC 402 .
Auditing AC 405 .
Accounting Theory AC 440 .. 1 ••.•.•.•.••••..•••.•
Principles of Marketing MK 301 .



























Department of Accounting - 101
Upper Division
AC 302 PRINCIPLES OF INCOME TAXATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Theory and application
of Federal income taxes to individuals and sole proprietorships. Property tran-
sactions are covered along with discussions of the CPNclient relationship and
the social and political considerations of developing tax Jaw. Degree credit will
be allowed for either AC 320 or AC 302. PREREQ: Upper Division Business stand-
ing and AC 206.
AC 304 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I (3-D-3)(F/S).The course includes the study
of financial reporting, including the effects of economic, legal, political, social
and ethics influences on the formulation of generally accepted accounting prin-
ciples. A comprehensive analysis of basic financial reporting, including the
preparation of the statements of income and financial position. In depth study
of current and noncurrent assets and liabilities plus stockholder's equity. lotus
1-2-3 is used as a tool in analyzing complex reporting problems. PREREQ: Upper
Division Business standing and AC 206.
AC 306 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II (3-0-3)(F/S). Continuation of AC 304.
Operational, fixed and intangible assets are covered. Also covered are: account-
ing for stockholders' equity, accounting changes, long-term investments in equity
securities and price level changes. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing
and AC 304.
AC 320 TAX FACTORS IN BUSINESS DECISIONS (3-0-3). Introduction to impact
of federal income taxes on business operating and financing decisions. Degree
credit not allowed for both AC 320 and AC 302. Offered when possible. PREREQ:
Upper Division Business standing and AC 206.
AC.350 ANALYSIS, DESIGN, AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(F/S). The purpose of this course is to provide an introduction
to accounting information systems. Topics covered include (1) general systems
theory, (2) the records, documents, procedures and controls found in the primary
manual and ,computer based systems, (3) the approaches, methods and tools
useful for designing, developing, implementing and controlling accounting in-
formation systems, and (4) hands-on experience 'with microcomputer-based,
database, spreadsheet, and pre-audit software applications. The ethical dimen-
sions of these topics are also considered. PREREQ: Upper Division. Business stand-
ing and AC 304. '
AC 351 COST ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)(F/S). The course covers the theory of cost
accounting and cost control; including job order, process, direct and standard
costs, budgeting, break-even analyses and the role of a management accoun-
tant, including ethical responsibilities. Emphasis on cost determination as a tool
for management decision making. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing
and AC 206.
AC 352 MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING (3-o-3)(F/S). Development and use" of ac-
co'unting information in management planning, control, and decision processes.
Topics include operations and capital budgeting, computer applications, and
analytical methods such as gross profit, break-even, and incremental cost analysis.
PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and AC 351.
AC 402 ADVANCED INCOME TAXATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Theory and application of
the federal income tax to corporations organized for profit, and an introduction
to partnership, trust and estate and gift taxation. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing, AC 302, and AC 306. '
AC 405 AUDITING (3.0-3)(F/S). Study of the scope and purpose of the accoun-
tant as an independent auditor. Topics include: professional ethics; legal respon-
sibilities; role of the SEC; approach to an audit report. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing and AC 306.
AC 406 ADVANCED AUDITING (3-D.3)(F/S). In-depth study of external audit, in-
cluding ethics cases, special audit topic cases, and'a work paper documenta-
tion exercise. The course also includes an introduction to Internal Audit and
EDP Auditing. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, AC 405 or PERM/INST.
AC 440-440G ACCOUNTING THEORY (3-o-3)(F/S). This course covers measure-
ment theory and its implications for asset valuation and income determination.
Specialized study of revenue recognition, accounting for changing prices, and
basic financial analysis. Emphasizes development of analytical and written com-
munication skills. Computer applications are also used throughout the course.
PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and AC 306.
AC 450 DATA PROCESSING FOR THE ACCOUNTANT (3-0-3). A study of available
accounting software, the auditing of electronic systems, and the statistical analysis
of accounting data. The computer is used as the problem solving tool. Offered
w~en possible. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and AC,405.
AC 465 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING (3.0-3)(F/S). Topics include financial repor-
ting for state and local governments and other not-for-profit organizations; ac-
counting for. partnerships, business combinations, consolidated financial
statements, and foreign currency transactions. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
stariding, AC 306 or PERM/INST. •
AC 480 SELECTED ACCOUNTING TOPICS (3-11-3).Current accounting topics and
issues are investigated in this class. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing.




Business Building, Room 308 'Telephone (208) 385-1181
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Gary I. Green; Professors:
Brender, Clark, Groebner, laCava, Shannon; Associate Professors:
Gallup, Maxson, Minch, Warberg, C. Wojtkowski, W. WojtkowskiiAssis-
tant Professors: Anson, Fry.
Degrees Offered
• BBA, BA, and BS in Computer Information Systems
• BBA, BA, and BS in Production and Operations Management
Department Statement
Ca~eer opportunities for gra'duates of our Compute~ Info~mation
Systems (CIS) majors and Production and Operations Management
(POM) majors are excellent. There is a great demand by industry and
government for individuals who have a solid, educational background
of the kind provided by our programs. Our students are assured of
receiving a high quality education because:
• We have a highly qualified and dedicated faculty. All full-time facul-
ty in the department hold doctoral degrees and are engaged in state.
of-the-field scholarly work. The faculty is dedicated to the teaching
profession and utilizes a variety of innovativeteaching methods. Our
faculty is genuinely interested in the education and well being of
ou r students.
• The curriculum is at the forefront of developments in each field and
has been updated to reflect the many changes that have occurred.
Students will be challenged with the most current thinking in their
discipline.
• There is a great deal of involvement with local organizations. Our
department has advisory boards of business leaders who work with
the department to enhance our educational mission. A number of
internships are offered and students are encouraged to take advan-
tage of such a unique learning experience. Most instructors bring
into class seasoned professionals as guest lecturers. Many classes
also require projects involving field work, in addition to on-site tours
at local firms.
• Student organizations provide leadership opportunities as well as
educational programs. The student chapter of the Data Processing
Management Association (DPMA) has had a tradition of serving the
educational, social, and professional needs of our CIS majors. The
newly formed Production and Operations Management Association
will offer similar advantages to POM students.
• After graduation our students will join a distinguished group of alum-
ni, many who hold key positions at some of our nation's best
organizations. Many of our alumni are actively involved in support-
ing our programs.
Technology, global competition, and the demand for greater produc.
tivity are changing the nature of business. Graduates of our CIS and
POM programs will receive an education to help prepare for exciting
and challenging leadership career positions to bring about change.
Recommended Programs
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
Computer Information Systems (CIS) is a field of study merging several
different disciplines such as organizational behavior, management, ac-
counting, management science, and computing technolog)(. The cen-
tral focus of CIS is the development and maintenance of information
technology to support organizational business processing 'and deci-
sion making activities. The basic purpose of the program is to prepare
students for careers in providing information technology services. For
example, a CIS major would have a number of career tracks to con-
sider including end-user computing, database administration, applica-
tion programming, systems analysis and development, information
center service, operations, communications specialist, and infQrmation
resource management. The CIS program provides thorough education
in computing and general business, along with a broad background
in the arts and sciences. The CIS program emphasizes a balance bet-
ween technological, human, and organizational considerations involv-
ing the application of information technology.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 , .
Mathematics M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 .
Computer Applications IS 101 i ••••••• '••••••.....•




Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 .
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 .
Statistical Techniques I & II PR.207, 208 .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 .
End-User Computing IS 217 .
Intro to Bus Appl Programming (COBOL) IS 221 .
legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Core Electives (Area I, II, III) .
TOTALS
JUNIOR YEAR .
Cost Accounting AC 351 : .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Database Management Systems IS 317 .
Principles of Marketing MK 301 : ' .
Business Communications AS 328 .
Systems Analysis and Design IS 320 .
• Principles of Finance FI 303 ; .
Principles of Production Management PR 345' .
Business Ethics & Soc Respon GB 360 .
CIS Major Elective .
TOTALS
SENIOR YEAR
CIS Major Electives ' .
Organizational Behavior MG 401 : .
Manufacturing Systems PR 408 .
Information Resource Management IS 490 .
Business Policies GB 450 .
"International Business Elective .
Non-Business Electives ., ' .
General Electives .
TOTALS
*International Business Electives include a choice of three classes: EC 315 Comparative
Economics, or EC 317 International Economics, or GB 445 International Business.
NOTE:All courses in the major (designated by IS)must be completed with a grade of 'C' or
higher.
PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Bachelor of Business Administration
The Production and Operations Management (POM) major is dedicated
to insuring United States manufacturing and service industries are
highly productive and competitive in today's global economy. To ac-
complish this objective, thePOM major integrates fundamentals from
most of the functional areas of business such as information manage-
ment, finance, economics, accounting, and marketing with the analytical
techniques and skills necessary for competent decision making. Classes
emphasize quality and productivity through real applications and in-
teraction with practitioners from local businesses and government.
Students are encouraged to add depth to their study through intern-
ships and directed independent study. Graduates should be especial-
ly well prepared for advancement to decision making positions in either
the private or public sector.,. .
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 ...............•.. '.'
" Fund of Speech Communication CM 111 .'.
Intro to logic PY 121 (Area I) .
Mathematics M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 (Area III) ,
Computer Applications IS 101 : .' '




Department of Computer Information Systems & Production Management - 103
IS 320 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (3-o-3)(F,S). Utilization of methods for
working with users to analyze and develop business applications. The life cycle
of development, project management, process of interface with users, documen-
tation, database interface, and productivity tools will be discussed. PREREQ: Up-
per Division Business standing, IS 217, and IS 221.
IS 361 BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING (COBOl) (3-0-3)(S). Process-
ing techniques and development of programs and systems for batch and interac-
tive environments using features including sequential files, random access files,
input editing, and advanced topics. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing,
and IS 221. ,
IS 380 TELECOMMUNICATIONS (3-0-3)(F). Discussion of telecommunications
technology and managerial issues in a business environment. Topics include
basic concepts of data communication, related hardware and software
technology, standards and protocols, local and wide area networks, network
management, common carrier services, and emerging trends. Emphasis is on
basic concepts, applications, and telecommunications management rather than
details of hardware and software technology. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
standing. .
IS 430 ADVANCED SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT (3-0.3)(S). Use of computer-aided
software development techniques including CASE, fourth generation languages,
and other development tools to facilitate systems development and implemen-
tation. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, and IS 320.
IS 455 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(F). Topics will include the decision.
making process, fundamentals of decision support systems technology, and
related systems. Students will be expected to develop an application that sup-
ports managerial decision maker(s). PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing
and IS 320.
IS 490 INFORMATION RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(S). A capstone course
covering the management of the information systems function. Topics include
the technical, operational, developmental and support functions, acquisitions
and management of resources, organizational structure, human resource issues,
end-user computing, ethical and legal considerations, and managing emerging
technologies. PREREQ: Upper Division Business Standing, IS 317, and IS 320.
IS 493 INTERNSHIP (Variable Credit)(F,S). Field learning in an MIS environment
under supervision of both a manager and professor. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing, and IS 320 (or concurrent enrollment).
PR PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Lower Division
PR 207 STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR DECISION MAKING I (3-0-3)(F/S). De-
signed to provide an understanding and working knowledge of the concepts
and techniques pertaining to basic descriptive and inferential statistics. Business
applications of such statistical concepts as the Binomial and normal distribu.
tions, interval estimates, and hypothesis testing are covered. PREREQ: M 106 or
equivalent.
PR 208 STATtSTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR DECISION MAKING II (3-0-3)(F/S). This
course provides extensions to basic statistical inference with an emphasis on
using'the techniques for business decision making. Typical topics covered in-
clude analysis of variance, simple and multiple linear regression, forecasting,
and non parametric statistics. Established computer software is used, when ap-
propriate, to assist in the learning process. PREREQ: PR 207.
Upper Division
PR 345 PRINCIPLES OF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F!S). Management
of the production function: analysis, design, planning and control of produc-
tion processes, plant location, d~sign' and layout, scheduling, time and motion
study, quality control, material acquisition, and systems theory. Quantitative
techniques are considered. PREREQ: PR 207 and Upper Division Business
standing., .
PR 366 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE MODELS (3-o-3)(F/S). Management science/opera.
tions research tools are presented with an emphasis on applications and how
the tOols assist a decision maker. Typical topics covered include linear program-
ming, network planning models, basic inventory control, waiting line manag~-
ment, and decision making under uncertainty. PREREQ: MG 301, PR 345, and
Upper Division Business standing.
PR 380 QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUES (3-o-3)(S). This course focuses on qual-
ity control techniques currently used in manufacturing and service industries.
The course considers efforts to improve an organization's products/service from
conception through customer usage through the use of techniques such as pro-
cess control charts, variable and attribute sampling, total quality control, qual-
itycircles and Pareto analysis. U.S. and foreign companies that have been suc-
cessful in implementing quality control systems are also considered. PREREQ:
PR 345 and Upper Division Business standing.
PR 408 MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS (3-o-3)(F). This course extends the topics of-
fered in the survey Principles of Production course. Course will further develop
the concepts and theory behind manufacturing resource management, including
the master schedule, bill of materials, and inventory records system. Other ma-
jor topics include Just.in-Time manufacturing, computer-aided manufacturing,
flexible manufacturing systems, and techniques used by international com-
petitors. PREREQ: MG 301, PR 345, and Upper Division Business standing.
PR 409 MANAGEMENT OF SERVICE OPERATIONS (3-0-3)(S). The course applies























Legal Environment'of Business GB 202 .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 .
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 .
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 .
Statistical Techniques I, II PR 207, 208 .
Non-Business Electives : .
TOTALS
JUNIOR YEAR
Intro Mgmt Information Systems IS 310 .
Principles of Ma.rketing MK 301 .
Prin of Production Management PR 345 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 , .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Business Ethics & Social Respon~ibility GB 360 .
Quality Control Techniques PR 380 .
Business Communications AS 328 .
Management Science Models PR 366 .





Organizational BehaviorMG 401 .
Manufacturing Systems PR 308 ,,'
Management of Service Operations PR 409 .
Purchasing & Distribution PR 416 .
Decision Support Systems IS 455 .
Business Policies GB 450 .




"During the junior year, the department recommends that each Production and Operations
Management major takes PR 493 Internship for a minimum of 3 credits of free electives.
NOTE:All courses in the maior (designated by PRJ must be completed with a grade of "C"
of higher.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
IS COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Lower Division
IS 101 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS (3-o-3)(F,S). Application of computing for both
microcomputers and mainframe are discussed. Particular attention is devoted
to problem solving with computers through hands-on experience. Students will
learn to use some of the most commonly used software for word processing,
spreadsheets, database systems, communications and graphics. This course is
appropriate for members of the comm,unity and for students from any discipline
wishing to gain familiarity with computers. .
IS 217 END USER COMPUTING (3-0-3)(F,S). Addresses very high level languages
such as "fourth generation languages" for business applications. Emphasis is
on rapid development, incremental design, and prototyping "live" systems.
Hands-on use of very high level languages for homework and projects will be
included. PREREQ: IS 101.
IS 221 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING (COBOL)
(3-0-3)(F,S). Development of business applications in COBOL with structured pro-
gramming concepts. Emphasis on structured program design, documentation,
testing, and implementation issues. PREREQ: IS 101.
Upper Division
IS 310 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS(3-0-3)(F,S).
An introduction to the fundamental concepts of management information
systems in business organizations. Management information is the framework
tying together business decision makers in an organization. This course includes
information systems concepts and planning; end-use computing; hardware, soft-
ware, database systems; systems analysis, design, implementation; computer-
human interface; data communications and networks; international, social,
political, legal, behavioral and ethical issues of MIS. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing. Not required for CIS majors: "
IS 317 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(F,S). Database organization,
manipulation, and administration in business environments. Topics include: data
structures and related algorithms; file and database organizations/models in-
cluding relational hierarchical, and network; data dictionary systems; languages
for data definition, manipulation, and retrieval; and administrative considera-
tions in multi-user and distributed environments. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing, IS 217 and IS 221.
I,.
104 - College of Business
associated with service operations will be considered and contrasted to-those
of production systems. Special demands for organization and control will be
reviewed aswell as the identification of elements of success.The casemethod
will be used extensively. PREREQ:MG 301,PR345,and Upper Division Business
standing.
PR416 PURCHASINGAND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS(3-0-3)(F).This course in-
troduces concepts associated with purchasing and distribution in manufactur-
ing and service systems. Typical purchasing topics will include supplier selec-
tion, legal and ethical considerations, order size and timing. Typical distribu-
tion topics will include transportation modeling, carrier selection, materials
handling, and flow analysis. PREREQ:MG 301, PR 345, and Upper Division
Business standing.
PR493 INTERNSHIP(Variable Credit)(F/S).Field learning in a Production and
Operations Management environment under supervision of both amanager and
a professor. PREREQ:Upper Division Business standing.
Department of Economics.
Business Building, Room 311 Telephone (208) 385-3351
Chairperson and Professor: Peter M. Lichtenstein; Professors: Payne,
Reynolds; Associate Professors: Draayer, Skoro, Twight; Assistant Pro-
fessors: Loucks, Talbot.
Degrees- Offered
• BA in Economics, Quantitative Option
• BA in Economics, Social Science Option
• BA in Economics, Social Science, Secondary Education
• BBA in Economics
Department Statement
Economics has been called "a study of mankind in the ordinary business
of life." Economists study the means by which people and societies
decide what sort of goods and services to produce, how they allocate
resources to see that such production is carried out, and how they
divide the income created in the process. Accordingly, economics
courses deal with national economic health and the behavior of in-
dustries and individual firms as well as the decisions made by in-
dividuals in households and families. Over the years the body of
theories and methods developed by economists has become an in-
dispensable tool in household and business decision-making and in
the formation of public policy.
Students who plan to enter the job market immediately after college
find their degree useful in obtaining jobs in management and other
areas where training in systematic thinking and competence in em-
pirical analysis are prized. Economists Ryan Amacher and Holly Ulbrich
noted that:
Undergraduate economics majors are recruited by business firms in all
size-ranges,from small, local companies to the very largest multinational
corporations. An economics degree prepares students to compete with
students from marketing, management, and finance as well as with
students that have-liberalarts majors, such ashistory and political science.
(Principles of Microeconomics 3rd Edition. Cincinnati: Southwestern;
1986,p. 566)
Many students who major in economics are planning to attend graduate
school. A major in economics is excellent preparation for law school,
for MBA programs, or for graduate work in economics or other social
sciences. Students planning on a career in teaching will also find a major
in economics to be an excellent asset to bring into the job market.
BSU offers three paths to a degree in economics-a Bachelor of Arts,
a Bachelor of Business Administration, and a Bachelor of Arts with a
secondary education option. Those interested in a Bachelor of Arts
degree in economics design a program which looks much like other
programs in the College of Arts and Sciences or College of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs. They choose to pursue, along with their
work in economics, a program of study that concentrates in either social
sciences or natural sciences and mathematics. Students wanting more
of a business emphasis follow a program leading to a Bachelor of
Business Administration degree which includes, aside from the work
in economics, all of the upper- and lower-division core courses required
of other College of Business students. Students planning to enter secon-
dary school teaching may choose to pursue a Bachelor of Arts degree
with a secondary education option. These students do considerable
work in economics along with concentrated work in two other social
sciences and teaching methods.
The economics department has a long tradition of excellent scholar-
ship and teaching. Faculty are consistently rated among the best
teachers on campus and have been so for years. They are also known




Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements 128
2. LOWER DIVISION COURSES (Total) 51
English Composition E 101, 102 or E111, 112 6
Literature (Area I Core) 3
Introduction to Philosophy PY 101 3
'Other Arts and Humanities (Area I) Core Courses 6
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 Or EC 205H 3
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 or EC 206H ,3
History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102
or
Problems of Western Civilization HY 201, 202 6
Social Science (Area II) Core other than HY or EC. 3
Math M 105, 106 or M 111,204 8
Natural Science (Area III Core) : .4
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Statistical Techniques PR 207 3
3. UPPER DIVISION COURSES (Total) .45
Intro to Management Information Systems IS 310 3
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 3
Econometrics EC 421, 422 6
Economics Electives 12
"Upper-division social science electives : 15
4. ELECTIVES "'lower or Upper Division 32
'Must include at least one Area I field other than literature or philosophy.
"Selected from psychology, political science, sociology, anthropology, geography, or history.
""uAmong these courses must be at least 6 credits in Arts and Humanities (Area I) or Non.
economics Social Sciences (Area II), These courses need not be chosen from the list of
core courses. They may be either lower or upper division. .
Those students considering or planning on graduate study in economics
should complete a calculus sequence (M 204-206 or M 211, 212) and
Linear Algebra (M 301).
Recommended Program
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 .
Math M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 .
HistoryHY 101, 102 or 201, 202 .
Philosophy PY.101 .




Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 or EC 205H
Prin of Macroeconomics EC 206 or EC 206H .
Area I Core (literature) .
Statistics PR 207 .
Area III Core (Science) .
Intra Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Area II Core (except EC or HY) .
Area I and II Electives : .
TOTAL
JUNIOR YEAR
Intermed MicroeconomicsEC 303 .
Intermed Macroeconomics EC 305 .
History of Economic Thought EC 311 .
Economics Electives .
Intro Mgmt Information Systems IS 310 .




























Econometrics EC 421, 422 .
Upper Division Social Scien.ce : ' .
Economics Electives : .






General University and Major Requirements, .. : 128
2. LO'yVER DIVISION COURSES (Total) ....• : .. : 50,or 53
English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 " 6
Literatu re (Area I Core) 3
Introduction to Philosophy PY 101 ..................•.... 3
'Other Arts and Humanities (Area I) Core Courses :' 6
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 or EC 205H, 3
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 or EC 206H , 3
History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102
or ,
Problems of Western Civilization HY 201, 202 ' 6
Social Science '(Area II) Core other than HY or EC. .•...... 3
Calculus and Analytical Geometry M 204, 205, 206
or ,',
Accelerated Calculus M 211, 212 13 or 10
Natural Science (Area III Core) , .- :. .4 ,
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 : 3
3. UPPER DIVISION COURSES (Total) ( : .. :46 or 48
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 ' 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311. ' :.: 3
Econometrics EC 421, 422 .............•....... : 6"
Economics Electives :' ; , .12
Intro to Management Information Systems IS 310 ' 3
Linear Algebra M 301 : .4
Statistics M 361 or PR 207, 208 ' \ .. ' .4 or6
Upper Division Decision Science or Math Electives 8
4. ELECTIVES "Lower or Upper bi~ision '.27 to 32
'Must include at least,one Area I field other than literature or philosophy,
**Among these courses must be at least 6cr~dit~ in Arts and Humani.ties (Areal) or Non~
economics Social Sciences (Area II);These courses need not be chosen from the list of core

































Economics Education Minor 15 Hour Option .
Prin of,Microeconomics EC 205 : 3
Prih of Macroeconomics EC 206, : ; .•........ 3
Interm Microeconomics EC 303 , : : 3
Ihterm Macroeconomics EC 305 : 3
Upper Division Economics 3
Those students considering or planning on graduate study in economics
should complete a calculus sequence (M 204, 206 or M 211, 212) and
Linear Algebra (M 301).
BUSINESS ECONOMICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements 128
Course Offerings
I .' See page 20 for definition of course numbering system 1
EC ECONOMICS
Lower Division
EC 205 PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS (3-0-3)(AKEA II). An introduction to
microeconomic analysis covering supply and demand, the basic market.struc-
tures, the operation of the price system, and the distribution of income. Pro-
vides an introduction to some applied areas of economics such as international,
regional, the public sector, and economic development.
EC 206 PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS (3-0-3)(AREA 11). Economic principles
are used to analyze the aggregate performance of developed economies. Analysis
is applied to domestic and international macroeconomic issues. The goals and
problems of high employment, price stability, growth and the balance of
payments are analyzed. Monetary, fiscal and other national policies are discussed.
EC 210 CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC PROBLEMS (3~3)(F/S). A one semester in-
troduction to economics centered around selected contemporary economic
problems. Principles are introduced to help analyze problems and point out alter-
native solutions. (Not allowed as part of the economics major requirements. Not
allowed for credit to those students who have taken EC 205 and EC 206.) PREREQ:
none.
ECONOMICS MINOR
Any BSU baccalaureate student may earn a minor in economics by satis-
fying the requirements listed below in addition to their major
requirements.
REQUIRED COURSES:
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 3
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 3
Interm Microeconomics EC 303 3
Interm Macroeconomics EC 305 3
Any three of the following upper division economics courses:
Money & Banking EC 301 : 3
Public Finance EC 310 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 : 3
Comparative Economic Systems EC 315 3
International Economics EC 317 3
Regional Economics EC 321 .......................•......... 3
Urban Economics EC 322 3
Radical Economics EC 325 3
Labor Economics EC 327 ;' : 3
Natural Resource Economics EC 333 3
Bus Fluet & Econ Stabilization EC40S .. : ' 3
U.S. Economic History EC 417 3
Econometrics' EC 421 ' 3











English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 . . . . . . 3
Math M 105, 106 or M 111, 204. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 4-5
Area I Core ;............................. ,3.
Area II Core (Non-Economics) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 3
'Non"Business Electives ;, ,3
TOTAL 16-17
106 -, College of Business
2. LOWER DIVISION COURSES (Total) ; ' 51 or 52
English Composition E 101, 102 or E 111, 112 6
Other Arts and Humanities (Area I Cote) ....•............ 6
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 or EC 205H .:". : .. 3
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 or EC 206H 3
Non-Economics Social Science (Area II) Core : .. .' 6
Math M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 ....•.................. 8 or 9
Natural Science (Area III Core) .4
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 3
Statistical Techniques PR 207,208 6
3. UPPER DIVISION COURSES (Total) 51
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 , 3
Intermediate'Macroeconomics EC 305 ' 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 .. : 3
Econometrics EC 421, 422 6
Economics Electives ; 12
Intro to Management Information Systems 15310 3
Business Communications AS 328 3
Principles of Management MG 301 .' '.. j
Principles of Marketing MK 301 .. , : . ', 3 ,
'Principles of Finance FI 303 3
Principles of Production Management PR 345 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 3
Business Policies GB 450 3
4. ELECTIVES Lower or Upper Division (Total) :. ",25 or 26
'Non-Business Electives 16
Free Electives :9 or 10 ;
.Must include courses from at least two of the following: Area I (Arts and-Humanities), Area
II (Social Sciences),or Area III (Natural Sciences and Mathematics) although the selections
need not be made from the list of Universitycore courses.
Those students considering or planning on graduate study in economics
should complete a calculus sequence (M 204-206 or M 211, 212),and
Linear Algebra (M 301).
Recommmendea Program :
Upper Division
EC 301 MONEY AND BANKING (3-0-3). Analysis of the role of money, credit and
the financial system in the U.S. economy through the economics of commercial
and central banking. Study of monetary theory and monetary policy as they af-
fect both domestic and international economic policy goals. PKEREQ: EC 205,
EC 206.
EC 303 INTERMEDIATE MICROECONOMICS (3-0-3). An analysis of the price
mechanism and its role in resource allocation, output composition, and income
distribution. Topics include consumer choice and demand, theories of produc-
tion and cost, and the economic performance of various market structures. The
usefulness of price theory in the analysis of social problems and managerial deci-
sions is stressed. PREREQ: EC 205.
EC 305 INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS (3-0-3). Analysis of the determinants
of the level of national income, employment, productivity and the price level.
Analysis of the effects of economic policy instruments and decisions on aggregate
economic performance goals. PREREQ: EC 206.
EC 310 (PO 310) PUBLIC FINANCE (3-0-3)(5). A study of the role and impact of
government on the functioning of the free enterprise economic system. The
theory and rationale of government spending, taxing, and indebtedness will be
examined. The effects of government activity on allocation of resources and
distribution of income. Attention will be paid to state and local problems. This
course may be taken for either EC or PO credit but not both. PREREQ: EC 205,
206, or PERM/IN5T.
EC 311 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT (3-0-3)(F). Study of the origin and
development of economic theories that have influenced western civilization. Par-
ticular attention will be given to the period since 1750. PREREQ:EC 205, 206.
EC 315 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(S). A comparative study of
the goals and methods of various economic systems such as capitalism, socialism
and communism. The study will be approached from both a theoretical and prac-
























EC ~17 INTERNATIONAL ,~CONOMICS (3-0-3)(S). The benefits and pattern of
world trade and investment. Tariffs, quotas and the commercial policies of na.
tions. The foreign exchange market and the balance of payments. Consequences
of balance of payments disequilibrium for national policy. The analysis of inter-
national payments adjustment and the nature and institutions of international
~onetary systems. PREREQ: EC 205, 206. 'i ,
EC 321 REGIONAL ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(F). Application of economic analysis to
regional problems of structure, growth and policy., Location theory, various
growth models, and specific techniques such as input-output analysis, base
multipliers and cost benefit analysis are developed. PREREQ: EC 205, 206.
EC 322 URBAN ECONOMICS (3-o-3)(S). Focus on the structure of the urban areas,
locational patterns, housing, crime, pollution, poverty, financial and transporta-
tion problems. Tools of ecoti'omic analysis will be used to analyze the problems
and existing and proposed policies. PREREQ: EC 205, 206 or PERM/INST.
EC 325 RADICAL ECONOMICS (3-o-3)(F). Analysis of radical political-economic
thought and its applications to the study of socioeconomic problems. Topics
include Marxian socialist economic theory, libertarianism, anarchist theory, 'evolu.
tionary economic theory, and other radical models. Issues such as imperialism,
economic and social inequality and alienation will be considered. PREREQ:Upper
division or PERM/INST.
EC 327 LABOR ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(F). Characteristics and structure of the U.S.
labor force are examined and labor markets are analyzed to emphasize the micro-
and macroeconomic factors affecting workplace decisions. Development of the
U.S. industrial relations system is reviewed along with public policies and these
are contrasted with those of other western industrialized soCieties. PREREQ: EC
205,206.
EC 333 NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(F). The theoretical and policy
issues associate with the use of natural resources are addressed, including pro-
perty rights issues which arise when considering collective goods, externalities
and common property resources. Tools used in the design and evaluation of
resource policy, such as benefit/cost analysis, are covered. PREREQ: EC 205.
EC 405 BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS AND ECONOMIC STABILIZATION (3-0-3)
(Alternate years). Application and extension of macroeconomic theory to the study
of economic instability. Theories of economic fluctuations and their measure-
ment. Goals, objectives and tools of stabilization policy including techniques
of macroeconomic forecasting and modeling. PREREQ: EC 305:
EC 417 (HY 417) U.S. ECONOMIC HISTORY (3-0-3)(S). Majorfactdrs in the
economic growth and development of the United States from colonial times to
the presel)t. Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of economic factors
and other aspects of American society. This course may be taken for either EC
or HY credit but not both. PREREQ: EC ~05, 206 or PERM/I NST. A!ternate years.
EC 421-422, 421G-422G ECONOMETRICS (3-0-3). Application of mathematics and
statistics to the study of economics. Designed to acquaint the student with the
quantitative tools used to verify theory and to forecast economic activity. PREREQ:
M 106 or equivalent and PR 207, 208. May be taken ,for graduate credit. EC 421G.
Fall; EC 422G.Spring. (EC 421 is PREREQ for EC 422.)
Department of Management
Business Building, Room 313 Telephone (208) 385-1313
Chairperson and Professor: Nancy K. Napier; Pro,fessors: Bigelow, Shin,
Wines, Wilterding; Associate Professors: Bixby, Glen, ~aldorf; Assis~
tant Professors: Fronmueller, Furrh, G~ugh, Kaupins.
Department of Management - 107
A major in General Business Management is especially appropriate for
those who desire to enter the management trainee programs offered
by a great number of business corporations from the fast food industry
to public utilities and financial institutions.
The Management major provides as fine a management education pro-
gram for students as might be achieved anywhere in the country. This
program emphasizes professionalism in these management areas.
Entrepreneurial Management option prepares those who wish to
start their own business or perhaps work in a family-owned
business. An entrepreneur is defined as one who organizes and
directs a business undertaking assuming the risks for the sake
of the profits. This option is a degree definitely designed to en-
courage the motivated self-starter. In a small to medium-sized
business, the entrepreneur may assume many job titles and
duties to enhance the possibility of a successful business venture.
Human Resource Management option prepares those who wish
to be involved with the employee-employer relationship. The
curriculum provides a solid foundation for those interested in
the personnel process of a business and the administration and
operation of a company's programs as they apply to employees.
The department also offers a minor in International Business: the In-
ternational Business minor provides exposure to issues of concern for
students who will work in companies doing business overseas, as well
as those who may manage in a multicultural work force. The minor
blends courses from three disciplines-business, political science and
history,-to provide a broader perspective for students operating in a
global economy. Students may, for example, eventually work in the
import-exp<;>rt field or manage overseas subsidiaries of multinational
firms. l " i •h
I' .
Recommended Programs .
GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT MAJOR
Bachelor of' Business Administration Degree
Degrees Offered 'il ' ,
• BBA, BA, and BS in General Business Management
• BBA,BA, and BS in Management, Entrepreneurial Option
• BBA, BA, and BS in Management, Human Resource
Management Option
Department Statement
The goal of the Management Department is to graduate individuals
who have acquired competency in management skills and the qualities
of an educated person.
The Department of Manageme,;'t offers two majors (General Business
Management and Management) and one minor (International Business).'
The General Business Management major provides a broad-based cur-,
riculum. Students majoring in General Business receive a background
in a variety of business areas. The major is designed for students who
do not wish to specialize in any single area of business.
Emphasis is placed on the development of logical thinking and the use
of technical tools directed at recognizing and solving problems which
occur in the business' community. ' "
(\
I
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Management & Organizational TheoryMG 301 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 ; : .
Labor Economics EC 327 or Interm Macro EC 305 ..
Intro to Mgmt Information' Systems IS 310 -..
Bus Ethics & Soc Resp GB 360 .
Human Resource Management I MG 305 .
Employee & Labor Relations MG 340 .
Business Communication AS 328 .
















English Composition E 101, 102 .
Fund of Speech Comm (Area II) CM 111 .
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 .
Mathematics (Area III) M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 , ..
Electives (Area I) .




Principles of Microeconomics (Area II) EC 205 .
Principles of Macroeconomics (Area II) EC 206 .
Intro Financial & Managerial Acctg AC 205, 206 .
Statistical Techniques I PR 207 .
























Human Resource Management II MG 4Q6 . . . . . . . . . 3
Human Resource Law MG 330 , 3
Government arid Business GB 441 . 3
Principles of Production Management PR 345 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 3
Collective Bargaining MG 415 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Management of Technology MG 405. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Business Policies GB 450. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Non-Business Electives.......................... 4
Free Electives -. 3
TOTALS 16 15
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MINOR
The International Business Minor will be offered to Business majors
who seek more specialized courses in the international arena than are
offered currently by the College of Business programs. Non-Business
students must also complete requirements for a Business minor to obtain
the International Business Minor.
REQUIRED COURSES: .
, International Economics EC 317 3
International Transportation MG 344 - 3
Intro International Business GB 445 3
International Finance FI 430 3
International Marketing MK 430 , - 3
International Relations PO 231 ......•....................... 3
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES:
Intro Comparative Politics PO 321 ' 3
Politics of Industrialized Nations PO 329 3
Comp .Govt & Politics of Develop Nations PO 333 3
ONE OF THE FOLLOWING HISTORY COURSES:
History of East Asia HY 316 3
History of South Asia HY 329 .. - 3
Modern Latin America HY 368 3
European Diplomatic tiistory HY 423 3
. TOTAL . . 24
Course Offerings
See page-20 for definition of course numbering system
GB GENERAL BUSINESS
Lower Division
GB 101 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS (3-0-3). Designed to acquaint the student
with the many phases of business. An introduction to the business organiza-
tion, accounting, insurance, marketing, banking, transportation, and industrial
relations. Special emphasis is placed on business vocabulary. Not recommended
for four year business majors. Juniors and Seniors with declared business majors
excluded.
GB 202 THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS (3-0-3). Emphasis will be on
both the external and internal legal environment of a business organization.
Topics will include the nature and function of the legal process, administrative
regulations, the interaction of business with the judicial, legislative, and executive
branches of government, and the legal responsibilities of business. Freshmen
excluded.
Upper Division
GB 302 COMMERCIAL LAW (3-0-3). This course provides an in-depth study of
the legal principles relating to commercial transactions. Special emphasis will
be placed on the following areas of law: agency, contracts, sales, commercial
paper, secured transactions, and bankruptcy. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
standing and GB 202.
GB 360 BUSINESS ETHICS AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (3-0-3)(F). An explora-
tion of business conduct and social responsibility in the light of existing ethical,
moral, and social values. Designed to enable students to form individual posi-
tions on ethical conduct and social responsibility. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing.
Department of Marketing arid Finance - 109
.Department of, Marketing.
and Finance .'
Business Building, Room 306 Telephone (208) 385-3356,,.
Chairperson and Professor: Douglas J. Lincoln; Professors: Cornwell,
Frankie, McCain, Manship; Associate Professors: Barney, lane,
Naumann, Ray;Assistant Professors: Maher; Schooley, Stephens, White.
Degre'es Offered
• AS i~ Marketing-Mid-Management
• 'BBA, BA, and BS iii Finance • '.



































FRESHMAN YEAR .' .
English Composition E101, 102 , .
Fundamentals of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II) ..
General Psychology P 101 (Area 11) •.••.•.• , ••.•.••
Mathematics M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 (Area III) , ..
Core Electives (Area. I) .
**Electives •........ ' , .. ,.. ', .-.
TOTALS' ••
SOPHOMORE YEAR ; ,,,
*Principles of Microeconomics EC 205', .. ;. , .
*Prlnciples of Macroeconomics EC 206 .
*Intro to FinanCial Accounting AC 205 .. : " .
*Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 .
*Statistical Techniques I PR 207 , .
*legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Statistical Techniques II PR 208, , .. , :
Physical or Biological Science Elective (Area III) ',
**Electives .' , '. ;' .
TOTALS ."
JUNIOR YEAR
***Principles of Marketing MK 301 .
***Management & Organizational TheQry MG 301 .
***Principles of Finance FI 303 , .
***Business' Communication AS 328, : ....•
***Intro Mgmt Inform Systems IS 310 ,' .
***Prin of Production Management PR 345 .
Money and Banking EC 301 ...•.... , .
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 .
Working Capital Management FI 410 ':"
Upper Division "Accounting Course .' ..





Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
The Finance curriCulum is designed with major'emphasis in three areas
of.finance:corporate finance; investment an,d portfolio management,
and financial institutions and markets. The student can select a general
program or may conCentrate course selection around the broad areas
of finance. The course offeringsare preparation for financial decision
making utilizing accounting and market information withih a framework
of economic theory. A major in the area of finance prepares students
to deal with a wide range of financial situations, including those which
concern businesses, financial institutions, individuals, and government.
SENIOR YEAR
Management of Financial Institutions FI 420.' .
Investment Management FI 450 •.. , .....•........
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Capital Budgeting & Planning FI 411 .- , ..
Frontiers in Financial Markets FI 451 :. :; .
Business Policies GB 450 : :.' .. '.' .
Decision Processes in Banking FI 421 , '.'
****Major Elective .. , '. , .
GB 441.441G GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS (3-0.3)(S). Intensive study of and
student research into the scope of government control and regulation of
business. Specific major statuiesand their implementing rules and regulations
are researched and analyzed as well as selected federal and state regulatory
agencies. May be taken for graduate credit. PREREQ: Upper Division, Business
standing and GB 202.
GB 445 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3-0-3)(F). An overview of (1) the international
business environment; (2) country characteristics and conditions affecting firms
that conduct business overseas; and (3) firm level decisions about marketing,
finance and personnel, and other functions. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
standing. ' •
GB 450 BUSINESS POLICIES (3-0-3). To develop analytical, problem solving and
decision making skills in situations dealing with complex organizations with the
ultimate objective of formulating policies and strategies: both domestic and
world-wide. To build upon and integrate the knowledge and methods acquired
to examine all functional areas of the organization.,PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing, senior, standing plus FI 303, IS 310, MG 301, MK 301, PR 345.
MG MANAGEMENT
Upper Division •
MG 301 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY (3'0-3).Emphasis on
conceptual application of management and organizational theory, nationally and
internatio,nally. Topics include org"nizational environments, decision-making,
design, technology, leadership, effectiveness, and information and control.
PREREQ: Upper Division Business st~nding. " , ' , ,
MG 305 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3-Q-3)(F/S).The functions of human
resource management-selection, planning, procurement, development, utiliza-
tion, arid compensation-with an emphasis on the interrelationships amonitthese
functions. Currenttopics it{ the law as they affect the personnel'functions are
considered (e.g., OSHA, Fair Employment Regulations, 'etc.). PREREQ: Upper Divi-
sion Business standing and MG 301 or PERM/INST. • '.
MG 318 NEW VENTURE CREATION (3-Q-3)(F/S). Topics include the legal, finan-
cial, marketing, and managerial issues involved in creating a new enterprise. A
major requirement of the course is the completion of ac:omprehensive business
plan describing and analyzing a proposed new venture. PREREQ: Upper,Divi-
sion Business standing and MG 301 or PERM/INSJ. .
MG 319 SMALL BUSINESS AND ENTR~PR~NEURIAL MANAGEMENT (3:0-3)(F/S).
This course is a continuation of MG 318 New Venture Creation: Study of the
unique and distinct problems encountered by small business organizations.
Covers the topics of locating, financing, staffing,' marketing and regulating the
small business. Emphasis is placed on small business management techniques
as they apply to service, retail, and production oriented small businesses.
PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and MG 318 or PERM/INST,
MG 330 HUMAN RESOURCE LAW (3-0-3)(F). The general principles of the law
and the effective application of these principles. Such issues as organizing cam-
paigns, unfair labor practices, picketing, work stoppages, and the mechanism
of conflict resolution are discussed. PREREQ: Upper Diyision Businessst~nding.
MG 340 EMPLOYEE AND LABOR RELATIONS (3-0-3)(F/S). History, structure,
policies, and operations of labor unions, the functioning of industrial relations
activities within organizations, and important concepts and terminology in labor-
management relations. Contract administration is emphasized with a focu's on
the day-to-day relationships. International comparisons are made. PREREQ: Up-
per Division Business standing. ,. "
MG 344 INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORTATION (3.Q-3)(F/S). An insight into the
study of documentation, rates, conferences, terminal problems, government
policies and aids, carriers and routes associated with international trade. Water
transportation associated with domestic service is featured. PREREQ: Upper Divi-
sion Business standing.
MG 401 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3). Emphasis on action'skillsuseful
for managers. Topics include managing of self, communicating, motivating, in-
novating, managing a group, use of formal and social power, persuading, and
dealing with uncertainty. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and MGj01.
MG 405 MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY (3-Q.j)(F/S). Study of the business im-
plications of major technological changes, such as computer integrated manufac-
turing, office automation, and telecommunications. Develops a framework for
examining the strategic, structural and socio-technical, aspects of managing
technological change in organizational settings: PREREQ, Upper Division Business
standing and MG 301. ' .
MG 406 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT II (3-Q-3)(F/S). Implementation, ad.
ministration, maintenance, and control of a comprehensive compensation pro-
gram. Job analysis, job evaluation, pricing of jobs, supplemental benefits, incen;
tive plans, and performance appraisal. Legislation affecting compensation and
unique compensation problems of publiC employees and employees of trims-
national enterprises. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and MG 305 or
PERM/INST.
MG 415 COLLECTIVE BARGAINING (3-0.3)(S).'Materialsand resources utilized
in preparation for negotiations. Bargaining strategies and tactics are examined.
Various methods of conflict resolution are explored, with an emphasis on the
mediation and arbitration process. Special attention is devoted to public.sector
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"Non-Business Electives: At least 16 credit hours of electives must be from outside the
College of Business. These credits are not restricted to the university core courses, but
must include from 2 of the 3 areas represented on the care list: Area I-Arts & Hutnanities;
Area ',I-Social Sciences~. Public Affairs; Area III-Natural Sciences &'Mathema~ics. Remaining
credithours(7-8) maybechosenfrom businessor non-businesscourses, '. ,
".These courses must be completed before taking 8usines"s Policies "GB 450.
"''''''Major elective chosen from upper division finance, accounting or economics. If elective
is chosen from upper division accounting or economics1 advisor approval is required and
written verification of such approval must be sent to the Graduation Evaluators in the
Registrar'sOffice.
To graduate, students must have amirlimum of 40 upper division (300/400
level) credit hours and 128 total credit hours. " \ '.. .
MARKETING MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree '.
The marketing curriculum is designed to provide students with a com-
prehensive background in marketing while still providing flexibility to
adapt to individual and career goals. Therefore, the major requirements
allow a student the ability to choose. from an array of courses. The
course work stresses pragmatic applications of marketing concepts
through cooperative programs with the local business community. The
marketing program is designed to prepare stu'dents for a variety cif
care,er positions including industrial sales, advertising, marketing










•.\ must include courses from 2. of the 3 areas represented on the core list. Area I-Arts &
.Humanities;Area II-SocialSciences& Public Affairs; Area..III-NaturalSciences&
Mathematics. Re""aining credit hours (7-8) may be chosen from business or non-business
ooufses:.' ,,'
***These courses must b!=!'completed before taking Business Policies GB 450.
"**Marketing majors must take 12 hours of marketing electives chosen from' the following
upper division courses: EC 317 International Economics, MK 416 App'lied Marketing (has
PREREQ:MK415), MK421 SalesAdministration,MK430 InternationalMarketing,MK440
IndustrialMarketing,MK497 SpecialTopics.MK 498 Seminarin ContemporaryTopics
in Marketing, MK 493 Marketi.ng Internship (a maximum of 3 Internship credits is allow.
ed in fulfillment of marketingelective;.) .
To graduate, students must have a minimum of 40 upper division (300/400
level) credit hours and 128 total credit hours.
,., MARKETING-MID-MANAGEMENT MAJOR
. " Associate of Science '
The Marketing-Mid-Management program is a two-year program
leading to the Associate of Science degree. Students develo'p skills in
sales, management, communication, and computer science, as well as
other general academic areas. Instruction is given in basic business
orientation, selling and management techniques, economics, founda-
tions'of mid-management inretail, merchandising, buying, and seil-
ing. Supervised work experience in cooperation with local businesses
is part of the program. Students iNork for cooperating firms as part-
time paid employees during their college training and are able to earn
part of the income needed to cover their educationalexpenses while
build!ng a background of valuable experience in the distributive oc-
cupations. Many trainee positions as assistant managers, store buyers,
department heads, and junior executives are available for students with
two years of university training .
SENIOR YEAR
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Marketing Research MK 415 .' .. : .
•••• Marketing Electives ...•.................... ; .
Adv Marketing Mgmt MK 425 ~.. : .
(PREREQ: MK 415)
; Business .Policies GB 450 -. . . . . .. . . . . 3
•• Electives '\5, 6
TOTALS.17 15
'Collegeof Businesscorecoursesmustbe completedbeforestudentcanbeaccepted
into College of Business upper division courses; Student must make formal application
for upper division standing by contacting the Student Services Center in the College of
Business. '.
"Non-Business Electives: At least 16'credit hours of electives mList be from outside the
College of Business. These cr~dits are not restricted to the university core COurses, but
Course Offerings
~. .• i .t.•
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
AS.ADMINISTRATIVE SERVlqS
•. ,Upper Division
AS309 RECORDSMANAGEMENT(3-0-3)(f).Creation, processing, maintenance,
protection and 'destruction of business records.' These topics will be covered
from the theoreti~al point of view and by the use of practical application. The
ability to analyze a problem and make a decision will be.stressed. Upper,Divi-
sion Business standing.
AS328 BUSI~ESSCOMMUNICATION (3-6-3)(F/S).The effectiveness and correct-
nessof writing and the psychology of letter writing will be stressed through the
preparation of a variety of business messages.Specific memorandum and letter
problems will be used in conjunction with various casesto provide students with
realistic opportunities to develop writing skills necessaryfor entry-level perfor-
mance. PREREQ:E102 and Upper Division Business standing.
AS338 TECHNICALWRITING FORBUSINESS(3-6-3)(S).A study and application
of the principles and logic of effective writing in the preparation of business
reports and technical papers. Specific aswell asgeneral instruction in the gather-
ing and interpreting of data, organizing of information, and writing of the final
report. The case-study approach will be used. PREREQ:AS328and Upper Divi-
sion Business standing. -
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101,'102 .............•......
Introduction to Business GB 101.:", .
Math or Comp Inform SystlProd MgmtElective .
Salesmanship MM 101 .' : .
Introduction to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 .
Mid-Management Practicum MM. 100 .
Elements of Management MM 105 .
Fundamentals.of Speech Comm CM 111 .
• TOTALS
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Consumer Marketing MM 201 : .
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 .. :' .
Principles of Advertising MM 203 .'...........•..
Report Writing' MM 209 .
Intro to Micro Applications in Retailing MM 250 .
Retail. Merchandising MM 204 .
General Psychology P101 , .














FRESHMAN YEAR .' , "
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II) .
'General Psychology P 101 (Area 11) ""
'Mathematics M 105, 106 or M 111, 204 (Area III)




'Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
* Intro to Managerial Accou nti,ng AC 206 . . . . . .. r' i
'Prin of Microeconomics E 205 (Area II) .
'Prin of Macroeconomics E 206 (Area II) .•......
'Legal Environment of Business ,GB 202. ; ... ; ...
'Statistical Techniques I PR 207. .. ; . . . . . . . . .. .. ,
Physical or Biological Science Elec (Area III) : ..
Statistical Techniques II PR 208 .
"Electives .. , .. ; : :
TOTALS
JUNIOR YEAR "
"'Principles of Marketing MK 301 .
"'Management & Organizational Theory MG 301.>"
"'Principles of Finance FI 303 ' ' .
"'Business Communication AS 328 .
"'Intro to Mgmt Information Systems IS 310 .
"'Principles of Production Management PR 345 .
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 .
Intermediate Marketing Ma'nagemeni MK 320 .
Promotion Management MK 306 .
Consumer Behavior MK 307. : .















FI 201 FUNDAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE(3-Q-3)(F/S).Essentials of real estate prac-
tice, listings, sales, financing, land descriptions, investments, brokerage, adver-
tising, market analysis and fundamentals arising from real estate transactions.
FI 208 PERSONAL FINANCE (3.0-3)(F/S). (Formerly FI lOB, Personal Finance.) This
course addresses the growing complexity of financial decision making faced by
the individual: how to avoid financial entanglements; installment buying; bor-
rowing money; owning or renting a home; budgeting and money management;
savings and investment alternatives; life, health, accident and auto insurance;
personal income taxes and estate pla~ning. "
FI 220 LAW OF REAL ESTATE(3-Q-3)(F/S).Designed to review the laws establishing
and governing basic rights of ownership and use of real estate. The concepts
of the modern real estate transaction, the real estate brokerage business, and
the various legal relationships involved are discussed. PREREQ:GB 202 and FI 201.
FI 231 PRINCIPLES OF INSURANCE (3-0-3)(F/S). (Formerly FI 211, Principles of In-
surance.) Fundamental legal principles involved in insurance contracts. Com-
pany practices in relation to insurance management are stressed as is the field
of regulation on both the theoretical and practical applications. All areas of in-
surance are covered including life, casualty, liability, and medical.
FI 250 PERSONAL INVESTING (3.0-3)(F/S). The basic mechanics and principles
of investing are introduced to acquaint students with investment vehicles,
markets, and processes. Other topics will include speculation, options, and
commodities.
Upper Division
FI 303 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE (3-Q-3)(F/S). An introductory course focusing on
financial management of business concerns. Topics include: allocation of
resources for investment ,in short- and long-term assets, decisions with respect
to debt and equity financing, and dividend policy. Lectures and reading are
blended with problems and cases for class discussion. PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing or PERM/INST.
F1371 APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE(3-6-3)(F/S). Modern real estate appraising con-
cepts and the technical skills employed in their application to residential pro-
perty. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and FI 201.
Fi 372 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND TAXATION (3.0-3)(F/S). Real Estate from
the investor (owner's) point of view with special attention to the tax aspects in-
cluding risk and return analysis, property leverage, discounted cash flow, tax
consequence of sales, exchanging, multiple exchanges, and computerized in-
vestment analysis. PREREQ: Upper Division tiusiness standing, FI 201, 220 and
F1303.
FI 373 REAL ESTATE FINANCE (3.Q-3)(F/S). Financial analysis and examination of
the intricacies of the real estate mortgage markets, source of mortgage funds,
federal government and mortgage markets, lending decisions, management of
loan portfolios, leasing, construction financing, creative financing, and financ-
ing of specific types of real property. PREREQ: Upper Division Business stand-
ing, FI 201 and FI 303.
F141Q-410G WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT (3-6-3)(S). (Formerly F1325, Finan-
cial Management I.) This course considers the short-term financial management
of a firm. Financial analysis of past, present, and future operations is emphasized.
Cash flow analysis, management of current accounts and cost benefit analysis
are stressed. Case discussions provide a merging of theoretical concepts and
practical application. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and FI 303.
FI411-411G CAPITAL BUDGETING AND PLANNING (3-Q-3)(f). (Formerly F1326,
Financial Management 11.)Acquisition and allocation of long-term sources of
funds are the subject of this course. Emphasis is placed on fund raising and the
problems associated with measurement and structural influences on the firm's
cost of capital. Cash-flow analysis and alternative investment decision rules are
examined. Cases are used for classroom discussion as a link between theory and
tice. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, FI 303, and PR 20B.
FI 42Q-420G MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (3-Q-3)(f). (Formerly
FI 417, Management of Financial Institutions.) The interaction between financial
institutions and financial markets are examined and their roles in the economy
are discussed. Emphasis is placed on the changes taking place within the finan-
cial community and the effects on financial institutions in general and commer-
cial banking in particular. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, FI 303, and
EC 301.
FI 421-421G DECISION PROCESSES IN BANKING (3.0-3)(S). The topics included
in this course are those which involve the specific decision making areas faced
by participants in the banking industry. These decision areas include the manage-
ment of liquidity reserves and securities portfolios, consumer, business, and real
estate loans, liability control, asset-liability management, trust banking and in-
ternational banking. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and FI 420.
FI 430 INTERNATIONAL FINANCE (3-0-3)(F). This course builds a strong founda-
tion on the relationship among international financial markets. Included is
exchange rate determination and parity conditions across countries. Once the
foundation is built, the multinational firm is examined in this framework. In-
cluded is working capital management, capital budgeting, and cost of capital
for the multinational firm. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and FI 303.
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FI 450-450G INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(F). This course examines the
U.S. Securities markets from both a theoretical and a practical viewpoint. Topics
include: mechanics of direct investment, measurement and management of risk
and return, the Efficient Market Hypothesis, Modern Portfolio Theory, the Capital
Asset Pricing Model, and analysis of investment lecturers. PREREQ: Upper Divi-
sion Business. standing, FI 303, and PR 20B. .
FI 451-451G FRONTIERS IN FINANCIAL MARKETS (3-0-3)(S). This course focuses
on both recent and past innovations in the securities markets. Futures contracts
and options, and the theory of hedging using both agricultural and financial
futures contracts, options writing, and index options are stressed. A combina-
tion of theory and practice will be sought relying on lecture, text material, jour-
nal and trade articles, and guest speakers. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
standing and FI 450. . '
FI 471 APPRAISAL OF INCOME PROPERTIES (3.0-3)(F/S). Following a review of
the steps leading to the estimation of net income, all prevalent methods and
techniques of converting net income into an indication of value are fully covered.
Direct capitalization, the residual techniques, and capitalization roles are ana-
lyzed. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, FI 201 and FI 371.
FI 49B-499 SENIOR SEMINAR IN FINANCE (3.0-3)(F/S). Designed to provide an
opportunity for study of a particular area of finance at an advanced level. Builds
background developed in the regularly scheduled finance courses. The topics
offered will be selected on the basis of their timely interest to finance students




MK 301 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING (3-6-3)(F/S). Describes the methods of iden-
tifying and interpreting wants and needs of people; selecting the particular wants
and needs the organization will satisfy; determining the product, price, promo-
tion, and place in a proper mix. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing.
MK 306 PROMOTION MANAGEMENT (3-6-3)(F/S). A comprehensive approach to
creating and implementing advertising and promotional activities. New issues
of consumer research are emphasized and integrated with the promotional mix.
The economic and social criticisms of advertising are stressed to insure that
managers are aware of the ethical responsibilities inherent in the job. PREREQ:
Upper Division Business standing and MK 301.
MK 307 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (3.Q-3)(F/S). Theories of behavior related to pur-
chase and consumption of goods or services. Individual as well as group reac-
tion in social science research is evaluated. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
standing and MK 301.
MK 320 INTERMEDIATE MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3-Q-3)(F/S).Marketing prin-
ciples and theories integrated with analytical and behavioral decision processes.
Emphasis on problem and opportunity recognition, marketing strategies, plan-
ning and administering marketing programs. Consumer, industrial, institutional,
and international markets are considered. PREREQ: Upper Division Business
standing and MK 301.
MK 415.415G MARKETING RESEARCH (3.Q-3)(F/S). Theory and use of research
for marketing decisions. Provides experience in planning, designing and im-
plementing research activities. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, PR
208, and MK 301.
MK 416 APPLIED MARKETING RESEARCH (3-Q-3)(F/S). An application of research
concepts through the design, implementation, and completion of an actual
research project. Advanced discussion of research design and statistical analysis
will be conducted. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and MK 415.
MK 421 SALES ADMINISTRATION (3.Q-3)(F/S). Management and integration of
sales organizations emphasizing recruiting, selection, training, supervision, com-
pensation of salesmen. Stress also placed on coordination with other functional
managers, ethics and social responsibilities of the sales manager. PREREQ: Up-
per Division Business standing and MK 301.
MK 425 ADVANCED MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3-Q-3)(F/S). Case and "real
world" study of marketing problems. Emphasis on problem definition, recogni-
tion of alternative solutions, decision criteria, and defense of a "best" solution.
PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, MK 320, and MK 415.
MK 430 INTERNATIONAL MARKETING (3-0.3)(F/S). An analysis of the creation,
planning, and implementation of marketing strategies that cross national and
cultural borders. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing and MK 301.
MK 440 INDUSTRIAL MARKETING (3-Q-3)(F/S). An analysis of activities related to
the marketing of products and services to organizations including government
agencies, profit and non-profit institutions, and commercial enterprises. PREREQ:
Upper Division Business standing and MK 301.
MK 498 SEMINAR IN CONTEMPORARY TOPICS IN MARKETING. Provides an op-
portunity for the study of topics of current interest in marketing. The topics will
be selected based upon the interests of students and expertise of faculty. PREREQ:
Upper Division Business standing.
MM MARKETING-MID-MANAGEMENT
Lower Division
MM 100 MID-MANAGEMENT (2.Q-2)(F/S). For students enrolled in the mid-
management program. Student may earn 2 semester hours credit for a maximum
112 - College of Business
of four semesters. This provides actual experience in retail, wholesale, or ser-
vice field as a paid employee. Student is evaluated by both the employer and
the program coordinator.
MM 101 SALESMANSHIP (3-0-3)(F/S). A basic course in personal selling techni-
ques as applied in working situations in the modern retail store, wholesaler and
manufacturer establishments, analysis of customer behavior and motivation;
methods of creating customer attention, interest, desire and action. Special em-
phasis is given to ethical sales techniques.
MM105 ELEMENTS OF MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(F). Principles of management
related to the functions of planning, 'organizing, staffing, directing, and con-
trolling. Production is not considered. Mid-Management Majors only.
MM 201 CONSUMER MARKETING (3-D-3)(F). The study of activities by which
goods and services flow from producer to ultimate consum~r. Inch.Jdes methods,
policies, and evaluation of the various marketing institutions according to the
function performed.
MM 203 PRINCIPLES OF ADVERTISING (3-o-3)(S). Objectives and policies of sales
promotion, study of the media, and regulation of advertising. Coordination of
display, selling and other merchandising factors. Study of copy, illustrations,
layout 'and display.
MM 204 RETAIL MERCHANDISING (3-0.3)(F). Merchandise planning and control,
expenses and cost reduction, purchasing for resale, pricing of goods, retail con-
trol systems. Mid-management majors only.
MM 209 REPORT WRITING (3-0-3)(F). Prepares the student to write reports for
business situations. Emphasis is placed on actual preparation of reports, research
methods, and readability of the finished product. Mid-management majors only.
MM 250 INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN RETAILING
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College of Education
Dean: Richard L. Hart, Ed.D.'
Associate Dean: Kenneth L. Hill, Ed.D.
. College of Education Emeriti:
Beitia, B. Bowman, P. Bowman, Boyles, Burtch, Chatburn, Connor, Dahlberg,
Fairchild, Ison, Marks, Phillips, D. Smith, L. Smith, Steger, Torbet, Wallace
-,
Philosophy
The faculty of the College of Education represents diverse and dynamic
backgrounds and serves students from an extended community
reaching far beyond the boundaries of Idaho. The faculty addresses
this extended community in'varied functions both on and off campus.
The work of the faculty reflects an active appreciation for develop~ent
of the whole person and includes attention to the intellectual, physical,
social and emotional needs of students. A key precept underlYing all
activities is the promotion of learning and fitness as lifelong activities.
Course work is offered in both professional and academic areas. The
academic course work is designed to a,cquaint students with.historical,
philosophical, and theoretical ~spects of Educ~tio~,. an<:l.Physlcal Educa-
tion and to help them appreciate-and use SCientifiC thinking ~s a tool
for viewing human behavior in a more sophisticated a~d effectlv~ m~n-
nero Professional course work and experiences are directed pnmanly
toward the mastery of skills needed by teachers.
Teacher Certification
The College of Education is the unit responsible for the preparation
of students seeking state certification as teachers. The Dean of the Col-
lege is the official BSU representativere.~ponsible for recommending
teacher certification for those students who successfully complete
teacher education programs. ' ,
Cou~seling and Testing Services f.
The Counseling and Testing Center offers a wide range of services
directed toward 'students, faculty, and staff at no charge, although
students must be currently enrolled for a minimum of six credit hours.
Since the pursuit of' personal or educational goals always inyol~es
changes and personal adjustments, the Center has developed a Wide
variety of strategies to help with these normal developmental concerns
and to prevent potentially traumatiC problems. These approach:s ?re
geared toward making successful development even better as eXisting
strengths of the campus and students are support~d. Co.nsequently
the staff is involved in offering workshops and diSCUSSion' groups
designed to promote skill development and enhance the quality of stu-
dent life. -
The staff is available for consultation with individual students, clubs,
classes, and organizations interested in student well-being. The staff
is also available to serve a similar role for faculty, administrators, staff,
and committees interested in professional consultation. Each of the
staff also teaches in 'the Psychology Department and offers courses on
such subjects as peer counseling, stress management and the tr~nsi-
tion needs of non-traditional students plus workshops on test anxiety.. , - ,
There are a variety of standardized tests availa?le to complem~n! the
counseling process. The Center is also responSible for the administra-
tion of such nationwide testing programs as the ClEP, NTE, GRE, GMAT
and MAT.
Appointments can be made by calling 385-1601 between 8 a.m. and ~:OO
p.m. Monday through Friday or by coming to the Center on the Sixth
floor of the Education Building. Interviews are generally from 30 to 60
minutes. '




Admission to Upper Division Standing: Admission policies pro-
vide students an opportunity to be evaluated prior to enrollment in
upper division Physical Education classes. Applications must be sub-
mitted NO LATERTHAN September 15 or February 15 depending when
the applicants' total credit hours, including current course load, ex-
ceeds 57. Forms can be picked up from academic advisors and should









General Psychology (Area II Core)
fund of Speech Communication (Area II Core)
Found of Physical Science (Area III Core)
.OR
PH 101, 102 General Physics (Biomechanics & Pre-Physical
Therapy only) (Area III Core)
Chemistry Sequence (Athletic Training, Exercise
Science only) (Area III Core)
Z 111, 112 Anatomy and Physioology (Area III Core)
Z 107 Concepts Human Anatomy & Physiology
(Biomechanics only)
Found of Education (Teaching option only)
(Area II Core)
PE100 Health Education
PE 101 Foundations of PE
PE 113 Rhythmic Skills
PE 114 Fitness Foundation
PE 115 Tumbling Skills
PE 117 'Sports Skills
PE 122 Advanced First Aid or equivalent
PE 230 Applied Anatomy
PE 284 Microcomputers in Pi: or equival~nt
3. The student's cumulative GPA will determine acceptance to upper
division standing according to: _
a. 2.50 or above = acceptance
b. below 2.50 = denial
. Students~()t qualifying for i\dmittance to upper division stan~'
ding can reapply once their GPA is raised to at least a 2.50 and
they have a "C" or better grade for each of the courses listed
in item #2 above.
4. Each faculty member will be given an opportunity to submit in
writing to the Chair recommendations as well as reservations regard-
ing each student's: '.
a. involvement in professional activities (e.g., PE Major's Club,
departmental projects, etc.)
b. performance level in fitness, academic and motor skills.
c. commitment to becoming a model physical educator.
The Chair will be obligated to discuss the issue(s) with the stu-
dent as slhe is admitted or denied admission to upper division
standing.
5. Those enrolling in upper division Physical Education courses without
upper division standing will be administratively withdrawn.
Application Criteria
1. The student's total credit hours, including current course load, must
exceed 57 credit hours.
2. The student must achieve a grade of "C" or better for each of the






b: Biomechanics: For those seeking additional understanding of
the mechanical bases of human movement for coaching,
research or preparation for graduate schooL .
c. Health Promotion: This program is designed to prepare students
for a career as a fitness consultant in the private sector and to
succes'sfully pass the American College of Sports Medicine
HealthlFitness Instructor Certification Examination.
3. Athletic Training: For students preparing for the National Athletic
Trainers Association (NATA) Certification Exam and qualification as
an Athletic Trainer in a college, professional sport or sports medicine
clinic. Also, many pre-physical therapy students pursue this option
as an undergraduate degree.
Gymnasium, Room 209 Telephone (208) 385-1570
Chairperson and Professor: Glenn Potter; Professors: Button, Hoeger,
Vaughn; Associate Professors; Fahleson, Kozar, Lewis, Pfeiffer; Assis-
tant Professors: Gibson, Miller, Petlichkoff, Thorngren, Wallace; Special
Lecturers: Blanksma, Craner, Koto, Moore, Sandmire, Van Wassenhove;
Educational Consultants: Priest, Wade, Weiss.,
Degrees Offered
• BS in Athletic Training
• BS in Physical Education, Secondary Education
• BS in Physical Education, Non-Teaching Option
• MS in Exercise and Sport Studies
Department Statement
The Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation has as
its major focus the comprehension, development, and promotion of
a healthy lifestyle. The aim, through teaching, research and service ac-
tivities, is to improve and enrich the quality of life by helping people
value and achieve self-fulfillment and well ness. Learning motor skills,
adhering to accepted personal health practices, engaging in meaningful
leisure and vigorous fitness activities, and appreciating the beauty of
skillful movement of one's physical and biological environment are
among the vehicles employed to accomplish this end.
Students completing a course of study within the Department shall
have developed and demonstrated specified knowledge and skills in
critical thinking, program planning and total fitness. Development of
the competencies and resources necessary to be models of the pro-
fession will occur through an in-depth series of activity, theory and
practicum experiences. The process will enable graduates to interact
effectively with people in espousing the philosophy of a healthy and
skillful lifestyle.
To accomplish this challenge, the Department has developed three
undergraduate options with different areas of specialty.
1. Teaching Option: For students seeking to certify as teachers at the
K-8, 6-12 or K-12 grade.,1evels. Complimentary areas of emphasis
include:
a. Coaching: College of Education majors who want special prepara-
tion for public school coaching should also pursue this
alternative.
b. Athletic Training: For those who desire to prepare for the Na-
tional Athletic Trainers Association Certification Examination and
qualify as an Athletic TrainerlTeacher in a school setting.
c. Health: For students requesting a minor in health education.
2. Non-Teaching, Physical Education: For students preparing for
physical education related careers which do not require teacher
certification.
a. Exercise Science: Majors desiring a.strong biological sciences






All teacher preparation programs, both graduate and undergraduate,
at Boise State University are fully accredited by the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), and all are approved
by the Professional Standards Commission of the State Board of Educa-
tion. In addition, the program for the preparation of athletic trainers
is fully accredited by the National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA).
Teacher Education Advisory Council
The Teacher Education Advisory Council serves as an all-university coor-
dinating body for programs for the preparation of teachers. Member-
ship is composed of department chairs of each department offering
a major which leads to certification as a teacher and the deans of the
collegeslschools in which those departments are housed. It is chaired
by the Associate Dean of the College of Education.







6. Once admitted to upper division standing, student's must maintain
a cumulative 2.5 GPA before being permitted to enroll for,student
teaching, a PE 493 internship and/or graduate.
Degree Requirements
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, SECONDARY EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION
Bachelor of Science Degree
GENERAL UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Area I Core ; ' 12
Area II Core 12
Area III Core 12
Area II-III Electives; ; - 9
TOTAL '51
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CORE REQUIREMENTS
(Required of all Teaching and Non-Teaching Graduates)
Health Education PE 100 3
Foundations of Physical Education PE 101 , 3
Rhythmic Skills PE 113 1
Fitness Foundations PE 114 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115 1
Sports Skills PE 117 - 1
Applied Anatomy PE 230 .•.................................. 3
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE 306 3
Evaluation in Physical Education PE 309 3
Exercise Physiology PE 310 3
Kinesiology PE 311 .' : 3
Adapted Physical Education PE 451 : ;, 3
TOTAL i 28-35
In addition, students must demonstrate:
1. Computer literacy by completing PE284, a comparable computer
class or by passing a proficiency exam offered by the department.
2. Competency in Advanced First Aid and CPR. This can be met by
completing PE 122 or through the American Red Cross.
3. Competency in swimming. Testing will take place in PE114 Fitness
Foundations. If students fail to pass the test they will be required
to take a Fitness Activity swimming class.
NOTE:Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary ;ducation option'may re-
quire more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for more information.
Recommended Program
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, SECONDARY EDUCATION
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 :6
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111, 112 (Area III COre) 8
Health Education PE 100 3
Foundations of Physical Education PE 101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE 113, . , , , . , , 1
Fitness Foundations PE 114 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115 , .' 1
Sports Skills PE 117 ,' 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE 122 or equiv . .--.' 3
Area I Core 3
, 33
NOTE: Recommended the student take Psychology, Sociology and/or Philosophy elective.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE 230 ...•.......... ' :3
Microcomputers in Physical Education PE284 or equiv 3
. Internship PE 293 :' ;".. 1
Found of Education TE 201 (Area II Core) .'.' 3
Fund of SpeechComm CM 111 (Area II Core) : 3
Found of Physical Science PS 100 (Area III Core)
,~.~ or '.' ,,'.; 4-8
. General Physics PH 101, 102 (Area III Core)
Area I Core, Second & Third Fields ;6
Area II Core, Sociology Elective 3




Curriculum Proficiency PE 300 , 3
Instructional Styles PE 304 3
Human Growth and Motor Learning PE 306 , 3
Evaluation in Physical Education PE 309 3
Exercise Physiology PE 310 3
Kinesiology PE 311 3
"Fitness Activities ~.. , 2
Educational Psychology TE 225 3
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 3
Educational Technology TE 356 - ' 2
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .....................•.... 3
Area I Core, Any Field 3
34
SENIOR YEAR
Adolescent Psychology P 212 3
Educating Except Second Student TE 333 ..•................•. 1
Adapted Physical Education PE 451 3





~OTE: 'Complete six (6) activity courses with at least one activity being selected from each
category listed below. Physical Education (PE), Fitness Activities (FA)or one credit of varsity
participation in a like activity may be used for credit, in cases where both PEand FAclasses
are offered, the PE activity must be taken.
,1. SPORT: PE 143, 144, 212, 217, FA 182, 187: 3, FITNESS:FA161, 163, 164, 16S,167,Aquatics,
2, DANCE: FA 121, 122, 123, 124, 12S, 4, lEiSURE: FA133, 135, 171, 172, 173, Outdoor
i' Adventure Course. . ,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION'
BIOMECHANICS EMPHASIS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .•. ~ " 6
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Core) , 3
Concepts of Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 .4
Health Education PE 100 3
Foundations of Physical Education PE 101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE 113 1
Fitness Foundations PE 114 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115 1
Sports SkilisPE 117 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE 122 or equiv 3
Area I Core-Philosophy Elective 3
Digital Computer Programming CS 124/EN 104 2
. 34
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE 230 3
Microcomputers in Physical Education PE 284 or equiv 3
Area il Core, Any Field. '.. , 3
Calculus & Anal Geometry M 204,206 (Area III Core) 13
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211, 212 (Area III Core) 5
Intermediate Applied Programming M/PH 225 ............•... 2
Area I Core, Second & Third Fields 6
Area II Core, Sociology Elective 3
38
JUNIOR YEAR
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE 306 , .. 3
Evaluation in Physical Education PE 309 3
Exercise Physiology PE 310 3
Kinesiology PE 311 3
:I Conditioning Procedures PE 313 , 2
Area I Core, Any Field ; ' 3
Intra to Mechanics EN 205 ; , 3




Adapted Physical Education PE 451 , 3
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE 401 3
Internship PE.493 6
"Electives ' ; .. 16
28
NOTE: RECOMMENDED ELECTIVES:'(24-31 credits) chosen from: PE 212, 236; EN 221, 223,
301, 306; PH 207, 341; P 305.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION
EXERCISESCIENCE EMPHASIS '
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 6
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111, 112 (Area III Core) 8
Health Education PE 100 3
Foundations of Physical Education p'E 101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE 113 ,.,.,.,. .. ,. : 1
Fitness Fou ndations PE 114 '.. ' : 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115,. .. ,. .. ,. 1
Sports Skills PE 117 ,. ,. ,. : 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE 122 or equiv 3
Area I Core, Philosophy Elective 3
33
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE 230,.,. :. ,..~ :' 3
Microcomputers in Physical Education PE 284 or equiv 3
Internship PE 293 3
Area II Core, Any Field -: : ,.. 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Core) : 3
Found of Physical Science PS 100 (Area III Core) .4
Area I Core, Second Field 3
Area II Core, Sociology Elective 3
College Chemistry C 131-134 (Area III Core) 9
34
JUNIOR YEAR
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE 306 .3
Evaluation,in Physical Education PE 309 3
Exercise Physiology PE 310 , 3
Kinesiology PE 311 ,.: ,. 3
Conditioning Procedu res PE 313,. : .2
Nutrition H 207 : :' 3




Cell Biology B 301 " ' .' 3
Organic Chemistry + lab C 317, 319 5
Human Physiology Z 401 ,..,.,. ,. .4
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE 401 3
Adapted Physical Education PE 451 ,. 3
Internship PE 493 3
Health Promotion PE 417 : 3
"Electives : ' ' 7
31
NOTE: RECOMMENDED ELECTIVES: *(14-21 credits) chosen from: B 205; Z 130, 409; C 318-320,
431; P 305; PH 207; RT 22S, 307; H 220, 300; TE 225.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION"
HEALTH PROMOTION EMPHASIS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111, 112 (Area III Core) ., 8
Essen of Chemistry C 107-110 (Area III Core) Recommended 9
Foundations of Physical Education PE 101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE 113 ,. ,. :-;~;.1
Fitness Fou ndations PE 114 , 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115 .. ,. ,. ,. ' ,. 1
Sports Skills PE 117 ,. ; ,1
Area I Core, Philosophy Elective 3
33
SOPHOMORE YEAR
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) , : 3
Health Education PE 100 3
Advanced 1st Aid & CPR PE 122 or equiv , .-.. 3
Applied Anatomy PE 230,. .. ,. ,..3
Microcomputers in Physical Education PE 284 or equiv 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Core) 3
Found of Physical Science PS 100 (Area III Core) .4
Area I Core, Second & Third Fields ' 6
Area II Core, Sociology Elective 3
• Area II Core, Any Field 3
34
JUNIOR YEAR ,,'
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE 306 .-.. : 3
Evaluation in Physical Education PE 309 3
Exercise Physiology PE 310 ,. ,. 3
Kinesiology PE 311 ,. .. ,. ,. 3
Condi~ioning Procedures PE 313. ,. 2
Electives - Fitness Activities : ':: 2
Nutrition H 207 : .'.' .- 3
Drugs: Use& Abuse H 109 ' : 3
Area I Core, Any Field , ;. ' , 3
Mgmt & Organ Theory MG 301 ' : 3
Prin of Marketing MK 301 3
31
SENIOR YEAR
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE 401 : •...... ' 3
Adapted Physical Education PE 451 .- 3
Health Programs: Methods & Adm PE 415 , 3
Health Promotion PE 417: ' : '7 3
Internship PE 493 ,. ; .. : 1 + 3
Area II Core ' 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 3
"Electives ; : 8
, 30
NOTE: RECOMMENDED ELECTIVES: *(7.17 credits) chosen from: B 30'0; C 107.110; CM 221,
251,478; FI 303; H 410, 414, 480, 497; MG 305, 340, 406; MK 306; P 251, 297, 305, 211, 212, 313,
435; PE 236, 405, 457; SO 325; FA 167.
ATHLETIC TRAINING MAJOR
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE
The Boise State University Athletic Traini~g Progra~ (BSU-AT Program)
is currently the only NATA approved undergraduate major in the North-
west. The BSU-AT Program operates within.the Department of Physical
Education. Graduates have the option of either a teaching or non-
teaching Bachelor of Science degree.' '
Please note that this program is an NATA Undergraduate Program,
therefore it is not possible to earn a Masters Degree in Athletic Train-
ing at Boise State University. "
Undergraduate preparation in Athr'etic Training includes study in both
academic and clinical settings. Academic preparation includes an ex-
tensive group of Classes, including all of the following:
Medical Terminology Training Room Modalities
Introduction to Athletic Injuries Theory & Application of
Advanced Athletic Training Therapeutic Exercise
Injury Evaluation.lnternship in Athletic Training
The clinical program includes working in the athletic treatment centers
on campus, 'being directly associated with an intercollegiate team,
assisting with the intramural program, as well as with various sports
E;vents held both on and off campus. In addition, BSU is fortunate to
be the only institution in the Western United States with a private sports
medicine clinic on campus, the Idaho, Sports Medicine Institute.
Students are given the opportunity to complete internships at the clinic
as part of their clinical experience. Internships are also available at local
high schools, hospitals and physical therapy clinics in the Boise area.
Student athletic trainers are required to complete a'minimum of 800
clinical hours in addition to the academic requirements. After a stu-
dent has completed all the requirements they are recommended to
take the NATA National Certification Examination. This exam consists
of written simulation, objectives and an oral practical component. Upon
successful completion, the student is granted Certified Status through
the NATA.
Student athletic trainers work under the direct supervision of NATA
Approved Clinical Instructors both on and off campus pr~viding a vital
medical support team for the various activity programs. The BSU-AT
Program is committed to providing the highest quality program of study
for future professionalsoin the AthleticTraining Field.
All applicants should be aware that the AT Program is a "limited enroll.
ment" program. That is, only a limited number of students can be ad-
mitted into the upper division courses during an academic year. Can-
didates are selected on the basis of their previous academic perfor-
mance, related experiences, overall attitude and demonstrated interest.
Students can only apply after they have completed two years of
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ELECTIVES: Select two (6) " '
Drugs, Use and Abuse H 109 , 3
Human Sexuality P 261 3
Consumer Health PE 405 ; .........•.... 2
TOTAL 24
HEALTH EDUCATION MINOR FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
First Aid ,l.nstr Trng Course PE 123 : 1
Health Prog: Meth & Adm PE 415 ...............•.............. 3
Nl1trition H 2(l7 3
ELECTIVES: Select two (6) .
Drugs, Use and Abuse H 109 , 3
Human Sexuality P 261 , ,.' 3
Consumer Health PE 405 .............•.•................... 2
TOTAL . 13
ATHLETIC TRAINING MINOR FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Essen of Chemistry & Labs C 107-110 9
Medical Terminology H 101 f : 3
Nutrition H 207 , ' 3
Training Room Procedures PE 120 ;' : 1
Intro Athletic Injuries PE 236 :: ': 3
Internship - Athl Trng PE 293 : 3
Conditioning Procedures PE 313 2
Psych/Soc Aspects of Activity PE 401 '. 3
Advanced Athletic.Training PEA02 , ; , 3
Training Room Modalities PE 403 , 2
Injury Evaluation PE 422 : '.. : 2
Theory & Appl of Therapeutic Exercise PE 406 3
Internship. - Athl Trng PE 493 : : 3
Health Promotion PE 417 : : 3
, TOTAL 44
,COACHING ENDORSEMENT, "
The Coaching Endorsement consists of two parts. Those desiring to
coach at the elementary school level or as a volunteer in youth sport
organizations should complete Part 1 which leads to American Coaching
Effectiveness Program (ACEP) Levell certification. Completion of both
Parts I and II is recommended for those desiring to coach sports at
the interscholastic level.' . , '
Part I- Volunteer Coaches
Introduction to Coaching PE 107 2
Complete one of the following:
First Aid-CPR PE 121 1
'.Advanced First Aid-CPR PL122 ' 3
Intro Athletic Injuries PE 236 ; '.. '.. 3
American Red Cross Certification in First Aid-CPR' ' 0
One Coaching Methods Course selected from:
Coaching Baseball PE 250 :.2
Coaching Basketball ,PE251 .. : ; 2
Coaching Football PE 252 .' 2
Coaching Women's Gymnastics PE 256 2
Coaching Tennis PE 257 ': : 2
Coaching Track & Field PE 258 .;' : '.. 2
Coaching Volleyball PE 259 2
Coaching Wrestling PE 260 2
Internship in Coaching Youth Sports : 1
or equivalent experience ' : 0
Part II - Interscholastic Coaches ,
Complete Part 'I ,' 4-8
Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 or Z 111, 112 .......•............. 4-8
Conditioning Procedures PE 313 , 2
Psycho/Soc Aspects of Sport PE 401 .....•....................... 3
Coaching, Nature of Profession PE 430 .... C" •••••••••••••••••••• 2
One Coaching Methods Course selected from:
Coaching Baseball PE 250 2
Coaching Basketball PE 251 2
Coaching Football PE 252 .......•............ , ;•...... 2
,Coaching Women's Gymnastics PE 256 2
Coaching Tennis PE 257 2
Coaching Track & Field PE 258 , ..•......... "- -".2
Coaching Volleyball PE 259 ......•... ' ..•.....•................ 2
Coaching Wrestling PE 260 2
Two skills courses that compliment coaching meth courses 1+ 1









Human Anatomy & Physiology
(two semesters) ,"
Applications must be sub;"itted no later than April 15th, in order to
be considered for the following academic year. "
For information you are recommended to phone Dr. Ron Pfeiffer, A.T.C.,
Curriculum Director at (208) 385-1570. "
FRESHMAN YEAR
English'iComposition E 101, 102 , :6
General~sychology P 101 (Area II Core) 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111, 112 (Area III Core) 8
Health Education PE 100 3
Foundations of Physi~al Education' PE101 : 3
Fitness Foundations PE 114 : ' 1
Training Room Procedures PE 120 .. : 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE 122 3
Medical Terminology H 101 : 3
Intro to Philosophy PY 101 (Area I) 3
34
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Appl ied Anatomy PE'230 '.. :, .. ! .': ' ': 3
Microcomputers in Physical Education PE 284 3
Internsh ip PE 293 c.. ! .. ' : 3
Nutrition H 207 " 3
Intro Athletic Injuries PE 236 : ' 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Corer .. ~ 3
Fou nd of Physical Science PS 100 (Area III Core) 4
Area I Core, Second Field , 3
Essen of Chemistry C 107-110 (Area III Core) : : .. 9
, . '34
JUNIOR YEAR ", I
Area I Core Elective 3
Area II Core , ' .•............ 3
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE 306 3
Evaluation in Physical Education PE 309 , 3
E~ercise Physiology PE 310 ..............•..•................. 3
Training Room Modalities PE 403 2
Adolescent Psychology P 212 ....•........................... 3
Area I Core Elective ; 3
Area ,II Core Elective ........• , , 3
Conditioning Procedures PE 313 .' , 2
Advanced Athletic Training PE 402., '.: : 3
" .' 31
SENIOR YEAR
Kinesiology PE 311 : 3
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE 401 ;3
Theory & Appl Therapeutic Exercise .PE 406 .. ': ,' 3
Injury Evaluation PE 422 2
Health Programs: Methods & Adm PE 415 3
Health Promotion PE 417 '.. : 3
Adapted Physical Education PE 451., : ' 3
Internship PE 493 . ~ ' ; .. ' : 3
Electives ". , : ; 7
30
Pre-physical therapy students should take M 108 or M 111, C 131-134
instead of C 107-110 and Physics 101-102 instead of PS 100. It is also
recommended that specific prerequisites course requirements be
checked for the physical-therapy schools the student plans to apply
to and possibly attend.
Physical Education .Minor Teaching
Certification Requirements ',"
HEALTH EDUCATION FOR NON-PHYSICAL EhUCATlON MAJORS
Health Education PE 100 : 3
Fitness Foundations PE 114 '•....................... 1
Advanced First Aid PE 122 3
First Aid Instr Trng Course PE 123 1
Health Prog: Meth & Adm PE 415 : .........•.......... :' .. 3
Anatomy and Physiology Z 107 4
Nutrition H 207 ' 3
118 - College of Education
K-12 ENDORSEMENT FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Child Psychology.P 211 3
Dance for Children PE 357 ' 2
Elem School PE Methods PE 361 .. , 3
Elementary Student Teaching TE 477 , .. 3-6
TOTAL 11-14
K-(' ENDORSEMENT FOR NON-PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Rhythmic Skills PE 113 .....•.......................... > 1
Fitness Foundations PE 114 , 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115 , :: , 1
Sport Skills PE 117 , ...........................• , 1
Health Education PE 100 , ' 3
Found of Physical Education PE 101 : , 3
Internship in Elementary Physical Education PE 293 1!
Human Growth & Motor learningPE 306 3
Dance for Children PE 357 2
Elem School PE Methods PE 361 ...............•.........•...... 3
Adaptive Physical Education PE 451 ...•............ i 3
Elementary Student Teaching TE 477 : ,., 3-6
Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 or Z 111, 112 , 4-8
TOTAL ' 28-31
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
lower Division
PE 100 HEALTH EDUCATION (3-o-3)(F/S). Covers nutrition, diseases, health needs,
services, drugs, family living and personality structure and development.
Enhances student adjustment toward effective functioning in a changing environ-
ment. Required of all PE and Athletic Training majors.
PE 101 FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATiON (3-0-3)(F/S). Instruction in
physical education program offerings a'1d requirements at BSU. Emphasis on
an understanding of whatis involved in the profession, including: interaction
of humanities, exercise physiology, kinesiology, psycho-social aspects and human
growth and motor development as related to physical education. Required of
all PE and Athletic Training majors.
PE 103 INTRODUCTION TO RECREATION (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in the growth
and development of recreation education and its role'(npresent-day society.
Offered odd numbered years.
PE 107 INTRODUCTION TO COACHING (2.0-2)(F/S). An overview of the various
elements that are critical to the coaching process including: coaching philosophy,
sport psychology, practice planning, conditioning principle's, injury prevention/
rehabilitation, and sport management. Successful completion leads to American
Coaching Effectiveness Program (ACEP) Level I certification. Special Fee: $7.00.
PE 113 RHYTHMIC SKILLS (0-2-1)(F/S). Professional activity. Instruction and prac-
tice in rhythmic skills (locomotor, non-locomotor, and manipulative), emphasiz.
ing fundamental and practical application. Required of all PE majors.
PE 114 FITNESS FOUNDATIONS (0-2-1)(F/S). Assessment, prescription and
development of an individualized physical fitness program. Designed to improve
cardiovascular endurance, strength, flexibility and weighfcontrol. Required of
all PE and Athletic Training majors.
PE 115 TUMBLING SKILLS (0-2-1)(F/S). Professional activities. Instruction and prac-
tice in tumbling skills, emphasizing fundamentals, skill progressions and prac-
tical application. Required of all PE majors.
PE 117 SPORTS SKILLS (0-2.1)(F/S). Professional activities. Instruction and prac-
tice in sports skills, emphasizing fundamentals, skill progressions and practical
application. Required of all PE majors. '
PE 120 TRAINING ROOM PROCEDURES (0-2-1)(F). 'Instruction in actual clinical
aspects of campus athletic training programs, emphasizing observation and prac-
tical application. Required of all Athletic Training majors.
PE 121 STANDARD FIRST AID & CPR (1-2-1)(F/S). Instruction in and application
of basic skills and the multi-media approach to first aid and CPR training.
PE 122 ADVANCED FIRST AID & CPR (3-0-3)(F/S). Instruction in wounds, shock,
poisoning, heat and cold injuries, skeletal injuries, water rescue, CPR extrica-
tion, emergency child-birth and training required for police, fire and ski patrol
persons, '.
PE 123 FIRST AID INSTRUCTOR TRAINER COURSE (1-2-1)(S). Instruction in
methods of teaching CPR and Standard First Aid. Offered spring on odd
numbered years.
PE 143 VOLLEYBALL (0-2.1)(F/S). Professional activity. Instruction and practice in
volleyball,' emphasizing fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. .
PE 144 BASKETBALL (0-2-1)(F/S). Professional activity. Instruction and practice in
basketball, emphasizing fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application.
PE 160 LIFETIME FITNESS AND HEALTH (3-2-4)(F/S). A survey of contemporary
fitness and health related issues. Emphasis is upon providing an understanding
of basic concepts that are essential for knowledgeable decision making. Topics
include: mental health, stress, fitness, nutrition, drug use/abuse, disease and ag-
ing. Laboratory experiences stress lifestyle changes and an opportunity to set
and achieve personal goals. May be taken for Physical Education credit or Health
Science credit (H 160), but not both. I'
PE 203 RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES (2-0-2)(F). Materials, methods and teaching
progression in recreational activities for special groups and special situations.
Offered in the fall on odd numbered years.
PE 212 TRACK AND FIELD (0-2-1)(F). Professional activities. Instruction and par-
ticipation in track and field events for development of basic skills and techni-
ques, emphasizing fundamentals, conditioning and practical application.
PE217 WRESTliNG (0-2-1). Professional activity. Instruction and participation in
wrestling for development of basic skills and techniques, emphasizing fundamen-
tals, conditioning and practical application. Offered on demand.
PE 218 RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS (0-2-1). Professional activity. Instruction and
participation in rhythmic gymnastics for development of basic skills and techni-
ques, emphasizing fundamentals, skill progressions, conditioning 'and practical
application. Offered on demand.
PE 230 APPLIED ANATOMY (2-2-3)(F/S). lrivestigation of human osteology,
myology, arthrology and neurology as they relate to movement. Emphasis is on
application of anatomy to principles of simple and complex movement. Required
of all PE and Athletic Training majors. PREREQ: Z 107 or Z 111, 112.
PE236 INTRODUCTION TO ATHLETIC INJURIES (2.2-3)(F/S). Introduction to prin-
ciples of care and prevention of sport induced injury. Emphasis will be on iden-
tification and differentiation of minor and major trauma related to sports par-
ticipation. Required of all Athletic Training majors.
PE 250 COACHING BASEBALL (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in methods of coaching
baseball with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PR£REQ: Sophomore standing. Offered spring of odd numbered
years beginning Spring, 1989.
PE 251 COACHING BASKETBALL (2-0-2)(F). Instruction in methods of coaching
basketball with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing.
PE252 COACHING FOOTBALL (2-0-2)(F). Instruction in methods of coaching foot-
ball with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical applica.
tion. PREREQ: Sophomore standing.
PE254 SPORT OFFICIATING (2-o-2)(S). Instruction in officiating sports for develop-
ment of skills and application of methods to sports.
PE 256 COACHING WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS (2.0-2). Instruction in methods of
toaching women's gymnastics with emphasis on fundamentals, skill'progres-
sions, safety, conditioning and practical application. PREREQ: Sophomore stand-
ing. Offered on demand.
PE 257 COACHING TENNIS (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in methods of coaching tennis
with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical application.
PREREQ: Sophomore standing. Offered in spring on even numbered years.
PE 258 COACHING TRACK AND FIELD (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in methods of
coaching track and field with emphasis on fundamentals, conditioning, meet
organization/administration and practical application. PREREQ: Sophomore
standing.
PE 259 COACHING VOLLEYBALL (2.0-;!)(F). Instruction in methods of coaching
volleyball with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing.
PE 260 COACHING WRESTLING (2-0-2). Instruction in methods of coaching
wrestling with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing. Offered on demand.
PE 282 ADVANCED LIFESAVING (1-2-2)(F/S). Instruction and participation in life-
saving skills. American Red Cross (ARC) course, including personal safety, self
rescue, rescue training skills and back injury problems. Upon entrance student
must be able to swim 500 yards.
PE283 WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR'S COURSE (1-2-2)(S). Review of courses the
student is eligible to teach. Teaching methods and practice teaching. Leads to
ARC, WSI certificate. Must have ARC advanced lifesaving certificate and ARC
swimming level of skill.
PE284 MICROCOMPUTERS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3.0-3)(F/S). An introduc-
tion to the use of microcomputers in physical education and allied disciplines.
The course includes BASIC programming', selection and evaluation of hardware
and software, and unique computer applications for physical educators.
PE293 INTERNSHIP (1-3 c~edits)(F/S). Practicum field experience in physical educa-
tion related areas. Practical experience utilizing theory and practice of the
assigned activity in various settings. Required in some options.
Upper Division
PE 300 CURRICULUM PROFICIENCY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-0-3)(F). The
planning of 'school physical education programs, including the selecting, struc-
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PE303 INTRAMURAL ORGANIZATION (2-0-2)(f), Instruction in organization and
administration of intramural activities. Offered in the fall on odd numbered years.
PREREQ: junior standing., ," ,
PE 304 INSTRUCTIONAL STYLESFOR TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-o-3)(S).
Instruction and participation in the delivery of physical education lessons for
school settings including class management, class organization, instructional
methodology, observation skills and the evaluation of teaching.PREREQ: PE300.
PE30& HUMAN GROWTH AND MOTOR LEARNING (3-D-3)(F/S). Designed, to give
students a basic understanding of human growth and motor development; motor
learning, psychology of learning, instruction and activity. PREREQ: Upper Divi-
sion standing. •
PE 309 EVALUATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-D-3)(F/S). Instruction in:
philosophy of evaluation; test construction/evaluation/administration; statistical
analysis and interpretation of test scores; computer applications for statistical
analysis. PREREQ: Upper Division standing. "
PE 310 EXERCISE'PHYSIOLOGY(2-2-3)(F/S). Instruction in the physiological and
biochemical changes accompanying exercise and training with emphasis on ap-
plication of scientific principlesto,training program design. Required of all PE
majors. PREREQ: Upper Division standing, PE 230.
PE311, KINESIOLOGY (2-2-3)(F/S); Anatomical and mechanical consideriltions ap:-
plied to human motion in sport and exercise. Required of all PE majors. PREREQ:
Upper Division standing, PE 230.
PE 313 CONDITIONING PROCEDURES (1-2-2)(F/S). Instruction in conditioning
procedures with,emphasis on program planning, objectives, exercise analysis
and prescription. PREREQ:,Z 107 or Z 111, 112.
PE 341 SECONDARY SCHOOL DANCE METHODS (2-0-2)(f). Instruction in
methods of teaching social, folk,;.square, rounds, mixers, and'aerobic dance.
Offered in the fall on even numbered years. '
PE357 DANCE FOR CHILDREN (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in the analysis of fundamen-
tals, development of skills and application of 'methods in tea~hing dance to
children. Offered in spring on odd numbered,years.' '
PE 3&1 ELEMENTARY5CHOOt PHYSICAL EDUCATION METHODS (3-0-3)(F/S).
Instruction in methods of teaching elementary school physical education em-
phasizing movement needs, analysis and development of skills and practical
application. PREREQ: junior standing.
PE3&9 MOTOR PROGRAMMING FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS (2-D-2)(f). Instruc-
tion in motor growth and development, identification, assessment, prescription
and methods of implementing fitness programs for special populations. PREREQ:
junior standing, PE 361.
PE401-401G PSYCHO/SOCIAL ASPECTSOF ACTIVITY (3'D-3)(F/S). The cou'rse ex-
amines the social aspects of sport including values, education, religion, politics,
social mobility and the economy. Psychological factors related to performance
includes personality, motivation and anxiety. PREREQ: Junior standing.
PE402-402G ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING (3-3-3)(S). Instruction in advanced
theory and application of techniques of athletic training for student pursuing
a career as professional athletic trainer. PREREQ: PE 23&, 311. Offered in spring
on odd numbered years. .,
PE 403 TRAINING ROOM MODALITIES (2-0-2)(f). Instruction in theory and ap-
plication of various therapeutic modalities for care and treatment of athletic in-
juries, emphasizing cryotherapy, thermal therapy, and 'electrical modalities.
PREREQ:junior standing, PE23&, 311. Offered in the fail on even numbered years.
PE405 CONSUMER HEALTH (2-D-2)(S). Instruction iri'factors involved in the selec-
tion and evaluation of health services and products, ,emphasizing quackery
awareness, consumer protection laws and organizations and health insurance
considerations. PREREQ: junior standing. Offered in the spring on even
numbered years. ' . •
PE 40& THEORY AND APPLICATION OF THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE (2-2-3)(S). In-
troduction to the theory and application of physical exerciseJor the treatment
of musculoskeletal disorders in athletics. Topics will include passive, assistive,
active and resistive forms of exercise as well as the current therapeutic modalities
available. PREREQ: PE 236, 311.' "
PE 415 HEALTH PROGRAMS: METHODS AND ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(S). In-
struction related to issues, trends and, current administrative practices in health
education. Emphasis placed upon topic sequencing, individual and social health
problems and methods of teaching health related topics. PREREQ: Junior
standing. '"
PE417 HEALTH. PROMOTION (2-2-3)(F/S). Course 'is. designed to familiarize
students with current trends and health promotion strategies. Provides both a
theoretical and utilitarian practical background in risk factors, program im-
plementation, education intervention, exercise testing and corporate culture.
PREREQ: PE 310 and Upper division standing.
PE422 INJURY EVALUATION (2-0-2)(f). Instruction in'theory and application of
basic passive and. functional examination of traumatic conditions resulting from
sports participation, emphasizing specific examination techniques. Offered in
the fall on odd numbered years, '
PE 430 COACHING-NATURE OF THE PROFESSION, (2-0-2)(S). Nature of the
coaching profession with emphasis ontlie functions of the coach in the in'
terscholastic athletic program. PREREQ: junior standing.
PE433 LEISURE COUNSELING (2-0-2)(S). Instruction, in meeting needs ofa more
free-time society through fitness, social, artistic, cOfTlmunity and learning ac,
tivities. Offered on demand. ,.
PE 451 ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Course is designed to ac-
quaint physicaleducators with the unique needs of the disabled. Emphasis will
be on planning activities, games, sports and exercise programs that will con-
tribute to the special student's developmental health and well ness. PREREQ: PE
230, 310 and Senior standing. " Ii
PE 457 ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(2-D-2)(F/S). Instruction in Organization and Administration of physical educa-
tion and athletic programs, Empha~is upon the role of physical education and
athletics in the total edu,cation program. Required of all Physical Education
Teaching majors. PREREQ: Upper Division standing. '
PE 48.1 FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT (2-0.2). Instruction in physical education
and 'athletic facility'and equipment care and plan'ning, emph'asizing needs, codes,
materials, space requirements, equipment and supply purchase and care, and
computer programming., ',' ", •
PE 493 INTERNSHIP IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (l-&Credits)(F/S). Practical field
experience in physical education related areas. Opportunity to apply knowledge
and theory learned in classroom 'to practical setting. Required in some options,
PREREQ: Permission 01 instructor. '
FA FITNESS ACTIVITY
Th~ Fitness Activity Program provides for begin~ing, intermediate an'd advanced
levels of instruction in a variety 6f activities to meet 'the needs a':ld interests of
the student. The courses meet two hours per week forone semester. One credit
will be granted for successful completion. Eight credits of fitness activity courses
may be counted as electives toward graduation. No fitness activity course may
be challenged for credit. All fitness activity courses are graded pass/fail whereby
credit earned will, count toward graduation but will earn no quality points to
be used in calculation of the grade point average.
'FA 160 Stretch & Tone, FA 161.Aerobic Dance and FA 162 Adapted Physical Education may
be repeated for credit.
Fitness activity course numbers provid~ the' following information:
1., The first digit indicates skill level (I, II, Ill):
'. a. LEVEL I courses are designed for the beginner who' has had little or no
'instruction in the activity. " .
b, ,LEVEL II is for the individual who has command of basic skills and is 6f
, intermediate performance level.
c. LEVEL III is for the individual who has command of intermediate skills
, and ,is ready lor emphasis on advanced game strategies and skills.
2. The second digit indicates the activity classification (1-aquatics, 2-dance,
3-individual sports, 4--martial arts, 5-outdoor pursuits, &-personal fitness,
7-racquet and court sports, 8-team sports, 9-participation sports).
3. The third digit indicates the specific activity (example: 1-,-kayaking, 2-skin
and scuba di~ing, etc.)
. Lower Division
FA 111 KAYAKING (D-2-1)(F/S). Basic skills of kayaking. Covers safe handling, self-
rescue skills and helping or rescuing others. Students must be able to maintain
themselves in deep water, fully clothed for ten minutes. Special fee: full time
students exempt. (Pass/Fail).
FA 112 SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING I (D-2-1)(F/S). Basic skin and scuba diving skills:
Proper use of mask, fins and snorkel, mechanical use of equipment, safety techni.
ques, and panic control are stressed. Students must swim 400 yards, tread water
for 15 minutes and carry a ten pound weight 25 yards, Certification is optional.
Special fee: full time students exempt. (Pass/Fail). ,
FA 113 SWIMMING I (D-2-1)(F/S). Basic water saf~ty, skill and knowledge; floating,
bobbing, diving, rhythmic breathing, treading water, and introduction to the
crawl, side and elementary backstrol<e. For students who do not kn'ow how to
swim. (p~ss/Fail),
FA 114 RAFTING (0.2-1)(5). Basic skills of rafting, Covers safe handling, self:rescue
skills and, helping or rescuing others. Students must be able ,to maintain
themselves in deep water, fully,c1othed for ten minutes. Special Fee: full time
students exempt. (Pass/Fail)."
FA115 AEROBIC SWIMMING (0-2-1)(F/S).,lnstruction and participation in water
aerobics for the development of cardiovascular and neuromuscular fitness.
(Pass/Fail),
FA 11& CANOEING (D-2-1)(F/S). Develop proper stroking/handling techniques and
knowledge of river curr,ents. Learn to paddle on lakes, reservoirs and flat rivers
or experience the excitement of white water canoeing. Must be able to swim.
Special fe~: full time students exempt. (Pass/Fail).
FA 117 SAILING (0-2-1)(F/S). Learn the basic techniques of sailing. Instruction in-
cludes rigging, safety procedures, knot tying, terminology, boat ~are and naviga-
tion. Involves lectures and weekend sailing trip. Special fee: full time students
exempt, (Pass/Fail)" , ,,' <;
FA 119 CYCLING (D-2-1)(F/S). Learn proper cycling technique, bicycle mechanics,
road safety and tour planning. Special fee: full time students exempt. (Pass/Fail).
FA 120 ROCK CLIMBING (0.2-1)(F/S). Learn the challenge of rock climbing. Basic
knots, ra~peling, belaying'andother climbing skills are taught. No experience
necessary. Special fee: full time students exempt. (Pass/Fail).
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FA 121 'BALLET I (0-2-1)(F/S). A structured class in the basics of classical dance
(Barre) work and technique with historical background stressed. Designed as
a tool to help students gain strength and agility. (Pass/Fail).
FA 122 FOLK DANCE I (0.2"1). 'Instruction and participation in techniques and
application of basic steps and patterns used in folk dances from different coun-
tries. (Pass/Fail).' • " . .
FA 123 MODERN DANCE I (D-2-1)(F/S).'Opportunities for developing a sensitiv-
ity to the use of body movement, space, and time for creative expression. Im-
provement of flexibility, balance, coordination, and relaxation by using modern
dance techniques and movement exploration. (Pass/Fail).
FA 124 SOCIAL DANCE I (o.2-1)(S). Instruction and participation in dance fun-
damentals including; waltz, polka, jitterbug, foxtrot, west(,!rn swing, cha ch~, sam-
ba, tango, folk, square, round dances, and mixers. (~ass/Fail). ' '.
FA 125 JAZZ DANCE (o.2'1)(F/S). B~sic fundamentals and techniques of Jazz dance.
(Pass/Fail). .' , . "", '
FA 131 ARCHERY' (0-2-1). Provides the beginning archery students with instruc-
tion and participation in fundamental techniques of archery: target, field, clout,
bow hunting, novelty, etc:(Pass/Fail). ' ". • .
FA 133 BOWLING (o.2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation inb~wling for
development of fundamental skills, rules, handicaps, and score keeping. Special
fee required. (Pass/Fail). ..• ';. ,
FA 134 FENCING I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in fencing for develop-
ment of basic skills 'and techniques. (Pass/Fail). . .
FA 135 GOLF I (0-2-1)(F/S). Instr~ction and participation' in g'olf for development
of fundamental skills, rules, and proper etiquette of the game .. Special fee re-
quired. (Pass/Fail).. "
FA 136 GYMNASTICS I (o.2-1)(Coed). Instruction and 'participation in gymnastics
for development of fundamental skills and spotting and safety techniques.
(Pass/Fail). "
FA 141 DEFENSIVl: TACTICS I (0-2-1):'Defense against one or more persons, arrest,
control devices, and individual/group tactics. For criminology majors only. GI
required. (Pass/Fail). . "
FA 142 JUDO I (0-2-1). Principles and philosophy' of judo and techniqJes 'of fail-
ing, throwing, and grappling. GI required. (Pass/Fail).
FA 143 KARATE' (0-2-1)(F/S). Presentation of techniques.based on the theory of
energy conservation. Exercises coordinating the,mental and physical powers
possessed by every individual. GI required. (Pass/Fail)"
FA 144 SELF"DEFENSEI (0-2-1)(F/S). Defensive tactics of Aikido, Judo, and Karate.
Coordination of mind and body and nonaggressive application of laws of grav-
ity and force. Improvement of coordination and condition of the participant.
GI required. (Pass/Fail):'
FA 150 WINTER MOUNTAINEERING'((j-2-1)(F/S). Course designed toteach a per-
son how to cope with the mountain winter environment in comfort and safety.
Includes mountaineering techniques, first aid, snow shelter, avalanche aware-
ness, equipment, map and compass. Students spend the night in self-made
shelters and put knowledge to practical application. Special fee: full time students
exempt. (Pass/Fail).
FA 151 ALPINE SKIING I (0.2-1)(5). Basic skills and techniques of alpine skiing:
Students furnish equipment and transportation. Special fee required. (Pass/Fail.)
FA 152 BACKPACKING, CAMPING; AND SURVIVAL SKILLS I (0-2-1)(F/S). Fun'
damental skills in backpacking, overnight camping, and basic survival. Includes
choice and care of equipment, camping sites, outdoor cooking skills, and
ecology. Students furnish equipment and transportation. (Pass/Fail). '
FA 153 CROSS COUNTRY SKIING I (o.2-1)(S). Basic skills and tediniques of cross
country skiing. Students furnish equipmenta'nd transportation. Special fee re-
quired. (Pass/Fail).' 01 , "'.
FA 154 FLYCASTING AND STREAM STRATEGY I (0-2-1)(F/S).' Techniques 'of
flycasting, including single and double haul methods. Presentation of insect, min-
now, and terrestrial imitations. Techniques of catching and releasing of warm
water, cold water, and anadromous fishes. Students furnish equipment and
transportation. (Pass/Fail). ,p , .
FA 155 FLYTYING I (0-2-1)(F/S). A practical orientation and application of fly tying
skills for the beginning or experienced fly tier. The course will focus on tying
dry and wet flies, nymphs, bucktails, and streamers. Special fee required.
(Pass/Fai I).
FA 156 TRAP AND SKEETSHOOTING I (0-2-1)(F/S). A course in fundamental skills
of shotgun shooting. Sighting procedures, gun parts, care of equipment, and
safety are stressed. Shotgun trap loading is also taught. Students must furnish
shotgun, shells, and trap range fees. (Pass/Fail). ,', •.
FA 157 CAVE EXPLORATION (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction includes information about
types of caves, formations, formation growth, essential equipment and utiliza-
tion of proper safety techniques. Conservation of natural resources is emphasized
as part of' cave exploration field trips. Special Fee: full-time students exempt.
(Pass/Fail). '
FA 158 RECREATIONAL OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY (0-2-1)(F/S); The mechanics
of camera and flash systems are covered along with trouble shooting; use of
shutter speed, aperture, and. composition. The course consists of four (4)
classroom sessions plus weekend field trips to various recreational settings where
hiking is involved. Art students may not substitute this class for another
photography course required as part of their major. Special fee: Full-time students
exempt. (Pass/Fail) . •
FA 159 MOUNTAIN BIKING (0-2-1)(F/S). Equipment orientation, basic mechanics
and maintenance, riding techniques, trip planning anddogistics are all part of
the itinerary. Several evening rides as well as an overnight trip in the backcountry
are scheduled. Students. must provide their own moyntain bikes and helmets,
SpeciaUee: full-time students exempt. (Pass/Fail).
FA 160 STRETCH AND TONE (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in condi-
tioning exercises and stretches for the development of fitness and flexibility. May
be ~epeated for credit. (Pass/Fail)." ,
FA 161 AEROBIC DANCE (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and "participation in aerobic
dance for the development of cardiovascular and neuromuscular fitness. May
be repeated for credit. (Pass/Fail). , '
'FA 162 ADAPTED PHYSICALEDUCATION I (0-2-1)(F/S). Adaptive and corrective
exercise programs to aid men and women who'areunable.to participate in a
regular activity class. Course is structured to. meet the 'special needs of the in-
dividual. May be repeated for credit. (Pass/Fail). .. (
FA 163 JOGGING I (0-201). Instruction and participation in endurance running.
The student will be pretested and placed in a level suitable to his/her capabilities
as to age and condition. Designed to develop and maintain the cardio-respiratory
system. (Pass/Fail). • I
FA 164 .PERSONAL FITNESS AND WEIGHT CONTROL I (0-2-1). Introduction to
the essential components of total fitness with prescribed .fitness programs for
individual needs. (Pass/Fail). ( '. ' f', • ,"
FA 165 WEIGHT TRAINING I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in progressive
body-building and conditioning exercises with resistance .for development of
beginning skills and fitness. (Pass/Fail). .,
,FA 166 YOGA AND STRESSMANAGEMENT,' (0-2-1). Introduction to yoga theory,
practice, and tradition; introduction to stress/distress theories: in-depth prac-
tice of Hatha Yoga postures:, in-depth ,breath control (abdominal breath).~~~ ' . . .
FA 167 RELAXATION TECHNIQUES (0-2-1)(S). Knowledge and application of the
scientific literature regarding the practice of physiological'relaxationincluding
a,l;'togenics, meditatiol)a;nd tension reduction leading to self mastery. (P~ss/Fail).
FA-171 BADMINTON I (0-2-1) •.Instruction and participation in badminton to en-
courage skill development, understanding" and appreciation of the game.
(Pass/Fail).
FA 172 RACQUETBALL I (o.2-1)(F/S)'lnstruction and participation will emphasize
basic techniques and skills of racquetball with emphasis on playing procedures.
Students furnish.racquets and balls. Protective eyewear required: (Pass/Fail).
FA 173 TENNIS I (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in tennis for develop-
ment of fundamental skills, rules, and basiC strategy. Students furnish rackets
and balls. (Pass/Fail). .,'
FA 181 BASKETBALL I (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction'and participation in baSketball for
development of fundamental skills, rules, and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 182 SOFTBALL I (0.2"1). Instruction a~d participation in softball for devel~p-
me!1t ?f fundamental sk~lIs,rules,'and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 186 VOLLEYBALL' (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in volleyball for
development of fundamental skills, rules, and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 187 SOCCER I (0-2-li(F):'lnstructio~ and pa~;icipation in soccer for de~elop-
ment of fundamental skills, rules and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 190 CLUB SPORTS I (0-2-1)(F/S). InstruCtion and participation in club sports
approved by the BSU Student Senate. Club advisor's approval required.
(Pass/Fail). , • '
FA 191 VARSITY SPORTS I (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in BSU Depart-
m'ent of Athletic's apprciiledsports. Cmicn's approval required. (Pass/Fail).
FA 213 SWIMMING II (0-2-'1). Instruction a~d participation in swimm'ing for
development of intermediate skills and techniques. Instruction in self-rescue
skills, games, diving; and contests. Students must be able to'swim 50 yards.
(Pass/Fail). " . "" ,
FA 216 WHITEWATER CANOm~G (0-2-1)(F/S). Students will canoe whitewater
rivers and have the opportunity to experience surfing, eddy turns and river
hydraulics. Am(,!rican Red Cross Certification is available. All equipment is sup-
plied.,Participants'must be able to swim. PREREQ: FA116 or PERM/INST. Special
fee: full-time students exempt. (Pass/Fail). .
FA 222 FOLK DANCE II (0-2-1). I~~truction and participation in folk dance for
development of advanced skills. (Pass/Fail).
FA 223 MODERN -DANCE II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in intermediate
modern dance for development of flexibility, balance, coordination and move-
ment, control leading to dance choreography and production work.PREREQ:
FA 123 (Pass/Fail). ,(,
FA 224 SOCIAL DANCE II (0-2-1); Instruction and participation in social dance
for development in the waltz, cha cha,.fox trot, rhumba, tango, lindy, western
swing, folk, square, and various novelty dances. (Pass/Fail).
-~-----_._-_._-----~ --~~---
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~~ 23,3 BOWLING II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in bowling for develop-
ment of intermediate skills and techniques. Special. fee required, PREREQ: FA
133 (Pass/Fail).
FA 235 GOLF II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in golf for development of
intermediate skills and techniques. Special fee required., PREREQ: FA 135.
(Pass/Fail). ' . .. -.
FA 236 GYMNASTICS II (D-2-1)(Coed). Instruction and participation in gymnastics
for development of int(;rmediate skills and techniques, performing combinations,
compulsory ~nd optional rou~ines. PREREQ:, FA 136. (P?ss/Fail).
FA 242 JUDO II (0.2-1). Instruction and participation in judo for those seeking
advanced degrees. ~!req~ired. PREREQ: ,FA 142 (Pass/Fail).
FA 243 KARATE II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in karate for development
of -advanced skills and tec~niques. GI.required. PREREQ: FA 143. (Pass/Fail).
FA 244 SELF-DEFENSEII (0.2-1). Instruction and participation in advanced defen-
sive tactics of Aikido, Judo, and Karate. Coordination,of mind,and body and
nonaggressive application of laws of gravity al)d force. GI required. PREREQ: FA
144. (Pass/Fail). j '1\ " •
FA 259 BICYCLE RACING (D-2-1)(F/S). Pre-race training, coping strategies, time
trials, and triathlon competition are part of the content. Additional instruction
includes bicycle maintenance and safety" in racing and triathlon settings. Students
must provide their own bicycles and helmets, Special fee: full-time students
exempt. (Pass/Fail). •
FA 265 WEIGHT TRAINING II (D-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in' pro-
gressive body-building and conditioning exercise with resistance for develop-
ment of intermediate skills. PREREQ: FA 165. (Pass/Fail).
FA 272 RACQUETBAll II (D-2-1)(F/S).lnstruction and participation in racquetball
for development of intermediate skills and techniques. Students furnish racquets
and balls. Protective eye wear is required. PREREQ: FA 172. (Pass/Fail).
FA 273 TENNIS II (0.2-1). Instruction and participation in tennis for development
of intermediate skills and techniques. Students furnish rackets 'and balls. PREREQ:
FA 173. (Pass/Fail). ,
FA 281 BASKETBAll II (D-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and partiCipatfon in basketball for
development of intermediate skills and techniques. PREREQ: FA 181. (Pass/Fail).
FA 286 VOllEYBAll II (D-Z-l)(F/S). Instruction and participation in volleyball for
development of intermediate skills and techniques. PREREQ: F~ 186. (Pass/Fail).
FA 290 ClUB SPORTS II (D-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in club sports
approved by BSU Student Senate. Club advisor's approval required. (Pass/Fail).
FA 291 VARSITY SPORTS II (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in BSU
Department of Athletics approved sports. Coach's approval required. (Pass/Fail).
Upper Division
FA 313 SWIMMING III (D-2-1)(F/S). p~riicipation in swimming for development
of advanced skills and techniques. Instruction in stroke mechanics, training' pro-
gram design, starts, turns, and survival swimming. PREREQ: FA 213. (Pass/Jail).
FA 365 WEIGHT TRAINING III (0-2-1)(F/S).-lnstruction,and participation in pro-
gressive body-building and conditioning exerciseswith resistance for develop-
ment of advanced skills and fitness. PREREQ: FA 265. (Pass/Fail).
FA 372 RACQUETBAll III (D-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in racquet-
ball for development of advanced skills and techniques. Emphasis on doubles
play and safety. Students furnish racquets and balls. P.rotective eye. wear is re-
quired. PREREQ: FA 272. (Pass/Fail). •'.
FA 373 TENNIS.III (0.2-1). Instruction and participation in advanced drills, game
experience and strategy, and study of the USTA rules and code. Students fur-
nish rackets and balls. PREREQ: FA 273. (Pass/Fail).
Department of Teacher
Education
Education Building, Room 206 'Telephone (208) 385-3602
Chairperson and Professor: Virgil M. Young; Professors: Bieter, Edmund-
son, Frederick, Friedli, Fuhriman, Hourcade, j. jensen, Kirtland, Lambert,
Sadler, Singh, Waite; Associate Professors: Bauwens, French, M. jensen,
Lyons, Morrison, Pearson, Sued meyer, K. Young; Assistant Professors:
Anderson, Bahruth, Christensen, Guerin, Lindsey, Matthews, Singletary,
Vinz.
Foreign Languages Professors: jocums, Valverde; Associate Professor:
Robertson; Assistant Professors: Chevalier, Kyle, Sieiman, Yarbrough..: . .
Degrees Offered
• ElementarY ,
• BA in ElementarY EdJcation ;,.
• BA in Elementary Education, ~i1ingu,,!-I-Multicultura,1
• •Secondary
Students seeking secondary certification must complete a Bachelor's
degree within the University department offering the content courses
in their chosen subject area. Professional secondary education option
coursework is taken in the Department of Teacher Education.
• Graduate
A Master of Arts/Science in Education is offered through the Depart-
ment of Teacher Education. The candidate may select from 8 areas
of emphasis: (1) Art, (2) Curriculum and Instruction, (3) Early
Childhood,. (4) Earth Science, (5) Educational .Technology, (6)
Mathematics, (7) Reading, (8) Special Education. The specifics of the
• l programs are presented in the Graduate College section of this
catalog .•
Department Statement
Education is a life-long activity and schools serve as a major force in
promoting ongoing learning and growth by individuals and the society.
Effective schools require teachers to un'derstand theory and translate
it into sound practice. The major purpose of the Department of Teacher
Education is to 'prepare teachers who-
• critically analyze. issues in education
• 'See teaching as a problem-solving activity
•• draw on t~eir backgrounds in liberal studies to make reasoned
instructional decisions
• demonstrate commitment to ongoing professional development
• act in ways which reflect high standards of ethics
• utilize research information to make decisions abouteducational
practices ~
• accommodate students who have special needs
-' ~ bring an understanding of the interdependence of a global society
to an 'environment which is largely rural and homogeneous
• communicate to students and colleagues the joy of teaching and
learning <,
The department devotes significant energy and resources to programs
to prepare teacherS for public and private schools. Graduate programs
provide ongoing professional development opportunities for teachers
and accommodate educators who work in settings other than elemen-
tary and secondary schools. The graduate programs encourage teachers
to increase their expertise as instructional leaders in specialized areas
or as generalists in education.
In addition to preservice and graduate education programs, the depart-
ment also serves teachers and local school districts throughcoopera-
tively developed inservice educat.ion programs. The department sup-
ports appropriate change efforts and provides technical assistance to
school districts, government agencies, and the private sector. Applied
research in education by faculty members is encouraged and supported.
The department provides courses and experiences in language study,
and serves as a resource for instructional improvement for the univer-
sity community and offers courses which help students meet the
demands of university study. ,
Department Admission Requirements
Admission to Teacher Educatio'n: Students preparing to teach
must apply for admission to Teacher Education. Normally, this is ac-
complished during the sophomore year. The application form is made
available through the office of the Coordinator of Field Services and
is distributed to students taking TE 201 Foundations of Education.
Admission to Teacher Education is required before studentsmay'take
certain upper division courses in Teacher Education. Provisional ad-
mission is possible for students who have degrees and are working
toward certification only. ' ., " '
General requirements for admission to Teacher Edu~ation fo; el~~en-
tary and secondary candidates shall b~determined and implemented
by the Department of Teacher Education. These requirements include:
1. Filing of the Admission to Teacher Education form.
2. A minimum Grade Point Average of 2.5.
3. A minimum grade of C in TE 201 Foundations of Education, or its
equivalent.
, 4. A Pass in TE 271 Introduction to Teaching II: Instructional Experience
for Elementary Majors or a Pass in TE 172 Introduction to Secon-
dary Teaching: Classroom Observation, or their equivalents.
--4
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5. A passing score on the "Test of General Knowledge" and on the
"Test of Communication Skills," both parts of the National Teacher
Examination (NTE)~Normally, students should make application to
take this test during the second semester of their sophomore year.
A passing score is the minimum score set by the Idaho State Board
of Education for certification in Idaho. These tests are administered
at specific times during the year. Students are responsible for mak-
ing application to take the test through the BSU Counseling and
Testing Center and are responsible for test fees. Students must have
Educational Testing Service send the results of the NTE (National
Teacher Exam) to the College of Education.
6. Passing an English writing skills examination to be administered by
the Department of Teacher Education. The English Qualifying Ex-
amination (EQE) is administered by the Department to determine
specific problems. The EQEmay be retaken upon remediation, but
no more than two additional times. (This test is not the same as the
English Competency Exam administered by the English Department.)
7. (FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS 9NLY.) A passing score
on a mathematics competency examination to be administered by
the Department of Teacher Education. This test should be taken soon
after enrolling at Boise State University. '
The mathematics competency examination 'may be retaken after
remediation, but no more than two additional times. (This test is
not the same as the Mathematics Placement Exam given by the
Mathematics Department.) .
NOTE: Any deviations from the preceding policy must be approved
by the Chair of the Department.
Admission to Student Teaching: An application for a specific stu-
dent teaching assignment must be filed with the Office of the Coor-
dinator of Field Services, Department of Teacher Education, by:
1. February 15th for students desiring to student teach in the fall.
2. October 1st for students desiring to student teach in the spring.
Note: Elementary Education majors make application for their first semester only.
Application forms may be obtained from the Office of the Coordinator
of Field Services.
Students must give six weeks notice prior to the beginning date for
student teaching if they wish to withdraw their application for student
teaching. .'
The Department of Teacher Education is responsible fo'r making all
assignments.
General requirements for admission totstudent teaching for elemen-
tary and secondary c?ndidates include the following:' .
Elementary Majors
1. Admission to Teacher Education.'
2. Recommendation by the faculty advisor. ,
3. A cumulative grade point average of 2.50.
4. Approval by the Teacher Education ACademic Standards and Screen-
ing Committee.
5. Senior standing.
6. A minimum of "C" in all,required'courses.
7. Satisfactory completion of M 103 and M 104.
Secondary Options
1. Admission to Teacher Education.
2. Recommendation by the faculty advisor or the Department
chairperson.
3. A minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.50.
4. A minimum grade point average of 2.50 in the major field, minor
field if applicable. All required Education course~.
5. Approval by the Teacher Education Academic Standards and Screen-
ing Committee.
6. Minimum grade of "C" in TE 381 Se'condary School Methods and
in any 'special methods courses taken.




11. Sufficient credit hours in the assigned area(s).
NOTE,. Deviations from the above requirements must be approved by the department
chairperson.
Special Information on Student Teaching
1. Students who transfer to Boise State University must meet re-
o quirements for admission to Teacher Education and Student
Teaching, and complete at least 6 semester hours at the University
before being placed in Student Teaching. .
2. Student teachers are expected to do responsible teaching, participate
iri'co~curricular activities, maintain close contaCt with faculty and
students in the public schools, and participate in seminars and con-
ferences with their University supervisors. .
3. Any student may be dismissed from a program leading to certifica-
tion if he or she is found guilty of any offense which would be
grounds for revocation or denial of an Idaho teaching certificate,
including conviction in a court of law of an offense other. than a
minor traffic violation. Questions regarding this section should be
addressed either to the Coordinator of Field Experiences (Education
Building, Room 305) or the Dean of the College of Education (Educa-
tion Building, Room 705). . \
4. Student Teaching can only be taken once (refer to PART III of this
Catalog: ACADEMIC INFORMATlqN-Repeat of a C:0urse:)
Services for Students
Placement: A teacher Placement Service is pr~vided by the Boise State
University Career Planning and Placement Services Office. Check with
the Dir~ctor regarding eligibility to use this service and procedures
for doing so.
Reading Education Center: The Center provides special services
for University and p\.Iblic school students with specific problems in
reading. '" '
Faculty members, public school teachers and parents may seek
assistance from the Reading Education Center for students who need
diagnosis followed 'by planned instruction fo~ improvemer;tt.
Degree Requirements"
ElEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts. Degree
Students preparing to.teach in the elementary grades will major in
Elementary Education and complete a program of studies approved by
the Department of Teacher Education consisting of general and pro-
fessional Education courses.
1. General University Requirements for BA Degree
a. English Composition E 101; 102 :: 3-6
, NOTE: Students not required to take E 101 must complete an additional 3 credits
of English. For Certification purposes Elementary Education majors must complete
a total of 12 semester hours in English including both composition and literature.
b. Area I Requirements 12
literature (to include E 271 or 272) '. ~ ,6
Second Field Elective (Must be Art or Music. See
Core requirements) \ .. :, 3
Third Field Elective (see Core requirements) ... : 3
NOTE: Choose Third Field Electives from Art, Humanities, Music, Philosophy, Theatre
Arts, and Foreign Language at 201 level or higher.
C. Area II Requirements ,.; .. ': 18
U. S. History (HY 151 or 152 suggested) 3
Geography (GG 101 or GG 102) 3
Psychology (P 101) 3
Oral Communication (CM 311 suggested) ,.3
Area II Soc Sci (SO 230 or AN 102) 3
Area II Elective (Econ or Polit Sci) 3
NOTE: For certification purp_oses, Elementary Education m~jors must complete a total
of 12 semester hours in Social Science areas other than Psychology and
Communication.
d. Area III Requirements , , 12
See University Core Requirements.
NOTE: Elementary Education majors must have courses in both Biological and Physical
Sciences.
i. Professional Education Requirements
a. Taught by other departments on campus. . , ~
Structure of Arithmetic for Teachers M 103 .4
Geometry and Probability for Teachers M 104 .4
Music Fundamentals MU 201 2
















Elementary SchookArt Methods AR 321 ; '.' ', :.3
Elementary School P.E. Methods PE 361 . , 3
Child Psychology P211 3
~:'Taught by the Teacher Education Department.. .
. Intro to Teaching I & II TE 171, 271 .. ;' ~ 2
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Educational Psychology TE225 ........•................ :'.3
Intro to Microcomputer in Classroom TE 208. :.' 3
Education of the Exceptional Child IE 291..... .•... .3
, Teach Beginning Develop Reading K-3 TE 305 .: 3
., Teaching Develop &' Content Reading 4-6 TE 306 ,.".' 3
Children's literature TE 316' : ; :; 3
Elem Curriculum & Methods I TE 451 :' .. 6
Elem Curriculum & Methods II TE 452 .............•........ 6
Classroom Management Skills TE 457 .....•............. '; .. 2
• Elem Student Teaching TE 471 5
Elem Student Teaching TE 472 OR." ' . " • !
"' Student Teaching in Special Educ TE 473 ; .~ 5
Recommended Programs
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR ;<
FRESHMAN YEAR ,. . • Cred'its
English'Cqmposition E 101, 102 -;~: : :::.6
Concepts of Biology (Area III) B 100 :.: : .4
Physical Science (Area III) PS 100 .4
Intro to Teaching I Class ObservationTE 171 OJ.: ..•...... 1
General PsychologyP 101 0 ••••••••••••••••••••• 3
Areal Second Field: Art'or Music.: : .. : . .' ,' . .' 3
Area I Third Field Elective : :3
Area II Social Science: U.S. History .. .' :'.: 3
'Area II,Geography GG 101 or 102 !.. : : , 3
Area II, Economics or Political Science ,.. 3
TOTAL 33" ,,/
SOPHOMORE YEAR • '
Music Fundamentals MU 201 ': .., ................•. 2
Foundation,s .of Education TE,101 :.. :...•...... ~ '.. ~" 3
Intro to Teaching II: Instr Exper TE 271 , ,' .. 1
Intro to Microcomputer in Classroom TE 208 3
Elementary Mathematics for Teachers' M 103 :' .4
Elementary Mathematics for Teachers M 104 :.' .. '. : :.04
Education of the Exceptional Child TE 291 .. :~ ; 3
, Educational Psychology TE 225 ,..........• : : 3
Child Psychology P 211 : ' 3
Area.1 Second Field (E 271 or E 272) , ; , : 3
Area I.Additional literature Course , .. '." :.' .. 3
Area II Social Science: SO 23lJ or AN 102 : : 3
Area.III Elective ............................•... 0 •••••••••••• .4
, ' ,. TOTAL' ,.' 39
JUNIOR YEAR ,
Teaching Beginning.Developmental Reading K-3 TE 305 3
Tea<:hing Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE 306 3
Children's literature TE 316 3
EI~lT1entary School Art Methods AR 321 , .. ' ':' .. ':'" ,',3
Elementary School PE.Methods PE 361 : ............•. 3
Music Methods for Elementary Teachers' MU 371 0' ••• ; • .2.
'Speech Comm for Teachers'CM311 suggested ~.. ;J




Classroom Management Skills TE 457 '..•....... 2
Elem Curriculum & Methods TE 451 '. '.' : .6
] Elementary Student TeachingTE 471 ' :.' ' !.. ;5
Second Semester:
Advanced Curriculum and" Methods TE 452 : .. CO •• ' •• 6
Elementary Student Teaching TEA72 ' :., .';. : : .. 5
,.'" • ~'H or '. ~ tt:' ~ ,. ....}
Student Teaching: Special Education TE 473 .'.'. ' 5
.Electives ..................•... , ' ,: ', .' .. ",: .6
TOTAL 30
Department of Teacher Education - 123
ELEMENTARY BILINGUAUMULTICULTURAL MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree
NOTE: Completion of this degree as outlined in this catalog qualifies the student to receive
a Standard Elementary Teaching 'Certificate from the State of Idaho, thus enabling him/her
to teach in a regular or Bilingual elementary classroom.
LANGUAGE COMPONENT
Spanish Section ,"
Intermediate Spanish (Area I) 5 201 : .: .- 4
Intermediate Spanish (Area I) S202~ ......................•.... .4
Advanced Spanish S 303 ; ; 3
Advanced Spanish S 304 .. ' ..........................•. '.•.... ' 3
• TOTAL 14
English As a Second Language (ESL) Section
Foundations of Teaching English as a 2nd Language TE 202 2
Identification & Diagnosis of lEP Students TE 322 2
Methods of Teaching English as a 2nd Language TE 456' ;3
Introduction to Language Study LI 305., 3
Applied Lin'guis in Teaching Engl as 2nd Lang LI 407 3
English Section
English Composition E 101 3
English Composition E 102 , 3
TOTAL 6
Total Hours in Language Component 33
MULTICULTURAL COMPONENT
Survey of American Lit (Area I) E 271 or 272 3
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies (Area II) sO 230 .' 3
United States History (Area II) HY 151 or 152 .. ' 3
Cultural Anthropology (Area II) AN 102 3
Mexican American Tradition & Culture in Elem Class TE 278 ,.2
TOTAL 14
MATH/SCIENCE COMPONENT
Elementary Mathematics for Teachers M 103 '" .4
Elementary Mathematics for Teachers M 104 .4
Concepts of Biology (Area III) B 100 .4
Electives (Choose 2 from Area III) ; '.' •......... 8





Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 3
Music Meth for Elem School Teacher MU 371 : ' 2
General Psychology (Area II) P 1m.,'.~ , ~' : 3
Child Psychology P 211, : 3
Elem School PE Methods PE 361: 3
TOTAL 14
Teacher Education Section
Intro to Teach I: Class Observation TE 171 " 1
Foundations of Education (Area II) TE 201 .. ',' .. '.' 3
Intro to Teach II: Instruc Experience TE 271 1
Teaching Beginning Developmental Reading K-3TE 305 3
Teaching Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE 306 3
Childrens' Literature TE 316 3
Elementary Curric & Methods TE 451 ~ .. :.: 6
Elementary Curri<: & Methods TE 452 : .. , 6
Teaching Read & Lang Arts in Biling Class TE 453 2
Student Teaching in Elem Class TE 474, 475 :;.,' 10
. . TOTAL - 38
Total Professional Component 52
ELECTIVES
Because of the need to prepare future teachers to teach in both bi-
lingual and non-bilingual classrooms, it is recommended that elective
classes be chosen from the following list:
AN 311 Peoples and Cultures of the World
AN 315 Indian People of Idaho
.CM 351 Intercultural Communications
E 213 Afro-American Literature
E219 North American Indian Folklore
E 390 Folklore .,:
E 384 Literature of the American West
124 - College of Education
HY 261 History of Minorities in the U.S.
HY 356 Indians in American History
HY 365 History of Mexico
TE 225 Educational Psychology
PO 101 American National Government
S 203 Spanish for the Native Speaker
S 385 Mexican-American Culture and Civilization
S 425 Mexican American Literature
SO 297 Sociolog Process of Mexican American People
SO 305 Racial and Cultural Minorities
TE 208 Introduction to Microcomputers in Education
TE 291 Education of the Exceptional Child
TE 358 Corrective Readi.~g




Elective (Area I) : 3
Intermediate Spanish S 201 '.' .4
Intermediate Spanish S 202 .- .4
General Psychology P 101 3
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Intro to Teaching I: Class Observation TE 171 1
Math for Elementary Teachers M 103 .4
Concepts of Biology B 100 :.' 4




Math for Elementary Teachers M 104 .4
Survey of American Literature E 271 or 272 3
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Intro to Teaching II: Instruct Exper TE 271 : , .. ,1
Advanced Spanish S 303, 304 •.......... : , 6
Elective (Area III) .4
United States History HY 151 or 152 3
Found of Teach English as 2nd lang TE 202 , 2




Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 , , 3
Introduction to language Study LI 305 ......................• 3
Teaching Beginning Developmental Reading K-3 TE 305 .: 3
Teaching Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE 306 3
Music Methods for Elem Teacher MU 371 2
Elective (Area III) .4
Child Psychology P 211 , 3
Childrens' literature TE 316 .....................•............ 3
Identif & Diagnos of lEP Child TE 322 2
Elem School Physical Education PE 361 3
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 3
TOTAL ' 34
SENIOR YEAR
Elective ' , : 3
Applied Linguistics in Teach ESl'L1 407 , 3
Methods of Teaching ESl TE 456 , " 3
Elementary Curriculum & Methods TE 451 : '-' 6
Student Teaching in Biling Elem Class TE 474-475 10
Elementary Curriculum & Methods TE 452 6




Students majoring in Elementary Education are strongly advised to select
a Subject Area Endorsement, which will strengthen them as teachers
and will generally improve their employability. Students may select from
the list immediately below and become qualified to teach in the selected
area in junior high school, including ninth grade. . ;
Subject Area Endorsements listed immediately below are quoted from
the Idaho Certification Standards for Professional Personnel, revised July
1,1990, and are listed under "Subject Area Endorsements for Secon-
dary Teachers," from page 22 through page 26. Only those available
at BSU are included, and a minimum of twenty semester credit hours
is required for" each. "
NOTE:Suggested lists of courses for each Subject Area Endorsement are available from the
Office of the Coordinator of Field Services.
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT:"'" Not less than six semester credit hours
in American Government, six semester credit hours in American History
and three semester credit hours in comparative government. The re-
maining work is to be history or political science.
ARTS AND CRAFTS- Credits to include work in four of the following
areas: woodworking, drafting, ceramics, leather work, plastics, the
graphic arts and art metal.
CONSUMER ECONOMICS- Have an endorsement in Social Studies,
Home Economics or Business Education'and have not less than six
semester credits in economicS. One course shall be designed for the
average consumer.
DRAMA- Not less than sixteen 'credit hours in drama. The remainder;
if any, in speech, OR hold an English endorsement with at least six
semester credit hours in drama.
ENG'LISH- Credits to include: at least six semester credits of composi-
tion, including course credit in advanced "composition, "three semester
credits of English Literature and a course in writing methods for
teachers. The remainder. must be" English credit courses such as
linguistics, grammar, modern literature, classical literature, creative
writing, advanced writing, mythology orfolklore. In compliance with
the above, at least 20 semester credit hours must be taken in the English
Department for an English minor endorsement.
FOREIGN LANGUAGES- Credits must be in the language in which the
endorsement is sought.
HiALTH EDUCATION- Credits distributed to include course work in
health instructional areas, science applicable to health education;
organization and administration of health education and methodology.
HISTORY- Not less than nine semester credit hours in U.S. History
and not less than three semester credit hours in American government.
The remaining work is to be in history and politica.1 science.
JOURNAlISM- Not less than sixteen "semester credit hours in jour-
nalism. The remainder; if any, is to be in English, OR hold an English
endorsement with at least ~ix semester credit hours in journalism.
MATHEMATICS- Two levels of mathematics endorsement: ),
Basic Mathematics (limited to teaching up to and through the level
of algebra I): Credits in mathematics to include college credits in
algebra, geometry and trigonometry. •
Standard Mathematics (may teach any math course in' grades 6-12):
Credits in mathematics to include course credit in calculus and
analytical geometry. The remainder may be selected from courSes
such as abstract algebra or linear algebra, probability and/or
statistics; and geometry. .' ," .
MUSIC- Credits to include course work in theory and harmony, ap-
plied music (voice, piano, organ, band and orchestra instruments),
history and appreciation, conducting and music methods al'!d materials.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION- Credits distributed to include course work
in movement skills, science applicable to physical education, organiza-
tion and administration of physical education, health education,
physical education methodology and evaluation. . I.
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE- Credits distributed in the areas of botany and
zoology, including at least six semester credit hours in each. Some work
in physiology is recommendec;1.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE- At least eight semester credit hours in chemistry
and eight credit hours in physics. ,.. "
NATURAL SCIENCE- Credits to include not less than: six semester
credit hours in biological science, six semester credit hours in physical
science, and six semester credit hours in earth science. The remainder
shall be selected from any.of the natural science areas.
READlNG- Twenty semester credit hours to include a minimum of
15 semester credit hours with course work in each of the following





corrective/diag nostic/remed ial read i ng, psychol ingu istics/language
,development and reading, literature for children or adolescents. The
remainder may be taken from related areas.
SOCIAL STUDIES- Credits to include not less than six semester credit
hours in U.S. History and not less than three semester credit hours
in American government. In addition, work in at least four of the follow-
ing fields to be represented: world history, geography, sociology,
economics, anthropology and political science. .
SPEECH- Not less,than sixteen semester credit hours in speech. The
remainder, if any, in drama OR hold an English endorsement with at
least six semester credit hours in speech.
SPEECH-DRAMA- Credits spread over both ,fields with not less than
six semester credit hours in each.
j'n addition'to the above, students may select from the following:
SPECIAL EDUCATION- Elementary Emphasis: Students desiring to teach
the handicapped may enroll in one of the following programs and upon
successful completion may be recommended for Idaho certification.
This program has been designed so students may pursue a dual em-
phasis leading to certification as a special educator and also in elemen-
tary or secondary education. In order to avoid conflicts, students should
begin planning early in their, program with their advisors and if
necessary a member of the special.,education faculty. Several courses
in the required program are applicable,to both the special education
and the elementary emphasis. All students seeking certification in
special education must complete the initial program for the Generalist
endorsement prior to seeking the Severel{Handicapped endorsement.
A minimum ota 30 credit program in special education is required to
meet the standards for the Idaho Exceptional Child certificate.
GENERALlST, Educationally Handicapped: Upon completion'~f this pro-
gram a student will be recommended for certification as a teacher for
the mildly and moderately handicapped. Emphasis will. be upon the
training of the resource teacher working with the learning disabled,
mentally retarded, and emotionally handicapped.
REQUIRED COURSES (30 Credit Hours)
Education of the Exceptional Child TE 291 ; ,., 3
, Technology in Special Education TE 340 .. , , 2
Teaching in Special Education TE 334 3
Teaching Mildly Handicapped Adolescents TE 335 : .. , .. ,., 3
Diagnosis of the Handicapped TE 430 , , ,.. 3
Teach Read & Written Express to the Handicapped TE 431." 3
Teaching Math and language to the Handicapped TE 432 3
Behavior Intervention Techniques TE 450 .. , 3
Classroom Management Skills TE 457 : 2
Elementary Student Teaching in Special Education TE 473 5
TOTAL 30
SEVERELYHANDICAPPED, Mentally Retarded: A student desiring to
certify in the area of the severely handicapped shall in addition to com-
pletion of the above requirements, complete a minimum of the follow-
ing courses. . "
Teaching the Severely Handicapped TE 423 ,.3
Studt Teach in Classes for Severely Handicap TE 476 5
NOTE: In order for a student to complete all of the course work it is possible that an
extra semester may be required. There are many electives available to strengthen the basic
requirements. The student should seek advisement from the special education faculty
early to establish a program.
EARLY CHILDHOOD Emphasis
, .',~ tRequired 16 credits: , ,
Child Behav & Guidance in Early Childh Educ TE 361 .. , 3
Curriculum in Early ChildhdEducation TE 362 , 3
Internship in Early Childhd Educ TE 293-493 , . , .. : 2
Creat Materials in Early Childhd Educ TE 465 , 3
Elementary Student Teaching TE 471 .... '.. , .. , . , , . , 5
Electives 5 credits:
Infant Education n 463-463G .. , , . , : , .3
Diagnosis of the Handicapped TE 430: ,,' ,.3
•. Children's Theatre TA 287 : .:' 3
Human Growth and Motor Development PE 205: :','~ , .. ,2
NOTE: This emphasis requires 21 credit hours,S of which (TE 361 and 471) apply to Elemen-
tary Education major.
Students will be recommended for th~ .Kindergarten endor's~ment on their elementary













Department of Teacher Education - 125
EARLY CHILDHOOD - Special Education: This program is designed to
provide an endorsement under Special Education. Students desiring
to teach preschool handicapped children will be recommended for the
endorsement upon completion of the program. The program is de-
signed to provide the student with entry level skills necessary to teach
in early childhood special education settings.
This program includes 21 semester hours of course work which will
provide students with a wide range of both theoretical and practical
experiences.
Requirements: .
Educ of the Except Child TE 291 3
Child Behavior & Guid Early Childhd TE 361 , , 3
Assessment & Prog Plan Early Childhd Spec Educ TE 445 3
Meth & Curr Early Childhd Spec Educ TE 446 ., 3
Early lang Assessment & Interv TE 447. ,., , ,.3
Behavior Interv Techn TE 450-450G ,., , .. , .. , 3
Practicum Early Childhd Spec Educ TE 490 ,; , .. 3
TOTAL 21
Recommended Elective:
Curr Early Childhd Educ TE 362 ,., " ,. ,3
Certification Requirements for
Elementary Education
Students from Boise State University will be recommended for an
elementary teaching certificate to the State Department of Education
after meeting the following requirements:" "
\
1. Completio!, of the Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education
or Bachelor of Arts in Bilingual Multicultural Education.
2. A satisfactory experience in student teaching as determined by the
Department of Teacher Education. ,
3. A recommendation by the Dean of the College of Education in-
dicating that the candidate has the approval of the Departmentof
Teacher Education. Such approval is to be based primarily on
evidence of knowledge of subject matter taught, demonstrated
teaching techniques, and ability and aptitude to work with students
and adults.
4. Prior to applying for any teaching certificate in the state of Idaho,
each candidate must have passing scores on the National Teacher
Examination (NTE) in "General Knowledge," "Communication Skills,"
and "ProfeSsional Knowledge." Passing scores are determined by
the Idaho State Board of Education. Students are responsible for mak-
ing application to take the NTE and for fees. Students must have
Educational Testing Service send the results of the NTE (National
Teacher Exam) to the College of Education.
5. Students with previously earned degrees may develop individual
programs approved by the Department of Teacher Education. The
programs may include graduate courses applicable to a master's
degree. For more information the candidate should contact the Coor-
dinator of Field Services or the Associate Dean ..
Certification Requirements and ","
Endorsements for Secondary Educati9n
Certification standards for the State of Idaho are listed in the Bulletin,
Idaho Certification Standards for Professional School Personnel-1990,
as prepared by the Idaho Department ~f Education. ,I
Students from Boise State UniverSity will be recommended for a secon-
dary teaching certificate to the State Department of Education after
meeting the following requirements: '
1. C~mpletion of Baccala~reate degree including Education
requirements. . '. .
2.. A satisfactory experience in student teaching as determined by the
, Department of Teacher Education.
3. A recommendation by the Dean of the College of Education in-
dicating that the candidate has,the approval of the Department sub-
ject area specialization and the Department of Teacher Education.
'Such approval is to be based primarily on evidence of knowledge
of the subjects to be taught, demonstrated teaching techniques, and
ability and aptitude to work with students and adults.
4. Prior to applying for any teaching certificate in the state of Idaho,
. each candidate must have passing scores on the National Teacher
10













Examination (NTE) in "General Knowledge," "Communication Skills,"
and "Professional Knowledge." Passing scores are determined by
the Idaho State Board of Education. Students are responsible for mak-
ing application to take the NTE and for fees. Students must have
Educational Testing Service send the results of the NTE (National
Teacher Exam) to the College of Education.
5. Students with previously earned degrees may develop individual
programs approved by the Department of Teacher Education. The
programs may include graduate courses applicable to a master's
degree. For more information the candidate should contact the Coor-
dinator of Field Services or the Associate Dean.
A standard secondary certificate may be issued by the State Board of
Education to any person of good moral character who has a Bachelor's
degree from an accredited college or university and meets the follow-
ing requirement:
Idaho requires a minimum of 20 semester credit hours "in the
philosophical, psychological, and methodological foundations
of education, which must include not less than six semester
credit hours of secondary student teaching."
These basic requirements are translated into the following required
Boise State University Courses:
-Intro to Second Teach: Classrm Obs TE 172 .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
Educat Exceptional Second Students TE 333 .
-Educational Technology TE 356 ...........•...
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 .
Educational Psychology TE 225 .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .
Special Methods required by Major Department
Junior High Studt Teach Dual Option TE 482 ..
Senior High Studt Teach Dual Option TE 483 ..
Junior High Studt Teach Single Option TE 484
or .
Senior High Studt Teach Single Option TE 485
Total (not including special methods) : . . 26 32
*These courses required only if content is not included in requirements of majors.
Secondary Student Teaching
An Idaho Standard Secondary Certificate allows the holder to teach
in grades 6 through 12. Both the Single and Dual alternatives lead to
the same certificate.
Students choosing the Single alternative may select either junior or
senior high school for their student teaching. Normally, the request
can be granted and the student teacher will usually teach only in her/his
major fields. Students selecting the Dual Option alternative'will be
placed in a junior high school for approximately 8 weeks and a senior
high school for the remaining weeks. Normally, students will teach in
their major fields in one experience and their minor fields in the other.
Students may complete the student teaching experience in either the
spring or fall semester and should work closely with their advisors and
members of the secondary faculty in the Department of Teacher
Education. '
Student teaching is scheduled through the Office of the Coordinator
of Field Services in the Department of Teacher Education. See Admis-
sion to Student Teaching, above.
To be recommended for certification from Boise State University, the
student should complete the Secondary Option degree program within
a selected department. Such completion represents a major certifica-
tion endorsement (at least 30 credit hours) in a teaching field. It is highly
recommended that the student complete a minor certification endorse-
nie'nt of at least 20 credit hours in another field as an additional minor
certification endorsement enhances the opportunity for employment.
Students who do not have an endorsement in a minor area must have
at least 45 cred!t hours in their major.
NOTE: CHECK WITH OFFICE Of FIELD SERVICES FOR CURRENT
IDAHO REQUIREMENTS.
The major certification endorsements (Secondary Option degree pro-
grams) are described in the Catalog under each department. A listing
of the Secondary Options follows.
• Anthropology-Social Science,- • History-Social Science,
Secondary Education Option Secondary Education Option
•• Art • Mathematics
• Biology • Music
• Chemistry • Physical Education
• Communication • Physics
• Earth Science • Political Science-Social Science,
• Economics-Social Science, Secondary Education Option
Secondary Education Option • Sociology-Social Science,
• English ' Secondary Education Option
• History • Theatre Arts
A listing of the Boise State University minor certification endorsements
is included for the convenience of students.
NOTE: Check with the Office of Field Services for the most 'current
information regarding requirements for minor certification endorse-
ments recognized by the State of Idaho. Minor. certification en-
dorsements may also be recognized in areas other than those included
in this listing.
Minor Certification Endorsements
NOTE: Minor certification endorsements may be recognized by the State
of Idaho in areas other than those included in this listing. Check with
the Office of Field Services for further information.
ANTHROPOLOGY
Social Science Major
Physical Anthropology AN 101 , ..•.......... : 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Peoples and Cultures of the World AN 311 3
Additional upper division Anthropology 12
TOTAL -. . ' 21
Non-Social Science Major
Physical Anthropology AN 101 ' 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 : .' 3
Introduction to Archaeology AN 103.: : 3
Peoples and Cultures of the World AN 311 .•................ 3
Additional upper division Anthropology 9
TOTAL , 21
ART )',.'
Introduction to Art AR 103 3
Basic Design AR 105, 106 6
Drawing AR 111, 112 2
Painting AR 113, 114 2
2 hrs from Sculpt, Metals, Ceramics, Methods in Craft 2
Electives from 100-400 Regular Courses 7
Suggested EleCtives: Art History, lettering, Photography,
Printmaking, Weaving and those listed above.
ro~l n
BIOLOGY
General Botany BT 130 .4
General Zoology Z 130 : 5
Cell Biology B 301 ;' •... '! .........•. '.•.•...•...•..•.• 3
Genetics & lab B 343, 344 : . .4
Elective course in Botany .4
Elective course in Zoology .......................•........... 3-4
TOTAL 23-24
CHEMISTRY
100 level General Chemistry Courses 8-10
Organic Chemistry Courses - - 5




Latin Language Courses (The State Department of Education
requires 20 hours in the language for, a Minor Certificate
Endorsement) -_
Elementary Classical latin lang' & lit LA 211 ' .4
Advanced Classical latin lang & Lit LA 212 , .4
Early Church Latin literatureLA 323 3
Medieval latin literature LA 324 - 3
Advanced latin Tutorial-Augustan Age lA 498 3





History~ Culture Course (fhe BSU Classical languages Program requires
an additional 9 credit hours in related history and culture courses for
a Certification Recommendation) •
Required
Ancient Rome HY 320 ' .. ~" :. : 3
Electives from the following: 0 ••••••••••••••• ~' •• ' •• 6
Survey ~estern Art AR 101; Mythology E217; Early Ch~istianity HY
323, Medieval Europe HY 324; European Seminar on Augustus & the
Golden Age of Rome HY 481; European Seminar on Constantine
& ~he late Roman Empire HY 481; European Seminar on the High
MI?dle Ages, HY 481; Ancient Philosophy PY 305; and Medieval
Philosophy PY 307. ' ,.
TOTAL '"29
- COMMUNICATION(Spee~h) t •
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111: 3
Reasoned DiSCOurse CM 112 : 3
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 3
Speech-Communication for Teachers CM 311 ~ : 3
Methods of Teaching Communication ,eM 401 . :: : 3
Electives selected from: :.' 6
Mass CommunicationCM 171 . ~' ,' .': •.... : .. ' . .':\3
Oral Interpretation CM 241 ' : ' : 3
Communication in the Small Group CM251 '.3
Interviewing CM 307 ' '; .. ' 3
Message Analysis and Criticism CM 331 3
Non-Verbal Communication CM 341 ...........•......... 3
Intercultural Communication CM 351 3
TOTAL 21
• EARTH SCIENCE ,
Physical Geology GO 101, :: .. : .. 4
Historical Geology GO 103 o' .4
Introduction to Oceanography GO 201' , ,3
Introduction to Meteorology GO 213 3
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 : .4
Electives selected from: : 3
Geology of Idaho & Pacific NW GO 213 .. , 3
Mineralogy GO 221 , .........•........ : : ' .4
Geomorphology GO 313 :.:.; ;i 3
Invertebrate Paleontology GO 351 :'; 5.':. ':3
Physics of the Earth GP 325 ~: .......•............. 3
TOTAL 21
ECONOMICS .' .
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 ' : ; 3
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 ..•................ !' 3
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 ' , :.' 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 ;".. : 3
Upper Division Economics Courses :': .. ' 9
TOTAL 21
ENGLISH
Advanced Composition E 201 3
linguistics '.............• : 3
Survey of American literatu re E 271 or 272 ; : .3
Teaching English Composition E 301 OR
Methods of Teaching Secondary School English E 381> .. ; 3
lower Division literature E 230, 235, 240; 260, 215 6
Upper Division literature .................•.........•.......... 6
Successful completion of secondary writing proficiency 0




Elementary French F 101, 102 , ' ;8
Intermediate French F 201, 202 , : 8
Teaching Methodology in For lang FlA12 3
Electives 3 credits: ,
Advanced French F 303 ,.: ....•.... 3
Advanced French F 304 , 3
la Civilisation Francophone Moderne F 377 .. , , " 3
TOTAL 22
German
Required 19 credits: , ,
• Elementary German G 101, 102 .. ; , 8
Department of Teacher Education - 127
Intermediate German G 201, 202 ' 8
Teaching Methodology in For lang Fl 412 : .. 3
Electives 3 credits: '
Advanced German G 303 ...............•..... : ' 3
_ Advanced German G 304 : .....•......... , 3




Elementary SpanishS 101, 102 , 8
Intermediate Spanish S 201, 202 ' 8
Teaching Methodology in For lang Fl 412 3
Electives 3 credits: ..
Advanced Spanish S 303 3
Advanced Spanish S 304 3
Cultura y Civilizacion Hispanoamericano S 377 :.: 3
TOTAL 22
GEOGRAPHY
Introduction to Geography GG,101 , ; 3
Cultural Geography GG 102 3
Upper Division Geography (minimum) 6
Additional Geography Courses (minimum) ...............•...... 8
TOTAL 20
HEALTH EDUCATION FOR NON-PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Health Education PE 100 ; : '.3
Fitness Foundations PE 114 1'
Advanced First Aid PE 122 3
First Aid Instr Training Course PE 123 1
Health Prog: Meth & Adm PE 415 ",'" ., - 3
Anatomy and Physiology Z 107 .-.- ' .' : . .4
Nutrition H 207 ......•.................................. :.' : .. 3
Electives: Select two (6) , 0,' "
Drugs, Use and Abuse H 109 : 3
Human Sexuality P 261 3
Consumer Health PE 405 " 2
TOTAL " 24
HEALTH EDUCATION MINOR FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
First Aid Instr Training Course PE 123 :.: 1
Health Prog: Meth & Adm PE 415, ; 3
Nutrition H 207, ; ;; 3
Electives: Select two (6) ,
Drugs, Use and Abuse H 109 : ' 3
. Human Sexuality P 261 : 3
Consumer Health PE 405 2
,TOTAL .13
HISTORY
lower Division ;" ; .•.... : ; '............• '.12
U.s. Hist HY 151, 152 or Prob in U.S. 'Hist HY 251, 252 ; 6
West Civ HY 101,102 or Prob in West Civ HY 201,202 3
American Government; 3
Upper Division Courses to include 3 credit hours of '
U.S. History with remaining 9 credit hours selected from" ' ..
2 or 3 major History areas U.S., European, Third World 12
TOTAL 24
MATHEMATICS "
Programming languages CS 122 or CS 125 .' :: ': .. 2.3
Calculus M 204 or M 211 ' ;; 5
Calculus M 205 or M 212 ' .4-5
At least 1 of the following: 3-4
• linear Algebra M 301 .4
~ Introduction to Abstract Algebra M 302 -.3
, Foundations of Geometry M 311 3
Fundamentals of Statistics M 361 .....•....... ; 4




Materials of Music MU 119, 120 8
Ear Training MU 121, 122 '," .' 2
Introduction to Music MU 133 : 3
Basic Conducting MU 261 ;'; .......................•.. 1
Orientation to Music Education MU 271 1
1 year Applied Music ; ......................•..... .4
128 - College of Education
1 year Major Performance Ensemble 2
String Instrument Methods & Tech MU,257 ........•......... 2
Woodwind Methods & Tech MU 266 2
Instrumental Conducting MU 366 1
Percussion Methods & Tech MU 368 ...................•.... 2
Brass Methods & Tech MU 369 ~ 2
Band & Orchestra Methods & Materials MU 385 2
TOTAL 32
Choral Track
Materials of Music MU 119, 120 : 8
Ear Training MU 121, 122 ; 2
Vocal Techniques MU 256 "...............•.... 3
Basic Conducting MU 261 .'.•.••........ 1
Orientation to Music Education MU 271 1
1 year Applied Music (Major Instrument) .4
1 year Performance Ensemble .- ; 2
1 year Applied Music (Voice or Piano) .4
Choral Conducting MU 365 1
Choral Methods and Materials,MU 385 .- 2
TOTAL 30
NATURAL SCIENCE
Complete the basic sequence of Courses in '.'
BT 130 and Z 130 •............................................. 9
Chemistry C 107, 108, 109, 110 .- 9
Geology GO 101, 103 8
Physics PH 101, 102 ...............•..•.•.•.•.•................ 8
TOTAL 34
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Athletic Training Minor for Physical Education M'ajors . "'f
Essen of Chemistry & labs C 107-110 ; .. - :.;9
Medical Terminology H 101 •................................ 3
Nutrition H 207 .............................•....... - 3
Training Room Procedures PE 120 .............•............. 1
Intro Athletic Injuries PE 236 ...........•.•...... '.' 3
Internship-Athl Trgn PE 293 : 3
Conditioning Procedures PE 313 '........•.•.......•....•. 2
Psych/Soc Aspects of Activity PE 401 : ; ! 3
,Advanced Athletic Training,PE 402 .-.. 3
Training Room Modalities PE 403 .. ; ' : 2
Injury Evaluation PE 422 2
Theory & Appl of Therapeutic Exercise PE 406 3
Internship-Athl Trgn PE 493 ................•................ 3
Fitness Testing PE 404 2
TOTAL. 43
Coaching Endorsement - The Coaching Endorsement consists of two
parts. Those desiring to coach at the elementary school level or as a
volunteer in youth sport organizations should complete Part I which
leads to American Coaching Effectiveness Program (ACEP) level I cer-
tification. Completion of both Parts I and II is recommended for those
desiring to coach sports at the interscholastic level.
Part I-Volunteer Coaches .'
Introduction to Coaching PE 107 : .-.. 2
Complete one of the following:, '
First Aid-CPR PE 121 1
Advanced First Aid-CPR PE 122 3
Intro Athletic Injuries PE 236 ......•.... : ..........•.. , 3
American Red Cross Certification in First Aid-CPR ..•...•... 0
One Coaching Methods Course selected from:
Coaching Baseball PE 250 ...............•................. 2
Coaching Basketball PE 251 ........•...................... 2
'Coaching Football PE 252 2
Coaching Women's Gymnastics' PE 256 2
Coaching Tennis PE 257 ..•..•....... :' ...•............. : 2
Coaching Track & Field PE 258 ' 2
Coaching Volleyball PE 259 .- 2
Coaching Wrestling PE 260 ..•......•....................•. 2
Internship in Coaching Youth Sports 1
or equivalent experience 0
Part II-Interscholastic Coaches
Complete Part I : ' ' ; .. : .' .. 4-8
Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 or Z 111, 112.: ;;: . .' 4-8
Conditioning Procedures PE 313 '...•........ "'.-~ ~ 2
" Psych/Soc Aspects of Sport PE 401 - .': ' 3
Coaching, Natureof Profession PE 430 -.2
One Coaching Methods selected from:
Coaching Baseball PE 250 .................•................. 2
Coaching Basketball PE 251 2
Coaching Football PE 252 2
Coaching Women's Gymnastics PE 256 , 2
( Coaching Tennis PE 257 2
Coaching Track & Field PE 258 .,' 2
Coaching Volleyball PE 259 ....•.................. : 2
Coaching Wrestling PE 260 : ; .. 2
Two skills courses that complement the desired ,
Coaching Methods courses .. : 1+ 1
Internship "Interscholastic Athletics" 3
-. TOTAJ" 22-30
K-12 Endorsement for Physical Education Majors '
Child Psychology P 211 .'.. 3
Dance for Children PE 357 ..............•.. .-•.•............. 2
Elem School PE Methods PE 361 : .3
Elementary Student Teaching TE 477 .:~ .•.... :.: .- 3-6
, TOTAL 11-14
K-6 Endorsement for Non-Physical Education Majors
Rhythmic Skills PE 113., r.' .. .- , ..•...... 1
Fitness Foundations PE 114 ............•.................... 1
Tumbling Skills PE 115 1
Sport Skills PE 117 .- ' 1
Health Education PE 100 3
Found of Physical Education PE 101 : ...........•....... 3
Internship in Elementary Physical Education PE 293 1
Human Growth & Motor, learning PE 306 3
Dance for Children PE 357:: '.' 2
Elem School PE Methods PE361 : : 3
Motor Program for Special Populations' PE 369 ~ 2
Adaptive Physical Education PE 451 .. :' 3
Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 or Z 111, 112 : :': •.. 4-8
, TOTAL 28-31
PHYSICAL SCIENCE I
College Chemistry & labs C 131,132,133,134 9
General Physics PH 101, 102 .-.- .- 8
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 .4
TOTAL 21
POLITICAL SCIENCE
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
Comparative European Governments&, Politics PO 229 3
International Relations PO 231 3
American History HY 151, 152/251, 252 6
Upper Division Political Science Electives 3
TOTAL 21
PSYCHOLOGY
General Psychology P 101 3
Statistical Methods P 295 3
Abnormal Psychology P 301 3
Personality P 351 ,.•.... : , 3
Psychology Upper DiviSion Electives ' 9
TOTAL ,,' , 21
.' SOCIOLOGY
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 .: : ....•..... : 3
Social Statistics SO 310 .4
Social Research SO 311 ....•................... , 3
History of Sociology SO 401
or 3
Current Sociological Perspectives SO 402
Sociology Electives ; . , 9
.• -TOTAl 22
THEATRE ARTS
Technical Theatre TA117, 118 :: : .' .. .' 8
Acting TA 215 _ .-: 3
Major Production Participation TA 331 ; 1
World Drama TA 341 or 342 .-' 3
Directing TA 401 3









See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
FL FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Upper Division
FL 412 TEACHING METHODOLOGY IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE (3-t).3). Discussion
of problems and trends in language learning applied to practical activities, culture
presentations, testing, teaching aids and resource materials;' Practicum-
visitations, developing teaching plans, presenting teaching units: PREREQ: Nine
Upper Division credits in one language or PERM/DEPT. Admission to Teacher
Education.
FR FRENCH
NOTE:Most French courses require.a lab fee.
Lower Division
F 101, 102 ELEMENTARY FRENCH (4-1-4)(F/S). These two courses provide the
opportunity to develop functional competency in understanding, reading, writing
and speaking French. Students will read cultural and literary selections and com-
pose essays in French. Format of the course: classroom instruction, "conversa-
tion lab and practice in the language laboratory. Students who have had more
than one year of high school French or its equivalent may not enroll in F 101
for credit except by PERM/DEPT. . ,
F 101-P, 102.P PROGRAMMED ELEMENTARY FRENCH (V-V-4). A self-pacing, taped
programmed course which provides for practice in pronunciation, reading,
writing, grammar analysis and conversation. One period of conversation prac-
tice per week required.
F 201, 202 INTERMEDIATE FRENCH (4-1-4)(F/S)(AREA I). These courses provide
the environment to acquire competence to communicate in French. Students
read selections from French literature and civilization. Students discuss and write
in French. Format of the course: classroom instruction, practice in conversation
and in A-V laboratories. PREREQ: F 102 or PERM/DEPT.
Upper Division
F 303 ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION (3-0-3). This
course, conducted in French, provides the matrix for enlarging one's French
vocabulary and structure, and for speaking and writing French fluently. There
will be discussions of the practical realities of the French-speaking world con-
centrating on the common and high frequency expressions of the'language.
Essays based on class discussion will be written regularly. PREREQ: F 202 or
PERM/DEPT. Alternate years.
F 304 ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION (3.0-3). This
course has similar objectives as F 303. Discussions and essays will conce(ltrate
on the civilization, culture and aesthetics in contemporary France. Discussions
will be based on current French writings, style imitations and personal essays.
PREREQ: F 202 or PERM/DEPT.
F 328 FRENCH LITERATURE: ENLIGHTENMENT, ROMANTICISM, REALISM (3.0-3).
Selected unabridged works of great French authors, all genres, between 1715
to 1939, with emphasis on prose. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: F
202 or equivalent. Alternate years.
F' 359 TWENTlHH-CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE, (3~0.3). Representative
unabridged selections of the works of major authors and thinkers of France and
the French-speaking world since the beginning of the Second World War; for
example, Ayme, Beckett, Sartre, Camus, Levi-Strauss and Chardin among others.
PRE~EQ: F 202 or equivalent. Alternate years. .'
F 376 FRENCH CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE TO 1789 (3-0-3). Studies in the
development and expansion of French culture from pre-history to the French
Revolution: history, politics, art, geography, literature, music and science; assess-
ment of the contribution of French Civilization to the Western World. PREREQ:
F 202 or PERM/DEPT. Alternate years.
F 377 MODERN FRANCOPHONE CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE (3-0-3). Studies
in modern French civilization since the end of the "ancient regime," the French
Revolution; history, politics, art, geography, literature, music and science; assess-
ment of France's contribution to the modern democracies. PREREQ: F 202 or
PERM/DEPT. Aiternate years.
G GERMAN
NOTE: Most German courses require a lab fee.
Lower Division
G 101, 102 ELEMENTARY GERMAN (4-1-4). Listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills in cultural framework. May not enroll in G 101 for credit with more
than one year of high school German or equivalent except with PERM/INST.
Students in G 102, lacking adequate preparation may drop back to G 101.
G 101-P, 102-P PROGRAMMED ELEMENTARY GERMAN (0-4-4). Self-paced course;
programmed texts, tapes, readings, informal meetings with instructor. Perfor-
mance tests at student's pace. Work in language lab or access to cassette player
needed. May not enroll in G 101-P with more than one year high school German
or equivalent except with PERM/INST. Students lacking adequate preparation
may do so. "
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G 201, 202 INTERMEDIATE GERMAN (4.1-4)(AREA I). A continuation of G 101,
102, this course emphasizes listening, speaking, reading and writing. Focus on
vocabulary building, grammar review, cultural and literary reading selections and
writing assignments. PREREQ: G 102 or equivalent as determined by placement
examination and consultation.
Upper Divisior
G 303 ADVANCED GERMAN CONVERSATION AN D COMPOSITION (3-0-3). Prac-
tice towards idiomatic fluency. Readings from newspapers, magazines, essays,
dis,cussion of slides, tapes, and films. Frequent writing required. PREREQ: G 202
or equivalent as determined by pl~cement" exam and consultation. Aisernat,e
years.
G 304 ADVANCED GERMAN ,CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3.0-3).
Similar goals and format to G :303.More extended writing assig'nments. PREREQ:
G 202 or equivalent as determined by placemeilt exam and consultation. Alter-
nate years. '.
G 331 INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LITERATURE AND LITERARY STUDIES
(3-0-3)(F). Major writers and periods provide samples from various genres and
an overview of German literacy development. The course is intended,to pro.
vide insights into literary craftsmanship. PREREQ: G 202 or. equivalent as deter-
mined by plaCement examination ana consultation.
G 376 CERMAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION (3.0-3). German civilization from
prehistoric times through the 18th century. Special attention paid to contribu-
tions of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland to Western civilization. Class con-
ducted in German. PREREQ: G 202 or equivalent as determined by placement
examination and consultation. Alternate years." -
G 377 GERMAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION (3.0-3). German civilization from
1800,to present. Special attention paid to contributions of Germany, Austria, and
Switzerland to Western civilization. Classes conducted in German. PREREQ: G
202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and consultation.
Alternate years.
G 410 APPLIED LINGUISTICS FOR THE GERMAN LANGUAGE TEACHER (2-0-2).
Functional application of linguistic theory to foreign language teaching and learn-
ing practices. Analysis of ways in which traditional, descriptive, and transforma.
tional models deal with phonology, morphology and syntax. PREREQ: LI 305 and
minimum of six credits upper division German and/or inservice teaching and/or'
equivalency as determined by placement test and interview. Alternate years.
G 415 GERMAN LITERATURE OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND "STORM AND
STRESS" (3-0-3). Essays, plays, fictional prose and poetry marking the intellec-
tual ferment of the Enlightenment and the "Storm and Stress." Selections from
Gottsched, Haller, Klopstock, Lichtenberg, Kant, Herder, Lessing, J.M.~. Lenz,
the early Goethe and Schiller, etc. PREREQ: G 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
G 425 CLASSICAL AND ROMANTIC GERMAN LITERATURE (3-0-3). Readings from
the classical and romantic periods in their general literary and historical con.
text. Selections from Goethe, Schiller, Holderin, Kleist, Jean Paul, Tieck, Friedrich
Schlegel, Chamisso, Brentano, etc. PREREQ:G 331 or PERM/I NST; Alternate years.
G 435 NINETEENTH-CENTURY GE~MAN LITERATURE (3-0-3). Selections from a
wide cross-section of 19th century German literature: Buchner, the "Young Ger-
mans," Grillparzer, Hebbel, Gottheif, Keller, Stifter, Storm, C.F. Meyer and others.
PREREQ: G 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
G 445 MODERN GERMAN LITERATURE (3-0-3). Trends and writers from the turn
of the century, through the Weimar Republic, to the collapse of the Third Reich:
Naturalism, Impressionism, Expressionism, Neue Sachlichkeit, B/ut und Boden
Literature, and Exile Literature. PREREQ:.G 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
G 455 CONtEMPORARY GERMAN liTERATURE (3-0-3). Selections will be taken
from the authors, essayists ..dramatists and poets who have appeared on the scene
since 1945 treating the war and post-war experience, and the human condition
in the contemporary world. Austrian, East German, Swiss and West German
writers. PREREQ: G 331 Or PERM/INST. Alternate years. " ,
G 46S "EARLY GERMAN LITERATURE: 1150.1720(3-0-3). 'Survey: Middl~Ages,
Renaissance, Reformation, Baroque. Selections from heroic and courtly epics.
Minnesang, moral tales and plays, religious pamphleteering, chapbooks,
Fastnacht plays; Angelus Silesius, Gryphius, Grimmelshausen, etc. PREREQ: G
331 or PERM/I NST. Alternate years.
G 475 THE GERMAN.SPEAKING WORLD TODAY (3-0.3). An in-depth analysis of
contemporary non.literary events in the German-speaking world. Discussion in-
cludes educational systems, science and theatre, arts and music, economic and
business life, social and political structure, and recreation. PREREQ: G 377 or
PERM/INSt. Alternate years .. , , ,"~,
G 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-0-3). 1I1di~idual research into im area of interest
originating in the seminar. The research culminates in a paper to De presented
to the seminar. PREREQ: Senior standing or PERM/INST.
SEE HISTORY DEPARTMENT COURSE OFFERINGS FOR GREEK 'A~D LATIN
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS. '.
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LS LIBRARY SCIENCE COURSES"
Lower Division
LS 102 LIBRARY SKILLS I (0-2-1)(F/S). An independent self-paced course in library
skills including resources common to academic libraries in general and to
facilities in the Boise State University Library, in particular. Designed for incom-
ing students who are not familiar with an academic library and for returning
students who have had difficulty using the college library in the past. (Graded
Pass/FaiL)
LS 103 LIBRARY SKILLS II (0.2-1). Builds on LS 102 Library Skills I and introduces
additional and more sophisticated library materials and techniques. PREREQ:Prior
or concurrent enrollment in LS 102.
LS 201 INTRODUCTION TO THE USE OF LIBRARIES AND THE TEACHING OF
LIBRARY SKILLS (2-2-3)(On demand). Teaches efficient use of library materials,
catalogs, indexes, and reference sOurces in various subject fields and prepares
teachers and librarians to teach library skills to elementary and secondary school
students.
Upper Division
LS 301 LIBRARY ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION (3-003)(On demand).
An introduction to the development, organization and management of all types
of libraries with emphasis upon the school library and its place in the instruc-
tional program. PREREQ: LS 201 or PERM/INST.
LS 311 REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY (3-0-3)(On demand). Introduction to
evaluation and use of basic reference sources, principles, techniques and issues
of ~reference service. Includes coverage of standard reference books, indexes,
abstracts, and bibliographies found in school or small public libraries. PREREQ:
LS 201 or PERM/INST.
LS 321 BASIC BOOK SELECTION (3-003)(On demand). Principles and techniques
for evaluating and selecting library materials; introduction to reviewing media
and to basic tools for selecting and acquiring all types of books and non-book
materials. Includes discussions of discarding and weeding, and materials for slow
and gifted readers. PREREQ: LS 201 or PERM/INST.
LS331 CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION (3-o-3)(On demand). Theory and prin-
ciples of classification and cataloging of book materials, practice using Dewey
Decimal Classification, preparing catalog cards, assigning subject headings and
library filing. Bibliographic utilities and cooperative cataloging are discussed.
PREREQ: LS 201 or PERM/INST.
R RUSSIAN
NOTE:Most Russian coUrses require a lab fee.
Lower Division
R 101, 102 ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN (4-1-4). This course is designed to develop
the beginning student's abilities in understanding, speaking, reading, and writing
Russian. Classes meet four times a week, and there is one hour per week of re-
quired laboratory practice. The class is conducted in Russian. Alternate years.
PREREQ: Senior standing or PERM/INST.
S SPANISH
NOTE: Most .Span!sh courses require a lab fee.
Lower Division
S 101, 102 ELEMENTARY SPANISH (4-1-4). Develops abilit'ies in understanding,
speaking, reading and writing. Offers a basic study of grammatical structures
and vocabulary. Introduces the student to Hispanic culture. Students may not
enroll for S 101 for credit if they have had more than one year of high school
Spanish or the equivalent.
S 201, 202 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH (4-1-4)(AREA I). Intended to develop further
Spanish language skills, both oral and written. Intensive review of fundamen-
tals of structure and vocabulary. Topics for conversation, reading, and writing
focus upon culture of the Hispanic countries. PREREQ: S 102 or equivalent as
determined by placement examination and consultation.
S 203 SPANISH FOR THE NATIVE SPEAKER (4-0-4). A course designed especially
for students with native speaking ability but insufficient formal training in gram"
mar, reading, writing, and standard oral communication. Students qualified for
this course cannot challenge S 202. PREREQ: S 201 or equivalent as determined
by the placement test. Course conducted in Spanish. Alternate years.
Upper Oivision
S 303 ADVANCED SPANISH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3). Ex-
pands facility in expressive conversation as well as accuracy in writing Spanish.
Offers analysis of grammar and expansion of vocabulary through cultural and
literary readings. Discussion of topics related to Hispanic contemporary trends,
current events, everyday life and other themes of immediate concern to the stu-
dent. PREREQ: 5202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and
consultation. Alternate years.
S 304 ADVANCED SPANISH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3).
Designed to continue expanding facility in expressive conversation as well as
accuracy in writing Spanish. Discussion of topics related to contemporary
Hispanic world, and other areas of immediate concern to the student. PREREQ:
S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and consultation.
Alternate years.
S 331 INTRODUCTION TO HISPANIC LITERATURES AND LITERARY ANALYSIS
(3-o-3)(F). A theoretical and practical study of literary analysis, the different genres,
movements and periods, as well as the various approaches to literary explica-
tion, interpretation and criticism, using as models some of the major works of
Hispanic literature. PREREQ: S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement
examination and consultation.
S 376 SPANISH CIVILIZATION AND CULTURE (3-0-3). Spanish civilization from
earliest Iberian beginnings to the present. Special attention given to contribu-
tions of Spain to Western world. Discussions conducted in Spanish; some
readings in English. Papers required. PREREQ: S 202 or equivalent as determined
by placement examination and consultation. Alternate years.
S 377 SPANISH-AMERICAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION (3-0-3). Spanish-
American civilization from ancient origins to contemporary times. An intensive
analysis of the historical, political, economic, social and cultural developments
of the Hispanoamerican nations, and their contributions to the Western world.
Discussions in Spanish; some readings in English. Papers required. PREREQ: S
202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and consultation.
Alternate years.
S 385 MEXICAN-AMERICAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION (3-0-3). Deals with the
historical works of Mexican-Americans, through the Spanish conquest of Mex-
ico and the Colonial period, the Mexican-American War, and the development
of the Mexican-American population in the United States over the past 130 years.
Readings and papers in Spanish and English required. PREREQ: S 304 or
equivalent. Alternate years:
S 410 APPLIED LINGUISTICS FOR THE SPANISH LANGUAGE TEACHER (3-0.3).
Applies the main concepts of modern linguistics to specific problems in the
teaching of the Spanish language. Application of linguistic theory to foreign
language teaching with emphasis on the analysis of ways in which traditional,
descriptive, and transformational models deal with the system of language in
the areas of phonology, morphology and syntax. PREREQ: LI 305 and six Upper
Division credits of Spanish or equivalent. Alternate years.
S 411 ADVANCED SPANISH COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). An advanced oral and
written communication course for those who need extended training in express-
ing ideas. Special emphasis on prose, style, vocabulary building, appropriateness
of idioms and figures of speech, with major fiction and non-fiction works used
as examples. Frequent essays required. PREREQ: S 303 or S 304. Course is con-
ducted in Spanish. Alternate years.
S 425 MEXICAN.AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0.3). Representative writings by ma-
jor Mexican-American authors, with emphasis on social and literary values.
PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S 435 CONTEMPORARY SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3). Literature of ideas in con~
temporary Spain through major representative authors and works. Genesis of
modern thought and new perspectives in today's Spain. PREREQ: S 331 or
PERM/INST. Alternate years.. .
S 437 CONTEMPORARY SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3). Literature of
ideas in contemporary Spanish-America through major representative authors
and works. Genesis of modern thought and new perspectives in today's
Hispanoamerica. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/I NST. Alternate years.
S 445 EIGHTEENTH. AND NINETEENTH-CENTURY SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0.3).
The main manifestations of thought and literature from 1700 to 1900, including
the periods of the Enlightenment, Realism and Romanticism. PREREQ: S 331 or
PERM/INST. Alternate years. .
S 447. NINETEENTH-CENTURY SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3). A de-
tailed study of the representative movements, periods, works, and authors from
1800 to 1910. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/I NST. Alternateyears. .
S 455 THE GOLDEN AGE OF SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3). The main literary
movements of the Golden Age in Spain (16-17th centuries), with emphasis on
representative authors from each. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S 457 COLONIAL AND EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE
(3-0-3). An introduction to the major authors, works, movements, and periods
of Spanish-American literature from the colonial time to the end of the 18th cen-
tury. PREREQ: S 331 Or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S465 MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE SPANISH LITERATURE (3-0-3). An introduc-
tion to the principal authors, works, movements and periods of Spanish literature,
from its beginnings to the end of the 15th century. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST.
Alternate years.
S 475 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN THE SPANISH-SPEAKING WORLD (3-0-3). A
lecture and discussion course based on current social, economic, cultural and
political events faced by Spanish-speaking nations. Special attention is given to
a comparative examination and analysis of the people, viewpoints, and .institu-
tions, as well as the problems, issues and trends facing this people in their respec-
tive countries today. PREREQ: S 376 or 5 377 or S 304 or PERM/INST.
S 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-0-3). Exploration of fields of special interest, either
literary or social studies oriented. Individual thought and research culminate
in a paper to be presented to the seminar. Practical application of independent











TE 100 STRATEGIES FOR 'ACADEMIC SUCCESS (2-0-2)(F,S). This course will help
students succeed,. in college by d~veloping skills and attitudes necessary to
achieve their educational goals. The course content includes knowledge of the
values, policies, and procedures of the University; information of the.Universi-
ty's resources and services; stress and anxiety' management; effective life and
study skills; effective use of the library; and career exploration.
r" "' ¥ "'" •
TE 108 READING AND STUDY SKILLS (2-0-2). This course develops the reading
and study skills of the college students through lecture and tutorial instruction.
This tutorial instruction involves a one-hour session each week in which students
practice study skills discussed initially in lecture. The following skills areas are
included: time management, main ideas processing, textbook reading, note tak:
ing, ,test taking, 'and library use. (Pass/Fail).
1"" . ,.~ if
TE 171. INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING I: .CLASSROOM OBSERVATION
(1-0-1)(F/S). This course will provide the student with an introduction to the
elementarY,sfhool and the role of the teacher. Topics will incl,ude areas of
specialization within the profession and a self-awareness of potential as an
elementary school teacher. A minimum of ten hours of classroom observation
and wee~ly seminar with a,university instr,uctorwill be required.
TE 172 INTRODUCTION TO SECONDARY TEACHING: CLASSROOM OBSERVA-
TION (l-l-l)(F/S). This course will provide the student with an introduction to
the secondary school, the role of the teacher, guidelines for professional prepara,
tion, and a minimum of fifteen hours of guided Classroom observation. Eight
one-hour classroom 'lectures will be required, with time for classroom observa-
tion arranged on' an individual basis. " .
• " ' { . 'l
TE'201 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION (3-0-3)(AREA II). A general introductory
course in !!.ducation to provide the student familiarity with the teaching profe~-
sion. COmponents of. the class include social,. cultural, philosophical, and
historical perspectives of education: In addition, an attempt is made to inspect
current educational issues and problems as they' relate to the four basic
components. .
TE.202 FOUNDATIONS OF TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(:z-0-2)(F/S/SU). This course is designed to give the student a background in the
psychological, linguistic, and cultural fOUndations of teaching English as a Second
Language. The student also is given an overview of current trends in'ESL and
of the preparation needed to teach ESL. . " ' ,
TE 208 INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS IN EDUCATION (3-0-3). This
course introduces students to the use of microcomputers in education. Students
will study the BASIC language, terminology and concepts. Students will explore
considerations in selecting hardware; become critical consumers of software;
and explore the possibilities and limitations of computer assisted instruction in
the classroom. $10.00 lab fee.' I "
TE 216 GRAMMAR AND LANGUAGE USAGE FOR TEACHERS (3-0-3)(S). This cdurse
will provide instruction in the content of language arts curriculum generally
taught in grades 4-8. Students will study the developmental sequence of gram-
mar, punctuation, spelling, and language study appropriate to each grade level.
The course will also include an introduction to writing instruction.
IE 225 EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY' (3-0-3). This cdurse provides an introdu~-
tion to educational psychology, emphasizing the application of selected prin-
ciples of psychology to instruction. Specific topics include theories of learning;
cognitive devE;lopment; motivation and self-co~cept; and educational
measurement. :
TE,271 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING II: INSTRUCTIONAL EXPERIENCE
(1-2-1)(F/S). This course will provide students with an opportunity to assist a
teacher with a variety of instructional activities. Students will participate in
semin.~rsar:adaminirnum of thirty hours of direc~ instructional experiences,in
tlie classroom which may include primary or upper grades, special education,
r~adin~ and pr~-:chool :I~ssrooms. PREREQ: TE 171: '.. .' ,
TE 278 MEXICAN ,AMERICAN TRADITION AND CULTURE IN THE ELEMENTARY
CLASSROOM (2-0-2). An exploration of the Mexican-American cultural tra,dition,
both with respect to its history and its influence on the contemporary American
language, linguistics, dance, art, folk'iore, customs, beliefs, and inst~tutions. C9~:
ducted in English. Offered in alternate years, ,'_
TE ;291 EDUCATION OF THE EXCEPTIONAL CHILD (3-0-3). The course shall pro-
vide students an opportunity to develop knowledge and skills related to the
education of the exceptional child. through' presentations and readings. All
categories of exceptionality shall be explored as. to their educational and
psychological implications. Legal requirements, community resources and in-
structionalneeds will be included. PREREQ: P 101 and TE 171.
.' ~ ~i of
.' Upper Division
TE 305 TEACHING BEGINNING DEVELOPMENTAL READING, K-3 (3-0-3). Students
will learn how to teach reading in the primary grades by studying reading
readiness, word recognition, vocabulary, and comprehensive development. Com-
petency in teaching the basal reader and language experience approaches will
be demonstrated. Additional topics will include organizing reading instruction
and fostering recreational reading. PREREQ: TE 271 or PERM/INST.
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TE 306.TEACHING DEVELOPMENTAL AND CONTENT AREA READING, GRADES
4-6 (3-0-3). Students will learn how to teach reading in grades 4-6 by analyzing
the aspects of reading in a developmental program. Strategies for planning and
teaching content area reading lessons will be explored. Students will beintro-
dl!ced to informal assessment procedures, study skills, and individual,ized r'Cading
approaches. PREREQ: Admission to Teacher Education.
TE 316 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE (3-0.3)(F/S). This course will provide a survey
of literature for children from preschool through early adolescence, with em-
phaSis on recognition of excellence and the value of wide and varied reading
experiences. Literature from diverse cultures as well as current issues in book
selection will be included. . '. • . ".
TE 322 IDENTIFICATION & DIAGNOSIS OF LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENT (LEP)
STUDENTS (2-0-2)(F/S/SU). Familiarizes future teachers with language proficiency
tests. Instruments such ,as the' Language Assessment S<;ales, Bilingual Syntax
Measure, Basic Inventory of Natural Language, James Language Dominance Test,
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test are studied. Students will learn to administer
and interpret the 'results of these and otlier tests so as to properly place students
in a level of ESL study. '
TE 333 EDUCATING EXCEPTIONAL SECONDARY-AGE STUDENTS (1-0-1)(~/S). The
course is designed to acquaint prospective secondary teachers with the educa-
tional needs of secondary students identified as exceptional. Emphasis shall be
placed on classroom teaching models that enhance learning for exceptional
students. '
IE 334 TEACHING IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3-0,3)(F): The co~rse is designed
to provide the special education teacher an insight into and understanding of
instructibn of the handicapped. Topical presentations and activities include legal
and educational implications, consulting and counseling with parents and pro-
fessionals, utilization of school and community resources, professional publica-
tions and organization. PREREQ: T~ 291. '
TE 335 TEACHING MILDLY HANDICAPPED ADOLESCENTS (3-0-3)(S). Five topical
areas 'related specifically to mildly handicapped adolescents will be examined.
These are: Assessment procedures,'eligibility criteria;service delivery options,
intervention techniques, 'and instructional strategies. PREREQ: TE 344 or
PERM/INST.
TE 340 TECHNOLOGY IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (2-o-2)(S). This course introduces
special educators to uses of computers and technology that are especially
valuable fOr the handicapped. Specific attention will be given to adapting the
computer and technology to special student needs, Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion (CAl) and Computer Managed Instruction (CMI). PREREQ: TE 208 or
PERM/INST.
TE 341 LITERATURE FOR YOUNG ADULTS (3-0'3)(S). This coursewill provide an
appraisal of literature, including a multicultural component, appropriate to the
needs, interests and abilities of young adults. It is intended for librarians, teachers
and others interested in working with young adults. PREREQ: Three credits of
lower division literature.' ,
TE 356 EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (2-2-2)(F/S). This course will prepare
students in secondary education to use a variety of educational technologies,
including audio-visual equipment, television, and computers. Students will learn
to prepare visual, materials. 'Lab fee required. ,
TE 358 CORRECTIVE READING (3-0-3)(F,S). A study of reading difficulties of
elementary or secondary school pupils with emphasis upon diagnosis and upon
materials and methods of teaching. Opportunity is offered to consider learning
disabilities related to ethnic and cultural differences by tutoring an elementary
or secondary school pupil' for approximately 20 sessions. PREREQ:n 305.
TE 361 CHILD BEHAVIOR AND GUIDANCE'IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
(3-0-3)(f). The influenceof the home and school environments will be examined
in relation to child behaviors. Social and emotional areas of development will
be emphasized. Parent and teacher manuals will be examined in relation to
theories and appropriateness in managing young children's behavior. PREREQ:
P 101. .
TE 362 CURRICULUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD E'DUCATION (3-0-3)(S). The
preschool-primary curritlilum .will be exam'ined in relation to readiness and
academicskill development. An understanding of effective communications and
conferring skills with parents will be emphasized. A variety of early childhood
settings ,will be visited. PREREQ: Admission to Teacher Education.
TE 381 SECONDARY SCHOOL METHODS (3-0-3). A study of the secondary school
including methods and materials. Application is made to the students' teaching
areas. Must be taken prior to student teaching! PREREQ: TE 201, Admission to
Teacher Education.-
TE 384 SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE METHODS (3-o-3)(S). This course provides
the theoretical and practical background for science instruction at the secon-
dary level. Emphasis is placed on the development 'of teacher competency in
the use of inquiry methods, questioning techniques, and the development of
higher reasoning skills in students. Use of technology in science teaching is also
treated. Prior completion of TE 381 Secondary School Methods is recommended.
PREREQ: Admission to Teacher Education. '
TE 385 SECONDARY SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES METHODS (3-0-3)(S). This course
will examine effective methods for teachin'g secondary social studies. Curriculum
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organized either bya general social studies format or by a single social science
discipline or history will be studied and effective teaching strategies will be iden-
tified, analyzed and practiced. PREREQ: TE 381 or PERM/INST. Admission to
Teacher Education: >,
TE 393 BEGINNING DRIVER EDUCATION (2-1-2). Designed to aid teachers in the
instruction of beginning drivers, and in the use of dual controlled automobiles.
It includes the functioning of the vehicle, its proper operation, and traffic con-
trol safety.
TE 394 ADVANCED DRIVER EDUCATION (2-1-2). Designed to provide advanced
preparation in principles and practices of driver and traffic safety education for
teachers, supervisors, and administrators. PREREQ: TE 393. "
TE 395 GENERAL SAFETY EDUCATION (3-0-3). Provides a comprehensive survey
of general safety education, applied to all fields in general but to public schools
in particular. Includes the study of accidents, safety, accident prevention, and
the school's role in safety, relative to other public and private~gencies.
TE 407-407G READING IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS (3-0-3)(F/S/SU). This course
provides middle and secondary teachers with knowledge and skills necessary
for maximum utilization of instructional materials in the various content areas.
Students seeking graduate credit will be required to meet additional objectives.
PREREQ: TE 201.
TE 422 CURRICULUM FOR THE MODERATELY/SEVERELY HANDICAPPED (3-6-3)(F).
This course is designed to acquaint students with a systematic approach to con-
duct assessment and curriculum planning for the moderately/severely handicap-
ped student. Such areas as severe mental retardation, multiple handicaps, and
severely emotionally disturbed will be studied in this course. PREREQ: TE291,
430. Admission to Teacher Education.' '
TE 423.423G TEACHING THE MODERATliY AND SEVERELY HANDICAPPED
(3.0.3)(S). This course is designed to assist students in gaining skills necessary
for teaching the moderately and severely handicapped. Updating of informa-
tion and skills relative to research in this area will be given high priority.,'
TE 430 DIAGNOSIS OF THE 'HANDICAPPED (3-O:3)(F). Provid~s for the' develop,
ment of skills in identifi.cationand diagnosis of students referred for evaluation,
PREREQ: Admission to Teacher Education.
TE431 TEACHING READING AND WRITTEN EXPRESSION TO THE HANDICAPPED
(3-0-3)(F). The course details the various components for teaching reading and
written expression, including the selection and usage of appropriate,materials
and integrating diagnosis and. remedial procedures with mildly handicapped
students (learning disabled, emotionally disturbed and mildly/moderately men-
tally retarded). PREREQ: Admission to Teacher Education.
TE 432 TEACHING MATH AND LANGUAGE TO THE HANDICAPPED (3-0-3)(S).
The course will detail specific sequences and various approaches to math in-
struction and oral language development, correction procedu res, on-going
record keeping. and remediation for mildly emotionally disturbed, learning dis-
abled, and mild-moderate mentally retarded. PREREQ: IE 430 or PERM/INST. Ad-
mission to Teacher Education.
TE 445 ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAM PLANNING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
SPECIAL EDUCATION (3~0.3)(F). This course presents an overview of assessment
procedures appropriate to preschool children with handicaps. The course also
provides information for working with families of handicapped children and the
procedures used in the development of preschool individualized education pro-
grams. PREREQ: TE 291 or PERM/INST. .
TE 446 METHODS AND CURRICULUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCA-
TION (3-0:.3)(S). Program development in early childhood special education, in-
cluding intervention approaches; curriculum determination; service delivery op-
tions; intervention strategies; and instruciional materials selection andadapta-
tion. PREREQ: TE 291 or PERM/INST. '
TE 447 EARLY LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT AND INTERVENTION (3-0-3)(S). Students
will examine typical and atypical language development of young children. Topics
will include language acquisition theories, informal and formal assessment pro-
cedures, and intervention approaches. P~EREQ: TE 291 and TE 361 or PERM/INST.
TE 450-450G BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES (3-0-3)(F). This course is
designed for teachers, counselors, and administrators to gain an understan(jing
of the principles of behavior and the application of behavioral analysis pro-
cedures. The major emphasis will be based upon the Learning Theory Model.
Development of an intervention strategy to deal with the relationship of behavior
to the environment will be stressed. PREREQ: IE 291.
TE 451 ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND METHODS (6-0-6)(F/S). Curriculu;" and
methods in language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science are in:
vestigated. Students develop skills in using media and technology as aids to in-
struction. The emphasis is on methods and materials appropriate to the
developmental stages of school children (K-8). First course in a two semester
sequence. PREREQ: M 103, 104. Admis~ion to Teacher Educatio,n.
TE 452 ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND METHODS (6-0-6)(F/S). Curriculum,and
methods, in language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science are in,
vestigated. Students develop skills in using media and technology as aids to in-
struction. The emphasis in on methods and materials appropriate to the
developmental stages of school children (K-8). PREREQ: TE 451. Admissio,n to
Teacher Education.
TE 453 TEACHING READING AND LANGUAGE' ARTS IN THE BILlNGUAt
CLASSROOM (2-0-2). Develops an understanding of various approaches to
reading instruction. Includes review of materials and media, development of
criteria for selection of appropriate instructional materials, instruction given in
both English and Spanish. PREREQ: S 101, 102, 201, and 202 or S 203. Admission
to Teacher Education. .
TE 454 TEACHING CONTENT IN tHE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM (3-0-3)(S). This
course includes instructional strategies and techniques in mathematics, science
and social studies for use in the elementary classroom. 'Instruction will be
presented in both the Spanish and English languages. PREREQ: S 202 or
PERM/INST. Admission to Teacher Education.
IE 456 METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH AS' A SECOND LANGUAGE
(l-0-3)(F/S/SU). This course acquaints future teachers with a variety of approaches
and methods of teaching ESL, such' as the Audio Lingual, Cognitive, Situational
Response, Silent Way approaches, etc. Individualized instruction, small group
instruction and learning centers are major areas of discussion. PREREQ: TE 221,
322.
IE 457 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT SKILLS (2-0-2)(F/S). This course will provide
prospective elementary and special education teachers with skills for establishing
and maintaining productive student learning. Practical, specific actions teachers
can take to promote appropriate behavior and effective relationships will be
learned. PREREQ: P 211, IE 225. • "
TE 463-463G INFANT EDUCATION (3-0-3)(SU). Odd-numbered years. The
physical, social,- emotional, and intellectual development of the infant-age birth
to three-will be examined in relation to kinds of environment and learning ex'
periences that will stimulate and ensure optimum development.
TE 465 CREATING MATERIALS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3-0-3)(S/SU).
Students will become familiar with a variety of classroom materials. They will
design and make materials that are best suited to meet the objectives of their
particula'(c'urritulum, as well as individual children's needs. Students will
evaluate''materials with children: Students will be expected to supply their own
materials.' , .' • ' •
TE 471 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING (0-20-5)(F/S). Observation and super-
vised teaching.PREREQ:Approval of an application for student teaching.
(Pass/Fail). . ' '
." .' 'j
TE 472 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING (0-20-5)(F/S). Observation and super-
vised teaching. PREREQ: Approval of an application for student teaching.
(Pass/Fail).
TE 473 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (0-20-5)(F/S).
Supervise,d teaching in a resource or self-contained special education classroom.
PREREQ: Required course work in special education and approval for placement
in a special education setting. (Pass/Fail). .', .
TE 474 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING IN THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM
(0-20-5)(F). This course includes observation of teaching in bilingual classrooms
at varied grade levels, teaching under the direction of a cooperating teacher in
a bilingual classroom and regularly scheduled seminars with a university super-
visor, Some areas will be presented in both English and Spanish. May be taken
concurrently with TE 453 or TE 454. PREREQ: S 202, TE 453, TE 454. (Pass/Fail).
TE 475 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING IN THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM
(0-20-5)(S). This course includes observation of teaching in bilingual classrooms
at varied grade levels, teaching under the direction of a cooperating teacher in
a bilingual classroom and regularly scheduled seminars with a university super-
visor. Some'areas will be presented in both English and Spanish. May be taken
concurrently with TE 453 or TE 454. PREREQ: 5 202, TE 453, TE 454. (Pass/Fail).
TE 476 STUDENT TEACHING'IN CLASSES FOR THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED
(0-20-5)(F/S). Supervised student teaching in a classroom as well as experience
with special conditions unique to the severely handicapped. These may include
vocational needs, community services and public agencies serving this popula-
tion, PREREQ: TE 423, TE 473. (Pass/Fail).
TE 477 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING-SPECIALTY AREA (0-30-6) or
(0-1'5-3){F/S). This course is reserved for students who are seeking an endorse-
ment to teach 'in specific disciplines in grades 1-8 or who are seeking an elemen-
tary specialist certificate. Students are given assignments in elementary schools
where they observe and teach under the supervision of a cQoperating teacher
and a university supervisor. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching.
TE 482 JUNIOR HIGH SCHQOLSTUDENT TEACHING: DUAL Or>TION(0-15-8)
(F/S). Supervised student teaching in a junior high school. The student will be
placed with a cooperating teacher for one half-semester (full-time) in his/her
major/minor field under supe'rvision of University faculty. Seminars are required.
PREREQ: Admission to'student teaching. COREQ: TE 483; (Pass/Fail).- ,
TE 483 SENIOR-HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: DUAL OPTION (0-15-8)(F/S).
Supervised student teaching ina senior high school. The student will be placed
with a cooperating teacher for one half-semester (full-tim,,!) in his/her major/minor
field u,nderthe supervision of Univeristy faculty. Seminars are required. PREREQ:
Admission to student teaching. COREQ: TE 482. (P~ss/Fail).
TE484 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: SINGLE OPTION
(1-20-10)(F/S). Supervised student teaching in a junior high school. The student
will be placed with a cooperating'teacher for ten weeks (full-time) in his/her
major/minor field under the supervision of University faculty. Seminars are
required. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching. (Pass/Fail).
TE 485 SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: SINGLE OPTION
(1-20-10)(F/S). Supervised student teaching in the senior high school. Tl)e stu-
dent will be placed with a cooperating teacher for ten weeks (full-time) in' his/her
major/minor field under the supervision of University faculty. Seminars are re-
quired. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching. .
TE 490 PRACTICUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD SPECIAL EDUCATION (o-io-J).
Students enrolling in this course shall be placed in an education program design-
ed for the preschool handicapped. Specific needs of the individual student shall
dictate placement and the type of experiential exposure. It is the intent of this
course to develop a person with the skills required to teach the preschool han-
dicapped. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
Graduate
(See 'Graduate College Section for course descriptions)
TE 501 FOUNDATIONS OF READING INSTRUCTION (J-o-J)(F/S/SU).
TE 502 DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS (J-O-J)(f/SU).
TE 50J CLINIC FOR READING SPECIALISTS (J.O-J)(S).
TE 504 SEMINAR IN READING EDUCATION (J-o-J)(F/SU).
TE 505 INDIVIDUAL TEST AND MEASUREMENTS (J-o-J)(S).
TE 508 DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS-SECONDARY
(J-O-J)(S/SU).
TE 510 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN lEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE
(J-O-J)(F).
TE 511 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS (J-O-J)(S)..
TE 512 ADVANCED PRACTICESAND PRINCIPLES iN TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS
AND LINGUISTICS (J-O-J)(F).
TE 513 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE (J-o-J)(F).
TE 514 COUNSELING/CONSULTING SKILLS FOR ~DUCATORS (J-O-J)(F).
TE 515 ADVANCEDIHEORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATORS (J-O-J)(F). •
TE 516 TEACHING GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS (J'O-J)(S).
TE 517 SEMINAR ON THE SEVERELYHANDICAPPED LEARNER (J-o-J)(S) Odd years.
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TE 518 TECHNIQUES FOR CREATIVE WRITING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
(J-O~J)(S).
TE 519 ADVANCED STUDY OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE (J-o-J)(F).
TE.522 .INDIVIDUAL}ZATION OF READING INSTRUCTION (J-O-J)(S/SU).
TE 523THE EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED CHILD IN THE CLASSROOM (J-o-J)(F/SU).
TE 5Jl EDUCATION FOR THE CULTURALLY DIFFERENT LEARNER (J-o-J)(S).
. TE 5J4 ISSUES & TRENDS IN SPECIAL EDUCATIO~ (J-o-J)(S) Even years.
TE 5J8 INSTRUCTIONAL COURSEWARE DESIGN (J-o-J)(F).
TE 541 EDUCATION IN EMERGING NATIONS (J-o-J)(F).
TE 54J EARLY CHILDHOOD: READINGS (J-o-J)(S).
TE 544 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ADVANCED CHILD DEVELOPMENT (J-o-J)(F).
TE 546 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ENVIRONMENTS AND PROGRAMS (J-o-J)(S).
TE 547 EARLY CHILDHOOD: LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT
(J~o-J)(F).
TE 551 FUNDAMENTALS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (J.o-J).
TE 555 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL (J-o-J)(S).
TE 559 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION (J-o-J)(S/SU).
TE 561 SCHOOL LAW FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 562 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE (l-o-l)(SU).
TE 56JCONFLICTING VALUES INFLUENCING EDUCATION (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 564. INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES-SECONDARY SCHOOLS (l-o-l)(SU).
'TE 565 INTERPRETING EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (1-o-1)(SU).
TE 566 LEARNING THEORY AND CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 568 TECHNIQUES OF CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT (1-0-1)(SU).
TES69 TESTING AND GIV:DlNG (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 570 GRADUATE CORE,ISSUES IN EDUCATION (J-O-J)(SU).
TE 57J INSTRUCTIONAl: TE,CHNIQUES-ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 581 CURRICULUM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION (J-O-J).
TE 582 INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY (J-o-J).
.TE 590PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (J-o-J)(F/S).
TE 591 PROJECT (0-V-6).
TE 59J THESIS (o-V-6).
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College of Health Science
Dean: Eldon Edmundson, Ph.D.
Telephone (208) 385-1678
The College ?f Heal~h Scienc~ is,d~dicated to provide a stimlilating
and challenging environment In which students can gain the profes-
sional, technical, and liberal arts foundation to prepare them for life-
long service and training.
Coursework leading to baccalaureate and associate degrees is offered
in several health care professional programs. The College of Health
Science cooperates with the College of Arts 'and Sciences in offering
a Master of Interdisciplinary Studies degree with an emphasis in Drug
and Alcohol Abuse and Management of Hazardous Materials. Preprofes-
sional coursework and advising are also provided for those students
who need undergraduate studies in order to qualify for medical or other
professional schools. The college also recognizes the responsibility of
providing continuing education to its graduates and to other health
care practitioners. Graduate study and some health science related areas
are available in other departments of the University. You may obtain
the available areas by contacting the Dean's office, College of Health
Science. .
Faculty of the school have the required academic degrees and are
registered or certified as practitioners in the areas in which they teach.
Hospitals, clinics, government agencies, and a variety of health care
practitioners afford the necessary patients, professional support and
clinical facilities which are required to complement the classes and
laboratories at the university.
Cooperating Agencies
• AT&T
• Boise Samaritan Village, Boise, Idaho
• Booth Memorial Home (Salvation Army), Boise, Idaho
• Central Dist.rict Health Department, Boise, Idaho
• Community Home Health, Boise, Idaho
• EI Ada Head Start, Boise, Idaho
• Grand Oaks Healthcare, Boise, Idaho
• Hillcrest Care Center, Boise, Idaho
• Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital, Boise, Idaho
• Idaho Veterans Nursing Home, Boise, Idaho
• Independent School District of Boise City, Boise, Idaho
• Intermountain Hospital, Boise, Idaho
• Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, Twin Falls, Idaho
• Mercy Medical Center, Nampa, Idaho
• Nelson In~titute, Boise, Idaho
• Patient and Family Support Institute, Inc., Boise, Idaho
• St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
• St. Joseph's Hospital, Inc., lewiston, Idaho
• St. luke's Regional Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
• Mountain States Tumor Institute, Boise, Idaho
• St. Mary's School, Boise, Idaho
• Treasure Valley Manor, Boise, Idaho
• Walter Knox Memorial Hospital, Emmett, Idaho
• West Valley Medical Center, Caldwell, Idaho
• YWCA (Battered Women's Unit), Boise, Idaho
• Veterans Administration Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
Department of Community
and Environmental Health
Technology Building, Room 338 Telephone: (208) 385-3929
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Elaine M. long; Associate Profes-






Bachelor of Science Degree
Environmental Health students must earn at least a grade of'C' in their
required professional courses. The professional courses are identified
under item three (3) of the Environmental Health degree/major
requirements.
1. General Requirements - , : 30
English Composition E 101, 102 ...........•.............. 6 ,
Electives (Area I Core) .............................•.... 12
Psychology P 101 ".3
Sociology SO 101 , ..................• 3 .
Speech CM 111 •...............•....................... 3
Area II Core Elective .....................•............•. 3
2. Area III Core & Science/Mathematics Requirements 56
College Chemist.ry C 131-134 : 9.
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 ..........•............•... 5
Botany-Zoology BT 130, Z 130 , 9
Cell Biology B 301 3
Bacteriology B 303 .. j •••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• 5
Entomology Z 305 " .4 .
Applied & Environmental Microbiology B 415 .4
General Physics PH 101, 102 ..........••......•.•... : 8,,"
Mathematics M 111 or M 204 ...........•.•.............. 5
Statistics M 120 .4
3. Professional Requirements 30
Environmental Health Practicum EH 160 1
Water Supply and Water Quality ManagemenUH 310: .•.. 3
Air Quality Management EH 380 2
Community Environmental Health Management EH 320 3
Public Health Administration H 304 •.•.•........... , .: 3
Public Health Law H 435 2
Internship EH 493 ............•...•.•.................. .4
Occupational Safety & Health EH 415 3
Epidemiology H 480 3
Technical WritingE 202 .....................•............ 3
Communication in Small Group CM 251
or 3
Conflict Resolution SO 390 or CM 390
4. Suggested Electives .•...•..........•....................... 12
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 '. _ .4
Human Physiology Z 401 .4
Economics EC 206 , . .' 3
Bioecology B 423 .4
Parasitology B 412 .4
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 3
Physical Geology GO 101 4
State & Local Government PO 102 .. ; ; ': 3
Statistics M 361 3
American National Government PO 101 3
Intro Computer in Health Science H 120 ............•.... 3
Seminar H 498-499 .' 1
HEALTH SCIENCE
Bachelor of Science Degree
Health Science students must earn at least a grade of'C' in the follow-
ing courses: . .
1. All Health (H) courses.
2. All courses in their emphasis. Courses in an emphasis are identified
under item seven (7) (A or B) of the Health Science degree
requirements. ,". ' .•
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who want to take the basic courses at Boise State and transfer to another
university to complete the Bachelor of Science requirements .
Alcohol/Drug Courses
Advisor: La Riviere
While Boise State University does not offer a" degree program in
substance abuse, courses are offered at the graduate level in this field
of study. Many students pursuing a Master of Arts or Science inlnter-
disciplinary Study (College of Arts and Sciences) with an emphasis in
Alcohol and Drug Abuse.
Degrees Offered
• BS in Environmental Health
• BS in Health Science
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Dietetics,
Department Statement
Students in this Department study general aspects of human health
which are affected by personal, social, and environmental conditions
and interaction. Personal health conditions, the interrelationships be-
tween personal health and environmental conditions, and existing and
future community health programs are all considered.
Career opportunities for graduates are as follows:
• Environmental Health
- Employment with public health agencies
- Employment with industries
- Employment with local planning and zoning agencies
- Attend graduate school in various science disciplines
- Attend a professional school in Medicine or other health discipline
• Health Science Studies
-' Employment with public health planning agencies '
- Attend a graduate school in various science disciplines
- Attend a health professional school in Medicine or other health
discipline (physical therapy, physician assistant).
- Attend Medical or Medical Technology school.
- Employment with pharmaceutical companies.
- Employment with community clinics and hospitals.
Faculty in the department also advise students who are interested in
a health care career but have not yet decided which discipline to enter.
The Department of Community and Environmental Health is affiliated
with local, state and federal health agencies throughout the State in
order to provide field training.
Special Information for Students
Environmental Health
Advisor: Stokes
Environmental Health Specialists play an important role in assisting com-
munities to ensure a healthful environment. Specific activities may in-
clude helping private businesses and public agencies maintain sanitary
conditions in food establishments, in recreational facilities, and in public
and private water supplies. Other activities may include assisting com-
munities in properly disposing of toxic and other wastes, pest control,
minimizing community air, water, and noise pollution, and assisting
businesses in promoting safe and healthful working conditions.
The Environmental Health curriculum provides a broad background
in understanding public health problems and in working with people
effectively to arrive at solutions to these problems. During the first two
years students take general college education courses. These may be
taken at BSU or at other accredited 2 or 4-year colleges or universities,
with transfer to BSU for the junior and senior years. Students must
also spend twenty hours with environmental health agencies prior to
beginning their upper level Environmental Health courses. The upper
division student must complete an internship with public health
agencies.
Health Science Studies
Advisors: Ashworth, Elison, E. Long, R. Long, Hill, La Riviere, Stokes.
The Bachelor of Science degree in Health Science Studies provides a
curriculum for students who wish to gain an education in Health
Science Studies as a foundation for additional professional or graduate
work in several health science professions. (For example: Medicine,
Dentistry, Hospital Administration, Medical Technology). Employment
with public health agencies or institutions is also an option. Undecided
Health Science majors can use the curriculum to obtain the beginning
courses until they decide on a major. Those students should work
closely with their advisor to ensure that proper beginning courses are
taken to meet these other degree requirements.
Pre-Dietetics Program
Advisor: E. Long
Boise State University does not offer a Bachelor of Science degree in
Dietetics. However, Boise State University faculty will advise students
l.
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English Composition E 101, 102 .......•...........
General Psychology P 101 .
College Chemistry C 131-134 . , . , .
General Botany BT 130 .
Mathematics M 111 or 204 .
Electives (Area I) .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
General Zoology Z 130 .
Math (Statistics) M 120 .
Intro Sociology .sO 101 ,. ' .
Fund of Speech Communication CM 111 .
Electives (Area I) .
Elective (Area II) .
" Physics PH 101, 102 .











Organic Chemistry C 317-319 , .
Cell Biology B 301 , .
CM 251 OR CM 390/50 390 .
Technical Writing E 202 ' , .
Electives (Area I) .....•..........................
Elective : .
"Professional Requirements (EH 8. H courses) .
Prin of Macroeconomics EC 206 ,., .. 3
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3'
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 3
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 , 3
Intro Public Administration PO 303 3
Public Finance PO 310 or EC 310 3
Principles of Marketing MK 301 , 3
Management & Organization Theory MG 301 3
Human Resource Management I MG 305' 3
Applied Anatomy PE 230 3
Exercise Physiology PE 310 : .. 3
Kinesiology PE 311 3
Consumer Health PE 405 3
Sociology of Aging SO 325 3
Sociology of the Family SO 340 3
Conflict Management SO 390 or CM 390 .......•.... 3
Physiological Psychology P 225 3
Abnormal Psychology P 301 3
Peer Counseling P 357 ' 3
Psychology of Aging P 313 ,., , 3
The Psychology of Health P 331 , 3
Biology of Aging B 300 3
Soc Util & Pers Serv for Elderly SW 433 3
Health & Aging H 410 , .' 3
Senior Seminar H 498 '," 1
Internship H 493: .......................•.......... 2
(Or other courses as approved by the advisor and
department chair.) .
8. Electives ' 5-12
'Students who intend to apply to collegesof Medicine. Dentistry or Veterinary Medicine should
consider taking C 317-320and M 204,
SENIOR YEAR
Bacteriology B 303 ...........•..................
Entomology Z 305 .
Applied and Environmental Microbiology B 415 .
Environmental Health Internship EH 493 .
Electives , : .
"Professional Requirements (EH & H courses) .
1. English Composition E 101, 102 ', , :6
2. Areal Core Requirements. ':\ 12
3. Area II Core Requirements 12
('Strongly recommended)
"General Psychology P 101
"Intro Sociology SO 101
"Fund of Speech Comm CM 111
4. Area III Core and Science Requirements '.. 21-23
College Chemistry C 131-134 n',' •
or :' ',.9 ,',
Essentials of Chemistry C 107-110 ,
Algebra & Trigonometry M 111
or , : .4-5
Mathematics For Business Decisions M 106
General Zoology & General Botany Z 130 & BT 130
"or 8-9
Human,Anatomy & Physiology Z111, 112 • " "
5. Health Science Requirements , , .17
Medical Terminology H 101 3
Intro to Computers in Health Science H120 3
Health Delivery Systems H 202 : , 3
Nutrition H 207 . .- .'~ 3
Epidemiology H 480 .......................••............ 3
Intro to Health law and Ethics H 213
or : 2
Public Health law H 435 '
6. Health Science Electives (3 courses).' 9-12
Drugs: Use and Abuse H 109 3
lifetime Fitness & Wellness H 160 ;: .4
Disease Conditions I and II H 211, 212 :;.:: 3-6
Assessment of Alcohol & Drug' Prob H 214/414 :3 '
Cardiopulmonary Renal Physiology H 220 3
Pathophysiology H 300 4
Public Health Administration H 304 3
Applied Pharmacotherapeutics H 306 :" 3
7. Emphasis-Select one: Science or General Heal~h Science
'Students should consider completing a formal minor to fulfill part of an emphasis,
a. Science Emphasis (Natural/Physical/and Mathematics) .... 39-41
Microbiology B 205 ' '0 -,
or .. : '.. :.H~ 4-5
General Bac~eriology B 303 • .
Cell Biology B 301 ' ' 3
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 : 4
Genetics B 343, 344 : ,: 3-4
General Parasitology B 412 , 3
Immunology B 420 .. : : '.. , . ',' , .3
Quantitative Analysis & Lab C 211, 212 .:~ 5
Organic Chemistry & lab C 317, 318, 319, 320 ......• 10
Physical Chemistry C 321-324 ......•................ 8
Biochemistry with Laboratory C 431, 432 . ',' .. , 4
Calculus & Analytical Geometry M 204 .. : 5
Applied Statistics with Computer M 120 .4
• A First Course in Programming CS 122 ; 2
General Physics PH 101, 102 8
Biophysics PH 207 , : .4
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 : .4:
Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 ; .4
Histology Z 400 ' .4"
Human Physiology Z 401 '; '.; A
Gen & Comparative Physiology Z 409 ., '. .' 4
Internship H 493 '.2
Senior Seminar H498 •.•.................. ' 1
(Or other courses as approved by the 'advisor and
department chair.)
b. General Health Emphasis '; , 39-41
Microbiology B 205 4
Organic Chemistry & lab C 317, 318, 319, 320 10
A First Course in Programming CS 122' 2
Technical Writing E 202 , 3 '
Calculus & Analytical Geometry M 204 : ". .'.5 '.
,- Statistics M 120, P 295 or SO 310 ' 3-4,
, General Physics PH 101, 102 ... ; '. .': ...•............. 8
Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 3
Lower Division ,:.' "
EH 160 ENVIRONMENTALHEALTHPRACTICUM(6-V-l)(F/S).Field observations
in public health agenciesand industry. Requiresa minimum 20hour~ in the field
and periodic seminarswith a university instructor. Required for all environmen-
tal health majors. (Pass/Fail). ' '.
UpPer Division •.
EH 310 WATER SUPPLYAND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (2-3-3)(F).
Engineering, biological and management principles of community water.supply
and water pollution control. PREREQ:Botany, Zoology, Chemistry:131-134,one
year Mathematics, Upper Division status. Even-numbered y,ears.,.n' '
EH 320 COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MANAGEMENT•(2-3-3)(F).
. Sanitation and management practices for community problems dealing with
Cou'rse Offerings .
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system




















English Composition E 101, 102 ..............•••••
Chemistry C 107-110 or C 131-134; .. ;' .......• '. ••..•
Mathematics M 111 .....•..•..........•.....•...
Area I Core Electives •...••••...........•...•...• '••
Area II Core Electives ........••. , . : .
SOPHOMORE YEAR ,
General Botany & General Zoology Bt'13D-Z 130: ..
or '
Human Anatoiny & Physiology Z111, 112 : .
Area I Core Electives ..•......................• "
Area II Core Electives., .. ,."".,: .' .... ,:" •... ; .•
Intro to Computers in Health Science H 120 .. '. :. '.
Health Delivery Systems H 202.,'", .. ,.", .•..•.•
Nutrition H 207 ......•.•....•...................
Health Science Electives ..........•..........•...
JUNIOR YEAR
Introduction to Health Law and Ethics H 213
or""., , , ,'.. ,:." .. "",
Public Health Law H 435
Health Science Electives , .
Courses in Emphasis " , ....•... ,.,.".,.,.
. Electives., •......... : .. : ..•. '.,., '~.• : .
~;~
SENIOR YEAR 1'0' .
Epidemiology H 480 , , , , , , , , , , , , , .. , . , , , , , , , , , , , ,
Area II Core Elective ...•. " " : •......
Health Science Elective .•... " ~\ ; •...• '
Course in Emphasis ............................•




Essentials of Chemistry C 107, 108, 109, 110
English Composition E 101-102 """ ..... ,., ... ,.
Human Anatomy &' Physiology Z 111, 112 ...•.....
Psychology P 101 .............•...• , ... , .... , .... ,
Sociology SO 101 ,:".,. ~.,-.', : .. , •.•. '.. ,',', • , , , .',
Area I Elective ....•....... '.... '.....•........ ; ...
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Nutrition H 207 , , .•....... : , ,. ,. , .....• , •
Principles of Food Preparation H 209 ." .•.... ,,' .. -
Math M 108 ... ,., ... ,.,."" ....• ,.",., .•.....
Microbiology B 205. , , , , , , , , , • , , , , ,. , , , , , , , , ..• ; .
Technical Writing E 202 .
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 .•• '•...... ; , , , ..
Intro Computers Health Science H 120 '; .
Economics EC 205 or 206 •.............•........•
Statistics, ..........•....• , . , , , • '.' .
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waste disposal, vector control, food and milk-protection, swimming pools, and
recreation activities.PREREQ: Botany, Zoology, Chemistry 131-134,one yea~
Mathematics and Upper Division standing. Odd-numbered years. '. , ,
EH 380 AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT (2-Q-2)(F).Chemical, engineering. and
management principles of community and industrial air quality control. PREREQ:
Organic Chemistry or concurrent enrollment. Odd-numbered,years. '
EH,415 OCCUPATIONALSAFETYAND HEALTH(2-3-3)(S).Recognition, evalua-
tion and control ,ofenvironmental health hazardsor stresses(chemical, physical,
biological) that may cause sickness, impaifhealth, or cause significant discom-
fort to employees or residents of the community. PREREQ:Physics 101-102and
Organic Chemistry or concurrent enrollment. Even-numberedyears.
EH442-442G HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT (2-o-2)(S). Hi~torical,
regulatory and technical aspects of hazardous waste management, relating
primarily to the requirements of the Resource Conservation and RecoveryAct
and the Comprehensive Environmental Reclamation,Compensation and Liability
Act. ; .j: ,
EH493 ENVIRONMENTALHEALTHINTERNSHIP(O-V-V)(F/S).Three or more'hours
of internship per week in a business or governmental agency.The student works
within the organization, keeps a record of the experience and ,discussesthese
experiences at a seminar. PREREQ:Upper Division standing; recommendation
of faculty advisor; consent of dnstructor. (Pass/Fail).
H HEALTH SCIENCES!'
"A. Lower Division
" :""'" . '!:. :,. .-':-:' . ',;~'. . !~
H 100 INTRODUCTION TO ALLIED HEALTH (l-Q-l)(F). Various allied health
disciplines and their clinical functions are discussed. Information on basiceduca-
tional requirements, opportunities and advancement for eachdiscipline of health
care delivery" Lecturesby allied health faculty and guest speakers from the
medical community. Orientation to allied health care in clinical facilities .
if 101 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY (3-0-3XF/S).Introduction to Greek and'tatin
prefixes, suffixes, combining forms, and roots used in medical terminology, as
well as the, study ,of anatomica!" physiological and pathological terms, dinical
procedures, abbreviations, and 'lab tests according to systems of the body,
Medical terminology is treated as a medical language and clinical application
is stressed. ' " .,' " . ','. "7' ,
, " . ',. ,,\ ,,'
H 109 DRUGS:USEAND ~BUSE(3-Q-;l)(F/S).An introductory course whi.ch deals
with the basicmedical, social and psychopharmacological considerations related
to the use of therapeutic and non-therapeutic (recreational) drugs. '
H 120 lIinRODUCTION TO COMPUfERS IN HEALTHSCIENCE(3-6-3)(F,S):The
application of word processing, data base management, spread sheet analysis,
and graphical presentation of health scien!=einformation •.The acquisition of in-
formation on selected topics requiring the use of microcomputers in health
science specialties,,'
H 160 LIFETIMEFITNESSAND WELLNESS(3-2-4)(F/S).A survey of'conterT\porary
fitness and wellness related issues.Emphasisis upon providing an understanding
of basic concepts that are essential for,knowledgeable decision making,' Topics
include: mental health; stress, fitness, nutrition, 'drug use/abuse, disease and
aging. Laboratory experiences stress lifestyle changes and an opportunity to set
and achieve personal goals, ¥ay be t~ken for Health Science credit or I'hysical
Education credit (PE160), but not for both. '"
H 202 tUALTH DELIVERYSYSTEMS(J-6-3)(F,S):Consideration ofproces;es, pro-
fessionals, politics, programs, laws and institutions which a,reinvolved in the
maintenance of health and treatment of disease.
H206 NURSINGSKILLSFORHEALTHCAREPERSONNEL(l-6-1)(F). Nursing skills
asthey pertain to individuals working in a health care setting, to include collect-
ing patient vital signs, body positioning and mechanics, medical and surgical
asepsis,and medication preparation. PREREQ:Admi,ssionto RadiologicalSciences
or Respiratory Therapy program. ,. r,'
H 207 NUTRITION (3-6-3).Study of fundamentals of nutrition asa factor in'main~
taining good health. Present day problems in nutrition are also discussed.
Previous or concurrent enrollment in C 107,108and Z 111 is suggested.
H 209 PRINCIPLESOF FOOD PREPARATION(2-6-4)(S),lnterrelationships of the
nutritive value of foods, principles of food preparation, and the human body:
Approved techniques of food preparation .to retain nutrients and. enhance
palatability, food safetysanitarypractices, and food managementwill bestressed.
PREREQ:or COREQ: H 207.,Odd-numbered years.
H211-212 DISEASECONDITIONS I AND II (3-0-3)(F/S).Introduction to the general
principles of disease. Etiology, signs, symptoms, -treatment and management of
diseases that affect individual organs in the various body systems. PREREQ:H
101. Sequence beginning fall semester.
H 213 INTRODUCTION TO HEALTH LAW AND ETHICS(2-Q-2)(F).A broad in-
troduction to the basic legal and ethical concepts considered to be essential in
the care of clients by health providers. A foundation course for instruction in
the specialized application of this content in the students'major health care
disciplines. .. '.',
H 214/414ASSESSMENTOFALCOHOL AND DRUGPROBLEMS,PARt I (3-6-3)(f);
Emphasis on issues relating to alcohol/drugdependimcy andapproachestc:>
diagnosis and/or assessment. Legal;social, and health implications will also be
considered.
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H 215/415ASSESSMENTOFALCOHOLAND DRUG PROBLEMS,PARTII (3-3-4)(S).
Clinical applicatian af concepts and principles presented in Part I. Students will
practice techniques af assessment/diagnasis af alcahal/drug prablems. limited
enrollment. PREREQ:H 214/414" ,"
H 216 LABORATORYVALUES(l.().l)(F).lntraductian to' the clinical significance
af selected labaratary tests. PREREQ:'PERM/INST. ' .
H 220CARDIOPULMONARYRENALPHYSIOLOGY(3.().3)(F).Narmaland clinical
physialagical functians af the pulmanary, circulatory and renal systems.PREREQ:
Z 111-112. ., . ',r:. "
Upper Division
H 300 PATHOPHYSIOLOGY(4-0-4)(F).Emphasisan dynamic aspects af human
disease. Disruptian af narmal physialagy an~ alteratians; derangements" and
mechanisms invalved. PREREQ:C 107-108 ar equivalent and Z 111-112'ar
equivalent. ..
H 304-304G PUBLIC HEALTH,ADMINISTRATION (3'()'3)(F). Functians af lacal,
state and federal health agencies, and factars which have an impactan agency
pragrams. PREREQ:Upper, Divisian' standing and health sciencemajar ar
~ERM/INST.Even-numbered years. • '
H 306 APPLIEDPHARMACOTHERAPEUTICS(3.0-3)(S).Emphasisan use af drugs
in relatian to' health and illness in any setting, an legal aspects, and an patient
educatian. Students will be expected to' use prerequisite infarmatian in
pathaphysialagy to' study drugs and their intE!rsystemrelatianships. PREREQ:H
300;6-8 credits each Chemistry and Human Anatamy and Physialagy; clinical
backgraund as a health' student ar professianal. . '. " '.
H 410 HEALTHAND AGING (J-o.3)(F).Caurse willfacus an major health prob-
lems and issues af the elderly. It will include discussian af: 1) thecantinuity af
care far the alder persan; 2) theorganizatian's and persannel providing care;
and 3)the agencies invalved with licensure, certificatian, ar ather types af regula-
tians far care pravide'rs. The caurse will include same discussian af nan-
traditianal health centers far the alder persan, e.g:, warksite, community sacial
arganizations, and seniar centers. ,PREREQ:50325, P313,B 300or PERM/INST.
H 435-435GPUBLICHEALTHLAW(2-o-2)(S).A study af public health legislatian,
including the implementatian and enfarcement af such laws,and specific duties
af agencies regarding selected sectians af the law. Thase students registered
far graduate credit will camplete extra wark. PREREQ:Upper divisianstanding
or PERM/INST.Odd-numbered years. '
H 445-445GALCOHOUDRUG ABUSEAND THEFAMILY(~3liF,s). An examina-
tian af the effects af chemical abuse an the family system. Included are the roles
family members assumeto' accommodate the chemically dependent persan and
the financial and ematianal casts to' the entire family. Special attentian is given
to' interventian and ather treatment appraaches.
H 480-480G EPIDEMIOLOGY(3-o-3)(S).Study af the distributian af disease ar
physialagical canditions af humans, and af factors which influence this'oistribu-
tian. Thase students registered far graduate credit will camplete extra wark.
PREREQ:Upper divisian status, health science majar or PERM/INST,statistics
desirable. Odd-numbered years. •
H 493 PREPROFESSIONALINTERNSHIP(Variablecredit). Internship apportunities
in health sciencesare available throughout the dep,!rtment. PREREQ:Upper Divi-
sian standing, cumulative CPA abave 3.25, recammendatian af faculty advisar
and PERM/INST.(Pass/Fail). • ! I '
H 498-499SEMINAR(1-0-1or 2-O-2)(F/S).Presentatia~ af selected health science
tapics under faculty directian. 1 ar 2 credits.'" , ....•.'
. Graduate Courses ,
H 513 ADVANCED ASSESSMENTOF ALCOHOUDRUGPROBLEMS (3-3-4)(S).
Clinical applicatian af cancepts and principles presented in the undergraduate
caurses. Students will be required to' supervise and' appraise the critical
assessmentsaf twa ar mare undergraduate students for,.the duratian af the
semester. PREREQ:H 414..~.
H 545 FOUNDATIONS OFCHEMICALDEPENDENCY(3.().3)(F/S).An averview af
the psycholagical, pharmacalogical, physialagicaland educatianal aspects af
chemical dependency.
H 549 COUNSELINGTECHNIQUES'FORCHEMICAL DEPENDENCY(3-ll'3)(F/S).
(Crass listed TE 549).A study af caunseling techniques and practices used in
dealing with peaple af all ageswho' are chemically dependent. Special attentian
will be paid to' the impactaf chemical dependency anfamily.members and
caunseling strategies far adalescents. This caurse may be taken far either H ar
TE but nat bath. O. r
Department of Medical
Record Science
Hea.lth Sciences Building., Telephane (208) 385-1130
Chairperson, rAssistant. Professor:' Patt Elisan; ,Associate Professor:
Seddan M' •
Degrees Offered
• AS in Medical Recard Technalagy
Department Statement
Medical Recard Science is concerned with the applicatian af techni-
ques used in the develapment, implementatian, and retentian af health
infarmatian. The program is a cambinatian af clinical practice and study
in areas such as c1assificatian systems, health data, recard retentian
systems, and camputerizatian af health data, Campletian of the twa
year Assaciate af Science degree in Medical RecardTechnalagy will
enable the student to'. be eligible far the natianal acuE;ditatian
examinatian.
The pragram is accredited by the Cammittee an Allied Health Educa-
tian and Accreditatian af the American Medical Assaciatian in caapera-
tian with the Cauncil an Educatian af the American Medical Record
Assaciatian.
Requirements for Admission
1. First Year ,. . ,
a. See University Admissian Pal icy.
b. Student must see a Medical Recard Science Advisar.
c. ~amplete first semester with a GPA af 2.qO ar higher.
2. Secand Year
i' a. Only students who' have campleted or are in the process af cam.
pleting the first year curriculum with a GPA af 2.00 ar higher
will be cansidered far acceptance into' the secand year afthe
pragram.
b. Health status must be adequate to' insure successful perfarmance
af haspital activities.
Application Process
1. Camplete and return to' the Medical Recard Science Department
a "Special Pragrams Applicatian" an ar be'fore March 1 af the first
year af study.
2. Camplete the interview pracess. •
3. Submit $15.00 far name pin and lab fee, per academic year, p~yable
to' the program by September 1st afsecond year af the pragram.
Promotion and Graduation.
1. Students must maintain a GPA af at least 2.00 in arder to' enter the
secand year af the pragram.
2. A grade af less than C in any professianal caurse, numbered H or
MR, must be repeated and raised to' C ar higher befare cantinuing
in the pragram.
Required Program
MEDICAL RECORD TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Associate of Science Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Campasitian E 101, 102 ....•. : :.: '.
Human Anatamy & Physialagy Z 111, 112 .
Introductian to' Allied Health H 100 ••••••••••••••
Area III Care Elective ...............•.•......•.•.
Medical Terminalagy H 101 . '.' .• '.' .........•.....
Introductian to' Medical Recards MR 115 ..••......
Area II Care Elective ........•............... ' .
Camputers in Health Care H 120 .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Medical 'Records I MR 201, 202 .. : ........•......•
Diagnastic and Operative Cading MR 207 .
Disease Canditians I H 211 ......•.....•.........
Health.Delivery Systems H 202 , : .
Intraductian to' Health Law & Ethics H 213': ...•. : .
Medical Recards IIMR 203, 204 ... ~• , : ....•..
Health Recard Transcriptian MR 209. : : ' .
Health Data MR 205 : .•.•. ~ . .' .. ". \ •....•..
....-',
Disease Conditions II H 212 .






After the successful completion ofthe professional year at BSU, students
will have a period of directed practice in an affiliated health facility.
Clinical Practice MR 215 :: : : :-- 2
I"
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
MR MEDICAL RECORDS
Lower Division
MR 115 INTRODUCTION TO MEDICALRECORDS(3-0-J)(5).Principles of Medical
RecordTechnology, the professional organizations, medical record practitioners,
and the content of the hospital chart. " .
MR 201 MEDICAL RECORDSI (3-0-J)(f). Preparation, analysis, preservation and
retrieval of health information manually and by computer. The value of this in.
formation to the patient, the doctor, and the community. PREREQ:MR 115.CO-
REQ:MR 202.
MR 202 MEDICAL RECORDSI LABORATORY(0-4-2)(F).Practice in the various
methods of numbering, filing, 'and retrieving health records manually and by
computer. COREQ: MR 201. _.,
I
MR 20J MEDICAL RECORDSII (J-o-J)(S).Quality assurance, basic principles of
~upervising and managing a medical record department, communication theory
~nd practicesfor medical record professionals. PREREQ:MR 201.COREQ:MR 204.
MR.204 MEDICAL RECORDSII LABORATORY(0-4-2)(S).Appli~~tions in quality
assurance,management, and communication principles. Observation of record
keeping practices in non-hospital settings and continued computer activities.
COREQ: MR 203: . ,
~ r) ~ J
MR205 HEALTHDATA (J-o-3)(S).Collection and presentation of routine data for
claily, monthly and annual hospital statistical reports. Formulas, preparation of
birth certificates and abstracting data for the computer. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
MR 207 DIAGNOSTICAND OPERATIVECODING (J-o-J)(F).Principles and prac-
tice in coding diseasesand operations according to International Classification.
Other systemsof coding and methods of indexing included. PREREQ:PERMIINST.
MR 209 HEALTHRECORDTRANSCRIPTION(0-4-2)(5).Machine transcription of
histories, physical examinations, operations, and other medical dictation. Typing
ability is required, PREREQ:H 101. .r
MR 215 CLINICAL PRACTICE(o-V.2).Following completion of all other program
requirements, students spend 120 hours in medical record departments of af-
filiated health facilities demonstrating their proficiency. in the various areas of
medical record technology. (Pass/Fail). ..
Department of Nurs~ng
Science/Nursing Bldg., Rm. 107 ~ Telephone (208) 385-3907
~, ; \ 1
Associate Dean/Chairperson and Associate Professor: Dr. Anne Payne;
Associate Degree Faculty: Associate Professor: Fountain; Assistant Pro-
fessors: Henbest, MacDonald, Nelson, Peterson; Instructors: Irving,
Leahy, Pomerance, Satterwhite, Springer, Stark; Spefia/ Lecturer: Carey.
Bachelor of Science Faculty: Professor: Vahey; Associate Professors:
Carpenter, Matson, Murray, Taylor; Assistant Professors: Callaghan,
Farnsworth, Gehrke, Martin, Otterness, Shelley, Springer, Straub; If}-






The Department of Nursing offers a lower-division nursing curriculum
leading to an Associate of Science in Nursing which has had continuous
approval of the Idaho State Board of Nursing and has been accredited
by the National League for Nursing since 1968.The Associate of Science
program prepares graduates for technical nursing practice. Graduates
are eligible to write the examination for Iicen~ure a,sa Re~i~tered ~urse.
The Department also offers a four year professio,:!al nursing program
leading to a' Bachelor of Science degree. The program has been con-
tinuouslyapproved by the Idaho State Board of Nursing and accredited
by the National League for Nursing. Graduates are eligible to write the
examination for licensure as a Registered Nurse. Registered nurses
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without bach~lor's degrees in nursing are eligible for advanced place-
ment into the baccalaureate program .
Description of the Associate of Science Program is presented in the
following section. The Bachelor of Science Program is presented on
page 140.
Associate of Science Degree
Description: This program prepares individuals to function at a begin~
ning level in giving care to patients. Nursing courses include theory
and c1inic,!1 laboratory experiences, primarily in hospitals and other
acute care settings. In the clinical component of each nursing course,
one credit hour represents three hours of clinical and/or campus
laboratory time. During the freshman year, there is an average weekly
number of nine to twelve clinical practice hours and during the
sophomore year, fifteen to eighteen hours per week, which may be
scheduled days, afternoons, or ev~nings, between the hours of 6:30
a.m'. and 11:30 p.m.
The program is approved by the Idaho Board of Nursing and accredited
by the National League for Nursing. The graduate i.seligible to write
the National Council Licensure Examination to become a Registered
Nurse (R.N.).
Philosophy: The associate degree-prepared nurse practices primarily
in formally organized health care agencies providing direct care for
individuals with identified health problems whose nursing needs fall
within prescribed standards of guidance from supervisory personnel
in making decisions concerning complex nursing situations and in mak-
ing referrals to other health agencies: . ,
The curriculum includes courses in general education as well as nurs-
ing. General education courses provide support knowledge for nurs-
ing courses. The nursing courses utilize the nursing process as a system
of learning. Contentis focused on the identified health needs of all
individuals. A plannoo program of clinical practicum in health care agen-
cies is the major learning experience in the application of theoretical
cont~nt and in the development of clinical nursing skills.
Advisement: The Associate of Science Degree may be completed in
five semesters. However, students' needs and goals may indicate a three
year approach to the program. Advisement, therefore, is essential and
it is the student's responsibility to seek faculty assistance.
, ."' '
Admission Requirements
Applicants must have "Regular Admission Status" at Boise State Univer-
sity before applying to the Associate of Science Nursing Progral1). Ap-
plicants who have other than "Regular Admission Status" at Boise State
University'should refer to the Boise State University Catalog and/or
contact the Nursing Advisement Center for directions .on how to achieve
"Regular Admission Status." •
The faculty of the Associate of Science in Nursing Program reviews the
qualifications of applicants and selects all students. The number of
students that can be admitted to the program is limited. All college
transcripts, and ACT or SAT test scores must be submitted to the nurs-
ing office in o'rder to make applications complete. ).
The class is selected from qualified applicants by rank of GPA as out •
lined below. Those applicants who wish to be part of the initial screen-
ing must have completed applications submitted by March 1 of the
year of planned enrollment in Nursing courses. ::
1. In order to qualify for admission, the student must m~et one'6f the
following criteria:
a. Completion of Z 111 (Human Anatomy and Physiology) and E101
(English Composition) as prerequisites and ACT or SAT test scores.
To be eligible for consideration, the applicant must have a GPA
of 2.5 or above arid a C or better in the above courses. Applicants
who have completed more of the required general education
courses. are evaluated on the GPA in all those courses.
OR for the student applying within one year of graduation from
high school: .
~"Completion of two (2) years of high school algebra or higher and
three (3) years of laboratory sciences, including human anatomy and
physiology. These courese'must have been passed with a GPA of
3.5 or higher.
See page 20 for definition of cour~~ numbering system
NA NURSING COURSES
Lower Division
NA 100 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING I (3-9-6)(F). First of four sequential
courses. Focuses on man's growth and development level, well-being, en-
vironmental interaction and ability to cope with stress. learning experiences in-
crease student knowledge of self and others. Nursing process and psychomotor
skills are introduced to assist individuals of all ages to cope with change and
to progress toward well ness. PR,EREQ:Admission to the AS prograf!1'
NA 102 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING ••. (3~12-7)(S). Builds upon concepts
presented in NA 100. Focuses on concepts and methods to assist individuals and
families adaptation to stressors of illness and surgery. learning experiences assist
student to implement nursing process and further develop psychomotor skills
to help individuals of all ages progress toward well ness. PREREQ: NA 100.
NA 114 ORIENTATION TO ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FOR ADVANCED
PLACEMENT STUDENT (2-Q-2)(F,S). Designed to assist the student in transition
from one role in nursing to another. Content focuses upon basic nursing roles
and issues, and challenge examinations for advanced placement. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. (Pass/Fail)
NA 200 NURSING INTERVENTION I (4-15-9)(F). Develop concepts presented in
first year courses. Focuses on coping with changes in biopsycholocial healtti
status of individuals and families from pre-natal through late adulthood. learn-
ing experiences utilize the nursing process to provide care for patients with com-
plex health problems. PREREQ: NA 102, COREQ: B 205.
NA 202 NURSING INTERVENTION II (4-18-10)(5). Continues development of con.
cepts acquired in previous courses. Focuses on development of self directed,
flexible and organized use of nursing process in providing care for individuals
of all ages. learning experiences emphasize patient education, psychodynamics
and management of multiple patients with complex problems. PREREQ: NA 200
and B 205.
Ba<;~elor' of Science.,Degree
Description: This program admits generic and R.N~ students and is
designed to prepare professional nurses to provi.de nursing care for
patients/clients in hospitals, nu'rsing homes, and'a variety of community
health settings. The curriculum also provides a foundation for graduate
study in nursing. Graduates are eligible to write the examination for
licensure as a Registered Nurse. "
,", - ~
Admission Requirements
1. Complete University admission requirements.
2. For admission to nursing courses, applicants must:
a. Apply to the program early in the spring semester prior to star-
ting sophomore level nursing courses. See a nursing advisor for
specific admission criteria and form.
b. Complete the following prerequisite courses or equivalent with
a grade of "C" or better: ,
1) College Chemistry C 107-110 or C 131-134,
2) General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) .
"3) Mathematics 105/ 108 or abov.e , " I ,.t~
(4) English Composition E 101, 162 ...•
5) Human Anatomy and Physiplogy Z 111; 112
6) Medical Terminology H 101
c. Have a minimum 2.50 cumulative grade poi~t average.
3. For advanced placement, Registered Nurse applic;nts"are to con-
tact the pepartment of Nursing for academic advisement, advanced
placement exams, and detailed information on application
procedure.
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2. Transfer students from other associate degree nursing programs and
Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN's) who wish to challenge nursing
courses should contact the department for specific entrance
requirements.
3. Completed applications are reviewed after March 1, and the class
selected from qualified applicants by rank of GPA. Those applicants
selected will be notified by May 1. ~ ~ •~ . "
4. ,A second review of all remaining applicants, and completed applica-
'tions received after May ,1, occurs in July. Any vacancies that have
occurred in the class since March 1will be filled from qualified ap-
.} plicants. These applicants wil~ be selected by rank ofGPA. '.
5. A last review of all remaining applications and any applications sub-
mitted since July occurs in August. Anyvacancies that have occurred
at this time will be filled from qualified applicants. These applicants
will be selected by rank of GPA.
The faculty of Boise State University is committed to equal oppor-
tunity for all students, and does not discriminate on the basis of
sex, race, color, religion, national origin, handicap, or veteran status.
Registered Nurse licenses are granted by the Idaho Board of Nurs-
, ing to graduates 'of approved educational programs who successfully
complete the National Council Licensure Examination.
"The Board of Nursing shall have the power to deny any applica-
tion for license ... upon determinatic;ln that the person:
• -made or caused to be made, a false, fradulent, or forged state-
ment in attempting to pro,cure a license to practice nursing: or
• -is convicted of a felony.or 'any offense involving moral tur-
pitude: or
./ ~.~ ~ .
• -habitually uses alcoholic beyerages or ,narcotic; hypnotic, or
~allucinogenic drugs: or • • ,
• -otherwise engages in conduct of character likely to deceive,
defraud, or endanger patients or the public. U" ,
*E101, 102; C 107, 108; H 207; P 101; SO 101; Z 111, 112; B 205.
"Section 54-1412 Idaho Nurse Practice Act, 1984, PP' 9-10.
Application Procedures
1. Make application for admission to BSU and the Department of Nurs-
ing, Associate of Science in Nursing Degree Program. BSU applica-
tion forms are available in the Administration Building, Room 101.
ASN Program applications are available in the Science-Nursing
Building, Room 107 at the beginning of each Spring Semester.
2. Submit an official high school transcript or GED test score (50 or
above), ACT or SAT scores, and official transcripts of all previous
college work. LPNs applying for advanced placement must also sub-
mit evidence of previous education as well as of current licensure.
These documents must be received by the Nursing Department prior
to March 1 ifapplications are to be reviewed in the initial screening.
F~lIowing ac'ceptance into the Associate of Science program, all.ap-
plicarts must submit tp.the Nursing DepartmenfbY,August 1 of each
acade~ic year: . - . ,
1. The completed Health Assessment form provided by the Depart-
mentof Nursing. . . ,
2. Documentation of a negative PPD or a chest X-ray 'plus docum'ented
Rubella immunity report. . ,
3. Documentation of completion of a Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
course (including infant CPR). '
4. Annual lab fee payable during registration.
Degree Requirements
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE
, ,'Full-Time Nursing Student'
ADMISSION PREREQUISITES: .,' .' .
English Composition E 101 , : 3
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111 ", ',' .4
. . 'TOTAL" • 7
, 1st 2nd
FIRST YEAR IN NURSING PROGRAM, • SEM SEM
'Essentials of Chemistry C 107, 108 :. 4
*Nutritiorl H 207 :.'.:.; ~' ~'.... 3
*Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 112 4
'General Psychology P 101 .•.... ' '.. ' .
Fundamentals of Nursing I & II NA 100-102
SECOND YEAR IN NURSING PROGRAM
Microbiology B 205 ,.' . ,' •...... ' .
English Composition E 102 .
Intro~uction to Sociology SO 101 .. : : ..
Elective .
Nursing Intervention I & II NA 200-202 , .















NOTE:' Each year's course sequence must be completed prio'r to beginning the next year's
courses.
*Registered Nurses currently enrolled in the Baccalaureate Nursing Prl>-
gram will complete course requirements listed on page 135 which must
be completed by Spring, 1992. Contact the Department of Nursing for
academic advisement. Beginning Fall, 1991 RN's may be granti;!d ad-
vanced' placement in the curriculum listed above. I .,
Degree Requirements
Suggested Curriculum Sequence for
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Full-Time Nursing Student* •
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cessis used asa framework for organizing and communicating assessmentdata.
PREREQ,Admission to nursing major,. COREQ: NU 204 and NU 209.
NU 209 HEALTHASSESSMENTLAB «().2-1)(F).Campus Laboratoryfor NU 208.
COREQ: NU 208. '
NU 210 NURSING AND HEALTH PROMOTION (3-0-3)(S).Theoretical basis for
acquisition of interpersonal, affective and psychomotor skills needed to main-
tain, promote and restore health to persons of all ages. Uses nursing theories,
nursing process, interaction, growth and development, teaching-learning prin-
ciples and health as a basis for beginning nursing practice. PREREQ:NU 204,
NU 208, NU 209, H 300, B 205, H 207. COREQ: NU 211. '
NU 211 NURSINGAND HEALTHPROMOTION LAB(0-9-3)(S).Practical applica-
tion of concepts and knowledge from NU 210 and support courses to nursing
care of clients with stable health patterns and health promotion needs. COREQ:
NU 210.
Upper Division
NU 300 CHANGING PROFESSIONALROLESIN NURSING (200-2)(F/S).Overview
of concepts related to professional nursing. Focuseson the relationship of values,
ethics, critical thinking and communication processes in the roles of the profes-
sional nurse. PREREQ:Must be a Registered Nurse.
NU 312 NURSING CAREOF THECHILDBEARINGFAMILY (200-2)(F/S).Focus is
on exploration of nursing and psychosocial theories and concepts ,relevant to
the nursing care of the individual and family during the childbearing cycle.
PREREQ:NU 210. COREQ: NU 313. '
NU 313 NURSING CAREOF THE CHILDBEARING FAMILY LAB (1I-6-2)(F/S).Ap-
plication of theory and concepts from NU 312 in providing nursing care for the
childbearing family. 'COREQ: NU 312. '
NU 314 CHRONIC AND REHABILITATIVENURSING (4-0-4)(F).Focuseson con-
cepts, principles and theories related to the promotion, rehabilitation and -
maintenance of health for persons of all ages from varied cultures who have
~hronic health problems. PREREQ:NU ~10,H 306. COREQ, t'lU 315.
NU 315 CHRONIC AND REHABILITATIVENURSING LAB(0-9-3)(F).Applies con-
cepts, principles and theories from NU 314to nursing care for personswho have
chronic health problems. COREQ: NU 314.
NU 316MENTALHEALTH/ILLNESSNURSING(2-o-2)(F/S).The study of theoretiCal
concepts of mental health promotion and understanding of mental illness as
a maladaptive coping response. Includes knowledge of common emotional
disorders and psychotherapeutic nursing interventions. PREREQ:NU 210.
COREQ: NU 317.
NU 317 MENTAL HEALTH/ILLNESS,NURSING LAB (1I-6-2)(I'/S).Application of
theory from NU 316including therapeutic useof selfwith individuals and families
in acute and community settings. Includes cofacilitation of therapeutic groups
across the life span. COREQ: NU 316.
NU 318 ACUTECARENURSING (4-0-4)(S).Focuseson concepts, principles and
theories related to promotion and maintenance'of health in acute illness for per-
sons of all ages. PREREQ:NU 314. COREQ: NU 319.
NU 319 ACUTECARENURSING LAB(0-9-3)(S).Applies concepts, principles and
theories from NU 318to personswith acute illness in avariety of settings. COREQ:
NU318.' -
NU 392 INTRODUCTION TO NURSING RESEARCH(3-0-3)(S).Researchprocess
asapplied in health care research. Emphasison defining researchableprqblems,
conceptu~lizing research design, and analyzing steps in the research process.
Critical review of research articles to evaluate findings for application to nurs-
ing practice. ~REREQ:NU 210, any upper-division statistics course.
NU 418 COMMUNITY HEALTHNURSING(3-0-3)(F).Principle; and concepts basic
to community health nursing of individuals, families, groups and communities .
Major content areas include: roles and responsibilities of the community health
nurse, home health care, epidemiology, community assessment,health promo-
tion and maintenance, and health policy formation. PREREQ:NU 318.COREQ:
NU 419. '
NU 419COMMUNITY HEALTHNURSINGLAB(0-9-3)(F).Applicationof con1ll~uni-
ty health nursing ~oncepts to individuals, families, groups and a community.
CO~,E~, NU418. ',' • ,'" '- .
NU 434 PROFESSIONALISSUESIN NURSING (3-0-3)(S).An analysis ofcontem-
porary professional nursing and its reciprocal interaction with current, social,
politital ard [economic issues, PREREQ,NU 418..• '
NU 438 NURSING LEADERSHIP(3-0-3)(S).Principles and concepts of the role of
the nurse as Leader/Manager. Concepts include allocation of human, financial
and material resources, and effective human relations in health care organiza-
tions. PREREQ:NU 418. COREQ: NU 439.
NU 439 NURSING LEADERSHIPLAB(0-9-3)(S).Application of principles and con-
cepts from NU 438 in various health care settings to include acute, long-term
find commu[lity healt~ care organizations;.PREREQ:NU 419. CO~EQ: NU 438"
NU 456 NURSING STRATEGIESIN 'HIGH RISk CHIU)BEARING FAMILIES
(3-0-3)(F/S).Concepts and content relative to potential or actual maternal-fetal-















;Total Credit Hours: '128-129. .
1st 2nd
FIRST YEAR " ,', -, SEM i SEM
English Composi~ion E 101, 102 ......•.• / •.. :i.: ..". 3' 3
College Chemistry C 107-110/131-134 (Area III Core) 4 - 5
Medical Terminology H 101 3
General Psychology P 101 (Area -II Core) .......••. 3'
Mathematics M 108 or above ••••.•••••••••• :' ..• '••
Human Anat & Phys Z 111, 112 (Area III Core)' .....
SECOND YEAR
Microbiology B 205 : ' .
, Pathophysiology H 300 ..............•..........•
Applied Pharmacotherapeutics H 306 . : .
Nutrition H 207 ...•..... , .....................•.
Elective (Area I Core) ............•...............
Intro Sociology SO 101 (Area II Core) . " ....•.....
Computer Course H 120, TE 208, CS 109 or IS 310 '.
•.lntroduction to Professional Nursing NU 204 .•...•
Nursing & Health Promotion NU 210 .
Nursing & Health Promotion Lab NU 211 •• ;...... \
Health Assessment NU 208 ••......•..••.........
Health Assessment Lab NU 209 ' : ...•......
THIRD YEAR
,Nursing of the Childbearing Family NU 312 .•..... ,
Mental Health/Illness Nursing NU 316 .
Nursing of the Childbearing Family Lab NU 313 .
Mental Health/Illness Nursing Lab NU 317, .
Upper Division Statistics Course P 295 or SO 310 ..
Introduction to Nursing Research NU 392 .
Elective (Area I Core) .•...........•. ',' .. , .• , ....•
Elective (Area II Core) ' .
Chronic & Rehab Nursing NU 314 .
Chronic & Rehab Nursing Lab NU 315 .
Acute Care Nursing NU 318 : .. :... 4
Acute Care Nursing Lab NU 319. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ,3
• '" 17-18 17
FOURTH YEAR
Community Health Nursing NU 418 -. • . . . . . • . . . . . . 3
Community Health Nursing Lab NU 419 . >.. .. .. . . 3
Elective (Area II Core) .....•...•... '. .. •• .. .• . 3
Elective (Area I Core) : ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Professional Issues NU 434 .;..................... 3
Nursing Elective. .. .• . •.. .. .• .. . •. . . . .. .. .••• .. . • 2 2
Nursing Leadership NU 438.. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. .• 3
Nursing Leadership Lab NU 439 •....•.. ; . . . • . • . • . 3
" 14 14
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
NU NURSING COURSES ,~,
, , Lower' Division 'i •••
NU 204 INTRODUCTION TO PROFESSIONALNURSING (2:o.2)(F).Introduction
to nursing process and theoretical formulations as basis for clinical d~cision-
making and development of a nursing knowledge base. Includes historical
development and criteria of professional nursing. PREREQ:Admission to Nursing
major. '1,-,
NU 208 HEALTHASSESSMENT(2-0-2)(F).The concepts of systems and develop-
ment theory, health-illness continuum, and,health promotion provide a basis
for the health assessmentof individuals across the life span. The nursing pro-
l
•i-
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NU 470 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF SCHOOL NURSING (3"()'3)(F/S). Applica'
tion of the principles and practices of community health nursing to the organiza-
tion, administration, and legal aspects of school health programs. (Meets Idaho
Certification Standards for Professional School Personnel.) PREREQ: Current
enrollment as Senior nursing major or PERMIINST.
NU 472 NURSING cARE OF TH'E ADULT IN THE WORKPLACE (3-().3)(F/S). Explor~-
tion of nursing concepts essential to promotion of health and prevention of
illness/accidents in the occupational setting; roles, and responsibility of the
occupational health nurse. PREREQ: Current enrollment as Senior nursing major
or PERMIINST.
NU 478 NURSING AND POLITICS (3-().3)(F/S). Explores the relationship between
professional nursing and the policy process; concepts of power, politics, and
process as these impact nursing practice. PREREQ: Current enrollment as Senior
nursing major or PERMIINST.
Registered nurses enrolled in the Baccalaureate Nursing Degree program
Fall, ,1990 will follow the curriculum sequence presented below and must
meet all degree requirements by Spring, 1992. Contact the Department
of Nursing'for academic advising.
SENIOR YEAR
Nursing in the Community NB 410 ' .
Practicum: Nursing in the Community NB 411 :
Critical Care Nursing NB 430 .
Practicum: Critical Care Nursing NB 431 .
Professional Nursing II NB 402 .
Psychosocial-Mental Health Nursing NB 408.) . .'.:.
Pract: Psychosocial-Mnt! Hlth Nursing NB 409 .
Chronic and Rehabilitative Nursing NB 432 .
Pract: Chronic and Rehabilitative' Nursing NB 433 ..
Area I, II, or III Core Electives.-.,. : .
Course Offerings. . .
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
NB'NURSING COURSES
Upper Division
NB 402 PROFESSIONAL NURSING II (2..().2)(S). Leadership role of professional
nurse in 'improvement of health care services, health ,policy and advancement
of nursing profession. Emphasis on emerging nursing roles, ethics, issues and
trends. Examination of individual goals relevant to professional commitments.
PREREQ: NB 410, 430. COREQ: NB 408, 432.
NB 408 PSYCHOSOCIAL-MENTAL HEALTH NURSING (2"()'2)(S). Conceptual base
for application of nursing process for adaptation of individuals, families and
groups to complex psychosoSial and mental health and problems. PREREQ: NB
410. COREQ: NB 409. . ,
NB 409 PRACTICUM: PSYCHOSOCIAL-MENTAL HEALTH NURSING (0-6-2)(S).
Clinical laboratory for NB 408. COREQ: NB 408.
NB 410 NURSING iN THE COMMUNITY (i:6:2)(F): P;inci~le~ of commu~ity assess:
ment. Conceptual and historical perspectives of community health in relation
to professional nursing roles. PREREQ: All 300 level nursing and support courses.
COREQ: NB 411. • •. :.
NB 411 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN THE COMMUNITY (0-6-2)(F). Clinical
laboratory for NB 410. COREQ: NB '410. ' ., I
NB 430 CRITICAL CARE NURSING (2..().2XF), Conceptual base for nursing prac-
tice applied to individuals of all ages and families to facilitate their adaptation
to life-threatening illnesses/trauma. Use .of nursing process with emphasis on
implementation and evaluation of care. PREREQ or COREQ: NB 410, NB 4:3~:
NB 431 PRACTICUM: CRITICAL CARE NURSING (0-6-2)(F). Clinical laboratory for
NB 430. COREQ: NB 430. • • '. . .
NB 432 CHRONIC A'ND REHABILITATIVE NURSING (2-6-2)(S). Conceptual base
for nursing practice applied to individuals of all ages and families to facilitate
their adaptation to chronic illness. Use of nursing process with the gerontological
client. PREREQ: NB 410, 430. PREREQ or COREQ: NB 402, 408, 433.
NB 433 PRACTICUM: CHRONIC AND REHABILITATIVE NURSING (0-6-2)(S).




Health Sciences Building, Room 101 Telephone (208) 385-3832
. • ,or 385-1678
Dean and Professor: Eldon Edmundson, Ph.D. General P.r~p~ofessional
Studies Advisor: Glenda C. Hill. " "
Degrees and Majors Offered
• BS in Pre-Dental with emphasis in Biology or Chemistry
• BS in Pre-Medical Studies with emphasis in Biology or Chemistry
• BS in Pre-Veterinary Medicine Studies
• BS in Medical Technology
., Non-degree Program in Pre-Chiropractic
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Dental Hygiene
• Non-degree, Program in Pre-Occupational Therapy
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Optometric '
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Pharmacy
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Physical Therapy
• Non-degree Program in Pre~Physician Ass!stant
Department Statement
The Preprofessional Studies Department has responsibility to those
students who need to have undergraduate studies prior to applying
to a professional school. This includes students who have declared a
major in pre-Medicine, pre-Dentistry, pre-Dental Hygiene, pre-Occupa-
tional Therapy, pre-Optometry, pre-Pharmacy, pre-Physical Therapy,
pre-Veterinary Medicine, pre-Chiropractic, pre-Physician Assistant, or
Medical Technology.
In view of the specialized nature of each program the student should
seek regular counsel with the advisor who has been designated for
his or her major field of interest..'
Students need to be aware of deadlines e~i:ablished by professional
schools and testing organizations. Admissions examinations (Medical
College Admission Testing, Dental Admission Testing, Dental Hygiene
Aptitude Testing, Pharmacy College Admission Testing, the Veterinary
Aptitude Test,-and the Graduate Record Exam) must be taken at specific
times. These examinations mayor may not be administered on the BSU
campus. Deadlines for applying to professional schools vary yearly from
school 'to school. The student is responsible for determining the specific
deadlines and fees which pertain to h~r/his field of interest.
In addition to academic coursework the . Preprofessional Studies
students have opportunities and are encouraged to work in a cliniCal
environment and observe at first hand the practice and delivery of
health care. ' . , ,.
. '. 'r.
Qualified students may register for an internship of two credits per
semester. These students will work and study in a clinical environment
with a practicing physician, dentist, or veterinarian, etc. PREREQ: Up-
per Division standing; cumulative GPA above 3.25; recommendation
of faculty advisor; consent of the instructor. See course H 493 described
in the Community and Environmental Health Section.. •
Information is available from advisors concerning state-supported tui-
tion programs for qualified Idaho residents to professional schools out-
side the state of Idaho. These programs are:
~ • WAMI (Washington-Alaska-Montana-Idaho) for medical school;
, • University of Utah for medical school; , 1
• IDEP (Idaho Dental Education Program) for dental school; ,
• WOI (Washington-Oregon-Idaho) for veterinary medicine school;
• WICHE (Western Interstate Consortilim of Higher Education) for
schools of optometry, occupational therapy, and medicine (Univer-
sity of Utah).
Pre-Medicine and Pre-Dentistry'" <,. "
Information .", .',
Students planning on gaining admission to medical or dental school
must successfully combine an academic major with the specificprere-
quisite requirements of the professional school they wish to attend.
Most medical and dental schools provide substantial latitude in the
academic majors that students purs!Je at the bachelor's degree level.
Students are encouraged to select degrees other than the pre-medical
or pre-dentistry degrees listed below. Students must work closely with
their pre-medicine or pre-dental advisor to successfully and efficient-
ly meet both the academic requirements of the major they select as
well a~ fulfilling professional school requirements. Most medical/den-
tal school applicants have earned a bachelor's degree prior to accep-
tance into professional school. ,
The prerequisite courses required by most medicalldental schools in-
clude, but are not limited to the following: E101, 102 English Composi-















. Biochemistry C 431, 432 : ..•
Area I Core Courses. : , .
Electives , .......•....• '. .........•..•..
"Pre-Dental 8; Pre-Medical 10
""Additional Upper Division 'credits so that Upper Division credits will total at least 40.
130General Botany, PH 101, 102 General Physics and C 317c320Organic
Chemistry & Labs.
Students should consult either the Medical School Admission Rec
quirements handbook or tHe Admission Requirements of U.S. and
Canadian Dental Schools handbook for requirements specific to their
professional school(sl"of interest. \ 1'}.
Inquires and students who have not completed C 131-134 College
Chemistry & Labs should contact the preprofessional advisor: Glenda C.
Hill, Health Science Building, Room 107. Students who have completed
C 131-134 need to contact the faculty advisor listed for the program they
are interested in completing.
FRESHMAN YEAR •
English Composition E 101, 102 : .
"College Chemistry C 131-134 .
Mathematics M 111,204 '.





Science-Nursing Building, Room 226 Telephone (208) 385-3499
Advisor: Dr. Charles W. Baker
PRE-MEDICINE, BIOLOGY OPTION
Bachelor of Science -'
Science-Nursing Building, Room 211 Telephone (208) 385-1321
Advisor: Dr. Eugene Fuller
Requirements
General University and Basic Core .'~ 21
English Composition E 101, 102 :', .. ' .. 6
General Psychology P 101 : 3
Zoology Z 130 : 5
Botany BT 130 .4
Cell Biology B 301 ' 3
General Bacteriology B 303 : 5
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 .4
Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 .4
Physiology Z 401, 409 4
Genetics with or without Lab B 343, 344 3-4
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 .4
College Chemistry C 131-134 ~ : 9
*Organic Chemistry C 317-320 8-10
Biochemistry with or without LAB C 431, 432 3-4
General PhysiCs PH 101, 102 8
Mathematics M 111,204 : 10
**Electives ............................•............. ' 21-25
Total must be at least 128
i""









*Botany BT 130 '.' .
*Zoology Z 130 : .
*Organic Chemistry C 317-320 .
General Psychology P 101 '
Cell Biology B 301 .
Electives (H 202 recommended)*** .
JUNIOR YEAR
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 .
Genetics, with or without Lab B 343, 344 .
Vertebrate Embryology Z 400 .
General Physics PH 101, 102 :: .
Area I Core Cou rses .....•.................•.....





General Bacteriology B 303 ' .
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 .' .
Physiology Z 401 or 409 .
Suggested Program
A criterion for admission to many professional schools of Medical
Technology is a Bachelor of Science degree comprised of courses
prescribed by the Committee on Allied Health Education and Accredita-
tion (CAHEA) of the American Medical Association. The professional
school at St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center requires such a degree.
The Bachelor of Science degree in Health Science Studies (see Depart-
ment of Community and Environmental Health) satisfies this
requirement. '
Students have the responsibility of applying dir~t1y to hospital schools
for admission to a professional program in Medical Technology,
Upon admission to a hospital school affiliated with BSU and approved
and accredited by CAHEA, the student may register for and earn an
additional 32 credits for Medical Technology Clinical Class and p'rac-
tice (MT 487-8-9) and apply for a Bachelor of Science degree in Medical
Technology, .
Requirements
English Composition E 101, 102 6
Area I Core Elective ;12
Area II Core Elective 12
Mathematics M 111 ........•............................... 5
College Chemistry & laboratory C 131-134 9
Organic Chemistry & laboratory C 317-319 , 5
*Biochemistry & laboratory C 431, 432 .4
General Zoology Z 130 5
Cell Biology B 301 ..........•..........•.•.................. 3
Bacteriology B 303 ... , ....•.... ,.....................•...... 5
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 .4
Immunology B 420 3
General Botany BT 130 .................•...........•....... .4
Human Physiology Z 401 .4
Health Delivery Systems H 202 ..........•................... 3
Health Science Electives ...•................................. 8
Electives .4
96
"Two semesters of Biochemistry C 431-432-433 (7 credits) are recommended.
Adjunctive Clinical Faculty
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Sandy Perotto, Medical Technology Education Training Coordinator
Frank Roberts, Pathologist
Medical Technology Clinical Class and Practice (MT 487-8-9) is comprised
of a 12-month course'of study of the following subject, taught as part
of the hospital program: .
Hematology ; 6
Clinical Bacteriology ..........•............................. 8
Clinical Parasitology ..................•..................... 1
Urinalysis 1





Clinical Correlations Seminar 1
32
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The states of Idaho and Washington have an agreement under which
a number of places in the Washington State University School of
Veterinary Medicine are guaranteed each year to qualified Idaho
residents. Idaho residents who plan on veterinary medicine as a career
should satisfy the entrance requirements for the WSU School of
Veterinary Medicine. Students should seek regular counseling from
the pre-veterinary medicine advisor.
The student must maintain either at least 3.20 overall GPA or at least
i30 GPA the'last 2 years; and an average of at least 15 credit hours
per semester. Candidates with the greater depth and breadth of
academic background are given preference by WSU.
Either the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) or the Veterinary Ap-
titude'Test (VAn should be taken iii October prior to the year in which
the student hopes to enter the WSU School of Veterinary Medicine.
Veterinary medicine is an animal oriented profession; therefore, an ap-
plicant's experience in working with animals and an understanding of
the veterinary profession are viewed by professional schools' admis-
sions committees as important considerations in the selection process.
Requirements
English Composition E 101, 102:, 6
Area I Requirements ...........................•.......... 12
Area II Requirements ...................•.................• 12
Zoology Z ,130 ..•............ :.: : .. : 5
'Botany BT 130 ..•................•.. ;' ..•.............•.... .4
Cell Biology B 301 ...•.....•.•.•........••.....•.•....•..•.. 3
Bacteriology B 303 ,.: .•..•..............•................... 5
Genetics B 343 .•..•..•..................................... 3
College Chemistry C 131-134 .....•.......................•.. 9
Organic Cliemistry C 317-320 ............•.................. 10
Biochemistry C 431, 432 ......•.......•...•........•........ 4
.Mathematics M 111, 204 ..•.•..•......•.................... 10




, English Composition E 101, 102 .........•....•....
College Chemistry C 131-134 .....•...............
Mathematics M 111, 204 .....•..•....•.•.•......•
Area I Core Courses .....•... , .....•.............
Botany BT 130 .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Zoology Z 130 ........•.........................
Organic Chemistry C 317-320 •............... ; ....
Cell Biology B 301 ..............•................
Electives (H 202 recommended) ......•..•.•.....•
Area II Core Courses ....................•.......
JUNIOR YEAR
Biochemistry C 431, 432 ...................•.....
Genetics B 343 ,.; •.......
General Physics PH 101, 102 •.............•......
Electives , ' ;. ;' , .
Area I, II Core Courses .•. ; ....•............ , .
SENIOR YEAR
Bacteriology B 303 ..........•.......... ",' .. :,; ..
Electives .•.•.. , ' ..•......... ',' : ,
Area II Core Course .. , ' .
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology
Advisors: Dr. Conrad Colby (208) 385-3383
Dr. Robert Ellis (208) 385-3478
'the Medical Technologist performs many, routine and specialized tests
in the clinical laboratory to develop data for use in determining the
presence and extent of disease; aswell as implications as to the cause
of disease. Medical Technologists work in areas of hematology, serology
and, immunology, chemistry, blood banking, microbiology and
parasitology, urinalysis, histology, and cytology.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
• College Chemistry C 131, 133 .
College Chemistry laboratory C 132, 134 .
Mathematics M 111 .•...........................
Health Sciences Electives .
Area I or II Core Electives •. , •.•.•...•...........
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317-319 , .
General Botany BT 130 : .
General Zoology Z 130 .' .
Cell Biology B 301 .........•.....................
Basic Medical Technology MT 201 .
Health Sciences Electives .













General Bacteriology B 303 _ -,
- Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 .
Immunology B 420 ; .
Biochemistry C 431 .
Biochemistry Laboratory C 432 .......•...........
Electives Area I or II Core .
Health Delivery Systems H 202 .
Human Physiology Z 401 .
Free Electives : " j'
17 15
Sophomore, Junior and Senior years are individually planned in con-
sultation with advisor.
Department of Preprofessional Studies - 145
and pattern their program at BSU on the requirements of the specific




Science-Nursing Building, Room 212 Telephone (208) 385-3504
Advisor: Dr. Russell J. Centanni
This two year pre-chiropractic program satisfies the minimum re-
quirements of the 15 accredited chiropractic institutions in the coun-
try. Students must maintain a minimum 2.50 GPA for consideration by
chiropractic schools. Internships are available with local chiropractors
after the completion of the Health Delivery Systems course.
Suggested Program
PRE..()PTOMETRY
Human Performance Center Telephone (208) 385-3383
Advisor: Dr. Conrad. Colby
Students interested in preparing for optometry training should take
science courses and laboratories designed for science majors. Brief
survey courses in the sciences will not prepare a student for the schools
and colleges of Optometry. ,
Although a minimum of two years of pre-Optometry study is required,
most students accepted by a school or college of Optometry have com-
pleted three years in an undergraduate college. The student should
write to the optometry school of his/her choice for a list of specific
courses. A large percentage of students accepted by the schools and
colleges of Optometry,have earned a bachelor degree.
The requirements for admission to the schools and ,colleges of Op-
tometry vary. However, all Optometric schools and colleges require
at least two years of pre-Optometric study which should include:
Suggested Program
English E 101, 102 ..... ; .. , ....•............... , ..... 2 semesters
College Mathematics M 111,204 ...•.....•............ 2 semesters
College Chemistry C 131-134 2 semesters
General Zoology/Botany Z 130/BT 130 ...•......... 1 or 2 semesters
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111, 112 2 semesters
General Physics PH 101, 102 ; ...............• 2 semesters
Microbiology B 205 ......................•........•... 1 semester
Organic Chemistry & Lab C 317-319 ...•..••......•.•.. 1 semester
Additional courses that may be needed for the pre-Optometric pro-
gram are: . , '
Psychology Organic Chemistry Algebra & Trigonometry
Social Science Bacteriology Comparative Anatomy
Philosophy Physiology Differential Calculus
Literature Statistics Integral Calculus
Microbiology Analytic Geometry Art History
Intro Theatre
PRE"()CCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Human Performance Center Telephone (208) 385-3383
Advisor: Dr. Conrad Colby ,
Occupational Therapy schools differ considerably in their prepro-
fessional requirements. A minimum of two preprofessional years is re-
quired, and more in the case of some schools. A student interested
in this career is advised to consult the advisor, determine which of the
several schools would be the student's choice, and pattern the
preprofessional curriculum in line with the requirements of the desired
schools.
PRE-PHARMACY'-
Science-Nursing Building, Room 314 Telephone (208) 385-3478

























See page 20 for definition of course numbering'system
MT MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MY 201 BASIC MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY (2-o-2)(S).Introduction to the basit
aspects of theory and practite encountered in Medical Technology. Even-
numbered years.
MY 487 CLINICAL CLASSAND PRACTICE(76 hours per semester-324 hours per
semester-8 CR)(SU)(second session).Clinical instruction in a hospital. school
approved and accredited by CAHEA. PREREQ:Acceptance by a hospital school
accredited by CAHEA. •
MY 488 CLINICAL CLASSAND PRACTICE(153 hours per semester-647 hours per
semester-12 CR)(F).Clinical instruction in a hospital school approved and ac-
credited by CAHEA. PREREQ:Acceptance by a hospital school accredited by
CAHEA. . ,
MY 489 CLINICAL CLASSAND PRACTICE(153 hours per semester-218 hours per
semester-12 CR)(S).Clinical instruction in a hospital school approved and ac-
credited by CAHEA. PREREQ:Acceptance by a hospital accredited by CAHEA.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .....•..........•..
Anatomy & Physiology Z 111, 112 ..•.•............
Chemistry C 131, 133 .
Chemistry C 132, 134 .
Algebra & Trig M 111 : .
General Psychology P 101 .........•..............
Area I Core .............................•..... "
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry & Lab C 317-319 .
Organic Chemistry & Lab C 318-320 .
General Physics PH 101, 102 .






Suggested Electives: Health D~livery Systems, Medi~al Terminology,
Pre-professional Internship, Comparative Anatomy, Nutrition, Speech
and Communications, Introduction to Business, Microbiology.
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE
Health-Science Building, Room 107 Telephone (208) 385-3832
Advisor: Glenda C. Hill
A career in Dental Hygiene requires either an Associate or a Bachelor
of Science in Dental Hygiene. Students may take the first two years
of general education courses at BSU and apply for admission to pro-
fessional school. The program suggested here is based upon the prere-









For H Health Sciences courses see course descriptions in Department
of Community and Environmerita;1 Health. '
Physician Assistants are taught at educational programs located primari~
Iy in university schools of medicine and allied health. Most PA pro-
grams require 24 months to complete although program lengths vary.
Many programs require applicants to have completed two years of col-
lege prior to admission and to have had previous health care experience.
Prerequisite course requirements vary from school to school. Students
are encouraged to consult with their advisor, determine which PA pro-
grams are of interest, and pattern their course work to fulfill these
specific program requirements.' '
In order to be licensed in Idaho, PA's must have completed a bachelor's
degree. The Health Science Studies degree (see Department of Com-














, English Composition E 101, 102 .
Chemistry C 131, 133 .
Chemistry Laboratory C 132, 134 .
Mathematics M 111 .
*Mathematics M 204 , .
Area I Core .
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111 .
BSU students who wish to receive a Doctorate of Pharmacy (Pharm
D.) usually plan to take their preprofessional courses at BSU and then
apply for admission to the College of Pharmacy at Idaho State Univer-
sity. The Pharmacy program consists of two years of preparatory studies
followed by three years in the College of Pharmacy at ISU. The cur-
riculum outlined below is based upon th~ requirements of ISU.
Students who intend to apply to Pharmacy schools other than ISU are
advised to consult the pre-Pharmacy advisor and pattern their cur-




Student Health Building Telephone (208) 385-1996
Chairperson and Associate Professor: Thomas LKraker; Assistant Pro-
fessor: McCrorie; Instructors: Staley, Travis.
/
Degrees Offered '
• AS in Radiologic Technology
• BS in Radiologic Technology ,
Department Statement
To determine the presence of injury or disease, radiologic technologists
position patients and operate radiographic equipment to produce
medical images necessary for diagnosis. Most technologists work in
radiology departments of hospitals or with physicians who maintain
private offices. • '.
The Radiologic Technology Program offers a curriculum utilizing both
university and clinical components. This integrated program allows
students to gain the essential knowledge and skills required to become
Registered Radiologic Technologists.
The program is fully accredited by the Committee on Allied Health
Education and Accreditation of the American Medical Association in
cooperation with the Joint Review Committee on Education in
Radiologic Technology. The curriculum will enable the student to com-
plete the associate degree requirements and be eligible for the national
certification examination. If desired, the student may continue and earn
a Bachelor of Science degree with options in Radiologic Management,










a. See University Admission Policy.
b. Student must see a radiologic technOlogY' advisor. .f'
2. Sophomore Year
a. Only students who have completed or are in the' process of com-
pleting the'freshman curriculum with a GPA of 2.25 or higher
will be considered for acceptance into the sophomore year of
the Radiologic Technology Program. A grade lower than 'C' will
not be accepted for any of the required courses.



























The student, in consultation with the advisor, should pattern the
sophomore year according to the requirements of the Physical Therapy
school the student is planning to attend.
Additional courses that may be ne'eded to fulfl'lI Physical Therapy school
prerequisites include: General Physics PH 101, 102;lntro to Sociology
SO 101; Abnormal Psychology P 301; First Aid; Statistics; Microbiology
B 205; Organic Chemistry C 317-320; Intro Computers in Health Science
H 120; Other Area I and II courses.
PRE-PHYSICIAN. ASSISTANT
Health Science Building, Room 107 Telephone (208) 385-3832
Advisor: Glenda Hill
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
Anatomy and Physiology Z 111, 112 .
Psychology P 101 .
Mathematics M 111 .
College Chemistry C 131, 133 ..•.................
College Chemistry Lab C 132, 134 .
Electives (Area I, II) .
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY'.
Freshman and Sophomore Stude'nts ~
Health Science Building, Room 107 Telephone (208) 385-3832
Advisor: Glenda Hill i ~.
Junior and Senior Stude'nts . /.'
Health Performance Center (Old Gym) Telephone (208) 385-3383
Advisor: Dr. Conrad Colby •
This curriculum is designed for students interested in a professional
career in Physical-Therapy. Physical Therapy schools can differ
significantly in their preprofessional requirements. Students interested
in transferring to a Physical Therapy program should consult the ad-
visor, determine Physical Therapy programs of interest, and pattern
their specific preprofessional curriculum in line with these schools.
A minimum of two preprofessional years is required for admission to
a school of Physical Therapy. The Freshman year suggested is based
upon admission requirements of professional schools to which the ma-
jority of BSU's pre-Physical Therapy students gain admission.
Suggested Program
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Zoology Z 130 :.,.
Cell Biology B 301 ;' .•.. ~ : .
Organic Chemistry C 317-318 .
Organic Chemistry Lab C 319-320 .
Microbiology B 205 :
Physics PH 101, 102 : : .




'When possible it is desirable to take M 204 the fiist sem~ster and add General Botany BT
130 the second semester of the freshman year. '"' . . ,
Quantitative Analysis C 211-212 can also be taken as a preprofessional course.
\
2. Sophomore Year , ,i ,"'.
a. Qualified applicants must complete a "Special Programs Applica~
, tiM" and return it to the RadiologiC Sciences Department of-
fice on or before March 1 of the year in which they plan to begin
the second (Sophomore) year of the required radiologic sciences
curriculum. Also each applicant must provide the program with
a current transcript of courses completed before the March
deadline.
b.' Qualified applicants a're required to have an interview during
the spring semester of the freshman year. Contact the depart-
• ment chairperson for details. ' , , • I.
e. All applicants will be notified of their ,status by April 25, Due
to the limited number of clinical sites, the program can accept
only ~ limited number of s,tudents each ye~r. 'I"', co
All students admitted to the Radiologic Technology Program are re-
quired to:
1. Submit a negative tuberculosis Report (PPD Test) plus a documented
, Rubella immunity report to the department:by December 1 of the
Sophomore year. '
2. Submit $70.00 as prepayment for student name pin; clinical tnalprac~
tice insurance, radiation monitoring badges and markers. This non-
refundable cost is payable by May 5 preceding the Sop~omore year.
3. Submit a $30.00 lab Fee, per, academic semester, payableatthe time
of registration. " , ..." ,', --
Promotion and Graduation,
1. Students must maintain a GPA of at least 2.50 for the first semester
of the professional program. A lower GPA may'constitute basis for
,r~moval from the program. • , . '.' ,
2. A grade of less than C in any professional theory (numbered H, RO)
or clinical unit must be repeated and raised to C or higher before




English Composition E 101, 102., , ... , . , .', . , . , . ~.. • , 3
Human Anatomy & Physiology & lab Z 111; 112 .. . " 4
Medical Terminology H 101 , .. . ... .. . ... ... ..... . 3_
Essentials of Chemistry'& lab C 107, 108. . . . . . . . . . 4
Intro to Allied Health H 100 "1l1
Mathematics M 108' : .....•. , ,', .. ,: .
General Psychology P 101 , .
Intro Computers, in Health Science H 120, , " , .
SUMMER l'
Clinical Experience RD 375 , ,
JUNIOR YEAR
Radiographic Positioning "I RD 316 ',' '
'Special Radiographic Procedures RD 360 .. '. .-:.: ..•
Medical & Surgical Diseases RD 350 '
laboratory Practicum RD 311-321 :.: .-
Clinical Experience RD 385-395 , . , , ..
Radiologic Therapy &'Imaging System RD 338"",
Radiologic Quality Assurance RD 340 " , .
Radiographic Po~itioning IV RD 32Q , , .
SOPHOMORE YEAR "
Nursing Skills'for Health Care Personnel H 206""
Radiographic Positioning I RD 222, , '"
Radiographic Techniques and Control RD 226 . :.' ..
Radiographic Techniques and Control lab RO 227 .
Radiological Physics PH 106 , .
Intro to Radiography Clinical ExperienceRD 234. : :
laboratory Practicum RD 211-221 , ".,' .... , ,:'.
Radiation Biology-Protection RD 230 , . , . : : . : ..
Radiographic Positioning " RD 242 , , . : .
Clinical Experience RD 285, , , , " :," .
Area I Core Elective , ...•..... : . , : . !'. >.

















SENIOR YEAR SEM SEM
Comparative Sectional Imaging RD 430 , ..... ,.... 3
Computer Application in Medlrriaging RD 431 , 2
Prin of Magnetic Resonance Imaging RD 440 i'
Proc Case Studies Mgntic Reson, Imaging RD 441 , . 2
Clinical Exper MgnticReson Imaging RD 445 • 6,
Area" Core Elective: : '.-' .. . .. .. .. . 3 3
Prin of Com put Tomography RD 450 ' ',~,./ 2
.Proc Case Studies Comput Tomography RD 451 ' r 2
Clinical Exper Com put Tomography RD 455 . . . . . . . 6
Area I Core Elective , , , , , , , . 3
\ TOTAL '18; 16
NOTE: The 'Computerized Tomography Emphasis (RD 440, 441; and 445) and the Magnetic
Resonance Emphasis (RD 450, 451, and 455) are offered both semesters. Upon acceptance in-
to this option, the student will be assigned to the appropriate emphasis for each semester.
ULTRASOUND OPTION
SENIOR YEAR
,Comparative Sectional Imaging RD 430 .. ",.".,.,'
ComputerApp in Medical Imaging RD 431 .. " .
SonographiC PhYSics & Instrumentation, RD 460 .
Abdomin'al Ultrasound RD 461 .".,., ,', , . , , . , , , • ,
Clinical Exper in Ultrasound I RD467, ., .. , .
Obstetrics/Gynecology Scanning RD 462 : .
Doppler Procedures RD 463., , .
Special Sonographic Procedures RD 464 .
Con,ference & Interpretation Ultrasound I RD 465 .
Clinical Exper in Ultrasound" RD '468 .....•...... ,
Area I Core Elective ' : , "






































taught radiographic exams plus 50% continued competency exam list. PREREQ:
RD 28S.
RD 385 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (0-24-6)(f). Super-
vi~ed clinical hospital experience. The student must complete a minimum 40%
of exams involving the skull, 40% exams in special procedures, and 50% con-
tinu~d .competency exam list. PREREQ: RD 375 .
RD 395 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (0-24-6)(5). Super-
vised clinical hospital experience. The student must complete a minimum 40%
of special procedures and50% continued competency exam list. Plus rotation
in m~nor affili.at~~. PREREQ: R,? 385." • •
RD 397 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE(0-40-5)(SU). Super-
vis~ clinical hospi~al experience. Students rotate through several minor affiliates
and complete a minimum 20% of continued competency exam list. PREREQ: RD
395. " " . •
RD 400 DEVELOPMENT OF A RADIOLOGY D'EPARTMENT (3-0-3)(5). Introduction
to the set up and operation of a radiology department including design prin-
ciples, projection of demands and providing for growth and development. Struc-
tural and shielding'requirem,ents will be discussed. PREREQ: PERM/INST. .
RD 430 COMPARATIVE SECTIONAL IMAGING IN THE RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES
(3-0-3)(f). Identification of basic anatomy on medical images produced by ultra-
sound, cpmpu~erized torp(lgraphy, and magnetic ,~esonance. Application will in-
clude imaging of. the sagittal, coronal, a[ld transverse body planes. Limited to
Certified Radiologic Technologists.PREREQ: PERM/INST. ,
RD 431 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN MEDICAL IMAGING (2-0-2)(f). Introduc-
tion to the development of the computer in Medical Imaging with an emphasis
on computer hardware. Clinical applications in computerized tomography,
magnetic resonance, and ultrasound as well as applications for radiology depart-
ments will also be discussed. Limited.to Certified Radiologic Technologists.
~REREQ: H 120 ?r,PERM/lN~T.
RD 440 PRINCIPLES OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (2-o-2)(FS). Provides
descriptive information an the basic principles of physics and instrumentation
relative to magnetic resonance imaging. Historical development, mathematical
and physical concepts of operation, component and syStems, integration, and
peripheral apparatus will be included. Limited to' Certified Radiologic
Technologists. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RD 441 PROCEDURAL CASE STUDIES IN MAGNETIC RESONANCE,IMAGING
(2'()'2)(FS). Provides description and discussion of current procediiral practices
in magnetic resonance imaging. Also allows for analysis of procedural variation
with examination of case studies. Limited to Certified Radiologic Technologists.
PREREQ: PERM/INST.
iii>' 445 CLINICAL EXPERIENCE IN MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (0-24-6)(FS).
~upervised clinical experience in the special imaging area (If magnetic resonance.
Students will rotate between two different Magnetic Resonance Imaging facilities
during the semester. Limited to students in the Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Program. PREREQ: or COREQ: RD 440.
RD 450 PRINCIPLES OF COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY (2-o-2)(FS). Provides
descriptive information of the basic principles of physics and instrumentation
relative to computerized tomography. Historicai development, mathematical and
- physical concepts of operation, component. and systems, integration,' and
peripheral apparatus will be included. Limited to Certified Radiologic
Technologists. PREREQ: PERM/INST."
RD 451 PROCEDURAL CASE STUDIES IN COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY
(2-o-2)(FS). Provides description and discussion of current procedural practices
in computerized tomography. Also allows for analysis of procedural variation
with examination of case studies. Limited to Certified Radiologic Technologists.
PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RD 455 CLINICAL EXPERIENCE IN COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY (0-24-6)(FS).
Supervised clinical. ~xperience in the special' imaging area of computerized
tomography. .Students will rotate between two different Computerized
Tomography facilities during the semester. Limited to students in the Com-
puterized Tomography program. PREREQ or COREQ: RD 450. ,
RD 460 SONOGRAPHIC PHYSICS AND INSTRUMENTATION (3-0-3)(f). Provides
the student with a thorough knowledge of basic acoustic physics and itsapplica-
tion in the field of diagnOStic medical sonography. Content incudes an examina.
tion of the different types of equipment available for medical ultrasonic pro;:
cedures, quality control, and safety features. Limited to Certified RadiologiC
Technologists.
RD 461 ABDOMINAL ULTRASOUND (3-o-3)(f). Provides descriptive information
on the sonographic procedures of the abdomen to include; normal sonographic
anatomy, pathology, pathophysiology, clinical signs and symptoms of disease,
differential diagnosis, equipment set-up, scanning techniques, and,echographic
patterns. of abdominal vasculature. Limited to .Certified Radiologic Technologists.
PREREQ: PERM/INST. ., , • •
RD 462 OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY SCANNING (3-0-3)(5). Provides information
on the basic female pelvic anatomy arid anomalies, obstetriCal scanning for the
placenta from the first trimester through term, assessment of the gestational age,









See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
RD RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
Lower Division
RD 211 lABORATORY PRACTICUM (0-3-1)(f). laboratory demonstration and prac.
tice of the radiographic positions and procedures discussed in RD' 222. COREQ:
RD 222. .
RD 221 lABORA1'bRY PRACTICUM (0-3-1)(5). laboratory demonstration and prac-
tice of the radiographic. positions and procedures discussed in RD 242•.COREQ:
RD242.' . ., .{
RD 222 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING I (4-0-4)(f). The basic coiii::epts and pro-
cedures used in obtaining diagnostic radiographs of the upper and lower ex-
tremities, chest and abdomen. COREQ: RD 211.. • •
RD 226 RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE AND CONTROL (3'()'3)(F). Principles of x-
ray machine operation, production of x-radiation, and its interaction witli mat-
ter. Analysis and practical application of. beam restricting devices, grids,
radiographic film, intensifying scr~ens, radiographic quality, and processing of
the, radiographic image. Includes factors affecting the contrast and density of
the radiograph. COREQ: PH 106.
RD 227 RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE AND CONTROL lABORATORY (0-2.1)(f).
A laboratory experience where students apply the principles ob-ray machine
operation and practical application of all image materials. COREQ: RD 226.
RD 230 RADIATION BIOLOGY.PROTECTION (2-0-2)(5). General survey of radia-
tion hazards and the potential consequences to both technologist and patient.
The most appropriate means of minimizi~g,the radiation dos~ •.w.!11be empha-
sized. PREREQ: RD major or PERM/INST.
RD 234 INTRODUCTION TO RADIOGRAPHY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (2-o-2)(F).
Introduces the students to hospital structure, technical aspects of radiology, and
medical ethics, and prepares the students for various professional and patient
interactions prior to their hospital experience. PREREQ: RD major or PERM/I~ST.
RD 242 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (4-0-4)(5). Continuation o.f RD 222. The
basic concepts and procedures used in obtaining diagnostic radiographs of the
digestive and urinary sy.stems, pelvic girdles, bony thorax, pelvis, hips and the
spines. PREREQ: RD 222. COREQ: RD 221. . .
RD 285 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLlrllICAL EXPERIENCE (0-16-4)(5). Super-
vised clinical hospital experience. The student must complete 7S% minimum
of recently taught radiographic exams and a minimum 32 hours in darkroom
and office procedures. PREREQ: RD 234. " !
Uppe~ Division
ito 311 lABORATORY PRACTlCUt.t (0-3-1)(f). laboratory d'emonstration and prac-
tice of the radiographic positions discu~sed in RD 316. COREQ: RD 316: ,
RD 316 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (3-0-3)(f). Advanc&l'positioning techni-
ques of the cranium, facial bones, sinuses, and temporal bones. PREREQ: RD
242. COREQ: RD 311. .
RD 320 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (2-0-2)(5). Methods of solving position-
ing problems by the use of special radiographic devices and techniques. PRE~EQ:
RD 316. COREQ: RD 321.
RD 321 lABORATORY PRACTICUM (o.3-1)(S).laboratb;Y d~~onst~ation and prac-
tice of the special radiographic devices and techniques discussed in RD 320.
COREQ: RD 320.
RD 338 RADIOLOGiC THERAPY AND IMAGING SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(5). Analysis of
new radiologic imaging systems to include sonography, nuclear medicine, com-
puterized tomography, and magnetic resonace imaging. Therapeutic uses of
radiation and cross-sectional anatomy will also be considered. PREREQ: Upper
Division majors only or PERM/IN ST. ,
RO 340 RADIOGRAPHIC QUALITY ASSURANCE (3-0-3)(5). Theory arid ~pplica-
tion of quality assurance techniques for radiographic equipment. Includes
demonstrations with various quality assurance instruments. Principles and techni-
ques of daily photographic quality assurance will be introduced. PREREQ: RD 226.
RD 350 MEDICAL AND SUItGICAL DISEASES (2-o-2)(f). General survey of various
diseases and pathology of the human' body as they pertain to radiology. Emphasis
on how pathology is demonstrated on radio'graphs and its effect on radiographic
quality. PREREQ: RD 242. .'
RD 360 SPECIAL RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES (2'()'2)(f). Fundamental c~ncepts
of the more specialized radiographic examinations with emphasis on studies of
the nervous and circulatory systems. PREREQ: RD Major or PERM/INST.
RD 375 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (0-40-S)(SU). Super-
vised clinical hospital experience. The student must complete 70% of recently
148 - College of Health Science
SUMMER SEMESTER
Area II Core Elective .
Conference & Interpretation Ultrasound II RD 466.





Therapy I,' ',;',,'.,: ,. ". '
2268 U.niversity Drive • ,,' . Telephone(208) 385-3383
Chairperson and Professor: Conrad Colby; Director of Clinical Educa-
tion and Assistant Professor: Jeffrey M. Anderson; Medical Dire(:tor:
D. Merrick, M.D.; Associate Professor: Ashworth; Assistant Professor:




a. See University Admission Policy.
2. Professional Program
a. Only students who have completed or are in the process of com-
pleting the preprofessional curriculum with a GPA of 2.00 or
higher will be considered for acceptance into the Respiratory
Therapy Program.
b. Health status must be adequate to ensure performance of
hospital activities.











a. See University Requirements. "
2. Professional Program
a. All students must fill out arid return to the Respiratory Therapy
Department office a "Special Programs Application" on or before
March 1 of the year in which they plan to attend the professional
program." . • ..
'" b. Applicants may be required to have an interview during the
spring semester of the preprofessional year. Contact the depart-
.ment chairman for specific dates.
.' c. > Applicants will be notified of their status by April 25. Due to the
" ,limited number of clinical sites, the program can accept only
a limited number of students each year.
d. After being notified of acceptance to the program, submit $18.50
as prepayment for student name pin and clinical insurance. This
b.... nonrefundable cost is payable by May 1.
~l" .';. A$16.00 Lab Fee, per academic year, is payable to the depart-
ment by Septe.m~er 1pf each professional year. •
PREPROFESSIONAL (FRESHMAN) YEAR
English E 101, 102 : ..
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111, 112 .
Essentials of Chemistry & Lab C 107, 108 .......•..
Intermediate Algebra M 108 : .
Medical Terminology H-101, .....................•
Area I Core Elective ................•.•.........•
Area II Core Elective .
Elective ' .
Required Program
Preprofessional Curriculum:AII studentS who are'considering en-
try into the Respiratory Therapy Program must have completed or be
in the process of completing the following preprofessional curriculum.
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1. Submit a negative PPD or.chest x-ray and a documented Rubella
immunity report to the departmentby August oft-he year in which
the student en~ers the professional program.
"
Professional Curriculum
FIRST PROFESSIONAL (SOPHOMORE) YEAR
Respiratory Therapy Theory I RT 203 ; .
Respiratory Therapy Theory II RT 223 .
Respiratory Therapy Lab I RT 204 ...........• : .
Respiratory TherapyLab II RT 224 , .
Clinical Practicum I.RT 208 : .
"Clinical Practicum II RT 22~ .
Cardiopulmonary Renal Physiology H 220 •.•......
Nursing Skills for Health Care Personnel H 206 ....
"'General Pathology RT209 ; 1•••••• .'
'-lEmergency Procedures in Resp Care"RT 213 .
Chest Assessment RT 217 •..............•........
".' ,Laboratory Values H 216 : .'; : .
A'rea I or II Core Electives:' .•......... .-:,.j ...•.....
, PulmonarY-Function Lecture RT 225 ........•.....
-Pulmonary Function Laboratory RT 226 .
Pulmonary Medicine I RT 227 .
Microbiology B .205 ; ;, .
Promotion and Graduation
Students who do not meet these requirements may be removed from
the program: '.
1. Professional Program ,,' . .' '.' "
f . • \ t ", "
e. a. Students must earn at least a "C" in every Biology, Health
- Science; Mathematics, Chemistry, and Respiratory Therapy
course.
b.A grade of less than a "C" in any professional course (nu~be~~d




• AS -in Respiratory Therapy
• BS in Respiratory Therapy
.d I,
Department Statement
Respiratory Therapy is an allied he~lth specia'It}-' concerned 'with th~
treatment, management, control. and care of the patient's process of
breathing. The Respiratory Therapist is ,a specialist in the use of
therapeutic and evaluation techniques in respiratory care. The
Respiratory Therapy curriculum consists of a preprofessional,year
followed by two years of professional study leading to an Associate
of Science degree in Respiratory Therapy. The Associate of Science
degree qualifies the student for the examination of the National Board
for Respiratory Care. The student may continue on to the Baccalaureate
degree. '
The'Respirat0rY Therapy'Program has been g~anted 'accreditation by
the Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation of the
American Medical Association. .
general gynecological exams and 'scanning techniques. limited ,to Certified
Radiologic Technologists.
RD 463 DOPPLERPROCEDURES(l-o-l)(S). Provides the foundation needed to
understand concepts of producing diagnostic images utilizing Doppler. limited
to Certified Radiologic Technologists.
RD 464 SPECIi\LSONOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES(l-o-l)(S). Provides descriptive
information for special sonographic studies to include imaging of the thyroid,
parathyroid, neck masses, superficial structures" breast, male reproductive
organs, and chest. Also includes orthopedic, pediatric, ophthalmic, and
thoracentesis application. limited to Certified Radiologic Technologists.
RD465 CONFERENCEAND INTERPRETATIONIN ULTRASOUNDI (l-o-l)(S). Pro-
vides,an opportunity to review case studies, disease processes, and ultrasound
diagnosis. Sonographic scansand scanning techniques are reviewed with guest
sonographers and/or radiologists. limited to Certified Radiologic Technologists;
RD 466 CONFERENCEAND INTERPRETATIONIN ULTRASOUND II (l-o-l)(SU).
Providesan opportunity to review casestudies, diseaseprocesses,and ultrasound
diagnosis. Sonographic scansand scanning techniques are reviewed with guest
sonographers and/or radiologists. PREREQ:R~ 465. • ".
RD467 CLINICALEXPERIENCEIN ULTRASOUNDI (0-24-6)(F).Supervised clinical
experience in diagnostic medical sonography. Students will be given the oppor-
tunity to apply sonographic theory as presented in lecture. limited to students
in the Ultrasound program. . .
RD468 CLINICALExPERIENCEIN ULTRASOUNDII (0-24-6)(5):SUPervisedclinic,!'
experience in diagnostic medical sonography. Students will be given the oppor-
tunity to apply sonographic theory as presented'in'lecture. PREREQ:RD467:'
RD 469 CLINICAL EXPERIENCEIN U'LTRASOUNDIII (0-24-6i(SU). Supervised
clinical experience in diagnostic medical sonography. Students will be given the
opportunity to apply sonographic theory aspresented in lecture. PREREQ:RD468.
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SEcOND PROFESSIONAL OUNIOR) YEAR
Respiratory Therapy Theory III RT 303 3
Respiratory Therapy Theory IV RT 323 2
Respiratory Therapy Lab III RT 304 .......•....•.••
Respiratory Therapy Lab IV RT 324 ....•....•.... :. 1
Clinical Practicum III RT 308 5,
Clinical Practicum IV RT 328 :..... 8
Radiologic Studies of Resp System RT 305. . . . . . . . . 1
Pulmonary Medicine II RT 327 2
Respiratory Cardiology RT 307.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 2
Professional Seminar RT 398 4
Principles' of Pharmacotherapeutics RT 301 :~ . . 3
Area I or II Core Elective .•...................... 3
, • 17 18
Baccalaureate Degree Curriculum: Prerequisite for Admission:
Each student must have met and satisfactorily completed all re-
quirements for the associate degree in Respiratory Therapy at BSU, or
have an associate degree in Respiratory Therapy and/or related
discipline from a comparable college/university program, and have per-
mission of the department chairman.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system "
RT RESPIRATORY THERAPY ~. , "
Lower- Division
RT203 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYTHEORYI (2-o-2)(F).Medical gas therapy to in.
c1udeclinical gases,gas mixtures and various equipment. Theory an'd techni-
que of aerosol and humidification therapy; introduction to infection control and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. PREREQ:PERM/INST. "
RT 2(14RESPIRATORYTHERAPYLABORATORYI (6-2-1)(F).Medi~al gas t~chni.
ques. PREREQ:PERM/INST. -
RT208CLINICALPRACTICUMI (6-9-3)(F).Experiencein the hospital with patients,
techniques, and equipment. Emphasis on use of. medical gases. PREREQ:
PERM/Ir:'ST. .~'- • <' '
RT209GENERALPATHOLOGY(2-o-2)(F).Human pathology pertaining to systems
of defense, modes of injury, diseases of development and function, heart,
hematopoietic Iymphoreticular, and respiratory systems."pRE,REQ:PERM/INST.
RT213 EMERGENCYPROCEDURESIN RESPIRATORYCAREU-o-l)(F).Theory and
technique necessary in emergency respiratory care. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT217CHESTASSESSMENT(l-o-l)(F). Theory and application of basicchest assess-












RT223 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYTHEORYII (2.6-2)(5).Principles, application and
equipment used for hyperinflation therapy. Therapeutic techniques andapplica-
tions of chest physiotherapy. Introduction to long term mechanical ventilation.
PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT224 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYLABORATORYII (6-2.1)(5).Use of hyperinflation
therapy devices, chest physiotherapy and mechanical ventilation. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT225 PULMONARYFUNCTION LECTURE(2-0.2)(5).Theory of pulmonary func-
tion testing, using simple spirometry, flow-volume loops', closing volumes;
nitrogen washout, helium dilution, and body plethysmography. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT226 PULMONARYFUNCTION LABORATORY(6-2-1)(5).Practice in pulmonary
function testing and techniques. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT227 PULMONARYMEDICINE I (2-o-2)(S).Ventilation, perfusion, co';'pliance,
resistance and pathophysiology of the lungs. An introduction to pulmonarY
pathophysiology. PREREQ:PERM/INST.' "
RT228CLINICAL PRACTICUMII (6-12-4)(5).Experience in the hospitals with pa-
tients, techniques, and equipment used in hyperinflation therapy and .chest
physiotherapy. PREREQ:PERM/INST. . " I
Upper Division
RT 301 PRINCIPLESOF PHARMACOTHERAPEUTICS(3-o-3)(F).Principles, prac.
tical uses and interaction of drugs and their relationship to disease. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. " . "
RT303RESPIRATORYTHERAPYTHEORY11/(].().3)(F).Theory and clinical applica-
tion of mechanical ventilation including care and management of,artificial air-
ways a,nd h~modynamic mo"riitoring. PREREQ:PERM/INST. .,"
RT 3l!4RESPIRATORY THERAPY LABORATORY III (6-2-1)(F). Practice using
mechanical ventilators and suctioning devices. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT305 RADIOLOGIC STUDIESOFTHERESPIRATORYSYSTEM(1-o.1)(F).Presen-
tation and interpretation of respiratory radiographs.:PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT307 RESPIRATORYCARDIOLOGY(2-o-2)(F).Electrophysi~logy,'stressand static
testing procedures, and recognition of cardiac arrhythmias. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT308 CLINICAL PRACTICUM11/(6-16-5)(F).Experience in th~ hospital with pa-
tients, techniques and equipment as applied to mechanical ventilation and ar-
tificial airways. PREREQ:PERM/INST.", , )
RT323 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYTHEORYIV (2-6-2)(5).Theory and application of
techniques and equipment to neonatalogy and pediatrics. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RT 324 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYLABORATORYIV (6-2.1)(5).Use of infant'ven-
tilators and special techniques pertaining to pediatrics. PREREQ:PERM/INsT,
RT327 PULMONARYMEDICINEII (2-o-2)(F).In-depth'~xamination of puln\onary
diseases,certain cardiac diseases,and the clinical managementof these diseases.
PREREQ:PERM/INST. " .
RT328 CLINICAL PRACTICUMIV (6-24-8)(S).Experience in the hospital with any
or all aspects of respiratory therapy. PREREQ:PERM/INST."l
RT398 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYPROFESSIONALSEMINAR(4-0-4)(S).Focuseson
the ethics and medico-legal aspectsof administering a respiratory therapy depart-
ment In addition, the problems of budgeting, facilities, personnel, in-service
education, record systems, and interdepartmental relations are considered.
PREREQ:PERMIINST.
RT401 RESPIRATORYTHERAPY'COLLOQuiuM (3-0-3)(5).Investigation of cur-
rent topics in health care and Respiratory Therapy management. Fieldwork may
be combined with seminars to explore topics such as federal and state legisla-
tion, current trends in hospital accreditation and audit procedures, ethics of
health care, and the role of the, Respiratory Therapist as manager. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT493 RESPIRATORYTHERAPYINTERNSHIP(6-18-6).Supervised clinical prac-
tice in health care facilities in specialized areas of advanced intensive care.
























SENIOR YEAR: Ed~cation Option . r -l."" l'
Found of Education TE 201 •.•••... '..•• : ••. : . . . . • • '3 '
- Statistical Methods P 295 : .- ;.. - "3
Area I or /I Core Electives .....•••............... 6
Educational Psychology TE 225 ~,.. : , .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ...••• '.••.....•
Respiratory Therapy Colloquium' RT 401 . .'...•.•...
Area I or /I Core Electives : .
SENIOR YEAR: Advanced Clinical Option '
RT Internship RT 493 .......................•....
Intro Health Law & Ethics H 213 •.....••••.• : ••••• ;;
Statistical Methods P 295 ; ..................•.....
OR
Elem Social Statistics SO 310 -.
Area I or II Core Electives ';' .
Respiratory Therapy Colloquium RT 401 .....•.....
SENIOR YEAR: Management Option "
Human Resource Management I MG 305 ;'.:~ ".
Organizational Behavior MG 401 ~ .
Intro Mgmt Information Systems IS 310 OR ~. '
IntroFinancialAccounting AC 205 •.•.•••• '. " .. , ..• ,
Area I or II Core Electives .......•...............
Human Resource Management II MG 406 ...•••••• ~
Respiratory Therapy Colloquium RT 401 ..•. ~•••.. :
'Area I or II Core Electives :.' :.' :.
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The Boise State University College of Technology provides a focused
response to the technological education and training needs of the
region. For Idaho to sustain a strong economy, the educational system
must provide the tools and structure necessary for engineering and
technical education. The College of Technology is intended to effec-
tively address deficiencies in these areas and to create an environment
that attracts new industry and helps existing industry prosper. The Col-
lege is consistent with the Boise State University mission to provide
special emphasis in Applied Technology and, through joint efforts with
other institutions, provide needed educational programs.
The programs and services to be offered through the College of
Technology are in direct response to the needs of current and new
industries in Southwest Idaho. Increasingly, workers at all levels must
possess an ever-broader base of scientific and technical knowledge to
produce competitively. In addition to th.e education and training pro-
grams, the College provides technical assistance to industry, applied
research in technology, incubator-type activities and other programs
that aid in the region's economic growth and ,development.>
The College ofTechnology'is divided into two'schools-the School of
Applied Technology and the School of Vocational Technical Education.
The School of Applied Technology houses the Bachelor of Applied
Science, Construction Management, Manufacturing Technology, Elec-
tronics Technology, Drafting Technology, and Pre-engineering pro-
grams. The College has a cooperative arrangement with the Universi-
ty of, Idaho, College of Engineering, for upper-division and graduate
engineering courses on the Boise State University campus. The School
of Vocational Technical Education provides pre-employment training,
industry upgrade and customized training, Adult Basic Education, one-
year certificate and a variety of Associate of Applied Science Degree
Programs.










English Composition E 101, 102 .
Area I Elective .
Calculus and A!,1alytical GeometrY M 204* ; .
Materials & Methods of Architecture AR 290 .
Engineering Fund and Comp Prog EN 107 .
Engineering Graphics EN 108 •...•......•........•




The School of Applied Technology fulfills its mission within the Col-
lege of Technology by providing technical and engineering-related
needs of the region and state, as well as by providing technical
assistance to industry through applied research, technology transfer,
and incubator activities for economic development.
Bachelor of
Applied Science Degree
The College of Technology offers a Bachelor of Applied Science degree
in a Vocational Technical field. The Bachelor of Applied Science degree
is designed to build upon the Associate of Applied Science Degree
(A.A.S.) or selected Associate of Science (A.S.) degrees ..
Graduates of technical programs that meet the Idaho standards for the
A.A.S. degree and are accreditied by a regional accrediting body that
is recognized by the Council of Postsecondary Accreditation are elig-
ible for admission. The minimum requirements for the A.A.S. degree
include:
Vocational or Technical education courses .42 credits
Vocational or Technical support courses •......... 10 credits
General education courses 12 'credits
'TOTAL 64 CREDITS
Exceptions to the above must be reviewed by the Dean, College of
Technology for a determination regarding eligibility for admission.
Credit for prior learning will be determined in accordance with prevail-
ing institutional policy.
Recommendations for admission to the Bachelor of Applied Science
Degree must be obtained from the Dean, College of Technology. The
interested student must be formally admitted into the Bachelor of Ap-
plied Science degree program by the Dean, ,College of Technology.
1., VocationaL Technical Educa~ion Program •................... 64
2. General University Requirements, .....•.................•.. 64
English Composition 3-6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
3. Area I Requirements
Arts & Humanities ..•...... ;.; .........................•.. 12',
Three fields must be represented
4. Area" Requirements
Social Sciences ...........................•... , :'.' 12
Three fields must be represented
5. Area III Requirements
Natural Sciences and Mathematics 12
Two fields must be represented
NOTE:Student seeking a BAS. with an A.S.degree in Marketing: Mid-Management must
complete M 10Sand M 106 in addition to the requirements listed above.
NOl'E: University Core courses used to meet vocational technical education requirements
cannot be used to meet the above listed Area requirements.
6. Students seeking the BAS. degree must have an additional 9 credits
chosen from upper division courses in any of the following











7. Upper Division Electives ......•..........................•. 13




Technology Building, Room 240 Telephone (208) 385-3764
Chairperson and Professor: Norm Dahm; Professors: Affleck, Gabert,
Parks; Associate Professor: Haefer; Assistant Professors: Gains, Mason.
Degrees Offered
• BS in Construction Management
.BS in Manufacturing Technology
• Pre-Engineering
• B.S. degrees in electrical engineering and computer engineering




Bachelor of Science Degree
Accredited by the American Council for Construction Education (ACCE).
The objective of the Construction Management program is to provide
education in mathematics, science, communication, engineering,
business and construction so that the constructor can intelligently relate
to and coordinate the efforts of owners, architects, engineers, crafts-
,men, contractors and other professionals to provide society with con-









General Physics PH 101, 102 .
Engineering Measurements EN 216 ......•........
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 ....•........
The legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Principles of Microeconomics EC 205 .
Construction Blue Print Commun CO 235 .
Contracts and Specifications CO 246 .
Intro to Mechanics EN 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 .
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 .
JUNIOR
Construction Equipment & Methods CO 320 .
Mechanical Installation,s CO 351 .
Cost Estimating and Bidding CO 370 .
Statistical Tech Dec Making I PR 207 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 ....................•.
Mechanics of Materials EN 306 ' 3
Soil Mechanics and Foundation Const CO 330 ....• 3
Soil Mechanics lab GO 305 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1
Electrical Installations CO 352 . . . .. . .. .. .. .•. .. .. . ' 3
Construct Operations & Improve CO 374 2
, ***labor Relations Course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Technical Writing E 202. .. . . .•. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . 3
16 18
SENIOR
Concrete & Formwork Construction CO 410 3
Project Scheduling & Control CO 417. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Fund of Speech Communication CM 111 3
Technical/Management Electives**.. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . 3






















"Chosen from: E 202; EN 301, 320; MF 308, 312, 346, 350, 406, 450, 470; or Uol ME 409.
Recommended Freshman Year .
English Composition E 101, 102.: , .
Calculus & Analytical Geometry M 204, '205 ..•....
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133* ... .' .......•...
Engineering Fund & Comp Prog EN 107 •.....•....
Engineering Graphics EN 108 .................•..••
Humanistic Social Elective ,. '.•... '•.•.•..•.....•...
",) ,
COMMON CORE FOR ALL BRANCHES
Humanistic-Social Electives (See Advisor) •.•......•.•.•..•.•. 12
Mechanics, Waves & Heat + lab PH 211, 212 ..•............. 5
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics + lab PH 213, 214 •.......... 5
Elect. Engr. Circuits EN 227# ............................•.•. 3
Mechanics/Statics EN 205 : : .............••....... 3
Calculus & Analytic Geometry M 206 4
Differential Equations M 331 .. ,.•..•...• , •.•......... , ...•. , .3
Mechanics of Materials EN 306t .'......•. : ..•................ 3
Fluid Mechanics EN 301t .'.: .•..... 3
TOTAL .•;. ' 41
" Chemical and Metallurgical majors add C 134:
# Electrical and Mechanical majors substitute EN 221.
t Electrical majors select one course from EN 301, EN 306 or EN 320.
Recommended Program
PRE.ENGINEERING MAJOR
All of the following courses will transfer to either of Idaho's two schools
of engineering as well as most all other engineering colleges. BSU offers
at least 82 of the 128 credits required for an engineering degree in all
of the engineering branches offered at Idaho. Therefore, it is possible
to complete a degree in three semesters after transferring from,Boise
State. .••. .
B.S. degrees in electrical engineering and computer engineering are
available on the Boise State campus from the University of Idaho. Con-
tact your BSU advisor or the University of Idaho Director of Engineer-
ing Education for details.
19
,15
Department of Construction Management and Pre-Engineering
2 Area I Elective ....................•.. ; ..•.......
3 *Major Core Electives ....................•.......
3 ' ,
3 SENIOR
14 Engineer Economy EN 382 .
Robotics MF 410 ' '•.... '..........•..
Quality Control Techniques PR 380 :: ..
Quality Systems lab MF 380 ..•...... : .
Mfg Cost Reduct & Contrl MF 430 ; . '..
Material Handlg & 'Plant layout MF440 .
Manufacturing Simulation MF 480 ..•... : ..•... ' .
Area I Elective ............•....•. " ••............
Area II Elective .......•....•... : •.•.•............
*Major Core Electives ......•............ : .......•.
Project Management CO 475 ~ .
Project Controls CO 460 ..•......................
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .•.•. : .
General Electives ................•........•......
Engineering Graphics EN 108 : .............•......•.•.. 2
Con5t Blue Print Communication CO 235 ...................•.. 2
*Intro Management of Construction CO 240 3
Contracts & Specifications CO 246 ................•... '.•. : 3
Cost Estimati ng & Bidding CO 370 : ':'.4
*Const Operations & Improvements CO 374 : 2
*Project Scheduling CO 417 ' :.' .. ' .. 3
"Math and/or Physics prerequisite.
" >
~Math - Competency Exam is required: M 020, M 108 and/or M 111 may be required prior
to M 204.
""APPROVED TECHNICAUMANAGEMENTELECTIVES:CO 493, 497; EN 206, 301,320,382;
GO 101; AC 3S1; FI 201; MG 305, 340, 415; MK 301; PR 345; AS 328; GB 360.
"""Chosen from: MG 305, MG 330, MG 340 or MG 415. •
1. All Construction Management majors must complete at least 57
credits and have a cumulative grade point average of 2.40 or better
before being admitted to any upper division (number 300 and above)
business or construction management c1as.ses.
2. All construction management classes take several field trips dur-
ing the semester (scheduled on Friday afternoons).
3. No more than 32 credits may be taken from the College of Business.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT MINOR
FRESHMAN
English Composition E 101, 102 ' .
Algebra & Trig/Calculus M 111, 204 ..•...........•.
Essen of Chemistry C 107-108 .
Engr Fund & Comp Prog EN 107 '.......•....
Engr Graphics EN 108 .
Industrial Organ & CIM MF 102 ...............•..
Industrial Safety MN 112 .
Area I Elective .......•............ : ...•.•.•.....
TOTAL
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
Bachelor of Science Degree
The B.S. in Manufacturing Technology utilizes coursework from
engineering, science, technology and business to prepare students to
enter the field of manufacturing. Graduates will be prepared to address
the broad issues of efficiency, productivity, automation and, integra-
tion in all manufacturing areas. Program emphasis will be upon the
use and integration of computer systems and programmable automa-
tion in the production process, with a focus on integration of all aspects
of the enterprise. State-of-the-art Computer Integrated Manufacturing
equipment and facilities are utilized to demonstrate the world class
manufacturing concepts.
SOPHOMORE
General Physics PH 101, 102 .
Statistical Techn I PR 207 .
Circuit Analysis EN 227 " .
Fund of Speech CM 111 .
Manuf Materials & Process ( MF 202 ..........•...
Manuf Materials & Process II MF 204 .
Computer Aided Design MF 210 .. : .
Computer Aided Manufact MF 220 .
Mechanics/Statics EN 205 .
Area I Elective .
JUNIOR
Digital Circuits EN 230 ...................•........
Prin Microeconomics EC 205 .
Prin Macroeconomics EC 206 ....••...........•...
Mechanics/Dynamics EN 206 : .
Prin Product Mgmt PR 345 .' .
Product Process MF 310 .
Microprocessor Applic MF 320 .........•.........




FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE 71
Mechanics/Dynamics EN 206 ..••..••..•........•.•.••....... 3
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 . ~..........•...•. 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 ....•.•.•...............•. 3
Biological Science Elective ..•.......................•.•... ,.. 3
, 'TOTAL . 83
Chemical Engineering • "
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE 71
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 (Hum-Soc) •..... ; •.•... 3
Thermodynamics and Heat'Transfer EN 320 .. ;' ;'•.. 3
Organic Chemistry C317,318, 319, 320 ......•.. ' .•.•.•...... 10
Physical Chemistry C 321,322, 323, 324 ...•.•........... '..... 8ro~l ~
Civil Engineering
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE . 71
Mechanics/Dynamics EN, 206 ..........•..............•.•...•. 3
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 3
\.
154 - School of Applied Technology
Technical Writing E 202 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 ............•.... ' 3
Physical Geology GO 101 .4
TOTAL 87
Electrical Engineering
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE , 71
Systems and Circuits II EN 223 , .. : :,'" •..... : 5
Technical Writing E 202 ',' .....•.......... ',' 3
Digital Circuits I EN 230 ' ~ ::., : .. 4
Electricity & Magnetism PH 381, 3,82 .. -' ...•;;.• ,.•... : 6
Mechanics/Dynamics EN 206 " 3
TOTAL 92
Mechanical Engineering
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE 71
Prin of Economics EC 205, 206 (Hum-Soc) .' -
Systems and Circuits II EN,223 ............•................. 5
Mechanics/Dynamics EN 206 '; 3
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 3
Technical Writing E 202 3
: TOTAL." 85
'Geological Engineering
FRESHMAN. YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE. 71
Prinof MacroeconomiCs EC 206 (Hum-Soc) 3
Mechanics/Dynamics EN 206 3
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 ......•........... 3
Technical Writing E202 3
Physical Geology GO 101 .........................• ; 4
TOTAL 67
, , Metallurgical Engineering
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE 71
Technical Writing E 202 ;' : .. 3
Physical Chemistry C 321-322-323-324 •....................... 8
Math Elective .-.. '........•......• 3
TOTAL . '. ',' 85
Mining Engineering
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON CORE 71
Tech n ical Writi ng E 202 : .-.. : .. ,' 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 ..........•...•. ; 3
Physical Geology GO 101 ;.; : 4
i I TOTAL 1, 81
• OJ
General Engineering (IDAHO STATE)
FRESHMAN YEAR PLUS COMMON C.ORE 71
Mechanics/Dynamics EN 206 ......•.......•.......•. .- 3
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 , 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 : 3
Fund of Speech Communication CM 111 3
Science Elective .........•..................•.•.•..........• 3ro~L ~
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
CO CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Lower Division
co 235 CONSTRUCTION BLUE PRINT COMMUNICATIONS (2'()'2)(F). The
transmission and interpretation of blueprint communications covering different
types of drawings, including their organization and format. Emphasizing three-
dimensional visualization to make practical applications and determine quan-
tities of work. Learn how to interpret quickly and visualize what is being
presented by the drawings. ,Friday field trips required. PREREQ: EN 108.
CO 240 INTRODUCTION TO THE MANAGEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION (J.().3)(S).
Introduction to construction terminology, industry and management. Includes
the planning, staffing, directing and controlling functions with emphasis on
organizations and the schools of management. A ~urvey of the basic trades,
methods, quantity take-off calculations, estimating, and scheduling. Friday field
trips required. PREREQ: M 108 or equivalent. " ,
CO 246 CONTRACTS AND SPECIFICATIONS (J.().3)(S). Contracts, contract
documents and specifications for construction including legal as well as technical
implications, claims, change orders and contract administration, emphasizing
Owner-Engineer/Architect-Contractor functions and related problems. Friday field
trips required. PREREQ: GB 202. • •
Upper Division
CO 320 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT & METHODS (3-o-3)(F). Characteristics,
capabilities, limitations and employment of general building and heavy construc-
tion equipment. Friday field trips required. PREREQ: EN 205.
CO 330 SOIL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION (J.().3)(S). Fun-
damentals of soil mechanics as it relates to foundation and earthwork construc-
tion problems: interaction of water and soil, compaction, bearing capacity, lateral
pressures, drainage and waterproofing, spread footings, retaining walls, pile foun-
dations, and special foundation construction, problems. PREREQ:EN 205 or
PERM/INST. COREQ: GO 305.
CO 351 MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS (3.().3)(F). The fundamentals of
mechanical installations and associated construction problems including heat
loss and gain, heating, ventilating and air-conditioning, fluid flow in pipes and
ditches as well as water supply, sewage, and fire protection installations. Friday
field trips required. PREREQ: PH 102 and EN 205.
CO 352 ELECTRICAL AND ACOUSTICAL INSTALLATIONS (3-o-3)(S). The fun-
damentals of electrical and acoustical installations and associated construction
problems including electrical circuits, conduits, conductors, switch gear; other
service equipment and electrical transmission. Also included will be lighting and
acoustical installations and associated construction problems. Friday field trips
required. PREREQ: PH 102 and EN 205.
CO 370 COST ESTIMATING AND BIDDING (3.3.4)(F). Extracting quantity take-
offs from drawings, classifying the work in accordance with specifications, com-
piling and pricing estimates and preparation of bids. PREREQ: CO 235, CO 246
and M 111 or equivalent.
CO 374 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS (2-o-2)(S). The use
of statistical sampling, time and motion studies, time-lapse photography, crew
balance,analysis, flow and process charts to improve methods, labor efficiency,
equipment and materials useage, safety and employee motivation. Field trips
are required. PREREQ: PR 207.
CO 410 CONCRETE AND FORMWORK CONSTRUCTION (J.().3)(F). Design and
methods of formwork construction. Study of the properties of concrete, methods
of mixing, placing, curing and finishing. Friday field trips required. PREREQ: EN
306. . \
CO 417 PROJECT SCHEDULING (J.().3)(F). Use of Gantt Charts, S-Curves, Critical
Path Method (CPM), P.E.R.T. Charts, Resource Leveling and Time Cost Trade Offs
as planning, scheduling and management techniques. PREREQ: EN 107 and PR
207.
CO 460 PROJECT COST CONTROLS (J.().3)(S). Theory of cost accounting and cost
control, emphasis on cost determination as a tool of management and project
cost control. Includes bidding, budgeting and developing project cost record
keeping system for managing cash, receivable, payroll and subcontractors.
PREREQ: AC 206 and CO 370.
CO 475 PROJECT MANAGEMENT (2-o-2)(S). Application of professional construc-
tion management techniques such as site investigation, contractor and subcon-
tractor qualifications, conceptual estimating and budgeting, value engineering,
quality assurance, business development, risk management and ethics as applied
to the management of construction projects. PREREQ: CO 240 and CO 246.
CO 493 INTERNSHIP. Cooperative education/internship in construction manage-
ment provides practical, on-the-job experience in blueprint reading, material
takeoffs, estimating, equipment management and project planning.
EN ENGINEERING '
Lower Division
EN 100 ENERGY FOR SOCIETY (3-2-4)(F)(AREA III). A general interest course hav-
ing no prerequisite. A basic understanding of energy and how it has been.put
to use is developed to promote a better understanding of our present
technological society with its energy, environmental, social, and political prob-
lems. Alternative as well as conventional energy solutions will be studied.
EN 101 TECHNICAL DRAWING (2.2-2)(F). A basic course in technical drawing
covering sketching, orthographic projection, sectioning, dimensioning, pictorial
drawing and introduction to microcomputer drafting systems.
EN 104 (CS 124) DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (2-o-2)(F/S). An introduc-
tion to FORTRAN programming principles and logic including input-output, flow
charting, handling arrays and subprograms, all applied to problem solving.
PREREQ: M 106 or M 108.
EN 107 ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS AND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
(3-o-3)(F/S). An introduction to engineering analysis including subdivisions and
organization of the professions, methods of analysis, including vectors, com-
puter Fortran programming, use of spread sheets, an introduction to micro com-
puter drafting systems, and general use of the personal computer. PREREQ: M
108, or equivalent.
EN 108 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS (2-2-2)(F/S). Engineeri'1g graphical analysis and
graphic transmission of information including use of micro computer design and
drafting systems. PREREQ: EN 107 or EN 101.
EN 205 MECHANICS/STATICS (J.().3). Covers basic statics including equilibrium,
analysis of trusses, frames and machines, centroids, static friction and moments




As part of its statewide role and mission, the University of Idaho is
pleased to be offering engineering education opportunities in the Boise
area. Weare presently offering complete bachelor of science degrees
in Electrical Engineering and Computer Engineering, plus coursework






Technology'Bliilding, Room 201 Telephone (208) 385-1309
Director and Associate Professor of Computer Science: Robert Rinker;
Electrical Engineering Faculty: Dr. Richard Wall; Mechanical Engineer-
ing Faculty: Dr. Paul Dawson; Assistant to the Director: Kathy Belknap.
l).
Degrees Offered
• BS<in Computer Engineer'ing
• BSin Electrical Engineering
University of Idaho Engineering in Boise Program - 155
MF 312 JIGS & FIXTURES (2-4-3)(S). The design and application of jigs and fix-
tures for machine tools. PREREQ: MF 204. Offered on demand.
MF 320 MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS (3-0-3)(S). A study of the application
of microprocessors in controlling the manufacturing process. An introduction
to transducers, amplifiers, interfacing, data acquisition, NO and D/A converters
and the problems of noise and process safety. PREREQ: EN 230.
MF 324 INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROL (2-4-3)(S). The application of electronic,
mechanical, fluidal, and therman instrumentation and control mechanisms to
monitor and control the manufacturing process. COREQ: MF 320.'
~. . l, • '
MF 346 SHOP FLOOR CONTROL (3-0-3)(S). This course expands on the topics
of j>rciduction control in PR 345 Principles of Production Management, as they
apply to the manufacturing technologist. Topics covered will include produc-
tion systems analysis, routing, dispatching, line balancing, flexible manufactur-
ing systems, just-in-Time manufacturing and~ machine utilization and
maintenance. PREREQ: PR 345. Offered on demand.
MF 350 FOOD PROCESSING AND, ENVIRONMENT (3-0-3)(f). Materials handling
and, processing, psychrometrics, ,heat and mass transfer, pumps and fans,
refrigeration, agricultural environments and waste management. PREREQ: PH
102, CH 107. Offered on demand. '
MF 380 QUALITY SYSTEMS"LABORATORY (6-2-1)(S). An investigation of the
capability and economic limitations of various m'ethods of measuring quaUty in
manufacturing systems. Students will design and construct quality measuring
stations to gather and interpret quaUty data. COREQ: PR 380. .j
MF 406 COMPUTER SYSTEMS INTEGRATION (3-0-3)(f). The integration of the
various elements in the computer systems required for a CIM factory. A study
of the interfacing problems associated with several system vendors. LAN's,
machine controllers and bridging systems. PREREQ: MF 220 or PERMIINST. Of-
fered on demand. .
MF 410,ROBOTICS (2-4-3)(f). A lecturellaboratory course concerned with the
capabilities of and the justification for industrial robots. Students will develop
several robot programs which simulate realistic situations involving processing,
assembly and materials handling functions. PREREQ: MF 324. "
MF 430 MANUFACTURING COST REDUCTION & CONTROL (3-6-3)(f). An in-
depth study of the methodologies used in recording and reporting product cost.
The applicatiori of manufacturing engineering and production management skills
to lower andlor maintain product cost. A study of the interrelationships and pro-
duct cost impact of jlT, TQC, CAD/CAM and CIM. PREREQ: PR 345, MF 310.
MF 440 MATERIAL HANDLING AND PLANT LAYOUT (3-0-3)(S). The integrated
designof typical manufacturing plants and material handling schemes using the
principles of CIM to achieve an effective and efficient flow appropriate for both
present and future needs. PREREQ: MF 310.
MF 450 FOOD PROCESSTECHNOLOGIES (3-:Z-3)(f). The design' of foOd process-
ing systems. A study of food properties 'and thermal and physical processes.
PREREQ:.MF 350. Offered on demand.
MI' 470 PROCESS ENVIRONMENT DESIGN (3-2-3)(S)~lhe design of process en-
vironments such as clean rooms, food processing areas, shielded areas and other
process/product unique environments. A study of governmental standards -
FDA, NASA, MIL STD, etc. COREQ: MF 440. Offered on demand.
MF 480 MANUFACTURING SIMULATION (2-6-4)(S). A capstone course utilizing
all the skills attained to design and simulate a manufacturing operation for an
assigned new product. Students will work individually and in small teams to com-
plete this senior project. PREREQ: MF 410. . •
"I ~, •
EN 206 MECHANICS/DYNAMICS (3-0-3)(S). Kinematics and kinetics of both par-
ticles and rigid bodies using the concepts of force, mass acceleration, work and
energy plus impulse and momentum for general plane motion. PREREQ: EN 205.
EN 215 BASIC SURVEYING (l-3-2)(f). A basic course in surveying for non-
engineering majors. Course covers use of transit, level, plane table and, com-
putations related to evaluation, traverse and stadia surveys. PREREQ: M 111 or
equivalent. .
EN 216 ENGINEERING MEASUREMENTS (2-3-3)(S). Theory and practice; manipula-
tion of instruments for horizontal and vertical distance measurements and angle
measurements; types and distr,ibution of errors; route and land surveying; con-
struction surveying introduction to photogrammetrY, PREREQ: M, 111 or
equivalent. " " ", -, ",~" ,'0, •
EN 221 SYSTEMSAND CIRCUITS I (3-0-3)(f):Th~'f~ndame~tal course in electrical
engineering which provides an introduction' to electrical circuits and basic net-
work analysis. Topics covered are simple resistive, capacitive and inductive cir-
cuits, network theoTems and circuit analysis methods. There is one three-hour
laboratory per week. COREQ: M 331. '
EN 223 SYSTEMSAND CIRCUITS II (4-3-5)(S). A continuatio~of EN 221 e~tending
into second order circuits, the use of phasors, AC steady-state analysis and
frequency-domain analysis, polyphase circuits, transformers, filters and Fourier
analysis. PREREQ: EN 221 and M 205. ..' ;'.
EN 227 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CIRCUITS (3-6-3)(f). 'Asurvliy course in cir-
cuit analysis for engineering majors other than electrical and mechancial. Topics
covered include D.C. and A.C. circuit analysis using the basic network theorems
and analysis methods: PREREQ: M 204. ,'!
EN 230 DIGITAL CIRCUITS I (3-6-4)(f). An introd~ction to number systems,
Boolean algebra, logic gates" Karnough mapping, combinational circuits,
registers, and arithmetic operations. PREREQ: Math equivalent to M 106,108,
111; offered every odd numbered year. , ;'5, "
" '" Upper Division •• f
EN 301 FLUID MECflANICS (3-0-3)(S). 'Physical properties cif fluids: fluid mechanics
and measurements; viscous and turbulent flow, momentum, lift, drag, and boun-
dary layer effects; flow in pipes and open channels. PREREQ: EN 205 and EN 206.
EN 306 MECHANICS OF MATERIALS (3-0-3)(S). Elasticity, strength, and modes of
failure of engineering materials; theory of stress and strains for columns, beams
and shafts. Three class periods per week. PREREQ: M 205 or PERM/INST and EN
205. ' ,
EN 320 THERMODYNAMICS AND HEAT TRANSFER (~3)(F). First and second
laws of thermodynamics, thermodynamic processes; thermodynamic properties
of fluids; flow processes; heat.to work conversion; refrigeration, conduction and
radiation. PREREQ: M 206 and PH 211. '. " ';' .•
EN 382 ENGINEERING ECONOMY (3-0-3)(F/S). Econ'omic analysisnand co~pariS9n
of engineering alternatives by annual-cost, present-worth, capitalized cost, and
rate-of-return methods; income tax considerations.PREREQ: junior standing.
MF MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
Lower Division' _ ,'" t' ,"
MF 102 INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION & CIM (3-6-3)(f). The exploration of
dynamic industrial relationships and organizational theories. An overview of both
internal and external factors that impact industry. An in-depth introduction to
CIM - Computer Integrated Manufacturing. 1, " '
MF 202 MANUFACTURING MATERIALS & PROCESSESI (2-4-3)(f). A study of the
properties of materials used in the manufacturing process including ferrous and
non-ferrous metals and the equipment and processes used ill the product
manufacturing ~c1e: ",.J
MF 204 MANUFACrlJRINGMATERIALS & paOCESSES II (24.3)(5). A continua-
tion of Manufacturing Materials & Processes I. The study of the properties of
wood, organics, plastics and composites and the equipment and processes us-
ed in the manufacturing ~c1e. PREREQ:' MF 202. J<': •
MF 210 COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD) (2-4-3)(f). CAD techniques applied to
the mechanical system designs with an emphasis on the manufacturability of
the end product. PREREQ: EN 108.
MF 220' COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING, (cAM) (2-4-3)(S). A lecturel
laborat,!ry course designed to introduce the student to the concept of group
technology, computer scheduling, process control, coding and classification
systems, and the relationship between part grouping and part costing. It includes
justification for and application of computer assistance in the manufacturing pro-
cess, machine process control and an introduction to programming of computer
controlled machines. PREREQ: MF 204, 210. • ' <,'
n., Upper Division
MF 308 ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES (2-4-3)(f). A study of the techniques of assembly
- both manual arid automated. The design of assembly unique documentation.
Offered on demand.
MF 310 PRODUCTION PROCESS (2-4-3)(f). The design and application of pro-
duction processing with consideration to the end product. Emphasis on the
choice and sequence of processing to assure productivity and to efficiently ob-
tain an end product at the least cost. PREREQ: MF 220. -
'.
156 - School of Applied Technology
Admission to Classes h
As prerequisite to any upper.<:Jivision course normally taken in the junior
or senior year and offered by the Engineering in Boise Program, students
must have completed selected courses from the required'coursesiri
chemistry, computer science, engineering, mathematics, arid physics
that are normally to be taken by them during their first two years and
must have attained a grade of C or better in eacH of those courses.
These courses are marked with a "*" in each'individual curriculum:
Fees.
Students enrolled in the Engineering'in Boise Program pay fees through
BSU. for part-time students (less than eight total credits) you pay on
a per credit basis the same as you would if you were attending either
university. for full time students, you pay one full.time fee regardless
of the combination of credits taken from the two universities.You may
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133
,Mech Waves & Heat & Lab PH 211, 212 •.•... BSU*
Systems & Circuits EN 221 BSU*
Elec Magn & Optics & Lab PH 213, 214 BSU*
Data StructuresCS 358 ; •........ : BSU
Systems & Circuits Lab EN 223 BSU




DigComp fund & Lab CompE 340-344 .. '.. UI@BOI
Programming Languages CS 354 ';" BSU
Electronics I & Lab EE316, 317" UI@BOI
<,Low Level Progr CS 223 •.... .':' .. , : .•. ,. ;'.'.BSU,
Comp Org CompE 441 ..........•.....•.. UI@BOI
Technical Writing E 202 BSU
Linear Algebra M 301 BSU
Technical Elective TE UI@BOI
Dig'SysEngr CompE 440 : .•..... ~ UI@BOI
SEMESTER CREDITS
SENIOR
• Prin of Design CompE 480 ,l)I@BOI
Statistics M.361 ~ BSU
Technical Elective TE BSU/UI
Signals & Systems EE350 .' UI@BOI
Operating Systems, CS 353 BSU
Prin of Design CompE,481 ..•............ UI@BOI
Upper Division HS , BSU
Technical Electives TE ; .BSU/UI
Technical Electives TE•.•........•.•...... UI@BOI
SEMESTER CREDITS ,)
TOTAL CREDITS
TE = Technical upper-<livision electives (at least 9 credits from either EEor 'CS courses)."..Financial Aid'
The University of Idaho College of Engineering, with the very generous
cooperation of Boise State University, has been teaching classes on
the Boise State campus since 1988. The first engineering degrees earned
through the Boise Program were awarded in 1990. To cater to the special
needs of working students, classes are scheduled in the late afternoon
and evening time. Courses are taught by University of Idaho engineer.
ing faculty, utilizing facilities provided by Boise State University.
Students wishing to pursue an engineering degree in Boise take most
of the first two years of coursework through the BSU pre-engineering
program. After'two years, the student '''transfers'' to U I and ~hen con-
tinues by taking UI courses taught on the BSU campus.
Applications for financial aid are processed by the BSU Office of finan-
cial Aid.
General Education Requirements' .
Since the degree that will be earned is a UI degree, all Ulrequirements
for graduation must be met. One area of difference between BSU re-
quirements and UI requirements is in the General Education (or Core)
Requirements. While .many of 'the courses listed as BSU core re~
quirements will indeed satisfy UI core requirements, some do not. The
number of credits required by UI in each core category is also different.
Please consult with the UJ Boise Engineering office to determine which
core courses are appropriate for a UI engineering degree.
Writing Proficiency Test
All students transferring to UI are required to take a Writing Proficiency
Test administered by the UI English Department. This test is given in
Boise twice a year, once in the fall and once in the spring. Please note
that this test is NOT the same as the test given by the BSU English
department. J
Curriculums
All curriculums are subject to review by the' departmental facultY.' Please




Discrete Math M 156 BSU*
Pascal Prog CS 125 , BSU* ,
College Chem & Lab C 131, 132 BSU*
Anal Geom & Calc I M 204 •.......•......... BSU*
Intro Comp Science CS 127 , BSU*
English,Composition E 102 •.........•...•. ".BSU
Elective HS, .•. , . , , , . , , , , • , .. , ...•.....•. BSU
Elective HS ' '0 •••••••••••••••• BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS
SOPHOMORE














Anal Geom & Calc I M 204 ," BSU~
College'Chem & Lab C 131,132:". ~ :'~•.• BSU*,
Eng fund &,Comp Prog EN 107, , .BSU*
English Composition E 102 ...•.........•. , .. BSU
Anal Geom & Calc II M 205 BSU* ,
Engr Graphics EN 108. , . , . , : . BSU *
'College Chemistry C 133 .............•.•.... BSU*
Electives HS ...•.•.•...•................... ,BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS •
SOPHOMORE
Anal Geom & Calc 111M 206 : :~ .. BSU*
Mech Waves & Heat & Lab PH 211, 212 BSU*
Intro Mechanics EN 205 .: •..... :: .. :i: . :.' BSU*
Systems & Circuits I EN 221 ......•....•...•. BSU*
Elective HS .'.~:.~ ; BSU
Ord Diff Equations M 331 ............•... ' , .BSU*
, Elec Magn & OpticS & Lab PH 213, 214 BSU*
Dynamics Rigid Bodies EN 206 ....•.. ',' BSU*
Sophomore SeminarEE 292 ..•........... UI@BOI
Systems & Circuits Lab EN 223 •.........•.. ',BSU*
SEMESTER CREDITS,
JUNIOR " . ;" •.
Electronics I, & LabEE 316, 317 ..•.....•.. UI@BOI
Dig Comp FundEE 340 UI@BOI
Dig Logic Lab EE344 .•........... ,: UI@BOI
Signal & Systems EE350 ...•...... , UI@BOI
Technical Writing E 202 BSU
Electronics II & Lab EE 318, 319 ..•..... ; .. UI@BOI
Elec Machinery EE320 ...•....•......••.•• UI@BOI
Elec Mag Theory EE,330 UI@BOI
Elective HS ; '.. BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS
SENIOR .\
Principals of DesignEE 480 ....•.......... UI@BOI
Senior Seminar EE491 ; ...•.....•... UI@BOI
,.,Eng Science Electiv~. ES , .........•...... BSU
Principals of Design EE481.;: .....•...... UI@BOI
Engineering Econ?mics EN 382, .......•... : ... BSU
Technical Electives TE..... ': ... -; •..... '.; .. UI@BOI 9 9
Upper Division HS ...•........• '•......•..... BSU 3
SEMESTER CREDITS 15 18
TOTAL CREDITS, .' 131



































College Chern & Lab C131, 132 BSU*
Anal Ceom & Calc I & II M 204, 205 .......•. BSU*
.' Eng Fund Comp Prog EN 107 •.. ' : .•...... BSU
College Chemistry C 133 BSU
English CompositiQn E 102 ........•......... BSU
Engr Graphics EN 108 , .•.•• BSU*
,Iritro Mech.Design_ME 223., •... :, UI@BOI
Elective HS ........................•. ,' BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS~~' ~
SOPHOMORE,
_Anal Ceom & Calc III M 206 : BSU*
".Mech Waves & Heat & Lab PH 211, 212 .•.•.. BSU*
Intro to Mechanics EN 205 .............•.•.. BSU*
Systems & Circuits EN 221 - , ,BSU
,Technical Writing E 202 BSU
Ord Diff Equations M 331 .•....•.. -.......• '.BSU
Elec Magn & Optics & Lab PH 213,214 .•.... BSU
Dynamics Rigid Bodies EN 206 ..•..•........ BSU
Mech of Materials EN 306 BSU
Thermo/Heat Transfer EN 320 •.. ; ..•• -•..... , .BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS
JUNIOR
Fluid Mechanics EN 301 ; .•. : .. : •. ;.:' •....... BSU
Applied Thermodyn ME 322 ... .- -; ~I:JI@BOI
Kin & Dynof Machines ME 324 : UI@BOI
Models of Engr Sys I ME 380 : UI@BOI
, Elective HS .............•. : .....•.. , UI@BOI
Heat Transfer ME 345.' : .• UI@BOI
Models of Engr Sys II ME 381 .....•.• : UI@BOI
Mechanical Design ME 425 " UI@BOI
ElectiveTE ....•.... ' ~......•.• UI@BOI
Elective HS .....•..•........................ BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS
University of Idaho Engineering in Boise' Program - 157
Mech Waves & Heat & Lab PH 211, 212 BSU*
Intro to Mechanics EN 205 .....•...... ; .•..• BSU*
Elec Engr Circuits EN 227 .....•............. BSU
Engr Measurements EN 216 BSU*
Dynamics Rigid Bodies EN 206 BSU*
Elec Magn & Optics & Lab PH 213, 214 ...•.• BSU :'
Ord Diff Equations M 311 ,' BSU*
Mech of Materials EN 306 ................•.. BSU*
Intro to Civil Engr CE 215 .•.............. UI@BOI
SEMESTER CREDITS
JUNIOR " ,
Fund of Statistics M 361 ...•....•...•.•. .-.... BSU
Theory of Structures CE 342 ...•..... ,~ UI@BOI
Engr EconEN 382 BSU
Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 ..••.• ;. ',," BSU
Fluid Mechanics EN 301 BSU
TranSportation Engr CE 372 UI@MOS
Hydraulics CE 322 ..•..............•..•. UI@MOS
Mech Prop of Materials CE 357 UI@MOS
Reinf,Concrete Design CE 441 UI@MOS
Design (CE"421 recomd) TE UI@MOS
SEMESTER CREDITS .
SENIOR
Sanitary Engineering CE 431 .. ; UI@MOS
Soils Mechanics CE 460 ......•........• ;UI@MOS
Seminar CE 491 .......................• UI@MOS
Hydrology CE 321 : UI@MOS
Design TE : ," ;' .• UI@MOS
,(choose two: CE 422, CE 444, & CE 474)
, Thermo/Heat Transfer EN 320 ..............•. BSU
Urban Studies HS ..........•......•......... BSU
(EC 310, EC 322, EC 321, SO 421, & PO 308) •
-Technical Elective TE - : BSU/UI
(sug incl: CE 482, CE 484, M 340)
Elective HS ;: ..•........... BSU


























College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 •....... BSU .4
Anal Geom & Calc I & II M 204, 205, BSU 5
Fortran for Engr EN 107 ..........•. : .•....... BSU 3
Elective H5 •.......•........................ BSU 3
Engr Graphics EN 108 BSU
Prin Economics EC 206 ...........•.......... BSU
English Comp E102 - :~'~. : . .-....•... BSU
t SEMESTER CREDITS" .- 15
SOPHoMoRE n,', ,
Organic Chern I & Lab C 317, 319 BSU 4
Intro -Mechanics EN 205 .. ; ..•........ '.-.• ; BSU 3
•Anal Geom & Calc III M 206 .' .........• BSU - 4
, Engr Physics I & II PH 211, 212,213,214 BSU 5
Mat & Energy Bal ChE 223 .........•. -'~.. UI@BOI - 3
Organic Chern II & Lab C 318, -320 BSU
Thermo & Heat Transfer EN 320 : . .- BSU
Ord Diff Equations M 331 ..•......... :,' .. , BSU
Unspecified HS BSU
SEMESTER CREDITS - .' 19
JUNIOR !,
Physical Chern & Lab C 321,,323. ~-:, ': ..... BSU
Reactor Kin & Des ChE 323' .-.: UI@MOS
Fluid Mechanics EN 301 .. , ...•....•...•.•... BSU
Elec Circuits EN 227 : , ,.: BSU
Communications Elective .......•• , ..•.. ; ,BSU
Unspecified HS ..•.....•.................... BSU
BioScience Elective Chern/ UI@MOS
Thermo & Sep Proc ChE 330 ......•...... UI@MQS. -
Trans & Rate Proc I ChE 430 UI@MOS
Unspecified Engr ........•..•...• c •••• c .UI@MOS
Unspecified Math ..•................... UI@MOS
SEMESTER CREDITS
SENIOR
Process Analysis ChE 444 .....•......... UI@MOS
Seminar ChE 491 .........•.. : ; .. UI@MOS
Chern Proc Anal & Des ChE 453 .•.....•. UI@MOS '
Trans & Rate Proc II ChE 431 ..........•. UI@MOS
Trans & Rate Proc III ChE 432 •.......... UI@MOS
Unspecified'ChE .•.•.•.•..•.•. ; '.UI@MOS
Elective ...............•... c •••• ' •••••• I.UI@MOS
ProcesS Control ChE 445 .•........ ;' ..•.. UI@MOS
Trans & Rate Proc' lab ChE 433 UI@MOS
Seminar ChE 492 ........•.•.......•.... UI@MOS
Chern Proc Anal & Des ChE 454 UI@MOS
Technical UnspecifiedTE .: 2 •• " •••• UI@MOS
(300 or 400 level Science or Engr course)





College Chemistry & Lab C 131, 132 BSU*
Anal Geom & Calc I & II 9 M 204, 205 BSU*
English Composition E 102 .•.•....... :.: BSU
Engr Fund Comp Prog EN 107;. ',' : BSU
Elective HS : ; '; .. : .: .. '.. BSU
College Chemistry C 133 ......• ' .. c •••• ; ••••• BSU*
Engr Graphics EN 108 ...•.•....•.. -.,.' BSU,
Prin Macroeconomics EC 206 BSU
Technical Writing E 202 ......•......•... : ' BSU
Physical Geology GO 101 BSU
- ' SEMESTERCREDITS
SOPHOMORE _. "
Anal Geom & Calc III M 206 BSU*
'!t__




Technology Building, Room 240 . Telephone (208) 385.3764
Division Manager and Professor: Norm Dahm.
EE 4811-481/CompE 4811-481IXE 4811-481. PRINCIPLE OF DESIGN (3' cr)(F,S).
Computer-aided technology, economics, marketing, reliability, and patents; 'pro-
jects require original design, working model, and report. Two lectures and one
3-hour lab a week. Preregistration required; consult department administrator.
PREREQ: for EE480: EE316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 330, 340, 350, or PERM/INST. PREREQ:
for EE 481: EE 480. • ,
EE491IXE 491 SENIOR SEMINAR (0 cr)(F). Technical topics, employment practice
and interviewing. One lecture a week; one 3-6 day field trip may be required.
Graded P/F.
ChEIXH CHEMICAL ENGINEERING ; ..
ChE 223lxH 223 MATERIAL AND ENERGY' BALANCES (3cr)(F alt yrs). 'Conserva.
tion of mass and energy calculations in chemical process systems. PREREQ: BSU's
C 131, 132 and ,M 205. • , Ii
CElXC CIVIL ENGINEERING
CE 215IXC 215 INTRO TO CIVIL ENGINEERING (2 cr)(S).
~' l .. ',. '
~E 321IXC 321 HYDROLOGY (3 cr)(S). Analysis of precipitation and runoff events;
principles of climatology, evaporation, infiltration, and snowmelt. PREREQ: or'le
semester of calcul,us. • .'.
CE 342IXC 342 THEORY OF STRUCTURES (4 cr)(F). Stresses and strains in statically
determine and indeterminate beam, truss"and rigid frame structures; effects of
moving loads; matrix displacement method. Three 'lectures and one 3-hour lab
a week. PREREQ: BSU's EN 306. '-,
MEIXM MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ME 223IXM 223 MECHANICAL DESIGN ANALYSIS (2 cr)(S). Fundamentals of
engineering design, graphic representation and computer-aided design (CAD)
of engineering systems. Two lectures a week. PREREQ: BSU's EN 107 a!1d EN 108.
ME 322IXM 322 APPLIED THERMODYNAMICS (4 cr)(F). First and second laws;
property relations; mixtures; irreversibility and availability; cycles; selected topics
in applied thermodynamics; application of computers in thermodynamic system
analysis and design. Three lectures and one hour of lab a week. PREREQ: BSU's
EN 320: ' "
ME 324IXM 324 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS IN MACHINE DESIGN (3 crim: Kinem~tic,
static and dynamic principles and application to analysis and synthesis of
machines with emphasis on computer-aided design (CAD) technology. Two lec-
tures and one 3-hour lab a week; one 1~ay field trip. COREQ: BSU's EN 206 and
M 331; ME 223.
ME 345IXM 345 J:lEAT-TRANSFER (3 cr)(S). Transmission by conduction of heat
in steady and unsteady states, by free and forced convention, and by radiation;
combined effects of conduction, convention, and radiation. PREREQ: BSU's EN
320 and M 331. ' -
ME 380IXM 380 MODELING OF ENGINEERIN"CSYSTEMS I (3 cr)(F). Application
of math and basic engineering principles in solution of engineering problems
and math modeling of engineering systems; solution of problems by analytic
and numerical methods; introduction of computer program for dynamic systems
analysis and for data analysis. PREREQ: BSU's M 331.
ME 381IXM 381'MODELING OF ENGINEERING SYSTEMS II (2 cr)(S). Continua-
tion of ME 380, including transfer functions, state variable technology, simula-
tion diagrams, and .complex syste~s modeling. PREREQ:,ME 380.
ME 4251XM 425 MECHANICAL DESIGN (4 cr)(S). Stress and strain, material failure,
combined stresses, variable and impact loading, machine elements, lubrication
theory, bearing design, and computer-aided design(CAD) principle. PREREQ:
~SU's EN 306, ME 223. ." • "'" - •
Technical Division
Degrees Offered
, • AASin Drafting Technology'
. '.- AAS in Electronics Service Technology
'. AAS in Electronics Technology.
• AAS in Semiconductor Technology
• AAS in Manufacturing Technology ,
Drafting Technology-Two'YearProgram
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Danny Benton, Ralph Burkey; Don Watts fie
This curriculum~is organized to provide ~ngineering departments,
government agencies, consulting engineers and architectural firms with
a technician well versed in the necessary basic skills and knowledge
of conventional and computer aided drafting. The student is required
to develop and maintain the same standards and techniques used iii
















Materials Process ME 253 ......•. ; : .. UI@MOS
Exp Meth for Engrs ME 330 .••••••• '/ ;UI@MOS
Seminar ME 491 ,UI@MOS
Electronics sys EE 314
OR
Elec Machinery EE 324 ..•....•..... : .•.. UI@MOS
Elective (coherent) TE ..........•.•..•. -:. UI@MOS
Upper Division HS UI@MOS
Eng Materials & lab ME 261; 262 .•...••. UI@MOS
Mech Systems Design ME 426 ..........• UI@MOS
Senior lab ME 430 ......•••..••....• ~ •• UI@MOS
E.I.T. Exam Prep ENG 411 •••.••.••....•.. UI@MOS
Elective TE ....•..•.....•..•....•.•.•... UI@MOS
• SEMESTER CREDITS
t TOTAL CREDITS . ~
UI at Boise Course Offerings
EElXE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING/COMPUTER ENGINEERING
EE 292IXE 292 SOPH SEMINAR (0 cr)(S). Curriculum options, elective courses,
prep for graduate study, and current tech topics. Field trip may be required.
Graded P/F. '
EE 316IXE 316 ELECTRONICS (3 cr)(F). Introduction to application of electronic
devices in electrical networks; diodes, rectifiers, power supplies, 'and thermal
management; bipolar junction transistor principles, biasing, modeling and low-
frequency, small signal applications; field effect transistor principles, biasing
modeling and low-frequency small-signal application; operational amplifier fun-
damentals and applications. Preregistration required; consult department ad-
ministrator. PREREQ: BSU's EN 221 and EN 223. ' , .' .
, -(.... " ., .
EE 317IXE 317 ELECTRONICS LAB I (1 cr)(F). lab to accompany or follow EE 316.
Preregistration required; consult department administrator. PREREQ or COREQ:
EE 316.
EE318IXE 318 ELECTRONICS II (3 cr)(S). Electronic amplifier frequency response
(magnitude and phase); RC coupled amplifiers in cascade; large-signal amplifiers;
implications of saturation and cut-off; feed-back amplifiers; intro to analog IC
implementation. Preregistration required; consult department administrator.
PREREQ:, EE 316, 317. .. ~ .
EE319IXE 319 ELECTRONICS LAB II (1 cr)(S). lab to accompany or follow EE318.
Preregistration required; consult department administrator. PREREQ: EE316, 317.
COREQ: EE 318.
EE320IXE 320 ELECTRIC MACHINERY (5 cr)(S). Theory and application of electric
machinery and transformers. Four lectures and one 3-hour lab a week.Preregistra-
tion required; consult department administrator. PREREQ: BSU's EN 221, EN 223
and PH 213. ' ,.
jl' r. ,.'
EE 330IXE 330 ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY (4 cr)(F). Vector calculus; elec-
trostatics, electrodynamics; electromagnetic waves in isotrOpic media; Maxwell's
equations; boundary value problems. Preregistration required; consult depart-
ment administrator. PREREQ: BSU's M 206,M 331 and 'PH 213. l,'
I ,
EE 340/CompE 340IXE 340 DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS (3 cr)(F).
Number systems, truth tables, logic gates, elementary combinational and sequen-
tiallogic, concepts' of machine language programming, introduction to data struc-
tures and subroutines, hands-on use of mini-eomputer stressed. Preregistration
required; consult department administrator. PREREQ: not specified.
EE 344/CompE 344IXE 344 LOGIC CIRCUIT LAB (1 cr)(F). Design and construc-
tion of logic circuits. Preregistration required; consult department administrator.
COREQ: EE 34OiCompE 340/XE 340.
EE350IXE 350 SIGNAL AND SYSTEMSANALYSIS (4 cr)(F). Coritinuous and discrete
time signal and system analysis; Fourier transforms, z-transforms, filtering, sampl-
ing and modulation; intro to state space methods and feedback control.
Preregistration required; consult department administrator. PREREQ: BSU's EN
223. '
EE440/CompE 4401XE 440 DIGITAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING (3 cr)(S). Advanced
topics in combination logic design such ,as iterative logic arrays, hazard free
design, and VLSllogic implementations; study of asynchronous and synchronous
sequential circuits, combinational and sequential circuit design with PLA's;
register transfer language design of digital system including data path and con-
trol structures with TIL including timing analysis. Preregistration required;'con-
suit department administrator. PREREQ: EE340, 344, CompE 340, 344 or XE 340, 344.
, t,
EE441/CompE 4411XE 441 COMPUTER ORGANIZATION (3 cr)(S). Register transfer
language design of micro and mini computer systems; micro and mini architec-
tures including interrupt structures and software control; '8-bit and 16-bit
microprocessor design' including associated interfacing with RAM, ROM and'I/O.
Preregistration required; consult department administrator. PREREQ: EE 340,
CompE 340 or XE 340. 0, ',,'











DT 131 MATHEMATICS (4-1-4)(F/S).Fundamentals of algebra with,review of
arithmetic and applications of applied problems. Arithmetic operations with frae-
tions, decimals, percentage. Basic algebraic operations with signed numbers,
powers, solutions of simple equations, factoring operations with algebraic ex.
pressions. One year high school algebra with satisfactory grade or equivalent
required. . . - ••
DT 132 MATHEMATICS(J.O-3)(F/S).Plane geometry, basic coordinate geometry,
spatial geometry, and basic trigonometry. This course includes many applied
problems. related to drafting technology. These problems require application
of the fundamentals acquired in DT 131,trigonometry and geometry. PREREQ:
DT 131 or equivalent .
DT 141 APPLIEDPHYSICS(3-Q-3)(f).Course covers properties of solids, liquids
and gases with emphasis on introduction to strength of materials. Also
temperature and effects of heat, heat transfer and change of state of matter are
covered. Emphasis placed on problem solving. One year high school algebra
with satisfactory grade or equivalent.
DT 142APPLIEDPHYSICS(3-0-3)(S).Course covers ~~ctorsand graphic methods
with emphasis on forces exerted on structural members in a static position; force
and motion; work energy and power and basic machines. COREQ: DT 132 or
equivalent.
DT 201 DRAFTING LABORATORYAND LECTURE(l-l4-4)(f). Civil drafting, map-
ping, highway curves and earthwork using conventional and computer drafting
techniques. PREREQ:DT 122, 132, 102.' ,
DT 202 DRAFTING LABORATORYAND LECTURE(l-l4-4)(S). Structural drafting
terminology; structural and reinforcing steel specifications and drawing prac-
tice with manual and computerized methods. PREREQ:DT 201, 221.
OJ 221 DESCRIPTIVEGEOMETRYAND DEVELOPMENT(3-1-3)(F).Theory and prac'
tice of coordinate projection applied to the solution of properties of points, lines,
planes and solids with practical drafting applications.
DT 222 TECHNICALREPORTWRITING (2-6-2)(S).Objective: to enable students
to meet on-the-job standards of report preparation in the field of drafting.
DT 231 APPLIEDMATHEMATICS(3-1-3)(1=).Solution of practical problems involv-
ing concepts from DT 131 and DT 132 Math. PREREQ:DT 132.
DT 232 APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3-1-3)(S).Application and expansion of
mathematics, statics and strength of materials. Related to lab projects. PREREQ:Mm. j
Dr 241 STATICS(4-04)(F).Introductory course in staticswith emphasison analysis
of simple structures. PREREQ:DT 132.
DT 242 STRENGTHOF MATERIALS(4-04)(S).Analysis of stress and strain in tor-
sion, tension, compression and stress. Introduction to limited structural design.
PREREQ:DT 132.
DT 261 GRAPHICS(1-1-1)(1=).Introduction to graphic presentation methods used
in industry, such as isom~tric and perspective rendering, charts, graphs and pic-
torial representations. (Open to - non-drafting technology majors-space
permitting.
DT 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-0-2)(1=).Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester course.
DT 263 SPECIALIZEDGRAPHICS(2'1'2)(S).An intensive study of perspective and
rendering as used in industrial illustration, architectural rendering and civil
engineering, including mechanical and electronic methods. Lecture-Laboratory.
PREREQ:DT 261 (Open to non-drafting technology majors-space permitting).
Electronics Service Technology-
Two Year 'Program
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Robert Dodson, Bob Jull, JOe Schreffler,
Stan Sluder, James Stack
A graduate of this program will be prepared for entry-Ievel'plac~ment
with industry and will possess a broad-based general knowledge in elec-
tronic concepts, circuits, and equipment repair, maintenance, and in-
terfacing. The graduate will gain experience in the areas of analog and
digital electronics with major emphasis in the fields of digital electronics,
telecommunication and electromechanical systems. . . .'
To be accepted into this program students must meet Vocational Technical
Education Admission Requirementsl!st.ed on page 164.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Electronics laboratory I ES 106 '; '.t.'; ~ .
English Composition'E 101 : :".' .
ElectroniC's TheoryES 122 .' ::.: .
Electronics Mathematics ES 133 ••.....•.•••••••...
Computer' Literacy for Elect Tech ES 188 .•.. :: .. ::
Intro to Digitial Electronics ES 123 .....•..... '... .• '
To be accepted into this program students must meet Vocational Technical
Education Admission Requirements listed on page 164.
FIRST SEMESTER
Drafting lab and lecture DT 101 ~' :.4
Fundamentals of Computer Drafting DT 109 1
Fund Speech Comm CM 111 : ~. : : 3
Mathematics DT 131 .4
Applied Physics DT 141 .....•..............•..•.•......•..• 3
*Elective (from approved list) •••.•••••••.•......•.• " ...••.. 3
. TOTAL . 18" ,
SECOND SEMESTER
Drafting lab and lectureDT 102 .4
English Composition E 101 3
Introduction to Surveying DT 122 2
Mathematics D1. 132 3
Applied Physics DT 142 3
Fundamentals of Computer Design DT 110 1
TOTAL! 16
THIRD SEMESTER
Drafting lab and lecture DT 201 ; .4
Descriptive Geometry & Development DT 221 3
Applied Mathematics DT 231 ............•.... .' ..........•.. 3
Statics DT 241 : .4
Graphics DT 261 1
Occupational Relations DT 262 :2
TOTAL - . '.17
FOURTH SEMESTER " ::
Drafting lab and lecture DT 202: : :.4
Technical Report Writing DT 222 : 2
Applied Mathematics DT 232 ; '.' .. 3
Specialized Graphics DT 263 : .. 2
Strength of Materials DT 242 ; .4
*Elective (from approved list) .....•.•..••..•.•......•...•.. ~3
TOTAL 18
All courses require a minimum 'C' grade to receive the Associate'~
Degree.
*Approved General Electives List
*Electives chosen from follo~ing course offerings to fulfill Occupational
Area core requirements. These selections are also chosen with the in-
tent of fulfilling the general education requirements for the Associate
of Applied Science degree
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 " 3
Introduction to Business GB 101 3
General Psychology P 101 3
Career life Planning P 151 •.....•.....................••... 3
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 . .- 3
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
DT DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
DT 101 DRAFTING LABORATORYAND LECTURE(1-14-4)(f). Mechanical draft-
ing with basic drafting techniques, standards, methods, and basic block and
schematic diagrams for electronics and piping with introduction to computer-
assisted drafting.
DT 102 DRAFTINGLABORATORYAND LECTURE(l-l4-4)(S). Architectural draft-
ing includes facility planning, remodeling and details for commercial buildings.
PREREQ:DT 101.
DT 109 FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER-AIDED DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(l-l-l)(F/S). This course is an introduction to Computer-Aided Drafting and Design
Systems. It will prepare students for keyboarding, to operate the systems and
understand the applications of computer graphics to industry standards.Students
will learn to use an interactive computer graphics system to prepare drawings
on a CRT.They will store and retrieve drawings and related information on a
magnetic disc and produce commercial quality copies using a computer-driven
plotter. COREQ: Familiarity with basic drafting procedures and standards.
DT 110ADVANCEDCOMPUTER-AIDEDDRAFTINGAND DESIGN(l-l-l)(F/S). This
course provides the student with skills in three dimensional CAD drafting,
developing shape files and menus, digitizing, and illustrations. PREREQ:DT 109.
DT 122SURVEYING(2-2-2)(S).Introduction to surveying, methods and computa-
tion. Required field work with emphasis on compiling data and office computa-
























ES293 FIBEROPTICS(2-0-2).Basic electronics overview including introductory
circuit concepts and schematic interpretation. General circuit construction,
voltage, current, power and resistanceconcepts. Components of fiber optic com-
munication systems.Optical fiber properties and types, applications, advantage
and limitations. Transformation of voice information to digital form and applica-
tions of digital signal multiplexing for usewith optical fiber signal transmission
and reception. System testing and standardized troubleshooting procedures.
ES 295 DIGITAL CONCEPTSWITH INTRO MICROPROCESSORS(1-4-2). A
Iliboratory oriented digital electronics course covering the areasof combinational
logic, dequentiallogic, digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion and in-
troductory microprocessors. logic troubleshooting will be emphasized


























Electronics laboratory ET 101 .
Communication Skills ET 111 .
Technical Report Writing ET 113 . ., .. ., ., ., ., ..
Electronics Math I ET 131 : .
Basic Physical Science ET 142 .
Electronic Theory ET 151 .•.•...•...•......•......
Intro to Digital Electronics ET 161 .
Electronics laboratory ET 102 ; .
Communication Skills ET 112 .
Electronics Math II ET 132 .
Electronic Theory ET 152 .....•...........•......•
Digital Systems I ET 162 .
Electronics Technology-
Two Year Program
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Robert Dodson, Bob Jull, Joe Schreffler,
Stan Sluder, James Stack -
The Electronics Technology Program prepares students as entry level
electronic engineering technicians. These individuals are prepared to
work as individuals or team members together with scientists,
engineers, and manufacturing or research specialists. The graduate of
this program will obtain broad-based experience in areas of digital elec-
tronics systems, electronic communications systems, and electronic
measurement and control systems.
To be accepted into this program students must meet Vocational Technical
Education Admission Requirements listed on page 164.
preparation.
ES27SDIGITALSYSTEMSIII (3-0-3)(F/S).Study of various logic families. DataCon-
version, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion, digital data transmis-
sion and reception, memory devicesand systems.Digital signal processing basics.
PREREQ:ES264.
ES277 MICROPROCESSORSYSTEMS(4-6-4)(F/S).Study ot'microprocessor func-
tions based on 6800 series microprocessor. Number systems~microprocessor
basics, computer arithmetic, programming, microprocessor instruction codes,
central processor unit structure, and interfacing. PREREQ:ES214.
ES281 ELECTROMECHANICALSYSTEMS(3-0-3)(F/S).Electronic measurement and
detection through the useof electronic transducers. Mechanical control through
the use of electro-mechanical actuator devices. Photoelectric sensors, thermal
sensors, displacement sensors. Solenoids, relays, stepper motors and servo
actuators.
ES28STELECOMMUNICATIONSYSTEMSII (4000-4)(F/S).Continuation of ES232.
FM signal systems, frequency modulation and detection, single-sideband com-
munications, television systems. Propagation, antennas and transmission lines.
Pulsemodulation techniques, data communications and standards.Digital signal
communication methods. Telephone and satellite communications. PREREQ:ES
232.
ES288 ELECTRONICSLAB(G-1S-3)(F/S).Combined electronics lab covering cir-
cuits and equipment used in ES275,ES277,ES232,ES285and ES281.Hands-on
exposure, with emphasis on troubleshooting approaches. '
EXTENDED PROGRAMS OFFERINGS
The following Extended Programs offerings are not required in the Elec-
tronic Service Technology AAS degree program. These courses are
designed for upgrading of individuals employed in the Electronic Ser-
vice Industry. PREREQ:Minimum of two years employment as an Elec-
tronic Service Technician, or PERM/INST. .
Course Offerings
see page 20 for definition of course numbering system
ES-ElECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
ES106ELECTRONICSlABORATORYI (G-15-3)(F/S).Experiments in direct and alter-
nating current, using passivecomponents (resistors, capacitors and inductors).
The use of standard test equipment. '
ES122 ELECTRONICTHEORY(S-G-S)(F/S).Theory of direct and alternating cur-
rents in passive circuits. Circuit analysis of RLCconfigurations in both ac and
de applications.
ES123 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL ELECTRONCIS(2-o-2)(F/S).Introduction to
binary number systems, digital coding, basic logic gates and logic families.
ES133 ELECTRONICSMATHEMATICS(SooO-S)(F/S).The number system, algebra
and algebraic equations, exponential and logarithmic equations, vectors and
graphing.
ES163DIGITAL SYSTEMSI (2-4l-2)(F/S).BasicTTLand MOS gate operations, com-
binational logic circuits, Boolean Algebra, fan-out specifications, propagation
delay and operating speed. PREREQ:ES123.
ES172 LINEARSYSTEMSI (S-4l-S)(F/S).Ac and de properties of diodes and tran-
sistors. Bipolar junction transistors, junction field effect transistors and MOS
devices. Circuits employing diodes and transistors. Transistor amplifier biasing,
load line computations and gain determinations. PREREQ:ES122.COREQ:182.
ES173 LINEARSYSTEMLABORATORYI (G-15-3)(F/S). Laboratory exercisesto com-
plement ES172 and ES163. PREREQ:.ES106.
ES182APPLIEDMATHEMATICS(3-0-3)(F/S).The mathematical analysis of circuits
introduced in ES172.Trigonometric functions, vectors and phasor computations.
Device curve plotting. Solution of quadratic equations. Complex number system
and use in circuit calculations. COREQ: ES172.
ES188 COMPUTERL1TEMCY FORELECTRONICTl:CHNICIANS (2-4l-2)(F/S). An
introductory computer course dealing in the use of the computer as a writing
and computational tool. The student will be introduced to word processing and
the BASICcomputer programming language. Includes program writing and struc-
turing techniques, software troubleshooting and documentation.
ES206 ELECtRONICSLAB(0-1S-3).Combined electronics lab covering circuits
and equipment used in ES237, ES214,and ES281. Labwill stress hands-on ex-
posure to circuits and equipment and will provide various trOubleshooting
techniques. .
ES214 DIGITAL SYSTEMSII (3-0-3)(F/S).lmplementation of sequential logic. Flip-
flops, shift registers,' ring counters, binary and decade counters, modulus
counters, and state generators. PREREQ:ES163. '
ES232 TELECOMMUNICATIONSYStEMSI (2-o-2)(F/S).Introduction to 'electronic
communication systems. Amplitude modulation and detection, percentage of
modulation, band width of AM signals, RFpower calculations. Radio frequency
transmitter and receiver systems.
ES237 LINEARSYSTEMSII (S-4l-S)(F/S).Study of operational amplifiers and other
linear circuits. Operational amplifier theory and OP AMP circuits commonly
found in electronic equipment. Amplifiers, oscillators, comparators, integrators
and differentialors, filters and precision rectifiers. PREREQ:ES172.
ES264 ECONOMICSOFELECTRONICSERVICEMANAGEMENT(3-0-3)(F/S).Study
of electronic shop economics, practices and standards. Includes customer.and
employee relations, management skills, and invoicing, warranty claims and
procedures. .
ES274CEl CEmRCATlON (l.o.l)(F/S). Study for and completion of requirements
for Certified Electronics Technician examination. Associate level Exam
160 - School of Applied Technology
Digital Systems I ES 163 : .
Linear Systems I ES 172 ..• ., ., ., ., ., . ., .
Linear Systems I lab ES 173 ..•••..•••.•.......•.•.
Applied Math ES 182 .,.,., .,., . ., .
Fund of Speech Comm eM 111 .\ ': .
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE'VEAR
Electronics lab ES 206 •• ., ., : •• ., ., ., ., •• ., ••••..
Digital Systems II ES 214 . ., ., ., . ., ., ., ., . ., .,:
General Psychology P 101 .
Linear Systems II ES 237 .
CET Certification ES 274 : ",'
Economics of Elect Service Management ES 264 .
Telecommunication Systems I ES 232 .
Electronics lab ES 288 .. ' ; .. '.....•.........
Digital Systems III ES 275 •. ., . ., ., . ., ... ., .•. ; ., .
Microprocessors Systems ES 277 ..•.....•.........
Electro-Mechanical Systems.ES 281 .
Telecommunication Systems II ES 285 •.•...•••.•••
TOTAL
,Digital Systems Lab I ET 163 1
. -,:CllJllr.I Jlifl~ D~vh::C:l I ET 172. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ,( _ 3
Solid State Devices Lab I,ET 173.................. 1
TOTAL' 18 18
~ourse'Offerings' ,.,' t
" see pag~ 20 for definition of courseliumbering syst.~m
ET ELECTRO,NIC TECHNOLOGY
ET101 ELECTRONICSLABORATORYI (c..1c..2)(F/S).Experiments in direct current
electronics. Study of resistance, dc circuit behavior, dc applications of capacitors
and inductors, dc operation of transistor circuits, and characteristics of dc test
equipment.
SECOND YEAR i . , 'I'
, Digital Systems I and II ET 162/ ET 264 ... : .... : ~:,
Technical Report Writing ET 113 .•........... : .. .': .
Intro to Solid State Physics ET 291 .
Solid State Device Physics ET 292 .. ~ . ; ";', oo • .' ••
Integrated Circuit Layout ET 281 :. :' ', :
Electronics Theory I and lab ET 151-101 , :': ..
Electronics Theory II and Lab ET 152-102 :.
Solid State Devices I ET 172 ..• ' .. ; .': .. '......•.•.•••
*Elective •.................... :'; . :~" .
TOTAL
Total Number of Credit ~ours: '69~' il/l/. '.
Semiconductor Technology - 161
ET102 ELECTRONICSLABORATORYII (c..5-1)(F/S).Experiments in alternating cur-
rent electronics. Study of reactance, impedance, ac circuit behavior, ac transistor
circuits, ac circuit devices, and characteristics of ac test equipment. PREREQ:ET
101. . .
ET111,.112 COMMUNICATION SKILLS(~3)(F/S). Study of terms, attributes, and
the mechanics of language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing. Training
includes an introduction to inference using both verbal and symbolic techni.
ques, Industrial applications include organization and delivery of technical
reports. in written and oral forms, business correspondence, and resume
preparation.
ET113 TECHNICALREPORTWRITING (1:4-2XF/S).Composition of standardized
technical reports, proper usage of electrical. schematic drawings and proper use
of headings and punctuation. '4 ;,. '
, .' .' , .'. "I- . ,....
ET 131 ELECTRONICSMATHEMATICSI (3-2-3)(F/S).The number system, algebra
and algebraic equations, functions and the graphing of functions, exponential
and logarithmic equations, and plane geometry and trigonometry.' .
Er 132 ELECTRONICSMATHEMATICSII (~2-3)(F/S). Complex numbers, tectors
and vector mathematics, trigonometric functions and equations, and graphing
of trigonometric functions; PREREQ: ET 131 '.' ,0:, •
ET 142 BASICPHYSICALSCIENCE(~3)(F/S). Course covers concepts~f force,
displacement, power and energy and mechanical physical principles including
mass, inertia, momentum, velocity and acceleration, and moment of inertia.Em-
phasis is placed on problem solving. PREREQ:One year high school algebra with
satisfactory grade or equivalent.
ET 151 ELECTRONICTHEORY I (4-1-4)(F/S).Theory of direct current electricity,
its behavior in dc circuits, resistance and physical properties contributing to
resistance, errors in calculation, dc power, dc current and voltage laws, dc cir-
~~it .~nalysis, and physical properties of circuit i:omponen~s: .
ET 152 ELECTRONICTHEORY II (4-1-4)(F/S).Theory of alternating current elec.
tricity, its behavior in electric circuits, properties of, reactance and impedance,
ac circuit analysis, tuned circuits and resonan'ce, mutual inductance and
transformers. PREREQ: E~ 1~1. ., .' -
ET.161 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITALELECTRONICS(2-Cl-2)(F/S).Introduction to
binary number system, Boolean functions and. mathematics, basic logic gates
and logic. fam,Hies, Karnaugh mapping and Boolean simplification of logic
functions." ,
ET162 DIGITALSYSTEMSI (2-Cl-2)(F/S).Basic TTLand MOS gate opera~ion~, com.
binational logic circuits, tri-state logic gates, expander functions of gates, fan-
out specifications, propagation del~y and operating speed. Basic Sequential logic
operations, R.S and J.K flip-flop fundamentals. PREREQ: ET 161.
ET163 DIGITALSYSTEMSLABI (0-4-1)(F/S).laboratory exercises to complement
ET 162. See ET 162 course description. PREREQ: ET 161.
ET172 SOLID STATE'DEVICESI (3-2~3XF/S).AC and DC properties of diodes and
transistors. Semiconductor properties. Manufacture of semiconductor devices.
Bipolar junction transistors, junction field effect transistors, and MOS devices.
Operational circuits employing diodes and transistors. Transistor amplifier bias-
ing, load line computations, and gai,! deterl11inations. PREREQ:ET 151, ET131.
ET173 SOLID STATEDEVICESLABI (0-4-1)(F/S).Laboratory exercises to comple-
ment ET172. Diode rectification circuits, transistor biasing and amplifying Circuits.
Class A, AB, B, and C amplifier Circuits, troubleshooting of diode and transistor
Circuits., .' . .,
.1, ,
ET 181. INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATEDCIRCUIT,INDUSTRY(2-o-2)(F).Over-
view of the integrated Circuit: its history, applications, and manufacturing. Course
will cover technical aspects lightly and will focus on economic and social im.
pact. PREREQ: ET 131.132, or M 111 or equivalent.
ET 182 INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATEDCIRCUIT PROCESSING (2-o-2)(F). ex-
amination of the manufacturing techniques and :processes necessary to build
an integrated circuit from raw materials to final products. The emphasis is on
conceptual aspects of processing; however, mechanisms and modeling will be
discussed. PREREQ: ET 131-132 or M 111 or the equivalent.
ET183 INTEGRATEDCIRCUIT PROCESSING I (2.o-2)(S). A descriptive treatment,
in some chemical and mathematical detail, of the processes used to manufac.
ture integrated circuits. PREREQ: ET 181, 182.";
ET201 LINEARSYSTEMSLAB(0-5-1)(F/S).Laboratory exercises to complement ET
251. Linear amplification and signal processing circuits including integrators, dif-
ferentiators, active filters, oscillators, comparators, differential amplifiers, and
speCialized non-linear amplifiers. PREREQ: ET 152, ETl72. . I •
rb02 TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAB(c..5-1)(F/S).Laboratory exer~ise to c~';'ple-
m'ent ET 252. Communication experiments in' radio frequency generation and
measurement, amplitude and frequency modulation, frequency shift keying,
pulse width and position modulation, radio frequency reception Circuits,
demodulation and .detection, heterodyne systems, and automatic frequency con-
trol. PREREQ: ET 251. , " 1••
ET 231. CALCULUS I (3-2-3)(F/S), Differentiation .of algebraic, logarithmic, and
trigonometric equations. Determination of maximums and minimums, rates of





















Two Year, Program .,;', '.. : •.. 'S(d'
, ~ .i~I;,~ •. , • • ,.. .of •..
Associate of Applied Science Degree:
~.. , '"
To be accepted into this program students must meet.Vocati~nal Technical
Education Admission Requirements Iist~ on page' 164 ••..•
The successful completion of ET 131-132 or M 111, or the equivalent










Linear Systems Lab ET 201' oo oo oo oo • oo • oo •••••••••
Calculus I ET 231 .. oo •••••••• oo oo •• oo • oo ••••• oo ••
Instrumentation ET 241 ..•.......................
Instrumentation Lab ET 242 .•....................
linear Systems ET 251 oo •••• oooo ••• oooooo •• , •••• ,.
Occupational Relations ET 262 ' .•
Digital Systems II ET 264 ....•..... ;•...............
Digital Systems Lab II ET265 ..........•......... "
Solid State Devices II ET 273 -. .
Solid State Devices lab II ET 274 •.....•..........
Telecommunications Lab ET 202 ; .
Calculus II ET 232 . " oo. oo. oo ••• oo oo oo .- ••
Telecommunications Systems ET 252 .
Digital Systems IIIET 275 ... oo ••••• oo oo •• oo • oo oo •
Digital Systems-Lab III ET 276 oo •••• oo •• oooo ~ •••••
Microprocessor SystemsET 277 ..........•...•... I
Microprocessor Systems Lab ET 278 .•... , ......• ,' .
*Occupation",1 Electives _.; •...•..•.. ',"1
TOTAL , ; ",
Total Number ofCredif'Hours: 71 . ; '\.
"Electivechosen fromfollowingcourseofferingsto fulfillOccupation""Areacore requirements.
Theseselectionsare.alsochosenwiththe intentof fulfillingthe generaleducation requirements
for the associate of applied science degree; GB,101;.EC205,206;AC205,206;GB202;IS310;
CM 111,131,221,251;MG301;LS102;P 101. .. ,
FIRST YEAR
General Physics PH 101,' 102 .:'. 'oo oo • oo • oo !..'oo oo •
College ChemistrY C 131 ; ; .• ,:. :'. '... : .. : •... :,'
Chemistry Lab C'132 , :': •. ; ..•......• ~.•..
Advanced Electronics Math ET 23'1-232 :: .
r Communication Skills ET 111-112 : ;:•..... : :.
Intro to Digital Electrc)nics ET 161 ' .
I ' Intro to Integrated Circuit Industry ET 181t I •.2'
Intro to Integrated Circuit Processing ET 182 .. , .. , ;, '2.
Integrated Circuit Processing I ET 183 .•.. ' .... '.. : . . L'3
*Elective ....•...................•... .-: ....•.. :.. .,3.
TOTAL ,.." 18 18




162 - School of Applied Technology
fi232 CALCULUSII (3-2-3)(F/S).Integration of equations, analytic geometry and
integration of two and three dimensional geometric figures, multiple integra-
tion. Introductory differential equations, Laplace transforms. PREREQ:ET231.
ET241 INSTRUMENTATION(2-Cl-2)(F/S).Electronic measurement through use of
sensors,transducers, and detectors. Open-ended and closed-loop measurement
systems. Photoelectric sensors, thermoelectric sensors, linear variable differen-
tial transformers. Signal conditioning and processing. PREREQ:ET152.
fi242 INSTRUMENTATIONLAB(0-4-1)(F/S):Laboratory exercises to complement
ET241,Application of sensors, transducers, and detectors. Signal conditioning
and treatment. Measurement error considerations, noise reduction schemes,
digitization methods. PREREQ:ET 152. .
ET251 LINEAR SYSTEMS(3-2-3)(F/S):Linear circuit processing. Operational
amplifier circuits, comparators, oscillators, logarithmic amplification, active signal
filtering, operational amplifier power supply considerations. PREREQ:ET152.
fi252 TELECOMMUNICATIONSSYSTEMS(3-2-3)(F/S).Radioand light communica-
tions systems. Radio frequency generation and propagation, modulation and
demodulation techniques. Receiver systems. PRER~Q:ET251.
fi262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(3-0-3)(F/S).Course is designed to enable
a student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester course.
ET264 DIGITAL SYSTEMSII (2-Cl-2)(F/S).Implementation of sequential logic, flip-
flops, converters, encoders, decoders, arithmetic logic systemsand comparators,
PREREQ:ET162.
ET265 DIGITAL SYSTEMSLABII (0-4-1)(F/S).Laboratory exercisesto complement
ET264. See ET264 course description. PREREQ:ET162.
ET273 SOLIDSTATEDEVICESII (2-Cl-2)(F/S).Study of solid statedevices including
silicon controlled rectifiers, tunnel diodes, optoelectronic devices, power' FET
devices, and solid state transducers. PREREQ:ET 172.
ET274 SOLIDSTATEDEVICESLABII (0-4-1)(F/S).Laboratory exercises to comple-
ment ET273. Study of characteristics of SCRdevices, photodlodes and photo..
transistors, light emitting diodes, laser diodes, LASCRdevices, power field effect
transistors, solid state temperature sensors and strain gauges. PREREQ:ET172.
fi275 DIGITAL SYSTEMSIII (2-Cl-2)(F/S).Study of various logic families. Data'con-
versing, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion, digital data compres-
sion techniques, digital data transmission and reception, microprocessor
peripheral systems, memory devices and systems. PREREQ:ET264.
ET276 DIGITAL SYSTEMSLABIII (G-5-1)(F/S).Laboratory exercisesto complement
ET275. See ET275 course description. PREREQ:ET264.
B' 277 MICROPROCESSORSYSTEMS(2-Cl-2)(F/S).Study of microprocessor func-
tions based on 6800 series microprocessor ..Number systems, microprocessor
basics,computer arithmetic, programming, central processor unit structure, and
interfacing. PREREQ:ET264.
ET278 MICROPROCESSORSYSTEMSLAB(G-5-1)(F/S).Laboratory exercisesto com-
plement ET277. ,SeeET277 course description. PREREQ:ET264.
ET281 INTEGRATEDCIRCUIT LAYOUT (2-Cl-2)(S).Lecture and drafting techni-
ques used in the design of integrated circuit photolithographic masks.'Focus
to be on N-MOS silicon gate memory devices. PREREQ:ET183.
ET291 INTRODUCTION TO SOLID STATEPHYSICS(3-Cl-3)(S).A study of the in-
teraction of wave phenomena (electromagnetic radiation, lattice vibration, and
electrons) with the lattice in a Solid. Attention is focused on an understanding
of the electrical and thermal properties of solids, metals and semiconductors,
in particular. Other selectedtopics from solid state and low temperature physics.
PREREQ:PH 102 or PH 220-224.
ET i92 SOLID STATEDEVICE PHYSICS(3-0-3)(S).Introduction to the theory
underlying the operation of semiconductor devices. The emphasis is placed on
qualitative understanding and simple quantitative models. PREREQ:PH 291, ET
231 or M 204, C 131.
Manufacturing Technology-
Two Year Program
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Ed Lonsdale, Tom Murray
The Manufacturing Technology Program is designed to prepare entry
level technicians to plan, organize and control manufacturing processes.
Graduates from this program will be prepared to ,participate in a modern
manufacturing environment with a technical understanding of how
each particular function integrates into. a complete manufacturing
system. In addition they will,be prepared to utilize the current techni-
ques of computer integrated manufacturing.
To be accepted into this program students must meet Vocational Technical
Education Admission Requirements Iist~ on page 164.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Material & Process Manufacturing MN 100 ......•.
Technical Drawing EN 101 .
Indust Organ & Intro CMI MN 102 .
ACIDC Theory MN 121 ........•...........••.•..
Mathematics DT 131 ....................•.. ' .
Intro to Machining Processes I MN 141 .
Comp literacy for Electronic Tech ES 188 .
Engineeri ng Graphics EN 108 .......•....•........
Industrial Safety MN 112 : .
English Composition E 101 •... : .' .. , ' '
Welding Processes MN 122 .
Mathematics DT 132 , .
Adv Machining Processes II MN 180 ...•..........
TOTAL :
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 ......•••.. , .
Quality Assurance & Stat Proc Control MN 201 .• , .
Robotics & Automated Machine Tool Prog MN211
Unified Tech Concepts-Physics MN 231 •... ' .
Jig, Fixture & Tool Design MN 261 ..•.••... , ......•
Manufact Plan & Facil Design/Mod MN 202.; .....
Prin of Microeconomics EC 205 ......•..•.......•
Comp Aided Design/Comp Aided Manuf MN 212 ..
Interpersonal Comm CM 221 .....•......• ; ••••..
Electrical/Electronics Drafting MN 222 .
• Hazardous Waste Material Handling MN 232 ....•.
TOTAL
Course Offerings
See page 20 for defin~tion of course numbering system
MN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
MN 100MATERIALAN'D PROCESSMANUFACTURING(2-Cl-2)(F/S).A lecture, visual
aid presentation overviewing the production and general properties of common
.engineering materials such as iron, steel, zinc, copper, aluminum and plastics;
the fundamentals of material processing such as powder metallurgy, hot and
cold forming and shearing; and the basic surface protection processes such as
cleaning, painting and plating.
MN 102 INDUSTRIALORGANIZATION & INTROTO CIM (3-G-3)(F/S).The explora-
tion of dynamic industrial relationships and organizational theories. An over-
view of both internal and external factors that impact industry. An in-depth in-
troduct~on to CIM - Compuer Integrate~ Man~facturing.
MN 112' INDUSTRIAL SAFEtY(2-Cl-2)(F/S).Federal, state and local safety codes
applying to materials, material handling and eqUipment.
MN 121ACIDC THEORY(1••••2)(F/S).Terminology and fundamentals of direct and
alternating currents as applied to the manufacturing environment. Practical ap-
plication and skills in wiring methods and control circuits.
MN 122 WELDING PROCESSES(2-8-4)(F/S).Oxy/acetylene welding, cutting and
metallic shielded arc welding, lecture and demonstrations in gas tungsten arc,
gas metal arc, plasma arc welding/cutting and robotic welding. Weldability of
metals and welding metallurgy. .
MN 141 INTRODUCTION TO MACHINING PROCESSESI (2-4-3)(F/S).This se-
quence covers safety, shop practice and production rates.Also included are the
set-up and operation of the lathes, milling machines, drill presses, power saws
and grinders.
MN 180ADVANCEDMACHINING PROCESSES"(1-8-3)(F/S).This sequence covers
the use of special attachments, bench work, layout, heat treating; hardness
testing, layout inspection, and computer numerical control mill set-up. opera-
tion and programming. PREREQ:MN 141 or equivalent.
MN 201 QUALITY ASSURANCE& STATlS'f1CALPROCESSCONTROL (4-0-4)(F/S).
The statistical requirements necessary to control the processes of a modern
manufacturing line will be covered. PREREQ:DT 132 or equivalent.
MN 202 MANUFACTURING PLANNING 8<FACILITY DESIGN/MODIFICATION
, (243)(F/S). Techniques of planning methods and procedures of manufacturing,
with the goal of becoming more productive and competitive. Planning and pro-
cedures include plant layout, conventional and automated materials handling,
materials requirement planning, flexible manufacturing, standardization, and in-
ventory and warehousing planning.
MN 211 ROBOTICS & AUTOMATED MACHINE TOOL PROGRAMMING
(1••••2)(F/S).An introduction to lecture/lab robotics in manufacturing. Includes
definitions and classifications of robots, limitations and justifications of robots,







MN 212 COMPUTERAIDED DRAFTING/COMPUTERAIDED MANUFACTURING
(2-4-3)(F/S).Writing computer numerical control (CNC) machine tool programs
using computer-assisted techniques to generate machine firm-ware, set up and
operation, development of tooling concepts, preset cutting tooling, machine
methods, definition of part geometry, writing of tool motion statements, use of
the computer topr6cess program inputs, analysis, and debugging of computer
outputs to develop a functional program.
MN 222 ELECTRICAUELECTRONICSDRAFTING(HI-3)(F/S).Mechanical and Com-
puter AssistedDrafting (CAD)techniques and standards for developing electrical
and electronic schematics and drawings.
'MN 231 UNIFIED TECHNICAL CONCEPTSPHYSICS(3-4-4)(F/S).The study of
technical principles in such a manner as to make them readily understood and
applicable in different technologies - those that include electrical, mechanical,
fluidal, and thermal systems,and combinations thereof. This course blends the
useful technical principles with laboratory practice on realistic devices that are
commonly utilized by technicians in a process/manufacturing environment.
PREREQ:DT 132 or equivalent.
MN 232 HAZARDOUS WASTEMATERIALSHANDLING (2-o-2)(F/S).Fundamen-
tals of identifying, handling, processing and treatment of hazardous wastes
generated in the manufacturing environment. -
MN 26111G,FIXTURE& TOOL DESIGN(1-8-3)(F/S).Development of manufactur-
ing plans for efficient manufacture of moderately complex products to be pro-
duced in moderate volumes using production manufacturing: machines, setups,
and jig and fixtures. Emphasizesdevelopment and fabrication of control equip-




_•• Business/Special Programs 'Division: Barbara; Egland, Division
Manager. -
Business and Office Education: Baunds, Butler, Carltan, Madarieta,
Metzgar, TenEyck, Williamsan.
• Health/Services Division: Bannie J.Sumter, Divisian Manager., .
Child'Care and Development: Gaurley, Naanan; Culinary Arts:
Hickman, Kulm, Slaugh; Dental Assistant: Beckman, Imbs, Dr. Gun-
nell; Harticulture Service Technician: Maen, Oyler; Practical Nurs-
ing: Barman, Lagerstrom, McCullaugh, Nareen, Tisdale, Tawle;
Respiratory Therapy Technician: Nuerenberg, Read, M.D., Vaigt;
Surgical Technology: Gallick.
• Canyon County Division: Dennis Griffin, Divisian Manager.
Business. and Office Occupations: Baunds, Madarieta; Electrical
Lineworker: McKie; Prafessional Truck Driving: Anchestegui,
Castleberry, Hibbard, Rhademyre; Refrigeratian, Heating and Air
Conditioning: Messick; WaterlWastewater Technology: Dennis.
• Industrial/Mechanical Division: Gary Arambarri, Divisian Manager
Agricultural Equipment Technalagy: Gaines; Auto. Body: Parke; Auto.
Mechanics: Hall, Mikesell; Business Systems and Computer Repair:
Cadwell, Janssan, lanes; Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel: Brownfield,
Tillman; Industrial tvlechanics/Autamatian: Allen; Machine Shop:
Glassen, Wertman; Small Engine Repair: Schraeder; Welding and
Meta/s Fabricatian: Baldner.
• Technical Division: Refer to. Schaal af Applied Technalagy,
Technical Divisian.
Department Chairpersons:
• Adult Basic Educatian learning Center: Elaine Simmans
• Callege af Technolagy Student Services: Sharan L. Caak
• Vacatianal Caunselars: Daigle-Ptacek, Henry, Quinawski
Schaol of Vocational Technical Education Emeriti: Buchannan, C~IIiJs,
Dallas, Fleshman, Fuehrer, Hager, Haff, King, Krigbaum, Lambarn,
Leigh, lingenfelter, Macinnis, Olsan, Tennysan, T~ampsan, trapp,
Weston
Objectives of. Vocational Education '
To. provide the apportunity, for state and local citizens to acquire the
educatian necessary:
1. To. become em played, to. succeed, and to. progress in a Vacatianal
Technical field. "
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2. To meet the present and anticipated needs of the lacal, state and na-
tianal economy for employees with a Vocational Technical educatian.
3. To become cantributing members af the sacial, civic, and industrial
community.
Admissions Requirements
Students who. plan to. enter a pragram in the Schaal af Vocatianal
technical Educatian, Baise State University, must camplete the fallaw-
ing through the Callege af Technalagy Student Services at least ane
manth priar to. the start af classes:
1.. Arrange a personal interview with a Coliege af Technalogy Student
. Services caunselar.
2. Submita Baise State 'University applicatian and pay the required
$15.00 application processing fee. I
3. Submit an affical high schaal transcript shawing date of gradua-
tion, a high schaal equivalency certification, ar a GED certificate
shawing sca~es earned.
4. Camplete an entrance assessment. May be either acceptable ASSET
Assessment scares, acceptable ACT or SAT scores, ar campietio'n
af an Associates ar Bachelor degree program as proven by official
transcripts. (The ASSET is given at any Idaho Past Secandary Vaca-
tianal Technical Schaal withaut a fee.) *NOTE: Health and Technical
programs ,have additianal admission require,ments.
5. Pay a $75.00 security depasit to. hald yaur place in the program ance
you receive yaur letter of Acceptance. This is applied to. fees upon
registration and - is refundable only with justifiable cause. The
deadline far the refund is thirty calendar days before classes begin.
A limited number of students can be accepted in each program so. all
admissian requirements shauld be campleted as soan as possible.
You are not admitted into a pragram until steps 1 thraugh 5, and any
additional applicable requirements, have been completed.
Academic: Skills Development
Free assistance in math, EnglishlWriting, reading and study skills is af-
fered to. College of Technalagy students and to. those preparing to. enter
College af Technalogy pragrams. Tutaring in cantent areas is also.
available to current students. Please call (208) 385-3084 far infarmatian.
Adult Learning Center
Elaine Simmons, Department Chairperson
No. Credit Granted
The Adult Learning Center aperates an apen entry/apen exit pragram
with individualized assistance provided by staff and.valunteers. The
follawing instructian and services are provided to. adults at the Baise
locatian on campus as well as at many outreach sites throughaut the
10 caunties af Southwest Idaho.:
• Basic skills instructian in reading, math, English, and writing.
• Instructian and materials for GED and American Gavernment
testing preparatian.
• GEDand American Gavernment testing for the High Schaol
Equivalency Certificate ..
• Literacy instructian far nan-readers •
• English as a Second language instruction.
• Citizenship preparation classes:
• Tutarial assistance far thase needing help in meeting entrance re-
" quirements far B.S.U. Co.liege of Technalogy pragrams.
• Job Training Partnership Act oppartunities through the Sauthwest
Idaho. Private Industry CounCil. ITPA Optians provides an indepth
basic skills and career explaratian process far those who. are elig-
. ible and enralled.
.Sauthwest Center for New Directians-assistance to hamemakers
and single parents thraugh caunseling, warkshops and suppart
graups. _.
• Older Warkers Emplayment Oppartunity Program pravides train-
ingand job placement services to. qualified persans 55 years af age
-and alder. '
• Career caunseling, assistance in develaping emplayability skills
and the Career Infarmatian System far pragram participants.
• Computer literacy instructian far pragram participants.
. \
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All services except GED and American Government testingareprovided
at no cost to those enrolled at the AdultLeatning Center. For informa-
tion or assistance, please call the Adult learning Center at (208) 385-3681.
Graduation Requirements
All candidates for a Certificate of Completion, Diploma, or Associate
of Applied Science Degree must have a minimum of a 'C' grade in,the
major (tech'nical) coursework. A 2.0 grilde point average is required in
,~II' otryer required course,:"ork.)' ~, ".... ,,- , _~J"'"
Curriculu~ Changes
Th'e'currlculuin' in vocational technical programs ml;lst reflect the
changes arid current practices of Business & IndustrY. Program and
course curricula are changed as needs dictate. An approved process
is followed prior to implementation of curriciJlum changes ..
Certificate. of Completion .,'~:' :""""q,,
The Certificate of Completion is conferred upon1students \vho suc-
cessfully complete a vocational technical program which is less than
a-two year curriculum.' "'c. >,
'Diploma ." '\ 'j , , i ,','0 •• '
A Diploma is'conferred upon students that successfullyd>i'nplete a two
year program but opt not to complete the academic requirements for
the Associate of Applied Science degree. \" 0": "
'Assodat~i of Applied, Science"Degree
Two year programs in the SChool of Applied Technology and the School
of Vocational Technical Education lead to. an Associate of Applied
Science degree .. The standard requirements for this degree are as
follow,S: , • • .\' • i • "
1. Technical Edu€ationRequirements - 56 credit hours or equivalent
clock hours.
a. Techni<;al Course work: 42-46 credithour~-,or equivalent clock
,hours. (MinimulTl) .. '. , '.'
P;~gram elements,which contain instruction dir~~tly '~~I~ted to
'a specific technical area (i.e., skill~ and knowledge thai:'a'per-
sl?n mu~t possess to function as,a tec~nician): Course cqntent
is determined through a task analysis of the occupation for which
training is provided. local advisory committ~es may provide ad-
ditional information. - -. - - . "
Example: Technical MatliematicsfT echh ical' Science/Etc.
b. Technical Support Course work: 10-14 credit hours or eqUivillerit
clock hou rs. "'~
Course work which supports and relates to the technical con-
tent ofthe program. Content provides the basic tasks needed
"I for the individual to function at an acceptable level within the
technical field. f '
,Example: Mathematics/Physical Science/Etc. ! ,
2,' General Education Requirements: 12 credit hours or equivalent clock
hours. .,. ..' ',r .•.•.
0': Six credits in the area of CommuniCation Skills; the remaining credits
in economics, industrial relations, or human relations; ," -t.,
3. Graduation ReqUirements., '. ,,,:' ".
a. All candidates for the Associate of Applied Science degree must
have a minimum of a 'e' grade in the major (technical)
coursework. A 2.0 grade point average is required :in.all other
requiredcoursework., i :.>
b. Students requesting admittance to the Bachelor of Applied
Science program must make application through the College
of Technology Student Services. The College of Technology re-
'. quires that all students admitted to the BAS degree program' have
.".no grade lower than a 'e' in their major. The AAS degree is the
major in a Bachelor of Applied Science degree program.
App'renticeship, Trade Ext'en~j()n
an~ J9b Upgra,~ing .~.':::"~:
Managers: ,Gary Arambarri, ,Barbara Egland;' Dennis Griffin" BOnnie
Sumter. '
.Through cooperative arrangements with the State Board'for Vocational
Education, Boise State University School of Vocational Technical I:duca-
tion sponsors a'wide range of trade extension programs for'beginning,
apprentice, arid journeyman ,workers. 'Such c()urses are designed to
meeUhe specific needs of industry, labor, agriculture, and government.
Classes usually meet in the evening. Fiexibility of scheduling, content,
place of meeting is maintained in order to meet the growing educa-
tionalneeds ofthe c:ommunity, Typically, though not i,nvariably; such
courses provide related technical education for thOSE!workrnen receiv-
ing on-the-job instructionin sU,ch vO,cations a~,sheetmetal, carpentry,
plumbing, ,welding, electricity, electronics, wO.rd processing, auto-
motives, nursing, and farming., ,f "1 .~
Informationconcerning'admissibn requirements, costs,- dates, etc:; may
be obtained from Boise State'University Outreachbivision. Phone: (208)
-385~1974. ., , .,"" " . > .,' ',' , ' '-
..j' "' •• ~, ,'} '1
Programs ',Offered'i\
Core Block Courses
Core' Blockclasses,!are PREREQUISITES for Auto Mechanics (AM),
Agricultural Equipment Technology (AE), and HeaVy Duty Mechanics-
Diesel (OM).' l ;' .. ,(,,' ..."
Course Offerings
See,Page 20 for defini~ion' ~f~ourSe numbering system
CB CORE BLOCK •..
CB 101 INTRODUt.T~ON'TO MECHANICS (1-3-1)(F,S). Basic principles of
mechanics, including orientation, mechanical careers, certification; personal and
.shop safety, study skills,. basic hand tools, po"'(er tools and equipment, using
service manuals, fasteners, lines and fittings, taps'7 dies, heli-eoil, measuring and
drills, gaskets, seals, and sealants. .
CB 1051NTRODUCi"lON 10ENGINES (1-3-1)(F,S). Theory an'd principles of ~pera-
tion, classifications and identification. The use of shop math and measuring in-
struments for precision pa~~s measuring. " , • ,', _,,',
CB 109 BASIC ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS (1-]-1)(F,S). Principles of elec-
tricity and electric circuits ..Compare voltage; current and resistance. Principles
of-magnetism and magnetic fields, battery testing and service, ~using symbols
and wiring diagrams. Perform fundamental electrical tests, andsoldering.skills.
CB 113 CHASSIS AND ~XHAUST SYSTEMS (1-3-1)(F,S)."Thiscourse~bvers tire,
wheel, hub, shock and wheel bearing'fundamentalsand service: Exhaust system
identification of basic parts and design differences. Perform exhaust system
repairs. .:\ ..• 1, '"I" I' '
CB 117 VEHICLE AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE (1-3-1)(F,S). This course covers
lubrication, cooling system, air supply system, and fuel system service procedures
and repai rs. ' •"". , ',:.. ,I ,
CD 121 BASIC W~LDING AND METAL WORK (1-3-1)(F,S). This course covers basic
oxyacetylene, arc,m.i.g. andt.i;g. welding processes. Oxyacetylene,torch cut-
ting techniques, measuring, marking and bending metal properly and welding
safety."'" ."
'CB 125 'OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-o-1)(F;S). Ttiis-cou~se teaches proper
-te~hniques in completing a job application form, job keeping skills, and writing
a:resiJrne. !., • ~ ' .t ,",1'
CB 129 INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS (2.:o:1)(F,S). Introduces the stu-
dent to microcomputer skills related to the mechanical technology service field,
including DOS and basic word processing, t, , " ;
Agricultural' Equipment Technology-'"
Nine Month Program
Certificate of Completion j
Instructor: Marliri Gaines "- .. : ~.. '
The Agricultural Equipment Technology Program is designed to prepare
students for employmtmtin 'the repair of equipment used in the prO-
duction a~d harvesti,ng 'of agricultural products. ProCedures' from
troubleshooting'to shop overhaul on various types of equipment will
be covered. Theory and principles of operation will be stressed in-
cluding ~,strong emphasis, on safety procedures. , !t ~
Students "will" be offered Jntr'y into
A
the Agricultural Equipme~t
Technology program:four times a school year during the fall and spring
semesters, depending on available seating.' ., -
PREREQUISITE to entering the Agricultural EquipmentTechnology pro-
gram is the basic core mechanics program or the equivalent;.,
___ .__ --i:
Course Offerings::
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
AE AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY ,
AE 150'AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS(2-4-2)(F,S);This caurse cavers the basics
.ofair canditianing, refrigerants, and .oil, basic system -haw it warks, service
equipment, inspecting and diagnasing the system, testing and ,adjusting the
system, and'preparing system far service.PREREQ:Care Black o,r.PERM/I~.ST.
AE 160 HAY AND FORAGE(1-3-1)(F,S).This caurse cavers types, sizes,aperatian
of balers and stack wagans, preliminary settil'lg and adjustments, and trauble
s.haating .of fieldprablems. PREREQ:C~r~ Black .or PERMIINST. ",;'~")
AE 165 ELECTRICALSYSTEMS,TROUBLESHOOTING (2-4-2)(F,S).Th,iscaurse
caversthe theory and repair procedures on the variaus types .ofelectrical Systems,
and trauble shooting .ofthe electrical system.PREREQ:Core Block or PERMIINST.
AE 170 ADVANCf:D HYDRAULICS(2-4-2)(F,S).This caurse cavers th'e dilign'iisis
and repair pracedures associatedwith .openand c1ased-centerhydraulic systems,
and tracing hydraulic flaws through circuits. PREREQ:Care Block .orPERMIINST.
AE 175 HYDRAULIC ASSISTTRANSMISSIONSAND HYDROSTAtiC DRIVES
(2-4-2)(F,S).Thiscaurse cavers the theary and repair pracedures far aVerh'aul
.ofhydraulic assist transmissians and hydrostatic drive systems. PREREQ:.Care
Black .or PERMIINST.
Auto Body~Eleven Month'Program" '.,
I .. ' , I • .;1':-1.
Certificate. of Completion
Instructor: Charles Parke ~.
The Auta Bady Pragram curriculum is designed ta pravide the student
with the basic skills necessary fDr emplDyment in the autD bDdy in-
dustry. This training provides students with the necessary skills and
knDwledge fDr emplDyment in the AUtD BDdy trade and c1Dsely related
crafts. Training includes AutD BDdy theDry, welding (plastics, braze,
mildsteel, wirefeed), painting (lacquer, acrylic enamel, urethanes, blend-
ing, matching), metal wDrking (repair, replac~, shrinking), frame'align-
ment and repair, repair .of new cars (UniCoupe Repair, UniCoupe B~nch
Systems). A Certificate .of CDmpletiDn is iss!Jed UpDn satisfactDry c~m-
pletiDn .of all skills in the eleven n:'~nth~.r<;>gram. • "
SUBJECTS Fall ,Spring Summer
AutD BDdy Lab AB 101,102, 103 .: .. '•• '., 6, 6,. 7
AUtD Bady Theary AB.151, 152 ;. 2" 3
Auta BDdy TheDry AB 161, 162 ...•... 2 3
AUtD BDdy TheDry AB 171.. 2 ,-, •
OccupatiDnal RelatiDnships AB 180 .. ; ., 1
AUtD BDdy Theory AB 181 ""'" .,2 "
Intro MicrDcDmputers AB 182 . • • • • • • • ,.
Auto Body Theory AB 191 .... ,";..:"...... : 2 - ~ ,









Maintenance Welding TechnDIDgy 1M 101. • • • • • • • • 3
,Maintenance Machine Fundamentals 1M 102...... ~
Electro-Mechanical Systems 1M 114 .•••...•.• ,'.... 3' ,)
(, ElectrO-Mechanical System~ 1M 115 ..•.•....•...• , . -
Basic' Fluid PDwer 'Operati<'ins-Hydraulics 1M 124... 3
Basic FluidPDwer Operatians-PneumatiCs 1M 125. " -
~, 'Industrial Mechanical Laboratary 1M 134. . .•.•.•.• 5
Industrial Mechanical LabDratDry 1M 135 •••••••••.
Industrial TechnalDgy CDmmunicatians 1M 162.... 2
OccupatiDnal RelatiDnships 1M 262 •••........ , ....
TOTAL ' 16
Associate of Applied Science
This dauble:?majar aptian cambines the Industrial Mechanics/Automa-
tiD'n and Welding/Metals FabricatiDn curriculums. The required gerieral
educatiDn cDursewDrk fDr the AAS Degree are CM 111 Fundamentals
.of Speech CDmmunicatiDn (3 credits) and 6 credits from EC 205, 206,
GB 101,r 101, 151, Dr SO 101: '
Automated Industrial Technician'
Program " · .'
See Industrial Mechanics/AutDmatiDn fDr detailed CDurse descriptiDns.
Auto Body / Automated IndustriaLTechnician - 165
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
AB AUTO BODY
h._ ',~, ~,
AB 101 AUTO BODY LABORATORY(0-25-6)(F).This caurse is designed ta ex-
pase the students ta the basic Auta Bady Skills, arientatian .ofshap and equip-
ment, welding .of thin gauge sheet metal, wirefeed, axy-acetylene, basic metal
raughing, and finishing skills, metal grinding, applicatians .of plastic banda
repairs, basic priming,' sanding skills, painting techniques (lacquers, enamels,
etc.). , .
AB 102 AUTO BODY LABORATORY(0-25-6)(S).This caurse is designed ta let the
students experience ,skills in advanced callisian damage (panel replacement,
bench callisian 'repair, and unitized callisian repair), .orexperience in advanced
painting skills (basecaat, blending, epaxy pri":lers, paint camplete, painted and
tape stripes), lacquer, e!1amels and urethane p~inting. PREREQ:AB 101 .or
PERMliN ST." '
AB 103AUTO BODY LABORATORY(3-30-7)(SU).This summer sessianis designed
far the student ta'c'antinue practicing an bask skills, and advanced students
ta further their skills in preparing far the wark,farce (early aut, an-the-jab train'
ing). Lecture/Lab. PREREQ:AB 102 .or PERMIINST.
AB 151 AUTO BODY THEORY(2-o-2)(F).This sectian .ofthe caurse is designed
ta caver arientatian, taals, safety, shap pracedures, industry needs and stan-
dards. PREREQ:PERMIINST.
AB 152 AUTO BODY THEORY(3-0-3)(S).This caurse prepares the student with
advanced palishing .ofpaints, paint skills in base/caat-clear/caat,blending, paint
matching techniques, sealers, and special caatings; PREREQ:PERMIINST.
AB 161 AUTO BODY THEORY(2-o-2)(F).This caurse cavers mild steel,.brazing,
wirefeed welding an car sheet metals, basicaxy-acetylene, MIG welding, plasma
air arc cutting, equipment, taals and safety. PREREQ:PERMIINST."
AB 162 AUTO BODY THEORY(3-0-3)(S).This caurse is designed ta give the stu-
dent advancedtheary skills in minor callisian damage, majar bench repair techni-
ques, panel replacement, and rubber panel repair. PREREQ:PERMIINST.
AB 171 AUTO BODY THEORY(2-o-2)(F).This caurse is designed ta give basic
theary in metal finishing and minar bady damage using plastic bady fillers,
roughing metal and grinding sheet metals, sandpapers, sanding techniques .of
plastic fillers, and air taals. PREREQ:PERMIINsT.. " •
AB 180 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(l-o-l)(S). This caurse is designed to enable
a student ta became skilled in dealing effectively with peaple and far applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in emplayment. .". .
AB 181 AUTO BODY THEORY(2-o-2)(F).This caurse cavers car and light truck
bady alignments, glass remaval, daar, hood and trunk alignments, estimating
paint damage, estimating callisian damage. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
AB 182 INTRO TO MICROCOMPUTERS(l-o-l)(S). This caurse intraduces the stu-
dent ta microcamputer skills related to the Mechanical Technalagy. field.
Students are intraduced ta Disk Operating Systems (D.O.S.)and ward pracess-
ing ta prepare their resumes and reparts.
AB 191 AUTO BODY THEORY(2-o-2)(F).This sectian .of the caurse is designed
ta give basic theary in car palishing, paint surface cleaning, interiar and exterior












This program is incDrpDrated with the Heavy-Duty Mechanics-Diesel
Program which allDws enhancement .of skills. .'C
A minimum grade .of 'C' is required in all cDursewDrk tD graduate with
a certificate .of cDmpletiDn. " •
SUBJECTS., i' " , • Fall Spring
, :C<?reBIDCk,Mechanics CB ......••• . . . • • . • . . . • • •. 8 ,"
First Eight Week BIDCk
*Engine CDmpDnent Systems DM 157 •... : . . . . . . .. 5' •
*PDwer Take-Off & Drive lines DM 161 . .. . . . . . . . . 2
*Engine Fuel Systems DM 158 ; . • • . • • • • . • . .. 2'
TOTAL 9
SecDnd Eight Week BIDck ,
*Clutches & TransmissiDns DM 1.60. . . . . • . • . . . . . .. 2 ,.
*Basic Hydraulics DM 165 ~: 1 .•
*Differential, PDwer Dividers, Final Drive &
Planetary Systems DM 162 ..•. ':-:'.: ... : .•..... .-
Advanced Hydraulics AE 170 ..... : .. : , ...•.•• '.••
Hydr Assist Transm & HydrDst Drives AE,17S .....
.. 'TOTAl."" •
Third Eight Week BIDck
*Batteries, Switches, Relays & SDlenDids, Starting
& Charging Systems DM 164 ••.. , •....... ',' .
Electrical Systems, Trouble ShDDting AE 165 .
Air CDnditiDning Systems AE 150 , ..•........ / .
Hay & FDrage AE 160 ..........•••...•..•....•.•.
TOTAL










166 - School of Vocational Technical Education "
See Welding & Metal Fabrication for detailed course descriptions.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
AM AUTO MECHANICS
AM 200 TWO AND FOUR WHEELALIGNMENT (2-4-2)(F,SU).This course in-
troduces the student to the theory and practice of two and four wheel align-
ment, wear identification, and front end rebuilding. PREREQ:Core Block or
PERM/INST.
AM 205 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONITRANSAXLE(4-B-4)(S,SU).This course
teaches the fundamentals of automatic transmissions and transaxle design
features including the function, servicing, diagnosis, troubleshooting and pro-
per removal, adjustment, installation, and testing procedures. PREREQ:Core
Block or PERM/INST.
AM 210 ENGINEPERFORMANCE(2.12.5)(F,SU).The student will be introduced
to the design and repair of conventional and electronic ignition systems, fuel
delivery systems, carburetor, fuel injection, computer .controlled ignition, and
fuel systems. The use of scopes and testing equipment will be emphasized.
PREREQ:Core Blo~k or PERMIINST.
AM 215SUSPENSIONAND STEERINGCONTROLS(2-4-2)(F,SU).Theory andopera-
tion of suspension and steering systems, including linkage, rack and pinion and
power steering, leaf and coil springs, struts and control arms. PREREQ:Core Block
or PERM/INST.
AM 220 AUTOMOTIVE BRAKESYSTEMS(2-16-3)(F,SU).Theory and practice of
automotive brake systems inspection, maintenance and repair will be covered
including shoe and pad replacement, drum and rotor machining and rebuilding
Auto Mechanics-Eleven Month Program
Certificate of Completion
Instructors: lee Hall, Charles Mikesell
The progr~m is designed to provide students with classroom and
laboratory experiences that will prepare them for employment in new-
car dealerships or independent garages. The proper use of diagnostic
equipment, shop machine tools and shop safety are emphasized.
Students will be offered entry into the Auto Mechanics program five
times a school year during the fall, spring and summer semesters,
depending on available seating.
A minimum grade of'C' is required in all course work to graduate with
a Certificate of Completion.
SUBJECTS Fall Spring Summer
Core Block Mechanics CB 8
First Eight Week Block
Automotive Brakes AM 220 3
Two & Four Wheel Alignment AM 200 2
Suspension & Steering AM 215. . . . . . . 2
TOTAL 7
Second Eight Week Block
Auto Electrical Systems AM 240 5,
Emission Systems AM 225... \ . . . . . .. . 1
Engine Repair AM 245............... 4
TOTAL 10
Third Eight Week Block
Engine Performance AM 210 4
Manual Trans. & Differ. AM 250 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4
. TOTAL 8
Fourth Eight Week Block . i Ii
Automatic TranslTransaxle AM 205 ,.... 4
Automotive Heating & Air Condo AM 255 2
Advanced Engine Performance AM 230 '. . . . 2
TOTAL 8
Summer Session
Selected course work from Fall or Spring Offerings with PERM/INST;
SUBJECTS Fall
Welding laboratory W 106, 107...... 5
Welding lecture/laboratory W 108 ...
Blueprint Read & layout W 125, 126.. 3
Welding Communication W 111. . . . . . 3
W~lding Theory W 155, 156 . . . . . . . . . . 4
Intro Microcomputers W 157 .








of wheel, caliper and mastercylinder, and power brake units. PREREQ:Core Block
or PERM/INST.
AM 225 EMISSIONSYSTEMS(1-3-1)(F,SU).This course prepares the student in
the principles and laws of various automotive emissions systems to include the
function, service and repair/replacement of components, diagnostic techniques,
and compliance with emission standards. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST.
AM 230 ADVANCED ENGINEPERFORMANCE(2.6-2)(S,SU).The student will be
taught the use of advanced diagnostic equipment to troubleshoot and repair
automobile performance, with emphasis placed on electrically related problems.
PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST.
AM 240 AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICALSYSTEMS(4-12-5)(F,SU).This course covers
identification and use of basic automotive electronic test equipment, basic
automotive electronic theory, testing, troubleshooting and rebuilding of starter
motors, charging systems,and electronic ignition systems.The theory and testing
of computer command control systemswill also be covered. PREREQ:Core Block
or PERM/INST.
AM 245ENGINEREPAIR(4-9-:4)(S,SU).This course introduces students to transmis-
sion and differential design, proper disassembly techniques, parts evaluation,
and proper. assembly. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST.
AM 250 MANUAL TRANSMISSIONAND DIFFERENTIALREPAIR(4-9-4)(S,SU).This
course introduces students to transmission and differential. design, proper
disassembly techniques, parts evaluation and proper assembly. PREREQ:'core
Block or PERM/INST.
AM 255 AUTOMOTIVE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING (2-6-2)(S,SU).This
cour~e introduces students to the principles and design of the heating and air
conditioning system used in today's automobiles, and teaches the student
troubleshooting and repair techniques. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST.
Business& Office Education-
Nine Month or Two Year Program
Certificate of Completion
Instructors: Karen Bounds, Doris Butler, Janet Carlton,
Barbara Egland, Susan Madarieta, Wanda Metzgar,
Theresa TenEyck, Marge Williamson
The Business and Office Education Program is designed to meetthe
needs of students as they prepare to enter the business world in both
private industry and government. Upon enrollment in the program,
the student will have an opportunity to pursue a one-year Certificate
of Completion in Business and Office Education, or a two-year Associate
of Applied Science degreein Busines's and Office Education in one of
the following: Word Processing or Bookkeeping.
The one-year (Nine Month) Certificate of Completion is available both
on campus and at the Canyon County facility. The AAS degree is
available only on the Boise State University campus.
Approved internship in an office and/or competency testing may be
substituted for coursework with special permission of the program head
and division manager. This coursework will be monitored and evaluated
on a weekly basis by appropriate faculty in consultation with the agency
or business with whom the arrangement is contracted.
The Business and Office Education Program is competency based which
specifies the student performance objectives and the necessary com-
petencies required for employment at entry level.
A minimum grade of 'C' is required in all Business and Office
coursework to graduate with a Certificate of Completion or Associate
of Applied Science degree.
CORE FRESHMAN CLASSES Fall Spring
Business Math OF 105 , . . . . . 3
Business English OF 109. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Keyboarding I OF 126 2
Keyboarding II OF 127. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. 2
'Intro to Microcomputers OF 161 2
Intro to Information Processing OF 162 . . . . . . .. 2
Basic Office Procedures OF 107 . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. 2
General Correspondence Typing OF 131 . 2
Forms & Manuscript Typing OF 132 2
Proofreading & Spelling OF 119 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Business Writing OF 159 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Word Processing I OF 203 . 2
Machine Transcription I OF 158 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Record Keeping OF 155... ~. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 3









Associate of Applied Science Degree
Business and Office Education (Bookkeeping)
ThiS area of specialization is designed for the student to obtain a basic
knowledge of the business world and to develop the necessary skills
to perform competently the duties required of an entry-level
bookkeeper. -
Upon successful completion of this area of specialization, the learner
will not only possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the
bookkeeping field, but will also have developed basic skills in computer-
ized bookkeeping, word processing, data base management, spread-
sheets, proofreading and spelling, and Business English.
SOPHOMORE YEAR Fall Spring
Bookkeeping I OF 108 ......................•.... ' 3
Spreadsheet I OF 201 . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . •. •. .. . •. . .. 2
Intro to Data Base Management OF 202. . . . . . . . . .. 2
Applied Business Communications OF 252 . . . . . . .. 3
Legal Environmentof Business GB 202 , 3-
*Technical Support Courses ...•................. 3
Bookkeeping II OF 152 .....•.•....•.•.•....•.... 3
Computerized Bookkeeping I OF 225 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Computerized Bookkeeping ,II OF 226 :. 2
Fundamentals of Supervision OF 256 -. . . .2
Spreadsheet II OF 254 •. . •. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . •. •. . . 2
**Electives ' : . . . . . 6
TOTAL 16 17
Associate of Applied Science Degree ,
Business and Office Education (Word Proc~sing)
This area of specialization is designed for the student to obtain a basic
knowledge of the business world and to develop the necessary skills
to perform competently the duties required of an entry-level word pro-
cessing operator., •
Upon successful completion of this specialization, the learner will not
only possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the word prO-
cessing field, but will also have developed basic skills in proofreading
and spelling; English usage, word processing, machine transcription,
record keeping, spreadsheets, data base -management, and info mia-
tion processing.
SOPHOMORE YEAR Fall Spring
Applied Business Communicatio,ns OF 252'.. .. .. .. 3
Production Typing OF 141 2
Technical Typing OF 142. . . .. . . •. . •... . .. . . . .. . .. 2
SpreadSheet I OF 201 .......•........•.... :' . .. . .. 2
Intro Data Base Management OF 202 2
*Technical Support Courses 3
**Electives ' ::. .. .. .. .. . .. 3 3
Word Processing II OF 255 '. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 2
Word Processing III OF 262 "'," '. - 2
Machine Transcription II OF 169 ...•...... ,......2
Fundamentals of Supervision OF 256 '2
Model Office Simulation OF 257 .......•......... 2
Records Management Procedures OF 251 2
Spreadsheet II OF 254 " 2
TOTAL 17 17
*Approved Technical Support Courses for the
Associate of Applied Science Degree .
Machine Transcription II OF 169 .......•.................... 2
Bus & Off Educ Internship OF 293 ...............•........... 3
\yord Processing II OF 255 ...........•.. ' •................•. 2
Word Processing III OF 262 ...•...•...•........•.... -.•.•..•.. 2
Model Office Simulation OF 257 ; 2
* * Approved Electiv~ for the
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Fund of Speech Communication CM 111 3
Listening CM 131 ..•. , .......•..•.•.........• : ..•......•.... 3
Interpersonal Communications CM 221 3
Assertiveness Training P 161 :•........ :3
General Psychology P 101 ....•....................•... ; ..... 3
Intro to Business GB 101 ..........•........... _..........•.. 3
Business and Office Education - 167
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
OF OFFICE OCCUPATIONS
QF 105. BUSINESS MATH (3-2-J)(F/S). Fundamental operations of arithmetic in
business usage. Applications of business math as used in accounting, manage-
ment, consumer education, and retailing are stressed.
QF 107 BASIC QFFICE PROCEDURES (2-4-2)(F/S). This course provides training
in filing, telephone techniques, mailing procedures, making appointments,
arranging conferences, preparing itineraries, receiving and routing callers, prac-
tice in typing the various office forms. PREREQ: Demonstrated proficiency in typ-
ing. Eight week course.
QF 108 BOOKKEEPING I (3-2-J)(F/S). Designed to prepare students for the new
environment in the modern office. Teaches the use of the general and special-
ized journals, general and subsidiary ledgers, how to prepare and analyze finan-
cial statements, and an introduction to computerized bookkeeping. PREREQ: QF
105. '
QF 109 BUSINESS ENGLISH (4-1-4)(F/S). Emphasis on development of skills in
grammar, sentence structure, word usage, punctuation, and vocabulary.
Coverage of capitalization and number usage rules as well as abbreviations. Must
complete course with C or better to continue. PREREQ: Demonstrated
competency/pretest.
QF 119 PROOFREADING AND SPELLING (J-2-J)(F/S). Emphasis on learning proof-
reading techniques with practical applications. Spelling rules and patterns with
a mnemonics approach spelling will be covered and applied.
QF 126 KEYBQARDING I (2-4-2)(F/S). Beginning class introducing the alphabetic
and numeric keyboard and basic typing skills. Eight-week course.
QF 127 KEYBQARDING II (2-4-2)(F/S). Emphasis on formatting business cor:
respondence, tables and manuscripts. A speed of 35 wpm should be attained
upon completion of this course. Eight-week course.
QF 131 GENERAL CQRRESPQNDENCE TYPING (2-4-2)(F/S). Experience in typing
a variety of business lett,!r styles with special features, memorandums, and ad-
ministrative communications. Proofreading skills are stressed. PREREQ: OF 127
or acceptable performance on entrance test and keyboarding speed of at least
35 wpm. Eight-week course.
QF 132 FQRMS AND MANUSCRIPT TYPING (2-4-2)(F/S). Experience in typing a
variety of business forms, columnar text, and manuscripts. Proofreading skills
are stressed. PREREQ: OF 127 or acceptable performance on entrance test and
keyboarding speed of at least 35 wpm. Eight-week course.
QF 141 PRQDUCTIQN TYPING (2-4-2)(F/S). Development of production com-
petence using automated office systems to prepare general office documents.
Emphasis on high-quality work and development of ability to make decisions
without direct supervision. PREREQ: OF 131, 132 or acceptable performance on
entrance test and keyboarding speed of at least 45 wpm. Eight-week course.
QF 142 TECHNICAL TYPING (2-4-2)(I=/S). Development of technical competence
using autQmated office systems to prepare technical, medical, legal and govern-
mental documents. Emphasis on high-quality work and development of ability
to make decisions without direct supervision. PREREQ: OF 131, 132 or accept-
able performance on entrance test and keyboarding speed of at least 45 wpm.
Eight-week course.
QF 152 BOOKKEEPING II (3-2-J)(F/S). Designed to provide a practical knowledge
of cost analysis for bookkeeping systems and procedures. Primary concepts in-
clude job order and process cost allocation, planning, control responsibility for
the accounting and reporting process. PREREQ: OF 108.
QF'153 JQB SEEKING SKILLS/CAREER PLANNING (2-4-2)(F/S). Will help students
analyze their job needs and skills and prepare them to present those needs and
skills to a prospective employer in a professional manner. Emphasizes: self-
analysis, researching employers, resume and cover letter, effective interview
techniques, and career planning: Eight-week course.
QF 155 RECQRD KEEPING (3-2-J)(F/S). Students proceed from very simple clerical
tasks to the introduction of elementary double-entry bookkeeping concepts~
Develops skills and knowledge that students can use in simple clerical office
jobs in which record keeping is involved. PRE,REQ: OF 105. .
QF 158 MACHINE TRANSCRIPTIQN I (2-4-2)(F/S). Trains students to transcribe
general office, correspondence from recorded media using automated office
systems. Emphasis on the development of correct techniques. PREREQ: OF 109
and a tYping speed of J5 wpm. Eight-week course.
QF 159 BUSINESS WRITING (3-2-J)(F/S). Emphasis on building a foundation in
effective business writing principles by planning, organizing, and writing memos
and various types of business letters such as credit, collection, sales, claims ad-
justments. Psychology, format, content, and style of business letters will be
covered. Grade of C or better required to continue. PREREQ: OF 109: •
QF 1611NTRQ TO, MICRQCQMPUTERS (2-4-2)(F/S). An introduction to the fun-
damentals of microcomputers arid specialized microcomputer business applica-
tions such as spreadsheets and graphics. Eight-week course.
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OF 1621NTRO TO INFORMATION PROCESSING (2-4-2)(F/S). Ari introduction to
the fundamentals of word processing and database management business ap-
plications. Eight-week course.
OF 169 MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION" (2-4-2)(F/S), Emphasis on transcribing ad-
vanced and technical dictation from recorded media using automated office
systems.PREREQ: OF 109, OF 119,.OF 158, or PERM/INST, and a typing:speed
of 35 wpm. Eight-week course. '
OF 201 SPREADSHEET I (2-4-2)(F/S). Introduction to electronic spreadsheets.
Presents concepts of spreadsheet software; understanding the worksheet
elements; the command menu; entering numbers, formulas and labels, specify-
ing ranges; entering simple formulas; editing and printing. An eight-week course.
OF 2021NTRO TO DATA BASE MANAGEMENT (2-4-2)(F/S). Introduction to data
base management. Emphasis will be on creating files; data entry; edit data; how
to search for data; create, run and print reports. Eight-week course.
OF 203 WORD PROCESSING I (2-4-2)(F/S). Students will learn basic word pro-
cessing functions such as merging; s~rting, column fun~ions, and head~rs and
footers. PREREQ: OF 127 or typing speed of at least 35 wpm. Eight-week course.
OF 205 ADVANCED SHORTHAND (4-4-5)(F/S). Emphasis is on continued speed
building in taking dictation and transcribing. Course includes review of business
vocabulary, punctuation, and grammar. PREREQ: OF 151 or advanced placement
through proficiency exam:'
OF 225 COMPUTERIZED BOOKKEEPING I (2-4-2)(F/S). An introduction to the 'prin-
ciples utilizing computers to set up and to maintain a set of bookstl)at are com-
mon in many small business'operations. An integrated system of accounting
software will be used to demonstrate the entire bookkeeping cycle. PREREQ:
OF 155 or PERM/INST. Eight-week'course. ' .
OF 226 COMPUTERIZED BOOKKEEPING" (2-4-2)(F/S). Computerized practic~i
applications using integrated software for the bookkeeping cycle will be im-
plemented, A practice set will be used to cover the bookkeeping cycle as well
as a practice set for payroll bookkeeping.PREREQ: OF 225. Eight-week course.
OF 251 RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES (2-4-2)(F/S). A study of the prin-
ciples and procedures of records management, including retention, processing
maintenance, protection, and transfer. Eight-week course.
OF 252 APPLIED BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS (3-2-3)(F/S). Course is designed
to improve student's ability to communicate effectively through written'and ver-
bal media as well as to develop a systematic and creative approach to solving
communication problems through studying and applying principles of effective
writing. Emphasis on report writing with research. Concentrates on gathering
and writing the information. PREREQ: OF 159. '
OF 254 SPREADSHEET" (2-4-2)(F/S). Designed to give students the knowledge
and skills necessary to create spreadsheets performing advanced functions. Em-
phasis will be on creating typical business documents such as: budgets, and
payroll.PREREQ: OF 201. Eight-week course.
OF 255 WORD PROCESSING" (2-4-2XF/S). A co~tinuation of Wo'rd Processing
I with emphasis on intermediate functions such as outlining, table of contents,
advanced merge, and math.,PREREQ: OF 203. Eight-week course. . , ,
OF 256 FUNDAMENTALS OF SUPERVISION (2-4-2)(FIS). Introduction to fundamen-
tal principles of first-iine supervision, emphasizing the follOWing: role/respon-
sibilities of the supervisor; problem-solving and time management; and asser-
tiveness and conflict management,'Eight-week course. ,', , ••
OF 257 MODEl OFFICE SIMULATION (2-:4-2)(F/S). Students are "employed" in
a'c1assroom simulated office to experience' a variety 'of supervisory positions
within a company. PREREQ: OF 256 or' PERM/IN ST. Eight-week course.
OF 262 WORD PROCESSING'" (2-4-2)(F/S). Students will learn a'~ariety of ad-
vanced word processing concepts and applications used in industry today. Em-
phasis on advanced appliCations such as hard disk management, troubleshooting,
files management, and macros. PREREQ: OF 255 or PERM/INST. Eight-week
ro~~ " .
OF 293 BUSINESS AND OFFICE INTERNSHIP (G-12-3)(F/S). A practical application
of technical knowledge arid skills in supervised community business, and offise
settings. Individual contract arrangements involving student, instr~ctor, 'and
employer to gain practical work experience. Monitored and evaluated weekly
by appropriate faculty in cons~ltation with the agency or business with whom
the arrangement is contracted. PREREQ: Permission of Program Head and Divi'
sion Manager. . ~ .\
_.. ), II i ~
BusinessSystems and Computer Repa.ir-:-
Two Year Program
, Associate of Applied' Science Degree
Instructors: Dan cadwell, PaulJansson, Don Jones
The program in Business Syst~ms imd Computer 'R~pair has been
developed to give the student the basic knowledge to perform as all
entry level technician. The student will be qualified to make electronic
and mechanical adjustments as they relate to computers, computer
peripheral, xerography and other electro-mechanical devices.
FRESHMAN YEAR
First Eight Week. Block .
Business Systems Mechanical Principles_ Be 155 , .. ,.5
. Xerography and Photocopier The~ry BC 156 3
Second Eight Week Block •.
Communication Skills BC 111 : 3
Basic Electronic Theory BC 157 4
Basic Electronic Lab BC 158 ~.. :~<.. , '.2
Third Eight Week Block • ."
-Customer Relations 'BC 113 .; ,.; : 3
, Electronics Lab Be 103 .',:- .. ' ; 2
Semiconductor Electronics Theory BC 159 .4
Fourth Eight Week Block _.
• Electronics Lab BC 104 , 2
Digital Electronics Theory BC 171 : ~ .- .-.. 6
SOPHOMORE YEAR - ,
Fifth Eight Week Block
Intro Computer Technology BC 255 :,. :' ; 5
Computer Tech Lab I BC 256 ,', , ; ., : 2
Sixth Eight Week Block • , •
Computer Repair BC 257 _:'..............•............ 5
l Computer Tech Lab II BC 258 ...' .. ~ o ••••••••••••• 2
Seventh Eight Week Block .
Computer Peripheral Repair BC 260 ~ .. 2
Business Equipment Repair I Be 261 3
Business Tech Lab III BC 262 .. '. ' 2
.General Education Communication Skills Elective 3
Eighth Eight Week Block " '
Business Equipment Repair III BC 263 ; ::; " .5
Business Equipment Lab IV BC 264 '.'...........•.... 2
"Business Systems Sales Techniques BC ,265 ' : :~.1
,,""General Educ Elect in' Econ or lridust/Hum Relations 3
'Chosen from: CM 111, 221; E 101, 102, 202; or MM 209.
"Chosen from: EC 205, 206; GB 101; P 101, 151; SO 101.-
1" Lr
Course Offerings ~1c "
,,. see page. 20 for definition of course number!ng system ,.
,Be BUSINESS SYSTEMS AND"COM~UTER_ REPAIR
BC 103 ELECTRONICS LAB «(l.16-2)(F/S). Experiments and troubleshooting exer-
~~se~ i,n semiconductor electronic circuits and systems. • • ,
BC 104 ELECTRONICS LAB «(l.18-2)(F/S). Experiments and troubleshooting exer-
cises in digital electronic circuits and'-systems. ,-
BC 111 COMMUNICATION SKILLS (6-0-3)(F/S). Develops abilities which enable
students to use language effectively as a tool for the Office Systems Technician:
i.e., effective writing and verbal communication for sales, technical repair, job
applications and resumeS. •
BC 113 CUSTOMER RELATIONS (6-0-3)(F/S). Directed toward developing skills
necessary to effectively deal with customers in the business equipment repair
field. ' ,. .
BC 155 BUSINESS SYSTEMMECHANICAL PRINCIPLES (8-16-5)(F/S). This is a hands
on theory/lab course in which the student is taught troubleshooting methods
on mechanical systems. The student is introduced to the tools, test equipment
and mechanical devices used in conju'nction with electronic devices.
BC 156 XEROGRAPHY AND PHOTOCOPIER THEORY'(<H-3)(F/S). Prepares
students for entry level employment in the photocopier repair field. Students
will develop skills through theory and lab Classes directed at troubleshooting
and preventive maintenance techniques. .,
BC 157 BASIC ELECTRONIC THEORY (B-0-4)(F/S). Students gain experience
through theory and hands-on experiments which assist student understanding
of DC circuits, OHMS law, magnetism and properties of electronic components.
BC 158 BASIC ELECTRONIC LAB I «(l.2(l.2)(F/S). Students gain expJrience through
hands-on experiments which assist student understanding of DC circuits;OHMS
law, magnetism and properties of electronic components.
BC 159 SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS THEORY (B-H)(F/S). Study of semicon-
ductor electronic devices and ,circuits with emphasis on analyzing the relation-
ship of components in circuits and ,troubleshooting malfunctioning circuits.
PREREQ: BC 157. . ' ,. -,- •
BC 171 DIGITAL ELECTRONICS THEORY 62-o-6)(F/S).Study of digital electronic
circuits and microprocessor systems with emphasis on circuit analy'sis and
troubleshooting. PREREQ: Be 159. ' l _".T-
BC 255 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY (lG-O-5)(F). Directed
toward developing skills toward computer repair. Training in the areas of com-
puter operating systems and software with emphasis on ability to analyze prob-
lems in systems and software.
• i Child Care and Development _ 169
"Approved Elective. .• .•. ••. • .•. . . . .. .. .•• •• • 3
TOTAL •..• 17 17
'Chosen from: CM 111, CM 131, CM 221, CM 251.
"Chosen from: P 101 or SO 101. .', .
Course Offerings
, " .' See page. 20 for definition of course numbering system"
CC CHILD CARE 1:- ,"
CC 101-151 INTRODUCTION TO CHILD DEVELOPMENT(3-6-3)(F/S).Basic prin-
ciples of child growth and development, the individual needs of preschool
children, their language development, understanding their behavior and techni-
ques ~f guidance and discipline . .' '... , .,.' .,
CC 125-126 CONTRACTEDFIELD EXPERIENCEIN EARLYCHILDHOOD PRO-
GRAMS(0-4-1)(F/S).Individual contract arrangement involving students; instruc-
tor and cooperating community agency to gain practical experience in off-campus
settings. The student will visit, obServe,and participate in community child care
settings.. ., !C "'i~ '~ \
CC 135-136 PLANNING AND EVALUATION OF LABORATORYEXPERIENCE
• (2-6-2)(F/S).Classroom lecture and discussion to include lab observation and
records,methods of curriculum planning and evaluation, activity plans, classroom
objectives, and staff performance and relations.
CC 141 HEALTHAND CAREOF .THE.YOUNG CHILD (J-o-3)(F).Safety practices,
basic nutrition, sanitation; safeenvironment, general health education, identifica-
tion of, treatment and prevention of common childhood diseasesas applied to
children in child care centers. Also includes maintenance of teachers health:
CC1':71-172CURRICULUMOF THEYOUNG CHILD (J-o-3)(F/S).Curricula media
suitable for 'preschool children. Includes theories of teaching curriculum sub-
jects;the need foca. curriculum in nursery school;and.specific.information,
materials and theppportunity to use them in the following areas:art, story tell-
ing, music, eryiro':lmental science, beginning number and letter recognition.
CC 181-182CHILD CARELABORATORY(0-12.3)(F/S).Observation and participac
tion i~ the laboratory preschool. Student will serve asaide and assistantteacher,
working directly with the children; attend staff meetings, plan and carry out a
variety of daily activities and become acquainted with curriculum, classroom <ir'
rangement, scheduleS, child guidance, staff responsibilities.
CC 185 INFANT/CHILD CPRAND FIRSTAID (1-6-1)(F).Instruction in infant and
child CPRand First Aid leading to certification of the student.
CC 201-202 CHILD CARECENTERSUPERVISION(lc12-4)(F/S).'With'instructor
supervision, students will assume responsibility of lab preschool and plan cur-
riculum activities, supervise staff, plan daily and weekly schedules and study
techniques for child evaluations and parent conferences. Emphasisis place~ on
child guidance techniques and curriculum development. PREREQ:CC 181-182.
CC 225-226 CONTRACTEDPRACTICUM IN EARLYCHILDHOOD PROGRAMS
(0-8-2)(F/S).A course designed to meet specific needs of the student as deter.
mined by both the student and instructor. A practical application of knowledge
and skills in community child care settings. Individual contract arrangement in-
volving student, instructor and cooperating agency to gain practical experiences
in off-campus settings. PREREQ:CC 125-126. "
CC 232 CHILD CARECENTERMANAGEMENT.(3-2-3)(S).Introduction to the
business practices in the operation of a child care center. Includes business
ilrithmetic, record keeping, purchasing of supplies and equipment, and
employer-employee relationships. Also includes licensing procedures required
for day care centers., _., •.. ,', .'
CC241 NUTRITION FORYOUNG CHILDRENIN CHILD CARECENTERS(J-o-3)(F).
Nutritional requirements of preschool children. Students plan, purchase, prepare
and serve nutritious snacks and meals. Emphasized will be handling food aller-
gies, economics of good nutrition and the development of positive mealtime
attitudes. .
CC252 FAMILYAND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENTWITH CHILDREN(J-o-3)(F).
History and dynamics of family interaction; review of cultural life styles.Emphasis
will be .placed on the need for establishing effective relationships with parents
of children in child care centers and the community resources available to both
parents and the center.
CC255 ADVANCED CHILD CARE(J-o-3)(F).A review of the history of child care
and present day child care facilities in the U.S.and locally. Also covered in class
are c1assrobmmanagement, caring for exceptional children and qualifications
of people caring for children in group situations. PREREQ:CC 101-151.
CC 256' INTRODUCTION TO KINDERGARTEN CURRICULUM (2-6-2)(F).
Kindergarten curriculum theory andpractices 'are presented so that the student
has a working knowledge of the ~j~dergarten classroom. _:
CC 257 INFANT AND TODDLERCARE(2-6-2)(S).Total care of infants and tod.
dlers in group day care hornes and centers. Besides physical care emphasis is
also placed on .the emotional and social nurturing of infants and' toddlers.
PREREQ:CC 101-151.
CC 261 INTRO COMPUTERAPPLICATIONSTO OCCUPA1'lONAL RELATIONS
(2-6-2)(S).A study of dealing effectively with people, job seeking skills, written
















Advanced Child Care CC 255 e•• '. :'.:'.: •••• :': ••• 3
Intro to Kindergarten <:urriculum CC 256 •• : '," 2'
Infant Care CC 257:: •. : .. ':'. :' ..••• ~;.•• '•••••• '. :',
_,' Chil~l Care Center Management CC 232 •. : ••. :'.
,Fam & Commun Involv with Child CC 252... .•• 3
Child Care Center SupervisionCC 201-202 . ..... 4 ..
Contr Pract in Early Child Superv CC 225-226... 2
Nutrition for Young Children CG 241 ..•.••• ;".' 3'
*Approved Elective ••• '... ' ...•... : ...•••. , .: .. , ,-
" 1St
, • • \ " SEM
Introdllction to Child Development CC 101 . .•. 3
Introduction to Child Development CC 151' •••.
Health and Care of the Young Child CC 141 . ~. 3
Curriculum of the Young Child CC 171.172 :... 3
Child Care laboratory CC 181-182 : ••.•••. !,.:.. ' 3
Contract Fld Exper in Early Chid Prg CC 125-1261
Plan and Eval of laboratory 'Expel' CC 135-136 .. 2
'Infant/Child CPR & First Aid CC 185 ••.•. : .•• :'.. 1"
dlnt,rO 'Camp Appl QCcu'p Relat C<: 261 . ".: '" ;...h
*Approved Elective.: : ' ' ,'~" ."
. TOT6:l '"J,,' (; ',," 16.
Day Care Teacher/Supervisor. .' ;.~
Child Care and Development.,
Day Care Assistant-Nine Month Program
; .., . Certific~te of Completion
Instructors: Peg Gourley,_Bonnie Noonan
" ". I ~ . ,
This program is planned for people interested in working with children
as an assistant in day care centers, nurseries, private -kindergartens;
child development centers and recreation programs for young children.
Day Ca_~eSupervisor ',Two Year, Pr9~ra'm ,"(l
" . Associate of Applied Science Degree' ,,'jl~
r', : " -" . ~, '~' '.,- i- .<..-~ .,;
Graduates will be trained to teach in or operate a preschool program
which provides for physical care, emotional support and social develop-
ment of children in groups. ,.> {' •.'",: ;"r;, •
This two-year course will provide students with the opportunity to direct
children's play a!,!d learning, provid~ meals, supervise staff, and manage
resources in nursery school settings and day care centers. Completion
of the Child Care Assistant program is a prerequisiteto the supervisor
level program:. - " " l' ", .,-
Day Care Assistant ,n '.- -.>
BC256 COMPUTERTECHNOLOGY LAB'I (0-20-2)(F).A hands-on lab where the
principals taught in BC 255,can .be studied and analyzed as they apply to a
comPliter,
BC257COMPUTERREPAIR(10-6-5)(F).Prepares students for entry level employ-
ment into the computer repair field. Concepts in logic, circuitry, troubleshooting,
and component replacement procedures are taught.
BC258 COMPUTERTECHNOLOGYLABII (0-20-2)(F).A hands-on lab where the
principals taught in BC257can be studied and analyzed asthey apply to a com-
puter and the computer peripheral.
BC260 COMPUTERPERIPHERALREPAIR(10-0-2)(S).This course deals with the
maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of computer peripheral. Concepts in
the different types of printers, modems, disk drives and etc. with methods of
repair and maintenance. This is a four week block, ' '. ,
BC261 BUSINESSEQUIPMENTREPAIRI (12-2-3)(S).This course deals with the
maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of electronic word processors. This is
a,four week block.
BC262 BUSINESSTECHNOLOGYLAB III (0-20-2)(S).A hands-on lab where the
principals taught in BC261can be studied and analyzed as they apply to a com:
puter and its peripheral. .• '." ", ..
BC263 BUSINESSEQUIPMENTREPAIRII (10-0-5)(S).This course deals'with the
maintenance, repair and troubleshooting of electronic cash registers, and elec-
tronic calculators:' ,. I,
8C264 BUSINESSTECHNOLOGYLAB IV (0-20-2)(S);A hands-on lab where the
principals taught in BC263can be studied and analyzed as they apply to a com-
puter and its peripheral. , . ." -- -.
BC265 BUSINESSSYSTEMSALESTECHNIQUES(2-6-1)(S).This course dealswith
sales te~hniques of lTlairtenance contracts, and office equipment. ' . -
;
,~
170 - School of Vocational Technical Education
Culinary Arts Program
Certificate of Completion-l Year
Associate of Applied Science-2 Years
Instructors: Vernon Hickman,ewC, Julie Kulm, CWC, CCE,
Manley Slough, CEC, Bonnie' Sumter
The purpose of the Culinary Arts Program is'to pro'vide basic training
and education for cooks, apprentice chefs, and managers. ' .
The curriculum offers students an opportunity to:
• Learn and effectively practice basicandadvanced'technical skills
in food preparation and serviee. ,
,. Understand the principles of food identification, nutrition and food,
and beverage composition. " " .. ,
• Acquire basic supervisory skills to better utilize human and physical
,resources in food service operations.
• Gain experience in the proper use and maintenance of professional
food service equipment. ,
• Become familiar with the layout and work flow of professional kit-
chens and bakeshops. Gain appreCiation for the history, evolution
lind international diversity of the culinary arts.
• Develop a personal sense of professionalism necessary for work-
ing successfully in the food service industry.
The core of the Culinary Arts Program curriculum at Boise State Univer-
sity is the hands-on teaching of cooking and baking skills as well as
the theoretiCal knowledge that must underlie competency in both fields:
The objective is to not only teach students to work in the kitchen, but
how it functions. Related to our mission of professional training are
the courses that complete a food service education: table service, wines,
bar management, menu, facilities plan'ning, cost controls, supervisory
developmel'!t, s~oreroom and stewar~ing. ,
Upon enrollment in the program, the student will have the opportunity
to pursue a one-year Certificate of Completion, or a two-yearAssociate
9f Applied Science degree in Culinary Arts.
A minimum grade of'C' is required in all course work to receive a Cer-
tificate of Completion or an Associate of Applied Science degree.
Credit
FIRST SEMESTER ; Hours
'CA 102 Culinary Skills Development •.............•.......... 3
CA 103 Sanitation, Safety, Health ,.•................ 2
CA 104 Introductory Baking .•................................ 2
CA 105 Cost Controls .........•.....•...................... 1
CA'109 Culinary French :.O
CA 112 Introductory Hot Foods ;'.'j ...•..•.•.•...• , ...•.. 3
CA 113 Pantry, Basic Garde Manger .' 3
CA 114 Communications Skills ' : 3
CA 126' Hospitality Purchasing , 2
. TOTALS . 19
SECOND SEMESTER ,
CA 115 Dining Room Procedures : ....• 2
CA 116 Meat Identification, & Fabrication .•...... ';,;' : " .. ",1
, CA 118 Charcuterie.(Sausage Making) .................•.•... :.1
, CA 119 Supervisory Development : ....•.......... 2
CA 122 Fish Cookery 1
~ CA 123 Communication Skills " ; , 3
CA 124 Kitchen Laboratory ...........•.......•............. ;5
CA 127 American Regional/A La Carte ....•.... ; ......••...... 2
CA 262 Occupational Relations .....•.......... ;' ,2
TOTALS " 19
THIRD SEMESTER r.
CA 207 Wine Appreciation : ; l
'CA 212 International & Oriental Cuisine 1
CA 214 Kitchen Laboratory , .........•....... :6
CA 227 Advanced/Classical Baking 2
'CA 228 Advanced Food & Beverage Cost Controls 2
CA 229 Food & Beverage Operation, Planning.: 2
CA 230 Cake Decorating .-' : 1
CM 111 Funds of Speech :'..•........................•.. 3
TOTALS 18
FOURTH SEMESTER
CA 213 Advanced Garde Manger ,........•....•... 1
CA 215 Classical Cuisine; '. ; .' .,..........•....• 1
CA 224 Kitchen Laboratory ......................•..•.•...... 6
, CA 226 Advanced Culinary Skills. , ; .-.. 2
• CA 231 Banquet & Catering Operation , l
CA 232 Culinary Nutrition 2
Approved Electives: Two required: • "
GB 101 Intro to Business'; /, '.3
EC 202 Principles of Economics-Micro ; .-3
CM 112 Reasoned Discourse , 3
MM 250 Intro Microcomputers in Retailing 3
TOTALS 19
~ourse'Offerings'
See page 20 for definition of course numbering syste~
CA CULINARY ARTS . ' ..
cA 102 CULINARY SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (3-2-3)(F/S). During this introduction
to the fundamental concepts, skills and techniques of basic cookery, special em-
phasis is given to the study of ingredients, cooking theories and procedures .
Basic cooking methods stressed and practiced including: sauteing, broiling,
roasting, poaching, simmering, braising, pan frying, deep fat frying, stewing and
fricasseeing.
CA 103 SANITATION, SAFETY & HEALTH (2-6-2)(F/S). Theory and practice of food
and environmental sanitation in a food production area are stressed, with atten-
tion to food-related diseases and their origins ..The sanitation course has been
reviewed for compliance and approved by the Federal Food and Drug Administra-
tion. Students conduct a sanitation inspection of one of the Culinary Arts Pro-
grams facilities in their production areas.
cA 104 INTRODUCTORY BAKING (2-1-2)(F/S). This course gives instruction in
the fundamentals of baking science, terminology, equipment, technology, in-
gredients, weights and measures, formula conversion, and storage.
CA 105 COST CONTROL (1-6-1)(F/S). A~ introduction to the food service Cost con-
trol method, procedures and math. I'
CA 109 CULINARY FRENCH (l-6-0)(F/S). Explanations of basic culinary French ter-
minology and menu phrases. .
CA 112 INTRODUCTORY HOT FOODS (3-2-3)(F/S). Basic menu .items such as
soups, sauces, stocks, vegetables, and entrees are prepared. Fundamental con-
cepts and techniques of food preparation are first demonstrated by the instruc-
tors and then practiced by the students. •. ""
CA 113 PANTRY, BASIC GARDE MANGER (3-2-3)(F/S). A survey course in the fun-
damentals of pantry, basic garde manger, and breakfast cookery, Students are
instructed in the proper techniques and procedures for preparing a variety of
lunch and dinner salads and salad dressings, hot and cold sandwiches, quiches,
garnishes, canapes, marinades, tea and fancy sandwiches,'and hot and cold
appetizers. .
CA 114 COMMUNICATION SKILLS (3-0-3)(F/S). Study of terms, attributes, and the
mechanics of language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing. Training in-
cludes an introduction to inference using both verbal and symbolic techniques.
Industrial applications include organization and delivery oftechriical reports in
written and oral fcirms, business correspondence, and resume' preparation.
CA 11'5 DINING ROOM PROCEDURES (2-6-:ZXF/S).This basic course in dining
room and supervision covers equipment, personnel responsibility, organization,
customer relations, sanitation, table arrangements and set-ups, Service techni-
ques for American table service are practiced. Basic gueridon service is explained.
CA 116 MEAT IDENTIFICATION AND FABRICATION (1-6-1)(F/S). Instructors
demonstrate the cutting of meat and poultry into fabricated units and explains
grading, quality and yield. .
CA 118 CHARCUTERIE (SAUSAGE MAKING) (l-n-1)(F/S). This course teaches and
gives understanding through lecture; demonstration and hands-on in all phases
of sausage making. For total utilization of meat by-products, students prepare
forcemeats, pates and sausage. ..' '
CA 119 SUPERVISORY DEVELOPMENT(2-6-2)(F/S). Basic principles of effective
supervision, including human relations, motivation, communications, proper
training principles, interviewing, staffing, "nd discipline are covered. Stewarding
functions and responsibilities of personnel scheduling, cleaning scheduUl)g and
purchasing serviceware. .
CA 122 FISH COOKERY (1-6-1)(F/S). Affords students the opportunity to actually
identify, store, rotate, issue and learn the disciplines that must be practiced to
keep quality purchased fish, crustaceans and mollusks fresh. Students butcher
fish, lobster, crabs, and practice the basic fundamentals of fish cookery. They
also prepare stocks, soups and foundation sauces, and learn to highlight a variety
of seasoned specialties. " ;
CA 123 COMMUNICATION SKILLS II (3.C)..3XF/S).Study of terms, attrib';tes, and
the mechanics of language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing. Training
includes an introduction to inference' using both verbal"and symbolic techni-
ques. Industrial applications include organization and delivery of technical
reports in written and oral forms, 'business' correspondence, and resume
preparation. .
CA 124 KITCHEN LABORATORY (2-22-5)(F/S). This lab will be used for the follow-


























Dental Laboratory DA 1(}1-102 .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. 4
DentalRadiology DA 104 4
Dental Assisting Clinical Experience DA 106 .
Dental Office Management DA 108 .
Public Health and Dental Hygiene DA 109 .
'Communication Skills DA 111-112 .
Dental Theory DA 151-152 : .
Intro Comp Appl Occup Relat DA 180 - .
, Professional & Legal Concepts DA 181 .
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111 . .. .. .. 3
Standard First Aid and CPR PE 121 .
TOTAL
the program and curriculum. Changes may be made at any time to take
advantage of advances in the Dental profession. Entrance requirements:
High School Diploma or Equivalency Certificate, personal interview and
aptitude testing. Typing is a prerequisite. The dental assistant courses
are taught by dental assistant instructors, dentists, and guest dental
lectu rers. "
The program in Dental Assisting is accredited by the Commission on
Dental Accreditation, a specialized accrediting body recognized by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the United States Depart-
ment of Education. Students are eligible to take the Certification Ex-
amination upon completio~ of this course.
Course Offerings
see page 20 for definition of course numbering system
DA.DENT~L ASSiSTING
DA 101-102 DENTAL LABORATORY (2-10-4)(f), (1-5-2)(S). Provides practical'
laboratory experience in handling dental materials and instruments.
DA 104 DENTAL RADIOLOGY (3.5-4)(F). Provides dental assisting students the
opportunity to become skilled in dental x-ray procedures with a heavy emphasis
on safety. .
DA 106 DENTAL ASSISTING CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (D-l6-4)(S)~ Supervised chair-
side assisting experience in private dental offices and clinics.
DA 108-DENTAL OFFICE'MANAGEMENT (2-6-2). Covers the fundamentals of
business practices related to dentistry.
DA 109 PUBLIC HEALTH AND DENTAL HYGIENE (2-6-2). The class work deals
with preventive dentistry and patient education.
DA 111-112 COMMUNICATION SKILLS (J-o-3)(F/S). Enables the students to use
our language effectively as a tool for logical thinking, problem solving, technical
writing and speaking required in their major field of preparation.
DA 151.152 DENTAL THEORY (6-D-6)(F), (6-0-6)(S). Lectures cover the basic den.
tal sciences and dental specialities.
DA 180 INTRODUCTION OF COMPUTER APPLICATION TO OCCUPATIONAL
RELATIONS (1-6-1)(S). A study of job seeking skills, communications and hands
on use of computer technology to complete a personal data portfolio.
DA 181 PROFESSIONAl. AND LEGAL CONCEPTS (l-o-l)(S). To enable a student
to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and practice the ethics and





The Electrical Lineworker Program provides the student with the best
and most complete basic preparation possible 'in overhead and
underground construction and maintenance procedures. Centering
around a basic program of performance based objectives, instructional
materials and field experiences, the program provides the student with
the necessary skills and knowledge needed as a firm foundation in this
rapidly advancing field.
In the laboratory experience with equipment such as tr'ansforme'rs, oil
circuit breakers, switches, materials and pole line hardware, hot line
tools; test equipment, line truck, trencher/backhoe, and related equip-
ment components, provides the student with "hands-on" experience
permitting further and more concentrated advancement in these skilled
areas.
The program is designed to produce a highly skilled, well-inf~rmed
e'ltry level /ineworker wh? is familiar with use of all tools, materials,
CA 126 HOSPITALITY PURCHASING (2-6-2)(F/S). Management concepts and
specific techniques in purchasing commodities essential to successful purchas-
ing in hospitality operations.
CA 127 AMERICAN REGIONALIA LA CARTE (1-4-2)(F/S). This course explores the
history and preparation of American specialties. Items prepared in the kitchen
will follow established American culinary cuisine preparation standards based
on the region studies. Items served A La Carte on a daily basis.
CA 207 WINE APPRECIATION (1-6-1)(F/S). The wines of France, Italy, Germany,
and America are discussed. Students learn through actual tasting of the wines
studied. History, label interpretation, vocabulary, wine laws, and various methods
of processing are covered in the lectures. Majors only. •
CA 212 INTERNATIONAL AND ORIENTAL CUISINE (l-o-l)(F/S) Students research
and prepare menus representative of different countries and cultures. Cuisines
emphasized are Middle Eastern, Spanish, South American, German and Austrian,
Swiss, Scandinavian, Italian, Belgian, and Dutch. Students prepare several dif-
ferent menus based on actual Chinese (Szechwan, Cantonese, Peking, Hunan),
Japanese and Polynesian recipes.
CA 213 ADVANCED GARDE MANGER (l-o-l)(F/S). Students progress to advanced
instruction in cold food preparation and presentation techniques. Charcuterie,
specialty canapes, hors d'oeuvres, appetizers, pates, galantines, chaud-froids,
terrines, tallow and ice carving, aspics, mousses, cold sauces, vegetable carv-
ing, and food decoration are all demonstrated and prepared.
CA 214 KITCHEN LABORATORY (D-26-6)(F/S). This laboratory will be used for all
theory classes in third semester.
CA 215 CLASSICAL CUISINE (l'{)-l)(F/S). Advanced and sophisticated classical
culinary preparation, following the principles and techniques of Auguste Escof-
fier. Emphasis is on French cuisine. Students prepare a complete menu With
special consideration of cooking techniques, timing and presentation. History
and terms relative to classical foods and menus are discussed. Students plan,
prepare, and serve a graduation dinner.
CA 224 KITCHEN LABORATORY PREPARATION (D-24-6)(F/S). This laboratory will
be used for all Theory classes in fourth semester.
CA 226 ADVANCED CULINARY SKILLS (1-4-2)(F/S). Emphasis is given to fine'tuning
basic competencies learned in previous courses. These competencies are used
in the preparation of A La Carte menu items as students follow the traditional
European brigade system and work all the stations in the kitchen on a weekly
rotation. Production of the highest quality product through proper techniques,
presentation and service is stressed. PREREQ: CA 102.
CA 227 ADVANCED/CLASSICAL BAKING (1-4-2)(F/S). Techniques are practiced
in the production puff pastry desserts, sponge cakes, specialty breads and
pastries. Buffet centerpieces are made from pastillage, marzipan, and chocolate.
A variety of kitchen desserts are implemented.PREREQ: CA 104. .'
CA 228 ADVANCED FOOD AND BEVERAGE COST CONTROLS (1-4-2)(F/S).
Coursework emphasizes an understanding of the complexities of controlling the
primary resources of hospitality operations-food, beverage, labor and sales in-
come. Control systems developed are revieWed. PREREQ: CA 105.
CA 229 FOOD AND BEVERAGE OPERATIONAL PLANNING (2-o-2)(F/S). Basic prin-
ciples and concepts of menu planning, menu formats and layout are studied
in detail with regard to the eating habits and tastes of social groups. Legal re'
quirements affecting of operations. Pricing and control of menu items, design-
ing a salable menu, and menus as management and merchandising tools are
defined. The various types of establishments, such as full service, quick-service,
and take-out are discussed.-
CA 230 CAKE DECORATING (1-6-1)(F/S). The basic theory in professional cake
decorating, frosting and designing wedding, anniversary, birthday, bar mitzvah,
and other celebration cakes are demonstrated. Decorative borders, flowers,
figure piping and tube writing techniques are demonstrated. Students will
become familiar with the extensive array of decorating tips.
CA 231 BANQUET & cATERING OPERATION (l'{)-l)(F/S). The course is divided
into five sections: overview, sales, functions, and menus, execution and options.
Considerable attention is given to organizing, supervising, and servicing for ex-
pandinll catering operations and increasing profit.
CA 232 CULINARY NUTRITION (2-o-2)(F/S). This course discusses a practical ap-
plication of nutrition in the food service industry. Understanding food sources
of nutrients, functions and methods to minimize loss of nutrients in food ser-
vice operations is a primary objective.
CA 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-o-2)(F/S): Techniques of,obtaining
employment. Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resqlution of
human relationship issues of shop andciffice. '
Dental Assistant;-.Nine Month Program
••~.. I.. • •
Certificate of Completion
Instructors: Terrie Beckman, Dr. Richard Gunnell, Bonnie Imbs
The Dental Assisting Program consists of Dimtal Assistant Theory, Den:'
tal Laboratory i!1struction and Clinical Experience. Boise State Univer-










and equipment of the trade. The areas of first aid, personal safety; and
occupational safety are stressed as integral parts of each area of the craft.
SUBJECTS Fall Spring
Electrical Lineworker lab El 101-102 .......• , . . . . • • 5 ' 5
Electrical Lineworker Basics El 151-152............ 5 5
Design/Construction El 161-162.................. 5 '5
Occupational Relationships El 262 •..••••.•.•. :. . . ~, 2
TOTAL 15. I -17
Course Offerings.
See page 20 for definition of cou~ numbering system
EL ELECTRICAL L1NEWORKER
EL101.102ELECTRICALUNEWORKERlABORATORY(~2~5)(F/S).The field opera-
tion provides actual "job type" experience for the student, Course content in-
cludes live climbing experiences using ropes and rigging, pole setting and
removal with suitable guys and anchors including installation of transformers,
construction and maintenance of underground distribution networks,
troubleshooting all systems including hot stick care and use, plus preventative
maintenance on .associatesystems or equipment. '
EL151-152 ELECTRICAL1NEWORKERBASICS(5000-5XF/S).This course provides
the student with,the basicsof electrical theory, power generation, materials iden-
tification and application, overcurrimt and protective devices, related equipment
application, and personal/occupational safety, '" ' .
EL161-162ELECTRICAL1NEWORKERSYSTEMSDESIGN/CONSTRUCTION(5-0-5)
(F/S).This course emphasizes electrical power systems, power systems design-
ing and construction techniques, transformer theory, design of transformers and
their construction and transmission networks. .
EL262 OCCUPATIONAL RElATIONS (2000-2)(S).Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for,applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester course.' .•
, t ~- • ~ ' " / ,..,
Fire Service Technology , ,
Associate of Applied sCie'ric~' •J
The Fire Service Technology program is designed to up-grade the fire
fighting skills and knowledge of volunteer and paid firefighters. In
some instances a volunteer fire fighter may use this degree as a means
to enter the fire service as a paid professional. The program covers all
phases of fire fighting. The intent is to provide fire figthers with the
skills needed to save lives and protect property in a safe and efficient
manner. Special fees apply to this program. "
SUBJECTS
Orientation FR 101' ....•.•....•..•.•......•.•.....•. : ..•.•.. 2
Safety FR 102 .•.•....•.•....•••• ~••••.•.•..••••....••..••. :1
First Aid FR103 •••••.• , ••••..•••••.... :.: •.•.•••••••.•.•.•. 2
Fundamentals of Fire Service FR 104 •.••• ; ....•..•... '.. : .. : . .4
Water Supply FR 105 •••• ', ••..•••••••.•.•••••.•.•••••••••••• '.:2
Fire Stream, Hydraulics FR 106 •.••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 2
Ropes, Knots, and Rescue FR 107 '. '..•..••••••••••••••••••••.. 1
Forcible Entry FR 108 .•...•..•. '..••.•...•.. : .......••..•..•. 1
Breathing Apparatus FR 109 '..... , ..•.. '.•...•.•...•..........• 3
Hose Techniques FR 110 ••.•.•.•••. '•.. : .•...•.. '•.•...... : ,'.,.2
ladders Techniques FR 111 •.••..••..••.•••••••••••••.•..••• 1
Building Construction FR 112 •••••..•••• : .. : •..•. ,.- .•.. : ••.. 2
Ventilation FR 113 .•.......•.....•..••......•.......•••..... 1
Salvage and Overhaul FR 114 ......•. -: ..•...••• .t::., .. ~.'.... 1
Skills Maintenance FR 115 ..•••.•..•••..••..•..•.....••....• 2
Ground Cover FR 116 •••..•. , •.•.•.. : .•••••••••.•.•.•....•. 1
Fire Apparatus FR 117 .•.••••..••....•...•.•• , .•. ~.••..•• ';' .• 1
Applied Communication FR 121 •..•.•••••••••.•••• : •••••. , •• 3
Applied COmmunication FR 122 ••.•• : .•.•••..•.. , ....•.• , ..•• 3.
Human Relations FR 131 •.••.. , •..•.•••.•...••• " :." .••••• ,,_,.•3
, Industrial Relations FR .132 .'" •••••.•.• , ••••••.••••••.•. '.••.. 3
Fire Cause Determination FR 201 •....•.• , .. , . ',' ..•....•.• : . , ••. 1
Fire Ground Management FR 202 •••. , .•.•••••• , .•.•.... ,; ••. 1
Portable Fire and installed detection alarm and ,
Extinguishing systems/agents FR 203 ... '..••••.••..•.. , .• '..• 2
Hazardous mate'rials Incident Analysis FR 204 ..• '.,: .••...•. ,.2
Fire Risk Analysis FR 2~5 •••••••..••••••• : ••••••• :," .:~ .: .'••• 2
Fire Service and the law FR 206 •••...•... : '," ..••...... 2
High Rise FR 207 ..••..•.••••. , .. , ..•....•...... : ...•• , .•.•• 1
Industrial Fire Protection FR 208 •. , .••• , ... , .........•.•••.•• 1
Aircraft Fire Protection FR 209.: •.....•..•••. , ..••. : .. ','. ;' .. : .1
Cooperative Voc Ed (on-the-job training) FR 210 ..• :, ..•.•.. '.10
*Approved Electives ... , , ••• , •.•..... , . \,. , .•••.. : ','..•.. , .... 9
TOTAL 73
*Students must complete 270 instructional hours of approved
coursework (in addition to those prescribed in'the certification prO-
gram) which may inClude any National Fire Academy resident or field
programs described in the current Fire.Service Trainging Program
Catalog and/or any combination 'of state or federally sponsored fire
classes, courses or schools-except those already used for credit toward
completion of previous courses in the certification program, Students
may use courses that they have attended prior to or any time during
enrollmentin the certification program. Copies of all course certificates
mlJs,t be on file at the fire depart~ent.. • . ,
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition 'Of course numbering sys,tem'
FR FIRE SERVICE ,TECHNOLOGY
FR101ORIENTATION FIRESERVICETRAINING (2000-2):Thepurpose, objectives,
and scope of Idaho's Certification program is covered in this course: organiza-
tion charts; primary functions of state and national fire service organizations;
local department public relations programs; and the cleaning, maintenance, costs
and degree of protection of the fire fighters protective clothing and other equiJr
ment is a part of the instruction received in this course. In addition, issues in-
volving the fire service on a national level are covered, PREREQ:PERM/IN~T,
FR102SAFETY(1000-1).This course covers important aspectsof safety on the fire
ground and around the station. It is designed to provide the student with awork-
ing knowledge of the following: accident control concepts, safety programs, safe
use.of facilities, personal protective equipment, safety, in training, en route
hazard, the emergency scene, special hazards, and inspection safety. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
FR103 FIRSTAID (1-4-2).The fire fighter student in this course will receive in-
struction leading to certification in General First Aid and CPR.Instruction will
alsobe given in the "HeimliCh" maneuver, triage, identifying and treating burns,
controlling bleeding, applying dressing and bandages, and iden~ifying and
tr~ati'1g p?isoning. PREREQ:PERM/INST. .,
FR 104 FUNDAMENTALSOF FIRESERVICESCIENCE(3-4-4).This course is de-
signed to provide the student with a basic knowledge of applied mathematics
technically relatedto the field of fire science. In addition, other basic science
principles are covered to include: Principles of fire protection chemistry;
char~cteristics of matter; mechanics of liquids; mechanics of gases;motion and
force, work and machines; combustion and heat; magnet and magnetism; elec:
t~icity; ~nd atomic energy an~ radiation. PRE~EQ:PERM/I~.ST, t
FR.105WATERSUPPLY(1-4-2). In this course, the student will learn to identify
properties of water, sources of water supply, parts of awater distribution system,
types of hydrants, different types of pressure, and types of water main valves,
Instruction will also be given in inspecting a fire hydrant, reading and recording
flow pressures and determining quantity of water from the opening. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. ,.,
FR106 FIRESTREAM,'HYDRAULlCS(l-4-2). This course wUl cover different tYpes
of fire streams,the characteristics of good fire streamsand the proper fire streams
to be used for different types of fires. It will also provide instruction in the opera-
tions of common foam-making devices, and the use of different foams. Iden-
tification of nozzles and tips according to type, design, nozzle pressure, and flow
in GPM for proper operation of each is part of this course of instruction, PREREQ:
PERM/INST. ' -'
I ' .~.
FR107 ROPES,KNOTS,AND RESCUE(0-4-1).This course is designed to instruct
the student in the use of ,ropes in a wide variety of applications, in the use of
backboards and stretchers, victim lifts, carries and drags, and in methods for
searching for victims in buildings. PRERE~:PERM/INST. '
FR108 FORCIBLEENTRY(0-4-1).This course provides the necessaryknowledge
and practical skills applications needed to perform the following forcible entry
operations: forcing doors, opening locked windows, opening walls and ceilings,
?peningroofs, and opening floors. PREREQ:PERM/INST. '
FR109 BREATHINGAPPARATUS(1-8-3).This course is designed to instruct the
fire fighter student in the operational functions of self-contained protective
breathing apparatus, and the methods of maintaining it and putting it on. Pro-,
per methods for charging air cylina",r.S,and the' limitations and the degree of
protection of self-contained breathing equipment is also covered in this course,
Many exercises in this course emphasize practical use of tliEi equiprriEmtin a
variety of simulated fire ground situations. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR110HOSETECHNIQUES(0-8-2).All tYpes,~izes,a~~ us~s~f h'osesare covered
in this course including the use of nozzles-their attachment to hoses and the
advancing of charged and dry lines. Inspection, maintenance, cleaning, rolling,
and carrying of hose are other topics of instruction within the course. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. ." ," \
FRn 1 lADDER TECHNiQUES(0-4-1).All types of ladder~ u's~d inthe fire ser-




ladder carries, materials used in ladder construction, ladderJinspection, care
maintenance, and testing are also topics of instruction in this course. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. .' ,
FR112 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION(1-4-2).This course is designed to provide
the student with a thorough background in building construction principles as
they relate t(>fire fighting. Included are general construction principles, wood
and.ordinary construction, mill construction, concrete and steel construction.
Concepts of "fire proof" and fire' 'resistance are also covered. PREREQ:
PE~M/INST. " , .
~ . ": l. .
FR113 VENTILATION (0-4-1).This course is designed to instruct the student in
the use of hand and power tools "asthey apply to ventilation arid forcible entry,
and will instruct the student in breaking and clearing windows, forcing windows,
breaking' walls, proper ventilation methods, and prevention of backdraft ,and
safety precautions to be taken during ventilation. PREREQ:PERM/INST. ,'- i
FR114 SALVAGEAND OVERHAUL(0-4-1).This'course will demonstrate the 'con-
struction and use of a water chute and a water catchall, explain different methods
of routing water and removing debris from a structure, demonstrate proper
methods for folding and spreading salvage'covers, explain main reasons for
salvage and overhaul operations and precautions to be taken during them
towards the prevention of evidence destruction. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR115 SKILLSMAINTENANCE(0-8-2).This course is designed to assist students
in maintaining proficiency in practical skills that were learned during course work
in the certification levels. A selected number of practical skills are reviewed dur-
ing this activity. PREREQ:PERM/INST. '. , . i
FR116 GROUND COVER(1-6-1).This course is designed to provide the student
with knowledge of the following asthey relate to ground cover fire fighting, ap-
paratus and equipment, ground cover fire behavior, fire ground manag!!ment,
fire suppression methods, water supply and use, and personnel safety. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.' '. .,'
FR117 FIREAPPARATUS(0-4-1).This course is designed to provide the student
with knowledge of the following asthey relate to fire apparatus practices: type"s
of fire apparatus, the driver and the apparatus, driving exercises, positioning
and spotting apparatus, operating fire department pumpers, operating aerial lad-
der apparatus, operating elevating platform apparatus, maintenance schedules,
and testing apparatus. ,PREREQ:PERM/INSr...t."."" •. •.
FR121 APPLIEDCOMMUNICATIONS (3-6-3).This course is taught in conjunc-
tion with the orientation and fire cause determination courses. The student
demonstrates the ability to organize ideas, interpret facts, assimilate thoughts
and ideas and effectively communicate this knowledge in proper written form
by responding in depth to essayquestions regarding such topics as: Successf!J1
Fire Service leadership; Focusing on Fire Education and Professional Develop-
ment in the Fire Service. PREREQ:PERM/INST. .
FR122 TECHNICALWRITING/COMMUNICATIONS (3-0-3).This course is taught
in conjunction with Fire Risk Analysis, fire ground management and hazardous
materials. The student learns proper writing techniques for preparing pre-fire
plans and reports for a wide variety of structures and occupancies as part of
fire risk analysis. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR 131 HUMAN RELATIONS/SUPERVISION(3-6-3). In this course the student
learns about human relations asthey apply to: strike team interactions; Incident
Command System Camp organization and unit of operation relationships;
management span-<Jf-control;organization functions and structure; andprin-
ciples of. command. PREREQ:PERM/INST. " , "J'"
FR132 INDUSTRIALREl:ATIONS(3-().3).In this course the student learns the im-
portance and effective techniques of public relations and education in the field
of fire prevention. Discussed in depth are: fire prevention public relations pro-
grams; promotional activities, industrial or functional activities; public relationS
while making an inspection; and the fire inspectOr promoting a positive image
through impressions. PREREQ:PERM/INST. , •• , '. '.• '
FR201 FIRECAUSEDETERMINATION(1-0-1)."Thiscourse is designed to'prepare
the student with the knowledge and skills needed in order to correctly deter-
mine fire causes, including: the fire departmenes responsibility,' the fire com-
pany's role/fire setters, preserving and documenting evidence for the investigator
and courtroom testimony. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR 202 FIREGROUND MANAGEMENT (1-0-1). The assuming of command 'of
operation in a fire situation is the main subject of this course, dealing with the
specific performances of sizi':lg up, .positioning of vehicle equipmen! and per-
sonnel, determining point of attack; type of lay or lays required, type and size
of hose and nozzles to' be used, and the supervision of personnel in ac-
complishing forcible entry, rescue and other fire suppreSSionactivities.' PREREQ:
PERM/INST. .. .1 '."
FR203 PORTABLEFIREAND INSTALLEDDETECTIONAND EXTINGUISHING
SYSTEMS/AGENTS(1-4-2).This coursewill cover the principles of wet and dry
sprinkler systems, control valves on sprinkler systems, purposes of the three
classesof standpipe systems,and the purpose and operation of accelerators and
exlhausters on drypipe systems. It will also contain"instruction in the operation
and extinguishment principle for carbon dioxide, halogenated agent, dry-and-
wet chemical and foam extinguishing systems. Water flow alarms, alarm test
valves, infrared flame, detection devices,' smoke detectors; and the servicing,
d < ' \1 .
Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel IIIIiI 173
recharging, testing, and maintenance of extinguishers are also topics of instruc-
tion within this course. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR 204 HAZARDOUS MATERIALSINCIDENT ANALYSIS(2-6-2). This course is
designed to give the fire fighter student information on target hazards,conflagra-
tion, local disaster plans and the process of locating and notifying agencies on
the disaster preparedness directory. The fire department's participation in the
following disasterswill also be covered: train derailment, building collapse, hazar-
dous chemical/material exposure, major highway acident, aircraft accident, earth-
quake, fuel spill, forest fires, flood and riots. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR205 FIRERISKANALYSIS(2-6-2). This course is designed to provide the stu-
dent with the skills necessary to do a systematic risk analysis of a community
and examination of problem solving methods. It examines fire protection as a
total system and provides methods to identify and estimate a community's risk
level and level of protection. PREREQ:PERM/INST. '
FR206 FIRESERVICEAND THE LAW (2-0-2).This course will cover the applica-
tion of statutory, common and constitutional law of the fire fighter, organiza-
tion of the local governing body, responsibilities and liabilities on the part of
the fire fighter, the department and municipalities. It will also explain the fire
fighter's right to compensation, rules governing the employment and termina-
tion of the fire fighter, a fire fighter's right to make arrests, etc'iPREREQ:
PERM/INST.
FR207 HIGH RISE(1-6-1).This course is designed to provide the student with
knowledge of the following asthey relate to high rise fire fighting: improve prob-
lems in high rise buildings; heat, smoke and fire gases; life hazards; exposure
problem; water supplies; accessproblems; logistics problems; coordination 'prob-
lems; salvageand overhaul; loss of electrical power; smoke proof stairways and
special problems. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
FR208 INDUSTRIAL FIREPROTECTION(1-6-1).This course'is designed to pro-
vide the student with knowledge of the followi ng asthey relate to,industrial fire
protection: the need for plant fire protection, emergency planning, cooperation
and coordination with outside agencies,plant fire prevention,' plant fire brigades,
managing fire brigade training problems, fire brigade training, fire protection
system, and inspection and testing fire protection systems.PREREQ:PERM/INST:
FR209AIRCRAF't FIREPROTECTION(1-6-1).This co~r~e will cover fire service
equipment applicable to aircraft fires, methods of water application, chemical
application, and size of fire hose nozzle patterns for use on aircraft fire. Other
topics of instruction in this course include the methods of extinguishing and
the hazards of magnesium and titanium fires, hazards presented by aircraft jet
engine intake and exhaust systems; aircraft escape systems, and emergency in-
cidents involving nuclear weapons or materials. PREREQ:,PERM/INST•.
FR210 COOPERATIVEVOCATIONAL EDUCATION (o••.the-job training)(ll-4O-10).
A maximum of 10credits will be awarded for supervised on-the-job training, upon
completion of all course work. The on-the-job training consists of the practical
application of the principles and practices taught in the prescribed courses. The
credits will be granted upon written recommendation of the instructor of record
and the local Fire Chief. PREREQ:PERM/INST.~ .." . n
Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel...;..
Eleven Month Program
Certificate of Completion .
Instructors: Ted Brownfield, Ken H~ue~ . .
This program'is designed to prepare students for entry level employ-
ment in the heavy mechanics field. Instruction will include the basics
in design and fundamentals of operation of gasoline and diesel engines,
heavy duty trucks, equipment and component parts. Instruction will
be on mock-ups and actual working units. I. . " ~
Students will be offered entry into the Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel
program five times per school year during the fall, spring and sum-
mer semesters, depending on available seating. •
NOTE: The PREREQUISITE' for entering the Heavy Duty Mechanics~
Diesel program is the Core Block MeChanics program or the equivalent.
. I'"" .~- . , I . •
This program is. incorporated with the Agricultural Equipment
Technology program which allows enhancement of skills. A minimum
grade of 'e' is required in allcoursework to graduatewith a Certificate
of Completion.. . , • "
SUBJECTS" Fall . Spring Su'mlrier
Core Block Mechanics CB ..•••• . . • .. 8
First Eight Week Block' "
Engine Component Systems DM 157. . 5
Engine Brakes DM 169 ' ' 1
Engine Fuel Systems DM 158. . . . • . . .• 2
TOTAL 8',
."'4'
174 - School of Vocational Technical Education
Summer Session
Selected coursework from Fall or Spring offerings with PERM/INST.
Course Offerings
, See page 20 for definition of course numbering syStem
OM HEAVY.DUTY,MECHANICS7DIESEL ~ . . )!'
OM 157 ENGINE.COMPONENT SYSTEMS(4-12-5)(F,SU).Theory and principles
of operation. Engine disas'sembly rebuild and repair and assembly procedures.
Intake and exhaust systems, lubrication systems, cooling systems, repairing
cylinder heads, theory and principles of turbo chargers, and super chargers, tim"
ing of various types of engines and injection systems. PREREQ:Core Block ot
PERM/INST. . <
OM 158 ENGINEFUELSYSTEMS(2-4-2)(I',SU).This course covers'the theory and
principles of the five major types 'of diesel fuel injection pumps, injection noz-
zle rebuild and testing procedures, gasoline fuel systems,carburetors, fuel filters,
fuel lines, and 'fuel transfer pumps. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST. .
OM 160 CLUTCHESAND TRANSMISSIONS (2-4-2)(F,SU).Covers compl~te
disassembly and assembly of heavy duty single and doubiedisk clutches and
theory and operation of heavy duty manual transmission with COmPlete
disassembly and assembly procedures to factory specificatio~s: PREREQ:Core
Block or PERM/INST.
OM 161POWERTAKE-OFFAND DRIVELINES(2-4-2)(F,SU).Will co~er power ulke-
off and drive line disassembly and assembly to factory specifications. I'REREQ:
Core Block or PERM/INST.' , ,
OM 162 DIFFERENTIAL,POWER DIVIDERS, FINAL DRIVE AND PLANETARY
SYSTEMS(2-4-2)(F,SU).[ncludes complete disassembly and assembly of differen-
tials, power dividers, theory of final drive systems,and planetary systemsin heavy
duty equipment. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST. ~
OM 164 BAl'lERIES, SWITCHES,RELAYS& SOLENOIDS,StARTING & CHARG-
iNG SYSTEMS(4-12,5)(S,SU).lntroduction to batteries, switches, relays, and
solenoids, starter and charging systems used in electrical circuits of heavy duty
equipment. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST. "
OM 165BASICHYDRAULICS(2-1-1)(S,SU).Introduction to basic hydraulic theory
and practices of hydraulic systems, lines, fittings, accumulators, oil cool~rs, ci~;
cuits, valves, pumps and motors. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST.
OM 166 AIR BRAJ(ESYSTEM(242)(S,SU). Air compressors, air brakes;parking
brakes, air cans, spring brake can's,slack adjustors, brake shoes, air tanks and
air piping. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST.
OM 167 HYDRAULIC BRAKES(2-4-2)(S,SU).System components and functions
of brake systems including brake shoes,drums, wheel bearings, wheel spindles,
seals, brake adjustments. PREREQ:Core Block or PERM/INST. ' ,
OM 168STEERINGAND SUSPENSIONSYSTEMS(2-4-2)(S,SU).Suspension system
including torsion bars, springs, air suspensions, wheels, tires, frames. PREREQ:
Core Block or PERM/INST.
OM 169ENGINEBRAKES(141)(F,SU). Jacobsand Cummins compression brake




(Landscape Construction and Maintenance) ,
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Gary Moen, Neldon Oyler
Fall Spring Summer The objective of the Horticulture Program is to prepare students fot
employment in the Landscape, Nursery, Floral, Greenhouse, and Fruit
ana Vegetable industries. This includes the production, sales and ser-
vice areas of these major fields. The program stresses the design of
landscapes, their interpretation and construction including costs, pro-
duction of nursery plants, plant propagation, and landscape planting.
Graduates of the Horticulture program qualify for positions in Nursery
and Floral establishments as well as in Parks, Grounds, Maintenance,
and Highway departments. They may also enter the fields associated
with plant propogation, nursery sales, greenhouse work and sales in


















Horticulture Laboratory HO 101-102 ...•..........
Communication Skills HO 111-112.: : .•.
Related Basic Mathematics HO 131-132 •• , ••. ~...• , •
Related Basic Science HO 141-142 •...........•...
Horticulture Theory HO 151-152:.: .••.... : .•.. ' ....
• TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR , t , , "
•Horticulture Laboratory HO 201-202 .
Related ScienceHO 241-242 ....•. : .•....••••••.•.
Horticulture Theory HO 251-252 .. : ••......• :'.'." .•.
Occupational RelationshipsHO 262 : •••.•. 0'
Individual Project HO 271 ...•...•. : .••• , •• ;; ..•.•
Consumer Marketing MM 201 ... ; .••..•...• : •.•. '.
Salesmanship MM,101 .•.••..... ;.:: .........•...
TOTAL
Course Offerings,
" See page. 20 fo~ definition ,of course numb~ring system
HO HORTICULTURE
HO 101HORTICULTURELABORATORY(00015-4).Applying the ~elatedtheory and
content to the solution of practical problems in horticulture. SpecifiCareas of
application to include exploring occupational opportunities. Identification of
plants by the use of of descriptive terms; identification of annual and perenniaJ
flowering plants; use of scientific names; classification and botanical strUctures
of plants, climatic and other factors limiting growth; plant propagation,
greenhouse, flower; plant produCtion, and floral design;
HO 102HORTICULTURELABORATORY(00015-4).Applying the related and theory
content to the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific areas of
application include soils and soil amendments; construction of growing con-
tainers and houses; implementation of entire greenhouse operation and bed-
ding plant production; the use of insecticides; pesticides, etc., and precautions
necessary during use; pruning.
HO 111-112COMMUNICATION SKILLS(3-0-3)(F/S).Objecctive;to enable students
to use language effectively as,a tool for logical thinking, problem, solving,
technical writing and speaking required in their major field of training.
HO 131.132 RELATEDBASICMATHEMATICS(3-0-3).First semester"--developing
comprehension of the basic principles of mathematics. Specific.areas include
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, denominate numbers,
square root, mensuration. Second semester-developing comprehension of the
principles of related bookkeeping and accounting. Specific areasto be covered
include: income and expense accounts, general journal and ledger, .sales and
purchases, inver"tories, payroll, etc.
tlo 141-142 RELATEDBASICSCIENCE(2-0-2).First semester-'-developing com-
prehension of the scientifiCprinciples utilized in,plant identifiCation, plant growth
and development, limiting factors, development which aid plant propagation.
Secqnd semester-developing comprehension of the, scientific principles util-
ized in: developments which aid plant propagation, construction materials, in:
secticides, pesticides, soils and fertility. .' ' .• , . :
HO 151-152HORTICULTURETHEORY(7-0-7).~irst semester:-developing com-
prehension, analysis and evaluation of: introduction to the field of horticulture,
plant Classification and growth, climate and other growth limiting factors, soil
and soil amendments. Second semester-developing comprehension, analysis
and evaluation of: plant propagation; growing 'contai,ners;insect and diseasecon-
trol; pesticide application; and pruning practices.. ,
HO 201 HORTICULTURELABORATORY(00015-4).Applying theory and related
science to the solution of practical problems in Horticulture. Specific areas of
application include: sprinkler design and installation; trees,grassandweed idenc
tification; basic landscape construc~ion including turf grass installation,walks,
patios and arbors: ' .,
HO 202 HORTICULTlJRELABORATORY(00015-4).Applying theory and related
science to the solution of practical ,problems in Horticulture. Specific areas of
application include: preparing landscape designs for residential, commercial,
parks. Installation of walks, patios, arbors and retaining walls, plant identifica-
















Second Eight Week Block
Clutches and Transmissions DM 160,.
Power Take-off & Drive lines DM'161
Differential, Power Dividers, Final
Drive & Planetary Systems DM 162.
Hydraulic Assist Transmissions &
Hydrostatic Drives AE 175 •••••.•.••
TOTAL
Thi"rd eight week block
Batteries, Switches, Relays and
Solenoids, Starting & Charging
Systems DM 164 ..•...•••. ~.•.••••
Basic Hydraulics" DM 165 •..••••.•••.
Elec Sys, Trouble Shooting AE 165 ••••
TOTAL
Fourth Eight Week. Block
Air Cond Systems AE 150 ••••.•.••••.
Air Brake Systems DM 166 •..•..•....
Hydraulic Brakes DM 167 ...•........
Steering & Susp Sys DM .168 •••....•.
, TOTAL '
Industrial Environmental Tech. /Industrial Mechanics/Automation I Machine Shop
HO 241 RElATEDSCIENCE(2~2). Developing comprehension of the scientific
principles utilized in plant growing, materials of construction, and weed control.
HO 242 RElAnD SCIENCE(2.0'-2).Developil]g comprehension of the scientific
principles utilized in; power equipment, lawn and shrub maintenance, plant
wounds, basic first aid, and insect control.
HO 251 HORTICULTURETHEORY(7~7). Landscape maintenance. Plant iden-
tification and uses. Landscape design, turf management, and shade tree iden-
tification and installation.
HO 252 HORTICULTURETHEORY(7~7). Principles of Landscape Design. Hor-
ticulture power machines and maintenance of tillers, mowers, shredders, con-
struction design, nursery production,' and garden center management.
HO 262 OCCUPATIONALRElATIONS(2~2). Cou rse is designed to enable a stu-
dent to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying, get'
ting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One, semester course.
HO 271 INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS(343). Providing the opportunity for the stu-
dent to apply all his prior education in planning, developing, and completing
a unique, practical horticulture project.
Basic Fluid Power Operations-Pneumatics 1M 125 ..
Industrial Mechanical laboratory 1M 134 ......•...
Industrial Mechanical laboratory 1M 135 .
Industrial Technology Communications IM'162 .
Occupational Relationships 1M 262 ..........•....
TOTAL
Course 9fferings
See page 20 for definition of course. numbering system .
1M INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS
1M 101 MAINTENANCE WELDING TECHNOLOGY (~3)(F). Coverage includes
oxyacetylene equipment, basic arc welding, and gas metal arc welding for
maintenance. Use of special electrodes on ferrous and non-ferrous base metals
is emphasized. Blueprint reading, shop math, 'equipment maintenance, and lay-
out skills for modern manufacturing are inclu,ded.•
1M 102 MAINTENANCEMACHINE FUNDAMENTALS(3~3)(S). This course com-
bines use of basic hand tools with selected machine tools (lathe, milling machine,
drill press, shaper, pipe/bolt machine) as are required to effectively service or
repair increasingly sophisticated industrial devices. Preventive maintenance
techniques utilizing this equipment are covered.
1M 114 ELECTRO-MECHANICALSYSTEMS(3~3)(F). This course includes basic
electricity, fractional horsepower motors, torque and horsepower,controls,
transmission of power via various drives, troubleshooting, and maintenance of
these systems. Test"meter usage is stressed.
1M 115 ELECTRo-MECHANICALSYSTEMS(~3)(S). This course includes electrical
motors with emphasis on three-phase and direct<iment operations. Wiring skills
are emphasized and troubleshooting of complex circuitry is given using modern
testing equipment. ' .
1M 124 BASICFLUID POWEROPERATIONS-HYDRAULICS(3~3)(F). This course
concentrates on Basic Hydraulics providing exposure to pumps, motors, direc-
tional' control valves, flow controls, filtration devices,and actuators:' •
1M 125 BASICFLUID POWEROPERATIONS-PNEUMATICS(~3)(S). This course
concentrates on Basic Pneumatics providing exposure to compressors, motors,
switches, control valves, flow controls, filtration devices, and actuators.
1M 134 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAl. lABORATORY (0'-20'-5)(F/S).Laboratory ex-
periences keyed to Performance Based Objectives. Five areas are emphasized
to prepare technicians for industrial environments. These areas include, but are
not limited to: Metallurgy via welding technologies, maintenance of this' equip-
ment, and fluid power technologies. Hydraulics, electromechanical systemsare
enhanced by computer assistance where applicable. '. , ,
1M 135 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL lABORATORY (0-20'-5)(S).Laboratory ex-
perience keyed to Performance BasedObjectives. Fiveareasare emphasized to
prepare technicians for industrial environments. lheseareas include, but are
not limited to: Metallurgy via machine tool use for m'aintenanceand maintenance
of this equipment, fluid power technologies, pneumatics, electromechanical
systems enhanced by computer assistance where applicable.
1M 162 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY COMMUNICATIONS (2.0.2)(F).
Computer/Numerical Control Literacy for the Industrial Technician. Problern
solving with the Hewlett-Packard HP41 CV/IL System. Demonstrations of pro-
gramrning and operating techniques are given the student for controlling!
communicating with automated production equipment.
1M 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2~2)(S). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people in an industrial en-
vironment. Communication and writing skills for applying for, obtaining, retain-





















Associate of Applied Science
This double major option combines the Industrial Mechanics/Automa.
tion and Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning curriculums. The
required general education coursework for the MS degree are 6 credits
in Communications (CM 111, 221) and 4 credits of Psychology (P 101
and P 125). Successful candidates will control the environment in a varie-
ty of industrial settings ranging from light manufacturing or business
to heavy industrial settings.
Detailed course descriptions for Industrial Mechanics/Automation and
Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning can be found in the pre-
sent Boise State University catalog.
The Certificate of Completion that is available for each respective pro-
gram is retained. The MS Degree program is an option beyond the
Certificate of Completion level.
SUBJECTS Fall
, Air Conditioning lab RH 121-122 ' 5
Air Conditioning Theory RH 141-142 .. ;. .. .. . .. '10
.Occupational Relationships RH 262 : .
TOTAL
Maintenance Welding Tech 1M 101 .
Maintenance Machine Fund 1M 102 .- .
Electro-Mechanical Systems 1M )14 .
Electro-Mechanical Systems 1M 115 ' .
Basic Fluid Power Operations-Hydraulics 1M 124 .
Basic Fluid Power Operations~Pneumatics 1M .125 ; .
Industrial Mechanical laboratory 1M 134 '.
Industrial Mechanical laboratory 1M 135 ;
Industrial Technology Communications 1M 16,2 :
.Occupational Relationships 1M 262 : ~.
TOTAL











Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Gus Glassen, Don Wertman
Boise State University offers a specialized Machine Shop program for
students desiring to become machine tool operators. Students receive
instruction in the set-up and use of all basic machines including engine
lathes, milling machines, grinders, surface grinders, computer
numerical control machines and bench work connected with them.
Students will also learn about.the many different materials and pro-
cesses used by industry. They will receive classroom instruction and
practical experience in the use of various precision measurement and
test,equipment being used by metals manufacturing industries ••.
Students who choose nbt to take CM 111 and two approved electives
will receive a Diploma in Machine Shop.
FRESHMAN YEAR. . •
Machine Shop Laboratory MS1j)3, 104 .
Communication Skills MS 111 .








The Industrial Mechanics/Automation Program is designed to prepare
technicians with entry level skills relevant to increasingly complex
automated industrial environments. Empasis is on design, operation,
maintenance, diagnosis and troubleshooting of modern systems as
found in the workplace today. Preventive maintenance techniques and
job safety are stressed. '
1st
SUBJECTS SEM
Maintenance Welding Technology IM'101 3
Maintenance Machine Fundamentals 1M 102 .
Electro-Mechanical Systems 1M 114 '. . . .. 3
Electro-Mechanical Systems 1M 115 " .
Basic Fluid Power Operations-Hydraulics 1M 12~... 3



















FRESHMAN YEAR 'b.; .
English Composition E 101, 102 ••. : ......•••.....•
Introduction to Business GB 202 ....•.........•..
Math or Information-Decision Science Elective ....
Salesmanship MM 101:.... .. . . . .. . . •. •. •. •. •.•.. .' 3
Intr~duction to Financial Accounting AC 205 •..•..
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 206 ........•.. :.
Miq-Management Practicum MM 100 .....•••••.. 'Hm
Elements of Management MM 105 .•••..•....• : ••.•
F!Jndamentals of Speech COJ!lrn CM 111 ..••••.•.. ,"
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Consumer Marketing MM 201. '•••••••••••..•.•...
Principles of' Microeconomics EC 205 ..••...•......
Principles of Advertising MM 203 .... : •. ::' .....•.•
Report Writing MM 209 ••.••.•..•..•••••.. '.•.•.•
Intro'Microcomputer Appl in Retailing MM 250 ...
Retail Merchandising MM 204 .•..•......... .'•..•..
General Psychology P 101 .•..•.......•• , ..•. ..•. . 3
Mid-Management Practicum MM 100............. 2 2
Electives ..•••..•........•...••• '••.. : •......•. '. . . 2 5
'TOTAL " I . 16 ; 16
NOTE: The Marketing: Mid-Management program is also listed in this Catalog in the College
of Business section. . - .
Practical Nursing-
Eleven Month Program'
.. • Certificate of Completion
InstRictors: Leanne Borman, Dessa Lagerstrom,
Donna McCulloch, Mary Noreen, Janet Tisdale, Mary Towle"
The Practical Nursing Prog:am, in cooperation with five" hospitals; 'two
long term care facilities and the State Board for Vocational Education,
is approximately 11 months in length and consists of hospital and long
term care nursing experiences and classroom instruction. A certificate
is awarded upon graduation from the course. Students are then elig-
ible to take the state licensing examination, which, if passed, qualifies
them to practice as licensed practicalnurses. The program is approved
by the Idaho State Board of Nursing. .
Classroom work includes instruction in the needs of individuals in
health and in sickness, with emphasis on the practical nurses' role in
meeting these needs. " ,"
Clinical experience con~ists of superyised hospital nursing expe'rience
in c.~ring for patients with medically an~ surgically treated conditions,
the care of sick children, new mothers and infants, rehabilitation and
remotivation techniques in the care of the aged and long-term' patient.
Failure to meet requirements in either' theory or clinical areas may result
in termination from the program. . '\
Admission Requirements: High school graduate or pass the
General Educational Development Test. Satisfactory scores on the pre-
entrance test, which is given by Boise State University. A complete
medical examination is required. The applicant will be interviewed by
a committee. Thirty-five students will be selected for the Boise pro-
gram, which begins in January; twenty s~udents will be selected for
the Nampa/Caldwell program, which begins in September.
Marketing-Mid.Management....:.
TWO Yea~.Progr~1!I
'Associate of Science Degree
Instructor: Richard Lane
MS234ADVANCEDMATH (6-0-6)(S),Astudy of advancedmath and scientific prin-
ciples as required in the machinist trade is provided to solve more complicated
problems and utilizing plane geometry and trigonometry. PREREQ:MS 233.
MS253ADVANCEDMACHINESHOPTHEORY(200-2)(f).The advanced program-
ming of computer numerical controlled milling machine and basic programm-
ing of computer numerical controlled lathe. PREREQ:MS 154..
MS254ADVANCEDMACHINESHOPTHEORY(200-2)(S).The advanced program-
ming of computer numerical control lathe and building of fixtures and jigs.
MS262OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-0-2)(5).An examination of occupational
requirements. Focuseson job seeking skills, employer and employee relations,






















Basic Math MS 132 •••••••.•••.••••••••• : •.•.•
Machine Shop Theory MS 153, 154 ........•.•.
Occupational Relationships MS 262 •..•....••••
Fundamentals of Speech Commun CM 111
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Advanced Machine Shop Lab MS 203, 204 ..•.•.
Fund Computer-Aided Draft & Design MS 211 •.
Blueprint Read & Layout for Machinist MS 223,.
Tool Design for Manufacturing MS 224 ••• :' ••. :.
Advanced Math MS 233, 234 .....•......•......
'Advanced Machine Shop Theory MS 253, 254 •.
Electives (on approval) ••.•.••....•••••••••••••
TOTAL • '
Course Offe.;ring~..
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
MS MACHINE SHOP
• ,.., ~. < ,
MS103 MACHINESHOPLABORATORY(2-18-6)(f).This sequence covers safety,
shop practice, work habits and production rates. Also included are the set-up
and operation of inspection and layout tools, engine lathe, vertical milling
machine, horizontal milling machine, and power saws. COREQ: MS 153.
MS 104MACHINE SHOPLABORATORY(2-18-6)(S).This sequence covers safety
shop practice, work habits and production rates. Also included are the set-up
and operation of drill press, jig bore, surface grinders, and computer numerical
control milling machine. PREREQ:MS 103. COREQ: MS 154:
. '. • 1
MS 111 COMMUNICATION SKILLS(3-0-3)(f). An examination of interpersonal
communication. Focuseson communication in life-long learning, on awareness
of self, communicative relationships and written communications.
MS1'26RELATEDBLUEPRINTREADING(200-2)(f):Introduction to the basic prin-
ciples and techniques of reading orthographic projection drawings and technical
sketching as applied to machine shop practiCe. , ;'
MS127RELATEDBLUEPRINTREADING(4-0-4)(S).A course in advanced principals
to understand the reading of more complicated machine shop detail and
assembly drawings with emphasis on machining specifications and materials.
PREREQ:MS 126. .
MS132BASICMATH (200-2)(f).A study of fractions, decimals, metric systemand
basic math processes such as addition, subtraction, division and multiplication
as applied to the machine shop:
MS 153 MACHINE SHOPTHEORY(300-3)(f).Machining processes and their aP':
plication as practiced in the laboratory course. Safety and sound work habits
are emphasized in all phases of instruction. The set-up, care and maintenance
of inspection and layout tools, engine lathe, vertical milling machine, horizon:
tal milling machine, and power saws. COREQ: MS 103.
MS 154 MACHINE SHOPTHEORY(3-0-3)(S).Machining processes and their ap-
plication as practiced in the laboratory course. Safety and sound work habits
are emphasized in all phases of instruction. The set~up,care, and maintenance
of drill presses, jig bore, surface grinders, ba~ic computer numerical grinders,
and basiccomputer numerical control milling machine. PREREQ:MS153.COREQ:
MS 104.
MS203 ADVANCED MACHINE SHOPLABORATORY(2-18-6)(f). The set-up and
operation involving manipulatiave development.and advanced skill in the use
of engine lathes, vertical milling machines, drill presses, power saws',surface
grinders, advancedcomputer numerical control milling machines,and basiccom-
puter numberical control lathe. PREREQ:MS 104. .
MS 204 ADVANCED MACHINE SHOPLABORATORY(2-18-6)(5).The set-up and
operation involving manipulative development and advanced skills in the use
of inspection and layout tools, engine lathe, vertical milling machine, advanced
computer numerical control lathe, operation and programming. PREREQ:MS203.
MS211 FUNDAMENTALSOFCOMPUTER-AIDEDDRAFTING& DESIGN(1-1-1)(f).
This course is an introduction to computer-aided drafting and design systems.
It will prepare students for keyboarding, to operate the systemsand understand
the applications of computer graphics to machine standards. Studentswill learn
to use an interactive computer graphics system to prepare drawings on CRT.
MS 223 BLUEPRINTREADING AND LAYOUT FORTHE MACHINIST (100-1)(f).
Three dimensional drawing and hand-sketching of computer numerically con-
trolled prints and computer numerically controlled'tools as applied to the
machinist trade.
MS 224 TOOL DESIGN'FORMANUFACTURING (2.().2)(S):This course is an in-
troduction to tool design for the machinist. It will prepare the student to unders-
tand design of fixtures, jigs, and tools used in the machining trade. PREREQ:MS
223. '
MS233 ADVANCEDMATH (6-0-6l'f). Fundamentals of algebra and basic opera:
tions with signed numbers, powers and roots to 'solve equations encountered
in using machine shop formulas. Instruction in ratio, direct and inverse propor-







The courses will be offered at various times during the eleven months
depending upon the admission date.and the availability,~f clinical ex~
periences. This curricuh:.m meets the requirements for hO~,r~and con-
tent for the Idaho State Board of Nursing. I ".
A student must complete the'followingrequirements to graduate from
'the program., . , ;. II r... ".~" • '," .,.
- Professional Concepts PN 101 ..... :., ;".'.... : ... '.".!~:'.:.'::1
, Anatomy and Physiology for Prac Nurs'PN10tJ:'.'.: •••• ~. ': • .4
~. Medical-Surgical Nursing Clinical 'PN 104 ' .. '.': . .'. p.':l. ;',":';'.'.7
j, Nutrition and Diet Therapy PN 105 ...........•.•......... 2
Emergency Nursing Concepts PN 106 :,. ,',. ," ~2 J(o
Pharmacology for Practical Nursing PN 107 .. ', ... , .. ; 3
Pharmacology Clinical PN 108: : ..• ', ; ,'•.•• ::; '...•..•...•... 1
i ..Geriatric Nursing PN 109 ..••......... ',t: ;'; -. '; 1
"r Geriatric Clinical PN 110 ... .'. ~i. ~ '••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Maternal and Infant Clinical PN 112 '.' 1
Pediatric Clinical PN 113 : ..• : .: ; r.). !~: 2
Fundamentals of Nursing PN 114 .............•. : 5
Clinical Foundations PN 115 :.:. :' ....:'.'::. :': . ~.. :<;~;:' .' 3
Community Health and Microbiology PN 120 .•. :.' .. '.•.... ~.1 ",J
Medical-Surgical Nursing I PN 121.;.;. ,' .. <:'t'.'.. ' :.::" .'.8.
Medical-Surgical Nursing.1I PN 122 .•.. :. ;;': •. ; 7
Growth and Development PN 123 ....•... ' ....~: .: ....• '.',' ..•. 1,
t, Maternal and Infant Health PN 124 ... " ..• , •... ;:.;.; .•.. ' .. 2
, Pediatric Nursing.PN 125 .......•...... : ,:'! 2
Mental Health and Mental Illness PN 126 : ..•. 2'
,. Intro Comp Appl Occup Relat PN 180 ....•........ ~;, ..... 1
-j." ,r 'TOTAb, q 'j' ,"C,. ",j'J .58 '
;' ''""".1~~~:.\ ,.(lct', < ~,'I' .",~
Course Offerings, . r ", '1I;''lt''" • :r. ' '-"
Ii ' See page '20 for definition of course numbering system" "
PN PRACTICAL NURSING "', • '0" 1.;1 ' "i
• ;.'. 0 _ ~; v" ., • _ '")1
PN 101PROFESSIONALCONCEPTS(1+1)(F/S).Topics of study for PracticalNurs-
ing ProfessionalConceptswill include role of the PracticalNurse, legaland ethical
aspects and historical development of the field.'" •.,. • 'J " .' •
PN102ANATOMYAND PHYSIOLOGYfOR PRAcilCAL NURSING(4-0-4).'.4.st~d~
of the normal structure and function of the body cells, tissues; orgiuls and
systems, including the interrelationship of body systems. I' ') , .'
. .' "j
PN 104 MEDICAL-SURGICALNURSING CLINICAL (0-28-7).Clinical experience
for PN 121-122.' .' " . .:
PN 105 NUTRITION AND Din TtiERApY'(2-6'~)~An introduction to nutrition
and identlficati6n of body nutritional needs In health and illness, including the
study of diet therapy:" I ••,.. ,,. '.•'. ", ' ,',:, '1',1
PN 106 EMERGENCYNURSING CONCEPl'SC2-6'2);Xstudy of assessment and
immediate and temporary treatment of persons involved in accidents or other
emergency situations. •• .
PN 107 PHARMACOLOGYFOR PRACTIcAL NURSING (3-0-3):',( 'study of drug
classification, modes of administration and principles of mathematics essential
to drug administration. / , .,. .' "
PN 108 PHARMACOLOGY CLINICAL (0-4-1). Clinical experience for PN 10'::
PREREQ:PN 107. ' .' , ,-
PN 109GERIATRICNURSING(1:0-1;: A study of the health n~ds' arid pr~blem~
particular to the elderly patient. ' , , ,
. .,'. ~,~.'q~'";,i .1\':'1 I .~•• 1~ .. 4. t:'~,'t -'. ~ .,"j,
PN 110 GERIATRICCLINICAL (0-4-1).Clinical experience for PN 109. PREREQ:
PN 109, - . '.,' , ', .. ,
PN 112 MATERNALAND INFANT'CLI~ICAL (0-4-1).Clinical experienC~ for P~
124. PREREQ:PN 124.
PN 113 PEDIATRICCLINICAL (0:8-2). Clinical experie~cefor PN 125. PREREQ:
PN 125. ;; " _ ,"" ,J"
PN 114 FUNDAMENTALSOF NURSING (3-4-5).,The student iNiII develop skills
in activities ,and procedures basic to patient care and includes medical
terminology. , ' ,i",' , _ ' ".
PN 115 CLINICAL FOUNDATIONS (0-12.3). Clinical,experience for PN 114.
PREREQ:PN 114. ( • ,,". 'i,. ,- ,f , , ,
PN 118 PRACTICALNURSING SPECIALTHEORY(V-V-1to 10). Designed to pro-
vide the opportunity for study 013 specific unit of theory. The topic offered will
be selected on the basis of an evaluation of needs of the individual. PREREQ:
PERM/DEPT. ,f '. , ,
PN 119PRACTICALNURSINGSPECIALCLINICAL(V-V-l to 10). Designed to pro-
vide the opportunity for specific clinical experience. The clinical offered will be
selected on the basis of an evaluation.of,needs of the individual. PREREQ:
PERMIDEPT. ' . " ,'.. ,. " ,< v
PN 120 COMMUNITY HEALTH AND MICROBIOLOGY (1+1). A stud~' of the
health needs of the individual, the family, the community and microbiology.
,. ,. Pr.ofessionaIJTruck.Drivi'ng Program - 177
PN 121 MEDICAL AND SURGICALNURSING I.(lHHl). A study of diseasesand
disOrders of the body systems inCluding planning, implEmlentation and evalua-
tion of nursing care. - '" i' • "0'".' , '. '" , ,.; ','
PN 122 MEDICALAND SURGICALNURSINGII (7-6'7).Continuation of the study
of body systems and nursing care. PREREQ:.PN 121.
PN 123 GROWTH AND DEVElOPM'EN'T(1+1). A study of normal growth and
developmen!: .,'~ . ')fl d '
PN 124MATERNALAND INFANT HEALTH(2+2). A study of the obstetric patient
and the neonate both in health and illness. .' •• '., , .1
PN,125 PEDIATRICNURSING (2+2). A study of health, diseasesand disorders
of children ..... !..,t _ •.•• ,;."' .~, ~ !~:. ~. 1
PN 126 MENTAL'HEALTH'AND MENTAL ILLNESS(~+2).A study de~igned to
enable the student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people including
mental health and the. sig~~ and sympt~m.so! T.en~al illness. ,: "
PN 180 INTRO COMPUTER APPLICATION ,TO OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS
(l+l)(F/S). A study of job seeking skills, written .c()mmunication and hands-on
use of computer technology to complete person'al data packet. . .
Professional Truck Driving 'Program-'
Ten Week Programl~"" l.:' ",''r,",
!, tCertificate of Completion;' "m,p"T' .-;'
" .~,' '11 • \ '.:n ,! I>' Instructor: Bob Castleberry "I •
The Professional Thick Driving Pr~gram'curriciJlum is designed to pro-
vid~ the students 'Yith the nec;:essaryskill~ l!nd background for employ-
ment as an over-the-road entry level driver. This program is 10 weeks
in length, 40 hours per week, ,Initially controlled driving will take place
in.n~n~t~affic areas and 'advance'to'9penroad, progressing fro'!1 s'n
empty to .a loaded truck and trailer. The student will learn skills and
procedures for handling freight, loading and unloading, dock loading,
trailer. combinations and their uses. Ample time will be 'given to
familiarize the student with the problems of negotiating large rigs in
traffic and over the highway. DOT and Interstate rules and requirements
including the new Federal Commercial Driver's License law will be
covered. log keeping and accident procedures are stressed throughout
the course. A Certificat.e of Completion is issued upon satisfactory com-
pletion ofthe program; All students imust meet the Department of
Transportation's physical standards and have a Department of Motor
Vehicles driver's record check.,
SUBJECTS J ~.::,~;. ., , '.,".,;-, :
Basic Operation TD'1oo .• : ...•. : .. :".i. :',! 3
Safe Operating' Procedures TD.105: .. '; ... ::.'. ';~'.;~.";.~..•..•... 3
Advanced Operating Practice TD'110 ..•.........•....•.....• 2
u,yehicle Maintenace TD 1,15 , , ......•..•... ,,4
(:rr~nsp~rtatio,n. Systems ,Management TO 1~!l'.:: ... ::' .. : '.:: .: .3
,.' " . ", TOTAL ..•' 15
Course Offerings' , J" r. .., ll'
~ .' .,1' ~'jtr {,,' ~, ,''J" s ~ .,
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system,','" l't
TD,100 BASICOPERATION(3-o~3)••This cou~se includes ori,entation to the pro-
gram, introduces students to control systems, vehicle inspection, basic vechile
operation,shi(ting, back!ng, coupling and uncoupling, proficienCy development,
alia introduction to required permits, log books and regulations. :,
> r "'r" ;, ~! ~J
TO 105 SAFEOPERATIN.GPROCEDURES(2+3). This course includes classroom
and lab instruction" on. principles' of visual search, communications,' speed
management; space management; night operation, extreme 'drivi ng conditions
and proficiency;development c()vering.safe operating procedures.. ,..
TO 110ADVANCED OPERATINGPRACTICE(1-4-2).This course include's lab and
classroom instruction on hazard perception, emergency maneuvers, skid con-
trol and recovery. . h~ ( ,,' 1
TD.115VEHICLEMAINTENANCE(3-4-4).This course includes classroom and lab
instruction on the function and operation of all key vehicle systems, preventive
maintenance and vehicle,servicing including checking engine fluids, changing
fuses, checking tire inflation, changing tires, draining air tanks, adjusting brakes,
and performing emergency repairs. Diagnosing and reporting of vehicle malfunc,
tions will also be covered. • , 'i" 'r-- ••
TO 120TRANSPORTAnONSYSTEMSMANAGEMENT(2-4-3).This course includes
the lab and basic principles of handling fr,eight, weight distribution, securing
cargo, cargo documentation, service requirements including permissable hours
of duty, log keeping, accident procedures, personal health and safety, trip plan-
ning, public and employee relations. "., .•
/.
15
178 - School of Vocational Technical Education
Refrigeration, Heating a'nd Air' .
Conditioning-Nine Month .P~ogram,
Certificate of Completion
, Instructor: Alan Me~s~ck • ,
The Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning Program offers
laboratory experience, theory classes and related subjects, designed
to prepare students for entry level employment.
Emphasis will be on the servicing of commercial and residential equip-
ment and will cover all phases of skills and knowledge necessary to
repair the equipme,nt with a strong emphasis9n safety. • .
SUBJECTS ' '.I /.IFall Spring
Air Conditioning lab RH 121-122 ..• ~•. :'.......... '5 5
Air Conditioning Theory RH 141-142 •..•• : •. C,•••••• '10 ,10
Occupational Relationships RH 262 •.•••••..• '..• , . 2
.. TOTAL . -" 17
Course.Offerings \,\:.'"
See page 20 for definition of courSe ~umbering system ',.
RH AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND HEATING
RH 121.122 AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATIONAND HEATING LABORA.
TORY(G-2G-5)(F/S).Thesecourses provide ~helatx>ratoryapplication of principles,
covered in the theory class. Skills will be developed and practice will be pro-
vided which will be needed by the service person. Different phasesof air condi-
tioning, refrigeration and heating will 'be covered. -, • '. . ..
RH141.142 AIR CONDI'tIONING, 'lEFRIGERATIONAND HEATIIII~ THEORY
(lo-G-10)(F/S).This sequence of cou'rses provides a basic understanding' of the
equipment and tools used on commercial and residential refrigeration, heating
and air conditioning equipment including, heat pumps. Emphasis is on causes
of break downs and the making of necessary:repairs. Test equipment is used
in the'inspection of components such as relays, thermostats, motors, refrigerant
lines, compressors, evaporators, condensers, oil and gas heating equipment,
metering devices and electrical circuitry.
RH 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-8-2)(f). Course is designed to enable a
student to become.skilled in dealing, effectively with people and for applying,
securing, maintaining and advancing in employment. It also helps students deal
with stress and become more efficient in time.~anagement. "
Respiratory Therapy Technician
Certificate of Completion
Instructors: David Nuerenberg, Dr. Charles Reed,
Denise Voigt • "
The Respiratory Therapy Technician program is designed to provide
students with the necessary theorY and skills to becorne employed as
a Respiratory Therapy Technician upon graduation and be eligibile to
write the Certified Respiratory Therapy Technician National Exami-
nation. The program includes the study of anatomy, physiology,
microbiology, pharmacology, pathology and specialized subjects related
to respiratory therapy.'. '- •
Clinical experience consists of supervised, acute and long term care
experience in treatment of respiratory disease, The various acute and
long term care facilities provide a v~stly diversi~ied experience in car-
diopulmonary care. .
The program i's fu lIy 'accredited by the Council o~ Allied Health Educa-
tion and Accreditation of the American Medical Association.
A Certificate of Completion is awarded upon completion of the
program.
FALL SEMESTER
Anatomy & Physiology RS 111 ••......••.......••••...• ,'••••• 6
, Basic Science RS 112 ....••. ;.: ....••....• :,.' •.....•..••••... 2
Clinical AssessmentR5 113 ••....•.•...•..•..••.•.••••• -.••.• 2
Gas Therapy Theory RS 114 ••.••••.••.•......•.....••.•.••.. 2
Gas Therapy Lab RS 115 :,' •.••..•.•..••.•.....•.....• 1
Intro to Respiratory Therapy RS116 ••......•••• : ..••• : •..... 1
Communications RS 117 •....•.•.....•.••...... ,' .•..•.•..•. :1
Intermittent Positive Pressure Breathing RS 118 .........•.••.. 1
Microbiology RS 119 •.•••••. ' .•...•••...•...••.••••.••.••••• 1
Pharmacology RS 120 .••••....... ; .• ; ..••...••..• ; ....•..••• 3
Clinical Practicum I RS 121 .. -..••. :"; ....••....... :. :' ......••. 2
TOTAL '22
SPRING SEMESTER ...
Cardiopulmonary Pathophysiolgoy RS 151 •..••.•.. : •.• ;' .•••.. 5
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation RS 152 ; ..;' .. : , 2
Electrocard iography RS 153 •••.•••••••.. :-.•••••••.•••••• "• .' •• 1
Mechanical Ventilation Theory RS ,154 •...•..• ; ; 1
Mechanical Ventilation lab RS 155 •.•......•..•.•...•.. '••.•• 1
Pulmonary Function Theory RS 156 •...••••••••••.....••••... 2
Pulmonary Fun~.tion Lab RS 157 .•..•................•....... 2
Clinical Practicum II RS 158 ....••....••...........••........ 4
- -TOTAL 18
SUMMER SEMESTER
Clincial lecture Series RS 175 . :.- ••••....••••..••••••••••••.. 3
Respiratory Care Review RS 176 ......• ' ••.• Oo •••••••••• - •••• : •• 5
Clinical Practicum III RS 179 ....•.. '>: .. :.' . .' 8
TOTAL '16
Course Offerings .
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
RS RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECHNICIAN
RS111 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY(6-D-6)(f).A study of the body systems,
functions and their ,interrelationships with a focus on the cardiopulmonary
systems. PREREQ:PERM/INST. .
RS112 BASICSCIENCE(2-6-2)(f). A general science study including a review of
basic mathematics, chemistry, and physics with emphasis on gas laws. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. .
RS113CLINICAL ASSESSMENT(2-8-2)(f).The practice of respiratory assessment
including breath sounds, inspection, auscultation, palpation, percussion, chest
physiotherapy care. PREREQ:PERM/INST. ,
RS114 GASTHERAPYTHI:ORY (2-8-2)(f). The detailed study of gases,aerosolS:
and humidity and their_application to respiratory care. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RS115 GAS'I'HERAPYLAB(0-4-1)(f). Practical application of all gas therapy ap-
paratus. Students will assemble,disassemble, and apply gasdelivery equipment.
PREREQ:PERM/INST. '
RS116 INTRODUCTION '1'0 RESPIRATORYTHERAPY(1-6-1)(f).The introduction
to dinic~1 practice, basic patient care and charting.'pREREQ: PERM/INST.
RS117.COMMUNICATIONS (1-8-1)(f). Practical application of communications.
Includes the study of terminology, legal aspects, .ethics, and job-seeking skills.
PREREQ:PERM/INST. .
RS1181NTERMITUNT POSITIVI:PRESSUREBREATHING(1+1)(f). A study and
application of intermittent positive breathing therapy and including basic, in.
di~ations, contraindications, advantages, and haiards: PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RS119MICROBIOLOGY(1-6-1)(f).A study oUhe classification, morphology, iden-
tification, and physiology of microorganisms with special e!,!phasis on handl-
ing, cleaning, culturing, and sterilization of contaminated equipment. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RS120 PHARMACOLOGY(3-0-3)(f). An introduction to commonly used drugs
in respiratory care including principles and' routes of drug administration, ac-
tions, indications, contraindications, and physiologic responses. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. . •
, • ,'_". • f
RS121CLlNICAl'PRACTICUM(o-&-2)(f).The student will obtain experience under
the direct supervision of clinical instructors in ,community medical facilities.
PREREQ:PERM/INST. . . ,
RS151CARDIOPUlMONARY PATHOPHYSIOLOGY(4-0-4)(S).A study of the car-
diopulmonary systems and their .effects on other body systems, normal
physiology, and pathological entities including the role of respiratory care in
certain disease states. PREREQ:PERM/INST;
RS152CARDIOPUlMONARY RESUSCITATION(1-4-2)(5).A study of the biologi-
cally dead patient, the physiology of cell, tissue, organ and system death. C.P.R.
techniques, airway management, and intubation will be practiced. Students will
meet American Heart Association CPRcertification. PREREQ:.PERM/INST.
RS153 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY(1-8-1)(5).A study of the normal and abnor-
mal cardiac tracings, and basic EKG interpretations, and the practice of 'EKG
techniques. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RS154MECHANICALVENTILATIONTHEORY(1-8-1)(S).A comprehensive study
of ventilators, including the mechanical and physiological aspects of long-term
ventilatory support, and care of the patient on .life support systems. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. '
RS155 MECHANICALVENTILATION LAB(0-4-1)(5).lab practice with models of
ventilators including special techniques and augmented by clinical experience.
PREREQ:PERM/INST.
RS156PUlMONARY FUNCTIONTHEORY(2-6-2)(S).A study of the history, techni.
ques, and interpretation of pulmonary function studies in "state-of-the-art"
testing. The study of etiology and symptomatology.of disease,sandtheir:rela'




Introduction & Basic Sciences ST 100 .
Operating Room Techniques ST101 .....•...••... '
Sterilization & Disinfection ST 102 ......•.........
Preparation of Surgical Patient ST 110 .' •......... ;
Surgical Procedures ST 111 ',' ....• ; •...•
Peri Operative Care Surgical Patient ST 116 .•....•
Advanced Clinical Practice ST 132 ,
Anatomy & Physiology forSurgical Tech ST 140 '
Intro Comp Appl OccupRel ST 262 ..•...... ' .
, . . TOTAL >'
, . ~
SUBJECTS" .' ,
WaterlWastewater Mechanical Lab I WW 110 .
WatertWastewater Mechanical: Lab II WW 111' ....•
WaterlWastewater Bio-ChemLab I WW.120 ....•..
WaterlWastewater Bio-ChemLab II WW121 .
WaterlWastewater Math I WW 133 ...........•... "
WaterlWastewater Math /I WW 134 .
WaterlWastewater Plant Operations I WW 153 .
Course Offerings
See page20'fordefinition of course numbering system
STSURGICAL TECHNOLOGY .•
ST100 INTRODUCTION AND BASICSCIENCES(3-0-JXF).IncliJdes modules: (1)
The Health Care Team and its Language;(2)The Evolution of Asepsis; (3)Ethical
Moral and Legal responsibilities; (4) The Operating Room Suite, (5) Principles
of Asepsis; (6) Introductio to Pharmacology; (7) Introduction to Oncology; (8)
Disease Conditions; (9)Diagnostic Procedures; (10)Communication in Surgical
Technology, including introduction to computers.
ST101 OPERATINGROOM TECHNIQUES(3-3-4)(f):lnciudes modules: (1)Safety
and Economyih the Operating Room; (2) Duties of the Scrub and Circulating
Technician; (3) The Surgical Hand Scrub, Gowning and Gloving; (4) Draping
Techniques; (S) Sutures and Needles; (6) Sponges, Dressings, Drains, Care of
Specimens; (7) Instruments and Special Equipment.
ST102 STERILIzATIONAND DISINFEcTION'(l-l-l)(S). Includes modules: (1) In-
troduction to Microbiology-The Microbe; (2).Introduction to Microbiology..:..
The Body's Defenses; (3) Injury, Wound Healing and Hemostatis; (4) Infection~
The Process,Prevention and Control; (5)Sterilization and Disinfection Methods:
ST110 PREPARATIONOF THESURGICALPATIENT(2••••3)(F).The study and prac-
tice designed to enable the student to become skilled in assisting with the
preparation, transportation, positioning and anesthesia of the surgical patient .
s1' 111 SURGICALPROCEDURES'(6-4-7)(S).Modules: (1) Gen~ral SurgiCal'PrO-
cedures; (2)General Abdominal Procedures; (3)Orthopedic Surgery; (4)Obstetric
and Gynecological Procedures; (S) Genitourinary and Transplant Surgery;'(6)
PlastiCSurgery; (7) Ophthalmic Surgery; (8) Ear, Nose; Throat, Oral Surgety; (9
Neurosurgery; (10)Microsurgery; (11)Cardiovascular and Thoracic Surgery; (12)
Pediatric and GeriatriC Surgery. Eachof the modules' includes a brief history,
procedures, special considerations and the drugs used. ' ,
ST116 PERIOPERATIVECARE OF SURGICALPATIENT(1-2-1)(S).The study of pa-
tient care in recovery room, outpatient surgery, emergen~yroom procedures;
ST132 SURGERYCLINICAL PRACTICE(o-J6-9)(S).Clinical experience in surgery,
scr~bbing, and orientation to circulating. , " . ,
ST140 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGYFORSURGICALTECHNOLOGY(6-0-6)(F).
A study of the normal structure and function of the body cells, tissues, organs
and systems, including interrelationship of body systems.. '.
Sf 262 INTRODUCTION COMPUTERAPPLICATION TO OCCUPATIONAL RELA-
tiONS (2-o-2)(F).A study of job seeking skills, written communication, inteiper:
sonal relations, and hands-on use of computer technology to complete personal
data packet. . ", '0
WaterlWastewaterTechnology-.
Eleven Month Program'
, Certificate of Compl~tion '
Instructor: Gerald Dennis
The WaterlWastewater Technology Program is designed to prepare a
student for employment as an entry level water/wastewater treatment
plant operator. The program covers all phases of treatment plant opera~
tions, related math and sciences, maintenance, public relations, com-
munications and report writing. Hands-on experience is provided when











Small Engine Repair / Surgical Technology / WaterlWastewater Technology - 179
ItS 157 PULMONARYFUNCTION LAB(0-8-2)(5).Practical application of testing, Classes begin Fall Semester only •.
induding spirometry" plethysmography, exercise studies, and arterial. blood
gases. PREREQ:PERMIINST.. ..
RS158 CLINICAL PRACTICUMII (o-l6-4)(S).The student will obtain clinical ex-
perience under direct supervision of clinical instructors in community medical
facilities. P~EREQ:PE~M/INST..
RS 175 CLINICAL LECTURESERIES(3-o-3)(Sl.l);Physician instructed 'study of
pulmonary and cardiac diseases with .emphasis on their clinical management.
PREREQ:PERM/INST. .
RS176 RESPIRATORYCAREREVIEW(S-o-S)(SU).The theory and clinical applica-
tions of modalities including incubators, hypothermia units, infant warmers and
pleural suction. PREREQ:PERM/INST. ,
RS179 CLINICAL PRACTICUMIII (o-J2-7)(SU).The student will obtain clinical
experience under direct supervision of clinical instructors.in community medical
facilities. PREREQ:PERM/INST.





, Instructor: Jeff x.hroeder .•
The Small Engine Repair Program will include classroom, math, and
shop experiences directed to maintaining and repairing of a variety
of two and four cycle engines used on portable power equipment, e.g.,
lawn~owers, outboard motors, chain saws, rotary tillers and recre;i-
tional vehicles. The instructional units will emphasize the complete
repair of all types of small engine equipment.
SUBJECTS Fall
. Small Engine LabotatorySE 101, 102 .... '. . • . . . . • . . 8
Small Engine Theory SE 141,'142 ..•...... :........ 6
*lntro,':Microcomputers CB 129, . .' ...•... : :.. . . ',~






The Surgical Technology Program, in c~operation <with two local
hospitals, is 9 months in length and consists of competency-based
classroom; laboratory and clinical instruction. The program is accredited
by the American Medical Association, Committee on, Allied Health and
Education and Accreditation. A Certificate of Completion is awarded
upon graduation from the program. Students are then eligible to take
the National Certification Exam for Surgical Technologists.
Classroom and laboratory work includes instruction and practice'iri
operating room techniques, infection: process, prevention and'con-
trol, care of surgical patient and human anatomy a~d physiology.'
Ciinical experience is supervised hands-on hospital experience in scrub:-
bing for a variety of surgical procedures. Failure to meet both the theory
arid clinical areas may result in termination from the program.
Course Offerings
• See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
SE SMALL ENGINE REPAIR' .,', ,
t' > !",
SE101SMALLENGINELABORATORY(0-32-8)(F).Includes application andinstruc-
tionin repair and overhaul of small engine units with emphasis on lawn and
garden equipment.
SE 102 SMALL ENGINE LABORATORY(o-J2-8)(S).Repair and maintenance of
recreational vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and outboard marine engines.
SE141 SMAlL ENGINETHEORY(6-0-6)(F).Provides a basic understanding of in-
ternal combustion engine and principles of two and four cycle engines. Fun-
damentals in carburetion and electrical.systems are covered~ .
SE142 SMALL'ENGINETIiEORY (6-0-6)(S).Includes instruction in power train,
clutChing, trouble shooting, fuel systems, tune-up, marine engines and chain
saws. .n ~ ' ,~... . ~~~. ,
SE181 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(l-o:.l)(S). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getting; maintaining and advancing i~.employment.





see page 20 for definiti~n of course' numbering system
W WELDING ";. 11
..','.' 'f "f .~.. u (- ,
W 106 WELDING LABORATORY(Q-2Q-5)(F).This course will allow the student
to apply and practice those'skills discussed in the WELDING THEORy'and
BLUEPRINTR~ADINGAND LAYOUTcourses. Emrhasis will be on acquiring new
skills'in a number of areas related to the occupation including shielded metal
arc welding (SMAW) (stick welding); OxfAcet. Burning (manu'aland automatic);
Oey-Acet. Brazing, soldering, and welding (OAW); Gas Metal Arc, Welding
(GMAW) (MIG); Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW); Material Identification; Elec-
trode selection; and layout and Fabrication. Skill. '. ", ._ v~.t '~~'-\~~;'
W 107 WELDING LABORATORY(Q-2Q-5XS).This course will allow the student
to apply and practice those skills discussed in the WELDING THEORYand
BLUEPRINTREADINGAND LAYOUTcourses. Emphasiswill be on acquiring job
entry level'skills in the following areas: Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW);
Oxy-Acet. Burning (manual and automatic); Ocy-Acet. Brazing, soldering, and
welding (OAW); GasMetal Arc Welding (GMAW) (MIG); FluxCored Arc Welding
(FCAW);Material Identification; Electrode selection; layout and Fabrication Skill;
Air Arc Gouging; Welder Qualification tests. PREREQ:W106 or PERM/INST.
W 108 WELDING LECnJREllABO'RATORY(6-24-6)(Sl!).:~ummer ,se~sion (2
months) for basic students to continue on track aifd for aavanced Students to
work into' T1G/'PIPE and qualification tests. Furtlie'r em'phasis .onblueprint
analysis,properties of materials, and'safeoperating procedures is given. PREREQ:
W 107 or PERM/INST. .'
W 111WELDINGCOMMUNICATIONS (J-o-j)(F),An examination of interpersonal
communication. 'Focuseson communicatio'n in life-long learning, awarenessof
self, communicative relationships and written communications, PREREQ:W 106
or PERM/INST.'
W 125 BLUEPRINTREADINGAND LAYOUT (3-o-3)(F).This course will.include
the basicsof Orthographic drawing, layout and fabrication techniques tor plate
and gauge material developm,en~sor rectangular and triangula~ shapes, flat pat-
tern development of rectangular shapes, and the related math required to ac-
complish the above listed developments.
1;'.~ !' t J',," ";.of:,.', "."', r ....
W 126 BLUEPRINTREADINGAND LAYOUT (7-6-7)(5).This course involves us-
ing advanced bluepring reading and layout techniques to develop triangular con-
structions, rectangle to rectangle transitions, round to round transitions, circles
and rolled shapes aswell as the related math. Also included will be structural
detailing, layout and fabrication of structural shapes and the related symbols,
abbreviations and ordering information. ,PREREQ:W 125 or PERM/INST.
W 155 WELDING THEORY(4-0-4XF).The ~ur~ose of this course is topr'ovtde
the student with a practical working knowledge of the following topics:
1)BasicWelding Theory, 2)OXy-AcetyleneBurning, 3)ElectrodeSelection,4)Con-
tinuous Wirefeed Welding processes, 5)Oxy-Acetylene Brazing, Soldering and
Welding, 6)Propertiesof Materials, '7)Material Identification and BasicMetallurgy.
W 156 WELDING THEORY(1-6-1XS).The p~rpos~ of this"cour~eis to. provide
the stuaent with a practical working knowledge of the following topics:
1)Welding Sheetmetal with the SMAW and GMAW processes,2)Control of Arc
blow and Weldment Distortion, 3)Air Arc Gouging, 4) Weldor Qualification
testing. ~ . 'it l, 1t~ __. '1'\.. "1:. J
W 157 INTRODUCTION TO'MICROCOMPUTERS'(i-6-1)(SU).'This course'.'in-
trrduces the student to microcomputer skills related to the welding,field, in-
c1,udingDisk ()perating System and basic word. processing.
W 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS(2-Q-2XS).An examination of. occu-
pational require,!,ents.Focuses on job seeking ~kills;employee arid employer
relations, social security, job safety lawsandworkmen's compensation laws,Car-
dio Pulmonary Resuscitation and First Aid. .1 • .
~i , .. '.1 ~~',
who need more time to satisfy requirements on performance based
objectives for the basic portion of the program; and second, to permit
the advanced student to further their skills, and tocohcentrate in more
technical areas. rt ' j. " "
The program IS designed t'O produce skilledcworkers in the, areas of
welding and blueprint interpretation as well as layout and fitting, The
student will do all lab work based upon performance'based objectives.
Students will utilize all to(,ls and equipment in theirira~E!:;~ith\~c~>n~
tinual emphasis on safety. . ' ' ,,'
i'l ,; ,( l .~" I .~" ,.:.."'J r" " ,~, .:.;~
SUBJECTS ,,,,,! ,.' Fall > Spring Summer
Welding LabW106-107.............. '5 5, .,,,'-
Welding Lec/Lab W 108 ••••••..••••• '.:~ ", ,,-I.' 6
Blueprint Reading & Layout W125.126 ,., 3. A 7
Welding Communication W 111 . •. . . • 3 ," 'j" .•
Welding Theory W 155-156........... 4 1
Intro Microcomputers W 157. '.... ~'7':--:-, , ' >. - ,1
Occupational Relations W 262 •• " • • . . • • ,2





WaterlWastewater Plant Operations II WW 154 ••.•
Occupational Relations WW 262 •.•••...•......•..
TOTAL
Welding anti Metals Fabricatioti'- , ',. 1"
EI~veniMonth Progr~~ T
, Certificate of Completion'",
, , Instructor: Ron Baldner
The Welding/Metal Fabrication Program provides the student with in-
struction, practical experience, and related theory in shielded metallic
arc welding (SMAW); gas metal arc welding (GMAW)(MIG), flux cored
arc welding (FCAW), gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)(TIG)'(Heli-Arc),
oxygen-acetylene burn': (OA) manual, semi-automatic, and autom'atic
burn, as well as (OA) tirazingand welding; plasma-arc cutting of ferrous
and non-ferrous metals, and the use of carbon arc cutting equipment.
The first 9 months will be basic to intermediate welding. The summer
session will be a two-tract de'sign.First, the design will permit students
SUMMER. -' ',,'.~' n'
WaterlWastewater In Plant Practicum.WW 161 •.•• : ••........ 8
Course Offerings. lo ' ',., . ,. ';';
see page 20 for definition of course numbering' system
WW WASTEWATER TECHNOLOGY'"
Ww 110 WATERIWASTEWATERMECHANICAL LAB I (3-8-5XF):I~troduction to
and general use of hand tools, power 'tools, and bench mou'nted' tools.
NomenClature of the various types of pumps, installation of packing and
mechanical seals in pumps and valves will be discussed and practiced. Com-
pressors, Clarifiers and other mechanical devices used in water/wastewater
treatment. ..,'.', . )- ,,,_'
WW 111 WATERIWASTEWATERMECHANICAL ,LAB II (3-B-5XS)•.•Hands on
assembly"'anddisassembly of the various pieces of machinery used in the treat-
ment processes.Overview of the types and abilities' of pumps and the purpose
of the use of pumps in the operation of, plant equipmen!. Trouble shooting o!
equipment wi!1 be emphasized. PREREQ:WW110.
WW.120 WATERIWASTEWATERBIQ-CHEMLABI (3-B-5XF).Introduction to stan-
dard 'laboratory equipment, operator maintenance oflaboratory equipment;
laboratory safety procedures and"practices. Basicwater and wastewater testing
will be performed. . " '.
WW121'WATERIWASTEWATERBIQ-CHEM LAB II (3-8-5XS).Continuation of
laboratoryJprocedures. Standardization of chemicals and testing apparatus.
Operator 'maintenance of lab equipment. Chemistry mathematicS dealing .with
the normalizing of solutions and the balancing of .reaction equations. Testing
procedures required for the various methods of activat~d.sludge process con'
trol.Performing tests required N.P.D.E.S.perl)1itreporting"PREREQ:. ~ ~20.
WW.133 WATERIWASTEWATERTECHNICALMATHEMATICSI (3-0-3XF).Calcula-
tion of length, area and volume of various shapes of tanks, channels, and con-
tainers. Calculation of flow rates, velocity, force/pressure and hydraulic heads,
detention times, surface loading and other calculations relating to those treat-
~~nt processes will be covered. ", ,'; . 0 ',' •• ' " '.
WW 134 WATERlWASTEWATERTECHNICAl MATHEMATICS.II ,(3-6-3XF), In-
terniE!d.iate mathematics covering algebra, chemistry calculations" and
horsepower calculations to inClude efficieney curves to determine power ratings
arid electrical requirements as related to the process. PREREQ:WW 133. '" '
wW 153WATERIWASTEWATERTREATMENTPLANTOPERATIONSI (J-o-3XF)~I~:
troduction to water treatment plant operations, inCl,!ding well construction,
p.reparation and operation of ,distribution systems, plan operation inCluding
general floc formation and the use,of chemical ad!litiqn, sedimentation, filtra-
tion, chlorination and storage. Wastewater collection systems, pretreatment,
primary sedimentation, along with secondary tr~atmentprocessesi')Cluding
trickling filters, aerobic biological filters, rotating biological contactors, oxida:
tionditches and.lagoon operation"and chlorination. ' .'
WW 154WATERIWASTEWATERTREATMENTPLANTOPERATIONSII (3-6-3)(S).
Advanced treatment processes inCluding coagulation, flocculation" sedimenta-
tion; softening, stabilization, fluoridation, chlorination" dechlorination, and
secondary treatment processes inCluding a heavy emphasis on activated sludge
control. Aer!lbicand anaerobic digestion operation andthe disposal of the solid
wa~te will be ~iscussed. Safety in an~ around ,tanks, digesters, and collection
systemswill be emphasized extensively, along with street barricades and street
work safety. Plant interaction, report writing, budget preparation. PREREQ:WW
153. '
WW 161WATERIWASTEWATERIN PLANTPRACTICUMII (J-o-3)(SU).Supervis-
ed experience in areawater and/or wastewater facilities. 'Studentsgain experience
in all phases of treatment in a variety !:If !acilit!es and 'with several processe.s.
WW 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-6-2XS).Course is designed to enable
a student to become skilled in dealing effectively witli people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment.
Graduate College - 181
~~ ',' " , ") )1 • ' • n. "':, -"'"
Programs .'f • •
.I .~ ~ ~- ~ ~ .".' __ ' t
Boise State UniversitY offers the following graduate degrees: Master
of Business Administration, Master of Arts in Communication, Master
of Arts/Science in Education, Master of Arts in English, Maste'r of Science
..::...' j' :. .. .~ -. 0''''[:. I
The Graduate Admissions Office of the Graduate College provides ad-
missions counseling, evaluates all transcripts for admission to graduate
programs and verifies the .completion of .admission,requirements.
Students holding a bachelor's or higher degree can be classified as
graduate, senior, sophon;lore or special for purposes of financial aid
application and fee payment. Students should contact the Graduate
Admissions Office for clarification of this policy. ,
Admission requirements for students pursuing master's degrees vary
according to the graduate program. Please see the graduate program
requirements listed below." ,) ,
1. All students holding a bachelor's or higher degree must submit an
application for admission to the Graduate Admissions Office and
pay a nonrefundable $15.00 application fee: _
2. All graduate stud€nts, except the categories exempted below, m'ust
submit official transcripts from each'post-high school institution
attended directly to the Graduate Admissions Office. An official
transcript is one certified by the issuing institution and mailed by
that. institution directly to the Graduate Admissions Office.'
Exempt categories: Students pursuing general graduate'study or














D~an:' K;nn~t;' M. Hollenbaugh, Ph.D.
Math/Geology Building, Room 124




Business: David F. Gro~bner,'Ph:D., Professor, College of'Business
Communication: Rob~rt R. Boren, Ph,D., Chairperson and Professor
of Com,munication " ,. '. t "
Education: Kenneth l. Hill,. Ed.D., Associate Dean, College of
Education. 'II I )
English:'Dale K. Boyer, Ph.D,;'Professor o{English '
" • •• '. • I-
Exercise & Sports Studies: linda M.Petlichkoff, Ph.D., Assistant
Professor of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation ,
Geology: Walter S. Snyder, PhD., Associate Professor of Geology and
Geophysics . • ,
Geophysics: john R.Pelton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology
and Geophysics ',' C r',.
, •. ;. - ":, ' ,_ .1
History:. Errol D. jones, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History .r
Instructional/Performance Technology: Mark Eisley, Ph.D.;
Assistar:tt ,Professor of l':lstructionaI/Perfor~ance Technology , ,
Interdisciplinary Studies: Phillip Eastman, Ph.D., Professor of
Mathematics; Associate Dean,. College of Arts and Sciences .
Music: jeanne Marie Belty, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Music'
Public Administration: jame"s B.Weatherby, Ph.D., Asso~iatePro-
fessorand Director of Public Administration ,. ,
Rapt~r Bi~logy: M~rc J~seph'Bechard, Ph.D., p;ofessor, Depart~e~t
of Biology
182 - Graduate College
in Exercise and Sport Studies, Master of Public Administration, Master
of Arts in History, Master of Music, Master of Arts/Science in Inter-
disciplinary Studies, Master of Science in Raptor Biology, a Master of
Science in Geology in cooperation with Idaho State University, Master
of Science in Geophysics, and a Master of Science in Instructional/Per-
formance Technology.
Areas of Emphasis:The Master of Arts/Science in Education includes
eight areas of emphasis: (1) Art, (2) Curriculum and Instruction, (3) Early
Childhood, (4) Earth Science, (5) Educational Technology, (6)
Mathematics, (7) Reading, (8) Special Education.
The Master of Public Administration Degree Program has four areas
of emphasis: (1) General Public Administration, (2) Human Services Ad-
ministration, (3) Criminal Justice Administration, and (4) Environmen-
tal and Natural Resources Administration. .'
Graduate Faculty
The graduate faculty is comprised of those full-time faculty who have
been approved by the Graduate Council to teach graduate level courses,
participate in the conduct of the graduate programs and supervise
graduate students. Members of the graduate faculty are reviewed on
a three year cycle to document their participation in graduate educa-
tion activities.
Part-time faculty who are approved by the Graduate Council to teach
a graduate course or serve on graduate committees, are appointed as
adjunct graduate faculty. Such appointments are for specific
assignments and are renewable but not perpetual.
General Information for Graduate Students
Application for admission to the Graduate College may be made at any
time. However, there are admission deadlines for some programs and
these are listed under the program description. It is recommended,
however, that at least two months before the initial enrollment, the
Office of Graduate Admissions will have received the application for
admission, $15.00 application processing fee, official transcripts of all
undergraduate and graduate work and any predictive exam scores. This
will provide sufficient time to process the application prior to the
semester the applicant wishes to commence graduate study. The
transcripts are to be sent directly to the Boise State University Office
of Graduate Admissions by the Registrar of the college or university
which the applicant previously attended. For that purpose the appli-
cant should communicate with the Registrars concerned and then allow
them sufficient time to process and mail the transcripts. Applicants
are strongly advised to submit the application for admission and the
$15.00 application processing fee prior to requesting transcripts.
Graduate students pursuing a second baccalaureate degree must meet
all the requirements and follow the same policies and procedures that
apply to undergraduates in the same degree program. For example,
some baccalaureate programs require admission to upper division
standing with a specific grade point average, or have certain enroll-
ment restrictions. Carefully read' the program ,description and re-
quirements for the undergraduate program you plan to pursue in order
to determine your eligibility. • " . '.
All documents received by the University in conjunction with applica-
tions for admission become the property of Boise State University.
Under no circumstances will they be duplicated except for University
advisement, nor the original returned to ,the applicant or f~rwarded
to any agency or other college or university. . .
Admission to the Graduate College
An applicant may be admitted to the Graduate cOllege as an unclassified
or non-degree-seeking student to take courses of interest when the
following criteria have been met:
1. The applicant has earned a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
institution. ., ,.
2. The applicant has a grade point average of at least 2.75/4.00.
A student may be admitted to a graduate degree program when these
additional criteria have been met:
1. Completes the GRE general exam or other, predictive .exam as
specified by the program. C ", '2: Submits all transcripts, letters of recommendati<?n, and other
materials specified by the program. . .
3. Meets the GPA requirement for the program.
4. Is recommended for admission to the degree program by the
graduate program coordinator and receives written notification of
admission from the Graduate Dean.
Graduate Status Classification for Matriculated Students:
All applicants are admitted to the Graduate College initially with
unclassified status and retain this status until they have been accepted
into a graduate program with either provisional or regular status. Credits
earned by a student in unclassified status may not necessarily be ac-
cepted towards a graduate degree if the student applies for and is ad-
,mitted to a graduate program at a later time. No more than nine credit
hours t\lken in unclassified. status may be included in any graduate
degree program without waiver by the Graduate Dean upon recom-
mendation by the school or department in which the student will work.
Provisional Status: Applicants may be admitted to the Graduate Col-
lege with provisional status if the department or academic unit in which
they plan to study requires additional evidence of their qualification
for admission with regular status. No student may maintain provisional
status indefinitely. The department or academic unit concerned will
normally make a final determination of students with provisional status
~y the time they have completed twelve credits of approved study.
Regular Status: The applicant has been admitted with full graduate
standing into a graduate degree program.
Graduate Courses for Undergraduate Credit
Boise State University seniors may take up to two 500 level courses
for Upper Division credit applied to their baccalaureate degree pro-
gram. The necessary permit forms are available through the Gradua-
tion Evaluators Office. Determination of what constitutes a senior for
the purpose of this policy is left to the Graduate Dean. (MBA courses
are excluded from this policy.)
Graduate Credit for Seniors
A Boise State University senior with the approval of the department
in which he or she plans to work and the Graduate Dean, may enroll
for graduate credit during his senior year insofar as these credits will
not prejudice his or her graduation during that academic year. The
necessary Senior Permit Forms are available at the Graduation Evaluators
Office. Credits earned in this manner are "reserved" to count toward
a graduate degree at BSU. (MBA courses are excluded from this policy.)
Scholarship Requirements
Academic excellence is expected of students doing graduate work. A
student whose academic performance is not satisfactory may be
withdrawn from the degree program by the Dean of the Graduate Col-
lege upon the recommendation of the department or academic unit
concerned. '
To be eligible for a degree in the Graduate College, a student must
achieve a grade point average of B (3.00) or better in all work exclusive
of deficiencies, specifically included in his or her program of study.
No grade below B may be used for any 300 or 400 level courses in a
graduate program. Grades below C cannot be used to meet the re-
quirements of a graduate degree.
Repeat, Retake Policy: A student who earns a grade of D in a
graded 500 level course at BSU may include no more than one repeated
cO\lrse toward a Master's Degree Program. A student who earns a grade
ofF may not count a retaken course toward any Master Degree Pro-
gram at Boise State University. Therefore, a student who receives'an
F in a required course is automatically excluded from further Master
degree work. With a D in one of these courses there is a single chance
of redemption.
Credit Requirements: A minimum of thirtY semes'ter credits of
coursework approved by the graduate student's supervisory commit-
tee is required. More than thirty semester credits may be required in
certain programs.
Supervisory Committee Assignment: Upon admission of the ap-
plicant with regular graduate status; a supervisory committee, consisting
of a chairperson and other faculty members, will be appointed by the




advisor, as determined withi", each,degree program of study, will
establish with the student a program of study"direct any thesis or
graduate projects and administer final examination(s).
Studentsadmitted with prl,>visionalstatuswill be assigned a temporary
advisor who wil!. be responsible fo~ building a tentative program of
study. This advisor will guide the student with respect to meeting the
stipulations of the provisional admission. Once the provisional stipula:
tions hal/e been satisfactorily met by the student, the department con-
cerned will recommend to the Dean of the Graduate College that th~
student .be admitted with regular graduate status;" " •.
"' . ,- ...,} , i ');' ,j .', 0\ .',"" ,,",J
Residence Requirements: A minimum of twenty-one ,semester
credits of approved graduate work taken onthe university campus is
required. This requirement does not apply to students enrolled in any
inter-institutional cooperative graduate program offered jointly by BSU
and the other Idaho universities.
Transfer of Credits: A maXimumof nine semestergraduate credits
taken at other institutions maybe transferred for credit toward aMaster
degree provided the courses are an acceptable part of the program
of study planned by the student's supervisory committee:Such courses
must have been taken in an acc.redited college or' university~ Only
courseswith A or Bgrade may be transferred to BoiseState Unil/ersity
for application to a graduate degree. In general, the transfer of exten-
sion credits is discouraged. Exception may be made by departments
after a detailed examination 'ofthe specific 'courses taken. Nci cor-
respondencecoursewill be acceptedfor graduatecredit. All appropriate
graduate work taken through inter-institutional cooperative graduate
programs, if approved by the college fielding the program, can be ac-
cepted as residence credit. , ~
Ch~lIenge Policy: The provisions ~f the challenge policy stated in
the Catalog Section, "Admission Requirements to the College"~nder
subsection "Challenging Courses, Granting Credit .by Examination"
apply to graduate courses. In particular, the decision to allow or not
to allow challengeswill be made by the department fielding the course
to be challenged. For interdisciplinary courses;'thedecisionwill be
made by the college officer in chargeof the graduate program to which
the course applies. ~". ,,~
Program Admission'and Continuation
Requirements . 1 "",
Application for ,Predictive Examinations: pr~dicti~e'examina:
tion scores may be required by certain departments, With respect to
those departments which stipulate as part of the admissions criteria
performance scores from predictive examinations, it is necessarythat
application be madewithout delay to take the examination. Educi'ltion
students are not required to take a predictive examinatio.n.' ,
Studentswi~hing to p~r~~eg~duate study in BusinessAdmiriistratio~
should contact the Office of the Dean, College of Business,BoiseState
University, or the <;'raduateAdmissions ,office to secure the ,forms
necessary to make application for taking the predictive' examination
called the GMAT. Everyeffort should be"made to take the GMAT as
soon as possible because students will not be given program status
before the GMAT results are reported. Courses taken before the stu-
dent is admitted (i.e. "Unclassified 5tatus"courses) will notnecessar,
i1y be allowed toward the MBA even if the studenfis admitted
subsequently. ' ." I -
Students wishing to pursue graduate study in Geology, Geophysics,
Interdisciplinary Studies, Public Administration, or'Raptor Biology
should contact the Graduate AdmiSSionsOffice to secure application
forms'for taking the GRE. "
Program Development"Form: Graduate '~tuQ~nt~'with regular 0;
provisional status will complete a Program Devel()pment Form'with
their advisor or committee before the end of the firstacademic period
(summer,fall or spring) in which they take graduate work at BoiseState
University, after having been notified of admission with regular or prO:
visional status; . .
. l:\',.
The Program Development Form will be available from the colleges
offering graduate degree programs. The advisor or committee will file
the completed ProgramDevelopment Formwith the Graduate College,
Eachchange in program must be completed by filing a new Program
Development Form showing the ~hanges from the previo~sform.
.t'
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Any courses being offered as transfer credit, as credit reserved, or as
residence credit through any inter-institutional cooperative program
must beclaimed at the time the ProgramDevelopment Form isoriginally
filed, or before the end of the first academic period (summer, fall or
spring) afterwhich the credit hasbeen earned, whichever is the earlier
date. ,._ "
It is the responsibility of the graduate student to keep all program
changes up to date for a graduate degree.
Time. Limitations: All work off~red toward a Master'~ degre~ from
Boise State.University must~e completed within a period of'seven
calendar years.'The seven-yearinterval is to commence ,with the begin-'
ning of the' oldest course (or other academic experience) for which
creetit is offered in a giv,en Master Degree Program, and the interval
must include the date of graduation when the Master degree from BSU
is awarded. . ~;, ;. '.. .~,
"'--:"i ':, l.' ~~-'. '.. ~ , I'. "i:
Foreign Language Requlr~ments: Language requirements ar~
determined by the d!;lpartmentconcerned. lfa foreign language isre-
quired, students must demonstrate that they possess a ,reading
knowledge of a language specified by the department. ,I
Thesis 'Requirements: The requirement of a thesisor similar project
is determined by the department or interdisciplinary'unit concerned;
The final copy of the thesis must be reviewed by the student's super-
visory committee and submitted to the Dean of the Graduate College
aUeast three weeks, before,com'!1ence":lent, )' T
Candidacy: Students should apply for aclmission to candid~cy and
graduation as soon as they h~ve completed twelve hours of graduate
work with a grade point averageof at least3.00in an approved graduate
program of study, hal/e remove'd all listed deficiencies, and have met
any specific foreign langullge requirements. . ".
,_ '. . .;" r.. , \." ,_.. 'i '0' ~
Candidacy)nvolves speCifying, onthe,appropriate form, the Ust ,of
courses and projects"which comprise the student's program. Changes
in the planned program after admission to candidacy must be tecom,
mended in 'JYritingby the student's committee or advisor and beap-
proved by the Dean of the Graduate College; " ,~"
Final Examination Requirements: The requirements of ,afinal ex-
amination, written, oral, or both, in any non-thesis non-projeCt pro-
gram is optional with the department or interdisciplinary unit,j.vhich
fields the student's program. When the examination is require~, it is
administered by thE!unit concerned. The dates for these examinations
are setby the Graduate College once each semester and summerSe5-'
sion. They are listed in the calendar 'of the BSUcatalog. A student is
not eligible to apply for the final exa'mination until he or she has been
admitted to'cimdidacy (filed the candidacy and'graduation form.)'
Failure in the examination ~i11be considered terminal unlessthe Super-
visory committee recommends, and the Dean of the Graduate College
approves, a re-examination;'Only one re-examination is,permitted. At
least three months must elapse before ,a re-examination may be
scheduled." '~ '. .
. Tr":., . ",f """ ' .. ,,' ; '", .' . .'.' ql -
Th,erequirement of a final examination in defenseof anythesis or pro-
j~ is optional with thedepartment or interdisciplinary unit concerned.
When required, a final examination in defense of the thesis or project
must be conducted at least three weeks before' commencement. On
a final'examination in defense of a thesis or project, an additional
member"who maY,be from ou'tside the department or college, may
be appoi,n.tE!dbythe Gradu,atE!D~an at his discretion. AppliCation for
the final comprehensive exam.ination(S)is made,through the office of
the dean of the college fielding the program. .
C;ourse Numbering System:,~ourses numbered 500 and,above
are intended primarily for graduate ,Stu.dE!nts.Some graduate courses
haye a standard numbering ~ystem throughout the university:
> t.~ ,."'~' . , 11.
University-Wide Numbers o(GraduatE! Offerings: , \11.-
"'S8D-S89 ,i Selected Topics' ~>:
590 Practicum
591 Project
592.~(, Colloquium. 4 (' ,
593, Research andlhesis . '
;,594"." EXtended Conference or Workshop (graded.A;,thr~ughF)
, 595,' Reading,and Conference , \ .
',596' Directed Research
184 - Graduate!College
.597 SpeCial Topics " , •• '. ,
n, 598". J •• Seminar .•.• 1. J •. " r ':J'
599' . Short-Term Conference or Workshop. , J',-
. . ••. , .' _.f ;.
°GradedPassor Fail.Thisnumberisavailablein anysemesteror sessionfor coursesmeeting
3 weeks or less. ~( t ,i )\r" ';1 '<
Credit Limitation in Courses Graded Pass or Fail and Directed Research:
A maximum of six credits earned with a :grade of P will be allowed
toward the credit requirements for a Master's degree, Master's pro-
grams may include directed research credits, at the discretion of the
graduate student's supervising committee or professor, through a liinit
of nine credit hours;with 'no more than six credits in 'any one semester:
Only three credits of Internship and/or Directed Research may be ip!
plied to the MBA'degree requirements.' . . .
Undergraduate Courses f~r GraduateCiedit: C~~r~~~ numbered a;the
300 or 400 levels, may be given 'G' designation to carry graduate credi!.
The department or school concerned will have the right to limit the
number of'G' credits. which can count toward any degree for which
it has responsibility, and in no case can 'more .than' one-third of the
credits be in courses at the 300 or 400 level. No course numbered below
500 carries graduate credit unless the'G' is affixed,
Graduate students enrolled in 'G' courses will be required to'doextra
work.in order to receive graduate credit for;the courses.' " h.~, .
ApplicalionJor Graduate, Degree
The last step in completing a graduate program' consists of arranging
for finalrec,ord checking.,To accomplish this, one completes the form
'Application for Graduate Degree', which can be obtained from ,the
Graduate Admissions Office, Math/Geqlogy.Buil<;ling, Room 118. :This
form,. with all appropriate signatures., is to be submitted to the,Gradua-
tion Office, Administration Building, Room 102 alo!,!g ~iththe $10,00
diplo~a fe~, The f<?r!l;1must be submittE;!d by !he deadline seteac~
semes~er for applying for gra~uation~ Check t~e 1'sad~'J1ic Calendar
for the deadline date, ..' '. 'l, . '
.~. • t ~., 1 ~.1':;-' ro,
ment,students should arrange to take the GMAT by March. For spring
e(1rollment;theGMAT should be taken nolater.than the October or
November test' date.) , ;.~,. I
The'requirements for admission attempt to recognize'the differences
among applicants with regard to experience and educational
background. .." " .• '
1:"Applicants t~ the MBA progrill1~ must have graduated from an lIc;
•.•"credited.,college or university. _' '. ';' '.
2. Accepfance is based on the applicant's previous. college record,
score on the GMAT, personal goals, leadership potential, and work
,-: experience. 'H1~ . "1' .,.. '
3: A GMAT score of 475 and a'cumulative GPA of 2.9 (Ck2.0) are
"generally considered minimal, . ," .
4.' Forfo'reign students a score of 550 on the TOEFL, or its equivalent,
is necessary. "
5;.Jwo years of significant work experience is expected but may be
waived if the entrance committee determines the student will make
. a substantial contribution. to the program,) , , .
6. A rpinimum GMAT score of 600 is required of students without two
.,years significant work E!xperience. ,r',' .f,
7, Astudent must be admitted to the MBA program in order to take
" MBA classes. ,.' I;'" ' ..
8.. All applicants must be accepted by the Graduate College, of Boise
., State University in order to achieve the Master degree.
Undergraduate students will no longer be allowed in MBA Classesunder
the University's Permit for Seniors to Take Graduate Courses. policy.
Application deadlines: " 'J " .'
Summer, Fall entry , .. '~',.:~ :April'30
Spring entry , ',., '.;. :'.' '. .. ,; ,October 30
Degree!~Requirements ::".1
""', The MBA Degree .
• • ,"", ;~'.'h -, "
The Master of Business Administration degree consists of a maximum
of 57,semester hours of credit from the offerings listed on the follow-
ing pages or other graduate courses suitable to an MBA degree, as ac-
cepted by the MBA Admissions Committee.
Foundation C~Jrses ,-~ ; ~ ~.' ; :. ,' .. 27
Advanced Courses .............•. , ~ - , .•.. 21
Electives , ....•. , , ...............•..... 9
l5l:ipendingupon t~eir undergraduate coursework, students may sel~
3-6credit hours~from the 400 level "G" courses from the undergraduate
College of Business program •••Only those courses listed on the follow-
ing pages are approved. Advisors should be consulted regarding those
courses.' ,- I. . ~., ' , . .
; • ,!". l<f "-"'j if
.Under certain conditions with the approval of the MBA program coor-
dinator and the Department head concerned, MBA students mayearh
up to ~.maxil,!1Um ~f 3 credi! hours of/~ir~cted ~esearch and/or 1';1_
ternshlp credits which apply to graduation 'requirements. •
Course Offerings:' " ." , "
f ~ ,,' r~ ,J
see page 20. for definition. of course numbering system .f
MBA";':'CourseDescriptions
t. -. ..' ,.' (-'_...i I I,". J ~
FOUNDATION COURSES ,',
These courses ~ssume that thestude~t has had no previous coursework
in business. Conversely, any or all.of these courses may. be waived if
the student has already taken,them at an accredited business school,
such as would be the case if the student had completed a baccalaureate
degree in business within the last five years. "
"... ."" ., .'. ~ ,. s.- i
AC 511 ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGERS(306:3XF).Thestudent can expect to
develop a working I{nowledge of financial and managerial accounting tools,
tech~iques and pr.oced.~res,,l .I:"~"" ... ,. ,.",
EC 514 ECONOMIC,:rHEORY AND ANALYSIS(306:3XF).This course is an ac-
celerated, integrated introduction to economic analysis of the price system and
the aggregate performance of developed economies. Supply and demand, basic
market structures, income distribution, employment, inflation, growth and in-
ternational.trade;". . "
FI 525 CORPORATEFINANCE(J-Q-3XS),Conc~pts a~d techniques of corporate
institutional and investment finance are examined. These include time value of
money; corporate banking relationships, current assetsmanagement; andeffi-
cient markets. PREREQ:AC 511, PR513.




'. I,. .' .,~) .I ". ' f!~~J':'
The objective.oUhe Boise State University program leading to the
graduate degr~e is to .prepare candidates for top level administrative
positions in t~eir chosen field. The. MBA degree emphasizes the tradi-
tional approach of preparing students for general management; with
a common body of functional knowledge given to all students~ Once
a student satisfies the functional core of courses, electives are available
for achieving a minor degree of concentration. . .'."
".ltl,' - _ ,I' ~ • "': '. t.,~ . ~
M~triculati.on. R~q~ire.ments' : h.:, , .,
General Prerequisites for Applicants: Admission will be granted
to applicants who hold a Bach~lor's degree from an accr~ditedcoflege
or university and who meet the stand,ards set by the College of. Business
of. Boise State University: Common to all programs isa founiiation of
course work in basic fields of Business Administration:'Students',Who
have completed a Bachelor's degree in Business within the last five
years no~mallywill have completed most ofthese r~u,i,rements as'pal1
of their undergraduate program. The Master of Business Administra~
tion pr?graf!l is also designed to serve t~e' student who has completed
his or her Bachelor's degree in non-Business fields such as the Sciences,
Engineering and the Liberal Arts. ,,'" . . ".. '.
In addition to the application requirements of the Graduate Coileg~;
all MBA applicants should submit: ~':'_ " •.;,c.';.' ". u
f, "0 • ¥ < If ',. 'f~. If . "H' _, "
1. a demonstration of written communication skills (particulars
available from the MBA Program Coordinator): and. " '; ,; "
2. two letters of reference, one, preferably, from an.academic source,
and ':" I ~
3. current professional resume.
Specific Prerequisites for Applicants: All applicants must meet
the following undergraduate requirements or must fulfill these' re-
quirementS prior to enrolling in advanced MBA Classes. (New applicants
for the programs should furnish documentary evidence of GMAT scores
and copies of official transcripts upon initial application. For fall enroll-





Master of Arts in Communication
Graduate Studies in Communication CM'SOO •• ': ••••.••••• t... 3
Communication Theory &" Research CM 501 ...•. :.:: . .t •• )1;.;3
Selected.Topics Contemporary topics courses offered intermittently.
.AC 580 SElECTED TOPICS - Accounting (300-3)
, EC 582 SELECTED TOPICS - Economics (300-3)
FI 583 SELECTED TOPICS - Finance (300-3)
IS 581 SElECTED TOPICS - Information Systems (300-3)
\ MG 584 5ELECTED,TOPICS ..:. Industrial Psychology (300-3)
MG 585' SELECTED TOPICS - Management (300-3)
MK 586 SELECTED TOPICS..,.. Marketing (300-3)
590 INTERNSHIP. Available on a selective, limited basis. MBA students should
Consult with ,pertinent faculty and coordinator. "-
596 DIRECTED RESEARCH (1-3 credits). Involves special projects undertaken by
the student, consisting of individual work suited to the needs and interests of
the student. The course embodies research, discussions of the subject ma~er
and procedures with a designated professor, and a documented paper covering
the subject. .
Undergraduate "G" Courses. At most two of the following courses may
be taken for graduate credit if cleared by the Graduate Program Coor-
dinator. See appropriate department listings for complete course
descriptions. '
AC 440G ACCOUNTING THEORY (300-3)(5).
EC 421G-422G ECONOMETRICS (300-3)(F/S).
FI 410G WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT (3-'0-3)(5).
FI 411G CAPITAL BUDGETING AND PLANNING (300-3)(f).
FI 420G MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (3-o-3)(f);"
FI 421G DECISION PROCESSES IN BANKING (300-3)(S).
FI 450G INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT, (3+3)(f);
FI 451G FRONTIERS IN FINANCIAL MARKETS (3-o-3)(S).
GB 441G GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS (3+3)(F/S).'
MK 415G MARKETING RESEARCH (3-o-3)(F/S).
GB 545 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (300-3)(f). An overview of (1) the international
business environment; (2) country characteristics and conditions affecting firms
that conduct business overseas; and (3) firm level decisions about marketing,
finance and personnel, and other functions. 2" I " ",', "
MG 541 HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F/S). Effective management
of human resources including discussion of the supervisory processes conducive
to reducing labor costs and increasing productivity. Special attention is given
the human, organizational, and environmental constraints which limit managerial
actions. Techniques for effectively functioning within these constraints.
MK 520 MARKETING PROBLEMS (300-3)(lntermittent). Analytical approach to
marketing problem solving and decision making. Covers market definition, per-
sonal selling, advertising and sales promotion, distribution channels, strategy
formulation, product development procedures, and customer services. Case
study approach is utilizeil.'" , ',' .' . ,
• ", - '. ~ i; .~. O'.~"., ~ii . "1""". )
PR 552 STATISTICAL METHODS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS (300-3)(lntermittent).
The application of the techniques an.d the reason for their employment in deci~
sion processes. Computer application programs are employed to assist in the
learning process. Topics generally covered include: multiple regression analysis,
forecasting and multivariate analysis. PREREQ: PR 523 "or equivalent courses.
.' -,I. .>- f
PR 554 OPERATIONS RESEARCH METHODS FOR DECISION MAKING (300-3)(111-.
termittent). An introduction to operations research, applying quantitative tQOls
and, interpreting the results. Particular attention is given to using the computer
to'analyze quantitative models. Typical areas covered are: linear programming;
network models, and inventory control theory. PREREQ: PR 523 or equivalent




and Public' Affairs " "
,:1 , •
An MA in Communication includes a COmmon core of courses required
of all graduate students in Communication. Beyond the graduate core,
students design their.program of study by selecting from courses of-
fered as Selected Topics in Communication and from courses approv-
ed for. graduate credit throughout t~e university. The MA experience
cU,lminates in succes~ful completion and defense of a Project (CM 591)
or ;Thesis (CM ,5~3).' ,.'; .'_ •,: ..', '
GB 516 LAW FOR MANAGERS (300-3)(f); This course explores the history and
development of the partnership and corporate forms of business organizatic;ln
and the legal environment which creates and regulates a manager's duties tf:)ward
the corporation, employees, shareholders, and ~embers of the general pl;lblic.
IS 515 INFORMATION SYSTEMS (300-3)(F,S). This course is a study of the impact
of the computer on managers and on the environment in which managers work.
Topics include data-base, MIS, the impact of information systems on manage-
ment and the ma'nagement decision process; and the actual management and
control of information. systems. PREREQ: IS 101 or equivalent computer Work
experience. t -. ~.. , ~ \". l'L. fYt
MG 528 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BEHAVIOR (3-o-3)(S). This course
covers the process of planning, organizing, directing, and controlling. Main topics
include theories of organizational performance, structure and design, interper.
sonal and leaCtership skills. Emphasis is placed on application of theory to
business situations and development of interpersonal skills. ' )
MK 529 MARl(fTlNG MANAGEMENT (300-3)(5).This course includes a comprehen~
sive examination of the activities and models used in marketing. It also includes
identifying and interpreting buyers' needs,' market segmentations, and design-
ing a balanced marketing program, , ~ , J
PR 513 BUSINESS STATISTICS (300-3)(f). This course examines the use of statistics
in decision,making. Presentation and summarization of .data, estimation,
hypothesis testing, regression analysis, analysis of, variance, time, series and
forecastil'lg, and n<?!l-parametric methods.
PR 523 PRODUCTION AND SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (300-3)(S). This course
stresses the management of the production/operation function and its integra-
tion with other organizational activities. Typical areas covered aredorecasting
models, design and layout of the production system,' scheduling, location
analysis, quality control, and material acquisition. PREREQ: PR 513. '
~ . , 'ADVANCED COURSES . " ;
~ •••• ",< " •
AC 531 ACCOUNTING-PLANNING AND CONTROL (300-3)(F/S). This course in-
cludes the study of the planning. and control processes to assist in the making
of business decisions. Problems and cases are considered in profit planning and
analysis, cost and analysis for pricing and capital budgeting. The overall objec-
tive is an understanding of techniques of cost planning and control. PREREQ:
AC 511 or equivalent. . '.
FI545 ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (300-3)(F/S). An analysis of finan-
cial planning and control in the dynamic environm~nt of changing financial
markets. Risk-return analysis, capital budgeting, debt-equity financing, dividend
policy, and merger and acquisitions 'are major topics. PREREQ: FI 525, EC 514
or equivalent. ,", .',. . ,a'. •
GB 536 BUSINESS IN A GLOBAL SOClffi (300-3)(F/S). This course is an examina-
tion of the interaction between business and the economic, social, political and
legal order on a national and international basis. A case approach is used to focus
attention on effects of this broad environment on managers. Some .ethical issues
and cross<ultural issues are explored .. PREREQ: GO 516 or equivalent.
GB 546 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT (300-3)(F/S). This capston'e'coursei';,'tegrates
concepts, practices and methods, in strategic planning and environmental
analysis. Emphasis is on the evaluation of existing strategy, business risks and
opportunities and on the development of long.range plans and programs, ex-
ecutive and managerial controls. PREREQ: AC 531; PR 533, FI 545, MK539 and
MG 538. • ,..' .
MG 538 MANAGING PEOPLE IN ORGANIZATIONS (300-3)(F/S). This course is a
systematic approach to the major phases of human resource management in
organizations, including knowledge bases and theories; problems, constraints;
opportunities; program controls, evaluations and costs; and results of effective
and efficient human resources management. PREREQ: MG 528 or equivalent.
MK 539 STRATEGIC MARKETiNG MANAGEMENT'(J.O.3)(F/S). An-analYSiS and in.
tegration of marketing concepts and models with organizational and environmen-
tal constraints. Emphasis on identifying opportunities, problems, selection, and
development of alternatives. Also formulation and implementation of strategies,
plans, and programs. Consumer, industrial, institutional and international
markets included. PREREQ: MK 529 or equivalent. r "".
PR 533 DECISION ANALYSIS (300-3)(S). A study ot'decision-maklng in complex
situations. Aids for identifying and modeling the decision problem, analYzing
and responding to multiple objectives, utilizing subjective inputs, and evaluating
and incorporating information. PRER~Q:. P~ 513 or equivalent.
MBA~Elective Courses . :
AS 512 COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES FOR MANAGERS (:J.O'3)(intermittlmt).
Analysis of management communication requirements in business. Development
of a critical sense and analytical ability through evaluation of research, reports,
and case studies. Writing and speaking skills emphasized through written reports,
oral presentation and small grou p activities.
EC 560 ECONOMICS OF PUBLIC POLICY (300-3)(F/S). Contribution of economic
analysis to the justification, design and implementation of economic policy. The
issues surrounding the need for public policy'in a private property market
economy and the benefits and costs associated with' government interVention.
The relationships between the goals and the instruments of U.S, economic policy.








Selected Topics in CommunicationCM 580-589 .• ~....•..... '.12
Electives '..•.......•....... ; .. ' 6
Graduate Seminar CM 598 1
Project CM 591 OR Thesis CM 593 :' : 6
'~,' J ~ " TOTAL '. 31
j
Master of Arts in Education
Department of Teacher Education
Option Requirements
. "'. 1
The Education Graduate Program provides two options for those selec-
ting one of the following emphases: Curriculum and Instruction, Early
Childhood, Reading, or Special Education: Option I Thesis/Project and
Option II Written Comprehensive Examination.
OPTION I
(Thesis/Project) " ,
,Graduate Core .... '....•............•......................... 6
TE 551 Fundamentals, of Education Research: 3
TE 591 or TE 593 Thesis or Project ..... , ...................•. 6
Approved electives and specific requirements 18
TOTAL 33
A Thesis/Project, as mutually agreed upon by the candidate and the
committee, is required. Selection of a thesis implies a research em-
phasis with a thesis format. Selection of a project implies a project
related to instn,lction, curriculum, or some other aspect of an educa-
tional program. "
Admission will be granted to an applicant who holds a Bachelor's degree
from an accredited college or university and who has some professional
relationship to. instruction. The candidate must show promise of
meeting the standards set by the College of Education and participating
departments as well as the specific regulations of the particular pro-
gram for which he or she applies.
An applica~t for regular status in the program must have attained a
GPA of at least 3.00 for the last two years of undergraduate study, or
an overall GPA of 2.75. Provisional status may be granted to an appli-
cant not meeting the listed requirements, if deemed appropriate.
The name of the faculty member who will serve as chairperson of the
candidate's advisory committee is listed in the letter of acceptance to
the applicant. Candidates should contact the assigned committee
chairperson (advisor) as soon as' possible in order to plan a progralTl'
Credits taken prior to such planning are subject to the review and ap-
proval of the committee chairperson and the Associate Dean of the
College of Education.
A maximum of nine semester graduate credits may be accepted from
other accredited graduate schools upon approval of the chairperson
of the candidate's committee and the Associate Dean of the College
cif Education. A maximum of six semester credits of pass-fail credits
will be allowed in the degree program.
Six semester hours of credit will be open for selection in any area of
the University's course offerings that will enable the candidate to
strengthen a competency identified in his or her program. The can-
didate in cooperation with the advisor, will choose courses which will
meet the individual's program objectives. .
Those'students selecting one of thefollowing areas of emphasis will
follow the -procedures set forth by respective departments: Art, Earth
Science (Department of Geology/Geophysics), and Mathematics.
Graduate Core: The Graduate Core is required of all candidates for
a Master of Arts or Science in Education, except those seeking the
Educational Technology emphasis.
TE 570 Gradliate Core-Issues in Education .................•..•. j
TE 563 Conflicting Values in Education 1
Elective Courses (Select two from the folloWing) 2
TE-561 Law for the Classroom Teacher 1
.TE-,;62 School Organization and Finance .•..... : .....• '.•.. 1
TE 564 Instructional,Techniques-Secondary School ...•.... 1
TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research 1
TE 566 Learning Theory and Classroom Instruction ....•... 1
TE 568 Techniques of Classroom Management ...•......... 1
, TE 569 Testing and Grading 1
TE 573 Instructional Techniques-Elem School 1
TE578 Parents in the Educational Process 1
TOTAL 6








or Science in Education
College of Education
The College of Education offers two Master's degrees: Master of Arts
or Science in Education and Master, of Science in Exercise and Sport
Studies~ . .t... " ,.
The Associate Dean of the College of Education has been assigned the
authority and responsibility for the'overall administration and opera-
tion of the graduate programs in the College.
A Master's degree in Education with'emphases in Art, Curricullim &
Instruction, Early Childhood, Earth Science, Educational Technology,
Mathematics, Reading and Special Education is presented through the
Department of Teacher Education, the related subject departments and
the College of Education. ' ,,' .
Application for,admission to the graduate program in Education' may
be made at any time. It is recommended, however, that at least two
months before the first enrollment, the Graduate Admissions Office
will have received the application for admission, $15.00 application pro-
cessing fee and official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate
work. The transcripts are to be sent directly to the Boise State Univer-
sity Graduate Admissions Office by the Registrar of each college or
uni~ersity which the applicant preyiously attended.
GRADUATE' ,
CM 500 GRADUATESTUDIESIN COMMUNICATION (3.,0.3).Studies the history
of communication, the modes of inquiry into communication, the contemporary
structure of the field, and expectations about scholarly activity within the
discipline. '" , ~.' ""'. "
CM 501 'COMMUNICATION THEORY AND RESEARCH(3-6-3). Examines ex-
planatory, interpretive and critical theories ~ofs~ientific inquiry asthey relate to
the study of human communication. Examines the theory and methodology of
qualitative and quantitative research into human 'communication. PREREQ:CM
500.';' '
CM 580:589SELECTEDTOPICSIN COMMUNICATION (Variable credit). Intensive'
study: of selected topics in each area.'Specific course content will vary from
semester to semester. Consult current class schedule for specific topicsto be
offered each semester. Courses may be repeated for a total of six credits in each
course.
CM 580 SELECTEDTOPICS- COMMUNIcATION THEORYAND PHILOSOPHY
CM 581 SELECTEDTOPICS- COMMUNICATION RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY
CM 582 SELECTEDTOPICS- COMMUNICATION EDUCATION
CM 583 SELECTED,TOPICS- COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
CM 584 SELECTEDTOPICS- JOURNALISMAND MASSCOMMUNICATION
CM 585 SELECTEDTOPICS- COMMUNICATION LAW AND POLICY
CM 586 SELECTEDTOPICS- COMMUNICATION AND PUBLICAFFAIRS
CM 587 SELECTEDTOPICS- ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION
CM 588 SELECTEDTOPICS- INTERPERSONALCOMMUNICATION
CM 589 SELECTEDTOPICS- COMMUNICATION HISTORY
CM 598 GRADUATESEMINAR(1-0-1).
Upon selection of an approved project or thesis, the student will prepare a
documentary and an oral report of the topic, defending it before fellow graduate
students and faculty. '
CM 590 PRACTICUM, " '" ' ,
CM591 PROJECT'.. c •
CM 592 COLLOQUIUM '"
CM 593 THESIS '
CM 594 WORKSHOP














Graduate Core:: .•............................ ' ,..•. 6
TE 559 Philosophy of 'Education • ,
or J
• TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research
NOTE: Students selecting Option II are required to take a
research class, which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
. Research (1 credit) as part of core, or TE 551 Fund. of Educational
Research (3 credits).
Approved electives and specific requirements : •.. 24
( TOTAL 33~ . ~ .
A Comprehensive Written Examination is required at the end of the
coursework. This examination is to be tailored by each candidate's com-
mittee specifically for that candidate following guidelines established
by the department. After the candidate has written the examination,
the committee will meet with the candidate to review the eXilmination
prior to final approval or rejectio!J. "
Curriculum and Instruction Emphasis
1. Graduate Core ;' ......•.•......•..... 6
2. TE 581 Curriculum Planning and Implementation .... ~: .•..... 3
3. TE 582 Instructional Theory •...•.....•..•.•.•..•......•..•.•. 3
4. Content area cou rses ,' ..•.•... 9
5. Elective options (choose I or II, below)
I. Thesis-Project
TE 551 Fundamentals of. Ed. Research ..•.....•... " ... 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project ...•...•.............. 6
Approved electives •..•..•...•....•.••.•.•..•..•..... 3
OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
or 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research class,
which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research (1 credit)
as part of core or TE 551 Fund. of Educational Research (3 credits) •.
Approved electives ....................•..•................. 9
TOTAL 33~ ,.. i'
E~rly Childhood, Emphasis
{' Graduate' Core : , .....• : •..•...•....... '.".6
2. TE 543 Early'Childhood: Readings .•.•. : .•.•.•........•.•.•.•. 3
3. Two of the following three courses: .. " •..................... 6
TE 544 Early Childhood: Advanced Child Develop 3
TE 546 Early Childhood: Environments & Programs .•..... 3
TE 547 Early Childhood: Language Acq & Dev ......•..... 3 '
4. TE 590 Practicum: Early Childhood 2-4
5. Option electives (choose I or II below)
I: Thesis/Project ". ,
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research ' 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or .Project ...•.................. 6
Approved electives 5-7
"' OR' " . " ,
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
or 3
TE 5.51 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research class,
which may be TE 565 Interpreting ,Educational Research (1 credit)
~ part of core or TE 551 Fund. of Educational .Research (3 cre~fits).
Approved electives ...•........ .' ......•.•..•.......•.... 11-13
TOTAL . 33
Reading Emphasis
For Those Primarily Responsible for Elementary SchOf;)Unstruction
1. Graduate Core .....•...•.•.•................................ 6
2. TE 501 Foundations of Reading Instruction 3
3. TE 502 Diagnosis & Correction of Read. Prob.-Elem:, ........• 3
4, TE 504 Seminar in Reading Education ... ' ... '.....•............. 3
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5. Option electives (choose I or II below)
I. Thesis/Project
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research .. ; 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project •...................... 6
•. Reading electives ..... '•...•...•.•.•....•...........• 3
Approved electives •.•.•.•............ ; ....•....•... 6
,OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
- TE 559 Philosophy of Education ,
or : : 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research class,
which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research (1 credit)
as part of core or TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research
(3 credits).
Reading electives ..•.........•.•.......•. : ....•......... 9
Approved electives ......••.............................. 6
TOTAL . ~ 33
NOTE: Completion of the required courses in the Master of Arts in
Education, Reading emphasis may not qualify the candidate for a
reading endorsement for state certification. With the assistance of his
or her advisor, the candidate can select appropriate electives to meet
certification requirements.
For Those Primarily Responsible. for Secondary School Instruction
1. Graduate Core 6
2. TE 501 Foundations of Reading Instruction '.' '....•... 3
3. TE508 Diagnosis & Correction of Read Prob-Sec ..•.•...•...•. 3
4. TE 504 Seminar in Reading Education ' 3
5. Option electives (choose lor II below) .
I. Thesis/Project
TE 551 Fundamentals of Educ ,Research •..............• 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project ...•.•.....•.......... 6
Reading electives .•.•••.......•.•..•.•. , ...•..•..... 3
NOTE: Students should cho'ose TE 407G Reading in the Content
Subjects if they have not had a ,similar 3 credit course.
Approved electives ...............................•..... 6
OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education •
or 3
TE551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research class,
which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research (1 credit)
as part of core or TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research
(3 credits).
Reading electives .........•.•.......................... 9
NOTE: Students should choose TE 46iG Reading in the Content
Subjects if they have not had a similar 3 credit course.
. Approved electives .....•.........•.•.•...... : '. : 6
, TOTAL ,33
NOTE: Completion of the r~quired courses in the Master of Arts in
Education, Reading emphasis may not qualify the candidate for a
reading endorsement for state certification. With the assistance of his
or her advisor, the candidate can select appropriate electives to meet
certification requirements.
Special Education Emphasis
For Students Interested in an Emphasis in
Educationally Handicapped and/or Severe Retardation
Educationally Handicapped:
1. Graduate Core •..•..•..•.•.•.•...•...•.• - 6
2. TE 514 Counseling/Consulting Skills for Educators ' 3
3. TE 515 Adv Theory of Inst Design in Spec Educ ....•..•....... 3
4. TE 523 Emotionally Disturbed Child in the Classroom ....•..... 3
5. TE590 Practicum: Special Education .....•.................... 3
6. TE 534 Issues and Trends in Special Educ .••..•......•.•.•.... 3
7. Option electives (choose I or II below)
I. Thesis/Project option .
TE 551 Fundamentals of Educ. Research .•............ 3
TE 591 or 593:Thesis or Project : .. ; 6
"-.
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Approved electives.; .J•.••••••• :: ••••• :.: ••••••••• '; •• 3 -
OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination .~ fl.
, TE 559 Philosophy of Education . , .\ i'.;
or ................................•.... ; ..... 1.. 3
" TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option'lI must take a re~earch ,class,
which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research (1 credit)
as part of core or TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research
(3 credits). . . , .'
Approved electives ~ - ,: ............•....•.. 9
Suggested Electives: -. ' '. .' '. I .' .' " '
TE 450G Behavi()t InterVention Techniques' 3'
TE 502 Diagnosis' & Correction of Read Prob.Elem 3-,
TE 503 Clinic for Reading Specialists .........•........ 3
TE.505 Individual Tests and Measurements : .. 3
TE 590 Practicum: Special Education.: : 3
TE 5% Directed Research: Special Education 3
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Severe Retardation:. , I;. '. !.•
1. Graduate Core ........• '.:': .' .-.. - : .. '; . .r:: ;':: 6
2. TE 514'Counseling/Consulting Skills for Educators.:: ... :!' 3
3. TE 517 Seminar on the Severely Handicapped Learner' '.'.~, .. ;' .. 3
4. TE 523 Emotionally Disturbed Child in the. Classroom ... ;':'. , ... 3
5. TE 590 Practicum: Special Education ' •........ 3
6. TE 534 Issues and Trends in, Special' Ed : : 3
7. Option electives (choose I or II below) - , ,;, q -
I. Thesis/Project option:. ,- ",., . r ..
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research :.' : 3" .
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project 6
Approved electives : ','" .. ,.. :: '.':: 3
OR "If
II. Comprehensive Written Examination , J.
TE 559'Philosophy of Education • .. '.
'or .:\ :'.. : ~. :.'-:'.'.' : :5 3
TE 551 Fundamentalsof Ed.'Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take'a research class,
which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research (1 credit)
as part of core or TE 551 Fundamentals of EducationalResearch
(3 credits). ' . ,." ,
Approved electives : 9
Suggested Electives:" ,
TE 423G Teaching the Severely Handicapped -.. .'.3
TE 450G Behavior Intervention Techniques. : ; 3
TE 546 Diagnosis & Eval in Early Childhood Ed , 3
TE547 Lang Acq & Develop in Early Child Ed : 3
TE 590 Practicum: Special Education .. , ,.....• -, 3
I Advanced sign language class :. '," ',' ",' .:t
• ""TOT~L , ';' f' • •. 33
NOTE: Completion of the required courses in the Master ()f Arts in
Education, Special Education emphasis may not qualify the candidate
for state certification. The candidate should seek the help of his or her
advisor t(). Cfe!e,rmine certification requireme'~ts. -, ,., -_ .
Master'of Science in Education ~.~. .J ~....~;;f ••, ~., ,J
Educational Technology '. ' ,
.The Master of Science Degree in Education with an emphasis in Educa-
tional Technology is intended to prepare students to work in educa-
tional settings requiring expertise in improving performance, design-
ing instruction, and using a variety of educational delivery systems.
The emphasis of this program is to prepare profeSsionals who know
how to select and ,use a variety of technologies to produce long-term
benefits for individuals and educational organizations.,
This program includes 33 credits of course work which gives students
a wide range of both theoretical and practical'experiences.- It culminates
in the development of a project for a specific educational organiza-
tion or a thesis investigating an important and timely issue:'
Requirements: 1 II '. ~'. ••
1. IP.536lntro Instructional Technology ~~'.f •• ~ •••.•.•• :~: ••••• ~••••• 3
2. IP537 Instructional Design. :'.':: : ';~ ....•. : -: 3
3. TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research .. .':'. :: , 3
4. TE 582 Instructional Theory : .. ;' , , ,3
5. TE 538 Instructional Courseware Design : , 3
6',IPITE 583 Selected Topics-Educational Technology< .- ; 3
7. IP 520 Video Delivery Systems , .. : : : : .. ,' .. 3
8. TE 591 Project or TE 593 Thesis : 6
Reqll irernents sub-total , . 27
Electives: "
Student~ are totake at least 6 cr~dits of elective course work, with at
leas(3 credits recom_~ende~ outs!de ?f the College of Educa!ion.
Suggestions: i, ',' ;
, Organizational Theory & Behavior, MG .528 , . , . " .... , ,. ,. ,3
Accounting for Managers AC 511: : :'~.. :: ':~''-: .. 3
. Communication Tech for Managers AS 512 .. : 3
Public Policy Processes PA 501": ..... 1. : ••••••••••• :_.f. '.". :' :.3
., Conflict &' Ghange in Socio-Cult Systems' SO '510 ,'! : .. :' :':3
Curr Plan &"lmplemTE 581: ; ~ ;';. ~" 3
A,rtifidallntelligeri~e AppnE 539.: .~''': '.' 3
..... " . . "'Electives sub-total' •. "- , 6
PROGRAM TOTAL " 33
Second M~ster's"Degree" J,' t! '1(" ~ ' ,
A student who has earned a master~s degree in Educati~n from' Boise
State University may earn a second degree in another area of emphasis.
Guideline~ 'for the Award of a Second Master's D~gre~: ,- 'j'
1. A candidate must meet all program:requirements prescribed by the
second master's curriculum. .
2. Program requirements for the seCond degree that have' already been
met in the program for thefirstCiegree awarded may be counted
toward the second degree at-the discretion of the student's graduate
committee. '"
3. A minimum of 21 credits of new course work shall be required for
the second degree. .
4. The seven-year.time limit applies to all courses to be counted toward
the second degree. (~ " - ., ,\
Planned Fifth Yeai' ", ,. t,
,~ f '
Purpose:Continuingeducationisa vital element in maintaining pro-
f!,!ssional competence amoung teachers. Yet not all teachers desire the
structure and demands imposed by a master's program. The purpose
of the Planned Fifth Year is to enable and encourage teachers to further
their professional growth,and meet career goals through a planned
and intellectually rigorous program of study. The goals of the program
are largely determined by the candidate. The candidate,may 'choose
1) to broaden or deepen knowledge and skills related ,to cur'rent
teaching assignment or, 2) ,to seek an additi()nal'endorsemerit or ad-
vanced certification. . , . .
"""';1.
Admission Requirements
1. Be a certified teacher. ~ .. "
2. Meet the admission standards of graduate study (2.75)ovf,!rall G.P.A.
~r 3.00 in the last two y,ears"ot study., "" ,.,'
Program Requirements -,v' , , ,
Ali students will complete thirty (30) credits including;
1. TE 582 Instructional Theory '.. ; .. , '.; ;- 3
2. Graduate Core OR TWO ofthe following courses'. ?: i 6
TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research J: 3
TE 559 Philosophy of Education ' ,': :. ~ 3
TE 581 Curriculum Planning and Implementation 3
3. A minimum of 9 credits of content courses >,'; ••• :. :' •• 9
4. Electives : ': :': j:: '.. : .'? • !::.:..-..' ".::.;'..:..12
• . . TOTAL lOY q 30
ft a. A minimum of 20 credits~mu;hf be earned after admission.
b. Transfer credits are limited to nine (9).
,c. A maximum of 10 credits may'~~ undergraduate"work.
'd. A maXimum of 10 credits may be' pass/fail, ,,, ,
L e. A maximum' of6 credits of 'e' grades will be accepted.' , .F
f. Overall G.P.A. for the program must be 3.00. .-" ,
g. The program must be planned with an advisor arid must be com-






This is not a degree or certification program. If, as a result of coursework
taken in the program, the candidate becomes eligible for a different
certificate or endorsement, it is the candidates responsibility to make
application to the State Department of Education:
r( ~ . j 0 -~;." ,
Course' Offerings .•.
. " See page 20 for defin~ion of course' numbering system
P PSYCHOLOGY
Undergraduate ,
See appropriate department listing for deta!led course descriptio'~s ,of t~ese
~ndergraduate courses which may be taken for graduat~ credit. a','
P,421G PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT (~-o-3)(F).,~, ,
P 450G' ADVANCED STATISTICAL METHODS (3-2-4)(S).
Graduate ". .' ~
P 502 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3). A study of contem-
porary issues'involving both theoretical and methodologic~1 considerations in
the history an'd systems of educational psychology. Special emphasis,will be given
to group behavior in terms of principles relevant to educational objectives.
PREREQ: P 101 and TE 225. Offered on demand.
"'.'. ,. . "H' . 1'~", . .
P 505 PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3)(S). Critical consideration of the main
personality theories; particularly those which emphasize current concepts regard-
ing learning, perception and motivation. Study of the interaction of emotional
and cognitive factors in personality development at different age levels is pur-
sued. PREREQ: P 101. Offered on demand.
P 506 ADVANCED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S); Theoretical and empirical
approaches to explaining behavior in social contexts. The course will focus both
on the individual level (internal factors such as attitudes, attributions, stereotypes,
and self-perceptions, including those relevant to understanding
psychopathology) and on the naturl\ of social behavior in interactions (altruism,
aggression,. communication. influence,' attraction. and intimacy). PREREQ:
~E~M/I,NST., •
P 507 COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY (3-o-3)(F/S). The course will examine the fun-
damental principles of memory and thought, the experimental evidence to sup-
port these principles, and the theoretical perspectives used to understand them.
Specific topics include pattern recognition. attention, memory structures and




See appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit. '.
TE 407G READING IN THE CONTENT SUBJECTS (3-0-3)(F/S/SU). •
TE 423G TEACHING THE MODERATELY AND SEVERELYHANDICAPPED (3-0-3)(S).
IE 450G BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION TECHNIQU'ES (3-0-3)(S):-
( , • , ~. .it.
11: 463G INFANT EDUCATION (3-0-3)(SU).
Graduate
TE 501 FOUNDATIONS OF READING INSTRUCTION (3-o-3)(F/S/SU). Students in
this class study the theoretical constructs of reading, the psychological and
pedagogical foundations of reading instruction, and learn to create and improve
reading education programs.!n elemEmtary and secondary classrooms.
TE 502 DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS (3-0-3)(F/SU).
Diagnosis and standardized testing procedures and corrective techniques will
be learned, practiced, and then applied to a child in the Reading Education
Center. All techniques are those a classroom teacher would utilize. A case report
will culminate the course. PREREQ: TE' 501 o'r PERM/lN5T. '
TE 503 CLINIC FOR READING SPECIALISTS (3-0-3)(S). Thi,s,co!!rse emphasizes
more intricate diagnostic techniques and remediation procedures. Alternative
testing methods will be presented. Each participant works with a child under
supervision in the Reading Education Center and prepares a case report. PREREQ:
TE 502 or PERMIINST.
TE 504 SEMINAR IN READING EDUCATION (3-0-3)(FISU). This course covers three
areas of reading education: involvement in a professional reading association,
leadership in reading education, and current issues in reading education.
PREREQ: TE 502 or TE 508 or permission of instructor.
11: 505 INDIVIDUAL TESTS & MEASUREMENTS (3-0-3)(S). An intense investiga-
tion is pursued in the area of measurement theory followed by practical applica-
tions in individual testing and student diagnosis.
TE SOBDIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMs-:.:SECONDARY
(3-0-3)(S/SU). ,This course is designed for the teacher of the required high school
reading course' and any other high school course dealing with students with
reading problems.
TE 510 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE
(3-0-3)(F). A comprehensive study of the practices and principles insocialscience
~:. _ ~ ' .~ "'. ~' • r
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education, including objectives, social problems, unit development, work-study
skills"organization of the program materials and media, and research findings
basic to social studies will be developed. • •
TE 511 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)(S), Emphasis on creative methods and strategies
,for teaching elementary school mathematics. Also"i.ncludes a review of current
research, curriculul'll trends and exploration of experimentation with unique
materials for teaching mat~ematics. .,
TE 512 ADVANCED PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES IN TEACHING LANGUAGE ARTS
AND LINGUISTICS (3-0-3)(F). Emphasis will be giveri to the role of language arts
and linguistics in the' school curriculum, stressing modern approaches to
language development,"semantics, phonetics, phonics, and orthography. •.•
TE 513 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE (3-0-3)(F). Current practices and principles in modern elementary scienCE;!
concepts are developed. Em'phasis is placed on the selection and organization
of content and experimental activities." " . " "
TE 514COUNSELING/CONSULTING SKILLS FOR EDUCATORS (3-1-3)(F). This
course will cover'the development of counseling and consulting skills for
educators to '\\fork with parents and other professionals: Instruction will focus
'on developing skills to work with students who experience various social and
emotional concernS relating to learning. Major areas to be addressed will include
theories and app'roaches to counseling and consulting, communication skills,
intervention programs. PREREQ: GRAD or PERM/INST. '
TE 515":o\DVANCED THEORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR'SPJ:CIAL
EDUCATORS (3-0-3)(F). The cou rse is designed to teach students advanced design
components to effectively instruct special education children 'and adults. The
course will include the theoretical and programmatic considerations of instruc-
tional design. The course may be useful to regular classroom teachers who wish
to gain some knowledge in,dealing with special students; PREREQ: TE 431 or
PERMIINST. .!I-
TE 516 TEACHING GIFTED AND TALENTED StUDENTS (3-0-3)(S). Teachers' and
others working with the instructional needs of gifted and talented students will
develop skills in the techniques of meeting the educational goals of these ex-
ceptional individuals. Methods and materials forthis approach will be evaluated
as to application and assessment.
TE 517 SEMINAR ON THE SEVERELYHANDICAPPED LEARNER (3-0-3)(S odd years).
This graduate level course is designed to facilitate student knowledge and skills
in relation to teaching the severely handicapped learner. Emphasis is placed on
research-based, instructional techniques and current professional issues in the
fi~ld. PREREQ: TE 423 o.r PERMIINST. •• , ". ,
TE 518 TECHNIQUES FOR CREATIVE WRITING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
(3-0-3)(5). Methods and techniques for encouraging creative writing in the elemen-
tary school. ,
TE 519 ADVANCED STUDY OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE (3-0-3)(S). The course
provides an in-depth literary analysis of cl:lildren's literature from preschool to
early adolescence, including multicultural, literature. The course promotes
development of children's literature activities for classroom, libraries, and other
settings. Odd years. . ','
TE 521 ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES (3-0-3)(SlSU). Methods
and techniques for classroom and playground activities for' physical education,
curriculum development will be presented. Emph'asis upon corrective physical
education procedures will be given. Alternate years."
TE 522 INDIVIDUALIZATION OF READING INSTRUCTION (3-0-3)(SlSU). Emphasis
upon the individualized approach to reading instruction is developed. Techni-
ques of conferencing book selection, skill developme,nt and independent
language arts activities are explored. -; • ,
TE 523 THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILD IN THE CLASSROOM (3-0-3)(f/SU).
This course is designed to assist teachers" counselors, and administrators in
understanding the educational and' psychological needs of the emotionally
distrubed child. Emphasis is placed on developing skills in identifying emotional
problems and planning the remedial steps needed for correction. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. • '
TE 531 EDUCATION FOR THE CULTURALLY DIFFERENT LEARNER (3-0-3)(S). A
study of the development of children and adolescents in different cultures in
comparative relationship to existing values. The, lifestyle of various minority
groups and implications for education will be examined. Major topics include
culturally different learner; (1) learning styles, (2) media, (3) process of change.
Idaho minority groups will be emphasized. ' .
TE 534 ISSUES &< TRENDS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3-0-3)(S even years). This
course will investigate the current issues and trends in the field of special educ~
tion. It will be organized around six topical areas: 1) identification, 2) assessment,
3) eligibility, 4) service delivery,S) intervention approaches, and 6) instructional
strategies. Discussion will be library research based and will focus on all areas
of exceptionality in both elementary and secondary school settings. PREREQ:
GRAD or PERMIINST.
TE 538 INSTRUCTIONAL COURSEWARE DESIGN (3-0-3)(S). Students will design
instruction with the assistance of a microcomputer and link the instruction with
video technology. Students will investigate several authoring languages to
facilitate 'the development and delivery of instruction. PREREQ: IP 537.
.1' .I
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TE541 EDUCAtiON IN EMERGING NATIONS (3-0-3)(f). The course provides an
analysis of the relationship between national goals and the educational system
in the twentieth century. Contemporary systems will be studied in light of three
major factors: (1) religious factors; (2) natural factors such as race, language and
environment; (3) secular factors such as Humanism, Socialism and Nationalism.
TE 543 EARLY CHILDHOOD: READINGS (3-0-3)(5). Past and current research in
early childhood education will be reviewed and synthesized ina seminar for-
mat. Students will determine a specific research area to study in depth.
TE 544 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ADVANCED CHILD DEVELOPMENT (3-0-3)(f). The
student will examine in depth the physical, social-emotional, cognitive-language,
and creative development of children, birth to age eight. .
IE 546 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ENVIRONMENTS AND PROGRAMS (3-0-3)(5). The
student will examine critical elements in the development and administration
of effective early childhood programs including evaluating children, setting up
the environment, developing and implementing curriculum, and teaching
methods.
TE 547 EARLY CHILDHOOD: LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOPMENT
(3-0-3)(f). The student will examine various theories and stages of language
development, and will study approaches to facilitate language development in
children of English and non-English ~peaking backgrounds. .•
TE 549 COUNSELING TECHNIQUES FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY (3-0-3)(F/S).
A study of counseling techniques and practices used in dealing with people of
all ages who are chemically dependent. Special attention will be paid to the im'
pact of chemical dependency in family members and counseling strategies for
adolescents. This course may be taken for either H or TE .but not both.
TE 551 FUNDAMENTALS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (3-o-3)(F/S/SU). This
course will introduce students to the elements of experimental and non.
experimental research designs. Instruction in using research resources and in-
terpreting statistics will be given and students will analyze current research
related to education. Students will learn how to develop a research proposal
and will write a scholarly research paper.
TE 555 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL (3-0-3)(5). A course
designed to improve the supervision skills of elementary/secondary cooperating
teachers and other supervisory personnel. Emphasis will be placed on a variety
of observation and evaluation strategies designed to improve instruction.
TE 559 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION (3-o-3)(S,SU). Students will analyze and
evaluate past and contemporary philosophies and the values derived from them
as they apply to education. A formal paper will be required~
TE 561 SCHOOL LAW FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHElt (1-o-1)(SU). This course
will provide school personnel with an overview of school law designed to help
them become more aware of student and teacher rights and how those rights
can be legally asserted. The emphasis will be on "preventive" law, thus avoiding
litigation.
TE 562 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE (1-o-1)(SU). This course will pro-
vide a brief overview of the federal, state and local organizational structures of
schooling in America with particular attention given to funding and sources of
authority. Issues of policy making as they affect teachers will be examined.
TE 563 CONFLICTING VALUES INFLUENCING EDUCATION (1-0-1)(50). Students
will explore ideological positions which have affected educational programs and
policies. They will be asked to carefully consider their own values and analyze
how these positions affect their modes of classroom operation. PREREQ:
Graduate status. COREQ: TE S70.
TE 564 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES-SEcONDARY SCHOOLS (1-0-1)(50). In this
course, students will investigate instructional techniques which have sound basis
in research and theory and which promote development of thinking skills in
students.
TE 565 INTERPRETING EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (1-o-1)(SU). This course will
prepare students to read, understand, and critically analyze educational research
in their own fields. It includes basic research terminology, strengths and
weaknesses in research design, and interpretation of research results. COREQ:
TE 570.
TE 566 LEARNING THEORY AND CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION (1-o-1)(SU);
Students will investigate major contemporary learning theories and their implica-
tions for instruction and curriculum development. .
TE 568 TECHNIQUES OF CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT (1-o-1)(SU). This course
will explore approaches to effectively working with students students in elemen-
tary and secondary classroomS. Skill development and theoretical considerations
related to developing healthy and'productive learning environments will be
emphasized.
n569 TESTING AND GRADING (1-o-1)(SU). This course will include an introduc.
tion to the theories and fallaCies of testing and grading. Problems and methods
of constructing teacher-made tests will be included, with practice in designing
better tests and systems of grading. COREQ: TE 570.
TE 570 GRADUATE CORE ISSUES IN EDUCATION (3-0-3)(SU). This course is part
of the graduate education core. The content of this course varies, depending
upon the current educational issues, but does always include readings, large
group presentations, and small group discussions over philosophical,
psychological, and sociological aspects education.
TE 573 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUESo-'ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (1-o-1)(SU). In
this course, students will investigate instructional techniques which have sound
bases in research and theory and which promote the development of thinking
skills in elementary students. . .
TE 576 FUNDAMENTALS OF 11iLiNGUAL EDUCATION/ESL (3-0-3)(DfMAND). This
course is designed to give experienced teachers a study of Bilingual Education
and English as a Second Language. Students study the histOrical and cultural
foundations, the current legal' issues, psycholinguistic research, issues in
language assessment, and biocognitive processes. Also presented are the
prevalent methodologies and approaches used throughout the country. Offered
on demand.
TE 578 PAltENTS IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS (1-o-1)(SU). This course will
give students a broad understanding of the role of parents in education and the
role of the teacher in initiating and/or implementing parental involvement. Par-
ticular attention will be given to ways of involving parents who typically do not
participate in the educational process.
TE 581 CURRICULUM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION (3-0-3)(F/S/SU). ThiS
is a general course for practicing teachers intended to give them a foundation
in curriculum theory and practice. They will develop understanding of how cur-
riculum is developed, organized, implemented and evaluated. Current issues
and trends in curriculum with ~ome historical perspective will be explored.
TE 582 INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY (3-0-3)(F/S/SU). This course includes investiga-
tions of research and theory about educational contexts, motivation, learning
and development as they relate to models of instruction. Students will develop
skills in selecting appropriate instructional models to avhieve speCific purposes
in a variety of educational settings.








teaching techniques. Studentswill havethe opportunity to solve procedural prob-
lems and adapt art media to the teaching experiences. Some outside reading
will be required, as well as a written paper. PREREQ:Graduate standing. Sum-
mers only by request. Alternate,years. "n'
AR551 SPECIALMETHODS:CURRICULUMDEVELOPMENTIN ARTEOUCATION
(3-0-3)(f). Designed for the secondary school art teacher, this course will be
geared to creative curriculum planning. It will be held in a workshop seminar
format to facilitate student interaction and the opportunity to experiment and
de,velop new ideas. PREREQ:Graduate status,and PERMIINST.
AR 580-589 SERIES ELECTEDTOPICS(3-0-3).An opportunity for the student to
work independently with a particular teacher in a specific area or media. A total
of nine credits allowable which can be divided into severalareasor concentrated,
distribution determined by the graduate student and committee .. "'"







Ait 587 SELECTEDTOPICS-DESIGNING. "
AR588 SELECTEDTOPICS-ILLUSTRATION. ,.
AR 589 SELECTEDTOPICS-ART HISTORY.
AR 591 PROJECT(6 credits): See below.. )". -...
1. A scholarly paper emb~dying results of original research which are'used to
substantiate a specific view. "
2. Art show with a full faculty review. " ' , ,
3. A submitted portfolio of work \yith a fu,1IJaculty review.
PREREQ:Graduate status.
Ait 593 THESIS(V-V-6).The theSis, or culminating project, may be defined, but
is not limited to a combination of any two of the following: '
1. A scholarly paper embodying results of original researchwhich are used to
substantiate a specific view. "
2; Three written reports directed toward the'student's particular area of study.
3. A curricular proposal in written form which could be considered for im-
plementation in the schools.
PREREQ:Graduate status.
AR 598 SEMINARIN ART(3-0-3)(S).(Previously approved for Elementary Master's
Degree). Upon selection of an approved topic: the student will research it
thoroughly, present an annotated bibliography, and present an oral report of
the report of the topic, utilizing visual material in his presentation. The student
will then present a research paper con<:erning his topic. PREREQ:Graduat~
standing. ." " • , '
Master of Science in Education-', Earth
Science Emphasis '
The curriculum for the Master of Science in Education, Earth Science
emphasis, stresses current developments in the earth science
disciplines. In addition to subject matter knowledge emphasis is placed
on the varied methods that can be used for teaching earth science;
Because of the varied backgrounds of candidates, the course offerings
are designed to allow flexibility in plahningindividual programs. A
preliminary examination, oral or written, will be administered, to each
candidate. .
.", ;" .< ~', _ 1
Required courses include the Graduate Core, and a thesis, project, or
additional courses as.determined by the committee. All other courses
to be taken inttle degree program are planned by the student and the
graduate committee. A final comprehensive oral and/or written examina-
tion.over course work and the thesis or project is required., ,of
Course Offerings ,
, Seepage 20for definitio~ '~f course 'numberingsyst':!ln
GO GEOLOGY
Undergraduate
See ai'lpropriate depart;;:'ent listing for detailed cou~sedescripti~n,~ of these
undergr!iduate courses that maybe taken forgraduate credit. .,., •
GO 403G ENGINEERINGGEOLOGY (2-3-3)(S)(Fieldtrip required). 'j' •
GO 412G HYDROGEOLOGY(3-o.3)(S)(Fieldtrip required). , ,f.
GO 460G VOLCANOLO<:Y (2-D-2)(f)(Fieldtrip)(odd years).
GO 471G REGIONAL FIELDSTUDY'(1, 2, or 3CR)(F/SlSU).
Master of Arts or Science in Education - .191
Graduate .} ."
GO 502 GREATMYSTERIESOF,THE EARTH,(3-o-3)(f). The Earth abounds'with
mysteries that are seemingly related to natural phenomena.'Lost continents,
UFO's, Loch NessMonster, Bermuda Triangle,'Big Foot, ancient astronauts,water
witching, and other mysteries, both real and cOntrived as discussed in terms
of evidence and interpretatio!i in the context of natural laws,and ,processes.
Techniques of skeptical inquiry and the scientific method are applied to develop
Critical thinking. PREREQ:Graduate standing ~nd PERMIINST."
GO 511 ENVIRONMENTALGEOLOGY(3..p.3)(F).Land-us~planning, techniques
for investigation of surficial' materials and water resources. Geologic haZards,
surficial deposits and their engineering and hydrologic properties, ground and
surface water, waste disposal. Term reports required, field trips required. This
course can be taken, for undergraduate credit ,by,filling our ne(:essaryforms.
PREREQ:GO 221 or PH 220. re ". ,,?
GO 514 ADVANCED STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (2-3-3)(f)(Alternate years).
Geometric, kinematic and dynamic analysis of plutonic rocks and metamorphic
tectonics. Structural elements in plutons, their formation and interpretation as
indicators of the tectonic environment during emplacement. Mesoscopic and
microscopic study of rock fabrics, the mechanisms and processes of their for-
mation ,and deformation, and thei~ use. as kinematic and "strain indicators.
PREREQ:GO 310, GO 314, GO 323 and GO 324 or PE~Mi!!'lST.. .i' •
GO 523 ADVANCED IGNE9US PETROLOGY(3-D-3)(S)(Odd'years).A study of ig-
neous rocks with emphasis on their o~igin and the processes responsible for
their diversity. Exerciseswill make use of the petrographic microscope and the
departmental computer facilities. A field t~ip is reqUired. PREREQ:GO 323,GO
324, C 131. , .,' .. ~, ,~ "
GO 531'ltEGIONAI. GEOLOGYOF NORTHAMERICA(3-0-3-)(S).A' systematicstudy
of the geologic prOVincesof North America with special emphasis ongeological
relationships and tectoniCevoluti6n. Eachprovince is investigated in terms of
its structural and geologic history 'and mineral resources. PREREQ:,Graduate
status or PERM/INST. /, '.
GO 561 EARTHSCIENCETEACHINGTECHNIQUES(3-0-3or 4-o-4)(F/S).This course
is a study of the objectives, 'methods, and materials of ,instruction in Earth
S(:iences. Emphasiswill be placed on the preparation and 'presentation of lec-
tures, laboratory exercises andfieldtrips. This cou~seprovides the student with
intern'ship experience in the laboratory and lecture classroom. PREREQ:Graduate
status or PERMIINST. .. - . • ,. ' , -
GO 571 GEOCHEMISTRY(3-0-3)(S).Chemical equilibrium applied to natural w~ter
systems. Oxidation and reduction in sedimentation and ore genesis, methoas
of exploration geochemistry, crystallization of magmas, ore-forming solutions,
isotope geochemistry. This course can be taken for undergraduate credit byfiling
necessary forms. Field trip required. PREREQ:,GO 101, C 133, M204: ' '.
GO 591 PROJECT(7-3to 0-6).A field, laboratory or library investigation.The stu~
dent will select a proje(:t according tohisowninterest and pu'rsue itto a logical
conclusion. Weekly 'progress meetings are held With the instructor andil final
report is required: PREREQ:Graduate status and 1Scredits in Earth Science or
PERM/INST. "." ,;, '
GO 593 THESIS(0-3 to 0-5).The scholarly pursuit of original work on a field or
laboratory project or the formulation of new and logical interpretations of ex-
isting data collected by library research. A final report suitable for presentation
at a meeting of Earth Science'professionals is'required. PREREQ:Admission to
candidacy., ,', ';l, ' ,.,,! A', '1.-
GO 596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(0-1 to'0-4). Field, laborr~ory or librarY re~e~;ch
project. Students may work on an individual problem or select a problem from
a list provided by the instructor. Weekly progress meetings, final report. PREREQ:
Physical Geology or Fundamentals of Geology and/orPERMIINST. " "
GO 598 GRADUATESEMINAR(0-1to 0-3). The preparaTion and pres~ntationof
oral and written reports on topics in earth science and/or scie':!ce"education:
Presentation of oral reportS may take the form 'of debate. Preparation of viSual
aids and geologic illustrations will 'be emphasized. PREREQ:Admission to can-
didacyor PERMIINST.-,- • , " ,,~-" e.' , "
GS GENERAL SCIENCE ., ,
,:. - _ - "'<,' " \ it' .' 1.,.,.- ._} "\ {.. ~ _ ,,:~ _ J,
GSSOl'HISTORYOF SCIENCE(3-o-3)(F/S).This isa survey df humanity's efforts
to understand the natural world. "Ancient Science'" ,ispresented asim introduc:
tion to the evolution of science since the 16th century::'MQdern Science" is
presented with emphasis on the development of modern scien,!ifk thought.
Historical illustrations of the nature of scientific research in the'evolUtion of
science are presented. This course may be taken for eitherHY. or GScretlit, but
not for both. • '.' " '. '0, '
Master of'Science in~E(hlcation-": '" '
Mat~e~ati~s Emphasis ',. "
This degree 'requires 30 hours of course work, including the Graduate
Core in Education (see page 187), a mathematics-sequence and seminar;
and electives in 'mathematics and other areas chosen in consultation
with'a committee. The student must complete all requirements in item
1 below, plus those in one of the three options 2a, 2b, or 2c. '
192 - Graduate College . .
',.
, .
1. Common Requirements' ,
a. Graduate Core ...............•................ : 6
b. Mathematics Sequence •. : ; 6
Real Analysis I, 11M,501-502 or
Abstract Algebra I, II M 541-542 t
c. Seminar in Mathematics M 598..... J' •••••••••••••••• ~ •••• 3
,', 23
d. Mathematics Electives 6
e. A written examinatio'n over mathematics course work. • ..
f. "~ -1 r 1 • 1.(
2. One of the following three options: ,I'
a. Examination Option.." ' . .
1) One additional graduate mathematics course, exclusive of
M 503, 504, or 561 ; ..;',' - 3
2) Free electives .... ; •. :; . : .. ; \ .•...... '; .......•.. ;' 6
3) An oral examination over all coursework, ",
If'"".
b. Project Option ,;. . • ' "
. 1) Mathematics Project M 591 ....................•.....• 3
2) Free electives .•... ' ; .. ; ......•...... ; 9
c. Thesis Option" ""
1) Mathematics Thesis M 593 ". :T .. '; :- .....•...... 3
2) Free electives ~ : .. ~•. ~.' ' '.. 9
~ , ~)t ,1;" I~
d. Additional Information" ","
a. Credit in Workshop (594 or 599) is limited to a total of 3 credits
to be applied in partial fulfillment of the erryphasis.in
. Mathematics. . . .•. .
b. Somestudents may be required to remove deficiencies before
'admission to candidacy. Students with strong undergraduate
mathematics backgrounds may apply to challenge, waive, or
replace parts of the emphasis requirements.- .'
c. Students considering this program should consult with the
Chair of the Mathematics Department; Enrollment in graduate
courses has been such that completion dates for this pro-
gram cannot be guaranteed. .
Course Offerings
. See(lase 20 for definition of course numbering system
M MATHEMATICS ~ '
:Undergraduate . . .
See appropriate department listing for detailed course d~scriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate cr~it. •
M 406G THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX VARIABLE (3-0-3)(F).
M 431G-432G PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS (300-3)(F/S).
M 456G'L1NEAR'PROGRAMMING (400-4)(5);' <",
',-~, Graduate " .'.i
M 501-502 REAL ANALYSIS I, " (3-0-3). The xeal number system. Set theory and
metric spaces. Sequences and series. Continuity of real functions. Differentia-
tion. The Riemann-Stleltjes integral. Sequences and series of functions. PREREQ:
M314 or PERM/INST. . -. .. • -
M 503 THE TEACHING OF ALGEBRA (3-0-3) •. Contemporary approaches to
teaching secondary school algebra; treatment of selected topics in modern
algebra' methods and materials; research relevant to the teaching of algebra.
PREREQ: M 302 " , ., • '
M 504:THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY (3-0-3). Contemporary approaches to
teaching secondary school geometry; treatment of selected topics in geometry;
methods and materials; research relevant to the teaching of geometry. PREREQ:
M 311.
M 505 FOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS (3-0-3). The axiomatic method and
its role in modern mathematics. The role of the theories of sets and groups hi
the development of mathematics. Modern philosophies of mathematics. PREREQ:
M 302 orPERM/lNST.
M 511 GENERAL TOPOLOGY (3-0-3). Set separation axionis~ topologies, con-
nectedness, compactness, generalized convergence, continuity, product spaces.
PREREQ: M 401 or M 501 or PERM/lNSr.
M 541-542 ABSTRACT ALGEBRA I, " (3-0-3). Mappings, the integers, groups, sub-
groups, morphisms, rings,' integral domains,'polynomial rings, fields, field ex-
tensions. PREREQ: M 302 or PERM/INST. < ~_.
M 547 HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS (3-0-3); The course is designed for
mathematics teachers in the secondary school. The course consists of two parts:
the first part traces the development of algebra, geometry, analytic geometry
and calcul.us to the 19th century; the second part gives a brief introduction to,
and history of, some of.the developments in mathematics during the last cen-
tury. PREREQ: PERMIINST. . .' ' •
----...... .._---
M 561 MATHEMATICS FOR OPERATIONS RESEARCH(400-4)(F/S).The mathematicS
techniques used to solve problems involving several variables. Linear systems,
matrices, linear programming with the simplex method, aifferential and integral
calculus with emphasis on applications in management decision situations.
PREREQ: PERM/INST.
M 564 MATHEMATICAL MODELING (3-0-3)(SU). Introduction to mathematical
modeling through case studies. Deterministic and probabilistic models; optimiza-
tion. Examples will be drawn from the physical, biological, and social sciences.
A modeling project will be required.PREREQ: M 361 and CS 122 or PERM/INST.
M 571 MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM 7-12' (3-0-3). The historY' of the 7.12
mathematics curriculum; content, special problems, and trends in mathematics
programs; organization of the curriculum. Study of reports and recommenda-
tions; curriculum development projects. PREREQ: At least one year's experience
teaching in secondary school mathematics.. -.
M 591 PROJECT (May be taken for 3 to 6 credits). A project may include,.but is
not limited to, a library research paper, educational research. or written cur-
riculum with teaching materials. PREREQ: The student must be admitted to
candidacy. •
M 593 THESIS (May be taken for 3 to 6 credits). Original mathematical research
or a new interpretation or novel exposition of existing mathematics. ,Course is
arranged with supervising faculty member. PREREQ: Admission to candidacy.
M 598 SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS (3-0-3). The content will vary within a format
of student presentation and discussion of relatively advanced mathematical topics
selected from texts or mathematical journals; This will not be a seminar in
mathematics education.
Graduate.Credits In.Chemistry
There are graduate level coursesavailablethat may be offered on special
request by the department of Chemistry. Descrip~ionsof thesecourses
follow. In addition, there are some undergraduate chemistry courses
for which graduate credit may be earned. These are listed below, but
complete course descriptions are. found with the Department of
Chemistry listing., 'Nt
C CHEMISTRY .
• Seepage 20 for definition of, course numbering ~ystem.
Undergraduate
See appropriate department listing for detailed course des~riptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
C 401<:-402(; ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)(F): \...
C 411G INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSiS (2-6-4)(5).
C 422G AOVANCED TOPICS IN CHEMISTRY (3-0-3). '
C 431G INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY (3-6-3)(F).
C 432G BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (~3-1)(S).
C 433G'BIOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3)(5).
C 440G SPECTROMETRIC IDENTIFICATION (2-3-3)(5).
C 443G ADVANCED CHEMICAL PREPARATION LABORATORY (1-3-2)(5).
Gr~d~ate.J .. ,
C .501 HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY (3-6-3). The study of the development of
chemistry from its early stages through alchemy. Emphasis will be placed on the
development of chemical concepts, the important contributors to t~ese concepts
and the interrelationships between chemistry and the general course of history.
PR~R~Q: Two years of college chemistry'and one year of history or PERMIINST.
Offered on demand. ...' ,.' , ':
C 503 SPECTROSCOPY (3-0-3). Concepts and practical usage of ultraviolet, in-
frared, nuclear magnetic, mass spectroscopy. Emphasis will be placed on use
of instruments and interpretation of spectra. Prior knowledge of spectroscopy
not required. PREREQ: Eight 'hours of general chemistry and six hours of organic
chemistry. Offered on demand.
C 509 CHEMISTRY OF LIFE PROCESSES (3-0-3). The course introduces the stu-
dent to basic concepts of biochemistry associated with a coverage of current
topics ranging from allied health field areascto environmental chemistry.
Classroom demonstration material will be correlated with lecture material.
PRER~Q: One year of general chemistry and organic chemistry. Offered on
demand. • _ . '.) ' •.•.
C 511 ADVANCED ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY (3-0-3). Stoichiometry involved in
separations and instrumental methods of analysis. The course Wi," be. flexible
in nature to adapt to the varied background of the expected students. PREREQ:
Quantitative Analytical Chemistry of PERM/INST. Offered on demand.
C 515 NUCLEAR AND RADIOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3). Atomic' and nuclear structure,
radioactivity, nuclear reactions, radioactive decay laws, interaction of radiation




Master of Arts in English
College of Arts and Sciences
Applicants who have at least twelve semester credit hours of upper
division work in English with a grade point of 3.0 in those courses and
who meet general Graduate College requirements will be accepted as
regular graduate students. Students who do not have the required up-
per division English work may be admitted on a provisional basis and
will be advised what steps to take to qualify for regular status.
Program Requir~ments .,
The course of study for the Master of Arts in English will consist of
a minimum of 33 hours to be chosen by the students and their advisory
committee from one of two alter'natives.
1. An introductory seminar, twelve hou'rs of graduate English courses
and fifteen general graduate electives. At least nine hours of the
English courses must be at the 500 level.
E-500 00 • 00 • 00 00 00 ••••• 00 • 00 00 • 00 •• 00". 00 • 00 00 •• : 00 00 • 00 00 :' •• 3
Graduate English electives ••.••... '.. ' .........••.•.•••...... 15
Project or Thesis ..•..........•..•.........• '....•........••. 3
*General Graduate electives (may include' E 501) ......••.•. ': .12
TOTAL' ' 33
2. An introductory seminar, fifteen hours of graduate English courses
and fifteen general graduate electives and a comprehensive exam.
At least nine hours of the English Courses must be at the 500 level.
E 500 •••.•••••.•••.........•. '....•.•..••......•.. ; ..•...... 3
Graduate English electives (except E 501) •••....... , •... : ..•. 15
*General Graduate Electives (may inciudeE 501) ....•••. '..••• 15
Comprehensive Exam (Not credit related) .••........••....•.. 0
TOTAL ' 33
.•••., ~ • ,I. .
*Students wishing an Advanced Secondary Certificate should take at
least 9 credits in the College of Education. ' '
The introductory Seminar (E 500) is prerequisite to other 500. level
seminars. However, with the consent of the student's committee, the
student may concurrently take another seminar. With the exception
of E501 and E 597, all seminars will be in:specified areas of American
and British literature and linguistics, though they may cover influences
from other literatures. A maximum of 6 hours in 400G English courses
may be substituted for seminar work in the English core. E 501 may
be taken as a general elective, but may not be counted toward a stu-
dent's English core. '
, ..
Since the content of courses E510, 520, 530, 540, 550, 560, 570 and 597
may vary from term to term, a student may repeat any of these courses
for credit but may not count more than 6 hours toward his English core.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
E ENGLISH
Undergraduate
See appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
E412G WOMEN WRITERS(l-6-l)(F/S).
E487G'MODERN BRITISHAND AMERICAN POETRY(3-6-l)(F/S).
E488G METHODSAND THEORIESOF LITERARYCRITICISM(l-6-l)(S).
I .'"' , '.. "I',r". <
Graduate f.
E500 INTRODUCTORYSEMINAR(3-6-l)(F/S).An introduction to bibliography
and orientation to sources of information. Students research a concept or prob-
lem in literature or writing under supervision. PREREQ:Admission to graduate
program or PERM/CHAIR. , " .
E501THETEACHINGOFWRITING (3-6-l)(F/S).Theories and methods of teaching
writing for experienced teachers. Special emphasis on new discoveries about
the learning process in writing courses and in the teacher's role in helping in-
dividual students. PREREQ:E301,E500,and teaching experience or PERM/CHAIR.
E502ADVANCEDTECHNICALAND PROFESSIONALWRITING (l-6-l)(S). Provides
advanced work in the researching, writing, editing, and deSigning of technical
documents. Major projects are related to each student's field of interest. Topics
of study include editing techriical documents, audience analysis,graphic design,
~nd the rhetoric of technical writing. PREREQ~,E202 or PERII:'/INST.
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E SOl TECHNICAL EDITING (l.D-l)(F/S). Advanced course in the editing of
technical documents. Major projects are related to each student's field of in.
terest. Topics of study include the theory and ethics of editing, as well as text
screening, copyediting, typemarking, keying, troubleshooting, and graphics.
PREREQ:E502 or PERM/INST.
E50SLINGUISTICS(3-6-l)(F/S).Modern linguistic theories and their application
to literature and teaching English. An examination of how various grammatical
models represent the complexities of language sound, sequence, and structure.
Application of theory to language at work. PREREQ:E500and 1I 305or equivalent
or PERM/CHAIR.
E 508 WRITING FORTHE MARKET(l-6-l)(F). A writing course which studies
literary journals, trade journals, and little magazines, conSidersthe slick and the
popular magazines market, and looks at tradebook publication with the inten-
tion of preparing the student to complete manuscripts for publication. PREREQ:
An advanced writing course or PERM/INST.
E509 BOOKARTS(l-6-l)(F/S). A historical survey of ~arious aspects of bookmak-
ing, including papermaking, typography, printing, binding; and desktop
publishing, as well as book distribution/marketing, and production of artist's
and eccentric bookworks. Course culrriinates in production of a classroom edi~
tion of each student's original writings or art works in an appropriate format
devised by the student. PREREQ:E lOS or E lO6 or PERM/INST.
E510 MAJORAUTHOR (3-6-l)(F/S).A consideration of minor and major artistic
creations of an author with attention devoted to major influences on the writer
and his/her influences on others. Aspe~s of investigation to include the life of
the author and its relation to his/her work, the society and culture of the times,
his/her place and stature in the genres in which he/she worked, his/her use or
disregard of tradition, aswell asan investigation of contemporary criticism and
critical evaluation since the writer's time. PREREQ:E-500 or PERM/CHAIR.
(Repeatable for credit.)
E520GENRE(3-6-l)(F/S).A study of awell-defined literary category, such asnovel,
short story, epic, or tragedy. Examination of representative texts in order to
discover the evolution of a specific literary genre while at the same time
establishing its typical features. PREREQ:E500or PERM/CHAIR.(Repeatable for
credit.)
E 525 CREATIVEWRITING WORKSHOP (3-6-l)(F). An' advanced workshop in
poetry and fiction. Students will study the form and theory of poetry and fiction
from the perspective of practicing writers and will apply these principles to the
analysis and criticism of one another's work. PREREQ:ElOS,lO6, or PERM/INST.
E510 PERIOD(3-6-l)(F/S).A study of a selected chronological period of American
or British literature with focus on major authors, genres" or topic. PREREQ:E
500 or PERM/CHAIR.(Repeatable for credit.)
E 540 MYTH IN LITERATURE(3-6-l)(F/S).An exploration of the use of myth in
literature asa source of content and structure. The nature and working of myth
and the way it enters conscious creation of art. Themes such as the quest, the
initiation, the Adamic myth in American literature, arid of myths in the works
of major authors may be explored. PREREQ:E500or PERM/CHAIR.(Repeatable
for credit.) . •
E550 LITERATUREAND CULTURE(l-6-l)(F/S). The interaction between a'body
of literature and the social, economic, and political forces that characterize the
culture in which it originates. The influence of culture on literary form and con-
tent. PREREQ:E 500 or PERM/CHAIR.(Repeatable for credit.)
I
E554 INTRODUCTION TO APPLIEDRESEARCHAND PROJECTSIN THEENGLISH
LANGUAGEARTS(3-6-l)(F/S).Methods of and approaches to conducting applied
research in classrooms and the Workplace and developing projects in the English
LanguageArts from such research. This course is recommended for students
electing the project option for the M.A. in English. Intended primarily for
classroom teachers, the course is appropriate for others who offer instruction,
including technical writing trainers and teachers of literacy in GED centers,
workplace literacy projects, and community education projects. PREREQ:E501
or E581 or PERM/CHAIR.
E560 FOLKLORE(3-6-l)(F/S).Materials selected from oral tradition and culture
with attention to aspects of collecting, classifying, comparing, analyzing and ar-
chiving. Theories of folklore composition, transmission, and function will be
related to the occurrence of folklore. PREREQ:ESOOor PERM/CHAIR.(Repeatable
for credit.)
E561 THEORiESOF RHETORICAND COMPOSITION '(3-6-l)(F/S).A study of the
theoretical context of current writing and writing pedagogy. Influential theories
of invention, arrangement, and style, from ancient and modern times, are ex-
amined and compared. Special attention is paid to the relationships of current
rhetorical and cognitive theories to writing processes and written products.
PREREQ:Admission to Graduate Program or PERM/CHAIR:
E570 LITERARYMOVEMENTS(3-6-l)(F/S).A focus on a significant Iite'rarymove-
ment, the works of its major and minor contributors, its theories and its prac-
tice, its relation to its time, its place in literary history, its influence on writers
past and present. PREREQ:E500 or PERM/CHAIR.(Repeatable for credit.)
E581 LITERATUREFORUSEIN JUNIORAND SENIORHIGH SCHOOLS(3-6-l)(F).
A literary content course for prospective teachers of secondary school English.
Primary emphasis on critical reading of literature for adolescent in secondary
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sehool. Secondary emphasis on methods of analysis appropriate to students. All
genres as well as classic and popular authors. PREREQ: E 102, two literature
courses or PERM/CHAIR.
E 582 SELECTED TOPICS IN TEACHING ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS (3-o-3)(F/S).
Study of current theories and topics in teaching the English Language Arts -
in composition, language or literary theory - of special interest to the experi-
enced teacher. A specific focus will be announced each time the course is of-
fered. Although targeted primarily at classroom teachers, the course may be ap-
propriate for others who offer instruction, including technical writing -trainers
and teachers of literacy in GED centers, workplace literacy projects, and com-
munity education projects. Alternate years. PREREQ: E 301 or, E 381 or E 481 or
teaching experience or PERM/INST.
E 585 SELECTED TOPICS IN L1NGlIISTICS (3-0-3)(F/S). An investigation of a par-
ticular topic in linguistics, drawn ,generally from psycholinguistics, socio-
linguistics, semantics, pragmatics, discourse, syntax, or morphology. Course work
will include lecture, discussion, and a paper or project, depending on the nature
of the topic. Repeatable once for credit. PREREQ: LI 305.
E 591 PROJECT (OoV-V). A project may include, but is not limited to, a library
research paper, experimental research on some aspect of pedagogy, or prepara-
tion of written curriculum with related teaching materials. PREREQ: Admission
to candidacy and approval of the student's graduate committee.
E593 THESIS (V-o-V). A scholarly paper containing the results of original research.
PREREQ: Admission to candidacy and approval of the student's graduate
committee. •
E 595 READING AND CONFERENCE (V-o-V). A project may include, but is not
limited to, a library research paper or experimental research on some aspect
of pedagogy or preparation of written curriculum with teaching materials.
PREREQ: Admission to candidacy and approval of the student's graduate
committee.




The objective of this program is to provide a scholarly approach to the
academic discipline ofexercise and sport studies. Along with the re-
quired core, students will elect an area of focus from the scientific or
behavioral dimensions and culminate their study with some form of
scholarly endeavor (project or thesis).
Degree Requirements, .
Master of Science in Exercise and Sport Studies
CORE REQUIREMENTS 15 CREDITS
Functional Anatomy PE 500.. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . 3
Physiology of Activity PE 510.. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 3
Biomechanics PE 520..................................... 3
Psychology of Exercise & Sport PE 530..................... 3
Motor Learning PE 560 .'..... 3
TOTAL 15
RESEARCH TOOLS 6,CREDITS
Advanced Statistical'Methods P 405G
or ', ,.... 3
Stat Meth in Physical Education PE 552
Fund of Educational Research TE 551
or : n. • • • 3
Research Design in Phy Educ PE 551
" TOTAL 6
ELECTIVES 6-9 CREDitS
Psycho/Soc Aspects of Act PE 401G ,.. .. . . .. .. 3
Adv Athletic Training PE 402G: . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . 3
Exercise Physiology Lab PE 515. ... • .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 3
Mechanical Analysis of Motor Act PE 525........ 3
Sociology of Exercise & Sport PE 535 .... , .. .. ... .. . 3
Appl Prin of Conditioning PE 540. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.
Exercise Testing & Prescription PE 545: . . .. .. .. .. . . .. ... 3
Philosophy of Exercise & Sport PE 550 ,. . . . . . . . .. 3
Health Promotion PE 570.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. ... 3
Computers in Exercise & Sport PE 575 :............. 3
Practicum PE 590. .. ... .. . . . .... .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . •• •. 3
Directed Research PE 596. . . . . .. .. ... • . . ... . . . .. .. . . .. .... 3
TOTAL' 6-9
THESIS OPTION 6 CREDITS
Research & Thesis PE 593.. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... 6
NON-THESIS OPTION 3 CREDITS
Project PE 591........................................... 3
.' TOTAL 33
A revolving three year draft of graduate offerings is available upon re-
quest from the Department of HPER, G 209.
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
Undergraduate i
PE 401G PSYCHO/SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ACTIVITY (3-003)(F/S).
PE 402G ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING (]-3-3)(S).
Graduate
PE 500 FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY (3-0-3). A study of gross human anatomy from
the descriptive approach with emphasis on the skeletal, muscular, nervous and
circulatory systems. Includes cadaver dissection. In addition, indepth study of
joint structure and function, gross-motor-movement, and skill will be included.
Video analysis will be utilized.
PE 510 PHYSIOLOGY OF ACTIVITY (3-003). A study of the various factors affect-
ing human performance and subsequent adaptations of the body to single and
repeated bouts of exercise.
PE515 EXERCISEPHYSIOLOGY LA8 (2-2-]). Practical application 'of the principles
that govern response and adaptation of the human body to exercise, utilizing
laboratory equipment to collect data and analyze results. •
PE 529 810MECHANICS (3-0-3). A study of the internal and external forces act-
ing on the human body and the effects produced by these forces. Analysis of
movement will focus on qualitative techniques.
PE525 MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF MOTOR ACTIVITIES (3-0-3), An introduction
to the analysis techniques used to study the mechanics of human motion. Topics
will include cinematography, videography, force transducers, electromyography
and computer analysis techniques.
PE530 PSYCHOLOGY OF EXERCISEAND SPORT (3-0-3). A study of psychological
factors as they relate to exercise, sport and performance. Content includes per-
sonality traits, motivation, anxiety/arousal, and intervention/coping strategies.
PE 535 SOCIOLOGY OF EXERCISE AND SPORT (3-0-3). A study of the relation-
ships among sport and other facets of society, including social organization,
group behavior and social interaction patterns. .
PE540 APPLIED I'RINCIPlES OF CONDITIONING (2-2-3). Advanced study of the
conditioning process. Emphasis on application of the conceptual to :practical
situations. Involves program planning, objectives, exercise analysis for condi-
tioning specificity, exercise prescription and other conditioning variables affect-
ing performance.
PE 545 EXERCISE TESTING AND PRESCRIPTION (2-2-3). A study of the current
methods and procedures used in coronary heart disease risk detection and reduc-
tion, including the recommended guidelines by the American College of Sports
Medicine for exercise testing and prescription.
PE550 PHILOSOPHY OF EXERCISEAND SPORT (3-0-3). A study of the philosoph-
ical foundations underlying exercise and sport. Topics include values develop-
ment, design and evaluation of individual and program philosophy and goal
structuring. .
PE 551 RESEARCH DESIGN IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-0-3). Includes critical
analysis of published research ,in terms of research design, statistical procedures,
concepts of validity, experimentation and control; classification of various
research methods; various types of research problems; and the relevant attributes
of experimental designs. A research pr,oposal is a requirement of the course.
PE 552 STATISTICAL METHODS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (3-0-3). An introduc-
tion to statistical techniques utilized in the treatment of data in the motor
behavior area. The techniques to be covered include measures of central tenden-
cy and variability; correlation measures; probability; analysis of variance and
regression analysis. PREREQ: High school algebra, equivalent of PE 309 or P 295.
PE 560 MOTOR LEARNING (3-0-3). A study of the relevant empirical evidence
and research in the field of motor learning and performance, including the learn-
ing process, feedback, timing, information ,processing, transfer, perception,
motivation and practice cond itions.
PE 570 HEALTH PROMOTION (3-0-3). An introduction to health promotion in
the commercial/industrial sector, including planning, development, and im-
plementation of programs aimed at the achievement oHotal well-being.
PE 575 COMPUTERS IN EXERCISE AND SPORT (3-003). Anintroduction to com-
puter applications in the exercise and sport sciences, including methods for
collecting'data. Processing of data will include both microcomputer software
and the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) package; k
PE 590 PRACTICUM (0-9-3). Available on a selective, limited basis. Culminating
experience designed to provide students with ail opportunity to apply skills
learned in the classroom. PREREQ: PERM/INST:




PE591 PROJECT(3 credits).Students select a project related to Exerciseand Sport
Studiesand pursue itto a logical conclusion. PREREQ:PERM/INST.
PE593RESEARCHAND THESIS(6credits).A scholarly paper containing the results
of original research. PREREQ:Admission tej'candidacy arid approval of the stu-
dent's graduate committee.
PE596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(variable credits). Opportunity for the student to
pursue a topic of interest on an individual basis.




.1 A Cooperative Graduate Studies Program
Idaho State University (ISU) and Boise State University (BSU) have
agreed to offer ISU's existing Master of 'Physical Education (MPE)
graduate degree in Athletic Administration on th~ BSU campus. Entering
students will be able to complete the ~ntire 30-33 credit hour degree
on the BSUcampus and take up to 15 credits of BSU courses as part
of the program requirements. Further stipulations of this cooperative'
venture are:
1. ISU will continue to be the degree granting institution. Students
will initially apply for admission to ISU, and if accepted, apply for
admission to BSU. An application fee1must be paid to each"
institution. ." I
, . Courses from both institutions th~t are offered on the Bois~ cam-
pus will be printed in the BSU Class Schedule after Physical Educa-
tion courses and listed' under a separate and distinct heading of
, "Athletic Administration (M)." Since the registration system at BSU
is not programmed for 600 level course numbers, ISU classes will
be given an Athletic Administration 500 level equivalent number.
Under the title of each course it will be stated that the course is
part of the ISU Cooperative Athletic Administration Program.
2. ISU will be limited to offering three credits per semester on BSU's
campus for each Fall and Spring term. The maximum number of
credits during the summer will be six. • ~
3. All students will be formaily advised by ISU Graduate Faculty.' '
4. All projects, thesis, and comprehensive ~x~m c~ITImitteeswill be
chaired by fSU Graduate Faculty. BSU faculty who hold At-Large
Graduate Faculty status at ISU may serve as committee members
and upon request will submit comprehensive 'examination ques~
tions and participate in the evaluation of same.
Registration:, Students will' register ~tBoise' State universi~ for all
ISU and BSU,courses taken on the Boise campus in accordance with
the procedures stated in the BSU Class Schedule Bulletin.
Student must have written permission from their ISU advisor to register'
for all ISU courses at BSU., '
Fees: Students will pay fees to Boise State University and receive BSU
activity cards (consistent with current BSU practices for full-time and
part-time students) and thereby receive the appropriate services and
use of campus facilities.
Financial Aid: Students taking ISU and/or BSU' courses on the Boise
campus will be considered as "in-residence': at Boise State. Therefore,
students applying for financial aid will do so through the Financial Aid
Office at BSU.
Due to a limited number and,amount of scholarship fU':ids at BSU,
scholarship monies are not available to students in cooperative pro-
grams. If there are scholarships at ISU specifically.earmarked for the
Athletic Administration program, or if scholarships are developed for
this program, they will be awarded by ISU and handled through the
BSU Financial Aid Office as are all other outside donor awards.
Graduation: Idaho State University gradLiationrequirements must
be met by each student seeking an MPE degree inAthletic Administra-
tion. Therefore, students shall apply for graduation through ISU and
a final evaluation of their transcripts will be completed by the ISU
Registrar. • ,.•.
Cooperative MPE degree in Athletic Administration between ISU and
BSU (students would be limited to taking a maximum of 15 BSU credits,
subject to approval from their ISU advisor).
Course Requirements
Leadership & Management HPE 605 (M 505) : ;' 3
Philosophy of Athletics PE 615 (M 515 or PE 550) 3
Athletics & the Law PE 631 (M 531) .. ; 2
Management of Athletics PE 635 (M 535) ; 3
Research & Writing HPE 640 (M 540 or PE 551) 3
Issues in Administration HPE 649 (M 549) ..... ,' .......•.....•.•. 3
Thesis Option
Thesis HPE 650 (M 550) ',," 6
Approved Ele~tives ; .' : .. : : 7
Non-Thesis Option
Advanced Theory of Competitive Coaching PE 610 .
(M 510 or PE 530) ....•...........•........•............. : 3
Sports Medicine PE645 (M 545) '.2
Approved Electives : 11
Master of Science, Geology
Col~ege of 'Arts and Sciences
A Cooperative Graduate Studies Program
Boise State University.and Idaho State Universityhave a cooperative
agreement which allows students to obtain a Master o(Science degree
and complete all but 12 credit hours while in residence at BSU. Students
may initiate and complete a thesis in residence at BSU; the thesis com-
mittee will consist of faculty members from both universities. A
minimum of 12 credit hours (one semester) are to be completed in
residence at ISU,.and the degree will be awarded by Idaho State Univer-
sity. The student may include one or more fields in their studies, such
as biostratigraphy, ecorlomie geology, environmental geology, geomor-
phology/ exploration geophysics, hydrogeology, mineral exploration,
ore deposits, paleontology, petrography and petrology of igneous rocks;
strategraphy, ,structural geology, shallow subsurface seismic, and
volcanic stratigraphy. Universityof Idaho hydrology courseS'taken at
~SU,may also be counted toward the 'cooperative MS degree.
Admission Requirements: Application for admission may be made
by graduates of accredited institutions holding a baccalaureate degree
in Geology or related geoscience. Regular admission will be awarded
based on grade point, GRE scores and letters of recommendation to
applicants who have earned a minimum grade point average of 2.75
during the last two years of academic work. Continued enrollment in
the program requires a minimum 3.0 grade point average and satisfac-
tory progress toward th; degree. .
Additional information may be obtained from the Department of Geos-
cience, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise, 1083725
or from the Chairperson, Department of Geology, Idaho State
University. .
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system '
The' following is a partial list of courses taught at Boise State Univer-
sitywhich may be used to fulfill the Masters credit requirements. Course
descriptions for undergraduate courses are included in the listing for
the 'Department of Geology and Geophysics earlier in this Catalog.
Course descriptions for graduate courses are listed under the Master
of Science in Education, Earth Science Emphasis, program description.
GO 403G Enginee,ring Geology




GO 471G Regional Field Geology
.GO 511 Environmental Geology
GO 514 Advanced Structural Geology
GO 523 ,. Advanced Igneous Petrology
GO 531 Regional Geology of North America
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BSU Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of cou~se numbering system
GP GEOPHYSICS ,I - ,
See appropriate department listing for detailed description of undergraduate
courses (400G level) whic,h ,may ?e taken for gra~uate credit.
GP 410G EXPLORATION WELL LOGGING (2-3-3)(F).
GP 420G GEOPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
(3-0-3)(5). . ,
GP 4~OG MATHEMATICAL MODELING IN G~OPHYSICS (3-0-3)(5).
,Graduate.
GP 510 INTEGRATED GEOLOGY AND GEOPHYSICS IN PETROLEUM, MINERAL
AND GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT (~-4)(F). Role of in-
tegrated geological and geophysical methods in the design and implementation
of natural resource'exploration and development projects, Emphasis depends
on class interests, but typical examples will be drawn from petroleum, mineral,
and groundwater industries, Requires extensive outside reading and study of
case histories. Project and report required. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
GP 515 STRATIGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION OF SEISMIC DATA (3-0-3)(5). Seismic
sequence, and seismic facies analysis, isochronous reflections, seismic
stratigraphy, of depositional systems, sea ,level cycles, seismic modeling, hydrocar-
bon indicators, lithology from velocity and seismic amplitude with offset, use
of shear waves and vertical seismic profiling. Interpretation project involving
seismic modeling. PREREQ: GP 330g. "
GP 520 ENGINEERING GEOPHYSICS (3-o-3)(fJ. Geophysical techniques applied
to the evaluation of shallow subsurface structure and physical properties at
engineering, industrial, waste disposal, and construction sites. Application of
high-resolution geophysical methods to problems in seismic hazards, ground-
water, hazardous waste, land subsiderice, construction of critical facilities and
landslides. Field and laboratory exercises. 'PREREQ: GP 301, GP 410G.' .
GP 525 EARTHQUAKE SEISMOloGy (300-3)(F). Earthquake source, th~ory,waves
from a point dislocation source in a radially symmetric Earth, reflection and refrac-
tion at plane interface, surface waves, free oscillations, theory of the seismograph,
interpretation of seismograms, travel-time curves, hypocenter determination,
fault-plane solutions, magnitude, properties of the Earth's interior, seismotecton-
ics and seismic hazards. ~ield and laboratory exercises. PREREQ:?O 101, M 331.
GP 530 INVERSION THEORY AND GEOPHYSICAL APPLICATIONS (300-3)(5).
Backus-Gilbert theory; objective functions and relation to distribution of
mel!surements error; linear least squares induding linearization of forward prob-
lem, eigenvalue decomposition, generalized inverse, statistics. Nonlinear opo'
Credit Requirements: The BSU Master of Science in geophysics
requires 30 semester credits' distributed as follows:
~A. 12 credits in BSU GP 500-level geophysics ~ourses (see selec-
tion below).
B. 6 credits for research leading to a written thesis (BSU GP 593).
C. 12 additional credits in 'courses approved by the supervisory
committee (normally selected from geophysics, geology,
hydrology, engineering, physics, mathematics, chemistry, or
economics/business):' \
A maximum of 9 transfer credits from institutions other than Uol and
ISU may be applied to meet requirement C; all 12 credits of require-
ment C may be satisfied with transfer credits from Uoland/or ISU.
Transfer credits may not be used for requirements A or B except that
a maximum of 6 credits of requirement A may be satisfied with Uol
500-Ievel geophysics courses. Certain courses are normally ineligible
for requirements A and C including courses applied to a previously
obtained degree, courses used to meet admission requirements, and
courses required to remedy background deficiencies. In all cases the
c(:>urses applied to meet the credit requirements must be approved
by the chairman of the student's supervisory committee, and the ma-
jority of ,the 30-credit totalreq'uirement (i.e., at least 16 credits) m'ust
be earned in residence at BSU.
Thesis Requirements: A thesis representing research of sufficient
quality to warrant publication in a peer-reviewed journal is required
of all candidates for the Master of Science in geophysics. Actual publica-
tion is not required, but is held out as a goal for all graduate students.
The final written thesis must be approved by the supervisorycommit-
tee, and the research results must be presented at a formal public
defense'- ;,,', -
,.' t
Graduate College Requirements: The general requirements of
the BSU Graduate College also govern the Master of Science in
geophysics degree program. ,.
.'
GO 541 Methods and Techniques of Gathering, Measuring
and Testing Geologic Data
GO 551 Current Topics in Geology'
GO 571 Geochemistry
GO 593 Thesis
GO 596 Directed Research
GO 597 Special Topics
GO 598 Graduate Seminar
Idaho State University Courses:
Geol 648 Research Problems
Geol650 Thesis,
University of Idaho Courses:
Hydro 502 Directed Study
Hydro 569 Cohntaminant Hydrology d'
, Hydro 577 Computer Applications in Geohydrology ., ,
Master of, Science, Geophy~i<;~.
College of Arts and Sciences' l'
Boise State University offers a Master of Science degree in geophysics
through the Department of Geoscience. The objective of the program
is to prepare students for professional employment and for geoscience
study at the Ph.D. level. The degree requires 30 total credits distributed
as follows: 12 graduate geophysics course credits; 12 credits in approved
science, engineering, or businesscours,es; and 6 thesis research credits
leading to an approved thesis. Currerit research emphases at BSU are
in high-resolution geophysical methods, petroleum geophysics, geo-
thermal systems, earthquake seismology and seismic hazards,
computer-aid~d interactive interpretation, and studies of 'crustal
deformation. . ,.
The BSU Master of Science program in geophysics i~teracts coopera-
tively with the University of Idaho (Uol) Master of Science program
in geophysics through the joint listing of graduate geophysics courses,
the application of BSU graduate geophysics courses for Uol credit, and
the application of Uol graduate geophysics courses for, BSU credit.
Cooperation is extended to Idaho State UniverSity (ISU) in that up to
12 crei:lits earned in approved courses at ISU can be applied to a Master
of Science in geophysics at BSU or Uol. In addition, faculty at BSU,
Uol, ,and ISU may form joint supervisory committees when expertise
from outside of the student's resident institution is judged to be
beneficial. These cooperative efforts by BSU, Uol, and ISU add flex-
ibility and geographic accessibility to graduate education in geophysics
within Idaho. ,',
Admission Criteria: Applicants sh"ould h~ve a BS or equivalent
degree)n one of the following fields: geophysics, geology, hydrology,
physics, chemistry, mathematics, engineering, or business. Evaluation
for admission requires three personal references, transcripts from all
colleges and universities attended, and sco,res on the GRE General Test.
Students whose native language in not English must submit a TOEFL
score of 550 or higher. A copy of a report resulting from a previous
university cou rse, professional position, or research experience is also
requested as evidence of the applicant's ability to complete asignifi-
cant project and write an acceptable scientific report. Preference is given
to those applicants whose records indicate a high probability for suc-
cessful completion of publishable graduate research. Application
materials should be requested from Graduate Admissions" Boise State
University, 1910 University Drive" Boise, ID 83725, telephon!,! (208)
385-3903.
Graduate Assistantships: Current information on graduate assis-
tantships is available from the Coordinator of the Geophysics Graduate
Program. (Dr. john R. Pelton; Office: (20!l) 385~3640.)
Supervisory Committee: Each admitted student will be assigned
a supervisory committee whose purpose is to approve the program
of courses and the final thesis. The supervisory committee consists of
at least three members: a chairman from BSU who will suggest an ap-
propriate program of courses and guide the thesis research, and at least
two members chosen in any combination from BSU, Uol, ISU, or other
institution (selection based on a direct interest in the student's research).
The Coordinator of the Geophysics Graduate Program will serve as ad-










timization including grid search, Monte Carlo method, iterative methods. Ex-
amples selected from geophysical applications. Computer laboratory exercises.
PREREQ:GP 301, M 301. Offered alternate years.
GP535TECTONOPHYSICS(3-Q.3)(f).Application of physics and mathematics to
the investigation of tectonic processes.Basiccontinuum mechanics, heat transfer,
and fluid mechanics. Elastic flexture of the lithosphere, cooling of oceanic
lithosphere, thermal and subsidence history of sedimentary basins, frictional
heating on faults, thermal structure of subducted lithosphere, isostatic compen-
sation, postglacial rebound, creep in rocks, mantle convection, Project and report
required. PREREQ:PERM/lNST.r, •
GP 540 ELECTROMAGNETICAND SEISMICWAVE PROPAGATION (3-6-3)(S).
Derivation of wave equations and solutions in idealized media including layered
media. Source effects. Attenuation in earth materials. Numerical computation
of wave fields including finite-element and finite-difference methods. Computer
laboratory exercises. PREREQ:GP 301, M 331. Offered alternate years.
Uol Course Offerings.
Geoph 502 Di rected Study; '•......... ARRD
Geoph 520 Exploration Geophysics 3
Geoph 521 Mining Geophysics 3
Geoph523 Seismic Stratigraphy ..•.................... 3
Geoph/Geol54O Probabilistic Methods 3
Geoph/Geol -Isotopes ... ; ...............•........•.. ' 3
Geoph/Geol 590 Photogeology 3
Geoph/Min 503 Stress Analysis 3
Geoph/Min 504 Advanced Rock Mechanics .. ; 3
Master of Arts in History
College of Social Sciences
and Public -Affairs
Obje~tive
The Master of Arts in History at Boise State University is designed to
provide the c~ndidates with advanced study in th~ area of history.
Admissions
Application for admission to the graduate program'in History may be
made at any time. It is recommended, however, that at least two months
before the first enrollment, the Graduate Admissions Office will have
received the application for admission, $15.00 application processing
fee and official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work. The
transcripts are to be sent directly to the Boise State University Graduate
Admissions office by the Registrar of the college or university which
the applicant previously attended. Applicants are also required to sub-
mit two letters of recommendation regarding the applicant's poten-
tial for graduate work in history, and a sample of the'applicant's writing
skills,
Admission will be granted to applicants who hold a Bachelor's degree
in History from an accredited institution or who have a strong history
background in their degree. Those students without a strong history
background may be required to remove deficiencies before admission.
Applicants for regular status in the program must have maintained a
GPA of at least 3.00 overall; a 3.20 overall in the last two years; and a
3.20 in history for the last two years of undergraduate study. Students
not meeting minimum requirements for regular status are encouraged
to apply for provisional status.
The department offers the following fields of emphasis in the program:
American, European, Third World and thematic areas such as women,
religion, public, and diplomatic. Applicants must be aware that some




The Master of Arts in History will consistoi a minimum of thirty-three
hours planned by the student and his/her advisory committee from
the following alternatives. ';
1. Option 1: 33 hours with thesis
Core 6
Major field 12
Minor field ...•................... ' ................•..... 9
Thesis ........•............•.........• -..............•... 6
Master of Arts in History - :197
2. Option 2: 33 hours with project
Core. :" 6
Major field ' ' : 15
Minor field : : .. 9
Project ...........•. ~.................................•. 3
REQUIRED COURSES (CORE): All students must take HY 500 Historians
and Historical Interpretations, 3 credits. Depending on students' ma-
jor field they must choose one course from the following:' "
-Sources of American ValuesHY 520 - 3
, Sources of Western Traditions HY 512 ' 3
Sources of Nonwestern Traditions HY 513 " ..•......... 3
A maximum of six hours in 300G or 400G History courses may be
substituted for seminar work in the History offering. Elective courses
are additional courses from History or allied fields as planned by the
student and his/her graduate committee te;>meet program requirements.
Course, Offerings
See ~ge 20 for definition, of course numbering syste~'-
HY HISTORY -
,Undergraduate ,
See appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
HY 334G UNITED STATESSOCIAL AND CULTURALHISTORY(3-6-3)(F/S).
HY 423G EUROPEANDILOMATIC HISTORY 1871-PRESENT(3-0-3)(F/S).
, , - Graduate ' . _,t-
HY 500 HISTORIANSAND HISTORICAL INTERPRETATION(3-6-3). A study of
major historians and schools of historical interpretation from Ancient Greece
to the twentieth century. Discussion concentrates in written history and the prob-
lems of interpretation. Oral and written participation anda major paper iue re-
quired. PREREQ:admission to graduate program or PERM/CHAIR. ,.-
HY512 SOURCESOFWESTERNTHOUGHT (3-0-3).Selectedtopics in the History
of Western Thought beginning with the Classical Greeks through the present
era. A study of intellectual and cultural trends reflected in the western
philosophical tradition, both secular and religious. PREREQ:Admission to the
graduate,program or PERM/CHAIR.
HY 513 SOURCESOF NONWESTERNTRADITION (3-6-3).Selected topics deal-
ing with the problems and possibilities of the historical study of societies other
than one's own, with special reference to Africa, Asiaand LatinAmerica. PREREQ:
Admission to the graduate program or PERM/5=HAIRIINST.
HY520 SOURCESOFAMERICANVALUES(3-0-3).Theorigins of American thought
and culture, the Puritan mind, enlightenment ideas, the intellectual climate of
the new nation, and an exploration of Amerkan values on the eve of the Civil
War; Laissez-fairecapitalism thereafter and the reaction to industrialism. PREREQ:
Admission to graduate program or PERM/CHAIR.
HY 580 GRADUATESEMINARIN U.S. HISTORY(3-6-3).A study of the principal
themes or problems with well-defined periods of particular fields of U.S.History.
Emphasiswill be placed in reading, discussion, writing and research. Reports
and discussion on various aspects of the controlling subject will be performed
by the students with the assistanceof the instructor. PREREQ:Admission to the
graduate program or PERM/CHAIR.
HY 581 GRADUATESEMINARIN EUROPEANHISTORY(3-0-3).Critical analysis
of source materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in Euro-
pean history. PREREQ:Admission to graduate program or PERM/CHAIR,
HY 582 SEMINARIN THIRD WORLD HISTORY(3-0-3).Critical analysis of source
materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in Third World
history. Primary emphasis will be placed on reading, discussion, writing and
research. Reports and discussion on various aspects of the controlling subject
will be performed by the students with the assistanceof the instructor. PREREQ:
Admission to the graduate program or PERM/CHAIR.
HY 590 PRACTICUM
HY 591 PROJECT(3 credits). , "
HY 592 HISTORYCOLLOQUIUM (3 credits).
HY 593 RESEARCHAND THESIS(6 credits).
HY 594 WORKSHOP *
HY 595 READINGAND CONFERENCE(Variable 1 to 3).This is a rigorous reading
course designed to fit the personal interests of the student in collaboration with
the directing faculty ,member. It is not intended to duplicate courses already
taught in a classroom setting, but to supplement those offerings. Requirements
will be established by the directing faculty member based on the difficulty of
material to be analyzed and !he number of credits to be granted. ,
HY 596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(3-0-3).The purpose of this course is to provide
the student with an opportunity to do individual researchon a topic within one
of the areas of specialization offered by the department. While it is expected
that a research paper will result from this work, the directing-faculty member
will determine the requirements for the course.
HY 597 SPECIALTOPICS
HY 598 HISTORYSEMINAR(3 credits).
198 - Graduate College
Procedures
Following an interview, the Director of InterdisCiplinary Studies will
assist the students in forming a graduate committee. The student will
develop the program with the committee; the InterdisCiplinary Studies
Committee (composed of one representative from each academic Col-
lege or School and the Graduate Dean) will judge whether the plan
is in keeping with the poliCies established, and approve said plan for
acceptance for the degree. Revisions to the plan of study mUst be ap-
proved by the student's graduate committee chairperson, the Direc-
tor of InterdisCiplinary Studies, and the Graduate Dean.
ing the written examination, the student will meet with the com-
mittee for an oral review of the results.
6. For students selecting the thesis/project option, upon completion
of the work, the student will meet with his or her committee for
a final review of the work.
7. The thesis/project option and the examination option must both
require the student to draw critically upon the two or more
disciplines studied and to integrate disCiplinary insights.
8. All work offered toward the MNMS Degree Program in Inter-
disCiplinary Studies must be completed within a period of seven
academic calendar years.
Course Descriptions
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
IP INSTRUCTIONAUPERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY
IP 520 VIDEO DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3-o-3)(S). Students will investigate the video
and audio applications of technology for instruction such as Instructional Televi-
sion Fixed Service (ITFS), teleconferences, and educational television. PREREQ:
IP 537. '
IP 536 INTRODUCTION TO INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3-()..3)(f). This
course provides students with an overview of the field of Instructional/Perfor-
mance Technology, its products and processes. Students learn the historical,
philosophical, and theoretical foundations of the field.
Ii> 537 INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN (3-0-3)(f). This course gives an overview of the
processes involved in designing instructional interventions, such as analyzing




The Master of SCience in Instructional/Performance Technology is in-
tended to prepare students for careers as training and development
professionals in industry and government. The program prepares
students with skills needed to identify; analyze, and solve a variety of
human performance problems in work settings. Students are equip-
ped with a broad range of skills in instructional design, program
development, consulting, and using a variety of instructional delivery
systems.
Requirements:
lntro Instructional Technology IP 536 3
Instructional Design IP 537 3
*Fundamentals of Educational Research TE 551 3
*Instructional Theory TE 582 "',' 3
*Instructional Courseware Design TE 538 3
Selected .Topics-Instructional Technology IP 583 3
Video Delivery Systems IP 520 3
Project IP 591 6
Requirements sub-total 27
Electives 6
Students are expected to take at least 6 credits of relevant elective course
work. Appropriate electives will be selected by the student and his/her






.See pages 190 and 191 for definition of course descriptions.
Degree Requirements
Each program is developed individually according to the student's in-
terests and background but must be intellectually defensible and clearly
interdisCiplinary in nature. The following must be incorporated into
the program:
1. Course work must be selected from a minimum of two academic
areas.
2. As many as 11 credits of 300-400G courses may be applied toward
the program.
3. Courses may not be challenged for credit: if comparable content
can be demonstrated, other courses will be substituted. No more
than 9 transfer credits will be accepted toward the program.
4. The degree will consist of a total of 33 credits, of which no more
than 16 credits may be earned in the College of Business. Students
may select from a thesis/project or from a written examination op-
tion. The thesis/project will carry 6 credits.
5. For those students selecting the examination option, the student's
graduate committee will draw up the examination questions. Follow-
Master of Arts or Science
in Interdisciplinary Studies
General Information
Boise State University offers a Master of Arts/Master of SCience degree
program in InterdisCiplinary Studies. In consultation with faculty,
students may combine courses from more than one school or college
or more than one department to create an individualized pattern of
educational experience. The program is designed for mature students
who wish to continue education at the graduate level but do not seek
speCialized training concentrated in a major area. This program is not
a substitute for the traditional master's degree; rather, it is'intended
for students with broader interests in several fields or those whose
career goals do not match fully with a single identifiable academic unit
or department. Emphasis is placed on continued intellectual and cultural
development in a constantly changing soCiety where new career in-
terests may extend over several traditional speCializations.
The InterdisCiplinary Studies Program is administered by the Graduate
College, housed in the College of Arts and SCiences and directly super-
vised by the Director of InterdisCiplinary Studies who is the AssoCiate
Dean of that College. A university-wide InterdisCiplinary Studies Com-
mittee consisting of the Graduate Dean and one member from each
academic School of College oversees the program. The Director of In-
terdisCiplinary Studies serves as the chairperson of that committee. Each
student in the program will also have a graduate committee composed
of three faculty members from the disCiplines making up the inter-
disCiplinary program. The student's graduate committee will have the
responsibility of helping the student select his or her particular course
of study and will recommend to the, InterdisCiplinary Studies Committee
that it be accepted as the student's formal Plan of Study. The Inter-
disCiplinary Studies Committee shall be responsible for approving the
members of the student's graduate committee and approving the stu-
dent's plan of study.
Admission Requirements
1. File application for admission to the Graduate College in room MG
118, and request offiCial transcripts from each institution attended
previously to be sent directly to the Graduate Admissions Office.
2. The standard admission policy for applicants to the BSU Graduate
College will be followed.
3. The applicant must submit an application for entrance into the In-
terdisCiplinary Studies Degree Program to the Director of Inter-
disCiplinary Studies in room SN 106.
4. The applicant must have an undergraduate cumulative GPA of 3.00.
5. The applicant must submit to the Director of InterdisCiplinary
Studies a two page written justification and rationale of why the
courses in his or her Degree Plan are included in the Plan and how
they will enable the applicant to accomplish identified intellectual,







instructional needs, determining and organizing content and processes, selec.
ting appropriate media, evaluating, and revising.
IP 539 ARTIFICIALINTELLIGENCEAPPLICATIONS(3-G-3)(Demand).Students will
investigate instructional technology in the creation of knowledge-based systems
as a method of instruction. Students will create instructional programs using
expert systems and artificial intelligence.
IP 583 SELECTEDTOPICS-INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)(S).The
students explore issues and topics of current interest. Content will be revised




IP 593 THESIS(O-Y,6). .
IP596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(Variable).Master's programs may include directed
researchcredits at the discretion of the graduate student's supervising professor
or committee. A student mayearn a maximum of 9 semester hours with no more
than 6 in a given semester or session.
Master of Music
College of Arts & Sciences
Master of Music-
Music Education Emphasis
1. The Master's in Music-Music Education emphasis is designed to
meet the needs of music specialists. Admission will be granted to
applicants who hold a Bachelor's degree from an accredited col-
lege or university, and who give promise of meeting the standards
set by the Music Department. .~
2. All regular and provisional graduate students will be required to
take diagnostic examinations during the first part of their program.
The purpose of these examinations is to determine the student's
strengths and weaknesses so that the student and her/his commit-
tee will be able to set up a program according to the student's needs.
The examinations will be in the areas of music theory, music history,
and performance. After taking the core courses in music education,
the student will take a comprehensive examination in the area of
music education. The results of these examinations will be inter-
preted by the Music Department faculty. The student's advisor will
consult with the student about action towards remedying any defi-
ciencies. Any undergraduate course used to make up the deficien-
cies will not count toward the Master's Degree. A student who has
any deficiencies will be granted Provisional Status in the graduate
program; when all deficiencies are removed he may then seek
Regular Status. A description of the material covered on these ex-
aminations is available from the Music Department.
a. Required Music Core Classes 6
Intro to Music Research MU 503 .3
New Developments in Music Education MU 570 3
b. Required College of Education Core Classes 6
Issues in Education TE 570 ..... " •............•... 3
Conflicting Values Influencing Education TE 563 .... 1
Elective courses {Select two from the following:
1. Law for the Clsrm Teacher TE 561 1
2. School Organ & Finance TE 562 1
3. Instruct Tech-Second School TE 564 1
4. Interpreting Educ Research TE 565 1
., 5. Learn Theory & Clsrm Instruct TE 566 1
6. Tech of Clsrm Mgmt TE 568 1
7. Testing & Grading TE 569 .......•.............. 1
8. Instruct Techniques-Elem School TE 573 1
c. Elective Courses : 15
A minimum of 10 elective music credits must be taken in the
areas of performance, conducting, theory and analysis and/or
history and literature. These courses include all MC 500 (private
lessons) courses, ME 510, ME 515, ME 520, MU 501, MU 511, and
MU 561. Additional courses will be planned by the student and
•his graduate committee.
d. Culminating Project :•............................... 3-6
. . Thesis MU 593 OR 6
Project MU 591 OR : ~ 3
Master of Music - 199
In lieu of a culminating project 6 additional hours of course work
would be required with a special written examination follow-




a. Performance/Pedagogy Core 12
Intro to Music Research MU 503 3
Music Lit of Major Instrum MU 557 or Voice 3
Music Literature Elective ........•...•..•............. 3
Music History Elective 3
b. Performance Option 20
Pedagogy or additional Theory or History. " .....•.... 6
Graduate Music Elective 3
Private Lessons MC 5-42 Semester Minimum 8
Graduate Performance Recital MA 546 3
c. Pedagogy Option 19
Pedagogy MU 563-564 6
Additional Theory or History 6
Private Lessons MC 5-2 2 Semester minimum .4
Grad Recital or Thesis (Choose 1, 2, or 3 below) 3-6
1. Graduate Performance Recital MA 546 3
2. Lecture Recital MA 544 3
3. Thesis MU 593 6
TOTAL 31.32
Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
MA MUSIC APPLIED - PERFORMANCE CLASSES, RECITALS
GRADUATE
MA 544 LECTURE/RECITAL(OOY-3).A full lecture/recital elected asthe culminating
project for the Master of Music degree, Music Education or Perfor-
mance/Pedagogyemphasis major. The lecture is to demonstrate scholarly study
on a selected topic and the recital is to present supportive musical examples.
PREREQ:PERM/INST/CHAIR.Graded Pass/Fail.
MA 546 GRADUATESOLO PERFORMANCERECITAL(OOY.3).A full recital to be
presented as the culminating project for the Master of Music degree, Perfor-
mance/Pedagogy emphasis. PREREQ:PERM/INST/CHAIR.Graded Pass/Fail.
MC MUSIC PRIVATE LESSONS PERFORMANCE STUDIES
Graduate
Students will be assigned on the basis of an audition. Performance, Technical
Study, Musical Interpretation, Literature, and Teaching Technique will be
stressed.
I ,
All 500 level Me courses are repeatable for credit to a maximum of 6 credits .
Seeundergraduate Private LessonPerformance Studiescourse numbering system
for explanation of course numbers.
MC 501 (0..5-1),502 (0..5-2),504 (0.1-4).Woodwind instruments private lessons.
MC 511 (0..5-1),512 (0..5-2), 514 (0.1-4). Brass instruments private lessons.
MC 521 (0..5-1),522 (0..5-2),524 (0.1-4).Percussion instruments private leSSOnS.
MC 531 (0..5-1),532 (0..5.2), 534 (0.1-4). Yoice private lessons.
MC 541 (0..5-1),542 (0..5-2),544 (0.1-4). Keyboard instruments private lessons.
MC 551 (0..5-1),552 (0..5-2),554 (0.1-4).Fretted string instruments private lessons.
MC 561 (0..5-1),562 (0..5-2),564 (0.1-4).Bowed string instruments private lessons.
ME MUSIC ENSEMBLE
Graduate
ME 510 CHORAL ENSEMBLE(002-1)(F/S).A general chorus open to all interested
students. The format of the classeswill be related to the size of the enrollment,
i.e., choir, chamber ensemble or collegium,musicum.
ME 515 OPERATHEATER(0.5-1). Advanced study/experience in singing-acting
technique and movement through performing in productions from the opera
and/or musical theater repertoire. May be repeated for up to 4 credits maximum.
PREREQ:PERM/INST.
ME 520 INSTRUMENTALENSEMBLE(OoY-l)(F/S).A performing group or groups
will be formed, depending on the size of enrollment, such as trios, quartets,
band or orchestra. Opportunities to perform ensemble music of various kinds
will be given. Emphasiswill be placed on techniques of ensemble playing, in.
tonation, phrasing, articulation and proper performance practice of ensemble
literature.
MU,MUSIC, GENERAL
200 - Graduate College
Undergraduate
See appropriate department listing for detailed' course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
MU 410G ADVANCED FORMAND ANALYSIS(2-0"2)(5).
MU 42JG SIXTEENTHCENTURYCOUNTERPOINT (J-D-J)(f).
MU 424G COUNTERPOINTSINCE1600 (J-D-J)(f).
. Graduate". '.',
MU 501 HISTORYOF MUSIC IN THEUNITED STATES(J-o-J)(F/S)',Designedfor
either the non-specialist or specialist in music, this course will survey the role
which music has played in the developomerit of American culture. Among the
topics covered will be early New England music, music of the Blacks, Indians,
and other ethnic groups. Social and historical interrelationships with niusic will
be examined and discussed.
MU 50J INTRODUCTION tOMUSIC RESEARCH(J-o-J)(F/S).This course will pro-
vide an introduction to the basic research literature pertinent to the student's
major area of emphasis.; an interpretation of research findings; and the means
to develop skills and techniques needed.for the writing of an extended research
paper, thesis and/or dissertation, articles for publication and book/performance
reviews. '
MU 505 SEMINARIN CHORALMUSIC: PERFORMANCEPRACTICESAND STYLES
(J-o-J)(F/S).An historical, generic survey of the repertoire in choral literature.
Emphasiswill be placed on facets of interpretation through a study of represen-
tative compositions from the standpoint of performance practice, analytic techni-
ques, and the reading of primary sources of pertinent information.
MU 506 SEMINARIN INSTRUMENTALMUSIC: 'PERFORMANCEPRACTICESAND
STYLES(J-D-J)(F/S).Analysis and study of works from the Baroque through the
present era. Particular attention will be paid to performance practicesof ornamen-
tation, style, tempo, scoring, dynamics, etc. Band transcriptions also included.
MU 511 20th CENTURYMUSICALSTUDIES(3-D-J)(F/S).A study of 20th century
compositional techniques and performance practices through analysis, discus-
sion of aesthetics, listening, performance, and creative wdting. Contemporary
techniques (and their notation), such as quartal harmonies, serialization, im-
provisation, eleCtronic music, microtones, and multi-media, will be explored and
their application to the secondary school music classroom will be discussed.
MU 512 ELECTRONICMUSIC APPLICATIONS(J-o-J)(F/S).A historical overview
of electronic music and music technology. Hands-on experience with digital and
analog synthesizers, effects processors, sampling, tape decks, computers and
related software, and MIDI. Emphasiswill be placed on the application of fun-
damental techniques of electronic music,tocreative composition.
MU 551 SEMINARIN MEDIEVALTHROUGH BAROQUEPERFORMANCEPRAC-
TICES(J-o-J)(F/S).Jhestudy otmusic literature in Western Europe from the late
Middle Ages through the Baroque period through the historical survey of per-
formance practices and their wactical application.' •
MU 552SEMINARIN MODERNMUSIC:FORMAND STYLE(175D-1980)(J-D-J)(F/S).
The study of art music in the Western World from 1750through the present,
with emphasis on selected masterworks, including score analysis, performanc~
practice, textuaL background a~d hist~rical context. ,
MU 557 MAJORINSTRUMENTLITERATURE(J-D-J)(F/S).Advanced survey of the
major instrument literature. The student will prepare a researchpaper on several
~p~cal or impor):antworks in the rel'rertoire. ,;"" ,
MU 561 ADVANCEDCONDUCTING (J-o-J)(F/S).Designed for secondary music
teachers, this course i>rovidesopportunity to discover and analyze technical con-
ducting problems, both instrumental and choral, in music of the various historical
eras, which forms a significant part of the secondary school repertoire. '
MU 56J MAJORINSTRUMENTPEDAGOGYI (J-o-j)(f);'An advanced and in-depth
investigation of pedagogical techniques, materials and:principles used in the
private teaching studio. Readings,in the philosophy of teaching wi!1be included.
MU 564 MAJOR INSTRUMENTPEDAGOGYII (J-o-J)(S).Dev~lopment of lesson
plans and supervised studio teaching in ,both private and group settings. Recom-
mended preparation: MU 56J. ' ." ,
MU 570 NEWDEVELOPMENTSIN M~SIC EDUCATION (J-o-J)(F/S).Designed't~
acquaint the music specialist with recent ideas in music education, including
major trends, in curriculum, new methodology, music'in integrated courses, and
reports of major conferences and symposia. ",
MU 571ADVANCEDPRACTICESAND PRINCIPLESIN TEACHINGMUSIC IN THE
ELEMENTARYSCHOOL(J-o-j)(F/S).Designed for the general classroom teacher
or music specialist, t,hecourse deals with old and new approaches to teaching
music in the classroom, teaching materials, current researchon problem singers,
creative musical activities, and the development of music reading skills. PREREQ:
MU 371or 'PERM/INST..> ~- , j..' " '.It
MU 572 LISTENING AND ,SINGING EXPERIENCESFOR THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (3-O-3)(F/S).Designed for the general classroom teacher or music
specialist, !he course dealswith thestudy of singing and Iisteni,ngmaterials rel,eo
vant to classroom music, K-6.Sequential curriculum plans will be developed for
singing and listening experiences. PREREQ:MU 371 or PERM/INST. !
MU 57J ADVANCED METHODSAND TECHNIQUESFORTHE INSTRUMENTAL
INSTRUCTOR(J-o-J)(F/S).A study of causes'and solutions for problems occur-
ring in the instrumental rehearsal. Areas to be covered include instrumental
methods and techniques, organization and repertoire planning.
MU 574ADVANCEDMETHODSAND TECHNIQUESFORTHECHORALINSTRUC-
TOR (J-o-J)(F/S).A study of causes and solutions for problems occurring in the
choral ,rehearsal: Areas to be covered include vocal methods and techniques,
organization and repertoire planning. . , ,
MU575 ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOLMUSIC (J-D-J)(F/S).A seminar in prob-
lems of music supervision and administration covering areas such as budget,
scheduling, curriculum, personnel and philosophy: .
MU 591 PROJECT(D-V-J).Details for the culminating project can be found in
requirements for Master's degree in secondary education, music emphasis."
MU 59JTHESIS(D-V-6).A scholarly paper embodying results of original research
which are used,to substantiate a specific view.
Master of Public Administration
College of, Social Sciences '
and Public -A'ffairs
In 1984 the State Board of Education designated BoiseState University
as the. primary emphasis institution for public affairs education within
the State of Idaho. The Master of Public Administration program is an
important ,compo~ent of ~S,U's public, affairs commitment.
The Master of Public Administration (MPA) is a professional graduate
degree designed to prepare students for positions of leadership in
publk service •.,Professionals in all levels of government, nonprofit
organizations, and private sector governmental affairs departments take
advantage of the general ,administrative and policy analysis skills of-
fered by the MPA program. The curriculum also provides the theoretical
and practical dimension of public management necessary to assist
stuqents seeking public service careers. Four areas,of emphasis are
offered leading toward the MPA degree: (1) general public administra-
tion; (2) human services administrationi'(3) criminaljusticeadministra-
tion; and (4) environmental and ,natural resources administration... ,. ...~ ... ~: .
Admission:to tile M~A Program
Persons who wish to enter the MPA Program must submita graduate
application to the Graduate Admissions Office. After submitting the
graduate application, applicants receive a certificate of admission to
enroll in courses at BSU. This certificate of admission is a PREREQUISITE
to admission into the MPA program, but does not by itself guarantee
admission into the MPA Program. (The student is advised to consult
the Graduate College section of this catalog for more detail, including
requirements for admission to the Graduate College.) ,
All applicants to the MPA Program must meet'the following re-
quirements prior to enrollment in MPA courses: .
1. Meet with the Directo~ of the P~blic Affairs Program to discuss the
admission process, the applicant's career interests, and reasons for
entering the MPA Program. • '.
2. Possession of a baccalaureate degree from an accredited institution.
3. Demonstration of satisfactory academic competency by attaining
an overall GPA. of 3.0 and a minimum combined 1000 on the
Graduate Record Examination (ORE)verbal and quantitative sections.
4. Submittal of official transcripts from'all previous academic institu-
tions to the Graduate Admissions Office.
5. Submittal of three letters of reference, in which the applicant's
academic potential is evaluated, to the Public Affairs Program Direc-
tor, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725.
6. Submittal of the MPA Data Form, and a brief statement explaining
the applicant's educational and career objectives. .
7•• Completion of the following academic prerequisites (through
academic coursework or approved equivalent experience):
a. American National Government (3 semester credits).
b. State and Local GovernmEmt (3 semester credits).
!lc. Introduction to Public Administration (3 semester credits).
d. At least three sem'ester credits in each of two of the following
disciplines: Sociology, Economics, or Psychology. ,
e. At least three semester credits in one of the following: account-









8. For those students selecting Human Services Administration as their
area of emphasis, completion of at least 9 semester credit hours
in sociology or social work.
9. For those students selecting Criminal Justice Administration as their
area of emphasis, completion of at least 9 semester credit hours
in Criminal Justice. " '" , .
. ~ ~ l, • t _ ~~' (',- •
Applicants who do not meet these requirements may be recommend.
ed by the MPA Admissions Committee for admission with provisional
graduate status. However, these students must remove all deficiencies
before they will be recommended for regular graduate status.
MPA students must successfully complete at least 33 semester credit
hours of approvedMPA course work. Some students may also be re-
quired to complete the public service internship, which is explained
below. Eighteen semester credit hours are in courses selected from
the prescribed "core area." The fifteen additional semester credit hours
are in the student's "area of emphasis." "
As a, final project, all MPA students must complete three credits of
directed research (included in the 15 credits of emphasis) and take the
written,and oral comprehensive exams based on their course work.
Each MPA student must complete a program development form in con.
sultation with the student's MPA academic advisor. In completing this
form, c~u.rses from ~he "core area" and "area of emphasis" are selected.
Transfer of Graduate Courses: Because of a cooperative agree-
ment made with Idaho State University and the University of Idaho,
the MPA credits earned at those institutions are accepted into the Boise
State University program. Transfer of credit from all other institutions
is limited to nine (9) semester credits.
Core Area Requirements: Each MPA student is required to com.
plete 18 semester credit hours of approved MPA courSe work in the
following "core areas." • .
1. Administration in the Public Sector ~
2. Research Methods in Public AdminiStration
3. Budgeting in the Public Sector
4. Public Policy Process
5. Human Resources Management '.
6. Organization' and Management Concepts and Behavior
. .. ~.f. f _
the core cours~ emphasize the knowledge and skills necessary to be ef.
fective in 'public service management and leadership. Each claSs inCludes
an exploration of student values and public service ethic~. .
"Area of Emphasis" Requirements: Each MPAstudent is to com.
plete a minimum of 15 additional semester credit hours. These credit
hours are in the student's "area of emphasis." Areas of emphasis are
concentrations or majors in the program. Included in the 15 semester
credit hours of the selected area of emphasis is the directed research
project (3 semester credits).
Public Service Internship: Those MPA students with less than one
year of work experience in a public sector or other public affairs agency
are to complete a "public service internship." The internship is servo
ed in a government office at the local, state, or national level or in ap~
propriate public affairs organization, such as private, nonprofit age~cy.
The credits received for the internship are in addition to the 33 semester
credit hours from the core area and area of emphasis. The-internship
component comprises 6 semester credit hours.
The internship is meant to be a meaningful experience for both the
MPA student and the organization in which the internship is serVed.
Through the internship, students can further enhance their prepara-
tion for administrative work. At the same time, they are expected to
make a valuable contribution to their assigned organizations. Therefore,
the internship is usually served when the student is near completion
of the MPA Program.
Course Selection
,,' Designated Core Area
NOTE: Selectionof coursesisto bemadein consultationwiththe'studen!'saeademicadvisor.
a. Administration in the Public Sector: Administration in the Public Sec-
tor PA 500 ..
b. Research Methods in Public Administration: Techniques of Analysis
in Public Administration PA 503., . '
c. Budgeting in.the Public Sector: p,ublic Budgeting and Financial Ad-
ministration PA 504. - ,
Master of Public Administration - 201
d. Public Policy Process: Public Policy Process PA 501.
e. Human Resources Management: Public Personnel Administration PA
505.
f. Organization and Management Concepts and Behavior: Organizational
TheoryPA 502.
Optional "Areas of Emphasis"
a. General Public Administration: This area of emphasis is provided to
accommodate those students desiring preparation in public adminis-
tration as a "gen'eralist", rather than a "specialist" in a particular
area of specialization. At BSU the student may selecnhe remain-
(" ing 15 credit hours of coursework from these courses: Administrative
""Law PA 530, Intergovernmental Relations PA 521, Program Evalua-
, tion PA 510. Any of the courses identified as "selected topics", which
., •will be offered as staff availability permits, may be selected to satisfy
-the General Public Administration area of emphaSIS. Arrangements
may also be made in the following courses: Reading and Conference
.• PA 595, Directed Research PA 5%,' ConferencelWorkshop PA 599.
b. Criminal Justice Administration: Special Programs in Correctional
Treatment CR 510, Special Problems of the Juvenile and Youthful
Offender CR 511, Reading and Conference CR 595, Seminar in
Criminal Justice ~dministration CR 598. -
c. Human services Administration: Conflict & Change in Socio-Cultural
Systems SO 510, The Sociology of Age Group Stratification SO 511, .
Social Demography SO 512, Selected Topics-Human Services Ad-
ministration SO 580, Reading and Conference SO 595.
d. Environmental and Natural Resources Policy and Administration:
Natural Resource Policy and Administration P~ 540, Environmen-
tal and Regulatory Policy and Administration PA 541, Energy Politics
PA 542, and Public Land Policy and Administration PA 543. "Selected
Topics" courses will be offered to supplement area of emphasis
requirements.
e. State and Local Government Administration and Human Resources
Management may be offered in the near future.
• ;-1
Course Offerings
see page 20 for definition of course numbering system
PA PUBLIC AFFAIRS COURSES
PA 500 ADMINISTRATION IN THE PUBLICSECTOR(J..t).J)(F/S).Designed to in.
troduce students to the broad field of public administration at the graduate level.
The course surveys a number of important issues in contemporary public ad-
ministration, including an emphasis on political, legal, economic and social in-
stitutions and processes. -' ,
PA501 PUBLICPOLICYPROCESS(3+J)(F/S).Processof policy-making both within
an agency and within the total governmental process, emphasizing policy and
program planning, policy implementation and the value systemof administrators.
PA 502 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY (l-o-J)(F/S). Theories of organizational
behavior and management, with special attention given to public sector organiza-
tions. Issuesand problems related to the non-profit sector will also be addressed.
PA 50J TECHNIQUESOF ANALYSISIN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F/S).
An introduction to quantitative and qualitative data analysis with an emphasis
on using descriptive and inferential statisticsastools in both public policy analysis
and public program analysis.The useof quantitative analysisto support manage-
ment decision making is examined. Computers, espet::iallymicrocomputers, will
be used in the analysis of quantitative data.
PA-504 PUBLIC BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F/S).
Determination of fiscal policy, budgeting processes, and governmental forms
of budgeting. 'Consideration of fiscal policy and processes in various program
areas. Emphasis on the interface between techn ical and political processes.
PA 505 PUBLIC PERSONNELADMINISTRATION (3-0-J)(F/S).An examination of
the personnel/human resource management role as it hasevolved in the public
sector. The multiple responsibilities of personnel managers in the public sector
will be examined, and the link between public policy and personnel manage-
mimt will be identified. '
PA 510 PROGRAM EVALUATION (J-o-J)(F/S).Application of social science
research to administrative problems, including practical methods of gathering,
analyzing, and interpreting data. Theory and basic techniques underlying quan-
titative analysis of public programs .
PA511 QUANTITATIVEMETHODSFORPUBLICDECISIONS(3+3)(F/S). Methods
fo'r operations research and management sCienceare used to analyze decisions
aswell asto plan and monitor program implementation. The usefulness of these
methods in public sector and other public affairs organizations is considered.
PA520 GOVERNMENTPlANNING (3+J)(F/S).A study of the theories, objectives,
techniques, and problems of governmental planning within cities, metropolitan
areas, and regions, as well as at the national level of government in the United
States. A discussion of the planning profession and the politics of planning.
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PA521 INTERGOVERNMENTALRELATIONS(J.O-3)(F/S).Interunit cooperation and
conflict in the American federal system, including national-state-Iocal, and in-
terlocal relations. PREREQ:PO 101, 102, 303.
PA 522 POLICY ISSUESAND THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR (3-o-3)(F/S).Ap-
propriate, relevant topics dealing with public policy and the roles of public ad-
ministrators are discussed using concepts from organization and administrative
theory and policy analysis.
PA 530 ADMINISTRATIVELAW (J.O-3)(F/S).Sources of power and duties of ad-
ministrative agencies, rules and regulations made by agenciesthrough investiga-
tion and hearings, judicial decisions and precedents relating to administrative
activities. PREREQ:PO 303 or PERM/INST.
PA531 LABORRELATIONSLAWJN THEPUBLICSECTOR(J.O-3)(F/S).A casestudy
of the trends and development of the legal context of labor-management rela-
tions in the public sector, including collective bargaining relationships, manage-
ment rights and responsibilities, political and civil rights of public employees,
and alternative modes of dispute resolution. Collectiv,ebargaining and grievance
exercises will be conducted. .
PA 540 NATURAL RESOURCEPOLICYAND ADMINISTRATION (3-G-3)(F/S).Ex-
amines the major issues, actors, and policies in the area of natural resources.
Topics include: land and water management and use, the natural resource policy
environment, the roles and behaviors of natural resource agencies, and alter-
native natural resource policy futures.
PA541 ENVIRONMENTALAND REGULATORYPOLICYAND ADMINISTRATION
(J.O-3)(F/S).Examines aspects of environmental regulatory politics and policy.
Topics examined include the politics of regulation, pollution and waste policy,
and intergovernmental environmental management.
PA542 ENERGYPOLITICS(J.O-3)(F/S).Topics to be discussed in this energy policy
related course include: alternative energy policies, energy and environmental
protection, and the politics of the formulation of a national energy policy.
PA543 PUBLICLAND POLICYAND ADMINISTRATION (J.O-3)(F/S).Examinesthe
major issues,actors, and policies affecting the public lands of the United States.
Specialattention to the processes,institutions, and organizations which influence
how public land policy is made.
PA571 ETHICSIN THEPUBLICSECTOR(J.O-3)(F/S).Examination of ethical dilem-
masfacing civil servantsand elected officials utilizing casestudies, current ethics
statutes, and approaches in the public administration literature to the subject.
SELECTEDTOPICS(3-0-3).To be offered as staff availability permits:
PA 580ADMINISTRATIVE THEORY,ORGANIZATION AND BEHAVIOR
PA 581 TECHNIQUESAND SKILLS
PA 582 PUBLIC POLICY AND POLICY ANALYSIS
PA 583ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND ETHICS
PA S84THE EXECUTIVEAND THEADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS
PA 585 INTERGOVERNMENTALRELATIONS
PA S86COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
PA 587 COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMIN AND PLANNING SYSTEMS
PA 590 PUBLIC SERVICEINTERNSHIP(variable credit). Arranged as field ex-
perience for those students with no prior experience in governmental or other
organizational assignments. Such internships will be established and ar-
rangements made for placement through the director of the MPA Program.
PA595 READINGAND CONFERENCE(1-2credits). Directed reading on selected
materials in public administration and discussion of these materials, asarranged
and approved through major advisor, "
PA 596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(1-3 credits). A special project undertaken by the
MPA student as advanced tutorial study in a specialized area according to the
needs and interests of the student. Course embodies research, discussions of
the subject matter and procedures with a designated professor and adocumen-
tal paper covering the subject of the independent study.
PA 599 CONFERENCEOR WORKSHOP (1 credit). Conferences or workshops
covering various topics in public administration may be offered on an irregu-
larly scheduled basis,according to student interest and staff availability. No more
than 3 credits provided through conferences or workshops can be applied toward
the MPA. .
CR CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION COURSES
Graduate
CR510 SPECIALPROBLEMSIN CORRECTIONALTREATMENT(3-G-3)(F/S).Analysis
of contemporary problems in the correctional programs of American society.
CR 511 SPECIALPROBLEMSOF THE JUVENILEAND YOUTHFUL OFFENDER
(3-o-3)(F/S).Examination of current processes in juvenile justice, rehabilitation
programs, probation and utilization of community-based resources. Emphasis
will be placed on. preventive rehabilitative measures at the local level.
CR580 SELECTEDTOPIC5-CRIMINAL JUSJICEADMINISTRATION (J.O-3)(F/S).Ex-
amination, evaluation and research regarding contemporary problems in the
criminal justice system. Students will be required to do extensive reading and
inquiry into special areas of concern and interest.
CR595 READINGAND CONFERENCE(1-2credits): Directed reading on selected
materials in criminal justice administration and discussion of these materials,
as arranged and approved through major advisor.
CR598 SEMINARIN CRIMINALJUSTICEADMINISTRATION (2-o-2)(F/S).Intensive
analysis of selected subject areas of the system of criminal justice administra-
tion. PREREQ:CR 301. ~
SO SOCIOLOGY COURSEs1'"
Graduate
SO501 THESOCIOLOGYOF EDUCATION (3-o-3)(F/S).A sociological analysis of
the American school system, its problems and the social forces that shape the
schools in contemporary society.
SO510 CONFLICTAND CHANGEIN SOCIQ-CULTURALSYSTEMS(3-o-3)(F/S).In-
tensive examination of social and cultural change as related to technological
evolution, value changes and the resultant conflict in society.
SO511 THESOCIOLOGYOFAGEGROUPSTRATIFICATION(3-o-3)(F/S).Examina-
tion of the sociological effect of ageasa major dimension of social organization
and stratification in American society and Western civilization. The course will
consider the effects of changing patterns of longevity, resultant changes in age
distribution of the population as these factors affect social, economic, and
political systems.
SO512 SOCIALDEMOGRAPHY(3-o-3)(F/S).Techniques and methods for analyz-
ing population growth, trends, and movement as reflected in actuarial data, birth-
death rate; mobility, fertility and fecundity as these affect the societal patterns,
especially planning for human service programs.
SO 580 SELECTEDTOPICS-HUMAN SERVICESADMINISTRATION (3 credits).
SO595 READINGAND CONFERENCE(1-2credits). Directed reading on selected
materials in human services administration and discussion of these materials as
arranged and approved through major advisor.
Master of Science in
~aptor Biology'
College of Arts and Sciences
General Information
The Master of Science degree program in Raptor Biology is designed
for students, holding or expecting a bachelor degree in one of the
disciplines of the biological sciences, to enhance their knowledge and
understanding of raptor biology and ecology. The affiliation of the pro-
gram with the World Center for Birds of Prey, affords students a uni-
que opportunity to study the techniques of captive breeding and release
of rare and endangered birds of prey. In addition, the Snake River Birds
of Prey Natural Area, with the largest concentration of nesting raptors
in North America, provides a unique circumstance to study raptor
biology. and ecology.
Admission Requirements
1. Submit a graduate application along with the $15.00 matriculation
fee to the Graduate Admissions Office. Please submit the applica-
tion PRIOR to submitting any additional items:
2. Have the Registrar(s) of ALL post-secondary institutions attended send
official transcripts.
3. Submit three letters of recommendation.
4. Have Graduate Record Exam scores forwarded.
All of the above materials are to be sent directly to the Graduate Ad-
missions Office, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive, Boise,
ID 83725. In addition, the applicant should send a cover letter,discuss-
ing the applicant's professional goals and his or her reasons for wishing
to study raptor biology, directly to the Biology Graduate Studies
Coordinator.
REGULAR STATUS may be granted to those students who submit the
above materials if they have maintained a 2.75 GPA over the last two
years of undergraduate study and average a 50 percentile in verbal,
quantitative, and analytical portions of the GRE.
PROVISIONAL STATUS may be granted to those applicants who do
not meet the requirements for regular status or who may required to
complete additional requirements as determined by the Biology
Department.
Students may apply for admission at any time; however, applications
must be completed by March 1 (for Fall Semester admission) in order
to be considered for assistantships. Other forms of financial aid, such




students. Prospective students should contact the Financial Aid Office
and consult the BSU catalog. Enrollment in the program is limited.
Degree Requirements
Once accepted, the student and the student's major professor (thesis
advisor) select two additional faculty to comprise the student's thesis
committee. This committee reviews the student's program and thesis.
The committee also determines if there are any specific academic defi-
ciencies that the student must meet in addition to the M.S. degree
req u irements.
A minimum of thirty (30) credits are required. Two (2) credits of graduate
seminar (B 598) and six (6) credits of thesis (B 593) are required as part
of the minimum 30 credits. The final copy of the thesis must be ap-
proved by the student's thesis committee and submitted to the Dean
of the Graudate C<:,!!egeat least three (3) weeks before commencement.
Course List (BSU)
Organic Evolution B 401G. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3
General Parasitology B 412G". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Applied and'Environmental Microbiology B 415G . . . .. . .. 4
Immunology B 420G , '. . .. . .. 3
,Ecology B 423G :, ' " :..... 4
1Biometry B 501 ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4
Population and Community Ecology B 502 3
Raptor Ecology B 506 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Seminar B 598 (1 credit) : . .. .. 2
Thesis B 593 ".. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Directed Research B 596
(6 credits maximum in a semester) " 1-9
Mycology BT 330G . . . .. . . .. 4
Advanced Writing E 401 : :........... 3
Mathematical Modeling M 564 ~ " 3
Public Policy Process PA 501 ;' ,' ,' ;....... 3
Entomology Z 305G :;.................... 4
Ornithology Z 341G 3
General & Comparative Physiology Z 409G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Mammalogy Z 421G .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 3
In addition, approved upper division and graduate courses at Idaho
State University and/or the University of Idaho may serve as part of
the graduate program at the determination of the student's thesis
committee.
Thesis/Project
By the end of the eighth week of the second semester in which the
student is enrolled, an outline of the proposed research project must
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be submitted to the committee members. A budget must be included
. as part of the research proposal. During the second semester, the stu-
dent must present a seminar on the proposed research which may con-
sist of a literature review, current research, or progress on the research
project.
.Course Offerings
See page 20 for definition of course numbering system
Undergraduate
See appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
B BIOLOGY
B 401G ORGANIC EVOLUTION (3-0-3)(5).
B 412 G GENERAL PARA51TOLOGY (2-3-3)(5).
B 415G APPLIED AND ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY (3-3-4)(5).
B 420G IMMUNOLOGY (3-6-3)(5).
B 423G ECOLOGY (3-3-4)(F/5).
BT BOTANY
BT 330G MYCOLOGY (3-3-4)(F).
Z ZOOLOGY
Z 305G ENTOMOLOGY (2-6-4)(F).
Z 341G ORNITHOLOGY (2-3-3)(5).
Z 409G GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE PHY510LOGY (3-3-4)(5).
Z 421G MAMMALOGY (2-3-3)(5).
Graduate
B BIOLOGY
B 501 BIOMETRY (4-0-4)(F). An application of statistical methods to problems in
the biological sciences. Basic concepts of hypothesis testing; estimation and con-
fidence intervals; t-tests and chi-square tests. Linear and nonlinear regression
theory and analysis of variance. Techniques in multivariate and non parametric
statistics. PREREQ: M 111 or equivalent, or PERM/INST.
B 502 POPULATION AND COMMUNITY ECOLOGY (3-6-3)(F). The structure of
populations and communities. Competition, predation, life history strategies,
demography, population regulation, and species diversity are examined from
experimental and theoretical perspectives. PREREQ: B 423 or equivalent, or
PERM/INST.
B 506 RAPTORECOLOGY (3-6-3)(5). Theoretical ecology as applied to birds of
prey. Strategies of reproduction, habitat selection, foraging and spacing; theory
of competition and predator-prey interactions; niche theory and community
structure; raptor management. PREREQ: B 423 or equivalent, or PERM/INST.
'r
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204 - Faculty Boise State University Faculty
Full-Time Official Faculty as of February, 1991
NOTE: The date in parentheses is the year of first appointment.
A
Ackley louise •............................................ (1969)
Assistant Professor, English; A.M., University of Washington
Affleck Stephen B (1981)
Associate Professor, Engineering; Ph.D., Iowa State University
Allen John V'! ~ , (1971)
Professor; Physics; Ph.D., Harvard University
Allen Robert l ..........•..•.•....•...................... :(1976)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Industrial Mechanics/Aut~mation;
B.A., Boise State University
Aim leslie ' , , (1991)
Assistant Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., Colorado State
University .
Anderson Calvin Kent. , .......................•....•...... (1990)
Assistant Professor, English; M.F.A., University of Montana
Anderson Holly l ............•............................. (1989)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; M.A., University of Utah
Anderson Jeffrey M .•..•.•.......................•........ (1986)
Director, Clinical Education, Respiratory Therapy; Assistant Pro-
fessor, Respiratory Therapy; B.S., University of Wisconsin, Madison
Anderson Michael R (1990)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Michigan
Anderson Robert .......•......... ' ' : .. (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Michigan State University-
Anooshian Linda James ....•............•................•. (1988)
Department Chair and Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of
California, Riverside
Anson Robert ... ; ........•....................•........... (1990)
Assistant Professor, Computer Information Systems & Production
Management; Ph.D., Indiana University
Arambarri Gary ...........•.•....................... : (1976)
Manager, Technical Division; Senior Instructor, Welding; Diploma,
Boise State University
Ashworth lonny J•..................•...................... (1977)
Associate Professor, Respiratory Therapy; M.Ed., College of Idaho
Atlakson Philip ................................•.....•.... (1985)
Assistant Professor, Theatre Arts; MA, State University of New York,
Binghamton , '
Ayers Kathleen l ..........•....•.......................... (1983)
Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Idaho
B
Bahruth Robert ....•.•.............•....................... (1988)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; M.A. University of Texas,
San Antonio
Bain Craig E ........• , (1986)
Assistant Professor, Accounting; Ph;D., Texas A & M
Baker Charles W ...•.•..........•......................... (1968)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Baker Richard P.•.......•.....•.....•.•.•................. (1973)
Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., Washington State University
Baldassarre Joseph A ...•.•.•.......••..................... (1975)
Associate Professor, Music; D.M.A., Case Western Reserve University
Baldner Ronald ......................•....•.....•......... (1978)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Welding; M.Ed., University of
Idaho
Baldwin John B .....•..............•.................•.•.. (1971)
Professor, Music; Ph.D., Michigan State University
Bammel Brad P .......................•..•...........•.... (1988)
Assistant Professor, Chemistry; Ph.D., University of New Orleans
Banks Richard C .....•.....................•.............. (1968)
Chairperson, Chemistry Department; Professor, Organic Chemistry;
Ph.D., Oregon State University
Barney Lloyd Dwayne .•..•....•....•..•................... (1986)
Associate Professor, Finance; Ph.D., Texas A& M
Barrett Gwynn W .............•.....•........ , (1968)
Professor, History; Ph.D., Brigham Young University
Barsness Wylla D ...............................•......... (1968)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Bartoszynski, Tomasz (1990)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Warsaw University, Poland
Bauwens Jeanne (1984)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Idaho
B!!chard Marc Joseph (1983)
Graduate Program Coordinator, Raptor Biology; Professor, Biology;
Ph.D., Washington State University •
Beckman Terrie l (1990)
Instructor, Dental Assisting; Certificate, Boise State University
Belfy Jeanne Marie (1983)
Associate Professor, Music; Ph.D., University of Kentucky,
Benson Elmo B .. '.....................................•... (1975)
• Associate Professor, Art; Ed~D., University of Idaho
Bentley Elton B ..................•..... ".,' (1980)
Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Benton Danny .......................•.................... (1983)
Standard Instructor, Drafting Technology; B.S., la Salle Extension
University ,
Berg lynn R ' (1984)
Associate Professor, Music; D.M.A., Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison
Bernstein louis ..........•................................ (1989)
Assistant Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Bieter J Patrick (1969)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Idaho
Bigelow John D (1982)
Professor, Management; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University
Bixby Michael B : (1981)
Associate Professor, Management; J.D., University of Michigan
Blain Michael (1983)
Associate Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., University of Illinois
Blankenship Jim ................•.............•............. (1977)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., OtisArt Institute
Boren Robert R -. , " (1971)
Chairperson, Communication Department; Professor, Communica-
tion; Ph.D., Purdue University
Borman leAnne .....•........•..•.•...••.•...•.•...... '.... (1987)
Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S., Idaho State University; B.S.,
University of Colorado ) - • _
Bounds Karen J ................................•.......... (1973)
Professor, Business and Office Education; Ed.D., North Texas State
University
Boyer Dale K ..........•....... ~'.. ,' (1968)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Missouri, Columbia
Bratt J Wallis .................•........................... (1970)
Associate Professor, Music; M.M., University of Utah
Brender Susan I ..........•...............•............... (1969)
• -Professor, Computer Systems; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Brinton Alan P .......•..........•... ;': .. '-. : .........•...•. (1975)
Chair, Philosophy Department; Professor, Philosophy; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis
Brown Marcellus .•........•.••..•.•.......•...•••..•...... (1989)
Associate Professor, Music; M.M., University of Michigan
Brown Timothy .............•............................. (1977)
University Librarian; Associate Professor, Library Science; M.S.,
University of Illinois
Brownfield Theodore E (1979)
Advanced Instructor, Heavy-Duty Mechanics (Diesel)
Buhler Peter ..............•............................... (1980)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Burkey Ralph •.•...•.•.•...•.........••........•.•.•...... (1973)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Drafting Technology
Burmaster Orvis .........................•................ (1968)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of Montana
Buss Stephen R .............•..............•.............. (1979)
Chairperson, Theatre Arts Department; Associate Professor, Theatre
Arts; Ph.D., Washington State University
Butler Doris A ...........•.•....•...•.•..•................ (1981)
Advanced Instructor, Business & Office Education; Diploma, Boise
State University
Button Sherman G .....................•.................. (1976)
Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., University of Utah
C
Cade Tom J .......•..........•..........•................ (1987)
Director, Raptor Research; Professor, Raptor Biology; Ph.D., Univer-














Cadwell Dan E , . , , (1981)
Senior Instructor, Business Systems & Computer Repair; A.A.S.,
Boise State University .
Callaghan Kathleen , ; , (1988)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Wyoming
Carlton Janet ... , ... , ...........................•......... (1974)
Senior Instructor, Business & Office Education; M.A., Boise State
University
Carpenter Connie S. , , (1986)
Associate Professor, Nursing; Ed.D., Oklahoma University
Carter Loren S , . , . , . , •. , . , . , . , ~ .. , :(1970)
Professor, Chemistry; Ph.D., Washington State University,
Centanni Russell , , , (1973)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of Montana
Chastain Garvin (1978)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin
Chevalier Susan M , , (1990)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of
Missouri-Columbia '
Christensen Steve , .. (1988)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Clark Marvin A ,'; .. '.. , (1969)
Professor, Computer Information Systems; Ph.D., University of Min-
, nesota, Minneapolis .
Colby Conrad , , .:. ' (1970)
Chairperson, Respiratory Therapy; Professor, Respiratory Therapy;
Ph.D., University of Montana '.
Corbin A Robert .•........................... , ' (1967)
Assistant Professor, Sociology; Th.M., Iliff School of Theology
Cornwell Robert (1969)
• Professor, Business Communication; Ed.D., Arizona State University
Cox T Virginia., : , •. (1967)
Associate Professor, Anthropology; Ph.D., University of Georgia
Cox Marvin , ..•................................. (1977)
Professor,.Communication; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Craner G Dawn .......................• , i, •• (1975)
Associate Professor, Communication; M.A., Purdue University
D
Dahm Norman .•...•...•..•...........•.•..........•.•.... (1953)
Chairperson, Construction Management & Pre-Engineering Depart-
ment; Professor, Engineering; M.Ed., University of Colorado
Dalton Jack L ......................................•...... (1958)
Professor, Chemistry; M~S., Kansas State University
Davis Charles ....................................•......•. (1963)
Director, Interdisciplinary Studies Program; Professor, English; Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill .
Dayley Jon Philip , , . (1982)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Dennis Gerald R. , (1989)
Instructor, Water/Wastewater Technology
Dodson Jerry ....•. , . , ....•.... , .•........... , ' (1970)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., Purdue University
Dodson Robert B .. , , , , (1979)
Senior Instructor, Electronics Service Technology; B.S.E.E., Seattle
University , .
Donaldson Paul R .....•. '. ,' •.......... , (1975)
Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., Colorado School of Mines
Donoghue Dennis J , (1973)
Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., Miami University of Ohio
Dorman Patricia. , , .•.................. .' (1967)
Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., University of Utah
Douglas Dorothy P : , , (1981)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley
Douglass J D Jr ....•......................... ' (1972)
Professor, Art; M.F.A.,'Cranbrook Academy of Art. '
Downs Richard R ....•..............................•... .'. (1975)
Counseling Psychologist, Counseling & Testing Center; Associate
Professor, Psychology; Ed.D., Ball State University L ,
Draayer Gerald F " (1976)
Director, Center for Economic Education; Associate Professor,
Economics; Ph.D., Ohio University
Dufty Alfred M ..............•.......•....... , ........•.... (1988)
Assistant Professor, Zoology; Ph.D., State University of New York,
Binghamton
Dykstra Dewey I, Jr . : .'. : : .. ; .. (1981)




Eastman Phillip ; ': (1977)
Associate Dean, Arts & Sciences; Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D.,
University of Texas
Edmundson Eldon .............................•.......... ;(1976)
Dean, College of Health Science; Professor, Public Health, Health
, Science; Ph.D., Washington State University
Edmundson Phyllis J , ; (1974)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Northern
Colorado
Egland Barbara ..•.. ; ;~ .•... ; , (1984)
Manager, Business and Service Division; Instructor, Business and
," Office Education; M.S., University of Idaho . I
Eisley Mark ' •................ ; , ...•.•.. , •.... ,. (1990)
Program Head and Assistant Professor, Instructional/Performance
Technology; Ph.D., Brigham Young University
Elison Patt , , , . , .. , . ; . , .. (1986)
Chairperson, Medical Record Science; Assistant Professor, Medical
Record Science; M.A., Boise State UniverSity
Elliott Catherine , .. (1986)
Associate Professor, Music; M.A., Boise State University
Elliott Wilber D ... , ...........................•.....•..... (1969)
Chairperson, Music Department; Professor, Music; M.Ed., Central
Washington University
Ellis Robert W ..........................•............... , . (1971)
Professor, Biochemistry; Ph.D., Oregon State University •
English Denise M , , , .. , . , (1987)
Assistant Professor, Accounting; Ph.D., Indiana State University
English Thomas J , , .•................. , . , . , (1987)
Assistant Professor, Accounting; Ph.D., Arizona State University
Ericson Robert E ' .......•.....• ' (1970)
Associate Professor, Theatre Arts; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Evett Stuart D ...................•........... : , .• ((972)
• Assistant Professor, English; M.A., Vanderbilt University,. •
F
Fahleson Genger A .......................................• (1974)
Associate Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., Univ. of Wyoming
Farnsworth Judy .........................•.•.............. (1989)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; Ph.D., University of Utah,
Feldman Alex .•..........•................. ; , (1989)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin,
M~~n ,
Ferguson David J .. , : , .' .. (1970)
Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Fletcher Allan W ...........................•........•..... (1970)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Washington
Foraker-Thompson Jane .....................•............. (1982)
. ,Associate Professor, Criminal Justice Administration; Ph.D., Stanford
University " ,
Fountain Carol E .. ' ' , , . (1967)
Director, A. S. Nursing Program; Associate Professor, Nursing; M.N.,
Montana State University "
Fox Roy F . .' ~ : : (1978)
Coordinator, Composition, English Department; Associate Professor,
English; Ph.D., University of Missouri, Columbia.
Frankie Alan .......•................•.. , .••... , ... , .. , .... (1984)
Professor, Finance; Ph.D., University of Arizona '
Frederick E Coston. , , •...•. , , ..•......•...... ; (1971)
Director, Reading Education Center; Professor, Teacher Education;
Ph.D., Syracuse University
Freemuth John C , (1986)
Assistant Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., Colorado State
University "
French Judith : , , .'. (1976)
'Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ph~D., Florida State
University
Friedli Robert L: , : (1972)
Professor, Teacher Education;'Ph.D., University of Utah '
Fronmueller Michael P ; (1990)
Assistant Professor, Management;' Ph.D., Washington' State
University', " •
Fry Phillip C .....•........................................ (1987)
Assistant Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., Louisiana State Univ.
Fuhriman Jay R (1982)
Director, Bilingual Education; Associate Professor, Teacher Educa-
tion; Ed.D., Texas A & f University. •
Fuller Eugene G ........................•.... .' (1967)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Oregon State University ,
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Furrh Daniel l (1989)
Assistant Professor, Management; J.D., University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign
G
Gabert Marvin c. (1979)
Professor, Construction Management; M.S., Stanford University
Gaines Marlin l. , (1980)
Program Head; Standard Instructor, Agricultural Equipment
Technology
Gains Charles R (1988)
Assistant Professor, Construction Management & Pre-Engineering;
M.B.A., Boise State University
Gallup V lyman ; (1977)
Associate Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Gehrke Pamela ;~ (1988)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Portland
Gibson Terry-Ann (1981)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; M.S.,' University of Illinois
Gill Karen S ; ,'. (1985)
Catalog librarian, Cat\ilog Department, library; Assistant Professor;
A.M.l.S., University'of Michigan
Glassen Gustav B (1979)
Standard Instructor, Machine Shop; Certificate, Mergenthaler
linotype Co.
Glen Roy .............•.......................•........... (1982)
Associate Professor, Management; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve
University •
Gough Newell "Sandy" , (1989)
Assistant Professor, Management; M.B.A., University of Montana
Gourley Margaret ...........•...........•................. (1977)
Advanced Instructor, Child Services & Development; B.A., College
of Wooster ' -
Grantham Stephen B (1982)
Chairperson, Mathematics Department; Associate Professor,
Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Colorado
Green Gary I (1988)
Department Chair and Associate Professor, Computer Systems &
Production Management; Ph.D., University of Washington
Griffin Dennis ; (1989)
Canyon County Division Manager; Instructor, VoCational Education;
M.Ed., College of Idaho
Griffin John .............................................• (1983)
Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Washington State
University .
Groebner David F ' : (1973)
Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., University of Utah , ..
Guerin Michael • .- (1986)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Guilford Charles (1981)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., Northwestern University
H
Hadden James (1972)
Assistant Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Washington
Haefer james A (1982)
Associate Professor, Engineering; M.SEE., Montana State University
Hall lee Edward (1979)
Advanced Instructor, Auto Mechanics
Hambelton Benjamin E ...........•........................ (1975)
Assistant Executive Vice President; Director, SimplotlMicron Instruc:
tional Technology Center; Assistant Professor, Teacher Education;
M.Ed., Utah State University .
Harbison Warren ' (1977)
Associate Professor, Philosophy; Ph.D., Syracuse University
Hart Richard l (1978)
Dean, College of Education; Professor, Education; Ed.D., University
of Nebraska, lincoln
Hausrath Alan R (1977)
professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Brown University
Heap Felix A (1978)
Professor, Art; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Heise Frank K (1971)
Executive Director, Morrison Center; Associate Professor, Theatre
Arts; M.A., University of South Dakota '
Heist Noreen : (1984)
Advanced Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S.N., University of Utah
Henbest Margaret W (1988)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., California State University, long
Beach
Hickman Vernon l (1987)
Instructor, Culinary Arts
Hill Kenneth l (1968)
Associate Dean, College of Education; Professor, Teacher Education;
Ed.D., University of Idaho
Hoeger Werner WK .- (1986)
Director, Human Performance laboratory; Professor, Physical Educa-
tion; Ed.D., Brigham Young University
Hogue Kenneth D (1985)
Program Head; Instructor, Heavy-Duty Mechanics (Diesel)
Hollenbaugh Ken (1968)
Dean, Graduate College; Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., University
of Idaho '
'Hoopes Gaye (1978)
Associate Professor, Art; M.A., Boise State University
Hopfenbeck Ted H (1967)
Associate Professor, Criminal justice Administration; M.Ed., Univer-
sity of Arizona
Hourcade jack Joseph ; ; (1987)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Missouri,
Columbia
Hoyt Kathleen A (1990)
Assistant Professor, Psychology; MA, University of California, Davis
HsuMadeleine (1971)
Professor, Music; Ph.D., New York University
Huff Daniel D (1970)
Professor, Social Work; M.S.W., University of Kansas
Huff Howard l. (1965)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., University of Idaho
Hughes Robert B (1971)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of California, Riverside
Huskey Darryl l (1968)
Head librarian, Documents Department, library; Associate
Professor, library Science; M.l., Emporia State UniverSity
Hyde Kenneth A ' (1979)
- Instruction Product Development Specialist, SimplotlMicron Instruc-
tional Technology Center; Assistant Professor, Education; M.Ed.,
Utah State University
I
Imbs Bonnie J (1976)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Dental Assisting; Certificate, State
University of New York .
J., . -
Jansson Paul R :' : .. ~ (1981)
Senior Instructor, Business Systems & Computer Repair; B.S.Ed.,
University of Idaho .
Jarratt Mary K (1987)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph:D.,Montana State University
Jensen John H (1969)
Director of HEP/CAMP, Trio Coordinator; Professor, Teacher Educa-
tion; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Jensen Margaret G (1982)
Associate Director, Bilingual Education; Associate Professor, Teacher
Education; Ed.D., Texas A & I University
Jocums George A (1973)
Professor, Foreign languages; Ph.D., University of Michigan
Johnson David (1980)
Chair and Associate Professor, Social Work; M.S.W., Rutgers State
University, '. •
Jones Daryl E (1986)
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences; Professor, English; Ph.D., Michigan
State University
Jones Donald S : (1970)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Business Systems & Computer
Repair .
Jones Errol D (1982)
Professor, History; Ph.D., Texas Christian University
Jull Robert G .. : (1989)
Instructor, College of Technology; A.S.E.T., Madison Area Technical
College - -.
Juola Robert C (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Michigan State University
K
Kaupins Gundars Egons (1986)
Assistant Professor, Management; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Keiser John H (1978)





Kenny G Otis ' (1976)
Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Kerr Charles R .....................................•....... (1969)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of British, Columbia ,
Killmaster John ; ; : (1970)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., Cranbrook Academy of Art .
Ki ncaid Larry G (1988)
Reference Librarian; Associate Professor, Library Science;M.L.S.,
University of Washington
King Jay A (1975)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., New York University; Ph.D.,
University of British Columbia '
Kinney Richard ' (1976)
Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Notre Dame
Kirtland William .................•...•.•............•.. " .. (1969)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed;D., Arizona State University
Kjellander Paul .....................................•..... (1989)
Assistant Professor, Applied Technology, Special Projects Unit Direc-
tor, KBSU Radio; M.A., Ohio University •
Kober J Alfred . .-......................................•... (1968)
Professor, Art; M.S., Fort Hays State University ,
Koeppen David R ' (1986)
Associate Professor, Accounting; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin,
Madison
Kozar Bill : : (1989)
Associate Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Kraker Thomas L. .' : (1977)
Chair, Radiologic Sciences; Associate Professor, Radiologic Sciences;
Ed.M., College of Idaho
Kulm Julia Hosman ; (1987)
Instructor, Culinary Arts; AA.S., Boise State University
L
La Cava Gerald (1982)
Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., University of Kansas.
Lagerstrom Dessa L (1989)
Instructor, Practical Nursing; M.P.A, Boise State University
Lambert Carroll " (1976)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Utah State University
Lamet Daniel G (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Lane Richard C : (1969)
Associ~t~ Professor, Marketing; M.S., Kansas State University
Lathen Wilham. , " (1984)
Chairperson, Accounting Department; Associate Professor, Account-
ing; Ph.D., Arizona State University , •
Lauterbach Charles E ' (1971)
Professor, Theatre Arts; Ph.D., Michigan State University
LaRiviere, Sara .........................•.................. (1990)
Assistant Professor, Community and Environmental Health; Ed.D.,
University of LaVerne , .
Leahy Margaret K (1982)
Instructor, Nursing; B.S., University of San Francisco
Leahy Richard , (1971)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of California, Davis
LeMaster Clifford (1990)
Assistant Professor, Chemistry; Ph.D., University of California, Davis
Leon Manuel (1985)
Assistant Professor, Psychology: Ph.D., University of California San
Diego '
Lester Daniel " '. (1990)
Associate University Librarian and Professor; M.A, Northern Illinois
University
Lester Jody '. (1983)
Assistant Professor, Respiratory Therapy; M.A., Boise State University
Lewis Ray (1956)
Associate Professor, Physical Education: M.s., University of Idaho
Lichtenstein Peter M ,(1975)
Chair and Professor, Economics: Ph.D., University of Colorado
Lincoln Douglas J ~ ; (1980)
Chairperson, Marketing & Finance; Professor, Marketing; Ph.D.,
Virginia Poly Inst & State University
Lindsey Melinda (1987)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Lojek Helen .........................................•.... (1983)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Denver
Long Elaine M (1975)
Chairperson, Community & Environmental Health; Associate
Professor, Nutrition: M.S., Iowa State University
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Long James A : (1974)
Associate Chairperson, Biology Department; Associate Professor,
Biology; Ph.D., Iowa State University
Long Robert A : .................•. (1988)
Associate Professor, Environmental Health; Dr. P.H., University of
Texas Health Science Center at Houston
Lonsdale Edward A (1990)
Sta~dar~ Instructor, Manufacturing Technology; B.S., Boise State
Umverslty •
Loucks Christine ...................................•...•.. (1989)
-:'ssistant Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Washington State University
LOVin Hugh T ; ........•............................ (1965)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Washington
Luke Robert A , ............................•. (1968)
Chairperson, Physics Department; Professor, Physics; Ph.D., Utah
State University ,
Lundy Phoebe J (1966)
" Associate Professor, History; M.S., Drake University ,
Lutze Peter C ' (1990)
Assistant Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Lvkken Briattha ...................................•....... (1972)
Associate Professor, English: D.A., Idaho State University
Lyons Lamont S (1977)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of
Massachusetts
M.
MacDonald Patricia ...........................•.........•. (1988)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Virginia
ty1adden Terry Jo (1983)
Reference Librarian, Reference Department, Library: Assistant Pro-
fessor, Library Science; M.L., University of Washington
Maguire James H : (1970)
Professor, English; Ph.D., Indiana University •
Maher Matthew .........•........•....................•... (1989)
Assistant Professor, Marketing & Finance: Ph.D., University of Illinois
Maloof Giles (1968)
professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Manship Darwin W , ......................• (1970)
Pr~fess?r, Business Communication; Ed.D., Brigham Young
Umverslty .
Markel Michael .- (1990)
Professor and Director of Technical Communications, English; Ph.D.,
Pennsylvania State University
Marsh Robert L ....................•......... : (1974)
Chair and Associate Professor, Criminal Justice Administration:
Ph.D., Sam Houston State University •
Martin Carol A ............•.•..............•.... , ...•.•... (1972)
, Chairperson, English Department; Professor, English; Ph.D., Catholic
University of America , ,
Martin Kathleen A (1988)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Portland
Mason Jon L (1983)
Assistant Professor, Construction Management; M.S., University of
Santa Clara
Matjeka Anne L. .' (1981)
Head Librarian, Curriculum Resource Center, Library: Associate Pro-
fessor, Library Science; M.L.S., State University of New York, Albany
Matjeka Edward R (1976)
Professor, Organic Chemistry; Ph.D., Iowa State University
Matson Constance (1968)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.Ed., UniverSity of Idaho '
Matthews Catherine E (1989)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education: M.A., University of Kansas
Maxson Emerson C .......•............................... (1968)
Associate Professor, Computer Systems; D.B.A., Texas Tech
University .
McCain Gary '.' (1979)
Professor, Marketing: Ph.D., University of Oregon '
McCloskey Richard (1976)
Professor, Biology: Ph.D., Iowa State University
McCorkle Suzanne ; (1978)
Associate Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Colorado
McCrorie Duane R ...........................•............ (1985)
Assistant Professor, Radiologic Sciences; M.S., Whitworth College
McCulloch Donna (1985)
Standard Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S., Montana State University
McGuire Sherry , (1967)
,Assistant Professor, English: M.A., Washington State University
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McKie Gerald ............•.........•.................. .-... (1983)
Program Head; Instructor, Electrical Lineworker; Certificate, Idaho
Power Company .
Mcluskie C Ed Jr ..........•..................•..•..... '... (1981)
Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Means Ann .-....•.............. (1990)
, Assistant Professor, Theatre Arts; M.F.A., University of Texas at Austin
Mech William P : .' (1970)
Director, Honors Program; Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Illinois
Medlin John J ...•.. .- '..............•. .-: (1970)
Associate Professor, Accounting; M.B.A., University of Denver
Mercer Gary D .- .- ' (1975)
Professor, Inorganic Chemistry; Ph.D., Cornell University ;
Merz C Mike •... : ......•...........••......•............. (1974)
Professor, Accounting; D.B.A., University of Southern California
Messick J Alan ...............•..•....•.................... (1986)
Program Head; Instructor, Refrigeration, Heating, Air Conditioning
Metzgar Wanda M ....•....•...•..•.....•.•.•......•...... (1976)
SenioJ Instructor, Business & Office Education, '
Mikesell Charles .........•....••.....•.........•.•........ (1976)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Auto Mechanics; B.S., University
of Idaho ;.
Miller Beverly A ...••................•.•........... '; .....•. (1968)
Reference Librarian, Reference/Interlibrary Loan, Library; Associate
Professor, Library Science; M.A., University of Denver
Miller Merlin ...•..•......•...........•...............•... (1982)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Brigham Young University
Miller Wayne R .•.......•..............•......•.•......... (1983)
Director, Outdoor Adventure Program; Assistant Professor, Physical
Education; M.S.Ed., University of Southern California
Mills Janet 'lee ............•....•.•.•.........•.•.......... (1989)
Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Minch Robert P ...•.•.......... : ..•.......•............... (1986)
Associate Professor, Computer Systems; Ph.D., Texas Tech Univ.
Moen Gary D ••.•................•....................•... (1986)
Standard Instructor, Horticulture; B.S., Mayville State College
Moncrief Gary F .•.•.. : (1976)
, Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Morgan Dale Owen ...•.. ' (1990)
Instructor, Nursing; M.S., University of Arizona • '.
Morris Daniel N .•.•.•..•.......•..•......•....•.......... (1986)
Assistant Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Mtssouri
Morrison Timothy Glen ......•................•.....•...... (1989)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign ,
Most Marshall .•..........•.......•......•.•.............. (1987)
Instructor, Communication; M.A., Boise State University
Munger James C ................•..•...........•.......... (1988)
Assistant Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of Arizona
Murray Judith ....•..•...••...•..............•............ (1989)
Associate Professor, Nursing; Ph.D., University of Iowa .,
Murray Thomas ........................................•.. (1989)
Standard Instructor, College of Technology; M.B.A., John F/Ken-
nedy University
N
Napier Nancy K .....•...... ~......................••.. '. .' .. (1986)
Chairperson and Associate Professor, Management; Ph.D., Ohio
State University ,
Naumann Earl .......•.......................... : (1987)
Associate Professor, Marketing; Ph.D., Arizona State University
Nelson Anne M •...............•............•...•..•...... (1967)
Counseling Psychologist, Counseling & Testing Center; Associate
Professor, Education; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Nelson Karen .•...... : : ......•............... : . (1985)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.N., Brigham Young University
Nelson Mardell Christin (1989)
Assistant Professor, Social Work: M.S.W., Eastern Washington
University . ",'
Newby Gary R .... ~...•. '................•...•.............. (1966)
Professor, Physics; Ph.D., Arizona State University ,
Nicholson James A .............................•.......... (1986)
Director, Counseling & Testing Center; Counseling Psychologist;
,Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Missouri, Columbia
NiCkerson, Ross S ..........•..•......•.................... (1966)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of Utah
Nix David E .•............................................ (1975)
Associate Professor, Accounting; Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
Noonan, Elizabeth ; (1989)
Program Head, Instructor, Child Care & Development; M.S., Bank
Street College of Education
Norman Frederick J '.. : .. : (1969)
Director, Community Relations; Professor, Theatre Arts; M.A.,
University of Northern Colorado
Nuerenberg David V , .- (1987)
Program Head; Instructor, Respiratory Therapy Technician; B.S.,
National College
o ",l~. . r
Oakes Donald R , ", .. (1966)
.• Associate ,Chairperson, Music Department; Associate Professor,
Music; M.M., Northwestern University
Odahl Charles M (1975)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of California, San Diego
Oravez David l ......•....•.•...... , (1964)
Associate Professor, Art; M.S., University of Wisconsin,. Madison
Ostrander Gloria J , " : .. (1971)
,Acquisitions Librarian, Technical Services, Library; .Associate
Professor, Library Science; M.L.S., University of Washington
Ott Russell (1990)
Assistant Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Stanford University
Otterness Nancy ............•......... , , .. , (1982)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., Idaho State University
Ourada PatriciaK - (1962)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Oklahoma
Overgaard Willard .- (1972)
Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Oyler Neldon D (1966)
Program Head; Instructor, Horticulture; B.S., Brigham Young Univ.
p
Paluzzi James V .............•............•.•.............. (1989)
General Manager, KBSU; Associate Professor, Applied Technology;
Ph.D., Kent State University
Panitch Arnold .•.•....... .- ; : (1974)
Professor, Social Work; M.S.W.; Wayne State University
Papenfuss Herbert ....................•........... '; .. : .... (1967)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Colorado' State' University"
Parke Charles R (1980)
. Program Head; Advanced Instructor, Auto Body; Certificate, Idaho
• State University , '
Parker Ben L. .•......... .-•....•. '.. : : .e •••••••••••••••••••• ; (1977)
Professor, Communication; Ph.D., Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale I , •
Parkinson Del R '.. ' .'; .- .-.- (1985)
Professor, Music; D.Mus., Indiana University
Parks Donald J :-' .-.. : ' ; .. (1973)
Professor, Engineering; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Patton David ... '..... : ..... '..... '..... .-: .' .•... ' .......•..... (1989)
Applied Research Director, Assistant Professor, Political Science;
Ph.D., University of Utah
Pavesic Max G •..... , ...• : ...........•..•.•.......•...•... (1973)
Professor, Anthropology; Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder
Payne Anne ' (1988)
Associate Dean, Chairperson, Department of Nursing; Associate Pro-
. fessor, Nursing; Ed.D.;' University 'of Tulsa
Payne Richard D (1970)
Professor, Economics; Ph.D., University of Southern California
Pearson Thel : . (1982)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Califor-
nia, San Francisco'! '
Pelton John R...................................•... : ..... (1981)
Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., University of Utah
Peterson Faith Young ' '- /.': ; . (1979)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.P.A., Boise State UniversitY
Petlichkoff Linda M : (1987)
. Assistant Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., University of Illinois
Pfeiffer Ronald f.-' •..•.....•....•.... .-.. !.: (1980)
Associate Professor, Physical Education; Ed.D., Brigham Young
University - i
Pirrong Gordon D (1978)
Associate Professor, Accounting; D.B.A., Arizona State University'
Pitman C Harvey ' ! ' (1966)
Associate Professor, Communication; M.Ed., Washington State
University .' '. -" "
Plew Mark G (1984)






Schroeder Jeff D , (1981)
. Program Head; Advanced Instructor, Small Engine Repair; A.A.S.,
Boise State University , . .
Seddon Carol 0...•...........•• ; • (1978)
.- 'Associate Professor, MedicaLRecords; M.S;, Oregon State University
Seibert Pennie S ; (1990)
Assistant Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of New Mexico
Selander,Glenn E .. ,; : , (1966)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., Utah State University ,
Selland Larry G 0 (1986)
Executive Vice-President: Professor, Vocational Technical Education:
Ph.D., Colorado State University .
Shallat Todd A , ;.' ; :(1985)
Assistant Professor, History: Ph.D., Carnegie-Mellon University
Shankweiler William E '" ,'; ......•.. ; ; (1956)
("Professor, Theatre Arts; Ph.D."University of Denver, '.
Shannon Patrick ............• : oJ" .. ' .-•. (1985)
Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., University of Oregon.
Shelly Vicki '.' ...••..................... (1988)
, Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Washington
Shelton Melvin~: .. : ... , •. : .. "," .............•......... ~ .. :(1968)
professor, Music; M.M., University of Idaho ,.'
Shin Bong ............•.. ,: , : (1979)
, "Associate, Dean, College of Business; Professor, Management; Ph.D.,
University' of Georgia '" ..••• 1,
Shurtleff-Young Cheryl 0.................••......• (1978)
Assistant Professor, Art; M.A., University of Oregon :,
Simon Elizabeth Bauer: ~ .': (1990)
. Assistant Professor, Art; M.F.A.,Rochester Institute of Tech~ology
Sims Robert C .........................•.. " , (1970)
Dean, College of Social Sciences & PublicAffairs; Professor, History:
Ph.D., University of Colorado. ",,' ,
Singh Ramlaykha. 0.: ....•..... : ...•.•..........••...• .-.•.. (1975)
Coordinator, Field ServiCeS, Teacher Education; Professor, Teacher
Education; Ed.D."University of Northern Colorado ".
Singletary Ted J : ; :(1989)
Assistant P.ro.fe~~or,Teache'r.Education; Ph.D., University of Illinois,
U.rbana-Cham'paign' . " ""
Skillern William G '" 0 '(1971)
, ,Professor, Political Science;' Ph.D., University of Idaho ' .' .
Skoro Charles l. 0 0 ,(1982)
, Associate Professor, Economics; Ph.D:; Columbia University .
Skov Arny R .- ,(1967)
., Professor, Art; M.F.A.; University of Idaho' ,,'
Sieiman Vickie l (1990)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., San Diego' State
University and Claremont Graduate School
Slough Manly Ed 0. 0 '" (1987)
Prog rain Heaa; Instructor, ,Culinary Arts
Sluder Stanley. o.. : 0........•....•... (1983)
~enior Insti'~ctor, Electronics; Certificate, Ida~o State University
Smith Brent '......................•. (1981)
" Associate Professor, Art;, M.F.A., Utah State University "
Smith William S .. : .. .' •. " : : 0. 0 (1973)
Professor, Physics; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, Madison
Snow Mark E .. : : : : (1971)
.~rofessor, Psychology; Ph.D., Uniyersity of Utah "
Snyder Walter S 0 0 '(1984)
Associate Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., Stanford University, "
Spafford Stephen ,' (1972)'
Dean afAdmissions; Instructor, Psychology; M.A., UnIv. of Oregon
Spinosa Claude , . (1970)'
Professor, Geoscience; Ph,D. University of Iowa "
Springer JoAnne W '...•..... ; .- ,(1988)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S.N., Yale University
Springer Pamela '. .. ;'(1989)
Instructor, Nursing;!M.S:, California State University, Fresno 0
Stack James D 0 (1984)
'Advanced Instructor, Electronics Service Technology; M.S.;' New
Jersey Institute of Technology' ',.
Staley Orland Scott (1989)
Instructor, Radiologic Sciences; B.S., Boise State University
Stailey Linda. ; •.... : 0' •••• '.' •••••••••• : •••••••••••• '(1989)
Associate Executive Vice-President and Professor; M.A.Ed.,'ldaho
State University , , '
Stark Frank W , : (1957)
'Professor, Chemistry, Physical Science; M.S., Trinity College
Stark Nola. ; , r.'.:' , :V, : (199O)
Instructor, Nursing; M.S., Idaho State University
Q
Quinowski Charles D : , : ~ (1970)
. Counselor and Inst~uctor, Vocational Technical; B.S.(EI:!.):Southern
Oregon College
Pomerance Andrea lynn " , (1989)
Instructor, Nursing; M.S., University of Minnesota ;,
Potter Glenn R (1985)
Chairperson, Health, Physical Education, and Recreation Depart-
ment; Professor, Physical Education: Ed.D., Brigham Young Univ.
Purdy Craig A., ,' "., , ,. (1987)




Ray Nina Marie ,.0 •••••.•••• ~ : •••••••••• .- •••••• (1986)
Assistant Professor, Marketing: Ph.D., Texas Tech University
Rayborn David W : (1969)
Associate Professor, Communication: M.S.; Southern Illinois
University ,.
Raymond Gregory A : (1974)
Chair and Professor, Political Science; Ph.D.,' University of South
Carolina • '
Reimann Richard J ' '. .• :.: .. : .•..... ; 0 0.0.(1975)
, Professor, Physics: Ph.D., University of Washington .'" '.
Reynolds Rlarry ......................•....•...•. ;", .' .. '.' ..... (1979)
, Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Washington State University
Ritchie Karen E ; (1985)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; MoS.,'Colh~ge of Idaho
Robbins Bruce ,., (1990)
Assistant Professor, English: Ph.D.; Indiana'University
Roberts George F .'. 0'''' .,•. :.: (1970)
Professor, Art: M.F.A., University of Iowa. ' •
Robertson John B 0..••.......... , , ..•.... : x. 0. (1974)
Associate Professor, Foreign languages: Ph.D., University. of Arizona
Ross David Frank 0" : 0 ' 0 (1990)
Assistant Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., Cornell University "
Rozmajzl Michon ,: : ...•......... ' (1986)
, Associate Professor, Music: Ph.D., University of Michigan ,
Rudd Robert A. , ; , : .. (1985)
Associate Professor, Communication: Ph.D., University of Oregon
Russell James K , (1969)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., University of Iowa i, ' ,
Ruyle Asa M , , , .. : (1976)'
Vice President, Finance'and Administration: Bursar; PrOfessor, Educa-
tion; Ed.D., UniverSity of Missouri.
Rychert Robert C (1975)
" Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Utah State University
Ryder Mary Ellen ; .. ': (1988)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of California, San Diego
S
Sadler NOrma J , :(1973)'
Professor, Teacher Education; Ph~D., University of ,Wisconsin,
Madison I . ;,,' ',; ,',
Sahni Chaman l , ' :., :. (1975)
Professor, English; Ph.D., Wayne State University. , ,
Sallie Steven S .. : : : : (1981)
Associate Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Nebraska:
Samball Michael ;' 0...•....... ::.'; .. : (1976)
, Associate Professor, Music; D.M.A., North Texas State University,
Sanderson Richard K ' (1971)
}\ssociate' Professor, English; Ph.D., New York' University , ,
Satterwhite Janet. .............•............ : . :'.: ..... : .... (1991)'
Instructor, Nursing: M.S:, University of Maryland:
Schackel Sandra K ~ : (1989)
Assistant Professor, History; Ph.D., University of New Mexico <
Scheepers Marion : : (1988)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph:D.,' University of Kansas'
Scheffer Martin " (1964)
Chair and Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., University of Utah,
Schimpf Martin E , (1990)'
Assistant Professor, Chemistry; Ph;D.; University of Utah ',I
Schoedinger Andrew B , (1972)
Associate Professor, Phiiosophy; Ph.D:, Brown University •
Schooley Diane (1989),
Assistant Professor, Finance; Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder,
Schreffler, Joseph S .. '" .. ; . : : . ".' .. (1989)
.Instructor, Electronics; B.S.: California Polytechnic State University
Schroeder Gerald H " ;' " .. '. (1978)











Instructor, Respiratory Therapy Technician, Vocational Technical
y
Yarbrough Douglas W ......•..............•............... (1990)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Texas Tech University
Young Jerry l. (1964)
Professor, Mathematics; Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado
W
Waag Charles J ., ., ., ., ., . ., ., .. ., (1981)
Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., University of Arizona
Waite Wenden W ..............•.......................... (1976)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., Utah State University
Waldorf Larry L (1970)
Associate Professor, Management; Ph.D., Colorado State University
Wallace Steve R (1972)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; M.S., University of Utah
Walsh Anthony ........•.................................. (1984)
Associate Professor, Criminal Justice Administration; Ph.D., Bowling
Green State UniverSity
Warberg William B ., ., ., .. ., ., ., (1977)
Director, Internships/Cooperative Education; Associate Professor,
Computer Systems; Ed.D., Oregon State University
Ward Frederick R ., ., ., ., .. ., ., . ., ., ., (1969)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Virginia Poly Inst & State University
Warner Kathleen C (1966)
- Assistant Professor, English; Ph.D., Indiana University, Bloomington
Watts Donald J ., ., (1971)
Senior Instructor, Drafting Technology; B.S., University of Idaho
Weatherby James B (1989)
Director, Public Affairs Program; Associate Professor, Political
Science and Public Affairs; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Wells David A (1986)
Associate Professor, Music; M.M.E., VanderCook College of Music
Wertman Donald L ...•.......•.........................•.. (1979)
Program Head; Senior Instructor, Machine Shop; A.A.S., Penn-
sylvania State University
White Craig' ..•......•.................................... (1980)
Associate Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., University of Oregon.
White Harry '~................•..... (1988)
Assistant Professor, Finance; Ph.D., Texas A & M
Wicklow-Howard Marcia ..•.... ; , ' •....... ",'.' (1975)
Chairperson, Biology Department; Professor, Biology; PIl.D., Oregon
State University
Widmayer Jayne A .. ., ., ., ., ., ., ., . (1981)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Michigan
Wilkinson Edwin E ........................•............... (1958)
Dean, Student Special Services; Associate Professor, Psychology;
M.S., Washington State University
Williamson Marjorie ......•................................ (1967)
Secretary, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, Business & Office
Education; M.B.Ed., University of Idaho
Willis Lonnie L..,.,., ., ., .....•...... ., . .,., . .,(1970)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Colorado, Boulder
Wilson Monte D .....................•.................... (1969)
Chairperson and Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Wilterding Jim .........•.................................. (1976)
Professor, Management; D.B.A., Texas Tech University .
Wines William A .....•.................................... (1984)
Professor, Management; J.D., University of Michigan
Witt Stephanie l. .. ., .., ., ., (1989)
Assistant Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., Washington State
University
Witte Mary : ...........................•........... (1989)
Chairperson, Professor, Art; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Wojtkowski W Gregory ...............•................•... (1982)
Associate Professor, Computer Systems, Decision Sciences; Ph.D.,
Case Western Reserve University
Wojtkowski Wita ...•......................... : (1983)
Associate Professor, Computer Systems, Decision Sciences; Ph.D.,
Case Western Reserve University
Wollheim Peter: (1989)
Instructor, Communication; M.A., Simon Fraser University
Wood Spencer H ...............................•......... (1977)
Professor, Geoscience; Ph.D., California Institute of Technology
Wyllie Gilbert A . ., ., ., . ., ., ., ., ., (1965)
Associate Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Purdue University
210 - Faculty
Stitzel Thomas E ...........•.............................. (1975)
Dean, College of Business; Professor, Finance; Ph:D., University of
Oregon
Stokes Lee W (1987)
Associate Professor, Environmental Health; Ph.D., University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis
Straub Hilary (1984)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., Indiana University, Bloomington
Strong Janet .......•...................................... (1973)
Orientation Librarian; Assistant to the University Librarian; Associate
Professor, Library Science; M.L.S., University of Washington
Sued meyer Joan A (1986)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Syracuse University
Sulanke Robert (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Sumter Bonnie J .•.•..................... ' (1978)




Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Takehara John S ; ..•................... , (1968)
Professor, Art; M.A., Los Angeles State College .
Talbot Kathleen ...............•........................... (1989)
Assistant Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Tulane University
Taye John A .......................................•...... (1975)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Otis Art Institute
Taylor Adrien P Jr . ., .. ., ., ., ., . ., ., ., .. ., .•. ., ., . ., ... ., :. (1977)
Head Librarian, Reference Department, Library; Professor, Library
Science; M.A., University of Denver
Taylor David S., .. ',' ., ., .. ., ., ., ., ., . ., ., ., ., (1972)
Vice President, Student Affairs; Professor, Psychology; Ph.D.,
Michigan State University
Taylor Patricia A (1975)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.Ed., College of Idaho
Taylor Ronald S .... ., ., ., .. ., ., . ., ., ..... ., ..... ., .. ., .... (1975)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Utah State University
TenEyck Theresa ............•............................. (1990)
Instructor, Business & Office Education; B.B.A., Boise State University
Thomason George (1975)
Assistant Professor, Music; M.A., Boise State University
Thorngren Connie M (1970)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; M.Ed.; Central Washington
University
Tillman Charles ............................•.............. (1977)
Senior Instructor, Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel; Diploma, Univer-
sity of Idaho
Tisdale Janet (1989)
Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S., Montana State University
Towle Mary Ann (1976)
Senior Instructor, Practical Nursing; M.Ed., University of Idaho
Travis Darlene K (1989)
Instructor, Radiologic Sciences; B.S., Idaho State University
Trusky Tom (1970)
Professor, English; M.A., Northwestern University
Twight Charlotte ..............................•........... (1986)
Associate Professor, Economics; Ph.D., University of Washington
U
Uehling Karen S ................................•......... (1981)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of California, I,rvine
V
Vahey JoAnn T ...•.•...........•......•.................•. (1973)
Director, Baccalaureate Nursing; Professor, Nursing; Ed.D., Colum-
bia University
Valverde Luis J ., ., ., ., ., (1965)
Professor, Foreign Languages; Ed.D., University of California, Los
Angeles
Vaughn Ross E (1973)
Associate Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., Washington State
University
Vinz Ruth .........................................•...... (1989)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; M.A., Boise State University
Vinz Warren L '.....................•.......... (1968)
Chairperson, History Department; Professor, History; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Utah
Virta Alan .....................•.......................... (1988)
Head of Special Collections, Library; Assistant Professor, Library
Science; M.L.S., University of Maryland "
Young Katherine (1988),2 "
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Utah State University
Young Virgil M : (1967)
Chair and Professor, Teacher E<:fucation; Ed;D., University of Idaho
Yunker Dougl,as .....•...........•. ~. '..•................... (1976) ,
AssociatE; Professor, Social Work; M.S.~.,lndiana Un}versity
Faculty - 211
Z
Zaerr Linda M ...............................•..........•. (1987)
Assistant Professor, English; Ph.D., Washington State University
Ziri~~~ie~~~kE~g'Ii'S'h;'Ph"D:,'U~'i~~;~itY 'c;t'N~'rth 'C~;~li~~; ch~p~1~1
Zirinsky Michael P (1973)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Boise State"UhiversityEmeriti
f f _ . ~
--,
Faculty,
Dorothy Albertson,'Professor, Office Administration (1953c1977)
Thelma F. Allison, Associate Professor, Home Economics (1946-1973)
John B. Barnes, President, Boise State University (1967-1977)
John Beitia, Professor, Teacher Education (1970-1985) ,
John H. Best, Professor, Music (1947-1983)
Bill Bowman, Department Chair and Professor, Physical Education
(1969-1985) ,
Phyllis Bowman, Assistant Professor, Physical Education (1969-1985)- _
Jean c. Boyles, Assistant Professor; Physical Education (1949-1957, •
1962-1984) , ;
C. Griffith Bratt, Professor, Music (1946-1976) ,;, _ .
James R. Buchanan, Assistant Professor, Welding (1959-1978) "
Richard E. Bullington, Vice President for Information Extension, Pro-
fessor, Teacher Education (1%8-1989)
Clara Burtch, ,Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Library Science
(1969-1978)
Erma M. Callies, Department Head and Counselor, Vocational Student
Services (1969-1985)
William Carson, Associate Professor, Accounting (1963-1982)
Eugene B. Chaffee, President, (1932-1967) ,
Acel H. Chatburn, Professor, Education (1944-1977)
R. Wayne Chatterton, Professor, English (1968-1983)
Doran L. Connor, Assistant Professor, Physical Education (1966-1989)
E. John Dahlberg, Professor,Teacher Education (19760-1989) ,
Mary Dallas, Program Head, Senior Instructor, Practical Nursing
(1976-1989)
James D. 'Doss, Associate Dean, College of Business, Associate Pro-
fessor, Management (1970-1984)
Clisby Edlefsen, Professor, Business (1939-1969)
J. Calvin Emerson, Associate Professor, Chemistry(1933-1940, 1960-1973)
Evelyn C. Everts, Ass'ociate Professor, Library Science (1957-1977)
Marjorie Fairchild, Associate Professor, Library Science -(1966-1975)
Milton Fleshman, Assistant Professor, Auto Mechanics Technology
(1959-1974) ,
H. K. Fritchman II, Professor, Biology (1954-1989)
Albert Fuehrer, Instructor, Auto Mechanics Technology(1965-1978)
John F. Hager, Associate Professor, Machine Shop (1954-1969)
Clayton Hahn, Associate Professor, Engineering (1963-1981)
Ralph W. Hansen, Associate University Librarian, Professor, Library
Science (1979-1989)
Alice H. Hatton, Registrar (1959-1974)
Robert A. Hibbs, Professor, Chemistry (1965-1990)
James W. Hopper, Associate Professor, Music (1970-1986)
Gail Ison, Professor, Psychology (1970-1990)
Robert D. Jameson, Special lecturer, Management (1979c1988)
Helen R. Johnson, Associate Professor, Business Education (1955-1978)
Fenton C. Kelley, Associate Professor, Biology (1969-1989) -
louis J. King, Instructor, Auto Mechanics Technology (197q-1985)
leo L. Knowlton, Professor, Marketing (1965-1985) , ~,
Ellis W. lamborn, Professor, Economics (1968-1989)
Max lamborn, Instructor, Parts Counterperson (1972-1981) _
John leigh, Jr., Instructor, Drafting Technology (1971-1983) .
Joan Lingenfelter, Program Head, Senior Instructor, Child Care Ser-
vices (1973-1989) . •
D. Jean Macinnis, Program Head and Senior Instructor, DentalAssisting
(1962-1990)
Ruth A. Marks, Professor, Teacher Education, Library Science (1970-1982)
Adelaide Anderson Marshall, Assistant Professor, Music (1939-1948,
1966-1972)
Carroll Meyer, Professor, Music (1948-1985)
Florence M. Miles, Professor, Nursing (1955-1980)
Kathryn Eckhardt Mitchell, Assistant Professor, Violin (1932-1938)
Donald J. Obee, Professor, Botany (1946-1977)
'~,
.,.~..
Thomas E. Olson, Standard Instructor, Drafting (1975-1990)
louis A. Peck, Chairperson and Professor, Art (1955-1989)
Margaret Peek, Associate Dean, College of Arts & Sciences, Professor,
English (1967-1987)
John L. Phillips, Chairperson and Professor, Psychology (1954-1989)
CamilleB. Power, Associate Professor, Spanish (1932-1935, 1946-1951,
1954-1967)
Elaine C. Rockne, Director and Instructor, Medical Record Science,
(1968-1986)
Hazel M.Roe, Associate Professor, Office Administration (1942-1944,
1947-1969)
Duston R. Scudder, Professor, Marketing (1964-1987)
Frank Smartt"Assistant Professor, Mathematics (195~ 1981)
Donald D. Smith, Professor, Psychology (1967-1984)
lyle H. Smith, Director, Intercollegiate Athletics, Professor"Physical
Education (1946-1981)
Harry L. Steger, Professor, Psychology (1972-1990)
Robert Sylvester, Associate Professor, History (1963-1982)
Albert Tennyson, Instructor, Industrial Communications (1966-1977)
Carl W. Tipton, Associate Professor, Management (1965-1980)
James Tompkins, Assistant Professor, Industrial Communications
(1963-1985)
David Torbet, Director, Counseling & Testing Center; Professor,
-Psychology (1966-1983) ,
G. W. Underkofler, Associate Professor, Accounting (1952-1974)
Eunice Wallace, Associate Professor, English (1968-1978)
Gerald Wallace, Dean, Professor, College of Education (1%8-1978)
Mont M. Warner, Professor, Geology (1967-1984)
John E. Warwick, Associate Professor, Communication (1963-1977)
Allen Weston, Senior Instructor, Drafting Technology (1964-1985)
Wayne E. White, Professor, Management (1965-1987)
Peter K. Wilson, Professor, Business Administration (1966-1977)
EllaMae Winans, Associate Professor, Mathematics (19~ 1983)
Professional Staff
G. M. (Don) Miller, Coordinator, Business & -Industry Relations
(1969-1985) _
Herbert W. Runner"Director, Institutional Research (1947-1984)
Classified Staff
Edith Benson, Numerical Records Clerk, Housing (1969-1985)
Evelyn R. Bobo, Admissions Unit Supervisor (1968-1985)
leona Brook, Custodian (1971-1989)
Ruth Ann Caylor, Monographs Assistant, Library (1967-1987)
Mary Cozil1e, Secretary-Office Coordinator, Counseling Center
'(1972-1984)
lois Cummins, Library Assistant III (1966-1984) •
Elaine Durbin, Administrative Assistant, College of Health Science
(1972-1986) "
Patricia J. Durie, Secretary/Coordinator, Political Science (1970-1988)
Dorothy Haskins, Clerical Specialist, Curriculum Resource Center,
Library (1972-1988)
lone Jolly, Library Assistant I (1968-1986)
Inez Keen, Postal Service Supervisor (1969-1986)
Paul Markowski, Chemistry lab Materials Supervisor (1969-1990)
Margaret McGhee, Administrative Secretary, College of Education
(1970-1988)
Ray Moore,:Biology lab Material Supervisor C )
Granville "Hank" -Mouser, ,Storekeeper, Physical Plant (1970-1987)
Elise Swanson, Secretary-Office Coordinator, Social Work (1972-1986)
Rachel Terry, Library' Assistant II ( )
Kathy Tipton, Transfer Credit/Graduation Evaluator (1969-1984)
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Accounting Minor 99, 101
Accreditation and Affiliation of
Boise State University 6
Adding a Course 19
Address or Name Changes 19









Admission to Teacher Education
122








Tech n ical/ Academic' Cred its "
10
Transfer Students 8-9 .
Vocational Technical Students
10-11, 163
Admissions, Graduate 11, 181
Adult Basic Education 35
Adult Learning Center 163-164
Advanced Placement (AP) Exams
32-34
Advanced Placement and Credit
32-34
Advising Center, Academic 39















Appeal, Right of 19




Area I-Arts and Humanities 22
Area II-Social Sciences 22
Area III-Natural Science- .
Mathematics 22-23
Army ROTC 35, 87-88
Art Courses 47-49
Art, Department of 43-49
Art.Graduate Courses 190-191
Art, Master's Degree 190
Art Minor 42, 45
Associate of Applied Science
.Degree 26,164
Associate of Arts Degree 26






Attendance and Absence from
Class 18
Audit vs. Credit Registration 18
"Audit/Credit Changes 19
Auto Body Courses 165 , ,
Auto Body Program 165
Auto Mechanics Courses 166
Automotive MechanicsProgram
166., . .










Art, Secondary Education 44
Athletic Training 116-117






















Earth Science Education 58
Economics 104-106
Economics-Social Science,



































































Bachelor of Applied Science
Degree 25-26, 152
Bachelor of Arts Degree 23
Bachelor of Business Administra-
tion Degree 24
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree
24-25
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary -
Studies 25, 29
Bachelor of Music Degree 25
Bachelor of Science Degree 24
Bilingual, Elementary Teacher
Training Program 36, 123-124
Biology Courses 51
Biology, Department of 49-52
Biology, Graduate Courses 203
Biology Minor 43, 50
Board and Room Charges 15
Botany Cou rses 51 ,
Business and Office Education
Courses 167-168
Business and Office Education
Program 166-168
Business Development Center 37
Business Systems & Computer
Repair Courses 168-169





Cable Public Access Channel 37
Calendar, Academic 3-4
Campus In Spain 35
Canadian Studies Courses 30
Canadian Studies Minor 30
Candidacy, Masters 183
Canyon County Center 35





Center for Data Processing 36
Certificate of Completion, Voca-
tional Technical Programs 164
Certification Endorsements for





Elementary Education 125 ,
Challenges 34, 183
Changes in Registration 19-20
Charges, Board and Room 15
Chemistry Courses 53-54
Chemistry, Department of 52-54
Chemistry Graduate Courses 192
. ChemiStry Minor 43, 52
Child Care Courses 169
Child Care & Development Pro- .
gram 169
'Child Care Service 40
Class Standing of Students 17
Classical Language Program' 84-85
Classification of Students 17
CLEP Exams 32-33
College Admission Core 9
College Assistance Migrant .:
Program 36
College of Business Graduate
Program 184-185
Colleges and Schools 42, 76, 98,
113, 134, 151, 152, 163, 181
Arts and Sciences 42
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Bachelor of Applied Science
25-26,152
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School of Applied Technology
152




Communication; Dept. of 78-82
Communication, Master of Arts
185-186
Community and Environmental,
Health; Department of 134-138
Complete Withdrawal from the
University 19 )'




















Consultation Services, Faculty & •
Staff 36
Contacts, Telephone Numbers






Religion Courses 23 •
Correspondence Study in Idaho 35





Administrative Services 110-185 .
Agricultural Equipment 165




Auto Mechanics 166! L.",
Biology 51, 203 " ••~
Botany Courses. 51
Business & Office Education" , .
166-168 /n. t" .'







Systems 103 i >"
Computer Science;-Math I
Department 63-64
Construction Management -154 Practical Nursing 177 ,
Core Block 164 - Pre-Engineering 154-155
Criminal-justice. ' Production & Operations
Adm'inistration 83-84, 202 Management 103-104
Culinary Arts 170-171 Professional Truck Driving 177
DentalAssisting 171 " Psychology 92-93,.189 •
Diesel 173-174' Public Administration 201-202
Drafting Technology 159 Radiologic Technology 148-149
Economics 106-107. Refrigeration 178
Electrical'lineworker'1710172 Respiratory Therapy 150
Electronics Technology 160-161. Respiratory Therapy
Electronics Service Technology. • Technician 178-179
159-160 v' Russian 130
Engineering, Pre 154-155 Small Engine Repair 179
Engineering, Uol158 Social Science 97.,
English 56-57, 193 ., Social Work 94
Environmental Health 136-137 Sociology 96-97, 202
Finance 111 , Spanish 130
Fire Service Technology Student Government 30
172-173 Surgical Technology 179
Fitness Activity 119-121 " •. } Teacher Education 131-133,
Foreign language 86,129-130 189-190
Forestry Cou rses 51" Theatre Arts 75
French 129 Truck Driving 177
General Business 108-109 Uol Engineering 158
General Science 61, 191 WaterlWastewater Technology
Geography 60 - " 180
Geology 61,191 Welding & Meta! Fabrications'
Geophysics 61, 196.197 '" 180
German 129 " Zoology Courses 51-52
Greek 86 Course Drops 19
Health Science 137-138 Course Numbering System 20,
Heating 178 . • ,183-184
Heavy Duty Mechanics 174 Course Numbers, University,
History 85-86, 197 Wide 21, 183-184
Honors 28-29 Course Prerequisite Waivers 20
Horticulture 174-175 Credit vS.•Audit Registration 18
I Humanities 57 Credit/Audit Changes 19
Independent Study 32 Criminal justice Administration
Industrial Mechanics 175 Courses 83-84, 202
Instructional/Performance Criminal justice Administration
Technology 198-199 Program, AS.83 "
Interdisciplinary Studies 29 Criminal justice Administration
latin 86-87 Program, BNBS 82-83
library Science 130 .:- Criminal justice Administration,
linguistics 57 r. '.0 Department of 82-84
Machine Shop 176 Culinary Arts Courses 1700171
Management 109 Culinary Arts Program 170
Manufacturing Technology 2 Cultural Opportunities 41
year 162-163 Curriculum and Instruction,





Mathematics 64-65, 192 .
MBA Advanced 185 ",1 ••
MBA Elective 185 )



















. Dental Assisting Courses 171







Auto Body 165 '
Auto Mechanics 166
Biology Department 49-52
Business and Office Education
166-168



































Health, Physical Education and
Recreation 114-121




























library 7 Interdisciplinary Studies 198 Music, General Courses 69-70 Pre-Engineering 153-154
library/Science Courses 130 Music 199-200 Music, Master's Program 199-200 Pre-Forestry & Wildlife
linguistics Courses 57 Planned Fifth Year-Education 188 Music Minor 43, 67 Management 51
Predictive Examinations 183 Pre-Occupational Therapy 145
M Program Development Form 183 N Pre-Optometry 145
(
Madline Shop Courses 176 Public Administration 200-202 Name or Address Changes 19, Pre-Pharmacy 145-146
Machine Shop Program 175-176 Raptor Biology 202-203 National Student Exchange 35 Pre-Physical Therapy 146
Majors and Degrees Offered 27 Residence Requirements, New Student Orientation 39 Pre-Physician Assistant 146 ., Management Courses 109 Masters 183 Non-Baccalaureate Degree Pre-Technical Instruction 164
~
Management, Department of 107-109 Second Master's Degree- Programs Professional Truck Driving 177
Management, Entrepreneurial Education 188 Agricultural Equipment Radiologic Technology 146-149
\ Program 108 Supervisory Committee Technology 164 Respiratory Therapy 149-150Management, Human Resource Assignment 182-183 Air Conditioning, Refrigera- Respiratory Therapy
Management Program 108 Thesis Requirements 183 tion, Heating 178 Technician 178-179
Manufacturing Technology 2 Time limitations 183 Apprenticeship Programs 164 Semiconductor Technology 161
1 year Courses 162-163 Transfer of Credits 183 Associate of Applied Science Small Engine Repair 179
I Manufacturing Technology 2 Mathematics Courses 64-65 Degree 26, 164 Surgical Technology 179year Program 162-163 Mathematics, Department of 61-65 Associate of Arts 26 Truck Driving 177,,, Manufacturing Technology 4 Mathematics Graduate Courses Associate of Science Degree Trade Extension Programs 164
{ year Courses 155 192 Nursing 139-141 WaterlWastewater Technology
Manufacturing Technology 4 Mathematics, Master's Program Auto Body 165 179-180\.
year Program 153 191-192 Auto Mechanics 166 Welding & Metals Fabricationr Marching Band 37 Mathematics Minor 43, 62 Automated Industrial 180
! Marketing - Finance, Depart- Mathematics, Secondary Technician 165-166 Wildlife Management &, ment of 109-112 Education Program 62 Business and Office Education Pre-forestry 51
Marketing Courses 111 MBA Advanced Courses 185 166-168 Nursing Courses 140-142I
Marketing Program 110 MBA Elective Courses 185 Business Systems & Computer Nursing, Department of 139-142i
I Marketing-Mid-Management MBA Foundation Courses Repair 168-169Courses 111-112 184-185 Certificate of Com'pletion, 0Marketing-Mid-Management Medical Expense Insurance 12, 40 Vocational Technical Off Campus Student Housing 16Program 110, 176 Medical Records Courses 139 Programs 164 Office Occupations Courses
t Master's Degree in Education Medical Record Science Child Care & Development 167-168(MNMS) Program 138-139 169 Orientation, New Student 39Art Emphasis 190-191 Medical Record Science, Criminal JusticeI Curriculum and Instruction 187 Department of 138-139 Administration 83 P
r
Early Childhood 187 Medical Technology Courses 145 Culinary Arts Program 170-171 PEP Exams 33
Earth Science Emphasis 191 Medical Technology Program Day Care Assistant/Supervisor Petition, Right of 18
Educational Technology 188 144-145 169 Petitions for Foreign Language
Mathematics Emphasis 191-192 MHAFB Program 35 Dental Assistant 171 Credit 36
Reading 187 Military Experience Evaluation 34 Diploma, Vocational Technical Philosophy Courses 71
l Special Education 187-188 Military Science Courses 88 Programs 164 Philosophy Program 71
t Master's Degree Programs Military Science, Department of Drafting Technology 158-159 Philosophy Minor 43, 71Admissions, Graduate 11, 181 87-88 Electrical lineworker 171-172 Philosophy, Department of 70-71Athletic Administration 195 Minor Teaching Certification Electronics Service Technology Physical Education Courses
/ Candidacy 183 Endorsements 126-128 159-160 118-119
~ Challenges 183 Minors 26, 27 Electronics Technology 160-162 Physical Education Department
( Communication 185-186 Accounting 99, 101 Engineering, Pre- 153-154 114-121
Course Load limits 184 Anthropology 76, 78 English Minor for Theatre Arts Physical Education Graduate
Course Numbering System 20, Art 43, 45 74-75 Courses 194-195
183-184 Biology 43, 50 Fire Service Technology Physical Education, Non-
Degrees Offered 181 Business 99-100 172-173 Teaching Program 115-117
English 193 Canadian Studies 30 Heavy Duty Mechanics-Diesel Physical Education, Secondary
Exercise & Sport Studies 194 Chemistry 43, 52 173-174 Education Program 115
Final Examination Construction Management 153 Horticulture Service Techni- Physical Science Courses 72
Requirements 183 Economics 100, 106 cian 174-175 Physics Courses 72-73
Fifth Year, Planned 188 English 43, 55 Industrial Environmental Physics, Department of 71-73
Foreign Language Interdisciplinary Studies in Technician 175 Physics Minor 43, 72
Requirements 183 Aging 30 Industrial Mechanics/Automa- Physics Program 71-72
Geology 191 International Business 100 tion 175 Placement, Educational 122
Geophysics 196-197 Legal Assistant 30-31 Job Upgrading Programs 164 Planned Fifth Year, Masters-
Graduate Classifications 182 Mathemtatics 43, 62 Machine Shop 175-176 Education 188
Graduate Courses for MulticEthnic Studies 77, 95 Manufacturing Technology Planning, Placement, Career
Undergraduate Credit 21, 182 Music 43,67 162-163 Assistance 40-41
Graduate Credit for Seniors Philosophy 43, 71 Marketing: Mid-Management Policy Statement Concerning
182 Physics 43, 72 110, 176 Catalog Contents Inside front
Graduate Credit Requirements Political Science 77, 89 Medical Record Science 138-139 cover
182 Theatre Arts 43, 74 Nursing, Associate of Science Political Science and Philosophy,
Graduate Degree Application Multi-Ethnic Studies 95 Degree 139-141 Department of 88-90
for Graduation, 184 Multicultural Board 40 Office Occupations 166-168 Political Science Courses 89-90
Graduate Faculty 182 Music Applied, Courses 68 Practical Nursing 176-177 Political Science Program 88-89
Graduate Repeat, Retakes 182 Music Graduate Course.s 199-200 Pre-Architectural 47 Political Science Minor 77, 89
Graduate Scholarship Music Program 65-68 Pre-Chiropractic 145 Practical Nursing Courses 177
Requirements 182 Music, Department of 65-70 Pre-Dental Hygiene 145 Practical Nursing Program 176-177 ,
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Reading & Study Skills 39
Reading Education Center 122
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Right of Appeal 19
Right of Petition 18
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Students 39
ROTC (Army) 35, 87-aB
Russian Courses 130
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Scholarships, Honors Program 29
Scholarships, ROTC 87
School of Applied Technology
152-163
School of Vocational Technical
Education 163-180,






Secondary Student Teaching 126
Semiconductor Technology
Program 161 -
Senior Citizen Rate 12
Services for Students,
Educational 122
Small Engine Repair Courses 179
Small Engine Repair Program 179
" Social Science Cou rses 97
Social Science Program 94-95
Social Sciences and Public
Affairs, College of 76-97
Social Work Courses 94
Social Work Program 93-94
Social Work, Department of'
93-94
Sociology Courses 96-97












Special Workshop Fees 12
Strategies for Academic Success
39
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Changes 19
Student Government 41
Student Government Courses 30




Student Orientation, New 39
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Registration 19-20
Student Support Program 40
Student Teaching, Admission to
122
Student Teaching, Secondary 126
Students 6
Students, Classification of 17
Studies Abroad Programs 35
Summer Session Program 35
Supervisory Committee
Assignment, Masters 182-183
Surgical Technology Courses 179















Theatre Arts Courses 75
Theatre Arts Program 73-74
Theatre Arts, Department of 73-75
Theatre Arts, English Minor for
74-75
Thesis Requirements, Masters 183
Time limitations, Masters 183
Time limits for Financial Aid 15
Trade Extension Programs 164
Transfer of Credits, Masters 183
Truck Driving, Professional 177
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University Apartments 16
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Upward Bound Program 36
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CAMPUS MAP
44. Art Annex 7 (1024)
45. Art I Ceramic and Photo (1426)
46. VT Child Care lab (1504)
47. A.B.E. Classroom (1110)
48. Maintenance Building (1356)
49. Vocational Education Center (1402)
50. Culinary Arts Building (1311)
51. Heavy Duty Mechanical Building (1319)
52. Idaho Sports Medicine Institute (1188)
53. Bronco Stadium (1190)
54. Christ Chapel (1010)
55. Varsity Center and Simplot Center for
Athletic Excellence (1190) .
56. Art English Annex (Fourplex • 1875)
57. College of Technology Building (1375)
58. Lincoln Hall (1015)
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